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DennIs M11Is

This study reviews the tenents of adult learning. Christian education. and creative drama and
presents the observation that there are parallel objectives in each of these three major areas.
Noting that creative drama is rarely used in adult Christian education, which is primarily
cognitive-based and lecture-discussion oriented. the study proposes the application of creative
drama strategies to provide an alternative experiential learning process and therefore create a
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drama strateoies to provioo an alternative experiential learnino process and therefore create a
balance of focus between cognitive, affective, reflective and active learning styles in adult
Christifln eduCtltion. It also suggests that through the appliCtltion of creative drama strategies
teachers may more effectively realize the intentions Of Christian education: to nurture sensitively
aware individuals who are continually grOWing in faith and empathic love for others.
Extant theoretical writings about the practice of creative drama and also literature dealing
with the principles and intentions of adult Christian eduCtltion are reviewed for this study. In the
process of surveying current theory and practice In adult evangelical Christian education, the
study elaborates on its two basic concerns: adult learning and Christian education. The study
discloses a discernible gap between theory and practice through which creative strategies in adult
evangeliCtll Christian eduCtltion hflVe fallen. The st.udy OOvances the conclusion that this gap mey be
OOjressed by application of the creative drama process. Creative drama is presented as one viable
means of refreshing individual adult creativity and adult group creativity in Christian education
and as an additional way through which to nurture empathic awareness and personal spiritual
growth. The underlying assumption is thot creotive dromo is 0 powerful, often neglected, tool by
which adult evangelical Christian education groups may be stimulated to more effective learning
and growth.
Creative drama, adult learning, and Christian education converge in this study to present
an OOvantegeous educetional angle. Creative drama is an improvisational, non-exhibitional,
process-centered form of drama in which partiCipants are guiOOd by a laaoor to imagine, enact and
reflect upon human experiences. Built on the human impulse and ability to act out perceptions of
the world in order to understand it, creative drama requires both logical and intuitive thinking,
personalizes knowledJe, and yields aesthetic pleasure. The strategy clearly interfaces with
current findings In adult learning which represent the effective teacher as a facilitator who seeks
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to ouide the adult learner toward more enhanced self-direction and orowth rather than primarily
as a disseminator of information who seeks to lead the learner into gaining more knowledge.
Adult development findings reveal thot oclults learn best when their needs ond interests fire
conSidered, their backgrounds, skills and knowledge are recognized as key resources, and they
engage in active problem-solving. Likewise, creative drama draws its framework and impetus
from similar concerns of the participants, using their interests and resources as the basis for
enactment. In flnother venue, the intention of evangelical Christian education is to nurture
believers toward higher levels of faith development, enhanced Integrity In moral behavior, and
clear exhibition of genuine love and service toward others. In a similar vein, creative drama also
seeks personal growth and moral development through empathic awareness in enactment. Hence,
the potential for achieving the ideal outcomes in the fields of oclult education, and specifically adult
Christian education, Is more realizable with the application of the creative drama process to adult
Christian education.
In the course of literature review and the establishment of a rationale for considering the
integration of the creative drama process as an instructional strotegy in adult evangelical
Chr 1st Ian education, cn1lt1onal ancillary, yet sign Iflcant, aspects of personal and group growth and
awareness are consioored as part of the affective learning process and therefore discussed in terms
of their applications to the proposal.

These aspects include: major learning styles, the

experiential learning cycle, adult development, group ctynamics, moral education, creativity
development, play and the dramatizing Impulse, Imagination, metaphor, and empathiC awareness
and sensitivity. Each is considered as an important link in the connection of the creative drama
process to adult evangelical Christian education.
The study then lays out potential guioolines for the application of the creative drama
process as an instructional strategy in adult Christian education. The potential benefits of creative
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drama are considered in the processes of determining educational objectives and setting up
instructional guidelines for the adult student in the Christian education context. The guidelines
include: considerations for effective adult motivation, establishment of positive physical and
emotional atmosphere for creative experiential learning, and the sequential process for creative
role-playing from warm-up, through enactment, to final evaluation.

Suooested specific

applications of creative drama in Christian education are presented with extensive sample lesson
plans, including the rationale and implementation of guidelines for each step.
The study concludes wlth suggested future research and training to achieve the potential of
inculcating creative drama techniques in an adult evangelical Christian education context on a more
systematic basis and over a broader scope of application. Recommendations are made for future
publications and presentfltions in order to raise flWflreness of the need find potentifll effectiveness
of more creative and experiential strategies in adult Christian education as well as to train for
better teaching and leadership in those areas.
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CHAPTER I
PROPOSAL FOR THE DISSERTATION
The problems facing western culture in the next century are immense. Traditionally,
the Christian church has endeavored to help people solve personal and societal problems through
the thrust of its educetional ventures. There is no question that in the future, the

~hristian

church will continue its educational programs and aim them at constellations of new problems
facing twenty-first century humans. The real question in this writer's mind iSi whelther the
Christian church will discover educational methods adequate to accomplish this task. That is the
overriding concern of this dissertation.
Preparation for this study began in serious speculations about the up plication of
creative drama techniques to the venerable venue of adult Christian education. Accordingly, this
dissertation takes shape along the follOWing lines. The study reviews extant theoreticallwritings
about the practice of creative drama and also reviews literature dealing with the principles and
intentions of adult Christian education. In the process of reviewing current theory and practice in
adult Christian education, the study elaborates on its two basic components: adult leanning, as
presented in the guidelines of the specialized study of andragogy (helping adults IEl8rn), and the
prectice of Christian education as it interfaces with the needs and expectatiomi of adults in
evangelical Christian church related contexts. The study discloses a discerniblEI gap: between
theory and practice through which creative strategies in adult Christian education have fallen.
The study advances to the conclusion that this gap may be stitched together with the threads of
creative dramatic exercises. Creative drama is presented as one viable means of refreshing
individual adult creativity and adult group creativity in adult Christian education and as an
addlttonal way through which to nurture empathic awareness and personal sptritu I gr~th. The
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under lying assumption is that oreative drama is a powerful, yet often neglected, tool by whioh

adult Christian education groups may be stimulated to more effective learning and growth.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The stuc¥ focuses on the process of learning as experienced by adults in Christian
education contexts. It proposes the application of techniques discovered in the vehicle of creative
drama to adult Christian education as an alternative to methods of teaching and learning currently
practiced in adult Christian education groups. The problem addressed, simply put, is that the
majority of adult Christian education classes are still being taught in the traditional
lecture/discussion mode

t~hers

and students have experienced for the better part of this

century. This style of education does not take into consideration the recent research findings in the
fields of adult education, the area of learning styles, and the research topics of creativity and
experiential learning, findings which, taken together, tend to emphasize the need for increased
individual and creative participation on the part of the adult students in the learning process.
The stuc¥ will also argue that creative drama may be a natural link to the participatory
tendency of recent educational research in adult learning. The dissertation argues generally for
more creative and participatory learning experiences within the context of adult Christian
education, but it specifically presents the resource of creative drama, and particularly the
metaphorical learning that is encouraged through creative drama exercises, as a viable tool for
educators in adult Christian education contexts. The stuc¥ employs the inherently metaphorical
vehicles of imaginative play, creativity, and role-taking as a foundational framework upon which
to develop lessons and exercises to provoke personal awareness, to stimulate and enhance
insightful participation in groups, and consequently to impact the individual's religious education
experience.

3
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM

The 9)a1 of enhancing adult religious education is a credible endeavor on several counts.
A 1985 survey sponsored by the National Center for Education Statistics noted that the total
number of persons served by traditional educational institutions in 1984 was around 80.4
million. In contrast, 151.5 million (almost twice as many) people mey receive training through
non-school organizations each year. The two largest providers of non-school education are
religious institutions (with 33 million individuals served) and employers. Business and industry
are estimated to train 30 million, followed by 900,000 trained by federal and state governments
respectively. It is surprising to realize that religious education slips 'O!Nft{ with a significant slice
of the institutional learning pie. Religious institutions and religious educators are not a small
minority with little significance. They merit our attention if only for their numbers. The special
audience for the study of this dissertation is comprised of the educators and the adults they teach in
the context of religious education.
This study is also significant because the field of creative drama itself--although
largely ignored by religious educators--has become a significant part of informal, experiential
education and has attained a degree of status in formal educational ventures. "Formal" or
"traditional" drama, with which most people who attend live theatre are acquainted, stands in
juxtaposition with "informal drama" or "creative drama," which is undertaken for the benefit of
the participants and does not particularly cater to an audience. "Formal drama" focuses on the
analysis and criticism of selected dramatic 11terature and the production of that scripted literature
for live audiences. Formal drama is an extremely complex institution of the arts which has been
around since before the ancient Greeks and Romans. The study of and participation in this formal
and more traditional drama has exerted long-term and long-reaching Impact on curriculum and
instruction, particularly in the academic fields of speech, English, and literature. Formal drama
will undoubtedly remain a crucial part of the arts and literature curriculum for some time to
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come. Furthermore, in addition to academic applications of formal drama, the populace encounters

aspects of professional theatre (formal drama) on a daily basis in filmed dramas seen in movie
theatres, on television and on video. They see or hear about formal drama performed on stage in
high schools, community theatres and professional theatres, including the infamous Broadway and
Hollywro:! scenes. If the general populace has not had the opportunity of viewing live theatre
productions, it is almost unlikely that they have missed witnessing formal scripted drama in a
sit-com (situation comedy), soap opera (televised commercial serial drama) or televised film.
Many Americans can hardly evoid encountering the prevalence of information concerning the
fantasies and foibles surrounding the lives of professional actors in formal drama. Indeed, their
notoriety and exploitation is as prevalent as that of politicians and athletes.
But informal drama, to which creative drama is connected, is vastly removed from the
world of formal drama and its practitioners as described above. In contrast, informal drama is
also less offiCially recognized as an academic curriculum subject. When it is employed, informal,
creative drama is usually applied as a style of teaching a vast array of subjects through
participatory, creative group playmaking. Rather than as an end in itself, informal creative
drama is basically the process of learning to take on specific roles and norms within a controlled
context and is designed and primarily utilized for the socialization of the participants; unlike its
close cousin, formal drama, which is focused on an audience as the recipient of an end-product.
Because of its derivation from play and its obvious impact on personality development, the bulk of
the literature in the area of informal drama relegates creative drama techniques to elementary
education. Indeed, in many institutions and publications, the term "creative drama" is even
synonymous with "child drama," splashing only occasionally into use within literature and history
classes in mictile school and some additional areas in secondary education including roleplaying in
family life education and within the contexts of education on drug abuse. Aspects of creative drama
may be found in other areas of informal and imaginative play such as improvisation, theatre
games, dramatic simulations and role-playing. One may find applications of these expressive tools
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scattered throughout the fields of business, counseling, rehabilitation and human resource
management.
The history of the development of creative drama in formal education is rather recent.
During almost four hundred years of drama as a subject in education, the focus was primarily on
the study and performance of plays as literature. The observation was that the students who took
part in the performance of the plays learned "to speak well and to express emotion becomingly; to
be expressive yet restrained; to subordinate the individual to the whole; to play the game; to be
resourceful and self possessed and mitigate personal disabilities" (quoted in Robinson, 142). This
statement, originally pub lished in 1919 by the English Board of Education, included the additional
remark that it could "hardly be suggested that these are negligible accomplishments."
The influence of drama spread throughout the school systems so that by the late 1930's
it was noted that play-acting had become a normal feature of thousands of British schools and was
recognized for its value in cultural exercise. Drama remained primarily an exercise for the
training of speech and practical work on plays throughout the decOOes of the 1930's and 1940's.
During this time, the developing field of child psychology was beginning to give a new focus to the
value of imaginative play and learning through active experience. As Ken Robinson noted regarding
the influential Hadow Report on the primary school curriculum: ,,[ It] had pronounced that the
work there should be thought of in terms of activity and experience rather than of knowledge to be
acquired and facts to be stored. The feeling was that, if the psychologists were right, the key to
education was the experience, curiosity and the awakening powers and interest of the children
themselves" (Robinson, 143).
In 1947 Peter Slade was appointed as Chairman of the Educational Drama Association.
He opened the Experimental Drama Centre in London and began to develop a view of drama basad on
many years of work with children and adults. He published his views in Child Drama ( 1954), and
thus set the teaching of drama on a new course, away from formal theatre. It was his view that
child drama (creative drama) was an art form in and of itself that grows from a natural source
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within ohildrliln llilSrning through play. In thiQ oontlilxt thlil tlilSOher Qimply bsoomlilS the faoilitator

who provides the right conditions for the child to explore. Slade thought that drama is not a
subject or a method of teaching, but that "it is the great activity, it never ceases where there is
life; it is eternally bound up with mental health. It is the Art of Living" (25).
In a significant 1969 conference on Drama and Theatre in Education held at Clifton
College and partially sponsored by the Bristol Education Authority, Gavin Bolton, Dorothy
Heathcote and John Hodgson were among a plethora of educators and leaders consistently exploring
the uses and affects of creative drama in England's educational institutions. Three days of group
meetings, discussions and the presentation of formal papers led to a comprehensive text edited by
Nigel Dodd and Winifred HiCKson, entitled Drama and Theatre in Education. Anumber of points on
the role of drama were generally accepted at the conference and recorded in the text:
The l!l;k of any drama, especially improvisation, or free discussion in the school
curriculum was often demonstrated by inarticulate fifth and sixth formers. By
implication the value of drama and related activities was shown.
Disturbed children and those with bad beh6Viour patterns can often be helped by
drama work--perhaps because problems can be actively worked out in drama,
per hops because the rellrtionship required between pupil and teacher to proouce
gooj drama is itself therapeutic.
Drama of crl:Ilescents was frequently a projection into adult life, with frequent
knocks lrt authority figures, especiolly in schools with poor sociol environments.
It was felt that not only could pupils work out aooressive feelings in this wf!o{, but
the teocher could use the opportunity to help children understond the other side of
the coin and gain insight into unfamiliar aspects of society. (116)

In 1974 R1chard COurtney wrote a now rEroJn1zed malar text to exam1ne the
intellectual background of drama In education. His book, Play, Drama and Thought, Is wlooly used
as a textbook. and as a reference work. for un1versltles and colleges of educatIon partIcularly In the
areas of oovelopmental drama, drama in education, and creative dramatics. In his text, Courtney
rEroJnlzed that In Br1tlsh schools, most of the tIme of the 5 to 7 year-aIds was spent In play, and
many of the 7 to 11 year-aIds had specIal perIods for dramattc play and other perIods for the
dramatic method. He also poInted out that on the secondary level "there were few specialist drama
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teachers in 1948 but in 1966 there was a whole host of schools with special periods of Drama on
the timetable" (45). He went on to note regarding the situation in the United States of America
that younger children were allotted more free dramatic play, but that this was sharp ly curtailed
as they entered the Junior High School. In terms of teaching training in creative drama, Courtney
noted that "in 1955, there were 92 colleges offering complete courses in creative dramatics in
the United States, as well as many other courses where the subject was in taught part. In 1964
one fourth of all English Colleges of Education were offering Drama as a main subject" (45).
In America, the history of the evolution of creative drama is somewhat different. In the
early 1920's Winifred Ward began exploring the outcomes and benefits of using improvised drama
with children to assist them in creating their own plays. Her work was centered primarily at
Northwestern University where she published her first book in 1930, Creative Dramatics. Her
long career in the field influenced numerous teachers and educational organizations across the
nation. In 1944 she formed a committee of teachers who were using creative drama techniques and
eventually established the Children's Theatre Association of America, a subgroup of the national
American Theatre Association. Currently, that organization has come to be known as the American
Alliance for Theatre and Education and holds both regional and national annual conferences and
workshops. other key leaders in the development of creative drama in American education include
Nellie McCaslin, Ruth Heinig, Dewey Chambers, Milton Polsky, Helane Rosenberg, Geraldine Brain
Siks, Viola Spolin, and Rosilyn Wilder. Pamela Barrager and Isabel Burger are noted for their
applications of creative drama to religious education for children.
Various surveys of college curricula developments indicate that courses in creative
drama began appearing in the United States around the micklle of the century. Judith Kase-Polisini
notes that "In 1955, 162 colleges and universities offered at least a partial course in creative
drama, introducing approximately 2,000 teachers each year to the use of the method" (4).
However, "by 1982, 321 colleges and universities offered some training in creative drama.
There were six comprehensive undergraduate training programs offering child drama speclallst
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training in American universities in 1975. By 1982, 33 institutions offered graduate programs

with an emphasis on child drama" (4).
The present writer made a limited recent survey ( 1990) of significant occredited
graduate and undergraduate college catalogs that revealed at least 76 colleges and universities in
the United States, canada and Great Britain that currently have either full programs in creative
drama or drama in education or concentrations in those areas within larger programs. While the
strides this new field of education has made appear significant for so short a period, given the
score of colleges and universitias now in existence, the percentage of those offering educational
training programs in creative drama is now rather minimal in comparison with programs offered
in other more traditional academic fields, such as Communication, PsycholOlJy', Science and
Mathematics. Whereas some courses of stuc¥ will be found in almost all traditional college majors
and minors, even within schools of theatre and colleges of education creative drama is found only in
a minority of those offerings within institutions of higher education in the United States.
Creative drama--the focus of this stuc¥--is now a term and a practice well recognized
and implemented across Great Britain, New Zealand and parts of canada in formal child education.
Creative drama and its related field of children's theatre is a discipline that now has its own
scholarly journals along with regional and national conferences in the fore-mentioned countries as
well as in the United States. However, even with this significant growth of the field, only
spasmodically and within select school districts, grade levels, and subjects is creative drama
experienced by students in American public education. Some creative teachers venture out on their
own to utilize the tool sporadically during weekly curriculums if they have somehow encountered
its use serendlpitously in their undergraduate studies or at a conference workshop. Unlike the
case in England, the equipping of teachers in the use of creative drama in the classroom is the
exception rather than the rule in teacher training programs in America. While a few universities
offer majors or minors in Creative Drama or Theatre in Education (TIE) to their undergraduates
and even fewer to their graduate degree programs, there is not a wide usage of the tool across the
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curriculum of the public school in America. Theatre in Education programs, somewhat different
from creative drama programs, focus on the training of educators who will be teaching drama and
theatre courses in secondary education as a vehicle for literature stUat and the performing arts.
Other TIE programs focus on the use of actors in productions of specific themes and concepts.
These teams of performers go into children's educational settings to use the theatrical play as a
didactic tool of education, similar to the use of other forms of literature to stimulate awareness
and consequent discussion to teach a specific concept. These productions are not primarily
participatory theatre in terms of the kind of participatory theatre that happens in the
improvisational format of the creative drama. The TI Eprograms may be more prevalent in formal
education because they appear to be more manageable and measurable to the constituents in that
they focus primarily on a performed play on a selected theme as a presentational device to serve
academic or social content to an audience of learners. In some cases it may be like watching a film
on the issue, except that now the children may question and interact with the performers
regarding the presented issues. Creative drama programs, on the other hand, focus on the process
of improvised drama as useful for the education, development, and growth of the individual who
participates in the performance and of the group which interacts with him rather than on the
end-product of a rehearsed play for the benefit of an audience.
Currently, the status of informal drama in schools varies considerably. In some
schools, particularly in England, drama is often a significant part of the curriculum for all
students. In other schools and in a larger percentage here in the United States, informal drama
exists primarily for the younger children. and sometimes for those considered academically
striJggling it is used as a motivational tool. In many cases it is used as an adjunct to a lesson or
similar to the end-of-the-day games to fill in the extra time. Performance through creative
drama for some students may produce a pleasing lack of self-consciousness and an enhanced ability
to work within a group by furthering the development of better listening skills and interpersonal
sensitivity.
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Outside of the realm of formal education, practitioners and educators report that

creative drama and role-playing have been utilized in management training and other
people-ssrvice-oriented contexts (Jennings, Courtney, Lanett, Hodgson and Richards, Heathcote,
Brookfield, Polsky, Daly et al. and others). Simulation games and role-playing are forms of
creative drama which have been used as a means by which the trainees explore their present and
potential behavior in necessary interpersonal encounters of their occupations.

In the

role-playing and simulation exercises of these programs theories are often tested, mock
conferences held, ideas argued, and problems solved regarding hypothetical situations in a
relatively risk-reduced environment of mutual exploration and discovery. Essentially, the
learners are "trying out" the behavior ahead of time, providing a kind of experiential training
through live and improvised "lab testing" of personal interaction. Although the cl'eative drama
exercises are "games" as such, they are developed within the form of a very life-like situation.
Real life situations, confrontations and crises are explored and real life experiences and actual
know-how are applied to the performances within the simulated contexts.
Eric Princa makes a succinct application of the dramatic arts to facing the question of
what it means to be a better human being when he notes it is not without impact that the worlds of
psychology and psychotherapy have made such extensive use of the elements of drama, the
techniques of role-play, imprOVisation and spontaneous acting-out. "Drama, by its essential
practical nature, its collaborative mode of encounter, provides the most potent teaching method for
rooting ourselves and our pupils in the business of such a question" (71).
In sum, this dissertation proposes that the application of creative drama to adult
Christian education has merit because it involves the linking of a significant set of teaching and
learning techniquas derived from a recognized field to a significant venue--the evangelical
Christian church--in an educational venture that every week routinely affects the lives of
millions of Americans.

II
AUDIENCE FOR THE DISSERTATION

The particular audience for this dissertation is the potential facilitator of creative
drama in adult Christian education. Ageneric description of the individuals who most often fill the
roles of teachers for adult Christian education classes would first note that most of them are from
the lay volunteer pool. The fo11owing notions of this group of individuals have been gleaned from
dozens of interviews with professional leaders in the fields of church growth, Christian education,
and pastoral leadership as the writer has met forma11y and informa11y with them throughout the
past two decades at conferences and churches. This writer has also engaged in a number of co11egial
discussions with professors of church ministries and biblical studies at co11eges, seminaries and
graduate schools. This information has also been accrued through personal observation and
experience with the evangelical Christian church over a period of 35 years, including 18 years of
touring to hundreds of churches across the United States, Hawaii and Great Britain in the capacity
of drama ministry diractor, as we11 as through the reading and perusing of bool(s on Christian
education by such authors as DeBoy, Foltz, LeBar, Peterson, Stubblefield, Vogel, Wilbert and
Tighe, among numerous others.
Most Christian churches have a paid pastorate, usually one or two individuals who are
salaried by the congregation to be the official clergy who minister to various needs of the people
and functions of the institution. The primary expacted functions of the paid clergy include
delivering congregational sermons, messages and religious directives, providing individual and
group pastoral counseling, performing religious rites such as marriages, baptisms and funerals,
serving as liaison between the church and the community and the church and its overseeing
denominational board, maintaining a positive public service image and a moral personal life model
and advising other paid and volunteer leaders of the church.
The vast majority of Christian churches in America are sma11 community gatherings of
less than 100 regular attenders. Many of these small congregations may be able to hire only one
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teacher, community service worker, secretary and counsellor. In addition to the paid clergy',
most churches over the size of approximately 200 may also have a paid secretary and a salaried
Christian education director or youth director and perhaps a part-time paid music director. The
larger the church and the more capable the financial resources, the larger the paid staff will be.
Many churches of more than a 500 membership are considered large churches and may employ an
assistant pastor as well as a music director, education director and secretarial support. Churches
exceeding the 1,000 membership mark and on upwards to what are considered mega-churches
with weekly attendances ranging from 2,000 to 20,000, by necessity become mini-cities and
meet the needs of their populaces with extensive group programs, numerous cultural events,
educational and counseling capacities and community impact. The full-time paid personnel in
these organizations might reflect the networking of a small college, but not to the extent of the
student-teacher ratio expected when professional teachers are employed and students are paying
tuition.

Nevertheless, the very large churches may require dozens of committed and

professionally-trained paid individuals to maintain a knowledgeable organizational standard on the
upper levels as well as a plethora of volunteers on all other levels.
Most of the regular and occasional teachers and group leaders even in the very large
Christian churches come from the lay volunteer resources of the congregation. With the
exceptions of the paid clergy' and professional Christian education directors: those who teach
adults and children in regular Sunday school classes and small discipleship groups, bible stuctt
groups and support group gatherings are volunteers.

Quite often, the larger the regular

congregation of the church, usually those exceeding 500, the pool of volunteer teachers may
consist primarily of individuals with recognized leadership skills and many from professional
occupations. These are Quite often high energy', service-oriented people with concerns for the
church and the faith development of individual groups of people: children, teens, and adults in
specific age and need cat8lJlries. Many of the teachers of the adult Christian education classes are
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employed vocationally otherwise and have not had formal teacher education training but rely on
their personal experiences in leadership and their propensity toward more effective
communication skills than the majority might have acquired or come by naturally.
The individuals to whom this dissertation is directed are most likely to have taught
several sessions of adult Christian education classes previously. They will have either followed a
designated curriculum guide that was sent out by the denomination of the church to insure
uniformity in certain biblical and doctrinal teachings, or they might have followed a specific book
or theme for study which was selected either by themselves and then offered as a class topic for a
term to adults who wished to join, or which was selected by group consensus as a resource for
study through identified interests or needs of the group. The teacher may be a selected leader of a
certain type of group for adults sponsored by the church. These groups may have formed out of
shared interests and needs, ranging from a study of the book of Revelation to parents in pain over
teen rebellion.
The teachers or leaders of these groups may have received specific guidelines or
instructional training in adult or Christian educational strategies from a Christian education
director or they may be winging it alone, with only the selected text as a basis of organization for
the content and the process of getting through it. The vast majority of volunteer lay leaders in
Adult Christian education receive little or no instructional training for the task they have offered
to accomplish. Some will benefit from regular meetings for fellowship and support where all the
teachers are gathered together in recognition of their service and from occasional meetings for
in-service training in some of the larger churches. Most of the teachers of adult Christian
education classes, however, experience an autonomy and fraaoom which is undergirded by an
overall appreciation that they are already giving of their time and energy and an attitude that one
can expect only so much of volunteers, so one should not ask or demand too much.
Many of the teachers of adult Christian education groups and classes feel a strong sense
of commitment to their tasks and socrifice their own time to fulfill their roles adequately.
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their own drives toward ministry, their need to fill leadership roles, or by outside forces
(pastors, Christian education directors, spouses) who persist in asking them to fill the needed
positions. Some of the individuals who fill the roles of volunteer teachers in adult Christian
education remain delighted over all aspects of their opportunity to serve in this special wf!f.
Some of the teachers feel called to fill these roles in education in terms of their commitment to the
topics or the people they intend to teach, but they feel inadequate or ill-trained to do the job well.
others of the volunteer teachers in the church have lost sight of their initial vision and perhaps
through overwork and extending their service to others too broadly, are facing inner turmoil and
potential burn-out.
This dissertation then is presented to all current and future teachers of adult groups in
the evangelical Christian church as an alternative option to enliven their instructional strategies
for communicating about issues for which they have deep concern. Many of these teachers have
found themselves teaching a group of their peers whom they admire and care for and yet about
whom they may know very little. Few of the volunteer educators will have had background stu~
in adult learning and development. Few will even have had guidance or training in group
leadership skills or in faith development concerns. Most of them will teach their classes the way
they have been taught previously in classes they have sat in at church and at school. The vast
majority of them will stu<tt each week to present a well-substantiated lesson or lecture on a given
topic. Many will read their materials and plan discussion topics to motivate the class toward
dealing with the materials. Some will run their classes In a team-teaching mode and therefore
will have discussed options of instruction with their partner. Those who lead support groups will
try to make themselves more aware of the issues of concern for their groups so that they can more
effectively lead discussions on those topics. Some will read support material and attend seminars
on the subjects they are dealing with in their groups. The creative drama guidelines offered here
in this work are intended for those teachers and leaders of adult groups in the evangelical
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Christian church to consider as a creative option for stimulating a unique form of participatory
and experiential learning in a class which may have been primarily non-participatory to this
point.

PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT

The study is intended to fill a perceived gap between adult educational knowleO;je and
practice in the specific context of adult Christian education. Preparation of this dissertation
included an extensive ERIC search employing the following descriptors: "creativity," "creative
activity," "creative dramatics," "informal drama," "spontaneous drama," "creative worship,"
"learning styles," "innovative teaching," "creative teaching," "play," "games," "metaphoric
learning," "educational games," "improvisation," "experiential learning," "participatory
learning," "simulations," "role-playing," and "empathic training." These terms were interfaced
with "adult development," "adult education," "religious education," "Christian education," and
"adult religious education." The search revealed sparse crossing of the above descriptors. Another
search of more than 500 dissertation abstracts from 1968 to 1990 with similar descriptors also
yielded little application of creative drama to adult religious education. While there were several
empirical studies of adult religious contexts such as Christian colleges, seminaries, and parishes
and the use of creative educational modes such as simulations in those contexts, there were no
outstanding studies that had employed a curriculum or strategy of creative drama in the adult
Christian education context.

Catalogue searches of books in print and journals with similar

descriptors, likewise yielded little in the combinations of these fields.
The search revealed that empathic development was an area of discussion and an
educational foundation prevalent in the fields of counSi;llor and nurse training, but rarely in adult
religious education. It also revealed that other isolated programs of creative dramatiCS, when not
used with chi ldren, appeared to be relegated to contexts of psychological and physiological therapy ,
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and purposely institutionalized individuals. There were indications that common strategies in
theatre arts, including simulations and role playing, were being used by some practitioners
working with a variety of special populations in learning environments, including: interpersonal
business relationships, family counseling, group therapy, police training, conflict resolution in
the community, museum education, inner-city relations, inter-cultural blends, work with the
disabled, and in the arenas of drug rehabilitation and abuse therapy. While there is not a plethora
of information or guidance in anyone of these areas (except perhaps drama therapy), it is evident
that individuals in various pockets of involvement and influence in societal structuras across the
country have discovered the value of creative drama as a tool in helping others (Courtney and
Schattner, Jennings, Lan<t{, Heathcote and others). Their findings, however, are not explicitly
organized except in the case of the fields of drama therapy and psychodrama. There still remains a
significant gap in the application of creative drama techniques as preludes to readiness for role
participation and consequent socialization, interpersonal development, and metaphorical
understanding to the adult Christian education context.
Christian education is based on the premise that individuals and groups should be moving
toward internal and external positive change. This movement and growth is suspected to be a
lifelong process and does not stop with the chronological maturation of the student. Allan
Jahsmann, executive editor of the Board of Parish Education of the Missouri Synod of the Lutheran
Church, in a published article presents the tenant of religious education as set forth by the
9lVerning board of the Lutheran denomination. Included in the theological assumptions are some
basic premises concerning the function of the gathered group of believers, the "BOO{ of Christ,"
the Christian Church, a concept which crosses denominational lines:
A fundamental truth regarding the church is that teaching is an essential
function of the church. This teaching consists not merely in transmission of
information but especially in relationships and in the fostering of the ooing of
God's Word. As God's people stu<t{ and learn the Word of the Scriptures, OOclare
their faith to one another, and apply the Gospel to their present life and world,
Christian education is in process. This means that when a local congregation calls
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itself a church, it has assumed the responsibility to teach, educate, feed, or
nurture its members, the people of God. This obligation of ~ congregation to help
its members grow toward maturity in Christ extends to all the members at every
age. And any group in the church must see itself as a living, healing, and
nurturing part of Christ's bOOy, also when it is eng8lJld in other than formal study
activities. (Park, 261 )
Jahsmann further emphasizes the need of the church to educate In such a w~ that
Individuals are brought Into a nurturing relationship with the entire "bOOy of bel levers":
The content and power of Christian education is to reveal the need for the
forgiving, occepting love of God. . .. In the light of this cardinal principle of the
Christian faith, there is reason to believe happily that mroern educational theory
is in many respects more suited to the purposes of Christian education than
authoritarian, law-oriented,formally disciplined, largely didactic verbal
procedures.... Today the concern is for insight into a significant issue of life and
openness to discovery of new aspects of truth. The personal interest and active
involvement of the learner in the matter under study is valued and fostered, and a
greater variety of approaches to ~ Question or subject is likely to be used... Our
teaching of religion in the ~ ahead must become less autocratic and more
democrat ic, less stereotyped and more open. (Park, 263)
Although Jahsmann recommends a less autocratiC, more democratiC form of education
within the circles of religious education, a survey of numerous denominational ooult education
guides reveals that many of the educational structures now In ploce stili predominantly focus on
Informatlon-dessemlnatlng formats with the teacher as primary Instructor. In keeping with
Jahsmann's suooestlons of a future Christian educational system that Is more user-friendly, this
dissertation proposes that creative drama techniques can be a beneficial teaching tool to help ooults
In Christian religious education contexts develop personal awareness and sensitivity toward the
needs and Individuality of others. The process of Insightful discovery through creative drama m~
also be a tool of helping partiCipants more deeply understand the "mysteries" of the messages In
the religion they have selected to learn and live by. This Is particularly feasible In light of
Jahsmann's other educational principles as Identified by the planning committee of the Mission:
life curriculum of the Lutheran synod. These include the following:
I.

Learning depends largely on the quality of relationships.

2. The Imr, teacher, communicator, and his expressions and responses are
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highly important in Christian education.
3. Feeling and behavioral responses of a learner are as important as cognitive
learning.
4. The arts (both their products and their activities) are powerful modes of
communication.
5. For a Christian, life experiences and secular materials can be revelations of
God (His presence, activity, and nature) in present, concrete forms. When
used as such, they become valid content for Christian education.
6. Learning results from the process (the methocl and procedure) as well as the
content of a lesson. (Park, 264)
In order to facilitate the "closing of the gap," the units of focus within this
dIssertatIon are organIzed sequentIally, allowing for the development of major areas whIch Impact
other sub areas. The Image Is that of concentrIc cIrcles, showIng the Impact of one area upon
another In order to get to the core of the problem or IntentIon. (see FIgure 1.)
For Instance, one cannot adequately consIder reforms In adult religious education
without looking at the broader circumferences of learning and teaching styles, how adults learn
best, the basis of faith development and the purpose of the religious Institutions.

When

considering Christian education, one must consider the basic philosophies that inform the purpose
of thIs special education: moral and spIritual development. LIkewise, when one proposes the use of
creative drama to enhance the curriculum and teaching strategy and spark the potential of
IndivIdual growth In adult ChrIstIan educatIon, one must define creativIty, and must explaIn what
creatIve drama Is, not merely define It, and elucIdate Its partIcular components whIch serve to
benefit the educatIonal and developmental process. SInce creatIve drama Is based on ImagInatIve
play, one must spIral even further Inward to present the benefits of play and Its lifelong
implications for learning vicariously and metaphorically. Then one must substantiate the benefits
of thIs type of play within the contexts of religIous InsIght and development. One must likewIse
consider ImagInation, creativity and Intuition as prImary components of creatIve play and creatIve
drama and as they Impact the moral and religIous development of Individuals. All of these
suggestions, albeit concentric circles of this presentatIon, reflect a basic style of teaching and
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learning, described by the terms: "partioipatory" and "experiential." The values of this style of

learning must therefore be addressed in order to val iclate the entire premise that creative drama, a
form of participatory and experiential learning, may be a valuable tool for adult evangelical
Christian education. Figure 1 below presents a visual display of how creative drama and Christian
education each move toward the intention of empathic development.
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Fioure 1. The intention of Christian education is toward fulfilling the biblical
entreaty to love one another. A key Intention of creatIve drama is to develop
empathIc awareness through ImprovIsed role play. Both move toward moral
concern.
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In summary, this researcher has studied the areas of adult education as presented in the

guidelines of Malcolm Knowle's andragogical style of helping adults to learn. The stUc1{ went
further to include the general conditions of adult Christian education and how it may interface
with the premises of andragogy'. helping adults learn. While current adult education theory relies
heavily on a basic self-directed learning style of participatory. co-journeying education, much of
current adult religious education still relies on a predominantly information-presenting, rather
dependent mode of education with teacher as instructor rather than facilitator. This proposal
suggests that the perceived lack of participatory and experiential learning strategies in adult
Christian education may be bolstered by the inculcation of creative drama techniques in the
educational process to afford self-actualizing experiences and attitude-altering experiential
discoveries. The general literature search with the comprehensive review of creative drama
guidelines and philosophies unearthed similar philosophical bases between andragogy' and creative
drama in terms of valuing those strategies which encourage participatory learning, group
interaction, personal evaluation, self-direction, individualized pacing, and social awareness. Since
the parallels are significant, one might concede that the application of creative drama techniques to
adult Christian education would be a natural blend. At this point, however. it appears that creative
drama techniques actually are rarely used in the contexts of formal adult religious education. It
therefore becomes the premise of this dissertation that participants in adult evangelical Christian
education contexts may benefit from the use of creative drama techniques.

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

The problem aQjressed by this study specifically concerns the gap that exists in the
application of creative drama techniques--techniques which have the potential to energize and
effect the implications of recent findings about adult learning--to the specific venue of adult
Christian education, particularly within the circle of the evangelical Christian church.
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In addition, the stuctt will restrict its purview of educational research to selected
theorists and practitioners in the fields of learning theory, adult development and adult education.
Certain particular foci in these areas will include aspects of adult stage needs in terms of
motivation for learning. The stuctt shall not branch out in scope to include special issues for adult
learners such as gender bias or health handicaps. The average of the traditional classes for adults
in the evangelical Christian church education program most often include participants ranging in
age from twenty to sixty-five, with the majority in the middle segment of the chronological scope:

thirty to fifty.
The specific restrictions with regard to the area of creative drama also need to be
addressed. The dissertation will not concern itself with the field of drama widely construed, but
will confine its purview to creative drama. Furthermore, the stuctt will concentrate on the
adaptation of certain creative drama techniques, such as dramatic simulations and role-playing,
as applied to the development of individuals and groups rather than for the development of scripts
(in formal drama theatre classes, ilnllrovisational drama is often used as a vehicle for the actors
to further develop their characters in the play and for the playwrights to develop additional
scripted material out of the actors' spontaneous dramatic interaction). This stuctt will also limit
its focus to those exercises and applications as are feasible in traditional adult evangelical
Christian education classes. It shall not deal with those aspects of extreme mental or emotional
need such as application of psycho-drama techniques or interactive counS3l1ng might serve.
On occasion, public school teachers may use creative drama techniques to develop an
original theatrical production by having the students improvise dialogue and then write a script
from the discoveries they made during the enactment. In most cases, however, creative drama
techniques are often integrated into classroom settings by the teacher who decides to use them as an
alternative option to enhance a lesson of current focus or to solve interpersonal conflicts through
role-playing. Informal drama, or creative drama (the term employed In this dissertation)
employs a variety of theatre games as "warm ups" for the participants to reduce tension and get in
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drannatic interactions spontaneously. These dramas then may be based on the current literature of
study, or they may serve to facilitate the playing out of issues and concerns that confront the
students in the contexts of other studies or in their current group and other interpersonal
relationships outside the classroom. The focus of this dissertation will be on the use of the tools of
crealtive drama exercises to help adults in groups within the Christian education setting discover
personal and interpersonal insights and apply the materials they are encountering in their
curr'iculums or foci of discussion and study.

Historical Use of the Strategy
Theatre teachers in secondary and post-secondary schools and at actor-preparation
institutions often use theatre games (a "warm-up" aspect of creative drama) within
improvisation classes and prior to rehearsals of traditional plays for some of the same reasons
that they are used in creative dramatics; to reduce tension and to promote relaxation,
concentration, imagination and observation in order to get in touch with "self," the primary
instrument the actor must use in order to perform on stage. The purpose of these exercises is to
heighten the student's and the actor's awareness in order to facilitate the donning of another's
persona--to play a role, either in the context of spontaneous role-playing or in the context of
preset roles in a traditional play.
Teachers such as Richard Courtney, Dorothy Heathcote, Brian Way, Isabel Burger, Gavin
Bolton and Viola Spolln in the field of creative drama discovered decades ago that these "warm-up"
exer'clses for actors, were also not only beneficial in the teaching of literature, reading, and
language development (as studies in drama and theatre have shown for generations), but likewise
werle tools for indirect education in moral and value ju~ment, group dynamics, interpersonal
rela,tionships, creative problem-solving, social awareness and empathic understanding. While the
other writers mentioned above will be considered later in this study, Viola Spolln, who is the
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pivotal figure for the use of theatre games in creative drama will be mentioned at this juncture.
Spolin's work in the 1940's with the WPA Recreational Project as a drama supervisor
was a honing stone for some of her insight into the creative process. Using the game structure as a
basis for theatre training as a means to free the child performer from mechanical and stilted
behavior, Spolin made observations of her students' behavior. After she established the Young
Actors Company in Hollywood, she began experimenting with theatre techniques with children
during workshops and rehearsals. OVer a period of twenty years working with children in
informal and in professional theatre constructs, she synthesized her observations and experiences
with the children and developed a guide for creative drama through improvisational theatre games
that has now become the "bible" for practitioners in the field: Improvisation for the Theatre.
Spolin recognized that the same side effects that have informally become incidental positive
benefits to the formal actor who makes intuitive connections and applies them to his or her own
personal development may also be available to the child or novice in creative drama.

In

professional and formal actor training, developing these personality benefits is rarely the
primary intent of the acting instructors. Rather, personality development is incidental since the
purpose for using the exercises is to help the actor more effectively identify with the character he
is trying to portray. The practitioner of creative drama, however, purposefully taps this
resource and uses it for personal development of the participants. This latter use will be central
in the present studt.

Definitions of Terms Employed
Research in the creative drama areas of this dissertation uncovered a labyrinth of
terminology which could make it difficult for the uninitiated to follow. This author discovered
through the literature review as well as through discussions held in the field over the past two
decades that certain terms appear regularly in the literature and are often used synonymously in

definitions and even in the vocabulary of practitioners in various fields. This dissertation chooses
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to use the term "creative drama" as its primary focus of the field of informal drama. How9ller,

when attempting to draw a schemata of the branches of creative drama or informal drama in order
to present a continuum for the reader, one discovers that even published definitions overlap
considerably. An attempt will be made here to help clarify this difficulty in categorizing terms.
From the educator's point of view, the entire field of drama appears to be divided into two
major segments which indicate a primary difference in intention and focus. These two segments
are on the one side ( 1) traditional, formal, scripted drama and on the other (2) non-traditional,
non-scripted, informal, creative, improvised drama. Traditional drama may also be called formal
theatre. Essentially, traditional drama is based on scripted literature and its objectives are
centered on the production of a staged end-product for an audience. Proponents of creative,
non-scripted drama feel that traditional drama has its place in artistic expression and literature,
but that its necessity of scripted plays, costumes, stage effects and explicit interpretation of lines
makes it a vehicle primarily of the director who must then drill the actors in rehearsal to produce
an end-product which appears to be spontaneous, but which in reality is far from that.
Traditional formal theatre's intention is for the audience to view the end-product for the effect of
the content and story-line of the play rather than for the performers who have produced it. Non
traditional, informal drama is not scripted and its focus is on the process of dramatic expression
for the participants. It is "creative," "improvised" and "spontaneous" therefore, it is often ca11ed
"creative drama," "improvised drama" or "spontaneous drama." It is seen as not only an art, but
as a vehicle for expression and development of the participants through the process. Upon
perusing OOzens of authors' definitions of the terms for informal, improvised, creative,
spontaneous drama, this author discovered that many of the definitions contained the same
components as described above.

It appears therefore that the various terms may be more

field-related than specifically categorized. While improvisational acting is the mainstay of all
non-formal drama, it appears that the practitioners who utilize the term "improvisational drama"
to define the process come more from the field of traditional theatre. Theatre directors use
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improvised drama as a tool to help their actors more fully understand the characters they are

portraying in t.he t.roottlof1l}l drama.'3, "CreaUv6 drama" ap.p.oor~. t.o. Of:! t.hf:! t~rm

m!r,!.t Q.ft.~n !A~ ,n

the educational field by teachers and practitioners who broaden the experience to include a variety
of peripheral and central exercises leading to stimulating creative expression by the students
leading to physically and verbally-improvised dramatization. The practitioners in the field of
creative drama are primarily educators and therefore appear to be more student-centered,
advocating many applications of the tool of informal drama for intellectual, personal, social,
moral, and creative development. "Spontaneous drama" is used less often to define improvised
drama and appears to come more from the fields of psychology and counselling. Moreno dubbed the
,;

process of psychodrama as the "theatre of spontaneity." Again, the intention of the counselors and
therapists is to use the vehicle of improvised dramatization for individuals to spontaneously enact
elements from their own lives in order to purge memories and stimulate psychological healing.
"Role play" is essentially the taking on of the roles during the improvised play, but this author has
discovered that many practitioners also use the term interchangeably and dub the entire
improvised drama process as "role play." "Role play" seems to be the term used more often by
practitioners in the fields of human resource management. "Role play," however, is used almost
across the board by many teachers, directors, trainers and counselors to define improvised
enactment by adults. Figure 2 lays out the sub groups under the major clessifications of drama.
It appears to this researcher after perusing the vast literature, that creative drama is the
most comprehensive field utilizing improvised drama, in that it looks at the whole student as well
as the group process and attempts to create an entire gestalt through the lessons to tap the
resources of creativity by many means of process enactment. In creative drama, the enactment is
the core of the process, but not the entire focus. Creative drama experiences may be complete in a
single session, or they may be an on-going process over the course of weeks or months. The
facilitator's objectives and intentions may be for the group to explore a simple idea in a single
session, or to expand the process to develop an on-going script development throughout a course.
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FORMAL DRAMA

DRAMA THERAPY

INFORMAL DRAMA

traditional theatre
scripted droma
staged productions

psychodrama
therapeutic role play

creative drama, improvisation,
simulation, role play, child drama
spontaneous drama, free drama

Figure 2. Classifications of Drama TerminalOJ'!.

•

Informal Promo, Improvisational Pr8lTla, ..'ipont8flt{llJs Promo: These terms are

Interchangeable to describe that form of drama which stands In juxtaposition to formal or
traditional drama which uses scripted material primarily for the purpose of performing plays
before an audience. Informal, ImprOVisational, spontaneous drama Is non-scripted and created on
the spot by performers who usually have only a scenario or outline of the proposed plot and a brief
descriptions of the characters. "An Improvisation is any type of dramatiC piece about an Invented
world involving one or more persons which is contrived extempore, though not necessarily
without some preparation more particularly of character, of place and sometimes of Situation"
(Barnfield, 100). These are the broad terms for all non-scripted drama.
•

Creative dr8ffla: "An improvisational, non-exhibitional, process-centered form of

drama In which partiCipants are guided by a leader to Imagine, enact and reflect upon human
experiences. Built on the human impulse and ability to act out perceptions of the world in order to
understand It, creative drama requires both logical and Intuitive thinking, personalizes
knowlefije, and yields aesthetic pleasure" (Lancty, 5). "[ Creative drama] may make use of a story
with a beginning, a mlo:lle, and an end. It may, on the other hand. explore, deVelop. and express
Ideas and feelings through dramatic enactment. ... PartiCipants are guided by a leader rather than
a director; the leader's goal Is the optimal growth and deVelopment of the players" (Mccaslin. 5).
• Roleplaying: Spontaneous Impersonation of oneself or another person or personality

type within a given situation. context or attitude. "It refers to the assuming of a role for the
particular value It may have to the participant, rather than for the deVelopment of an art. ... Role
playing is what the young child 00es in a dramatic play, but it is also a tool used by psychologists
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and play therepists" (McCaslin, 7).
Note: There are various forms of role play, including psychodrama and sociodrama.
Psychodrama is a form of role play, used primarily for tharapy, in which significant events and
relationships in a particular person's life are played by him with participants emding his
significant others, so that he may deal with issues of personal, emotional and psychological
concern. Psychodrama should only be used by a trained therapist who is equipped to deal with the
psychological unveiling that psychodramatic role playing can instigate.

Unlike tha milder

intentions of creative drama for learning and growth by means of insight gained through

~tive

participation, psychodrama may often be quite emotionally stressful as the individual CJ)8S through
a purging of painful emotional memories by means of the controlled dramatic

re-en~tment.

Sociodrama is a form of role play which focuses on the solving of group problems with
emphasis on retraining interactions, perceptions, and behaviors rather than on an emotional
release. Many educators use sociodrama in classroom situations and with children to resolve
interpersonal conflicts and to engage in 'simulations of community

inter~tion

in order to

understand the broader social issues and differences than one might ordinarily encounter in daily
life. Some educators use the above terms interchangeably and unfortunately mistakenly when
labeling traditional role playing, creative drama and improvisation as "psychodrama." Tha
difference between creative drama (its imp~t and content) and psychodrama may be similar to the
difference in scope, intention and content between informal advice and counsel and clinical
counsaling.

Whareas both have the intention of helping another through the process of

communication regarding personal issues and concerns, tha intentions and intensity of the two

,.

encounters are vast in thair scope. Creative drama and improvisational role playing seeks to
engage participants in open group creative spontaneous enactment concerning normal and
traditionally shared human concerns and interests in orOOr' to explore possible solutions as well as
realize differing perceptions and viewpoints. Psychodrama seet<s to uncover and heal deep
emotional hurt. The creative drama

f~illtator

maintains an aesthetic distance and governs the
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process in such a w~ that the participants regular ly stop to determine the direction the process is
!ping and what they wish to do to explore different outcomes. Their intention is not to get lost in
the process and lose hold of reality, indeed, they are alw~ aware of the ~namics of being in the
moment and yet being aware enough of it in order to act upon it. The therapist, on the other hand,
intends for the participant to get lost in the process and!p deeper with the enactment in order to
discover the hiciJen psychological blocks established by past events of traumatic nature. The
therapist often will not stop the role

pl~

in order to maintain distance, but rather purposes to

close any gaps in distance in order for the patient to experience a raw emotional catharsis.
• Simulation: any activity designed to produce a feeling similar to the feeling usually

attached to a particular life experience. The ~eason for producing such feelings is to supply a
concrete experience out of which the teocher and students can enter into discussion and reflection
upon the deeper issues related to the experience (Reichert, 2).
•

ArKrtq;gy:

Self-directed growth and learning. Previously, the term had been

relegated primarily to the arena of helping adults learn, however, it is now noticed that the terms
"andr8IP,N" and "pedafp,rl' should not be limited to chronological age application, but rather to
styles of instruction and learning. While pedalp;)y (with its root word derivation being "child") is
more proscribed by means of being leader-directed (as much child education has been due to
notions of immaturity prompting needs for direction), andr8IP,N has focused on the style of
education which promulgates self-directed learning with the teooher as facilitator rather than
leader. It is currently recognized that andr8lJlgical styles of education m~ take place on any level
of education depending on the readiness of the learner to be self-directed.
• MIlt Christim 6dK:8litK1: organized contexts in which adults gather in groups to

..

engage in learning activities about their religious and personal faith, biblical

stu~

and

application, spiritual insights and concerns, the function and role of the church, and social
expectations relating to their Christian faith. For this dissertation, the focus of adult Christian
education will be on organized, formal or semi-formal group learning experiences of the
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evangelical Christian church rather than on individual exploration and exercises in faith
development. The evangelical Christian church is that institution which identifies the deity and
teaching of Jesus and the authenticity and authority of the Bible es cantral and crucial to their
existence and purpose. Therefore, the application of the guidelines and lesson suggestions will
most likely be in the contexts of the traditional evangelical Christian church setting and its
subsidiary group functions such as Sunday school classes, retreats, conferences, camps, home
fellowships, etc.--wherever Christian adults meet in groups for the purpose of stuc¥, fellowship
and growth in faith. The lesson suggestions are also geared toward those ooults in the evangeHcal
Christian church education program who are physically mobile and basically independent.
Creative drama exercises for very elderly and physically or mentally incaplI:itated adults will
require an £d:iitional focus of concern and sensitivity to special needs which are not specifically
~ressed

in these instructional guidelines.

other easily deciphered terminolow such as metaplKr. ct'tJ8tivily. ploy. imt!lination.
mtY'ol tJwelopment. and empathy. will be briefly defined as the concepts are introduced in their

sections of the work.

Conceptual Framework: Oraani:zation of the Dissertation
The second chapter in this dissertation is an annotated synthesiS of litarature in the major
fields of adult education, Christian education, and creative drama Findings in these areas include
the discussions of the field by key prll:titioners and theorists. Implications of sub-areas in each
field are covered throughout the chapter as they impll:t the larger fields, as mentioned above, in
concentric circles. One purpose of chapter two is to give an overview of the areas that will
eventually impact the planning of instructional guidelines to invest change where the gaps occur.
These areas include adult development, adult education, moral education, Christian education,
creative development, imaginative play, metaphor as a learning device, role playing and empathic
development. The parallel construction and similarities of aspects of creative drama and adult
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Christian education is expected to be apparent at the conclusion of the literature review.
Chapter three presents intentions for laying out a guideline for lesson development,
utilizing creative drama techniques in a context of adult Christian education. Because there
appears to be little suggested in key literature of adult Christian education which applies creative
drama, guidelines shall be set up in this chapter for the developing of group experiences which
include a mind-set similar to the mind-set of the facilitator of creative drama exercises.
Educational purposes in adult Christian education inform the planning guidelines. Teaching
procedures and behaviors are also a significant part of this guideline aspect of planning. other
aspects of this kind of creative partiCipatory learning experience include guidelines for effective
motivation, emotional support in trust, encouragement, enthUSiasm, inspiration, and encountering
blockage through fear. Suggestions for details in enhancing the creativity of the group learning
experience include discussion on the nature of small group formats, journal keeping, and .
recognizing the teachab Ie moment.
Chapter four uti11zes the guidelines presented in chapter three to demonstrate the
development of specific exercises and blocks of lessons

~ed

toward the adults in regular

meetings of Christian education. These meetings are usually no more than one to two hours in
length and often engage a group of ten to twenty adults who gather regularly for the purpose of
stu~ I

worship and nurture. The format of these meetings is usually lecture/discussion with a

designated leader/teacher.

The SUgg3Sted lessons, however, in chapter four will help to

demonstrate to the leader/teacher how he or she may enhance the typical learning experience
through the inculcation and application of more interactive participatory means, Identified in this

..

case as creative drama The purpose of the creative drama exercises is not to replace all the
previous methods of instruction in adult Christian education, but rather to demonstrate how some
creative and participatory input may stimulate imaginative interaction and consequent inSight and
growth. In some cases, the creative drama lesson can hardly replace the content-rich aspects of
Information-disseminating techniques such as lecture and informed discussion. But in other
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cases, the participatory aspect of creative drama exercises may instigate a playful and imaginative
interaction with the content and the participants which may open new vistas of insight and
discovery which were not heretofore as available to the participant in the traditional more passive
modes of teaching and learning.
Chapter five concludes the dissertation with 8

loo~

to the future concerning the prospect

that the tools of creative drama may be included further in adult Christian education. The author
shell speculate on the practice and research recommendations for current and future Christian
education practitioners who may inculcate the process of creative drama in their teaching for
adults. The chapter shan further discuss some alternatives for preparation that the evangelical
Christian church in general may encourage in the training of the lay leaders of adult classes within
the church.

Conclusion
In l'Ktlltion to the numerous practitioners, theorists and writers of creative drama cited
in chapter two of the dissertation, the present writer's own twenty years of teaching
theatre-related courses, including creative drama, in post-secondary education at four private
Christian Liberal Arts Coneges may also lend credibility to this stuG{ and offer a wide perspactive
on the use and effects of creative drama for the empathetic, intuitive and creative development of
sensitive adult Individuals. The teaching experience of this writer Included more than 150
courses and wor~shops at colleges, conferences, and churches offered to adult students, teachers,
counselors, pastors and group leaders. This writer noted the openness and enthusiasm of
participating individuals who then made attempts to integrate the concepts and insights gained
through the creative drama process Into'· their personal and spiritual development.

This

discernible positive reaction led the author to 00 further research in the related areas of creative
dramatics and to make connections and applications to the field of adult Christian education. The
fonawing pages are the culmination of this proceess.

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUNDS CRITICAL TO AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE POTENTIAL USE OF
CREATIVE DRAMA AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY
IN ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

The title of this dissertation Immediately conjures the awareness that In order to achieve
the suggestion implicit in the title, one must effectively explore three major topics which eX! not
always appear to be connected, but which are not mutually exclusive within the context of this
dissertation's overall thesis: adult education, Christian education, creative drama. As was
suggested in the introductory chapter, this study cannot simply unfold in a linear fashion, but
rather must examine the various topics and areas of concern by spiraling inward in a more
circular mode--almost like peeling away the layers of an onion--as they relate one to the other.
Preliminary to proposing the use of creative drama in adult Christian education, one must
overview the findings on learning styles which might indicate the possibility of successful
employment of experiential teaching tools such as spontaneous drama. Therefore, this literary
overview begins with a survey of important current writings about learning styles.
The discussion of the learning styles literature pertinent to the topic of this thesis is
followed by a discussion of the relevant theoretical writings about adult learning. In order to be
fully understood within the larger context of spontaneous drama, one must consider findings in the
area of adult development which have a significant Impact on motivation for learning. Of
particular Interest for purposes of this study are findings In the area of adult education that deal
with experiential learning.
The next topic of consideration focuses on the area of Christian education. Since a crucial
basis for Christian education is faith development and the application of theory to life (theory into
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practice), the literature in adult faith development, moral education and values clarification must
be included. The predominant style of teaching within the contemporary Christian church is
briefly overviewed in order to consider whether or not the fu11 scope of learning styles, and
particularly the experiential style of teaching is already inculcated in the normal strategies of
adult Christian education. Since the survey suggests that the predominant style of teaching in the
traditional contexts of adult Christian education today remains the lecture/discussion method, the
survey presents the writings of leaders in the field who have recommended a more varied approach
to adult education (including the often-neglected aspects of self-direction and experiential
learning) in which the teacher fulfills the role of facilitator more readily than the role of
authoritarian leader. It is noted here that creative drama is suggested as a tool to increase active,
participatory learning experiences to diversity an often unbalanced style of education weighted
heavily on the side of non-participation and passivity.
Fina11y, pertinent portions of the learned literature on creative drama are discussed.
Creative drama is offered as a tool to inculcate participatory learning experiences for the
development of 1)personal awareness and 2)enhanced empathic interpersonal communication-both significant areas of concern for moral education and frequently suggested as important
objectives of Christian education. In order to consider creative drama as a tool for awarenass and
learning in adult Christian education, significant ancillary concepts within the larger term,
"creative drama," must be addressed. Accordingly, the chapter then also briefly covers the
literature relevant to creativity and the value of its development as a skill in the individual's life.
The broadly-held notion that creative drama itself is a form of creative play, prompts a necessary
synthesis of writings about the value of play in terms of learning through imitation and direct
participation. Imaginative play, in itself, is a necessary connecting thread in this stu~ since its
value for socialization elevates it as a potential strategy for the learning of empathy through
relationships and subsequently for the potential achievement of moral growth as a result of
induced heightened sensitivity to others. Of necessity, this chapter, due to its multitudinous
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connections, must be extensive and at times Ip beyond the typical "literature review" in order to
explore the "electrical" charge that can result from the application of creative drama tools to adult
Christian education. The literature review progresses in the following manner in order to connect
more effectively the potential application of creative drama strategies to adult Christian education:
A. Learning Process
t. Learning styles theories
2. Motivation for learning
B. Adult Development and Learning
t. Adult life stages
2. Adult education
C. Adult Christian Education
t. Functions of religion
2. Adult faith development
3. Teoching strategies in adult Christian education
4. Relationship focus of Christian education
D. Creative Drama
t. Developing creativity
2. Imagination and faith
3. Metaphor: a creative bri~ to awareness
4. Creative drama: rehearsal for life
5. Learning empathy through role play
6. Catharsis and healing through creative drama: case samples
7. Research and measurements of the effectiveness of creative drama

LEARNING STYLES

centurIes of formal educatIon have preceded the perloo In whtch we now live, yet more
has been researched, dIssected and written dur1ng the last half of the twent1eth century about the
phenomenal process of educatton than throughout all prev10us generat10ns comb1ned. With thIs
century's f1nd1ngs 1n the fIelds of psychology, soc1 01 ogy , and braIn oomlnance, educators have
taken a closer look at long attended-to philosophIes and educat10nal forms and have suggested
change. In as recent as the last twenty years there has been a consioorab Ie amount of research and
theory geared toward understandIng the Intellectual development and cognitIve style Involved In
coming to know one's world and learning how to cope with it. How individuals learn and what
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motivates them to learn is the focus on this section.

Learning Styles Theories
Arthur W. Chickering and Associates compiled a significant collection of essays written by
educational theorists and practitioners in their comprehensive work: The Modern American
College: Responding to the New Realities of Diverse Students and a Changing Society. David Kolb,
prominent researcher during this perioo, and contributor to Chickering's edition in his chapter on
learning styles, says "... we now have new tools and concepts available for the

stu~

of the

learning process. My own research work during this time has focused on an approach to learning
that seeks to integrate cognitive and sooioemotional factors into an 'experiential learning theory'"
(Chickering, 235).
Kolb's research was a turning point in educational theory because it arranged learning
style findings into a specific model form. Kolb describes his experiential learning theory thus:
Learning is conceived as a four-s~ cycle. Immediate concrete experience is the
basis for observation and reflection. An individual uses these observations to
build an idea, generalization, or "theory" from which new implications for action
can be deduced. These implications or hypotheses then serve as guides in acting to
create new experiences. The learners, if they are to be effective, need four
different kinds of abilities: Concrete Experience abilities, ReflcctiveObservation
abilities, Abstract Conceptua/iZ8tion abilities, and Active Experimentation
abilities. That is, they must be able to involve themselves fully, openly, and
without bias in new experiencesj they must be able to observe and reflect on these
experiences from many perspectives; they must be able to create concepts that
integrate their observations into logically sound theoriesj and they must be able to
use these theories to make decisions and solve problems. (in Chickering, 235)
As a result of our genes, our styles of behavior inherited from our parents and developed

In response to our experIences, our environmental confIgurations of the past and the present, our
collective experIences, our current demands and the certaIn educatIonal system that Impacts us
with stimulatIon and rewards, most of us develop a style of learning that Is compatible with who
we are. Through socialization, Interpersonal reactIons and experiences we Integrate Into our
awareness, most of us come to resolve the differences we experience between actions we observe
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and perform and our own reflection upon them. Consequently, we develop distinctive styles of
learning that are unique to our experience and awareness.

Kolb's comprehensive worl:..

Experiential Learning, lool:.s at learning as a continuous process grounded in experience and
presents an in-depth treatise on learning styles based on his own findings coupled with those of
other I:.ey theorists in the educational field such as Dewey. Lewin and Piaget. Kolb came to his
conclusions concerning the differentiation of learning styles after developing a brief
self-descriptive instrument which he calls the Learning Style Inventory. designed to measure
learning styles along the basic spectrums of abstract to concrete and active to reflei:tive. Kolb
characterizes learning as tal:.ing place in a four-stage LYCle from the beginning with an immediate
concrete experience which is the basis for observation and reflection. The observations then
become the basis for a "theory from which new implications for action can be deduced. These
implications or hypotheses then serve as guides in acting to create new experiences" (21). Kolb
notes that there are several aspects which are particularly noteworthy concerning this particular
LYCle of experiential learning. The first significant notion is found in the here-and-now concrete
experience which then serves to validate the abstract concepts. "Immediate personal experience is
the focal point for learning. giving life. texture. and subjective personal meaning to abstract
concepts and at the same time providing a concrete. publicly shared reference point for testing the
implications and validity of ideas created during the learning process" 21). Kolb further notes the
importance of feedbacl:. as a part of the process in the experiential learning LYCle. which "provides
the basis for a continuous process of !))aI-directed action and evaluation of the consequences of that
action" (22).
Kolb's scores for the Learning Styles Inventory were developed from a sample of 1.933
men and women ranging in age from 18-60 in a wide variety of occupations (Experiential
Learning. 69). Interpreting results from his learning styles inventory. Kolb identified four
prevalent types of learning which he labeled the converger. the diverger. the assimilator and the
accommodator. Abrief description of the four types of learners in Kolb's identification follows:
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I.

T~ atn~!}I:r. ..

domimmt lCl:lrning abi1iti~ of ab~ract conceptualizmion and

active experimentation. The greatest strength... lies in problem solving,
decision making, and the practical application of ideas...... best in situations
liKe conventional intelligence test, where there is a single correct answer or
solution to a question or problem ... prefers realing with technical tasks and
problems rather than social and interpersonal issues.
2 Tllediverg:r ... emphasizing concrete experience and reflect1ve observation.
The greatest strength ... lies in imaginative ability and awareness of meaning and
values. The primary adaptive ability ... is to view concrete situations from many
perspectives and to organize many relationships into a meaningful "gestalt."
(Are) interested in people and tend to be imaginative and feeling-oriented.
3. Assimilator. .. oominant learning abilities are abstract conceptualization and
reflective observation... Inductive reasoning and the ability to create theoretical
models ... assimilating disparate observations into an integrated explanation ...
More concerned with ideas and abstract concepts ... theory l[JJically sound.

4. Accommt.dJtor. .. emphasizing concrete experience and active experimentation.
Strength lies in doing things, carrying out plans and tasks and getting involved in
new experiences... Tend to solve problems in an intuitive trial-and-error
manner, relying heavily on other people. (77-78)

Kolb warns against stereotyping all learners into the four classifications. His stuct{ and
research revealed the diversity and complexity of the individual and the learning process
sufficiently for him to further break clown the styles of learning into a number of sub-cat89Jries.
Within some of the cat8fJ)ries, Kolb was able to identify as many as three and four distinct
subtypes. He also warns against pigeonholing individuals into one category, but notes that the
C[JJnitive function may vary even in terms of the type of framework within which it is currently
functioning. For instance, the individual may react concretely in relationships and abstractly at
work.

Kolb further observes that cultural experience plays a major role in the actual

development of the learning style as well as in its expression. He mentions consistent differences
in thinking styles even across Americans in terms of various ethnic groups and within different
cultures. There will be an even greater diversity across nationalities and foreign cultures.
Kolb studied individual learning styles by taking a large sample of 800 graduate
management students and practicing managers. He found that even though all the individuals
shared a common occupation or occupational goal, they evidenced a variety of learning styles based
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on the style of education that was prevalent in their undergraduate learning experience. Kolb
noticed that students tended to choose fields of study which were consistent with their personal
learning stylas. The students who found the most satisfaction and a sense of belonging within the
program they had selected were those whose styles of learning appeared to coincide with the type of
instruction and research inherent in the given major or who were influenced in their choices by
peers and interactive formats which were consistent with their emotional drives. Kolb notes that
it is important to recognize that cognitive style affects not only the content of choices but also the
choice process itself (85).
Claxton and Ralston cite a study based on observation of students conducted over a period of
two years where students were interviewed in classes at the University of Cincinnati for the
prospect of determining their response styles. The focus of this study wes to determine the type of
behavior a student evidenced in the classroom in terms of how he or she responded to the
environment of formal education. Student behaviors in a typical classroom were then sorted into
six student response styles which include the following descriptions:
1) The inriJpenriJnt sturent likes to think for herself. She prefers working
on her own but wi111isten to others. She is confident of her ability to learn and
wi111earn what she feels is needed.
2) The riJpenriJnt sturent has little intellectual curiosity and learns only
what is required. She sees the teacher as a source of structure and support, and
she looks to authorities to be told what to 00.
3) The col/obarotive student likes learning through sharing with others. She
is cooperative and enjoys working with others, and she sees the classroom as a
place for learning ~nd for interaction with others.
4) The competitive sturent feels she must compete with others for reward,
and her motivation to learn is to do better than others. She regards the classroom
strictly ~ win-lose situotion in which she must win.
5) The porticipont student resires to learn course content and enjoys
attending class. She assumes responsibility for getting a lot out of class and
participates with others when told to do so. However, she 00es little that is not
required.
6) The 8voidtJnt student does not participate in class octively and is not
interested in learning course content. (23)
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Another stult( spearheacJecl by Anthony 61g1an In 1973 surveyed the learnIng styles of
faculty members at the UnIVersIty of illInoIs and at a small western college. He made a consequent
mapping of acooemlc dIscIplines In relation to learning style and determIned that patterns of
relationshIps emerged whIch were sIgnificant ( 195-203). Kolb also reported a larger stu It( with
data consisting of 32,963 questionnaires from graduate students In 158 Institutions and 60,028
questionnaires from faculty In 303 Institutions. Again, he was looking for possIble groupings of
academic disciplines In relation to learning styles. He concluded: "The results suggested that the
commonly accepted dIvIsion of acooemlc fields Into two camps, the scIentific and the artistic, or
abstract and concrete might be usefully enriched by the aa:iition of a second dimension, namely,
acttve-reflecttve or applied-basIc" ( ChickerIng, 243).
Robert Altmeyer made a stult( of engineering and science students in comparison with fine
arts students at carnegie Technical Instltute. He tested students at all levels In both schools,
giving each a series of tests that measured analytical reasoning and then creative thinking. His
concludIng observations concerning the Impact of a student's selected educational process upon his
resultant learning style are Interesting:
As predicted, engineering and science students scored highest on analytical

reasoning and fine arts students highest on creative thinking; over the college
years these gaps widened; engineering and science students became more
analytical and arts students more creative. The surprising finding was that
engineering and science students decreased in creative thinking and fine art
students decreased in analytical reasoning over the college years. Thus,
educational processes that accentuated one set of cognitive skills also appeared to
produce loss of lIbility in the contrllsting set of skills. (Chickering, 245)
David Kolb suggested that learners be afforded the opportunIty to move through all of
the modes of learning experIence If they are to become well-rounded Individuals. He observed that
with each of the four mentioned modes (concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract
conceptualization and active experImentation) there are major dimensions of personal growth
associated. He concluded:
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In the early stages of development, prO'Jress along one of these four dimensions
can occur with relative independence from the others. The child and young adult,
for example, can develop highly sophisticated symbolic proficiencies and remain
naive emotionally. At the highest stages of development, however, the adaptive
commitment to learning and creativity procluces a strong need for integration of
the four adaptive mtxles. Development in one mocle induces development in the
others. Increases in symbolic complexity, for example, refine and sharpen both
perceptual and behavioral capabilities. Thus, complexity and integration of
dialectical conflicts among the adaptive mocles are the ha11marks of true creativity
and growth. (in Chickering, 249)
Kolb's concern echoes that of others who note the trend in today's higher education for
early speclallzatlon which focuses on particular Interests and 51<1115. The potential of further
Isolation through the narrowing of mutual connections may further allenate Individuals In
situations where integration is more beneficial. Kolb asks If university professors should
continue to follow this trend toward Increasingly speclallzed education or "should (they) be
creating new educational prO'Jrams that reassert the Integrative emphasis lost In the demise of
classical education? ... There Is llttle question that Integrative development Is Important for both
personal fulf111ment and cultural development" (Chickering, 251). In his text Experiential
Learning, Kolb makes some poignant statements concerning the Impact of learning to life:
Learning is tile major process of human adaptation. This concept of learning is
considerably braooer than that commonly associated with the school classroom. It
occurs in all human settings, from schools to the workplace, from the research
laboratory to the management board room, in personal relationships and the aisles
of the local grocery. It encompasses all life stages, from childhoOO to ack:Jlescence,
to miOCIle and old age. Therefore it encompasses other, more limited adaptive
concepts such as creativity, problem solving, decision making, and attitude change
that focus heavily on one or another of the basic aspects of adaptation. Thus,
creativity research hllS tended to focus on the divergent factors in adaptlrtion such
as tolerance for ambiguity, metaphorical thinking, and flexibility, whereas
research on decision mak.ing has emphasized more convergent adaptive factors
such as the rational evaluation of solution alternatives. (32)
Bernice McCarthy synthesilSS the notions that a number of educational philosophers,
theorists and practitioners have written on the classifications of learners in terms of their
cognitive, essential learning domains. In addition to David Kolb's moclel of learning styles, carl
Jung defined the four categories of how people perceive and process information as ( 1)Feelers,
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(2)Thinkers, (3)Sensors, and (4)lntuitors. Barbara Brae Fischer, an educational consultant,

classified the learning styles as: (1 )Emotionally Involved, (2)lncremental, (3)Sensory
(4)Generalist, (5)Specialist, and (6)lntuitive. Anthony Gregorc, professor of Curriculum and
Instruction at the University of Connecticut, labeled the learning styles in his own terms:
( 1)Abstract Random Learner, (2)Abstract Sequential Learner ,( 3) Concrete Sequential Learner,
and ( 4)Concrete Random Learner (McCarthy, 26-35).
McCarthy contributed her own "4Mat" mOOsI for teaching after having pulled together
research from fields which focused on learning styles, right and left brain dominance, creativity,
effective management, art, and dance. Her system is briefly presented here as yet another
published recognition of varying learning styles and personalities to consider when developing a
curriculum which may reach a wider variety of people more of the time. McCarthy's findings
point out that the conclusions of many researchers in diverse fields have a striking similarity in
terms of their recognition and identification of at least four major learning styles. Her work grew
out of a six-year experiment at a high school in a suburb of ChiC8l}l. The learning styles she
classified are also similar to the findings of other researchers previously mentioned, yet she used
slightly different terminology to define them. McCarthy called her learning style categories Type
1,2,3, and 4 using the descriptors: (1) concrete experience, (2) reflective observation, (3)
abstract conceptualization and (4) active experimentation.
McCarthy described the "style one" learners as "innovative." They are distinguished by
needing to seek meaning and to be involved personally. Thay learn by listening and sharing ideas,
perceiving information concretely and then processing it reflectively. They are interested in
people and culture. They are divergent thinkers who believe in their own experience, excelling in
viewing concrete situations from many perspectives, and mOOsling themselves on those they
respect. They function best through social interaction. Their strengths are innovation and
imagination. McCarthy suggested that the best teaching mOOs for this style of learning is
discussion.
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The "style two" learners were described as being primarily "analytic" because they seek
facts and need to know what the experts think. They perceive information abstractly and process it
reflectively. They are less interested in people than ideas and conceptsj they critique information
and are data collectors. They learn by thinking through ideas and forming reality. McCarthy
noticed that type two learners are thorough and industrious, reexamining facts if situations
perplex them. They enjoy traditional classrooms. Schools seem to be designed primarily for these
learners since they respond well to hierarchical authority.
The "style three" type was identified as "common sense learners." They seek usability and
need to know how things work. They learn by testing theories in wft.{S that seem sensible. They
edit reality, perceive information abstractly and process it actively. They use factual data to build
designed concepts, need hands-on experiences, enjoy solving problems and resent being given the
answers. They restrict judgment to concrete things and need to know how things they are asked to
do will help in real life. They function best through inferences drawn from sensory experience.
Their strength is in the practical application of ideas. Because of these needs and proclivities the
type three learner responds better to a coaching/facilitator mode of teaching.
Learning "style four" was labeled the "dynamic learner" by McCarthy. These individuals
seek hidden possibilities and need to know what can be done with things. They learn predominantly
by trial-and-error and self-discovery and consequently have a tendency to ignore authority. They
perceive information concretely and process it actively. They are adaptable to change and relish
it, preferring variety and flexibility. They tend to take risks and often reach accurate conclusions
in the absence of logical justification. They function best by acting and testing experience
(McCarthy, 37-43).
Athread of the intuitive apparently runs through the warp and woof of learning styles. As
McCarthy summarizes the process: "We sense and feel, we experience, then we watch, we reflect,
then we think, we develop theories, we conceptualize, then we try out our theories, we
experiment. Finally, we apply what we have learned to the next similar experience. We get
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smarter, we apply experience to experience" (49). The unfortunate indication, however, is that
in many educational settings--public and private schools as well as in adult Christian
education--focus is given to only a small portion of the population in terms of their predominant
learning style. Although each of the four learning styles includes learners with each of the brain
dominances (right, left, and integrated), McCarthy's research indicates that the oominant
left-brain thinkers (the Analytic Learners) are the ones most likely to be reached in the largest
percentage of formal instruction. These are the satisfied students who usually succeed because the
learning environment is structured primarily for them.
McCarthy's system lays out a plan in which each quadrant of the learning-styles pie, as
well as each brain-dominance style within each quadrant, may receive focus for a style of
teaching. This method recognizes the uniqueness of the individual learner and attempts to locate
creative ways of reaching each type at his or her level of need and readiness. In this style of
education all the students in a group would have a period of time that they could tune in more
effectively because their predominant learning style was being presented. At this rate, all
students, whatever their learning style, would get an opportunity to "shine 25~ of the time," as
McCarthy puts it (47).

In keeping with Kolb's suggestion that we are in danger of

overspecialization and thus atrophying other modes of perception and processing, research in
learning styles tends to indicate that the teaching style that seeks to touch on all learning styles in
a given experience, will be more apt to result in students who are stretched to develop additional
learning abilities. Akey connection is made here between Kolb's experiential learning styles and
McCarthy's 4MAT system and their application to effective creative drama strategies in learning
exercises. The responsible creative drama facilitator will maneuver the learning experience back
and forth between the active and reflective and the concrete .and abstract. The purpose for this
kind of fluctuating maneuvering is to not only continually change the pace of the activity from
active to introspective, but to also allow for various types of group encounters as well as personal
reflection to take place during the process of the exercises.
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Motivation for Learning
Acloser look at motivation for learning is called for at this junction primarily because
the intended audience for the strategy of creative drama in adult Christian education is the adult
who makes determined choices concerning his or her extra-curricular and leisure activities -even as to why he or she attends church or a particular Christian education class or social
function. Motivation is a necessary condition or prerequisite for learning for even when the
conditions, the content, and the intent of the teoohing situation are sparkling, learning is not
guaranteed if the student is not motivated. In the educational learning market there are several
key participants which determine the direction of the process as well as the final outcome. These
include the learner, the teooher, the group, the setting and the subject matter. The learner brings
a myriad of needs, interests, attitudes and conditions to lay on the scale at his end of the
transaction. Certain significant components of the load the student brings to weigh out his
motivation for learning may include his notions concerning the need for change in some aspect of
his life, the depth of discomfort or dissatisfaction with an aspect of his life, the scope of his desire
to change his present circumstance or to gain a new experience and any other outside influence in
terms of social pressures or interpersonal nudging to push him to seek change. The student also
brings his current and long-held inhibitions toward learning as well as his ambivalence and
resistance to change and plunks them oown on his end of the motivational scales. In addition to the
internal cognitive-dissonance he may have concerning the current learning opportunity, he also
brings preconceived perceptions and prejudices about his own ability to learn the presented
material, his desire and ability to interact with the others in the learning group, and his ability
to establish and maintain a working relationship with the instructor. Many attitudes and
expectations may impact the load of concern the learner has for the learning situation. Fears from
past failures may render him almost immobile. Although his expectations and perceptions may be
real or distorted, but they still affect his motivation to learn.
The teacher meets the student at the scales also with his own load of attitudes and
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expectations regarding their mutual learning transaction.

J. R. Kidd asks these questions

concerning the t~her:
Does he have awareness of the continuity or the interaction that is involved; roes
he look on it as an encounter with another self, or perceive himself simply as a
transmission system for presenting certain material? Nothing is more deeply
belittling than the self- image that some teachers have of themselves as being but a
repository of facts or ideas, ready to display them before others, but themselves
taking little part except as transmitters. (Kiltl,269)
Sam Keen, a prol ific writer on key issues in education, philosophy, theology and
psychology, has a major concern for the pt'evalent dryness he experienced in his career as a
student and its effect on his subsequent motivation to learn. He depicts his experience with formal
education as fuel for initial motivation into ultimate apathy, since his educational encounters
perpetually promulgated passivity and non-participation:
Scarcely ever in my quarter of a century of schooling was I invited to consider
the intimate, personal questions which were compelling my attention outside the
classroom. While I was taught to hunt cmvn the general, the universal, the
abstract, and the public facts of the exterior world, it was tacitly assumed that
education hill no responsibility for helping me come to terms with the particular,
the concrete, the idiosyncratic, the biographical, and the sensuous facts which
formed the substance of my private existence. I learned little about the
organization, appreciation, management, and care of that unique piece of human
real estate which bears the legal name Sam Keen.
It is not surprising that when I finally left the classroom I could dot my i's
and make my o's round. But the warbler (in the tree outside) was gone. I emerged
from grllluate school to discover that I was empty of enthusiasm. I hill a
profession but nothing to profess, knowledge but no wisOOm, ideas but few
feelings. Rich in techniques but poor in convictions, I hill gotten an education but
lost an identity. ( 39-40)
From this writer's experience of thirty years in higher education, both as student and
educator, the concern of motivation has reared its head in a number of instances. On several
occasions discussions among students and educational colleagues drifted toward the assertion that
adults, because of their inherent maturity, surely must be self-motivated and should not expect
the system to titillate their excitable nerve-endings in order for them to learn. While many as
students bemoaned the conditions just as Sam Keen did, many were apparently not motivated to
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change the system when they became educators. As professorial colleagues they discussed their
mutual experiences of higher education within the comraderie captured by the phrase: "we who
have survived the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune" will carryon the tradition. They
swapped with wry wit their war stories of having only narrowly escaped the "oppressor's wrong"
of arbitrary grading and the "proud man's contumely" of professorial indifference as they bore the
"whips and scorns" of due dates while serving academic time. They sighed and shared knowing nods
that it was, alas, a process to be pursued," perchance to reach the consummation devoutly to be
wished: the DEGREE, the mark of approval, the insurance toward a fuller and wealthier life ahead.
They now agree the experience was often degrading, so much hurdle-hopping, but they cannot
conceive of their own students not scurrying through the same maze in order to win a similar
prize. The process therefore becomes a maligned rite of passage and little changes. Motivation
then remains the responsibility of the student to pull ahead and rise above the mire of the
established system.
But many current theorists and specialists now recognize the important Impact motivation
has on the entire learning process, from the teaching as well as the learning perspective.
Raymond Wlodkowski, in his Practical Guide for Motivation and Teaching, mentions that even
defining the term, "motivation" is difficult because it is such an ambiguous creature.
Nevertheless, he goes on to state that motivation deals with why human behavior occurs. "Most
psychologists and educators use motivation as a word to describe those processes that can (a)
arouse and instigate behavior; (b) give direction and purpose to behavior; (c) continue to allow
behavior to persist; and (d) lead to chOOSing or preferring a particular behavior" ( 12).
Most babies appear to embOO{ the attributes essential for learning. Their motivation
seems to be intrinsic as they encounter the wonders of the new world about them and seek to
discover more for what is ostensibly the pure delight in discovery. So much crucial foundation of
discovery and learning is laid down in just the first three years of life, one wonders what happens
in the child's life after that period to slow down the process profoundly and even in many cases cut
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the edge of delight ~nsiderably in subsequent years.

Abraham Maslow speaks of growth as taking place subjectively, from within outward. He
writes of this typical early learning that babies experience in his text, Toward a Psychology of
Being. when he notes that a significant part of the healthy infant's state of being encompasses
curiosity and wonder:
Even when he is non-purposeful, non-coping, expressive, spontaneous, not
motivated by any deficiency of the ordinary sort, he tends to try out his powers, to
reoch out, to be absorbed, fascinated, interested, to play, to wonder, to manipulate
the world. Exp/orinf/J monipu/otinf/J experiencinf/J being interested, choosing,
delighting, enjoying can all be seen as attributes of pure Being, and yet 1800 to
Becoming, though in a serendipitous wf!ll, fortuitously, unplanned, unanticipated.
Spontaneous, creative experience can and 00es happen without expectations, plans,
foresight, purpose, or goal. (45)
Maslow's description of growth through serendipitous learning conjures up images of
delight in the joy of spontaneous discovery. It also sets the stage for early intrinsic motivation for
learning and growing: the simple but profound personal gratification in discovery. Later on,
individuals respond to their discovery experiences through selective lenses which are like
screening devices layered over by early-imposed expectations, anticipations, and social and
inter-personal requirements. Douglas Robertson, in Self-Directed Growth. recognizes that events
throughout people's lives, and particularly those in the formative years, do not just happen to
them. Rather they receive them through their perceptions, and these individual perceptions play
a significant part in constructing their reality for them. Robertson states:
Our experience forms our world view which then filters and shapes our
experience. This pattern helps to exp lain why such great significance is placed on
the early experience of the child. Once a particular world view gets going--a
world view which may or mf!ll not be constructive for the individual--it tends to
reinforce itself by filtering future experience.
In experiential knowing, the person is OOeply engaged in the event; he or she
is involved ... engrossed. In spectator knowing, the person is detoched ...
watching. If we come to value one mOOs of knowing over the other, then we will
tend to employ it in future experience. A world view which values detoched
knowing will tend to elaborate a world view of detachment. Similarly, a world
view which values engaged knowing will be inclined to develop a world view of
engagement. Of course, eoch approach has its advant~ and disadvant~: for
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detachment, freeOOm exists, but also possible alienations; for engagement, rich
relationship occurs, but also perhllps crippling enmeshment. (116)
Wlodkowskl also mentions that the learner's motivation In respect to needs and attitudes Is
modified by past experiences: "These needs and attitudes combine to interact with stimulation and
the affective processes of the learning experience Itself to further Influence motivation as It
occurs during learning. At the end of the learning process, the competence value and the
reinforcement gained interact with the previous four factors to influence the learner's motivation
at that moment, and for the future as well, resulting in new attitudes and needs" (21). He also
recognizes that there are a number of motivating factors that have their own influencing powers at
any given instance that can ultimately prevent the learning completely or on the other hand
produce a desire so strong to learn that other mitigating barriers are overcome. He mentions six
basic factors that may be so strong in and of themselves that one may be able to override all five of
the others.

A brief summary of Wlodkowskl's

Oi~nastic

/1,7tivation £-:tJart reveals his

understanding of the basic factors influencing motivation:
AtlitutJJs Toward teacher, subject, learning situation, self, expectancy for

success.
Physiological, safety, belongingness, love, esteem, self-actualization.
StimtJ/tltion Introduction and connection of learning activities, vClriety,
interest, involvement, questions, disequilibrium.
Affect Feelings, confluency, valuing, climate.
Competence Awareness of progress and mastery, responsibility
ReintiJrcement Artificial reinforcers, natural consequences, grades. (24)
N~

Wlodkowskl suggests that the six general factors be used as pOints of reference from which
to view student motivation. He recommendS that we see student behavior as a result of attitudes,
needs, stimulation, and so forth and then make our plans accordingly. He notes that entire
motivation theories may be built around anyone of the six factors, but that it would be Impractical
because we must see the six generically In a continuum since one can not answer the Questions to
all. In actuality, the sequence of the learning seems to put the attitudes and needs at the beginning
of the time line with the stimulation and affect carrying the mlcXlle of the experience and the
competence and reinforcement being a part of the end. Ultimately, the Indication is that they
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really are all interconnected, one acting upon the other to push forward the motivation like

peristaltic action.
In terms of actively participating in the learning process in such a WfJ{ that the individual
student is recognized for the needs and attitudes he or she has and for the factors that will instigate
intrinsic motivation toward awareness and discovery, sensitivity to these needs will probably
affect a more involved world view than ignoring the factors will. As Robertson stated above, in
learning experientially, the person is engaged, engrossed and involved. In spectator learning, he
is basically detached. Much of traditional higher education remains content-oriented, thus making
it appear more efficient to utilize the format of information dissemination through lectures and
reading to cover the content. As a result of this predominant mode of education, a majority of
students mfJ{ thus inculcate a detached world view of learning based on the prevailing modes of
teaching which are primarily geared to the abstract conceptualizer. As discussed earlier, one's
learning styles mfJ{ develop as a result of one's previous experiences and the demands of one's
present environment. Therefore, the web of detached education in which some learners become
caught, mfJ{ indeed program them to expect only more of the same, thereby continuing a cycle of
negative educational experience for them on into adult education. This may also be the reason so
many adult educators continue to teach in the same WfJ{S they were taught.
Becoming a lifelong learner has substantial implications on how satisfying and permanent
the learning is for the student. This factor also seems to have implications on the issues of
detachment and involvement as mentioned above. Active participation in the learning experience
motivated by intrinsic drives appears to produce more satisfying and substantial learning.
Wlodkowski describes the difference between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in reference to
the lasting quality of the learning experience:
Intrinsic motivation refers to the pleasure or value associated with an activity
itself. In intrinsic motivation the "ooing" is considered the primary reason for
the performance of the behavior. There is ~ evidence that many learning
activities involving manipulation, exploration, and information-processing
provide satisfaction in and of themselves. Extrinsic motivation emphasizes the
value an individual places on the ends of an action and the probability of reaching
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those ends. In extrinsic motivation the!PII rather than the "ooing" is consioored
the reason for the performance of the behavior. (Motivation! 13)
There are a variety of beneflts and disadvantages related to the use of Intrinsic and
extrinsic motivators. Wlodl<owsl<l notes that extrinsic rewards that are based on a person's
performance of an activity tend to hamper the oovelopment of Intrinsic motivation for doing other
Interesting activities. However, when extrinsic rewards are used so that they convey to the
individual that he or she is competent and they do not control the behavior, the extrinsic rewards
may then serve to enhance rather than to thwart the oovelopment of Intrinsic motivators. In
contrast, however, extrinsic rewards tend to hamper the further oovelopment of the Individual'S
ability in the areas of open-ended business, such as problem-solving. On the other hand,
extrinsic rewards may tend to improve the individual's accompl1shments in routine activities.
Wlodl<owsl< i observes:
Other research indicates that extrinsic rewards may harm a person's sense of
purposefulness and well-being and lead to learned "helplessness" if the person has
no control over the contingencies. External rewards can also contribute to the
awakening of intrinsic motivation for an activity if they 1900 a person to activities
never before tried or if they help a person oovelop a level of competence
necessary to enjoy the activity. In general, based on such research findings,
teachers are wise to carefully consioor and sensitively monitor the application
and use of extrinsic rewards. (Motivation, 15)
While It Is possible that extrinsIc rewards such as grlUls and other external IncentIves
may InOOed alter the stuoont's behavIor so that he ooes get the job done or "learns" the materIal,
IndIcations show that when external motivations are absent, stuoonts often seem to shut theIr
drIve oown to neutral when they are outsloo the environment that gives the rewards. Wlodkowskl
contends that extrInsic rewards may have a tenooncy to actually weaken the stuoont's general
Interest In learning and decrease Instances of stuoonts voluntarily seeking learning outsloo the
formal classroom setting. Much of the substantial learning In life ooes finally occur outsloo the
traditional classroom, a structure which for many Is often highly regulated and where certain
behaviors are consistently reInforced by reward. stuoonts who then find themselves In situations
where the extrinsic motivators are absent when they had come to count on them, discover that
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many of their own internal motivators have consequently atrophied. Teachers might therefore be
wary of consistently offering extrinsic motivators to students which may ultimately become
crutches. It is possible then that without the extrinsic motivator, the student may remain lame.
Intrinsic motivators, however, may still be carried through life by the individual's inner drive,
outside the structured context and away from the teacher support.
Wlodkowski discusses other factors which affect motivation for learning. One aspect
which appears to be crucial in determining motivation and consequent success is positive
self-esteem. An interesting observation is that the older the student, the stronger the correlation
between achievement and positive self-esteem.

Running tandem with the need for positive

self-esteem is the need for individuals to control their own destiny. In essence, this is the need
for achievement.

Wlodkowski relates observations from a studt of people who had high

achievement motivation. Most of these individuals had similar tendencies, which included:
· .. an interest in excellence for its own sal\e rather than the rewards it brings.
· .. preference for situations in which they can take personal responsibility for
the outcomes of their efforts.
· .. they set I}KIls carefully after considering the probabilities of success of a
variety of alternatives.
· .. they are more concerned with the medium-to long-range future than persons
with low achievement motivation.
In general, a person with high achievement motivation is an individual who is
self-confioont, is a mroerate risk-taker, wants immediate concrete feedback on
his/her efforts, knows how to utilize his/her environment, and can tolerate
delayed gratification for personal ~Is. (Motivation, 18)
This character description of persons with high achievement motivation has prompted
achievement motivation training programs across the nation which focus on instilling the kind of
thinking and behavior that reflect the above traits, including the fostering of values such as
independence, responsibility in accepting one's own consequences for behavior, and mastery of the
environment according to standards of excellence. Certain activities and teaching strategies which
arouse and internalize a specific motive or a new behavior are suggested in the following
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guidelines Wlod~ows~i gives to teachers to increase achievement motivation in their students:
1. Focusing attention on what is happening here and now. This is usually mne by
dramatic settings and unusual procedures which are m!Xlerately different
from everyday teaching methods.
2. Providing an intense, integrated experience of new thoughts, actions, and
feelings. This is accomplished through a variety of games, exercises, and
role-playing activities.
3. Helping the person ma~e sense out of his/her experience by attempting to
conceptualize what happened.
4. Relating the experience to the person's values, goals, behaviors, and
relationships with others.
5. Applying the new thought, action, and feelings through practice. This is mne
through several real goal-setting situations.
6. Internalizing the changes. The instructor progressively withdraws external
support while maintaining the student's voluntary involvement.
(Wlodkowski, Motivation, 19)
Malcolm Knowles, in his premise for the self-directed learner, maintains that students
must take an active part in their own education. Students must experience their own personal
need, hence the motivation to learn, which stems from the process of making choices,
experimenting, exploring, manipulating, and experiencing again; all within the process of growth;
from within, to without, to within. Concerning the adult, on which this work places primary
focus, research in adult development and adult life cycles indicates certain factors that occur as a
result of the adult's outside circumstances which seem to prompt motivation for further learning.
While all adults are individuals with unique stories of their own, embErljed with countless
characters and plot gyrations, there are some generic occurrences which seem to happen to a
majority of the adults in at least the major cultures across our own nation. Adults appear to
desire particular knowledge or specific training based on their own "stage in the life cycle, as well
as vocational development, intellectual development, ego development, and moral development or
level of humanitarian concern" (Chickering, 302).
The motivation for some adults to further their learning is often in order to gain new
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information or training to be used for a particular current need. Much of the lifelong learning the

adult engages in is directly related to the occupation or vocation either currently engaged in or
actively sought after. other extended learning is usually sought because of certain personal needs
or problems which need solving. In many cases this learning is motivated by a need for a solution

now. thus heightening the intrinsic drive to find out. The extended interpersonal relations that
develop as a result of longer and more complex living, prompt the individual to know how to handle
the relationships and the contexts in which the relationships reside more effectively. Thus, much
of adult learning is motivated by the desire to be more equipped as parents and spouses. Running
the household more creatively and effectively for the relationships in one's life motivates many
adults to learn more about home maintenance and family enhancement and care. so they seek
opportunities to learn more about such things as cooking, sewing, leisure, health and planning for
financial security through real estate, accounting, investment and retirement. other motivations
for individual adult learning are related to personal enjoyment and leisure through hobbies,
cultural enrichment, and travel.
Anumber of intellectual, psychological, social and spiritual questions and concerns may
prompt individuals to learn more about the issues and the options they have in ordering their own
lives.
Many learning efforts begin with a question, a feeling of puzzlement or curiosity,
or just a general interest in a certain bOOf of subject matter. . .. Some people
feel a need to work out their own set of religious beliefs or philosophy of life....
Sometimes a puzzling or upsetting event will prompt a person to begin a major
effort to understand what happened and why... some anticipated use or appli~ion
of the knowl~ or skill is the strongest motivation for the majority of learning
efforts. Most adults, in most learning projects, are motivated by some fairly
immediate problem, task, or decision that demands certain knowl~ or skills.
(Chickering, 300)
James R.

KI~

charges that the connectIon between feelings and attItudes about learnIng

may have an even stronger Impact for the ooult learner than those Issues which reside prImarily
In the COJnltlve domain. All too often there Is the assumption that the ooult, unlike the child, has
fewer emotional assocIatIons with factual material, when In actuality he probably has acquired
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more over a longer me-span and has simply devised more intricate methods of control and cover
up.

The adult's motivation to learn may also be colored further by many more negative

experiences with education over a life-time than the child has encountered. If his or her learning
experience is replete with failure and defeat, he will surely be gorged with dissatisfaction and not
hunger for more of the same. Kidd responds with understanding why the adult under this condition
may establish a defense mechanism to protect himself from further frustration: "The inward
struggle, the need to cover up our shortcomings from others, and particularly from ourselves,
leads to a defensive behavior which deeply affects our freeOOm to engage in the adventure of
learning.... For learning involves change. Who wants to change? No one really does" ( 96).
Kidd observed that most human beings wish to remain in a state of balance and well-being.
Change hes a tenden<.y to upset a perceived balonce, even if it is a state that may indeed be
unproductive or damaging. Change means a disturbance of the equilibrium, it means a form of
upset, and most people do not crave this condition unless they perceive it to lead to a better state of
being than the one of currently established balance. So, adults will pursue education, which often
means change, under certain given or perceived conditions and not at all under other perceived
conditions. They determine the price of the experience and weigh it against the expected outcome.
Kidd maintains that feelings of love and its associated attitudes of respect, admiration,
friendliness and encouragement are often strong motivators for engagement in learning.
Mentoring and prodding through caring and enthusiasm of someone loved and respected are prime
stimulators for an adult to pursue further learning. He wants what the significant other has or is
suggesting he have or want. However, in contrast to the positive motivations of love and respect,
anger and fear appear to have detrimental effects on the motivation for learning.
Many older adults are perceived as being rigid and set in their ways. Indeed, many are
rigid as they have come to decide once and for all where they stand and what they hold fest to. This
is a factor which should be taken into consideration when attempting to motivate adults to
participate in a given learning program and when even planning a program for older adults.
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Views about pOllitics, religion, morality, duty may be held fixedly; they are not
subject to ~ue3tion or !! review without displ~ of emotion. But there is enough
eviD:!nce tq question if this "crystallization" or "integration" happens invariably
and inevi,ablYI, or results because of waning contacts with ideas or with
stimulatin!~ sooial groups. The provision of educational opportunity for the old
seems to i~hiba somewhat the onset of such rigid behavior. (Kictl,99)
I

Asense of conservatism Is more llkely to hamper the motivation of the adult to engage In
activities of learning tllat may be contrary to his or her bellefs or that may threaten his or her
I

position of balance!. Tllere are a number of conditions for contemporary older adults that may
I

contribute to a more conservative attitude than their younger counterparts. First of all, they
I

were reared at a time

~n

the century when attitudes In general were not as llberal as they are

tooay, so they persist tn a more conservative mlndset because of their earlier conditioning. Most
I

older adults also have III more llmlted srelalllfe, exposing them to fewer friends, cultural events,
I

books and possible confrontations from confHctlng views. Furthermore, most adults have specific
srelal roles they have settled Into In oo:iltlon to pos1t1ons of leadership or authority they are llkely
I

to defend along witl1 the: attitudes assrelated with those positions. Increased age has another Impact
I

on the conservatism oflthe older adult that makes him acutely aware he "has suffered some losses
I

in sensory and physlcall capacity, with lessened self-confidence and therefore may feel that it is
I

more necessary to cling to habitual patterns of behavior and display more tenacity In the face of
threatened change. He flnds the old ways more comfortable and less threatening" (KlctI, 116).
Ultimately, wtlat the adult learns or chooses to learn depends largely upon his or her
I

feellngs and attltw:les, !needs and Interests. As a response to the adults perceptions of internal as
I

well as external need, program planners charge from both ends of the spectrum on motivation for
I

•

learning: need reductlpn and positive striving. As previously discussed, the literature mdicates
I

that needs and conseql!Jent motives may be expressed either Intrinsically or extrinsically and
I

launched from botlh physical and sreial platforms. SOme theorists believe that the primary needs
I

must first be met befmre interests and attitudes w111 function as motivators for learning. KlcXI
contends, however', that "the factor of interest was llkened by early psychologists to a sentry at the
gate, admitting cerotainlstlmul1 and blocking out others... Interests act not so much as sentinels as
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an impetus to seek out new experience, or as a favoring climate for change and growth" (112). It
appears that changes in attitudes toward learning and increase of interest in learning can be
brought about by reducing the tensions and conflicts listed above which may indeed jeopardize
motivation.
Providing incentives and opportunities to grow may have a prime effect on attitudes.
Encouragement to continue to read, hear stimulating and creative presentations, and take part in
active learning environments may have a positive effect on encouraging adults to take an active
role in learning and growing rather than submitting to anticipated decline and atrophy. KicXl
suggests that there are many positive alternatives to accepting the notion that older adults are
impossibly conservative and rigid: "It has been noted frequently, for example, that some of t~e
most unusual concepts are developed or encouraged by people who no longer hope to hold or win a
position or status, people who have time to reflect and have no great stake in the present, except to
improve it" ( 116).
KicXl reviews much of the information about needs, motivas, interests and attitudes and
surmises that the crucial question about learning actually deals with the way in which the learner
becomes deeply involved. He concludes that the educator must be aware of the needs, interests and
attitudes which are a primary source of motivation for more effective learning will be realized if
the following conditions are realized:
Both security ond stimulus ore essentiol. . .. [The learner] must have enough
well-being ond enough challenge or he will not dare the pain or discomfort that,
in little or in large, always occompanies any learning.
The l8l!rner hos two opposite neeris--repenrence ond inrepenrence. . .. The
learner who understands that he has such counterpoised drives, is alreOO{ in a
better position to bring them into some kind of equilibrium.
LfMrning repends on previous experience. .. Any student of any age brings his
experience to the classroom ... But the experiences of the adult may be extensive
and varied. This may be the richest source of his learning objectives as well as a
resource for testing out hypotheses growing out of the subject matter. To the
extent that this is a::hieved, the adult is likely to take a responsible part in the
learning transaction.
LfMrning repends upon the relevance of relationships. .. Adults expect to find
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relevance both in the objectives and in the methods employed. For them,
evaluation often means reassurance that whtrt they are doing is relevant.
ContintJ«llelJrning riJpends upon the lK:hieverne.nt ofsotisftEtion. . .The satisfaction
must be felt in terms of the learner's own expectations and needs. (121)

When educators and program organizers are more fully aware of the varied needs and
interests of the adult population, they may be able to more effectively plan their counseling of
students and marketing of learning opportunities for adult participants. As far as adult
participation in offered programs is concerned, even the individual's familiarity with the
opportunity is closely related to his or her accrued experience. Alan B. Knox notes that the more
increased education an adult has, the more likely he is to be even aware of local education
opportunities. "But the source of the information is sometimes as important as the information
itself. Adults seek information from people they trust, and personal contact tends to be especially
important in recruiting adult basic education participants" ( 125).
Knox also writes that eventual participants in a given adult learning program go through a
process of acceptance starting with their initial awareness of the opportunity. Most publicity
concerning new learning and training programs is usually advertised in the media; newspapers,
magazines, newsletters and so forth. It appears that white collar workers are more likely to
peruse these forms of communication and thus more likely to then engage in the opportunities
proffered. In contrast, blue collar workers more often receive their information through more
personal sources, such as acquaintances and relatives. Unless their sources of communication are
engaged in environments where they would encounter information concerning higher education
opportunities, the blue collar workers are unlikely to be aware of the program offers. For the
undereducated adult, as well as the non-college bound, personal sources and older significant
others are the most significant influence for participation in learning programs. "Only 10
percent of all adults who did not complete high school participate each year in adult education
programs while 50 percent of adults who completed at least a masters degree do so" ( 127).
The adult who is made aware of the educational opportunity, then determines whether or
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not to pursue it based on personal interest. His or her evaluation of the program to determine
possible participation depends upon the outcome of weighing the advantages against the
disadvantages. At this point, personal sources become more influential than mass media. Most
likely, the potential participants will consult professional resource individuals for advice,
including other teachers and counselors, those who may have valid information concerning the
content and impact of the program. When the decision to participate is sealed, the adult student
!PlS through a trial period in the program in order to determine its worth. During this time,

many undereducated participants select to drop out. For those who decide to continue, the final
stage, adoption, is reached.
Those who persevere and finally adopt the learning experience are usually influenced by
certain positive factors which outweigh the negatives they perceive. Significant personal and
situational factors include: "... being interested in a topic, having a goal that would be promoted
by increased proficiency, having a high educational level, and having a strong need for achievement
... experiencing a major role change that requires adjustment, being aware of opportunities to
participate, having significant others provide encouragement, and receiving financial assistance"
(Knox, 127). Perceived potential advantages of participation , such as enjoyment, positive
interaction with like-minded others, and enhanced self-esteem or upward occupational mobility as
a result of gaining new knowled;Je and skills also often stimulate engagement and continuance in the
experience.
Negative factors which hamper participation or continuance also relate to intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation. Less advantaged adults, especially the undereducated and the unemployed,
tend to neglect or reject participation in adult education programs possibly due to low self-esteem
from prior educational failures as well as a sense of reduced potential value in the outcome of the
experience. The same adults elso feel they have less money and time to spend on such activities and
they receive less encouragement from peers, employers and relatives to do so. Dissatisfaction
with a program may be influenced by: "... poor teaching, inaOOquate counseling, inappropriate
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materials, inconvenient locations, rigid scheduling of classes, large classes and misunderstanding
or lack of understanding of what the course offers" (Knox, 139). other personal disillusionments
which influence continued participation include the belief that the "programs will help them solve
many of their personal, vocational, and educational problems.

When participants have

expectations that a program is a panacea for all their problems, they become disillusioned and
drop out" (Knox, 139). Expectations which exceed abilities and progress which is slower than
anticipated, discourage participants in learning programs.
Most adults enter formal learning situations on a voluntary basis, so choices they make of
how they spend their time and choose their learning, are usually a result of external forces or
inhibitions and internal drives for life change. A number of perceived external barriers may be
determining factors on why the adult may choose not to enter a formal learning experience, or
even quit one once begun: "lack of time; costs; scheduling problems; assorted institutional
requirements/red tape; lack of information about appropriate opportunities; problems with child
care or transportation; lack of confidence; lack of interest" (Foltz, 48).
One of the primary tasks of the educator in adult religious education is to identify the
needs of the students, the barriers to learning, the current issues, the personal concerns and
determine how these needs are being met in the community or by other networks. They may then
discern how their own program may aid and use the systems alreactt available or proceed to fill the
gaps where there is little support.

Most adult education programs in the church are

subject-centered rather than problem-centered, yet the research in adult learning indicates that
the majority of adults come to learning situations with problems to be solved. Disregard for these
problems and the particular mindset of the adult learner might only serve to dissipate the energy
expended in oblivious teaching aimed at alternate rather than primary targets.
The notion that most adult learners prefer to be self-directed is the fulcrum upon which
their learning experiences may be balanced. They are motivated by their own needs and problems
to seek learning which would enable them to better control their lives. Adult learners make a high
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percentage of their own daily decisions on what and how to learn. "There are four basic reasons
why adults select self-planned learning: 1) to set their own learning pace; 2) to use their own
style of learning; 3) to keep the learning style flexible and easy to change, and 4) to put their own
structure on the learning project. Each of these four reasons reflects control over the learning
project" (Foltz, 50). In light of learned writings on motivation and the adult learner, the adult
religious educator might be encouraged to seek opportunities to give control back to the learner for
making her own discoveries at her own pace.
The literature on adult motivation further indicates that since adults are motivated to
make application of learning immediately to their lives, the adult educator is encouraged to look
for means by which the new information may interface with alrEOOf held information. Unlike
children who are primarily being trained for future life, adults are not as interested in storing up
information for later use: thay have hit the road and need the supplies for daily advancement;
they are no longer just packing for the journey. Therefore, adults prefer to make immediate use of
their new learning and are apparently more motivated to engage in educational ventures which
have near or immediate application.
John Gardner, former Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, admonishes the
leaders in our society to encourage creativity and motivation in learners of all ages, for he feels
that the renewal of societies and enterprises can only 9J forward if someone cares. Apathy and lack
of motivation have been and still are the key indicators of a civilization's demise. Gardner warns:
"Apathetic men accomplish nothing. Men who believe in nothing change nothing for the better.
They renew nothing and heal no one, least of all themselves. Anyone who understands our situation
at all knows that we are in little danger of failing through lack of material strength. If we falter,
it will be a failure of heart and spirit" (xiv). For the adult program planner or learning

facilitator, awareness of the current needs and concerns of the potential learners is one of tha best
Wf1o/S

to dispel apathy and to stimulate motivation concerning the problem-solving educational

venture.
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ADULT DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING

Awareness of the current findings in adult development and learning styles is crucial for
the adult Christian educator in order to plan effective programs which not only motivate the adults
to participate at all, but which also have genuine potential of meeting specific and individual needs.
Recent studies in education, as well as in child and adult development, have shed further light on
the notion that adults usually build their learning on different platforms than they did as younger
school children. Once again, it has been only in our lifetime that the lens has been focused on
these two distinct groups of students, and the picture is becoming clear that with regard to their
perceptions, needs, and readiness to learn, children are not little adults nor are adults larger
children. Children perceive most adults as being omniSCient and omnipotent. Because of the
traditional nurturing of the family and due to state and national laws, adults are the primary
caregivers for children, being responsible for their physical, social, spiritual and

p~chological

development and are therefore perceived by them as awesome figures of authority. As children
mature and begin taking on responsibility for their own lives, they move closer to a position of
emotional independence and by the time of adolescence begin to recognize the adult caregivers as
fallible and mortal, with problems of their own to solve and shortcomings to compensate for. At
this juncture, children begin to move further awey from total reliability on the adult figures who
have reckoned regularly in their lives up to that point and begin to rely more heavily on input
from peers, other adults, and other groups within structures outside the home, such as work and
social institutions. The maturing children find less need to lean as dependently on specific outside
supports, especially the adults who have nurtured them all along. "Totalistic absorption or
commitment gives Wft{ to increased willingness to risk loss of friends, approval, or status to 'be
oneself,' to pursue a strong interest, or to stand by an important belief" (Chickering, 30).
From this point of seeking independence, the maturing child begins moving into the adult
realm. Roger Gould describes the evolving perception of time from the child to the adult in an
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intriguing manner when he writes: "While children mark the passing years by their changing
blodies, adults change their minds. Passing years and passing events slowly accumulate like a
viscous wave, eventually releasing their energy and assuming new forms in altered relationships
with both time and people" (78).
Although it has

alr~

been emphasized that soch individual is unique, there are

p:ercei'lled norms in terms of major developmental tasks to be achieved by most persons moving
ffomlate adolescence into and through adulthood. life expectancy and work-life span have
increased radically for ocIults since the turn of the twentieth century. In general, the end of this
century now finds the life and work span of ocIults almost ooubling, from a forty-year expectancy
a century aIJl to a current average eighty-year life span for men and women, with women usually
outliving men by approximately four years. Whereas twenty years used to be considered a typical
work-span for most occupations, now many healthy individuals may contemplate two twenty-year
careers in a life time. Because these figures have increased so dynamically in our own century and
even within our own life time, the ocIult population has exploded, prompting many researchers to
turn tl) the ocIult as a prime source of study. In light of the realities of the times, research and
theory concerning the life cycle from eighteen to eighty have become vitally important for
educatiional planning and resource development.
Contrary to what had been long perceived as a perpetual plateau of development for the
adult, recent research and studies have noted several stages and age-linked periods in which
certain tasks are usually undertaken throughout adulthood. The presentation of these stages,
plrompted by antiCipated tasks in responsibility throughout the adult cycle, somewhat negates the
OIotion of static development after establishment of maturity. USuch tasks are marker events that
mark Ithe period or its boundaries. Mlitionally these stages imply characteristic psychological
stances many of us adopt in relation to life events" (Weathersby, 5). Abrief description of the
Edult developmental stages follows.
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Adult Lifa Stages

Key researchers and writers in the area of adult development and life cycles include Erik

Erikson, Marjorie Fiske Lowenthal and her colleagues, Daniel Levinson and his colleagues, Roger
Gould and Bernice Neugarten. All have used samplings of adults in various age cat8CJ)ries for their
research and have attempted to determine patterns of development based on interviews and
observations. According to the theorists, physiological as well as SOCiological events seem to be the
footors determining the stages of life the individual moves through. These stages are often defined
by societYi such as the appropriate times to leave home, get married, bear children and encourage

grown children to leave home. But some are determined by physical conditions, such as entering
and exiting the child-bearing years. Almost all of the researchers see several basic cat8CJ)ries in
the typical adult life cycle. These include the early stages of establishing independence by leaving
parents and family--essentially pulling up roots. This stage traditionally happens in or by the
early twenties.

The next stage of getting into the adult world and settling OOwn is often

charooterized by the individual marrying and/or finding work. Most researchers see this level of
development as happening in the mid twenties through the thirties. Putting OOwn roots, becoming
one's own person and the beginning of questioning life's meaning come into focus around the middle
and late thirties, followed by midlife transition in the forties. Time begins to look finite in this
midlife stage as the adult moves into realization that the major determinations have been largely
made concerning occupation. Responsibility begins to weigh more heavily on the adult in this stage
as he sees himself connected not only to the wellbeing of his children but also to that of his parents.
The adult moves out of this stage into a more mellowing stage during and through the fifties and
sixties where friends and spouse become increasingly important and life contributions are
reviewed.
Bernice Neugarten classifies the stages in the adult life cycle as having a praoominant
effect on personality. She suggests that many adults view life in two main cat8CJ)ries: the amount
of time since birth and the time left to live. Age forty-five seems to be ths turning point at which
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the individual deciphers the amount of time his or her life has or will yet engulf. From whichever
vantage point the adult is in terms of age, he or she looks either forward during a younger age to
almost unlimited time to pursue goals, or backward during a later age to what has been achieved,
noting that little time is left to accomplish all that she had anticipated. In Neugarten's scheme, the
adult between the ages of thirty to forty-five perceives that he or she has an active mastery of the
outer world. After the age of forty-five, the individual begins a reexamination of self in which he
or she takes stock and plans ahead for the next phase. After the age of sixty-five, the adult
becomes introspective and contemplative; less time is left to one's life.
Because of the predominant role of the female in homemaking, Neugarten sees the
primary stages in a woman's life built on her marrying, raising children and responding to the
empty nest. Most women, according to Neugarten marry before the age of twenty-five and have
their children between the ages of twenty to thirty-five. For the typical mother, her last child
leaves the home when she is between the ages of forty-five to fifty-five. The traditional roles of
women, as Neugarten sees them, are in nurturing positions, caring for the home, children and
husbands. After the children leave the home many women seem to become more dominant,
instrumental, autonomous and self-confident. To the contrary, Neugarten sees most men as
becoming more nurturing and affiliating in their later years, after the age of fifty to fifty-five,
although they may have been primarily taking leads in economic, civic and social activities in
their earlier, establishing years (71-87).
Of course, recent dramatic changes in society have significantly altered the traditional

female roles of the past. An increase in the divorce rate, the availability of birth control through
medication or abortion, as well as an increase in the postponement of marriage until after
establishment of a career have had remarkable impact on the age stages of women's childbearing
and nurturing in contemporary society.
As far as Neugarten is concerned, when the individual meets the incident prompting change

relatively on time, it does not precipitate a crisis in his or her life. Essentially, due to the nature
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of expected social norms, the individual has rehearsed for the inevitable to come at its given time.
These incidents, such as the end of formal schooling, leaving home, marriage, menopause,
retirement, etc., constitute a norm in society and are not particularly traumatic for the many
passing through the inevitable gates. Neugarten observes that the stage steps instigate changes in
self-concept and in a sense of identity: "They mark the incorporation of new social roles, and
accordingly, they are the precipitants of new adaptations. But in themselves they are not, for the
vast group of normal persons, traumatic events or crises that trigger mental illness or destroy
the continuity of the self" (Counseling, 18). While meeting the socially-expected stages relatively
on time may not usually prime the individual for a trauma, but in some cases, failing to meet the
social norm deadline for a life event, or failing to keep up with the pace of the life-cycle sequence,
such as not being married or employed by a certain age or losing a child or spouse too early, may
constitute a significant stress factor and provoke consequent crisis in the life of the individual.
Any life event that prompts or brings about change essentially upsets the established
balance and produces a certain amount of stress. The stress may be creatively positive,
stimulating excitement and joyful expectation and it may be debilitatingly negative, exacting a
physical and emotional toll on the person experiencing it. Change often occurs in the realms of
occupation and education es well as in the interpersonal domain with its emotional connections to
relatives, peers, parents, children and colleagues. Leaving home, going to and leaving college,
marrying, divorcing, having children and watching them leave, having a spouse die, all constitute
significant changes in interpersonal relationships that affect stress in an individual's life.
Increased mobility in contemporary society is also a significant factor for the prompting of change
and stress. Job relocation may mean moving to another neighborhood or to another country. This
in return means the changing of friends, leisure activities, churches and other institutional
proximities, which consequently mandate dismantling and setting up new interpersonal networks.
The life cycles of the developing adult are depicted as a schedule of emerging capacities and
challenges. As the bOO{ matures on schedule, it correlates with challenges to the mental and
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emotional development. These LYcles coincide with the outward expectations of the social groups
and institutions to take on varying roles commensurate with the maturation level. The mature
adult, then, is one who has succeeded in dealing with the various crises in the previous level of
development. James Fowler observes:
This is the adult who has formed and re-formed a strong foundation of basic trust,
expressed and grounOOd in a religious faith or a philosophical confidence that life
has meaning; who has a sense of independence, an ability to stand alone on matters
of principle ... who having a mature conSCience, based on examination and
considered choice of values and principles, has reworked the moralistic, harsh
conscience of childhoo:! ... who has a cap~ity for work and has developed a set of
competencies that equip her to be a productive contributor to society and to carry
effectively the roles and responsibilities these bring. (Becoming, 27)
John Gardner warns that we are often sold a bill of ~ in thinking that happiness will be
the result of gratification, ease, comfort, and having a sense of achieving all of one's goals.
However, the truly happy individual, the mature adult arrives at the reroJnition that it is not
always the attainment of the goal that brings the

satisf~tion,

but the knowledge that one has

invested one's time and life in the striving for meaningful goals. Of course, one might be rightly
suspicious of those who neglect the needs of the poor by rationalizing they should be content with
non-material blessings. It is also not difficult to notice some fall-out of the lifestyles of the rich
and famous which often indicate there is no guarantee of health and happiness with wealth and
success. Gardner cautions the populace to beware of the storybook notions of happiness:
Storybook happiness involves a bland idleness; the truer conception involves
seeking and purposeful effort. Storybook happiness involves every form of
pleasant thumb-twiddling; true happiness involves the full use of one's powers
and talents. Both conceptions of happiness involve love, but the storybook version
puts great emphasis on being loved, the truer version more emphasis on the
capacity to give love.
Note that we speak of happiness as involving a "striving toward" meaningful
!J)6ls, not necessarily the attaining of those !J)6ls. . .. The self-renewing man
never feels that he has "arrived." He knows that the really important tasks are
never finished--interrupted, perhaps, but never finished--and all the
significant !J)als receOO before one. . .. He is preoccupied with his own needs, yet
finds no meaning in his life unless he relates himself to something more
comprehensive than those needs. (121-3)
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Fowler also speaks of the significance in the adult's life when he or she comes to recogni2e
the important role of others in the scheme of his own purpose and value. The point at which the
mature adult comes to know and accept himself and his own values may be the turning point at
which he increases his capacity to include others at the center of what had previously been his
predominantly egocentric world. He no longer needs to be the hub of his own universe. A
significant sign of maturity developing in the adult is evidence of a desire and an ability to
integrate others into his or her life without fearing a stifling loss of autonomy.
The mature adult has a capacity for intimacy and a readiness based on a firm
sense of identity to risk the self in relations of closeness to others, without a
paralyzing fear of the loss or compromise of the self. He needs neither to
withdraw from situations of intimacy, on the one hand, not to oominate or destroy
that which would get too close, on the other. . .. This capacity for intimacy
carries over into rea:iiness to engcg:! in conflict without withdrawal or the need to
destroy the opponent, and it sustains one in situations of shared inspiration and
creation. (Becoming, 28)
Daniel Levinson discusses the adult life development in terms of seasons. He suggests life
as a journey from birth to grave with segments having special identities just as the seasons 00 in
their impact on nature in terms of blossom, fruit bearing, harvest and oormanc.y. Levinson
divides the typical1ife span into four evenly balanced twenty-year segments. Within each segment
are smaller plateaus of development, usually three per section, and between the segments are
periods of approximately five years which are akin to transition periods where the individual is
rather on the cusp; looking back on the one period while preparing to move into the next. Levinson
acknowledges that many influences along the way shape the nature of the journey, but as long as
the journey continues, it follows the same basic pattern or sequence. He observes: "The process is
not a simple, continuous flow. There are qualitatively different seasons, each having its own
distinctive character. Every season is different from those that precede and follow it, though it
also has much in common with them" (6).
Chickering and colleagues have drawn from the above-mentioned researchers and, 8(iiing
to their own findings, describe the major developmental tasks to be achieved from late cmlescence
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through the adult years. Again, they mention that not all individuals fit tightly into the closely
proscribed categories, but that the age demarcations are a suggestion of typical development:
16-23 late aOOlescence and Youth
Achieving emotional independence, preparing for marriage and family life,
choosing and preparing for a career, developing an ethical system.
23-35 Early Adulthroi
Deciding on a partner, starting a family, managing a home, starting in an
occupation, assuming civic responsibilities.
35-45 Midlife Transition
Adapting to a changing time perspective, revising career plans, redefining
family relationships.
45-57 Middle Adulthroi
Maintaining a career or developing a new one, restabilizing family
relationships, making mature civic contributions, OOjusting to biological
change.
57-65 late-Adult Transition; Preparing for retirement.
65 + late-Adulthoo::l
Adjusting to retirement, adjusting to reclining health and strength, becoming
affiliated with late-adult age groups, establishing satisfactory living
arrangements, OOjusting to the death of a spouse, maintaining integrity.
(Chickering, 31 )
Roger Gould describes the changes in the adult life in terms of the crises and significant
events in, Transformations. His written work is a result of five years of research which
incorporated direct observations by anthropologists, psychologists and psychiatrists along with
his own study of almost a thousand people. He concluded that most problems of adult crisis and
change are age-related as adults take continuing steps away from the primary dependence on
parents and the chlldlsh assumptions, fantasies, and rules ocqulred during the period of total
dependence. This act of breaking away from the dependem,y on others causes crises in the adult's
life as each new stage Is reached. Gould also notes that adulthood Is not a plateau:
Rather, It is a dynamic and changing time for all of us. As we grow and change, we
take steps owoy from childhroi and toword adulthroi--steps such as marriage,
work, consciously developing a talent or buying a home. With each step, the
unfinished business of childhroi intrudes, disturbing our emotions and requiring
psychological work. With this in mind, adults may now view their disturbed
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feelings at particular periods as a possible sign of progress, as part of their
mtempted movement towllrd a fuller adult life. (15)
Weathersby and Tarule In their report, Adult Development: Impllcatlons for Higher
Education, observe that the focus of most research on the l1fe Lycle has been on "a:JJptation: to the
events and realltles of successlVe l1fe stages In general; and Idiosyncratic adaptations as they are
created by Individuals and experienced by age cohorts In particular periods of history. Anewer
focus Is developing on growth and using llfe transitions to forge greater personal Integrity and
effectiveness in the world" (9). Whereas many of the tranSitions through adulthood are inevitable
due to biological processes and many of them are unavoidably noted by one's peers and publlc due to
their outward evidence in our bodies or social condition, others may be strictly internal, noted
only by oneself as one becomes aware of changing emotional responses, altered aspirations, lost
viSions. Regardless of the internal or external nature of the event or phase, the opportunity for
growth Is Inherent In how one copes with the tranSitions.
The research Indicates that periodically, as people move through the transitions In their
llves, they stop to evaluate where they are and from where they have come, then on to where they
intend or hope to~. Essentially, they stop to take stock. Their roles are in flux and they must
determine what has happened to their aspirations and dreams. According to their ochlevements, or
lock thereof, they Question themselves about their remaining options. They must come to grips
with whether or not they are living up to their own expectations as well as the perceived
expectations of others. Especially at mldl1fe, when 1t appears that the remaining years are less
than the spent years, the adult begins to realize that he or she may not be able to accomplish the
gJ81s that were envisioned at an earlier age. Even Individuals who are relatively successful In the
eyes of their colleagues and of society at large, concede that they have not and will not achieve all

they had set out to accomplish. What they already have and what they still want often do not mesh,
so they experience a sense of disillusionment or adjustment of their Idealistic dreams of youth. As
options appear to narrow in progressing years, some adults feel a sense of desperation to finally
attain completeness and fulfillment. Women, particularly, often feel a deep sense of sorrow at the
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leaving of their last chlld from the home. The "empty nest" syndrome not only triggers painful
feelings of separation and loneliness, but the sudden awareness that much of one's life has alrecrl{
been spent in the nurturing of others and now the prospects for personal growth are considerably
narrowed.
In most cultures and subcultures there appears to be a consensus concerning the
SOCially-accepted proper time to achieve certain tasks, like leaving home, marrying, having
chlldren, cease bearing children, retiring, and so forth. The internal time clock ticks awf!.{ in
sensitive individuals while members of society set up guidelines for what is "normally" expected
and when. When individuals anticipate the various events in their lives as expected by the time
table, their occurrence usually does not launch a crisis in the person's life. However, even some
of the expected events do still provoke trauma for individuals when they go through it. This is
undoubtedly because of the event's trigger-capacity to launch even further consequences in a
person's life. Such expected events emerge at the crossroads of life: no matter how many babies
are born in the world daily, the first childbirth to this woman and this man is a life-altering
experience. Where one's children veer awf!.{ and leave home, and where one turns off the trodden
path and leaves an occupation, are usually expected events in most people's lives and yet they may
shatter the norm so greatly, they constitute a crisis. Although these events are "normal" and
happen to the majority of the population, they nevertheless promote significant change in the
individual's life and sometimes result in traumatic reaction to those changes. When events occur
outside of the expected cultural time-table, like very early or unplanned pregnanLY, young or
mid-life death of a spouse, early career change, or unexpected physical incapacitation, they are
usually experienced as significant crises and present challenges for coping as well as need for
extra support.
Couple these potential upsets with the buying into the traditional myth nurtured before
adolescence that "adults are stable and should have it together" and one discovers a prime breeding
ground for stress and disillusionment when one does not, in fact, "have it all together." Levinson
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speaks of the "rather cruel illusion" promulgated that adulthood is a period of stability and
certainty, where individuals make their most important decisions in their twenties and then settle
oown to live their lives acrording to plan (23). This inculcated attitude leaves many adults
unprepared for the changes they do face as they move on through their lives, experiencing rather
normal transitions and developmental stages physically and emotionally. Most adults are able to
accept the normal fears of children who face minor crises in their young lives, but they often can't
contend with their own fears and frustrations whenever they face fearful situations, such as job
changes and community moves, which stimulate feelings of anxiety or confusion. They have a
difficult time accepting their own feelings of disillusionment when their careers or children did
not turn out the wfJ.! they had expected. They have not learned or accepted that such fears and
anxieties mfJ.! be just as natural in adulthood as they were in childhood.
The infant and young child anticipate and expect change since it is such a predominant
feature of their daily life. The young child is continuously encountering and coping with new
experiences. The continuous coping alters awareness and ultimately personality. So the child is
seen as a picture of openness and curiosity, anticipating new adventures and often unafraid of
consequences. Childhood is a time of almost unlimited exploration and breathless risk-taking, of
painful falls and triumphant rebounds. The youngster is learning at a phenomenal rate because of
the enormity of varied new experiences. However, commensurate with the quantity of risks is the
quantity of failures. In earlier years, the failures seem to have little impact on the child's
perseverance of the tasks at hand. However, as the years progress and he moves toward maturity,
he becomes less cavalier about failure. By adolescence the fear of failure becomes almost
paralyzing, so that the majority of teenagers gasp in horror at the prospect of non-conformity or
public disclosure. This attitude adjustment concerning risk is often fostered by institutional
systems and personal relationships that champion success and punish failure. By the time the
child reaches mid-life, she has a catalogue of failures and potential failures stashed in her
memory bank, straining the corners of her self-esteem, so that she is now more fearful than
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energized by the prospects of risk-taking. The fear of failure then affects the potential of growth.
"It assures the progressive narrowing of the personality and prevents exploration and
experimentation. There is no learning without some difficulty and fumbling" (Gardner, 17).
In addition to risk-taking, the lack of inhibition in early childhooi gradua11y abates as the
child acquires habits and opinions to help him mesh with the larger society by contending with
norms and regulations. It is expected that he should acquire such habits and opinions about his
world as he matures, or he would remain in an infantile state of underdevelopment. "But each
acquired attitude or habit, useful though it may be, makes him a little less receptive to alternative
ways of thinking and acting. He becomes more competent to function in his own environment, less
adaptive to changes" (Gardner, 4). Rather than trudge off in search of the fountain of youth as a
response to encroaching maturity, the solution may be to find a resting place between the
flexibility of youth and the stability of maturity, at which juncture "raw young vitality and
mature competence and wisdom reach a kind of ideal balance" (Gardner, 5).
John Gardner's discussion of the typical responses to expected change in the adult life
c.ycle focuses on discovering how the maturing takes place. He suooests that the process should not
consist of simply acquiring more acceptable ways of doing things and notes that a society which
simply invents and polishes more and more skillful ways of doing the acceptable things is headed
for the graveyard. He encourages the individual and the society at large to incorporate an attitude
and environment in which "continuous innovation, renewal and rebirth can occur" (6).
Some of the studies on adult development across the sexes affirm that there are significant
differences in the stages, tasks, maoos and support systems between men and women. As a
consequence men and women cope differently during and in the various stages. Because of differing
roles played by the sexes, men and women may arrive at various stages at different times. It is
evident that in our culture a young man's major concern through most of his life is his career,
while a young woman is enculturated to place a heavier value on her responsibility as nurturer of
family and other relationships. Women's life stages are often interrupted in terms of timing for
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career and brooking fNlfIo/ from family and establishing independence, all of which croote a
challenge for women to reestablish balance at various times throughout their lives. Likewise,
women find that the majority of their available mentors in the work force as well as academe are
male models, presenting further difficulties in determining adequate direction to accomplish life
tasks. Probably due to the emphasis our society places on female physical attractiveness, women
feel under more pressure to keep their bodies in shape, so they mflo/ exercise and diet more and, as
a consequence, tend to remain more youthful and live longer than males. Because of the current
predominance of men in the corporate work-force, men are susceptible to more stress-related
physical disorders than are women. Women also become more concerned about the health of their
loved ones, particularly their husbands, as they grow older and they begin, almost subconsciously,
rehearsing for widowhood. In not completely dissimilar WfJIS, men become more preoccupied with
their physical stamina and prowess, or lack thereof, as they age and are more fearful of time
running out, leaving them incapable of achieving certain objectives they had anticipated in their
careers. "The most critical or stressful periods are different for men and women. Additionally,
women consistently report more problems and less satisfaction with their methods of coping,
although the intensity of dissatisfaction varies across life periods" (Weathersby and Tarule, 19).
Some of this dissatisfaction mfJI be due to the stress American society places on women for
physical attractiveness, so that the typical aging process for a woman adds emotional stress by
attack on self-concept than it does for men. Likewise, the mating options of men increase with age,
while in America they seem to decrease for women. American attitudes indicate that there is a
double standard in aging acceptability between men and women as far as appearance is concerned.
When grflo/ hair and wrinkles appear, men are often said to look more mature, while women look
"haggard." When extra weight appears around the middle, for men it is noted as "love handles" and
for women, "she is letting herself go." When an older man keeps company with or marries a
younger woman even 40 or 50 years his junior, he's still virile and "feeling his oats." When a
woman even dates a man ten years younger, "she's robbing the cradle," is desperate or has some
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deep psychological need. Much advertisement in most media including television, magazines and
newspapers, present products for women to help them become more attractive and youthful.
Indeed, even the attractiveness of inanimate objects such as cars and coke is aligned with youthful
female physical allure in commercial advertisement. A plethora of diet aids and exercise videos
are aimed at insinuating that all women must work hard at keeping forever lithe and lovely. The
average American woman is regularly deluged with overt as well as subtle suggestions that unless
she looks like Jane Fonda or Rachel Welch--who are "fifty and fabulous"-- she is undoubtedly a
frumpy failure. While men are often referred to in local news articles by

w~

of their

accomplishments (Joe Schmo; former firefighter), women are often referred to according to their
nurturing roles or physical attractiveness (Jane Doe; pert mother of four).
Sex-role differences in typical American society also are a point of discussion in the adult
development cycle. Schlossberg presents notions of the developmental differences between men
and women as perceived by society at large.
Young men see the world as a ploce they can mold or conquer: they are
oriented to active mastery. Mi(ille-~ men see the world as more complex and
dangerous and so become more concerned with their own thoughts and feelings:
They become oriented to passive mastery. The pattern may be the reverse for
women; that is, they m~ move over the adult years from a passive, dependent
position to a stance of dealing more directly with the environment. Another way of
expressing this idea is to say that women tend to become more assertive (less
other-directed, more concerned with achievement or are driven by the need for
power and self-actualization), whereas men become more affiliative (more
nurturant, more concerned with their inner selves, more moved by a desire to
form close personal ties) over the adult years.
These differences in the development of men and women are partly explained
by differences in the socialization of the sexes. In our society, girls are
inculcated with the "vicarious achievement ethic"; they learn ear ly in Iife that
women are supposed to define their identity through others--fathers, husbands,
children, bosses. This ethic pervades not only their personal but also their
occupational lives: even those who work outside the home usually hold
lower-status, auxiliary positions--or work in "helping" professions. . .. In
contrast, early in their lives, males are locked into a direct achievement role;
they learn as children that they must define their own identity and win their own
successes. They are expected to work continuously, in order to provide for their
families, and to shoulder the major responsibility of decision making. (32)
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Although we are witnessing a changing panorama on the American home front in the
traditional roles of the sexes es described above, we still have a majority of the men and women in
typical communities filling the expected sequences as laid out. However, the middle years, both
traditionally and as in current redefinition, find the typical roles reversing or reaching a turning
point. Many women find the fulcrum on which their existences balance, shifting as their children
leave or they become divorced or widowed. Men, on the other side of the teeter-totter now find
that the challenges of the work force no longer hold such splendor or that they have reached the
peak of their careers and discover they cannot nor wish not to proceed further.

Looking back,

both sexes may experience a great sense of loss as they now no longer want to spend their lives the
way they have been, yet now there is little left to spend otherwise. Consequently, many determine
to redirect their lives toward more fruitful endeavors externally, or toward the recapturing and
nurturing of neglected aspirations, relations, and internal spiritual needs.
In the second half of the twentieth century we are noting significant changes in the normal
time-tables for adult development in comparison to previous generations. Certain classes of
adults are marrying later in life or choosing to not marry at all, couples are waiting to have their
first children with less apparent physical complications than had been previously supposed for
women in their thirties and forties, individuals are going on to complete second careers after
midlife, women are joining the work force sooner and in larger numbers, further education is
championed for the majority as a premise for financial success, and older adults are returning for
additional education even after retirement. All of these changes, for the individual as well as for
the society, affect intra and interpersonal communication in and through the process of coping.
Weathersby and Tarule speak of what the breaking of age norms and the setting up of new ones do:
"(they) coincide with some external life tasks, such as making a living or establishing a career
and with some internal psychic challenges, such as becoming one's own person. Models of
development consistently posit a person-environment interaction; variables such as age. sex, and
the timing of life events with respect to age norms appreciably affect that interaction" (11).
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The transition period in which our society is changing its norms is one of adjustment and
potential growth, but also one not without its pain and frustration. For many individuals, the
crises in life do not constitute dealing with age-period milestones, but rather the facing and
passing of significant crossroads, such as the peak of a career, or the empty nest, or the silver
wedding anniversary, regardless of the chronological age. These become hallmarks of their
perceived success or failure in life and the amount of time they have left to correct their errors or
increase their dividends. For some, being "older" is relative, depending upon their perceptions of
their selves; their physical appearance and stamina, their mental and spiritual depth, their
effective relationships, and their accomplishments.
The outward trappings and indicators of age vary considerably from individual to
individual. with some folk graying or losing their hair as much as twenty years before or after the
norm. Likewise, some people seem "old" at forty while others still appear ''young'' at fifty years
of age. The exterior indicators as well as the internal pressings are often still quite individual.
One may react to the prospect of the empty nest as completely devastating, while another may find
it exhilaratingly releasing. At any rate, change in the individual's life is stimulating. For one it
may stimulate growth and new awareness. For another, it may stimulate fear and immobility.
The educator of the adult learner must be aware of the potential and real crises encountering
participants in their programs as they move through their expected developmental stages and as
they continually face unexpected circumstances and pressures from their daily lives that they
must take responsibility for. All pressure affects learning capability to different extents as
people perceive the pressure and its impact on them differently. Robert Sylvester describes the
usual mental response to stress and pressure using the metaphor of the brain as an automobile:
"When things are going well, we drive in high gear; but when the going gets difficult, we tend to
shift down to the more powerful (emotional) gear. and finally to our most powerful (primal)
gear" (116). He suggests that teachers be aware of the potential stresses in the lives of their
students so that they can help them learn to travel in the most appropriate gear. These stresses
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and pressures may not only arrive from the outside courtyards of the student's personal life, but
from the inside arena of the very process and function of the class itself.
The adult life LYcle and stages of development, as summarized above, interface primarily
with change in the individual's life. Under the most favorable conditions, these changes precipitate
growth. Much, however, depends upon the individual's response to the changes and degree of
openness to growth as a result of them. This plays out in his or her ability to cope with the
changes and integrate the input from the external pressers for change. It also has implications in
terms of the individual's perceived locus of control which may either be internal or external. The
people with an internal locus of control perceive themselves as having more authority over their
own destiny, so that what they choose to do has direct impact on their lives and their futures.
Consequently, they make more decisions about their own lives and have a sense of responsibility
for the outcomes. "People with an external locus of control feel like puppets on a string; they
believe they are controlled by other people, by impersonal social forces, or by fate. Thus they are
passive, apathetic, unwilling to make decisions because they feel that such decisions are irrelevant
to what happens to them" (Schlossberg, 20). So, the press for change may result in growth or in
stress to resist the change. Schlossberg and colleagues suggest that human beings may respond in
one of four ways to change:
First, they may shut it out, denying the existence of anything that is new or
that contradicts previous experience.... Second, (they may) open up to it all the
Wi!'{, to seek new experience constantly. carried to extremes, this solution leads
to a total inability to cope, because coping requires controlling one's actions. In
some instances, thesystem--or person--mi!'{ even break down completely under
the constant battery of new experiences.
Athird response involves a minimal restoration of equilibrium. People may
compensate for change just enough to return as closely as possible to a previous
state of balance. . .. The fourth possible response is to grow and develop by
incorporating the new experiences and information in such a Wi!'{ that the system
itself is changed and the person becomes more complex. (33)
Ultimately, if the changes and turning points of the developmental cycle for the adult are
to effect growth, the adult must have the where-with-all to determine what kind of growth will
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take place.

His or her degree of openness to the change and control over that openness will

.virtually determine the results of the change. The facilitator of adult learning programs ,
including educators in adult Christian education contexts, and the counselors for such students
must be aware of the adult development LYCle and thus cognizant of the expected transitions for
certain age norms and their impact upon the motivation and concentration of the one experiencing
the events. Lowenthal and Pierce found that "the sense of inner control was clearly the most
important of the pretransitional cognitions, being strongly associated with a positive attitude
toward the transition, as well as with planning for it" (209). The adult Christian educator who
knows the kinds of transitions the students are going through and what feelings are likely to
accompany those transitions, is more likely to be a sensitive assistant in and through those times
for the students as well as helping those students themselves understand their feelings and
responses to the situations and transitions. The educator may also more effectively plan learning
programs for the adult students based on this crucial knowledge.
The adult educator may help the individual learn to utilize his or her own monitor on how
much change to be open to and when, for too much change too soon may be just as detrimental as not
enough ever.

Awareness of the current situation the student is encountering, along with

knowledge of continuing research on adult life

~cles,

should equip the adult Christian educator

with beUer tools for developing programs of substantial significance for adults of all ages and in
various stages. Knowledge and awareness will also help the Christian educator to adjust the
amount of new information or experience provided for the adult learner to coincide with the level
of individual readiness and skill to cope with the amount of input.

Awareness of the stages of

development and potential crises points is also an invaluable asset to the creative drama facilitator
in adult Christian education. He or she may then more sensitively select situations for role play
or simulations which are more closely aligned to the current minor and crucial concerns of the
students. The awakening awareness of specific LYCles and stages of development in the adult life
span obviously prompted a need for revision in notions concerning education for adults.
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Adult Education Strategies
The field of adult education as a particular area of stucty has developed only in this century.
For a considerable period, the education of adults was reckoned primarily in terms of remedial
training, and educators of adults often referred to themselves as having to bolster up for working
in the trenches. Agood deal of the negative stigma of adult education was spawned and sustained in
the swamps of misguided myths. While there may be physical limitations attributed to adult
receptivity to learning, psychological mire has served more to bog oown the early growth of the
field than any other real blockage. J. R. Kidd feels that much of our tradition is negative and
pessimistic about human progress and growth: "myths and fables, religious literature and secular
admonitions, learned histories and old wives' tales, are full of references to human inadequacy to
learn. Our books, and those parts of our culture which continue to be transmitted orally, abound
in myths about learning" (17). Some of the more stultifying myths always seem to have an
apparent gasp of truth in them, just enough to supply oxygen for survival. A few of the most
damaging myths concerning education are:
1. YO(J con't chonr;e h(Jmon not(Jre. One of the miracles of humankind is the
extroordinary capocity of men and women for change and growth.
2.

yO(J can't t~h tJ/} old ti:!J new tricks. Read carefully the evici!nce about

the capacity of adults to learn.
3. The "hole in the hetKf" theory of lf1lJrning. Many people... talk about
learning as if it were some process by which an entrance is somehow forced into
the brain and facts are poured in, or pressed in.
4. The tllI-hetKfnotion of/f1lJrning. Some have assumed that, for the mature,
an intellect(Jal approcc.h is all that is neeci!d (often a euphem ism for dull)
5. The "bitter-sweet" notions These are two equally fallocious and
contradictory views. The first is that learning cannot happen at all unless it is
exciting and exhilarating... ( second is) un less it is easy and ci!lightful, no learning.
6. The mentol tJ!)J of the overtJ!)J trI(J1t is twelve yeors [This idea was based
on an La test given during World War I]. Some people compared the scores of men
and children in school in a WffY that was completely unwarranted and which led to
the foolish assertion that the mental age of service men (and therefore
presumably of adults generally) was 12.
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7. tJn/ess you Il8ve 8 hl..'qh /.0. 811 hope 8IJ8nriJn Concentrating all attention
on what is measured by rather imperfect instruments... is to omit much of what
is richest in life. (K ick:l, 21 )

Contending with the prevalent myths has been a challenge in the field of adult education for
several decades now. Many of the problems in attitude and opinion concerning the capacity of the
adult to learn after the "dye has been cast" have carried over from a much earlier notion of the
adult as a fixed commodity upon maturity. These notions have changed somewhat in our own
century, but it has not been until almost the second half of the century that sizable advances in
awareness of adult development have taken place. As a result, a praoominantly pedagogical style of
instruction has been the primary method of education for adults in many contexts and for many
decades.

The root word of pedagcqf is "child." In traditional pedagcqf, the learner is perceived as
primarily dependent, so the teacher directs what, when, and how a subject is learned and tests that
it has been learned. The learner's experience, since it is usually minimal in the case of the child,

is considered of little impact, hence the teaching methods are usually didactic. The pedagogical
style of education for adults may have its place in some contemporary contexts, especially where
independence and experience are in question. But it is most often in place Simply because it is a
carry-over from a previous age devoid of the technological advances of our time: mainly the
printing press and the Xerox machine.
The didactic teacher-imparting-knowledge form of instruction hed its origin in the age of
a scarcity of books. The needs of the era pressed the scholar to read slowly from the books he
owned so that the elite students, those selected for education usually on the basis of higher
socio-economic standing, could laboriously write out their own copies. The invention of the
printing press relieved the static pressure of copying material, but it then hoisted the teacher to
the position of testing-agent to determine whether the students had indeed read their texts. In
order to test adequately and to supplement the information in the books either by adding to it or
reinterpreting it, the teacher needed to become more of an authority on the particular field of
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study. Eventually, he researched and wrote his own books to better acquaint the students with his
scope of knowledge.
One may wince but perhaps understand why we have historical remnants of pedagoJical,
more didactic, styles of instruction in the adult education context.

In more recent history,

however, after public education had become a privilege and a mandate for all American citizens,
most adult educators were relegated to the position of educating those adults who somehow slipped
through the cracks and now needed to be brought up to normal community standards. The educators
sought to accomplish this by quickly transmitting knowledge to the adult students who had been late
in acquiring it. In some circumstances, the educators of the adults were seen as those who had to
entice the adults back into the educational stockyards for their own good. Knowles observed that
the early perceptions of the clientele which entered the grind of adult education programs, were
primarily those who were underprivileged and needing remedial help to catch up with the norm.
However, in recent years this perception and indeed, this reality, has taken a swing in the opposite
direction, so that today's clientele in adult education consists of a vast variety of individuals.
"Indeed, it is the beUer-educated persons who now predominate in adult education enrollments,
institutions, and communities. [The educator's function] has moved increasingly away from being
remedial toward being developmental--toward helping their clients achieve full potential" (Adult,
37).

Much of previous community consciousness about social responsibility was grounded in
the notion that the fundamental purpose of education was for the transmission of the mass of human
knowledge, folklore and customs from one generation to the next. Indeed, for centuries this was
the primary function of traditional institutions such as the church, the family and the community.
Later it became the responsibility of the school. This was a credible endeavor and a workable
assumption when the quantity of knowledge was small enough to be collectively managed by the
system responsible for the transmission and when the rate of revolution occurring in the society
was slow enough to enable the package of knowledge to be delivered before it actually changed shape
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in the transporter's hands. We certainly recognize that those conditions have altered considerably
within our lifetime. The educational postman now feels he must hypothetically "fax" technical
information to students' minds lest it become obsolete before nightfall. Our society has seen such
an explosion of knowledge and technolDgy', that a mere "generation gap" would be a welcome relief
to the current five-year-or-less rate for major change and radical upsets.

Indeed, some

scientific and technical information has been known to become obsolete in less than six months.
This increase in the pace and quantity of change alerts us to the ineffectiveness of this "passing on
the package of knowledge" regime of education. As a response to the expanding and altering content
of many technical fields, educational objectives are shifting toward stimulating the learner toward
a lifelong process of learning through self-discovery for what he or she needs to know. Many of
the current adult education theorists emphasize the need to inculcate participatory, self-directed
learning experiences into the adult education realm.
The development of a recognized field of study in adult learning and teacher preparation in
adult education has been relatively recent.
The American Association for Adult Education, founded in 1926, issued its
first periodical, Adult Education Journal, in 1929. Only one year later ... the
publication carried an article describing an early experiment in California which
dealt with the preparation of adult educators through a summer school program
.... The article concluded with the thought that perhaps what was an experiment,
". . . may have been but the beginning of what will eventually become an
indispensable part of the training of teachers of adults."
One of the first particularly comprehensive writings concerning the
preparation of adult educators was pub lished by Hallenbacl< in 1948. He proposed
an eclectic training program that included not only a knowledge of the specific
methcrlllDgy' and materials, adult psycholDgy', sociolDgy' of the adult, the history
and philosophy of adult education, the functions and administration of adult
education, community organization, programs and agencies, and, finally, the
emotionlll requisites for adult educators. Professionlll training opportunities
expanded quickly and by 1956 twelve universities had full-time faculty members
in the field of adult education. (Brookfield, Training, 150)
Currently, many theorists and practitioners in the field of adult education recognize that
adult learning ooes not occur in a social vacuum. In keeping with the research on the adult life
cycle and

on-~ing

developmental changes, it is evident that many internal and external factors
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inform the process of adult learning throughout life. What adults find important to learn, what
they need, why, how, where and when are all determined by internal motivators and external
conditions, including social institutions and ideologies. With an understanding of his or her own
drives and motivations, along with establishing an internal locus of control, the adult may be
encouraged to become a life-long learner who is primarily self-directed.
Patricia Cross has synthesized a number of notions and theories in her comprehensive
text, Adults as Learners, she nevertheless notes that a distinctively unified definition and theory
for the field of adult education has yet to be developed and meet with the unanimous approval of key
figures in the field. There has been a swing of the pendulum back and forth between optimism and
pessimism in the last few decades, although notable progress in theory building began in the
nineteen seventies. Cross states that the apparent reasons for a lack of attention to theory is due in
part to the "enormous diversity of adult learning situations, the practitioner domination of the
field, the market orientation of non subsidized education, and, frankly, the lack of desire or
perceived need for theory" (221). The learning systems are so vast and diverse, from industrial
training, to recreation and post graduate education, that a single theory to encompass all needs and
types of context would be remarkable. "Ideally, it would seem desirable to conceptualize a
framework broad enough to cover almost any situation in adult education, and then depend on a
subsequent army of theorists and researchers to develop the specifics appropriate for the various
classes of situations--one set of principles for group work, another for media, another for
classroom instruction, and so on" (221 )
Many attempts heve been mOOs, but to date one single theory of adult education has not
surfaced that is comprehensive enough or acceptable to the majority. One attempt at definition was
proposed in 1973 when education for adults as part-time learners was coming to the attention of
traditional colleges and universities. The Commission on Non-Traditional

Stu~

composed a

definition for what was then called "non-traditional learning," and which has now come to be
known as "lifelong learning." The commission points out that the definition involves more of an
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attitude than it does a system and therefore can never be defined except tangentially.

"This

attitude puts the student first and the institution second, concentrates more on the former's need
than the latter's convenience, encourages diversity of individual opportunity rather than uniform
prescription, and deemphasizes time, space, and even course requirements in favor of competence
and, where applicable, performance" (xv).'
For years Malcolm S. Knowles has been recognized as an innovative leader in adult and
continuing education, having been declared Distinguished Professor and, among other
accomplishments in the field, having been the Executive Director of the Adult Education
Association. Knowles applied his insights and research concerning the differences between the
adult and child learner and eventually popularized the term "andracpJy" in America in the late
1960's. While andracpJy was initially advocated as a teaching method in adult continuing
education, Knowles suggests it may be applied anywhere that mature individuals are in an
environment which is capable of stimulating new insight and knowledge.
AndracpJy (the art and science of helping adults learn), simply phrased by Knowles, is
self-directed learning. There are basic assumptions that serve as the foundation of andragogy,
namely that education for adults should recognize and value the vast array of adult experiences,
should recognize that adults need to use the information they learn quickly and that the adult
learner then should have a significant role in determining aspects of his own education. While
there is a wealth of research and material from such notable figures as Chickering, Cross, Daloz,
Knox, Brookfield, and Wlodkowski, who have come after Knowles and who have questioned some of
his early claims, Malcolm Knowles is still widely recognized as the grandfather of the theory and
practice of andracpJy. His observations of the development of adults and their consequent learning
proclivities were a significant basis upon which to build theory and practice concerning adult
education programs and individual learning experiences. In the 1970's Knowles reigned rather
supreme as the knight errant of adult education with his stalwart assumptions of the self-directed
learner. Many followed him in the crusade to dash the supremocy of the pedagogical monarch from
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its centuries-long occupation of the educational throne. Many continue to enlist in the Knowles
andragogical army and report significant battles won and lands conquered in the cognitive domain.
Knowles' critical assumptions of self-directed learning are presented in his earlier work,
The Modern Practice of Adult Education (hereafter Practice) and in his latest work, Andragogt in
Action (hereafter Andragoqy).

Knowles' later work was completed in 1984 after reviewing a

considerable number of adult education programs which were utilizing the andragogical
assumptions with apparent success. Throughout a period of fifteen years he had received and
followed up on more than one hundred cases of inquiries and responses to his assumptions and
presentations of the concept of andragogy. Adult educators had read his texts and articles and
attended the numerous workshops he offered to provide them with a viable alternative to the
prevalent essentially didactic norm of adult education. He was impressed by the number of people
who were able to apply or adapt his model from the readings or the workshops and was thus lead to
present an updated text of his new findings as well as a display of the various creative designs and
techniques of andragogy promulgated by his followers. In the final copy of Andragogt in Action
Knowles used thirty-six separate cases which showed the effective use of his andragogical
framework in areas ranging from business and industry to government, management, universities
(in both undergraduate and graduate programs), science education, public speaking, professional
education (including medicine, law, nursing, social work and school administration), continuing
education for health professions, religious education, elementary, secondary and remedial
education.
However, after a decade or so of religious fervor for Knowles' theories and practice, some
theorists and practitioners in the field of adult education have begun to question some of the basic
assumptions put forth by Knowles in the 1970's. One of the main difficulties has been with trying
to identify and label what Knowles' assumptions exactly are. In his text, Understanding and
Facilitating Adult Learning, Stephen Brookfield states:
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The concept of andrafPJY can be interpreted in several Wf!o{S. To some it is an
empirical descriptor of adult learning styles, to others it is a conceptual anchor
from which a set of appropriately "adult" teaching behaviors can be derived, and
to still others it serves as an exhortatory, prescriptive rallying cry. This vast
group seeks to combat what it sees as the use with adult learners of overly didactic
mcxm of teaching and program planning, such as those commonly found in
school-based, child education. (8)
One of Brookfield's ma1n concerns 1s that andrafPJY 1s not presented as an "emp1r1cally
based theory of learning pa1nstakingly derived from a series of experiments resulting in
generallzatlons of 1ncreaslng levels of soph1stlcat10n, abstract10n, and appllcablllty" (9). He
advocates that the system should be treated as just what Knowles calls it; a set of assumptions. It
remains the case, however, that over a periocl of two decades numerous professional adult
educators have applled Knowles' set of assumpt10ns to their programs or have adapted some of them
to suit their own needs and have claimed at least a mocllcum of exper1entlal satlsfact10n. Anumber
of other practitioners of the andragoglcal framework have been except10nally pleased w1th their
outcomes and have therefore written the1r own articles and books advocating and describing Its use
as well as contributing to Knowles' recent text wh1ch shows a cross-sect10n of appllcat10n and
adaptat10n. For purposes of th1s d1ssertat10n, this wr1ter w111 present the major tenets of
Knowles' assumptions of andrafPJY developed by him and others, but also consider some of the
concerns about the assumptions as set forth by Stephen Brookfield and Patricia Cross.
Knowles suggests that the predominant notion of formal education until recently has been
to procluce the educated man. The concept10n that 1f we pour enough Information 1nto the head of the
learner he w111 be 9D1 and use h1s knowledge effectively, was the rather slmpllst1c evaluation of
education's purpose. As already mentioned, this att1tude may have been establlshed In a periocl
when knowledge and technology was relatively stable and education was available only to an elite
group. Knowles notes that our society has changed rad1cally from that of an earlier society where
the above may have been the case and where education may then have been tolerated as a
pour1ng-In-of-knowledge prospect. But now things have changed.
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In an era of knowled',Je explosion, technolOJical revolution, and a social polity of
equolity of educmionol opportunity, this definition of the purp05e of educotion ond
this faith in the power of transmitted knowled;Je are no longer appropriate. We
now know that in the world of the future we must define the mission of education
as to produce a:vnpetent people--people who are able to apply their knowled',Je
under changing conditions; and we know that the foundational competence all
people must have is the competence to engage in lifelong self-directed learning.
We now know, also, that the wfJl{ to proouce competent people is to have them
acquire their knowledJ! (and skills, understandings, attitudes, values, and
interests) in the context of its application. (Practice,19)
The adult 1s not s1mply a grown chlld; accrued 11fe exper1ences must have naturally
changed him. Researchers in the field of adult development have been concerned with pointing out
the d1fferences between adults and chlldren 1n order to 1nform changes 1n post-secondary educatlon
and adult counseling. According to Kickl, secondary schools and colleges have been traditionally
des1gned and organ1zed wlth the child 1n m1nd, assum1ng that adults would follow sult: "1f It was
assumed that what was be1ng offered was fXIlIc8tion, then 1f an adult wanted educat10n he ought to
take what was offered. Actually for years many adults seek1ng an education not only took a
curriculum designed for chlldren, were taught by teachers whose only experience was with
chl1dren, but were obllged to s1t at desks bu1lt for chlldren" (37).
Andr~ and

the notions of self-directed education for the adult, originally stocxl in stark

contrast to the premises of pedacpJy. The notions of pedacpJy inculcate the concept that s1nce
students must learn what society has mandated in order to establish a unified civilization, the
curriculum must be standardiZed.

In pBOOp'J1cal education, the orientation to learning is

pr1marlly toward the acqu1s1t10n of subject matter. Knowles deflnes the learner 1n p~ as "a
dependent personallty (and the teacher as hav1ng) full respons1b111ty for mak1ng all the dec1s10ns
about what should be learned, how and when 1t should be learned, and whether It has been learned"
(AndrW'/, 8). In contrast, the andragog1cal style of educat10n sees the learner as moving
towards independence and the teacher encouraging and nurturing th1s movement. In

p~

the

learner's exper1ence 1s so m1n1mal that 1t is considered of llUle value as a resource and so,
Knowles says, "it is the experience of the teacher, the textbook writer, and the audiovisual aids
producer that counts. Accordingly, the backbone of pedalp'Jical methooology is transmission
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techniques--lectures, assigned readings, and audiovisual presentations" (Andragooy, 8).
Regarding the readiness, orientation and motivation to learn, Knowles identified certain other
characteristics in the pedalpJical style of education:
students become ready to learn what they are told that they have to learn in
order to advance to the next graOO level; readiness is largely a function of age.
students enter into an educational activity with a subject-centered orientation to
learning; they see learntng as a process of acquiring prescribed subject matter
content. Stuoonts are motivated primarily by external pressures from parents
and teachers, competition for graOOs, the consequences of failure, and the like.
(Andragooy, 8-9)
The above OOscrlptlon Is most raoolly applfed to the typical traditional publfc classroom
for children, although the format has also been prevalent In much of formal adult education. In
andra;p;Jy, however, It was suooested that the learner's experience provided a rich resource for
learnIng, hence the teachIng methOds should Incluoo discussIon, problem-solvIng, and InteractIon.
Furthermore,

andr~

recognized that people learn what they need to know, this looa being a

prImary motIvator for learnIng programs organized around life application. In Knowles' recent
work, Androoxry in Action, he presented a new approach to learning which was to stand In stark
contrast to the pedagogical premises listed above.
1. The learner is self-directing. In fact, the psychological oofinition of adult is
"One who has arrived at a self-concept of being responsible for one's own life, of
being self-directing."
2. For many kinds of learning, adults are themselves the richest resources for
one another; hence the greater emphasis in ooult education on such
techniques--group discussion, simulation exercises, laboratory experiences,
field experiences, problem-solving projects, and the Iike--that make use of the
experiences of the learners.
3. Chief sources of raooiness are the oovelopmental tasks associated with moving
from one stage of development to another but any change is likely to triooer a
readiness to learn. But we oon't need to wait for readiness to develop naturally;
there are things we can 00 to induce it. ...
4. Because adults are motivated to learn after they experience a need in their life
situation, they enter an educational activity with a life-centered, task-centered,
or problem-centered orientation to learning.
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5. The andr8l'JlQical model predicates that the more potent motivators are
internal: self-esteem, recognition, better quality of life, greater self-confidence,
self-actualization, and the like. (9-12)
Whereas in Knowles' earlier works, he presented such a strict dichotomy between
pedagogy and andraqJg'y' that he labeled some of his works from the vantage point of
versusp~,

andr~

In his later works he soften his pos1tlon and began seeing a continuum, so much

so that he began referring to his writing on the relationship of the two as fr£7m pedagogy to
andraqJg'y'. In the latest work, Andraoo:]Y in Action, he finally states: "I now regard the pedago'Jical
mooels as parallel, not antithetical .... For example, children are very self-directing in their
learning outside of school and could also be more self-directed in school. Children and youth bring
&W7eexperience wlth them into an educational activity, and this experience could be uSed as a
resource for some kinds of learning" (12-13). He also allows for the capability of chlldren to
have a readiness to learn out of a ntt:rJ to lnow which emerges out of their own 11fe exper1ences.
l1kewise, children may also be recognized as being more intrinsically motivated, but it Is the
schools, Knowles malnta1ns, wh1ch have simply trained them otherw1se.
Patricia Cross expresses a concern that Knowles may too rigidly identify his andr8(JXJical
assumptions to apply only to adults since he refers frequently in his wr1tings to the unique
characteristics of adult learners and to andraqJg'y' as a theory of adult learning. Cross wonders if
Knowles is advocating two distinct approaches of education; one for adults and one for chlldren.
She points out that he descr1bes pedagogy as the pr1mary form of tradlt10nal educat10n for children
and then presents andr8(JXJY as a set of assumptions for the educat10n of adults. In the course of
rall1ng at the tenets of pedagogy, while advocating andr8(JXJY, Cross wonders if Knowles is then
suggesting that andrago;w take the place of pedagogy for chtldren as well as for adults. "In the
latter event," says, Cross, "we no longer have a theory of adult learning but, rather, a theory of
instruction purporting to offer guidance to teachers In general" (223)
Cross is also concerned about Knowles' later assertion that there is a continuum in
education from pedagogy to andraqJg'y'. "The problem is that a continuum from peda9Jgy to
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andragogy really does not exist. Although some andragogical assumptions (such as experiience) lie
on a continuum, others (such as problem-centered versus subject-centered learningl) appear
more dichotomous in nature" (225). Cross concludes that the line is now so vague bet.ween the
applications of pedagogy or andragogy to either child education or adult education that makes some
of Knowles' assumptions unclear in terms of a distinct framework for adult learners across the
board. The confusion remains concerning the distinctness of the nature of andragogy, according to
Cross. "There is the question of whether andragogy is a learning theory, a philosophical position,
a political reality, or a set of hypotheses subject to scientific verification" (225). Ultimately,
Cross wonders with Kidd whether andragogy really fits in the camp of learner centeredness or
teacher centeredness, since it may not really be a question of issue between children and adults at
all. "Andragogy is probably closer to a theory of teaching than to a theory of learning, since it
consists largely of suggestions to teachers of adults about what they can do to help adults learn"
(227). But the consensus is also that it may be difficult to determine who is really adult. Cross
does agree, however, that at the very least, andragogy does identify "some characteristics; of adult

learners that deserve attention. It has been far more successful than most theory in gaining the
attention of practitioners, and it has been mooarately successful in sparking debate; it has not been
especially successful, however, in stimulating research to test the assumptions" (228).
As mentioned earlier in this section, the issue may be whether pedagogical educational
means need be applied to individuals simply because of their age. Indeed, andragogical principles
and styles of teaching have been put into effect for children with positive results. Where children
are perceived as independent, self-directed learners, the andragogical teaching methods alre very
effective. The problem lies, however, in the broadcast application of pedagooical styles to mature
adults. Given the notion, as laid out in the above descriptors of the adult intellectual prone, that
most adults are expected to be more independent and self-directed, pedagogical styles of ed Jcation,
as described above, are largely ineffective and often offensive to them. Knowles points ut that
pedagogy, which is a style of education primarily geared toward children and indeed in exis ence in
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vast proportions in public education, is based on assumptions of levels of maturity. Knowles
points out that there have always been great teachers who experimented with other assumptions of
education in public education, but in his experience they have been the exception rather than the
rule and their numbers have been few. Therefore, the pedagogical style has been designed
primarily as a response to what is perceived as the natural process of maturation and movement
toward independence.
In the process of maturation, the learner moves from a position of dependence to
increasing independence and the difference begins taking place with a change in the concept of self.
The child initially sees himself as completely dependent because, at first, he is completely
dependent. He requires the assistance of an adult for the most simple and primal functions. The
adult caregiver must make his decisions for him in order for him to survive. In his early school
experiences, many decisions are still made for him by his parents, teachers, religious leaders,
babysitters, crossing guards; essentially almost any adult in the place of control over him. At
some point then, he begins making decisions for himself, which means he enters the realm of
self-direction, the pathway to adulthoexi. At this juncture in his life it becomes imperative to him
to also be perceived by others as self-directing. This inner need to be treated as a self-directed
person links with the adult's need for respect and control over his own life. Self-direction is at
the heart of the concept of andragolJ{.
Stephen Brookfield, however, has a bone of contention with the notion that simply because
one is an adult, one is automatically considered self-directed. His concern is that Knowles'
assumptions of andragolJ{ are build on the rather shaky basic assumption that adults are
self-directed, when in fact, many of them exhibit behaviors that renect an aversion for
self-direction and a tendency toward behaviors which find comfort in submissiveness to
authoritarianism and totalitarian regimes. He feels that most cultures and societies reflect a bias
toward hierarchical rule and subordination of individual options. Brookfield fears that indeed
"many adults pursue lives in which self-directed behaviors are noticeably absent.

Their
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attainment of a certain chronological age is most emphatically not accompanied by the exhibition
of self-directedness. However, to describe those adults who do exhibit such beheviors, we would
use the term mature (Understanding, 93).
H

Perhaps Brookfield's and Knowles' notions of self-direction may be looked at in
reference to degree. On the one hand, because individuals live in societies, a degree of sublimation
of individual impulses in favor of adherence to social norms aids in the reduction of chaos and
anarchy and the establishment of cultural civilization. However, this kind of SUblimation taken to
radical extremes has allowed for the establishment and rule of horrendous governmental control
such as has been historically exhibited in Puritan witch hunts, Nazi Germany, South African
apartheid and American racial segregation. One wonders where the vast army of self-directed
adults were during these extensive regimes of minority abusive rule over majority populations.
In the light of the kind of adult self-directedness that Brookfield seeks, in the given circumstances
described above, the behaviors of the majority fail the test. While there are those individuals
who risk and sacrifice their lives to resist totalitarian systems of control for the sake of personal
freedom, it does appear that these folk are usually a minor percentage of the adult population.
However, the other end of the spectrum of self-direction which Knowles speaks of may indeed be
characteristic of the majority of adults in the light of the increasing amount of personal decisions
and responsibility that one must usually and normally take on once one has left the nest of parental
supervision and nurture. Viewed from this perspective, the typical adult may indeed be considered
more self-directed (out of necessity) than the child who still resides in a majority of contexts
where decisions are made on his behalf.
In terms of formal learning choices, the adult who has finished the mandatory public
education is now more autonomous in the selection of additional education simply by nature of the
I

societal structure which gives him more freedom to choose his course of study. Ultimately, since
self-dirfK}tBd is a rather elusive term and its description and tangible evioonce may run the

gamut of experiences from the selection of a coat to wear to the selection of a career to pursue, and
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from the choices determined in interpersonal relationships to those made for entire societal and
governmental structures, it behooves educators of all students, both children and adult, to
encourage and nurture a movement toward self-direction. Knowles' concern is for adults who have
come through an educational system which did not primarily induce and nurture self-direction.
While most adults may indeed be self-directed in terms of their occupations, their leisure time
and the situations in their relational realm, "the minute they walk into a situation labeled
«iuc8tion, training,

or any of their synonyms, they hark back to their conditioning in school,

assume a role of dependency, and demand to be taught" (Andragogy, 9).
However, if they really are treated like children, this conditioned expectation
conflicts with their much deeper psychological need to be self-directing, and their
energy is diverted away from learning to OOaling with this internal conflict. As
they have become aware of this problem, adult educators have been devising
strategies for helping adults make the transition from being dependent learners to
being self-directed learners. (11)
Cross discusses the conflicts in definition of self-direction for the adult in terms of ego
and cognitive development. She notes that there is some relationship between developmental stage
and age when the entire range of human development is considered. "'n an adult sample, however,
the correlation may be nil; for example, It Is possible for a 50-year-old adult to remain at a
'childish' level of ego development, whlle a 30-year-old may attain the highest possible level of
ego maturlty" (238). The characteristics of the adult learner therefore should take into account

the various "teachable moments" which crop up for the Individual and connote a readiness to learn.
Cross differentiates between levels of ego development and the particular adult's self-concept as
being self-directed. "Adults at the higher levels of ego, moral, or cognitive development are able
to assume increasing responsib111ty for the direction of their learning activities because they have
reached higher levels of developmental maturity" (238).

This means they may perceive

themselves as being self-directed and they may Indeed /.Je. self-directed, at least in the process of
selecting learning experiences and environments.
Cross concludes that self-dlrectton Is not necessarily a mandate of adult development, but
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rather an incidence of some adult behavior as well as some child behavior. She maintains that
physiological and psychological criteria impact individual adult's ego development and
self-concept, which in turn affects their ability and motivation to be self-directing. "The
andragogical assumption that calls for treating adults as though they are self-directing while
children are not--or at least treating adults as though they are more self-directing than
children--flies in the face of experience of many teachers who have worked with dependent adults
and independent children" (238). Cross therefore advocates that educators challenge learners to
move to increasingly advanced stages of development which would nurture an attitude and behavior
of self-direction. She mentions that a prime factor of education which prods the learner to move
upward in the hierarchy of developmental stages is often one of making the current stage
uncomfortable to stay in. The educator must be cognizant of the various levels of development for
the individual in the domains of the physical, sociocultural and psychological and choose then
whether or not to utilize pressers to move the learner from that particular stage upwards to the

next.
Notice that the same educator operating across all three continua might create a
warm and accepting environment on the physiological dimension; a cooperative,
adventuresome environment on the life-phase continuum; and a challenging
environment for stimulating developmental growth on the developmental-stage
continuum. The problem for implementation arises when the same educator (used
in the broad sense of anyone facilitating learning) must consider all three
dimensions at once for a diverse group of adult learners. However, that probably
is not as difficult in practice as it is conceptually. Most ooult educators operate
intuitively on all three levels of adult development without articulating which
educational tasks call for which approaches. (240)
Interestingly, Brookfield also admits that, although in his estimation self-direction in
adults is an empirical rarity, "its rarity, however, in no sense weakens the view that the
enhancement of self-directedness is the proper purpose of education; instead, it provides a
compelling reason why educators should pursue this end with unflagging zeal" (Understanding,
95). Knowles likewise concedes that self-direction is not necessarily a given in adult development
and therefore adult educators must continue to devise strategies for helping adults move from their
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dependency notions and behaviors, particularly in relation to their assumptions about education,
and to become increasingly more self-directed (Andragogy, 9). Cross emphasizes then that "the
single most important goal for educators at all levels and in all agencies of learning society is the
development of lifelong learners who possess the basic skills for learning plus the motivation to
pursue a variety of learning interests throughout their lives" (249). In contrast to the kind of
learning offered in most traditional classrooms, the adult learner must be taught how to think for
himself when the assigned readings, definitions of the subject matter and tests for subject matter
mastery are gone out of his life and he faces the realities of every day coping and living.
Few adults, on the job or in their role as citizens and family members, are
ever told what they need to know or where the answers will be found. Much more
commonly, the learner is required to define the problem, locate appropriate
learning materials, and demonstrate not just subject matter comprehension but
the ability to apply the knowlOOJe on the job, in the home, or for personal
development. These needs call for thoughtful, autonomous learners rather than
dependent learners. Moreover, they call for people who know how to select and
use the multiple resources in the learning society. They call for discriminating
consumers of educational services. (250)
Besides the self-direction goal advocated above by Cross, Knowles and Brookfield, Kl<Xl
paints out other signif1cant differences between adults and children which have critical
lmpllcatlons on learning designs for both classes. Several of many w~s an adult learner

m~

have

a different perception from a child or youth include the notions that: (1) Problem solving in
adulthro:l usually means that there Is no single "correct answer ," whereas school children are
often in search of the answer in the back of the book or elsewhere. (2) The adult aSSOCiates
correctness In terms of his l1fe and consequent behavior with traditions, cultural habits,
institutions, or religion and is therefore more bound than the child to the stereotypes of what is
"correct." (3) When adults find solutions to problems, there are likely to be Immediate effects on
others. Their authority and responsible roles in society allow them to make decisions which
implicate others. ( 4) COnflicts often arise when the expectations of the "learner" and the
"teacher" differ. This happens less often with the child because the child usually goes to school for
an entirely different purpose and with a different expectation than the adult (37-8).
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Knowles also recognizes these significant differences between the adult and the child
learner and bases his andragogical style of education on assumptions that are quite different from
the traditional assumptions of pedagogy.

He initially notes the crucial premise that the

personality development of the adult, moving from dependence to self-direction, affects the entire
self-concept structure. Because of their increasing maturity and accumUlation of years, adults
naturally acquire "a growing reservoir of experience that becomes an increasingly rich resource
for learning. Their readiness to learn becomes oriented increasingly to the developmental tasks of
their social roles and their time perspective changes from one of postponed application of
knowledge to immediocy of application, and accordingly, their orientation toward learning shifts
from one of subject-centeredness to one of performance-centeredness" (Practice, 44).
Of course, it should be noted that there are no really distinct lines between maturity and
immaturity as once thought. There may be certain physical rites of passage that a child goes
through which make adults claim to them that they have now become "a man" or "a woman." These
usually are in reference to their sexual ability to conceive and bear a chlld. While there may be
the physical capacity to procreate, society still speaks of the cases where this has happened to
individuals in their early teens as "tragedies" and liken them to "children having chlldren." In
earlier societies where birth control was not as easily available, the ability to procreate may have
indeed heralded the children into adulthood in the eyes of the community, regardless of their ages.
However, in terms of contemporary American society, even though the law and community make
determinations based on age and responsibility for activities such as voting, driving, drinking,
insurance rates and so forth, individuals may be seen as reaching a level of maturity for different
behaviors and skills at different times and under different circumstances. There is not necessarily
one set age, such as thirteen or fourteen, when the child is now considered an adult. There is even
some disagreement over whether a child is an adult when he reaches the age of eighteen and can
legally vote and go to war, but in some states still may not drink for yet another three years.
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In keeping with the fluctuating notions on accepted levels of maturity, adulthood, and
applied responsibility, pedagogical and andragogical styles of education can not always be
determined as effective simply because of age. Indeed, instances occur where a sixteen-year-old
may be laden with more responsibility than a thirty-year-old or when a twelve-year-old may
exhibit more substantial ego-development and internal locus of control than some
forty-year-olds. In some cases, pedagogical teaching styles may appropriately be applied to
selected groups of adults in cases where close supervision is necessary or where the adults are
unable to assume responsibility for their own behavior or learning. These cases may more likely
occur under certain forms of incarceration or institutionalization. It is also more often applied to
learning situations where the adult is initially encountering a field of information which is totally
foreign to him.

likewise, andragogical principles are quite effective when applied within

children's learning contexts, where the students exhibit a level of self-direction, responsibility
and a need to know. Maturity, not age, is the determining factor.
Knowles offers fifteen dimensions for recognizing the movement toward maturity. He
points out that the dimensions only describe directions of growth, not absolute states to be
achieved. The individual is seen as developing maturity when he or she exhibits movement from
one condition or attitude which denotes immaturity to the other side toward maturity:
From dependence to autonomy
From passivity to activity
From subjectivity to objectivity
From ignorance to enlightenment
from small abilities to large abilities
From few responsibilities to many responsibilities
from narrow interests to broad interests
From selfishness to altruism
from self-rejection to self-acceptance
From amorphous self-identity to integrated self-identity
From focus on particulars to focus on principles
From superficial concerns to deep concerns
From imitation to originality
From need for certainty to tolerance for ambiguity
from impulsiveness to rationality. (Practice, 29)
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Adult educators may adopt the mission to assist individuals in this continuing maturation
process throughout life. This mission and the awareness of growth needs may inform the
organizers in their creation of a sequential, continuous and integrated program for life-long
learning. The development, organization, and implementation of programs utilizing the
andragogical process involve moving through a system of procedures which instigate self-directed
learning.

These include setting a climate for learning and then establishing a structure for

mutual planning after assessing interests, needs, and values. The teacher, who is more readily
recognized as a facilitator, then moves toward formulating objectives, designing learning
activities, implementing those learning activities and finally evaluating the results. The process
is c.yclical in that the feedback sought and received then loops back to inform regular reassessment
of needs, interests, and values of the participants. The process of adjustment continues back and
forth as the facilitator remains aware of the changing needs and interests of the students and
addresses those needs through sensitive and open communication.
Knowles observes that a key factor of andragogical principles of education for the adult is
that the adult has accrued a vast amount of experience by virtue of having lived longer. He
mentions that a disregard for this feature of the adult in the learning environment may cause
frustration and even opposition on the part of the adult learner. Often for adults the sum total of
their experiences for them defines who they are, it essentially constitutes their self-identity. For
some, then, a situation which ignores or devalues the individual's experience is interpreted by the
adult as also devaluing the individual. Knowles fears that this syndrome may be especially crucial
in the lives of undereducated adults who grasp on to their experiences almost as a sole basis of
dignity. Knowles does caution, however, that there are possible negative consequences of giving too
much credence to an adult's past experience and allOWing it to be the sole driving force for their
choices in education. "Because of their experience, adults often have developed habitual ways of
thinking and acting, preconceptions about reality, prejudices, and defensiveness about their past
ways of thinking and mingo To overcome this problem, adult educators are devising strategies for
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helping people become more open-minded" (Andragogy, 10).
One of Brookfield's attacks on Knowles' assumptions that adults by and large are
self-directed and that their accrued experiences must therefore mandate a student-directed form
of program design where the students have a considerable

Sf1f

in what they sha11 learn, is to

assume that "there is no need for us to teach them anything. As facilitators we become resource
persons whose function is to assist adult learners to execute the learning efforts they have
designed for themselves" (Understanding, 96). Brookfield's warning is in response to a rather
chaotic outcome which may occur if the facilitator interprets his or her role in such an extreme
degree of neutrality. Brookfield's interpretation of this style of facilitator casts the educator
unnecessarily in a rather irresponsible and unproductive light. He maintains that educators who
see themselves as merely facilitators may find comfort in the position of detachment which
removes them from the "need to make difficult, value-based choices concerning curricula and
appropriate educational programs." Brookfield goes on to sardonically describe the insipid utopia
of adult self-directed education which this attitude may spawn: "Adult learning is seen as a who11y
joyous experience, a flowering of latent potential. There is no sense that significant, personally
meaningful learning might involve painful reassessments of the self or the confrontation of
uncomfortable psychological, familial, or political realities" (97). Perhaps Brookfield is a bit
harsh when he assumes that Knowles' andragogical guidelines for teacher involvement as
facilitator and the dependence on the learner's past experiences and present input in the process,
automatica11y negates responsibility and any sense of traditional control on the part of the adult
educator. Using phrases like "wholly joyous" and "no sense" betray the extremity of Brookfield's
judgment.
Like Cross, Brookfield contends, with some justification, that adult facilitators may need
to confront adult learners with some of the hard facts of their personal lives and their work as
well as the social structure in which they operate. Then he asserts: "To take learners' definitions
of need as always determining appropriate practice is to cast the facilitator es a technician within
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a consumer mode. It is to remove from the facilitator all professional judgment and to turn him
or her into a "knee-jerk" satisfier of consumer needs" (Understanding, 97).

Hopefully,

Brookfield's attitude is not itself a knee-jerk reaction to what he perceives are the contentions of
andragogical assumptions. Again, using sweeping and loaded words such as "always" and "all" sets
up a strawman of an extreme and unrealistic interpretation of andragogy and consequently a biased
attack. The potential dangers of any structure, any system or belief may be characterized and
warned about in its extreme forms and therefore dismissed on the basis of what may or can happen
in the event it was taken to that extreme. In Knowles' recent text, Andragcxry in Action, there is
very little sense that the thirty-six contributors to the work set up successful programs for
adults based "solely" on a "consumer" mentality whereby the learners themselves determined "all"
the needs and content and the facilitators or directors had little or "no" professional input in what
they deemed necessary and feasible for the program and then maintained little or "no" control
when it got underway. Indeed, Knowles presents a process design in which the facilitator makes
very specific determinations on how the experience and environment will be constructed and
maintained as well as choices of content. The facilitator is not a detached pawn of the learner's
whimsical interests, needing therefore to disregard his own professional experience and expertise.
Brookfield himself contends that "for a facilitator completely to ignore learner needs and
expressions of preference is arrogant and unrealistic. But it is just as misguided for a facilitator
to completely repress his or her own ideas concerning worthwhile curricula or effective methods
and to allow learners complete control over these" (97). Once again, most extremes are indeed
dangerous. Actually, for anyone in a learning context to "completely" take any of these extreme
pOSitions would be mindless irresponsibility and smack of intense obliviousness to human
sensitivity and open communication, obviously leading to totalitarian forms of classroom control.
Balance is needed.
Malcolm Knowles reiterates that the scope of resources inherent in the variety of
participants in the given adult education experience, coupled with those of the facilitator, the
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peers of both and other individuals with specialized knowledge in the close and extended
community, as well as the wealth of materials available through media resources and field
experiences provides the facilitator with a vast array of potential input and resource from which
to draw for the learning experience. Knowles contends that one of the chief functions of the
facilitator is to be knowledgeable and aware of the various resources and plan strategies whereby
they may be linked up with the learner. The very set up of the process through which this may
occur is the responsibility of the facil itator.
The facilitator must first establish a distinct climate where learning of mutual
exploration may take place. The physical climate for adults should be set up in order to facilitate
communication networking and discussion that is not restrained by sitting in chairs in rows with
the teacher behind a lectern. Circular constructs which are conducive to multi-directional
transmission are the most effective arrangements of adult-educational classrooms. In addition to
the physical climate, the facilitator is also responsible to establish a psychological climate that
will encourage mutual respect, trust, collaborativeness, supportiveness, openness and
authenticity, humanness and pleasure (Andragoot, 14-17). Furthermore, Knowles advocates
that the process engaged in by the adult-education facilitator should involve the participants in
mutual planning and in diagnosing their own needs for learning. Knowles asks himself in the
process to determine what procedures can be used for helping learners responsibly and
realistically identify what they need to learn. "One of the pervasive problems in this process is
meshing the needs the learners are aware of (felt needs) with the needs their organizations or
society has for them (ascribed needs)" (17). Knowles goes on to suggest involving the learners
in formulating their learning objectives and designing their learning plans. The next steps
involve the facilitator helping the participants carry out their learning plans and then evaluate
the outcomes (18). Knowles contends that a crucial part of the final individual evaluation is also a
more in-depth evaluation which includes judgment of the quality and worth of the total program.
Leaving for a moment the controversy over and misunderstanding of Knowles' view of
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andragogy, we now turn back to a consideration of some of the knowledge needed by facilitators of
adult learning experiences. An overt recognition of the biological, intellectual and social needs and
changes of the adult learner is necessary in order to plan and facHitate programs of viable impact.
Many educational experiences for adults, particularly those in adult Christian education, as
mentioned before, are all too often built upon the simple premise that one is passing information
to mature thinkers who are considered responsible enough to receive it from page or mouth to
open mind with little transitional motivation required. In a majority of these situations, teaching
may indeed be going on, but learning cannot be guaranteed. William Schwartz remarked that
learning and teaching are separate processes; they can go on without each other, and often do.
"People learn from books, experiences, relationships, even their own thoughts. And others teach,
explain, propound, while nobody learns or even listens.... professors are amazed and gratified
when the will to learn and the desire to teach come together in a few moments of excitement,
pleasure, and jayful discovery" (235). Learning can no longer be seen as simply receiving
information as in the filling of an empty bottle. Particularly for the adult, many physical,
intellectual, social and spiritual barriers may be in the way to block actual reception of the
transmission of information and consequently the integration of learning.
Kidd mentions some of the chief barriers and difficulties which block adults' attempts to
learn, pointing out that the economic and social position of the child may determine how he will
progress in education and eventually effect what his career will be:
Unfortunately, environments that deter learning in chi ldren seem also to have
a serious effect upon ooults. A man or woman who has learned to occept or live
with a detrimental environment is not a person who will readily undertake
another learning experience.
One kind of evidence shows up both with remarkable clarity and consistency;
that is, that social attituOOs vary directly with the lJITlo(Jnt of education. Adults
with less education tend to have less regard for civi1liberties, less tolerance for
groups other than their own, and to hold more authoritarian attituOOs. (35)
In addition to a possible lack of awareness concerning ooult oovelopment and consequent
attitudes, not a few educators and administrators in the adult context have labored under several
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false assumptions which inevitably affect the constructs and outcomes of their teaching endeavors.
There is the assumption that mastery of a field of stuUy or boay of content predicates the ability to
effectively communicate the boay of knowledge. This is a prominent assumption in formal
post-secondary education. The image of the college professor, whether dull in lecture or fervently
fired, nevertheless pompous and alienating or disjointed and eccentric, is a common one lampooned
in cartoons and dormitory discussions. Because one is a scientist, psychologist or even a musician,
does not automatically mean he or she is also a teacher. Teaching is an art that requires its own

knowledge and skill. Unlike medicine, law, engineering and therapy, teaching on the college and
university level unfortunately seems to be the only high level profession where an individual may
enter the career without the usual prerequisite trial of competence in using the tools of the trade.
While most individuals recognize that they play roles daily as they act out their small
dramas of life (and some are quite adept at doing so), most still would hardly expect or even dare
to step out on a public stage without specific training in the profession of acting. Yet this kind of
scene is played out repeatedly in the role of the college teacher who goes daily before a captive
audience to improvise his way through a classroom performance. William Schwartz laments the
absence of the subject of classroom teaching on the American college campus. When he looks at his
own thirty years teaching experience in four large universities, he says: "I have not until very
recsntly attended a single formal faculty meeting devoted to discussion of teaching methods,
comparison of classroom events, or examination of teaching theory and research. For educators
themselves, ways of teaching do indeed seem to be 'beside the point'" (238).
Asecond false assumption concerning teaching is based on the notion that if one is a teacher
at all, one is a teacher of all. There is therefore the problem of successful teachers to one age or
identity group attempting to ply their trade in like manner in another marketplace without
recognizing the different needs, developments and expectations of that group's age and experience.
Teachers of the young must make adjustments in order to successfully teach the older generations.
Even with the wide span of the adult generation (often a continuum of 50 years) adjustments must
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be made between the teaching styles applied to the young adult, the micXile adult, and the older
adult. With the changing trends in adult life span and the increase in enrollment of adults at all age
levels, college and university professors are discovering they are no longer teaching to a rather
fixed classification of students, mainly 18 to 23 year-olds on the undergraduate level and below
35 on the graduate level. Teachers in many post-secondary learning environments may now find
they are facing groups of students with ages ranging from 18 to 65 within the same classroom.
This same conglomeration of age and experience span also exists in many of the large adult Sunday
school classes of the Christian church. These vast variables present some of the unique challenges
of the original one-room schoolhouse.
There is also the assumption that because adults are "mature" masters of their own ships,
they have their senses, attention, and emotions under control enough to effectively manipUlate
their rudders toward deeper or stronger interior currents of self-motivation. This notion that the
adult student is solely responsible for the learning end of the teaching process because of his or
her developed state of maturity releases the teacher who believes this way from the responsibility
of initial motivation and maintenance of interest. It is a notion which has now been challenged by
concerned, creative adult educators. These educators recognize the mutual role the facilitator of
adult learning has to motivate students towards the learning process by meeting needs and
interests and reducing blockages to reception.
Adult education is no longer a minor venture, it is a major industry. A number of
factors, such as medical discoveries, better health care, increased life-span, early retirement,
information explosion, computer utilization, increased mobility, and employment changes during
the past generation have put increased focus on the adult as a prime subject for educational,
physical, and sociological stu~. The remarkable increase in the number of publications and media
presentations in the field point out that psychologists, sociologists, philosophers, theologians, and
educators have turned their attention to a group of people who are now living upwards to thirty
years longer than the norm of a century

agJ.

In OO:iition to other (JIVernmental and social
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implications of this extended life-span such as health care, taxes, and social security, there is also
the need for the community and society at large to respond in reality to a growing segment of the
population who are now seeking personal enrichment in terms of education, vocation, and
recreation during those added years.
Factors of biological, intellectual, and social findings from research in the areas of adult
development and adult education have already begun to impact some of the key systems in our
society.

As mentioned earlier, some of the researchers in these areas have identified

characteristics of the adult learner, that have significant implications on the planning and
implementation of adult education experiences. While there has always been the assumption that
the physical bcdy declines with increasing age, including the beginning reduction of acuity in the
visual and hearing senses around midlife, a question now is how much is the actual decline and how
does it affect the learning? In terms of the recognition of this inevitable decline, and probably due

to a sense of one's own mortal ity, adults begin to measure their lives after the age of forty
(normally past the half-way mark of today's life span expectancy) as time until death, while as
children they tended to perceive their lives as time since birth.
In reference to valuing the rest of their lives and making the most of the time they do have
left, many more adults in today's society have taken the option of further education. In terms of
re-entering the formal educational scene, most adults tend to select their new learning programs
in response to current life problems and circumstances. The adult's continuation and commitment
to the project or program is directly related to his or her participation in the decision-making
process to enter and proceed. This also relates to those adults who still select learning experiences
for the sheer enjoyment and fascination with the topic and for the fulfillment it entails. For some
adults there is an encounter with learning that transcends the purely utilitarian notion of entering
it for the sake of problem-solving and crisis management. This kind of learning is "undertaken

with no specific goal in mind. It is unrelated to life tasks and instead represents a means by which
adults can define themselves" (Brookfield, Understanding, 99).
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While there are a number of adults who may enter learning for the sake and

joy

of

learning, there are also a considerable number who enter learning experiences out of a need to
know in order to solve a problem. In both cases, the adult is more inclined to stay with the
experience if the decision was personally made rather than extrinsically imposed. Most adults
who are self-directed accommodate to two basic learning needs: a need for self-government over
their lives and a need to belong to and participate in groups.
Nancy Foltz has lectured widely and written numerous articles, workbooks and guidebooks
on aspects of religious education, specializing in adult education. One of her most heralded works
is the comprehensive Handbook of Adult Religious Education. Foltz, who has synthesized some of
her findings into a chart of the intellectual profile of the adult learner, reiterates the observations
of Knowles and others that teachers of adults must be aware of the levels of development of the
adults in their groups in order to gauge the learning objectives appropriately, for if the objective
is too elementary or too difficult, the adult will experience discomfort. likewise, the educator
must realize the varying factors under which the individual adults within a given group may have
selected the educational program:
Adults tend to learn best when they can set their own pocs. Their reduced
speed is compen~ted for by improved efficiency and competence in learning
strategies. When learning is consistent with old learning it reinforces; when
inconsistent it interferes.
Some adults are goal-oriented learners who use education for accomplishing
fair Iy clear-cut objectives. Some adults are learning-oriented. These adults seek
knowleO;je for its own sake.... 8eing able to measure his/her own success is
perhaps the strongest motivating force for an adult to continue on to put fresh
energy into the chosen study. (41)
Irving Lorge further dellneated a Jist of Incentives for Adult LetJming as shown In Figure
3. The theorists and researchers he reviewed all suggest that the adult educator should be aware
of the needs, Intellectual capacity, Interests, values and Incentives of the learner. The awareness
will inevitably help the adult educator in the religious context more effectively plan an educational
strategy and environment to come closer to meeting those needs and interests the individual has in
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relation to the learning experience.

Adults Want to Oain
time
money
health
comfort
popularity
advancement
self-confidence
personal prestige
security in old age
improved appearance
praise from others
pride of accomplishment
leisure and increased enjoyment

Adults Want to Be
social
creative
up to date
efficient
hospitable
gregarious
!Pld parents
recognized as authorities
influential over others
proud of their possessions

Adults Want to Save
time
work
risks
worry
money
doubts
discomfort
personal embarrassment

Figure 2. What adu 1ts want to gain, what they want to be, and what they want to save.
(Lorge, 25)

Facilitating Self-Directed Learning
According to the proponents of self-directed learning, the primary function of the leader,
teacher, or manager in the adult learning context, is that of facilitator. The facilitator need not be
an expert on all subjects, but should be a rich resource. The facilitator serves as a "conduit"
between the participant who wants to gain something in particular and the resource from which he
or she might receive it. The facilitator guides the individual through the learning process and, in
doing so, assists the individual in the attainment of personal goals. Knowles calls the facilitator
the clJen!)!J8(fint and suggests that his or her responsibilities extend beyond the routine scheduling
of activities to fulfill neeting interests. Instead, their responsibilities must include involving the
student in a "penetrating analysis of higher aspirations and the changes required to achieve them,
the diagnosis of obstacles that must be overcome in achieving these changes, and the planning of an
effective strategy for accomplishing the desired results. Their part in this process is that of
helper, guide, encourager, consultant, and resource- -not that of transmitter, disciplinarian,
judge, and authority" (Adult, 37).
With the image of the teacher in this Iight--as one leading a search party or treasure
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hunt--we can envision the excitement of such a venture with the captivating enthusiasm of the
guide. William Schwartz

su~ts

that when teachers enlarge their own vision of their job and

function, they move more into the center of the action and the atmosphere will most naturally
change. "New strategies and skills are demanded and the work grows more difficult. They will not
abandon their command of the subjects they teach, or withhold their knowledge and experience; but
in this new context, their roles will change from chief purveyors of the truth to that of expert
guide in a common search for useful meanings" (242). In these kinds of shifting roles, the class
members move from the pOSitions of audience members to the more stimulating positions of
co-travelers, partners in gem prospecting, archaeology, and landscape scouting.
Kidd describes the effective adult educator as also a learner. The sentiment is that one
who has lost the capacity for learning himself, should not be in the company of those who have not
lost such a treasure, at least not in the role of leader. The teacher himself must remain a learner,
for it is his own positive attitude toward the process of learning that in the end is a more powerful
motivator than his words.
Nothing is as transparent as the attitude of another to learning. And no one sets up
such a block for others as he for whom learning seems so unimportant that he is
not bothering with it himself, even though he claims it might be useful for others.
. . . Keeping up to date in regard to learning is only comparable with keeping up to
date in regard to medical practice.
As is true of some other fields, the agent in learning is not only an artist, but a
craftsman as we 11 and needs to take over some of the aU i tudes, such as the concern
about skill, the devotion to self-improvement, the slow maturation of skill that is
the hallmark of the genuine craftsman. (297)
In addition to being a learner oneself and recognizing teaching as a skilled craft, Kidd
suggests that the adult educator should exhibit other traits to be effective in her field. She should
herself have a rich storehouse of living experience. She should have a well-developed imagination.
She should have a sense of balance.

"Perhaps no two observers mean the same thing by balance.

But one can guess what they intend. It usually has something to do with the old Greek virtue of
moderation. It may mean the ability to benefit from different points of view without being lost in
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partisanship" (302). Kick:! likewise advises that the adult educator should also be able to deal
effectively with controversy: "In most fields of controversy and social action there is a need for
rationality precisely because so much that happens is irrational, emotional, and unreasonable.
However, what the practitioner ... needs most may be emotional balance to live with tension and
the faculty of scrutinizing his own motives, aims, methods, and feelings" (304).
Teachers of adults vary considerably in their teaching styles as they have a variety of
background experience and a variety of instructional methods which can enrich their craft. Those
who utilize information and training from a variety of group organization and process venues may
likely experience more satisfactory participation than those who are not aware of the tools. So the
effective facilitator of adult learning will keep informed about current findings in human resource
management, group dynamics, workshop procedures, learning games, creative discussion
techniques and innovative means of discovery and interaction. The effective adult educator will
also have a thorough understanding of the background and needs of adult learners as well as an
understanding of the content, scope and potential of the program. Awareness of these variables
allows the educator to more effectively convey the material through example as well as explanation
and demonstration.
This, of course, depicts effective adult education as an enriched collaborative group effort
of mutual trust and support. Unfortunately, this integrative community ideal is not always
encouraged or supported on many campuses of higher education. Theodore Gross, formerly dean of
humanities at City College of New York and provost of Pennsylvania State University, has authored
several pieces on the profession of teaching. He laments the trend in higher education which
pressures the professor to engage more in research and writing than the craft of teaching. He
notes that the system is set up to reward these other scholarly practices with more public and
professional prestige than the teaching skill in the classroom. Yet, he reminds that it is the
classroom -- the learning - - on which everything else depends. Gross maintains that "teaching
is a selfless art. One surrenders to an experience that seems evanescent and difficult to measure."
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No books stand on a shelf after twenty or thirty years to point to the success of one's teaching and
students rarely come back to praise the professor who changed their lives. But he states that the
sense of reward accompanying the awareness of success in the classroom when one has helped
discover deep insight for someone else who wants to learn, is unmeasurable: "At that moment each
of us digs into his own character for those qualities that inform great teaching and tries to bring to
the surface these attributes of his performance as a classroom teacher" (37). Gross lists the
characteristics he has perceived are the quintessential qualities of great teachers:
• A lnowl$ alone's su~itrt matter. ... it must be as broad and deep as
possible. Professors have an obligation to attend conferences and workshops, to
learn from each other, to keep intellectually young, to validate the importance of
what we do.
• Tile pllSSion for one's sub}6t't--that discipline he loves and wants to pass
on as a legacy. Every stuoont knows whether the light in his teacher's f!ye is
genuine.
• Clorltyofpresentotion. Teaching may ultimately be an art and successful
teaching a mystery--but as in writing, reading, or dancing one has to learn the
steps that allow the mystery to occur.

• There is cretJtivlty in the great teacher that no degree of training, no
accumulation of knowleO;Je, no feeling for subject matter can replace ... so that
connections could be made between the classroom and life.
•

Tile ullimote cllortK:teristic of greot tetJClling Ilos to be sensitivity. We

must search for the sympathetic voice and gesture, for the sympathetic
imagination, in all of us. (37-8)
Kenneth Eble's text, Professors as Teachers, also deals with the Qualities and practices
that characterize an effective teacher In post-secondary education. He begins by suooestlng that
teachers admit that they 00 not know It all and, In fact, know very little. The only thing the
professor can really know Is that he must be constantly ready to drop old strategies and aoopt new
ones. Among the strategies Eble sets forth, Is first the awareness that teaching Is a discipline.
Since students vary, classes vary, teachers vary, subjects vary on a regular basis, the educator
must recognize that nothing works all the time. Eble also suooests that generosity Is essential to
~

teaching:

"Teaching demands a great deal of giving. Giving of self--personality and
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character--as well as energy, time, skill, and knowleO'je. Generosity of outlook, translated into
daily practice, is closer to teaching itself.... The really effective teacher must exert himself for
the students he has wherever he is and be generous enough to risk wasting all his efforts" (38).
like Kidd, Eble also notes energy as an outstanding characteristic of the effective teacher.
Teachers are aware of the energy required for effective teaching when they come awf1f from a
successful session feeling almost drained. Energy translates into enthusiasm for one's subject as
well as for the process which is taking place. Physical energy is invigorating as the teacher
recognizes the importance of motion, gesture, vocal variety, the very essence of fervor. Eble and
others have characterized effective teaching as a performing art where skills must be developed to
win an audience. Even when the teacher steps aWf1f from the star role and joins the rest of the cast
in mutual support, she must expend no less energy. Even in the role of facilitator, the teacher
will best serve the students if she exudes a charismatic fervor for the hunt.
In conjunction with energy of performance, Eble suggests that variety is a necessary
attribute of effective teaching: "A virtuoso teacher would have many wf1fS of teaching and a variety
of resources for each ... , Every teacher should have enough performance training to have
command of the timing, pace, and dynamics of a verbal performance" (44). Just es a sensitive,
creative teacher utilizes skill in performance, she must also recognize the impact of varying mood
in the classroom context. The teacher should not be hesitant to displf1f her own altering moods and
to orchestrate a variety of moods to impact the experience in the group. Humor, irony and
displf1fS of temperament are welcomed by most students. "The teacher who never lets a mood show
mf1f achieve a remarkably consistent image of serious devotion to his subject, but he probably has

less impact than he would if his mood were set off by evidences of humanity as well as of
scholarship" (Eble, 45).
Clarity and organization are among the measures of a teacher's performance, but they are
apparently subordinate to most of the above suggested positive traits. There must be a balance
even to clarity and disequilibration. While on the one hand, the material with which the teacher
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deals may have some implications on how she succeeds in organizing it, on the other, not all of the
program and process of education can be neatly wrapped up and delivered as expected on schedule.
Eble proposes that "teachers should feel somewhat uneasy if all the things they deal with come out
in neat lists, outlines, or classifications. . .. Students, after all, should be involved in the process
of defining, relating, and analyzing their subject to give it order" (49).
Ultimately, the effective teacher in adult education provides an environment and
experiences which move the students into making their own discoveries. Self-directed learning
essentially becomes participatory learning as the individual engages in learning that is directly
geored toward personal issues, incentives and interests. It may be the only effective means by
which the individual may keep up with his own rapidly changing needs and solutions to problems.
David Kolb, in his article, "Learning Styles and Disciplinary Differences," reiterates:
Experiential learning is not a molecular educational concept but rather a molar
concept describing the central process of human ailptation to the social and
physical environment. ... As such, it encompasses other more limited adaptive
concepts, such as creativity, problem solving, decision making, and attitude
change, which focus heavily on one or another of the basic aspects of adaptation....
From this broader perspective, learning becomes a central life task, and how one
learns becomes a major determinant of the course of personal development. The
experiential learning model provides a means of mapping the different
developmental strategies and also a normative adaptive ideal--a learning process
wherein the individual has highly developed abilities to experience, observe,
conceptualize, and experiment. (in Chickering, 28)
Experiential education is a relatively recent term in the venues of educational
nomenclature.

Although the derivation of the term Is obviously from "experience," not all

experiential education must be 11nked with hands-on kinds of learning, as expected In directed
studies, Internships or Job training. Since Dewey used the concept of experiential education In
1938, some educators have used the term to mean direct on-the-job learning wh11e others have
used It to refer to the process of learning self-awareness. "Nonetheless, there are some common
elements in the term as used with North American higher education. These include Dewey's notion
of active learnIng (as opposed to passively listening to a lecture) and encouraging close links
between learning and 'real life' , especially work situations" (Knapper and Cropley, 96).
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There is an active Council for the Advancement of Experiential Learning (CAEL) which has
several hundred institutional members and develops activities and programs which will promote
the mission from which they derive their name. Much of CAEL's work is devoted to recognizing
work-study, field-experience, and prior-learning efforts as noteworthy for academic credit in
institutions of higher education. The organization recognizes the diversity of terminology in
reference to experiential learning. Self-directed learning and project-based learning, while it is
essentially experiential, often does not fall under the rubric of the category in certain writings.
The experiential learning movement has achieved such prominence in North
America that efforts have been made to develop an underlying theoretical rationale
derived from basic learning principles. The work of David Kolb is frequently used
in this connection. His notion of the "learning cycle" involves a series of
sequential steps that include experiencing, publishing (sharing reactions and
observations), processing (the systematic examination of commonly shared
experience and identification of group dynamics), general ising (inferring
principles about the real world), and applying (planning more effective
behaviour). (Knapper and Crop ley, 99)
Active and creative personal involvement in the learning process is crucial. The
experiential learning cycle begins with the immediate concrete experience which then leads to the
observation and reflection upon the experience. Kolb notes that the student "must be able to
involve themselves fully, openly, and without bias in new experiences; they must be able to
observe and reflect on these experiences from many perspectives; they must be able to create
concepts that integrate their observations into logically sound theories; and they must be able to
use these theories to make decisions and solve problems" (236).
The function of the teacher/facilitator in experiential learning is that of guide as well as
prod, perhaps even designer of the initial experience. This provides a framework of order and
freedom as the teacher changes positions from leading to following to ambling along beside to
nudging from behind. The ambivalence the students have to the continually changing relationship
helps establish a creative imbalance which can stimUlate growth through development of a
tolerance for ambiguity. The effective educator may then be in the position to create a "pearl"
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through the selective insertion of an abrasive item--known to the oyster as a foreign particle. A
simple grain of sand can be transformed into a pearl when it finds its wf1./ into the sensitive
insides of the ayster and essentially has to be "dealt with" in order for the ayster to tolerate its
presence. Likewise, the student's "pear lescent secretions," stimulated in the effort to tolerate
ambiguous discomfort and deal with the intrusion of a penetrating concept, mf1./ eventually
produce the precious gem of awareness, a provocative "alla/"
According to Eble, knowing facts and having the power to recall them are not the most
important abilities a teacher needs: "Quick perception, ability to see relationships, curiosity,
imagination, and common sense are equally valuable mental traits" (51). In the case of the pearl
metaphor used above, the effective teacher must have the sensitivity to know how much abrasion
simply causes unhappy frustration and how much stimUlates creative growth. The only wf1./ for
the pearl to develop is for the student to participate in the process. These writers, it appears,
would agree with the words of Confucius, although they were said centuries ago:

"/ Mar and /

forf}Jt. .. / StlJ and / rtJlTlember . .. / tJ.7and / undJrstand. " The key concepts of this section, which

dealt with motivation for learning, adult life stages and experientlal strategies for teaching adult
education, have direct and parallel implications on the use of creative drama in adult Christian
education. The premise of creative drama is expressly a form of participatory and experiential
learning.

The typical teacher of creative drama parallels the pattern suggested for the

andragogical teaching model of being more a facilitator, conduit, encourager and resource rather
than a transmitter, judge or authority. The motivation for learning in creative drama is based on
content that flows out of the participants' needs, concerns and interests and mf1./ therefore be
applied immediately to their lives. Likewise, the advocates of more beneficial adult education have
suggested that the contents of the program should be more personally generated and engaging to the
participants in order for them to be motivated to participate. Since the prime material for
creative drama is derived from the lives, concerns and interests of the performer/participants.
and since the core of the activity in creative drama is participatory, there is substantial likelihood
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that Confucius' adage, "I tb and I understand," will be reflected in the learning and retention
dynamics of the creative drama process.

ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

The third focus in this chapter is the significant literature dealing with the condition and
practice of adult Christian education. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the involvement
of adults in local church activities is one of the largest single forms of continuing education in
America. And adults do it by choice, often out of habit, but usually out of personal and religious
conviction. A 1980 Gallup poll indicated that 49.3 percent of the total national population stated
they were Christian church adherents. In some states of the union this figure reached as high as
75.0 percent (Bureau of Census, 58). In 1988 another Gallup poll which included similar
Questions indicated that 55 percent of the 18 to 29 year-olds in the nation were church members
or regular attenders. The percentage increased to 65 percent of the 30 to 49 year-olds, with 73
percent of the fifty-year-old-and-above group claiming church membership (Bureau of Census,
55). As related in a Compendium of American Public Opinion, at least six significant statewide
polls taken between April of 1984 through May of 1985 indicated that a close margin of 95 to 96
percent of the respondents answered yes to the Question of whether or not they believed in God.
Several other polls conducted state-wide and by CBS News and the New York Times showed a range
of from 52 percent to 70 percent of the population saying that religion was very important in
their lives. Several of the same polls show a frequent attender aggregate of 56 percent who claim
they attend church from several times a week to several times a month (Gilbert, 317-18).
"From the reference to GOO in the pledge of allegiance to the flag, to the proclamation 'In GOO We
Trust' on U.S. currency, it is clear that even though no single religious group has official sanction
from the government, Americans' most fundamental views of themselves and their country are
deeply imbued with religious elements" (Gilbert, 303).
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Religious institutions are now in the position of participating in the education of over
thirty million Americans. Additional millions are involved in various activities of the church
such as youth work, women's organizations, committee work and conferences which have direct
educational possibilities. Acomprehensive national survey conducted by the Gallup Organization
and the Princeton Religion Research Center indicated that one of every five adults 18 years old and
over is an evangelical Christian and more than 100 million adults are members of a church or
syn8lpJue. However, barely over one-tenth of the public tests religious beliefs first by what the
church says (Gallup, 6). In spite of the numbers, only a fraction of the adults involved with the
churches are participating directly in the educational life of the church, and yet that fraction is
still a significant number of the population.
Those who do partake of the educational options, stuay. groups, and Sunday school classes of
the church, do so for varied reasons. Adults have answered the question of why they attend church
stuay. groups, giving a broad scope of motivations. Some honestly admit their knowledge of the
Bible and the Christian faith is weak, that their comprehension of worship is vague and that their
participation in the world as Christians is superficial. They finally come to a determination that
it is time for them to do something about their ignorance and weakness of faith. Some have an
honest quest for living faith and are in a mature and sincere search for answers. Some parents
who want to more effectively pass on their faith to their restless teens are anxious to know how to
answer the hard questions. Others are concerned about being able to effectively guide and listen to
their relatives and close acquaintances who are also searching for answers to life's puzzling
questions. Some are curious and motivated to learn just for learning's sake. Others continue to
attend out of tradition, habit, or attachment to the nostalgia of good, old-fashioned religion. Some
enjoy being a part of a group where they may be stimulated intellectually, or known as a puzzler
or non-conformist. Many join or remain in a religious education group because of fellowship and
a place to air problems, triumphs and concerns, and to benefit from the nurturing offered there
(Shipp and Mckenzie, 29). For generations religion and the Church respectively have been
J

J

J
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sources of renewal and sustenance in areas where individuals could not even articulate the benefit

they experienced as having its source in religious spiritual awakening. Maslow states that
traditional religion at its best has helped to stimulate inspiration and awe. It has been a source of
comfort and fulfillment. It has been a primary guide in the determination of value choices as well
as toward the discrimination between higher and lower, better and worse alternatives. It has
helped to "produce Dionysiac experiences, wildness, rejoicing, impulsiveness .... Religion must
be not only intellectually credible and morally worthy of respect, but it must also be emotionally
satisfying" (Religions, 42).
Functions of Religion
#

What Is the function of religion In the life of an Individual believer? Even In light of
Maslow's description of what religion should do for one, there remain ambiguities concerning Its
function primarily due to difficulties In definition. What Is defined as "religion" to one Is heard as
"faith" to another. Yet still another may classify church membership as the tangible evidence of
religion In the life of the partiCipant, while another might argue that religion Is one's personal
spiritual condition. Libraries hold shelves of volumes on the study of religion. The concept of
religion as a faith experience and the study of religion as an established Institution of doctrine hold
diametrically separate positions In the minds of many. Below are several of the prominent
attitudes concerning the subject:
Wilfred Cantwell Smith maintains that the word "religion" has had so many
different definitions that we would do better to drop it from our vocabulary.
Smith prefers to work with the concepts of "trooition" and "faith" rather than
with "religion." Nevertheless, he retains the adjective "religious" because it
refers to the truth that persons "live religiously" as they "participate in ...
transcendence." Thomas Groome has defined religious education as an activity that
is a "ooJiberate attending to the transcendent dimensions of life by which a
conscious relationship to an ultimate ground of being is promoted and enabled to
come to expression." There are religious educators who hold that one must begin
with educational theory; there are others who assert that theology is the primary
and foundational source for understanding reI igious education. (VIXJ8I, 76)
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It is because of the difficulty with definition that this dissertation focuses its lens on only
one pocket of religion --albeit, quite large -- the organized evangelical Christian church, which
currently consists of dozens of denominations such as Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Lutheran,
etc. The roots of the evangelical Christian church began with the early disciples and followers of
Jesus who believed in his deity and attempted to live by his precepts and commandments. It
continues to identify itself by the same basic tenets: that it believes in the deity of Jesus and uses
his teachings and the bible as guidelines for personal life and the life of the Christian community.
For centuri8R, the Christian church in the western world has played a prominent role in
moral and civil influence. At its worse, particularly when it controlled political power, it had
less positive impact on the community and individual spiritual and altruistic domains. At its best
it contributed significantly to the value structure of society and spiritual well-being of
individuals. Until the nineteenth century in the western world, the Christian church held a
central place in the establishment and maintenance of ethical and moral values of a community.
The objectivistic sciences of the past century began an erosion of the stronghold the church and its
religious precepts had in the minds of the masses. In some of the more suffocating forms of control
which were evident in prejudice, intolerance and anti-intellectualism, the release of the
stronghold proved beneficial and enervating. But in other areas concerning the skepticism toward
mysticism and transcendence, Maslow suggests the relinquishment may have not been so healthy.
Maslow infers that the value-free notions of the new sciences have "finally proven to be a poor
foundation for the atheists, the agnostics, the rationalists, the humanists, and other non-theists,
as well as for the 'liberal' religionists" (Religions 40). His notion is that there are intrinsic
needs of a spiritual nature which have not and will not be met by a rationalistic base of scientific
thought. He warns that twentieth-century seekers who have flocked to the new temples of rational
knowledge in order to bow before the natural sciences will return bored and empty to an
impersonal world:
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like positivistic psycholaJists, they feel much more at home with the m;Jnitive
than they 00 with the emotional and the impulsive and volitional. They make no
basic place in their systems for the mysterious, the unknown, the unknowable,
the dangerous-to-know, or the ineffable. They pass by entirely the old, rich
literature based on the mystical experiences. They have no systematic place for
goals, ends, yearnings, aspirations, and hopes, let alone will or purpose
.... The inexoct, the illaJical, the metaphorical, the mythic, the symbolic, the
contradictory or conflicted, the ambiguous, the ambivalent are all considered to be
"lower" or "not !JXld," i.e., something to be "improved" toward pure rationality
and logic. It is not yet understood that they are characteristic of the human being
at his hl..i:;hest levels of development as well as at his lowest, and that they can be
valued, used, loved, built upon, rather than just being swept under the rug. Nor
is it suffiCiently recognized that "!JXld" as well as "bad" impulses can be
repressed. (Religions 41 )
Obviously, the paradoxes of religion and religious experience abound in contemporary
society. On the one hand, religious experience Is recognized as a very Individual matter, hinged on
the foundational belief that one ultimately stands alone before one's Maker. Relationship with God
for many Is considered Intensely personal. However, religion, on the other hand, Is also seen as a
communal expression. One may worship alone, but one IS often Invited to worship In a collective.
On the one side, a considerable portion of Christian scripture Is dedicated to the description of the
Individual alone In prayer, In spiritual search, and In response to personal judgment and
forgiveness. Yet the opposite swing of the pendulum pOints to much of holy writ being devoted to
the joys and Invitations of life lived In community, In harmony with others, with the
responsibility to direct belief outward toward others In tolerance, forgiveness, and nurture. The
United States cathOlic COnference states that a prom Inent function of the Christian church Is to
prOVide a ploce for worShip and fellowship out of which emanates service and ministry. A key
factor of ooult education In the church must Include hospitality, In the sense of mutual ownership
and trust, resisting the tendency to withhold empowerment. In reference to adult education, among
a list of basic premises, they state that "CO-equality of learning Is a fundamental disposition; all
four learning styles should be represented In a balanced ooult education pr(XJram; creating
conflicts, resolving conflicts and learning contradictions are positive aspects of ooult situations;
and lifelong learning is the keystone to adult education. It Is a process and not a pr(XJram.
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Programs are part of the process" ( 18-21 ).
Parker Palmer, winner of the Uhrig Award for excellence in teaching, is also an author of
numerous books and articles on spirituality and education. He speaks of "transcendence" as being
more than a lifting out and above into spiritual plains of mystical elevation.

Rather,

transcendence is a "breaking-in, a breathing of the Spirit of love into the heart of our existence."
He avers that the basis of Christian belief is that God became flesh and dwelt among his people. In
this action, the spiritual world and the concrete world were meshed so that the lines of distinction
between sacred and secular were diminished, allowing for possibility of a new kind of wholeness.
This kind of spiritual reality allows believers to regard their world, themselves and others around
them with new hope through the power of love. In conjunction with this religious notion, Palmer
gives a basis for education from a spiritual perspective:
In Christian tradition, truth is not a concept that "works" but an incarnation that
lives.... Christian tradition understands truth to be embodied in personal terms.
. .. Where conventional education rnals with abstract and impersonal facts and
theories, an education shaped by Christian spirituality draws us toward incarnate
and personal truth. In this education we come to know the world not simply as an
objectified system of empirical objects in logical connection with each other, but
as an organic body of personal relations and responses, a living and evolving
community of creativity and compassion. Education of this sort means more than
teaching the facts and learning the reasons so we can manipUlate life toward our
ends. It means being drawn into personal responsiveness and accountability to
each other and the wor ld of which we are a part. (14)
Palmer's notions of Christian spirituality and tradition focus on the aspect of relationship
as a core feature of the community of believers. It appears, then, that he, along with other key
Christian philosophers, sociologists and educators mentioned in this section, advocate a system of
Christian education which emanates from a core of community love and service.
Afundamental expectation of religion in the life of the individual is to help locate answers
to the eternal questions: Who am I? Why am I here? What can I contribute? What difference
does my life make? In contemplating answers to these questions, the theologians who composed the
Westminster Confession surmised that one's chief end in life is to love God and enjoy him forever.
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The goal to love God is also translated to mean love for his creation, his people. Josef Garai insists

that one's personal life goals must move towards transcendence of personal interest, so that the
life goals must be meaningful and satisfying for more reasons than are immediately realized:
Ameaningful life goal must open up avenues that hold out the promise of some
kind of transformation characterized by growth and change in other people's lives.
. .. Victor Frankl believed that this transpersonal view of the individual is
greatly reinforced by the need to create and adhere to a strong spiritual belief
system. He became aware of the power of this spiritual force when he was
compelled to witness the horrifying acts of wanton destruction of the dignity,
integrity, self-respect, and ultimately the physical existence of concentration
camp inmates. He and several others who believed that man was truly created in
God's image and permeated by the spirit of true love and compassion were able to
survive the most excruciating ordeals with their self-respect and dignity not only
intact but even strengthened. Their self-transcendent spiritual belief supplied
them with an inexhaustible reservoir of vital strength and energy insuring not
only their physical survival but also their ultimate spiritual triumph over their
brutal Nazi oppressors. (Garai, 179)
ThIS sense of "otherness" appears In the llterature as a key agent In the establishIng of
purpose for ChrIstIan educatIon. The ChristIan church, by definitIon, Is a called-out or separated
body of dIscIples, dedIcated to belief In and practIce of the prIncIples and teachIngs of Jesus ChrIst.
What the church of Christ is, determines what it

~,

as well as the reverse. If the church

carrIes out Its role as a worshIpIng and servIce-orIented body of believers whIch conscIously
seeks to obey the teachings of Jesus, then the .. , "church modeled after biblical guIdelines will
become a minIsterIng body servIng actively and meanIngfully in a crlsls-rldOOn world....
ChrIstIan adult education In thIs context Is desIgned to help people mature withIn the sphere of the
church" (Zuck and 6etz, 26).
FollowIng ChrIst as head of the church and master teacher, the members of the ChrIstIan
faith are called out to serve and mInIster. The "otherness" focus mentIoned above Is evIdent In the
commandments made by Jesus to his followers to first love and serve G<XI and then love and serve
one another as well as those outsIde the ImmedIate cIrcle of believers. Zuck and 6etz observe that,
"More than a nurturIng, edifyIng body, the church Is a ministering body followIng Jesus ChrIst,
whose example provIdes the norm for all ChrIstian service. In the New Testament the ideal of
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'servantship' is ever present" (27).
Most of the major denominations of the Christian church have attempted to synthesize
their objectives for their individual and collective existence.

In these attempts, they have

formulated lists of goals from time to time, often changing vocabulary and style from generation to
generation, but remaining essentially the same in essence. In his article, "The Challenge of Adult
Christian Education ," John Sisemore suggests the following prerequisites as a beginning point in
formulating goals for an adult Christian education program:

Christian conversion, church

membership and Christian worship. Sisemore suooests that the aim is then to help each adult grow
toward mature Christian knowledge, understanding, and conviction while also assisting him or her
to develop attitudes and appreciations that will frame his or her approooh to life upon Christian
principles. The further objective would be to help guide each adult in developing habits and ski1ls
which promote spiritual growth and which would help the individual apply Christian standards of
conduct in all areas of life as well as encourage him or her to invest his or her talents and skills in
Christian service (in Zuck and Getz, 17).
Parker Palmer feels that certain disciplines must be followed in order for the individuals
in the bOO)" of believers to grow in and maintain their image of God; an image of love. Because of
historical evidence of division and destruction which has on occasion effectively reduced and made
impotent the influence of Christians in the world, Palmer maintains that the individual as well as
the collective bOO)" of believers should develop spiritual disciplines which are practiced daily in
order to resist a continuation of the deformation of God's image of love in his creation.
diSCiplines include the

"stu~

These

of sacred texts, the practice of prayer and contemplation, and the

gathered life of the community itself" (17). While prayer and

stu~

help the believer more

firmly establish and solidify his or her beliefs through contemplation, gathering together in the
spiritual community helps bring the individual out of his or her solitude into an atmosphere of
communion and relatedness. Palmer suooests that the Christian community surrounding him
should then help him to check his own tendencies toward distortion, by helping him interpret the
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texts he studies and giving him further guidance in his experience in prayer. Unlike most
monastic religious life, life in the Christian community also helps one learn through socialization
how to experience and express love in relationships. Palmer continues to describe what life in the
community for him should do: "Life in community is also a continual testing and refining of the
fruits of love in my life. Here, in relation to others, I can live out (or discover I am lacking) the
peace and joy, the humility and servanthood by which spiritual growth is measured. The
community is a discipllne of mutual encouragement and mutual testing, keeping me both hopeful
and honest about the love that seeks me, the love I seek to be" ( 18).
Eugene Trester suggests that "contemporary biblical scholarship alerts us to the fact that
the Bible was formed in a community context. Adult learning theorists stress that adults learn
best in a community atmosphere, fostering cooperation, caring, and mutual respect" (343).
Trester, who is the designer and facilitator of the Biblical Andragog{ Clinic, suggests that "a
solution to the major contemporary religious education problem for churches and sYnagogues lies
in the development of small communities of adult learners." He further notes that it is difficult
for an ordinary Christian to achieve an adult level of faith without the nurture and prodding of the
faith community:
And if the community expects the individual adult to reach adult faith, it must be
prepared to provide a model, a religious vocabulary, a challenge to growth, and a
forum for working through to a new understanding of faith .... For each
community to be a community with a human face, it has to be small enough to
enable a network of interpersonal relationships to develop and grow among all its
members. A sense of belonging must be fostered through services prompted by
mutual concern.... The net result of adult religious education needs to be more
than personal enrichment. It needs to be the development of lea:1ership in a
community of trust. ... Biblical Andr8IPJY is premised on the assumption that
groups of adult learners are the richest potential source of creativity if they
interact supportive Iy, noncom pet it ive Iy , and co Jlaborat ive Iy ( 349).

Adult Faith Development
Whereas people attend church and religious functions for numerous reasons Including
those which are primarily traditional, socIal and cultural, an underlying recognition is that many
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participate in the institution of the Christian church because of their need for a religious context
and their search for personal faith. "Many intellectuals today find themselves skeptical in every
sense, but fully aware of the yearning for a faith or a belief of some kind and aware also of the
terrible spiritual (and political) consequences when this yearning has no satisfaction" (Maslow,
Religions 38). Religion has been a powerful driving force of humanity throughout history;
impacting nations, cultures, families and individuals.

Religious expression has influenced

government, art, education, literature, recreation, community, and personal relationships. The
basis of religious belief and the development of faith is no small matter when considering the focus
and function of adult Christian education. It is from misunderstanding or naivete about these
foundational precepts that writers and organizers of programs tread into murky waters when
making assumptions about the function of religion or the impact of the faith walk. Although the
terms are often used interchangeably in Christian education, the differences between "religion,"
"belief," and "faith" are significant:
Religion exists among all peoples who seek to understand and explain the
nature of creation; the meaning of life and death; the relationship among past,
present, and future; and the supernatural powers in the universe. Religion and
Christianity are not necessarily the same thing.
Belief, also, is an ambiguous word. They may be highly individual and are
assumed to be chosen by the person professing them. Conversely, beliefs may be
part of religious tradition and be adJpted by individuals simply because of the
customs. Regardless, belief is the way we express our feelings about our religion.
Again, belief may or may not be Christian.
Faith is probably the most-used word of these three. It gives an impression
of depth, power, and the essence of personal being. It is the way in which we
express our innermost feelings about communion with Deity and about the
ultimate issues in life. Faith, also, is not distinctively Christian.
Faith may be viewed as what a person believes, but at a more mature stage it
must also include why and how a person believes, acts, and lives.
(Fowler and Westerhoff, 123)
James Fowler is a dominant theorist concerning stages of faith development. His research
over a perIod of ten years was based on IntervIews with more than 500 people. Fowler noticed
patterns emerging which COincided with research done in fields of education, moral development
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and human behavior. He compared his responses with stage theories from Piaget, Kohlberg and
Erikson and consequently developed his own theory, proposing a series of hierarchical, sequential
and invariant stages of personal faith development:
Primal Faith: Bonding and aUochment. The primal others, in their mixtures of
rigidity and grace, or arbitrary harshness and nurturing love, are present in the
images of God.
Intuitive-Projective Faith: Perception, feelings, and imaginative fantasy
prinCipal wfIYs of knowing and transforming experiences.
Mythic-literal Faith: Reliance on the stories, rules, and implicit values of the
family's community of meanings. Narrative is the favored and most powerful wfIl!
of gathering and expressing personal and shared meanings.
Synthetic-Conventional Faith: Begins to emerge in early crl:llescence. The mind
takes wings. An integration of selfhoo:! and identity. A synthesis of belief and
value elements derived from one's Significant others formed into a novel,
individual configuration.
Individuative-Reflective Faith: Shift in the sense of the grounding and orientation
of the self. Objectification and critical choosing of one's beliefs, values, and
commitments.
Conjunctive Faith: Sees God as the being wherein all opposites and contradictions
meet and are reconciled. An integration of elements in self and SOCiety; acceptance
of apparent contradictions and paraOOxes. Aconfident regard for one's conscious
sense of self. Sees truth as multiform and complex. Moves beyond reductive
strategy.
Universalizing Faith: Decanters in the valuing process-- identified with the love
of Creator for creatures than from the standpoint of a vulnerable creature.
Manifests the fruits of a powerful kind of emptying of self as pervasive response
in love and trust to the radical love of 000. (Becoming 52-71)
Although stages one through three are often associated with childhood and aoolescence,
adults may be found In each of these stages as well. AccordIng to Fowler, some adults do not move
past the early mythIcal-literary faith stage and other OCIults who are strongly Influenced by peers
are found to remaIn In the Indlvlduatlve-reflectlve faith. Fowler concludes that many adults
ultimately move no further than stage fIve. Stage sIx, conjunctive faith, generally arIses In
adults of mid-life and beyond but Is often never reached. Adults who reach the unIVersalizIng faith
stage are found to be rare within our SOCiety, often ioontlfjed as saints, martyrs, and prophets.
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Tighe and Szentkeresti, in Rethinking Adult Religious Education: APractical Parish Guide,
suggest some specifics for needed support of individuals during their various stages of faith
development. For the person in stage two the needs are: to have access to another person of
gentleness and trust, to be allowed to watch and quietly wonder what is happening, and to have the
freedom to ask questions as they arise.

The individuals in stage three need community-

involvement, tasks, belonging, clear limits, rites of time and passage, and peer activities
involving new learning. Stage four individuals need a community of other searchers in classes and
small groups. They need to respond to the challenge to have an answer and to see the correlation of
faith and supportive reasoning. They need a structured external environment where it is easy to
do the expected and other people who accept the fact that all questions cannot be answered. In stage

five individuals need situations of decision-making and a call to witness and go public. They also
need feedback for personal questions, support in coming to terms with limitation and mortality,
other committed people, and help in discovering the commitments that are being made. In stage six
of faith development, individuals need role moclels, a community of like-minded people,
opportunities for experienced faith, times for reflection, a sense of celebration of community,
liturgy, sacraments, critical study, and opportunities for exercising responsibility (40-5).
In his work, Faith Development and Pastoral Care, Fowler considers the stages of faith
development in terms of their central characteristics of the Christian church and its
responsibility to its people. One of the most significant functions of the church, says Fowler, is
the encouragement of intimacy and family feeling within its community. Because the body of
believers must be seen in reference to their relationship with one another, Fowler states that this
internal intimacy must be "balanced by a care about the more impersonal and structural domains
of public life. A public church encourages and supports its members in the development of
vocations in which partnership with God is carried into the large-scale economic, technical,
political, commercial, and religious structures that shape our lives" (24). He suggests that the
purpose of the church should be to release the members from many of the enterprises seen
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necessary in the maintenance and sustenance of the institutional church and its internal ministry
in order to move out and make an impact on the marketplace of the larger world; the school, the
government, the hospital and so forth.
Fowler further suggests in the above text that the church should be unafraid of encounters
with the complexities and ambiguities of thought and ideologies of the world: "Convinced of the
truth of its conviction of the sovereignty of God, the public church knows that God is greater and
more than even our most adequate theologies can fully grasp. Therefore, it engages with others in
confident openness, guided by the confidence that God often uses the truths of others to refine,
reground, or correct our own" (25). These notions of openness to the search for truth, while
serving and ministering to the needs of one another and mankind in love are the capstones of the
objectives in Christian education. The spiritual insights, experiences of life, and learnings gained
from key crises and advances in the journey all serve to motivate and move the individual upward
through higher stages in the development of personal faith.
Fowler found himself "mining the richness of biblical faith for images and orientation
characterizing partnership with God" in his recent work Becoming Adult, Becoming Christian. He
notes numerous factors in the recent past and the immediate society which have a correlation to
the breakOOwn of traditional and regional small-town ideals and which have had a significant effect
on the capacity of the church to maintain a system of values that the majority can refer to as they
seemed able to 00 in the past. The physical and social mobility of communities and families have
disrupted systems of interaction that once formed and maintained a core of consensus regarding
life-styles and mutually-held virtues. With the intense segregation into indifferent conoominium
boxes and the highly-structured corporate workplace, individual isolation as a result and as a
response has mOOs it difficult to maintain a moral community. There also seems to be a rather
arrogant attitude concerning one's own mortality. With the extended life-span and access to
miracle drugs, the majority of the middle-class American populace may have the illusion that life
is less precarious than it was in other centuries. Fowler observes: "It has also shifted powerfully
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the horizons of value and possibility in relation to which we determine the qualities of a good or
well-lived life" ( 4). Consequently, the Christian church has a new and more challenging role in
moral and spiritual education of a bocty of people who share much less in common than any
previous generation.

Moral Development and Education
Even a superficial scanning of biblical scripture nets one the notion that knowledge of,
followed by experience with, the Christian faith is expected to be a dynamic process that
transforms one's life. Even for Plato, virtue in its ideal form was justice, and the individual who
knew the good would be expected to choose the good. The ideal is that true religious experience
effectively inspires and induces this virtue. However, even from the beginning as seen in the
biblical account of the Garden of Eden, knowing goo:! and choosing good have not always operated in
tandem. The tendency to do good primarily in order to avoid punishment was a dominant theme of
the Christian church throughout the Middle ACJ3S when moral education and religious instruction
became essentially synonymous. Waterink points out that the reason for ineffectiveness in moral
education often arises from a failure to regard special objectives such as "the moral bond between
work and calling in life and the awareness of moral responsibility for all the actions of one's own
personality."

He notices, as probably uninspired outsiders also did at the time, that there was

little evidence of the genuine joy of living expressed in many of the groups applying Christian
moral training. Indeed, moral training was not aimed at the practice of everyday life, but it was
an attempt to keep the individual from evil in a variety of situations. "Thus moral education was
gradually reduced to a form of training which apparently could do little more than hold before the
child with greatest possible force the prescript: 'Touch not, taste not, handle not.' And in this
way, fear of sin, fear of evil and fear of punishment came to be regarded as the most important
moral incentives" (79).
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For several decades among the prominent names in America attached to the stuc¥ of moral

development were Lawrence Kohlberg and Jane Loevinger. While Kohlberg focused primarily on
the measurement of moral development, Loevinger keyed in on the measurement of ego
development. Their work shares assumptions on several counts. The first assumption is the
acceptance of ego: "... that there is a relatively unitary, conscious part of the personality, the ego
or self, which reasons, judges, or evaluates" (Kohlberg, Meaning 3). The second assumption
which both researchers share lies in the recognition of stages. Kohlberg states that they both
recognize that these stages form "an invariant sequence of hierarchical transformations, which
are structures, wholes.... both accept the idea that moral judgment, reasoning, and character is
one major part, aspect, or domain of ego development, relating to a more general ego stage"
(Kohlberg, Meaning 3).
Kohlberg diverged from Loevinger when he oriented his stage development to
cognitive-developmental theories of moralization attributed to Piaget, Baldwin, Dewey and Mead,
rather than to the primarily neo-psychoanalytic conceptions of ego development that Loevinger
used. Kohl berg used longitudinal and cross-cultural studies on the reasoning that individuals used
in making moral judgments. His basis for morality moves the individual from one point of
outward pressure and guidance to the ultimate point of individual conscience.

The lowest

impulsive ego level depends on punishment and obedience for the basis for morality. Next, the
self-protective stage depends on naive instrumental hedonism and leads into the conformist
mentality which looks to good relations and approval. The fourth ego level finds the conscientious
conformist who now recognizes law and order as the basis for morality. This segue into the
conscientious stage is reached through democratic contract. Finally, the individualistic ego level
is characterized by individual principles of conscience as the biiSis for morality (5).
The following is a helpful description of levels and stages of moral development broken
into three major foci: pre-conventional, conventional, and post-conventional. Each level has
subordinate stages:
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Levell: Pre-Conventional: The child responds to rules and labels of (pJd and
bad, right and wrong ... interpreted in terms of physical or pleasurable
consequences of octions or of the physical power of those who make up the labels
and rules.
Stage 1: Obedience-PlInishment Orientation: The child makes decisions in
order to avoid punishment. A person's behavior is determined by giving in to
superior power.
Stage 2: Personal Interest Orientation: A person considers an action to be
"right" if it satisfies one's personal needs and sometimes the needs of others.
Level II: Conventional: The person is concerned about keeping rules and
conforming to what the family, group or nation expects.
Stage 3: (bxj Boy or (bxj (Jirl Orientation: A person is concerned with
pleasing others and being approved by them. Makes decisions to gain approval
from important persons in his or her life.
Stage 4: Law and Orrer Orientation: Right behavior consists of fulfilling
one's obligations and promoting the established system.
Level III: Post-Conventional: Defines moral values and principles which
have validity in themselves apart from the people or groups who hold these
prinCiples even at the risk of not being accepted by the group.
Stage 5: Greater 6axI of Stxiety Orientation: Realizing the relativism of
personal values, there is an emphasis on consensus. There is an awareness of need
for laws and rules, but rules can be changed for the greater gooj of society.
Stage 6: Universol Ethical Principle Orientation: Right action is defined by
the decision of conscience in accord with self-chosen ethical principles which are
logically consistent and universal. (DeBoy, 50)
Kohlberg recognized the necessity of studying the connections between moral reasoning and
moral action. His test of moral stage development was based entirely on hypothetical dilemmas and
cannot be an adequate test of moral oction for it cannot assume that what an individual says a
person morally ought to do in a particular situation is what that individual would do or did do in a
particular actual situation.

Kohlberg, himself, showed concern that some tests conducted to

determine moral conduct for subjects under scrutiny could not really surmise that the conduct was
or was not moral based solely on the behavior of the individual. In the case of subjecting students
to tests of cheating, Kohlberg states that the reviewers cannot really determine whether the
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subject's conduct belongs to the moral domain or not unless there is inquiry made into the motives
and judgments behind the subject's decision to cheat in that kind of experiment. He concludes that
"action is not moral action unless it is generated by moral reasoning and motives. Thus we cannot
study moral action merely by observing behavior defined a priori as 'moral''' (Meaning 36).
Koh1berg deduced then that moral action must be studied in naturalistic settings taking
into consideration what the facts of the situation are as well as what one's obligation in that
situation is. Acolleague of Koh1berg, carol Gilligan, asked questions about the cat~ries women
seemed to predominantly fall into when interviewed by Koh1berg's researchers using hypothetical
moral issues. She questioned if the women might be perceiving and interpreting the moral
situations in fundamentally different wgys than the men seemed to be perceiving them. Gilligan set
out to discover the potential differences between male and female reasoning by doing independent
research on women which asked the hypothetical questions Koh1berg had already been asking, but
added real life situations to the decisions she asked the women to face. Gilligan also undertook a

study of womon's reasoning when faced with the decision of having an abortion. She concluded that
women seemed to approach moral choices in reference to the relationships involved and in terms of
the history and future prospects of those relationships. The tapestry of relationships which was
woven over time past and will continue to be woven into the future, was connected to the sense of
responsibility women felt for those in it and for each other. The women, Gilligan concluded,
therefore made moral decisions based on their perceived impact on the total fabric of relationships
Koh1berg seems to aver Gilligan's notion that relationships are significant in moral
decision-making when he states that one of the most important assumptions that researchers have
made in studying the area of individual moral action is that it "usually takes place in a social or
group context and that that context usually has a profound inf1.uence on the moral decision making
of individuals. Individua1 moral decisions in real life are almost a1wgys made in the context of
group norms or group decision-making processes" (Meaning 38). He surmises then that the most
effective wgy of raising the level of moral responsibility in the individual mgy be to educate the
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cultural group or reform the moral atmosphere or norm from which the individual receives his or
her primary motivation for behavior and from which his or her decisions are made. Consequently,
I

Kohlberg and his colleaguBS have designed interventions in institutions such as schools and prisons
I

where they might change Igroup decisions and raise the collective moral level in order to stimUlate
I

the raising of individual moral juclgmelnts. Kohlberg noted with other previous researchers that
I

individual value change occurred where individuals were committed to a group that decided to
change its values: "The spirit of discipiline and the moral rules and norms that bind and obligate
,

us, do so because they arEI SOCially shared and embody the authority of the group that holds them.
I

In a complementary way, the more altr'uistic impulses to caring and sharing also move us when
they are felt to be shared" when they ar:e based on a sense of shared affection for the collectivity"
(Meaning, 39).
Robert Colby, writer, lecturerl, workshop director and professor in Educational Drama,
presents a historical background to the pervasive maoo of moral education prior to the twentieth
I

century, followed by the sitartling realization that what was taught was not necessarily what was
I

being learned in terms of morallessoM playing out their impact in moral actions. His article,
"Drama as a Moral Imperative," argues:

I

Moral education in the United States until the 20th century was strongly
influenced by religious values Bind characterized by didactic instruction designed
to promote moral behaviour accompanied by opportunities to practice specific
virtues. In 1929, however, Harstone and May conducted a monumental piece of
research that explored, in part, the cheating behaviour of 11,000 children.
Their results werle chilling to religious and classroom teachers of the day. No
relation between moral knowle~ and moral behaviour could be detected, and
children who atterllded Sunday Stthool were observed to be no less likely to cheat
than those who did not. The study suggested that the methlXls of teaching values in
use at the time prclbably did little good and might even cause harm. (12)
I

I

As the methcx1s of moral educatIon whIch were prevIously used fell Into dIsfavor,
I

alternative courses of action were suggeSted by key educators and child researchers. COlby goes on
I

to suggest that with the new focus of the Child's realm of moral development, educators began to
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recogni2EI the impact of a system of education which would key into the structure rather than the

content.
This focus on the child as a meaning-maKer or moral philosopher encouraged
educators to abandon their "bag of virtues" approach to moral education (no one
could agree on the contents of this "bag" in any case) in favour of a strategy which
focused not on content, but on the unoorlying structures which change through
development and which affect the manner in which we reason and arrive at
decisions as to what is "right" or "just." Dewey pointed out that moral
development in this sense could be facilitated by school environments, methlXls of
instruction and a school curriculum which contributed to the child's socialization
and his or her abilities to role-take, to assume the perspective of other
individuals, "to walk in another's shoes." (12)
Moral development has a close relationship to faith development, especially in terms of
the mandates for the Christian rellglon which adVocate a nurturing of positive Interpersonal
relationships and the caring for and service toward others as the primary premise of discipleship
for Its followers. The "walking In another's shoes" Is an empathetiC act which may stimulate
awareness of another's condition and result In consequent caring and service of recognized needs,
whether physical, SOCial, emotional or spiritual. As Tighe and Szentkerestl conclude:

"The

relationship between psychosocial and religious development Is a tension-bearing paradoxical one.
Faith development and psychosocial development make demands on each other. Faith can transform
or change our ordinary lives by accepting what is goOO In them and bringing that to fuller
development. It can 8O:l the dimension of depth and the holy to what Is seen as common" (36).
In reference to moral development, Kolb suggests that our society needs to come to the
place of beIng able to speak unselfconsclously about values In matters of fact. He advIses that the
establlshment of guldellnes for values and moral behavior should be as promInent In our ratIonal
thInkIng and determInation as those decIsions we make about Issues of apparent fact. "We need to
develop, in the arena of values, inquiry methods that are

as sophisticated and powerful as the

methods of SCience have been In matters of fact" (Experiential Learning, 227). Kolb recommends
we recognize Integrity as the master virtue which Integrates value and fact, meaning and relevance
and also brings forth the speclallzed virtues of courage, love, wisdom and Justice. It Is crucial to
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develop these specialized virtues in order that they might assist us in acting against the demanding
characteristics of life situations. "Wisdom dictates that we do not blindly follow the implications
of knowledge but that we be responsible in the use of knowledge. Courage tells us to push forward
when circumstance signals danger and retreat. Love requires that we hold our selfish acts in check
until we have viewed the situation from the perspective of the other. And justice demands fair and
equitable treatment for all against the expedience of the special situation" (228).

Values Clarification
In a society which has become so diverse in culture and fractured in attitudinal
perceptions compared to even one generation ago, the task of instilling moral values is becoming
increasingly more difficult. Whereas values education was once thought to be the task of the
church, and then the school in conjunction with the family, the extreme interpretation of
"separation of Church and State" has recently distorted the perceived lines of responSibility,
leaving an expressed gap in unity of support. The extended family, with its expanded circles of
support and moral influence, has fallen off the horizon of the American landscape. The traditional
nuclear family of two parents and related siblings is both shrinking and convoluting through the
increase of divorce and multiple marriages. Single parents become exhausted with the myriad of
responsibilities related to raising worthy citizens by themselves and step-parents become
confused over the parameters of their roles in reference to moral training and discipline of their
own children as well as the various offspring of their spouses. Many feel that ours has evolved
into a fragmented, materialistic, and spiritually-depressed society. Maslow's concern for the
growing sense of valuelessness in our society is expressed in his lament that people now have
nothing to admire, to sacrifice themselves for, to surrender to, to die for: "Most psychotherapists
would agree that a large proportion of the population of all affluent nations--not only
America--are now caught in this situation of valuelessness.... Since therapy is impracticable
for mass purposes, most people simply stay caught in the situation and lead privately and publicly
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miserable lives" (Religions 38). As a result, he further feels that we can no longer have a

value-free education. "Making organized religions the guardian of all values, dichotomizing
knowledge from religion, considering science to be value-free, have wrought their confusion in
the field of education, too" (48). He suggests that all the impacting forces of SOCiety, especially
education, which have heretofore sensed a responsibi lity for the humanizing of the individual, need
again head for this destination:
The far goal of education- -as of psychotherapy, of family Iife, of work, of society,
of life itself--is to aid the person to grow to fullest humanness, to the greatest
fulfillment and actualization of his highest potentials, to his greatest possible
stature. In a word, it should help him to become the best he is capable of
becoming, to become actually what he deeply is potentially. (49)
Gardner also notes that our SOCiety has changed radically in this century in terms of
moral decay and values orientation. While some of the suffocating restrictions of a puritanical and
Victorian code of ethics have been refreshingly lifted, there remains a dangerous gap through
which unsuspecting, undirected generations may slide without some form of moral instruction.
"We are no longer inhibited by the rigidities of nineteenth-century morality. Zealous wreckers
have torn that house down. The question is not one of further pulverizing the fragments but of
asking what we intend to do to protect ourselves from the elements" (150). Since we seem to be
stopped again at a crossroads of decision concerning where our future society will head, this may
be the time to look back from where we have come and how we got here. Moral education and the
instilling of individual values at one time was of primary interest and concern to the heads of
family and state in a younger country which established itself on premises of fairly mutual
religious belief.
There are at least four basic ways that most individuals acquire values: through
moralizing, a laissez-faire attitude, modeling, and/or values clarification.

Moralizing, as

mentioned ear Iier, is the way values were traditionally taught for generations: by adults tell ing
their children to believe what they thought they should believe. This worked well when the
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majority of people believed the same

wff.{.

But now the young people are easily distracted by

rhythms of different drums from neighboring camps moving their tents closer with each passing
dff.{. Not only are the youth confused by distraction, but adults alike are frustrated and fearful of

the chaos of encroachment on their cultural and spiritual values and norms. Grandparents find
themselves in alien camps from their own children who likewise experience the threat of their
own offspring pulling up stakes and running off in opposing directions.
Moralizing has been the method by which many parents have attempted to instill in their
children a conscience. Having a conscience, however, does not predetermine that an individual will
choose to do the right thing. Waterink obserVed that man's ability to be a moral human being lies
not on Iy in the fact that he has a conscience, but also in the fact that he mff.{ determine whether or
not he will act in conformity with his conscience:
The conscience is not a mechanical gauge of quality; [it] is knowleO;je, it is a
self-consciousness, but it is also a voice, a force which we can set aside and which
we can countered. We are able to silence the warning voice of conSCience, we can
disregard the approval of conscience; we can ridicule accusing conscience; in
short, we can choose our position with respect to conscience. Thus we are moral
beings in two respects; we are moral, because we have a conscience; and we are
moral, because we must make decisions respecting the voice of conscience. (84)
John S. Dacey , the director of the Educational Psychology Division at Boston College,
writes in his text, New Wws to Learn: The Psychology of Education, about values clarification
techniques. Contrary to long-held notions, values are not usually effectively instilled in one
individual through the moralizing of another. The written examination after the lesson is not a
true indication of what has really been learned. In the case of values, the test is in the living.
Dacey suggests that true valuing is composed of the following seven processes:
1.

Prizing tJndcllerislling. If a value is truly a value to us, we have a sense of

being gloo about it.
2. Publiclyaffirmin!l, wilen appropriate. If we are really proud of a value we

hold, we should be willing to let anyone else know that we feel that Wff.{.
3. CIltXJ...<;in!l from alternatives. There must have been alternatives which we
could have chosen, but decided not to.
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Only when we have given

careful thought to the results of our OOcision can we be said to have a true value.
5. CIlaJSin,.Q Freely: If we are being forced by someone else to take a particular
position, it cannot be said to really be our own value.
6. Actin,.Q. Often we hear people Sf!i that they hold a particular value, but when
called upon to do something about it, they are unwilling to act.

7. Ading with pattern.. I.:vnsistefll..yand repetition. In the case of a true value,
we should be willing not only to act but to act as part of our normal pattern.
People can see this is the wt!y we regular ly act about it. (101)

The true test of what we believe, is when we choose to follow our conscience in the face of
opposing forces and against unsettling odds. Crises play a significant role in determining owned
values. The response to a crisis becomes an examination of faith development when one stands at
the junction of internal and external opposing impulses. Crises are painful periods of testing
during a time of vulnerability. Successfully n89)tiating, bending or not bending, chOOSing, dipping
deep into the well of one's beliefs and finding the integrity to choose what one knows is right, are
sIgnIfIcant pOints of growth. "How we will respond to a particular criSiS is always a free choice.
Adults grow through crises rather than being overcome by them. To say that crises are
developmental,

su~ts

that we are repeatedly challenged to n89)tiate tranSitions of loss and gain

as a means of growth" (Tighe and Szentkeresti, 36). This is when our values are truly owned.
Gardner reminds us that young people do not assimilate the values of their group by
learning the words and their definitions. They learn attitudes, habits and ways of ju£kJlng. They
learn these In Intensely personal transactions w1th their Immediate family or asSOCiates.
They learn them in the routines and crises of living, but they also learn them
through songs, stories, drama and games. They do not learn ethical prinCiples;
they emulate ethical (or unethical) people. They.do not analyze or list the
attributes they wish to develop; they identify with people who seem to them to have
these attributes. That is why young people need models, both in their imatJinative
life and In their' enVironment, iiloOOls of what man at his best can be. (154)
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Gardner suggests that we take a close and considerable look at the steps our society must
take toward renewal, in self and in society. While there are notions flying through the air about
unprecedented moral decay and sparkling fantasies about a united world living in mutual peace, the
realities of present responsibility remain before us. Garner also notes that there are many false
notions that people have concerning a society's moral and belief structure. One fallacy he mentions
that seems to be a favorite among intellectuals is that

"a SOCiety utterly secure in its beliefs

never talks about them and that a society which constantly reiterates its beliefs is losing its
conviction. Perhaps this was true in stable and relatively homogeneous pre-modern societies. It
has not been true for any modern society. The modern society necessarily talks about its beliefs,
argues about them, celebrates them, dramatizes them" ( 154).
Each generation has tasks it Simply must do for itself. While a former generation may
have fought valiantly for freedom, giving their lives in the battle, they may pass on the benefits of
freedom but they can not pass on the courage it took to fight for the freedom. The new generation
may or may not be able to appreciate the price that was paid for their freedom when they inherit
the gift. but they can only come by the courage developed first hand. That courage must be
discovered by the next generation in their own battles. Likewise, moral precepts of one's parents
are not always respected and cherished by a new generation that feels they may no longer be
relevant to the current trends and pressures. Religion, in terms of traditions and rituals, may
sometimes be successfully passed on from one generation to another through the establishment of
habits and culture, but faith is apparently an individual commodity, a personal experience. Its
inculcation must stand the test of each individual encounter and weighing. It must come as a result
of individual experience rather than group or authoritative mandate.
The first task of renewal in the moral sphere is tl/WtlyS the difficult confront!ltion
of ideal and reality, precept and practice; and young people are very well fitted to
accomplish that confrontation. This freshness of vision and rebelliousness of
mood make them highly effective in stripping the encrustations of hypocrisy from
cherished ideals....
In short. the nurturing of values that maintain society's moral tone--or allow
that moral tone to slacken--is going on every day, for good or ill. It is not the
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dull exercise in ancestral piety that same adults make it seem. It goes on in the
dU5t I:lnd cll:lmor of the ml:lrk.et plZlCe, the dIlily pre55, the cl1:l55room I:lnd the

playground, the urban apartment and the suburban ranch house, and it
communicates itself more vividly through what men do than through what they SfIf
(Gardner, 155-7)
The men and women, parents and leaders, teachers and counselors who understand the
premise that Gardner has laid out and accept its implications may be better fitted to renew the
moral order through how they live their lives as examples and through how they plan and
implement practical and creative experiences for themselves and others to learn and develop
toward higher levels of faith and morality.

Adult Christian Education and Moral Education
As earlier noted, Christian religious leaders suggest a three-fold purpose of the church:

to develop a faith community which worships, to educate one which is compelled to witness and
serve, and to provide nurturing for and by the community. These purposes do not align with a
notion that its most significant membership, adults, are in static development. Based on the
previously discussed stages of development in social and intellectual growth of the adult and the
levels of development in faith and values, one must recognize that adulthood is most certainly not a
period in life at which one arrives chronologically at the age of his or her independent
responsibility and securely stays for decades. However, it is this unspoken notion that it is a
plateau of responsible stability and evenness, which has impaired adult programs within the
traditional Christian church for considerable time.
If one believes there are few periods of growth for the adult, then the concept and practice
of adult religious education is superfluous. For generations the finite stages of development of the
infant, tOOdler, preschooler and young child had been dissected and studied down to the trimester.
MicXlle childhood was then discovered and studied, followed recently by the awareness and
intentional dissection of that awkward, seemingly endless stage of adolescence. But all of these
stages still comprise only the first twenty years of life. Discussion of the next sixty years had
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been lumped together as one grand arrival into maturity which one entered after surviving the
ravages of flagrant youth and out of which one exited upon the bony beckon of death.
Recently, due to this half century's increases in longevity and the consequent need for
geriatric care as well as enrichment programs for post-retirement years, senior citizens have
become a focus of study with the recognition of their special developmental needs. The great wash
of middle adulthaoo, give or take twenty or thirty years, had not been a primary concern of
educators or program planners except for the few who have jumped on the andragogy bandwagon
and the recently increasing number of those who have reached advanced stages of development
themselves and now notice the gap in attention to their needs. Rather than a pick-and-choose
piece-meal kind of attention given to developmental stages and needs as they enter our awareness,
adult educators are becoming increasingly more conscious of the reality that all human beings are
in a constant state of growth and change from cradle to grave. James DeBoy, a diocesan coordinator
of adu It religious education, remarks:
If one believes that adulthtxXl is a perioo without stages of growth, then there
is no need to renew or li3epen one's faith commitment. Aperson with such a view
of adulthtxXl will see on-going faith development as a lUXUry for those who are
more li3eply committed or involved in the life of the Church. They 00 not see
on-going adult religious education as necessary for themselves, because they have
made their commitment once and for all. (29)
Although DeBoy presents this attitude as an unrealistic position, it is apparently still held by
many of the old-guard of the evangelical Christian church.
Because there is limited recognition of the adult as continuing to grow and needing to learn
about his religion and its application to his life within the context of his immediate needs and
concerns, religion in many evangelical Christian churches and institutions is still being taught as
an organized subject from books and lesson materials instead of through meth!XIs that teach it as a
WffY

of Iife. Since one of the strong features of reI igion is the stabi lity of tradition, adult education

in many evangelical Christian churches still reflects the form through which adults were taught as
children themselves. Many adults fully expect their church-related classes to be taught in the
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usual authoritarian, teacher-led methocl they were used to throughout grade school, high school,
and even college. Many of the older adult learners in church still accept being "told" the way to go
and how to think as they passively follow their shepherd teachers in obedience to their notion of
the scriptural precepts concerning submission to those in leadership. There is danger that the
traditions they have faithfully followed without question may fail to provide vital answers in the
face of personal crisis if they have never come to the place of personally integrating the values.
Leon McKenzie is a professor at Indiana University whose contributions to the fields of
adult education and adult religious education are well known. McKenzie, who is a member of the
Commission of Professors of Adult Education, suggests in the chapter he contributed to The
Handbook of Adult Religious Education, that adult learners should be helped to question their
religious tradition since an unexamined faith is no more worthy of living than an unexamined life:
If we look at our life experiences in terms of the religious tradition, we must also
look at the religious tradition in terms of our life experiences. It is only by
means of critical reflection on and evaluation of one's religious commitment that
faith becomes truly personal and more than a mere submission to religious
convention. The large numbers of adults who are only conventionally and
nominally religious may be attributed to the fact that some religious leaders have
stressed obedience to religious leadership over adult critical reflection. As a
result, many adults go through life equipped solely with the meaning framework
they acquired in childhoo:l, a meaning framework that is inadequate for the living
of a personal adult faith.
Further, it is better to help adults appraise religious tradition from
within the confines of church than to fail by default and allow them to critique
religious teochings outsioo the context of church. Critical inquiry need not be
adversarial, mean-spirited, or filled with the hubris that characterizes
contemporary agnostic scient ism.
Critical inquiry can be unoortaken
constructively or destructively. It is the task of the religious educator to help
adults unoorstand this difference. (in Foltz, 12)
Understanding adults as well as their engagements In society Is the enJolner from
McKenzie, who states that the contemporary adult often stands in stark contrast to "churched
adults." There appears to be a separatist attitude between the two groups of adults that puts the
ones engulfed In the church culture at a seeming inability to discuss nonchurch Issues, while the
adults who are not highly concerned with the church or lts Issues feel out of place in the world of
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Sunday devotions and sermons. "They apprise themselves as secularists when they are simply not
'professional' religionists" (in Foltz, 28). The educational function of the church may be adapted
to provide an atmosphere of reduced anxiety whereby these two groups may join in an open and
honest search for truth away from their established battle lines of bias and perceived prejudices.
The radical historical changes in

American society throughout the past several

generations may throw light on the causes of increased separation of ideals between adult groups
both within the organized church and without. Prior to this century and the industrial revolution,
many communities in American culture shared rather similar ideals based on their clustered
geographical organization which was primarily rural and prOVincial. The hardships of the times
held the typical lifespan of adult males to approximate forty-seven years, with the females
exceeding them by only a few more years. This shorter expected life did not allow the majority of
adults to engage in speculations about other life options and the contemplation of leisure
fulfillment. They simply worked hard to survive their brief pilgrimage on their way to a better
life beyond. As Fowler observed: "It is difficult to know to what degree the hope of eternal life or
personal immortality has declined as a source of courage and a motive for ethical and religious
seriousness. It does seem certain, however, that the twentieth century has brought for most
Americans the assumption of a long and full life span" (Becoming, 4).
Other significant factors which have altered the average American's assumptions about life
values in relation to the accepted values of the close-knit community of a by-gone era have to do
with the increased prospects of mobility; economic and social, as well as physical. From the
immigrant status of many of their parents who moved to this country from across the seas, many
adults have chosen to move even further from the ethnic roots of family heritage in the United
states: away from similar-culture communities their parents settled into with their similar
languages and ethical/religious standards. The changing economy has also allowed and prompted
multitudes of Americans to move across the nation and up the ladder of financial status in response
to evolving vocational opportunities. These moves have taken individuals and families further
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awC1o/ from roots of agreed-upon ethical and moral standards of conducting one's life inl chorus with
I

the community of the family and the extended family of the neighborhood in which bne had been

raised.
The increasing availability and pursuance of further education for adults past the
,

mandatory generic public education of grade one through twelve, has also served to fracture the
populace into many more schools of thought by wfIY of fields of stucty and vocation than Ihad been the
I

experience of the typical adult in the turn-of-the-century rural American community.

In

I

addition to these factors of change, the inculcation of an increased variety of nat'ional aM linguistic
cultures with quite varied religious backgrounds (not traditionally based in Christian and
I

European culture as had previously been the case with European immigration since

t~e

landing of

I

the Pilgrims) further stretched the perspectives and perceptions of the :Americ:an culture,
offering many new options for belief and moral development.
The mid-century's social movements in relation to civil rights, feminism'" sexuality,
I

political activism, and humanistic psycholcqy all created new dimensions andl opportunities for
I

individual exploration as well as small group identity. Traditional images of society and how the
I

individual was expected to grow up and move into his or her slot were severely questioned and
altered for the first time in the country's history.

In his book, Becomin9 Adult;. Becoming

Christian, Fowler depicts the era described above as one of significant uPhJlVal to Iestablished
mores:

I

All of these factors of physical and social mobility correlate with :the
relativization, if not breakoown, of trooitional regional and small-town vocatiolnal
ideals. They also represent the disruption of systems of interaction that formed
and maintained societal consensus regarding worthy life-styles and a.c;pirations.
In the loneliness of suburban life, in the anomie of condominium soci~ty, and in
the transient relations of the changing corporate workplace, it now r~uires' an
extraordinary kind of intentionality and investment of energy to Iform and
maintain a "moral community" of recognition and support for shared values and
vocational ideals. (5)
The Christian church has the challenge to establish and meet the social, spiritual and
,

educational exigencies of a community of believers who require the freeoom to expriess mature
I
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individual differences and yet need a longed-for place to experience intimocy and belonging in a
network of empathy and understanding. With all the above factions and fractures in the church
community, the teaching of Christian values has become an increasingly significant compulsion
and challenge. Much of the biblical message points to the necessity of a unity of belief and practice
among the community of believers. The church, therefore, has seen its responsibility to teach
those values which are consistent with the teachings of Jesus and the apostles in scripture.
In the Parable of the Two House Builders, Jesus said, "Those who hear my words
and do them are like the wise man who built his house upon the rock." Again in
Matthew's Gospel, Jesus said, "As you did it to one of the least of my brethren, you
did it to me." The emphasis in each of these passages is upon doing what needs to
be done to serve others, to put into action what one says he believes or thinks.
(OriOOS, 67)
The Christian church, In principle, has always been concerned with motivating people to
do what they should do In light of what they believe Is conSistent with the teachings of Jesus.

Mandates and pressure to obey rules and commandments In which one does not hold an Internal
belief only seem to evaporate as tangible guidelines for moral living when one Is removed from the
extrinsic motivators. The remonstration rises that the church all too often told people what to do,
trying to Inst11J values through moralizing. As noted above, moralizing does not usually lead an
Individual to discover and develop Inherent Independent moral reasoning and behavior. Moralizing
is based on the assumption that an authority figure knows the basis and Implications of what Is
right or wrong for another and thus Imposes It upon him or her. This form of value training may
have been effective In an era when the base of values was relatively simplistic and established as a
result of consensus within a community. However, In contemporary society, with such divergent
and wide-ranging views and values, the Individual who has acquired a head-knowl8O;Je of values
through moralizing, w11J not be equipped with clear guidelines when he must make Independent
decisions In a society that has competing and often-conflicting values.
The moralizing style of attempted values-Instillation also has a tendency to Inculcate
hypocrisy whereby either the authority figure cannot or does not Jive up to the moral mandates he
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has postulated or the learner only evidences the behavior in the presence of the authoritarian
moralizer. While this form of behavior may be more prevalent in the contexts of youth being
trained by adults, the same may occur when adults place themselves under the authority of
religious leaders who expect a kind of blind following and unquestioning obedience to their
teachings.
Truly held values make an impact on how an individual chooses to live his or her life.
Griggs states that unless a belief satisfies all of the follOWing seven criteria, we do not call it a
value: Choosing freely, from alternatives and after thoughtful consideration of the consequences
of each alternative. Prizing, cherishing and affirming publicly are also important aspects of a
firm ly established value. Finally, life itself must be affected by the value which then becomes a
pattern for life (Griggs, 69).
Griggs states that, according to the steps mentioned above, many things that we have
thought to be values are not really values but rather value indicators: "Our values usually grow
out of what are identified as value indicators. The following ten categories are important aspects of
a person's life but ordinarily do not fulfill all seven steps, or criteria, of value formation: goals
or purposes, aspirations, attitudes, interests, feelings, beliefs, convictions, ideas, opinions,
points of view, activities, worries, prob lems, obstacles, likes or disl ikes and preferences" (69).
Values clarification through such activities as discussion, simulation, journaling, reflection and
role play may be a way of guiding individuals toward establishing and developing insights and
beliefs that inform values and help learners determine decisions they could and will make
concerning their behavior and life. The educational activities will also help individuals identify
their own personal values and compare them with the values and priorities of others.

Teaching Strategies in Adult Christian Education
As was discussed above, not all institutions of higher education, nor teachers within them,
have come to the realization that there often exists a difference in the learning motivations of the
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typical American child and the typical adult, due to accrued life experiences and expectations.
Many are not even aware that there is a variety of learning styles inherent in all students
regardless of age. The Church is also often unaware of these findings. While pedagogy, the art and
science of teaching children, is oriented towards deductive learning, its form continues to be the
image of "real" teaching that church-going adults have imprinted in their minds from their
childhood experiences with education. Many adults still expect learning to be content-centered and
teacher-directed.

However, as discussed above, the andragogical approach is based on the

assumption that the adult learner is primarily se/fdirected, thus relegating the role of the
teacher to facilitator and co-discoverer rather than authoritarian leader.
Changes in society and culture, in addition to life-span and technology, have caused
other significant changes in the life focus of the adult learner. Rapid technological advances have
rendered many adults' occupational training obsolete much sooner than expected. Drastic cultural
and SOCiological changes have left many in mid-life crisis before their expected time. The
unprecroented rapidity of those life-changing events has left an expanding percentage of adults in
an unanticipated jobless state and with an increasing amount of frustration as well as unfulfilled
leisure time. Yet, even in light of the enormity of change in the outside society, the inside
parameters of adult formal education have remained virtually the same: primarily following the
information-processing models with the teacher as foremost disseminator of knowledge. Much of
Christian adult education is based on the traditional lecture method, with the teacher as primary
authority on the scriptures and texts he or she has studied and prepared to deliver to the group.
Warren Wilbert has observed that "the one place where modern communications
technology is 170t being fully beneficial is in the field of education. It is ironic that the public at
large is generally more responsive and more attuned to the uses of modern communications than
its educators. The usual teaching methods today are still based on the centuries-old blackboard and
copybook approach" (38). Wilbert also argues: "The intent, style, and conduct of Christian
programs have been largely transmissive, the content not too demanding, and the equipping of the
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saints limited to very basic knowledge and skill development.

The benevolent paternalism

characteristic of a great deal of adult Christian education is based, whether we are aware of it or
not, on a drastically limited estimation of the inclinations and capabilities of adults" (32).
Due to rather basic and common objectives among most Christian churches, it seems that
similar structures have developed and been utilized by many of the major denominations to
accomplish their tasks. A significant amount of the complete church function reflects that of a
pedagogically-oriented educational institution. Even within the major collective of the church
bocty, the Sunday worship service, the environment and experience mirror traditional schooling
with the congregation in rows as listening students and the minister behind a pulpit as lecturing
teacher. Most churches have additional organizations within their major framework to facilitate
Bib Ie study, outreach, discip leship, youth education, fellowship activities and nurtllring. Many of
these inner organizations are deSigned around small groups to facilitate fellowship and individual
accountability. However, many of the small group experiences are still based on the
teacher/student model whereby the selected teacher is the one who has the knowledge of the subject
and divulges it to the listening students. McKenzie suggests that an unawareness of the real needs
of the groups and individuals in the church perpetuates a form of education and program planning
that is built upon ascribed needs rather than ascertained needs and only causes frustration on both
sides. "An ascribed need or interest is a need or interest attributed to a person by someone else.
An ascertained need or interest is a need or interest identified by the person who perceives a lack
in himself or consciously attributes a particular preference to himself" (59).
Factors affecting non-participation in adult Christian education groups are varied, but
usually reflect a concern for the lack of meeting personal needs. Shipp and McKenzie, along with
many of their graduate students from different religious persuasions, studied the reasons for this
non-participation and noted that some respondents did not like those in charge of the activities.
Some perceived the learning activities as irrelevant while others simply felt that the sponsoring
church was "out of touch." Inadequate or poor planning of events, feelings of exclusion, and
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disappointment with unmet expectations were often cited by those who did not return to the
learning activities (29).
Stubbelfield, author of A Church Ministering to Adults, reports the usual response from
adults concerning their participation in these groups was often that they joined the group because
they were interested in the subject, but they stayed because of their commitment to the people and
the purpose of the organization. He notes also that "those who fail to en large their appreciation of
learning to include the inductive approach usually drift in and out based on whether or not they
like the topic and/or teacher.

Those who become self-directed and appreciate the cohesive

interdependency of such learning opportunities usually become the stalwart participants in
Christian growth and service" (221 ).
In light of the literature reviewed thus far, Christian education for adults is presented by
the theorists as being undergirded by the concept that life is a pilgrimage to be journeyed through
within the context of a faith community. Adults bring their past joys and sorrows and their hopes
for the future to the moment of the present. The theories and the practices, however, do not
always mesh. Much of the current practice of adult education still sees the teacher/leaders
focused on the del ivering of scriptural and spiritual content, often without the realization of the
individual needs of the sojourners in their midst. The system seems to perpetuate a sense of
isolationism in an institution which speaks of the community of believers as a primary base of
existence. Fowler points out that Christians should plan and construct their lives in accordance
with communal fulfillment, for the community of faith finds itself by giving of itself: "From the
standpoint of vocation, fulfillment, self-actualization, and excellence of being are by-products of
covenant faithfulness and action in the service of God and the neighbor" (Becoming. 102). This
notion of being has implications of a rather active faith in contrast with the style of interaction
which often characterizes the typical educational program for adults in the Christian church.
The preOOminance of the one-way lecture method in higher education as well as in the
Christian church, particularly in terms of the education of adults, encourages a passive approach
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to learning rather than the vital approach of inculcating the experiences of the individual

pilgrimage to the core of the motivation for the learning. Whereas the concept of life as a
pilgrimage is personal and vital, the predominant use of lecture to teach adults generally involves
a second-hand condensation and interpretation of facts and ideas.

"This might under some

circumstances be an advantage, but it is obviously inappropriate where a major goal of learning is
to provide students with direct experience and the opportunity to learn through their own active
involvement" (Knapper and Cropley, 96).
Palmer compares the differences between the conventional classroom, which most often
utilizes the inductive, teacher-as-authority method, with the more valid partiCipatory and
self-directed learning of the educational experience based on interaction. The conventional mode,
which is also the primary style in most adult Christian education, focuses on stucty which is
outward, on someone else's vision of reality. In this image, the classroom is rather like a
platform from which the students observe how others, especially the teacher, have explored
reality and now come back to tell about it. Palmer fears that "from our platform we observe and
analyze and assess, but we do not go into the arena--for that is how we have been taught to know.
This means that virtues like compassion, the capacity to 'feel with' another, are 'educated awf1'l.'
In their place arises clinical detachment" (34). To really know, the knower must have a
relationship with the known; the student must experience and learn by interacting with the world,
not by sitting back with paper and pen, taking notes while viewing it from afar.
Palmer is also concerned that the conventional style of education factors out the reality of
the inner experience of the teacher and the student in place of another, more substantial "known"
reality out there: "The heart of the knOWing self is never held up for inspection, never given a
chance to be known. The ideal of objectivism is the knower as a 'blank slate,' receiving the
unadulterated imprint of whatever facts are floating around. The aim of objectivism is to
eliminate all elements of subjectivity, all biases and preconceptions, so that our knowledge can
become purely empirical" (35). Palmer explains that this is why the teacher often feels he must
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be active and the students passive; for safety's sake. The teacher is obviously the one who knows
from immense study and years of experience. The students have not reached this state of knowing
and would only contaminate the process by interjecting distortion through their uninformed
passions.
In a further denunciation of the conventional style of education, Palmer maintains that a
primary feature is a tendency to isolate the knowing self: "The gathered group of students is not a
true community.... Objectivism, with its fear of subjective bias, is set against community; if
one person's prejudices are bad, how much worse the multiplication of those prejudices in the
ferment of corporate life'" (37). Essentially, then, in most higher education contexts, a form of
anti-communal structure is established where "students are made to compete with each other as a
hedge against error, so that only the fittest and smartest will survive.... It is no wonder that
many educated people lack the capacity to enter into and help create community in the world, that
they carry the habit of competition into all their relations with life" (37).
Palmer feels then that the unsavory and most natural outcome of the aforementioned
effects of conventional education is that the students of such a system "become manipulators of each
other and the world rather than mutually responsible participants and co-creators" (37).
Individuals become manipulators when they are detached spectators and when their knowledge
leaves their inner worlds unexamined.

"We become manipulators when education denies and

destroys community, placing us in an endless competition for supremacy over each other" (38).
Palmer's concern is not an isolated, unique position. Many educators and philosophers have railed
against educational systems which perpetuate a pattern of indifference and passivity. However,
the systems do not seem to crumble when awareness of their weakness is exposed, as one would
expect. Why is this? If education of adults is experienced by adults and planned by adults and
promulgated by adults, then the maturity and authority of adults should be a matter of choice. It
would seem then that the patterns do not need to persist in an open civil ization with freedom of
choice. But they do.
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Critics have surmisad why this phenomenon persists. One reason suggested by Palmer is
that the traditional pedagogical style of teaching gives teachers power: "With power comes
security: the security of controlling the classroom agenda, of avoiding serious challenges to one's
authority, of evading the embarrassment of getting lost in territory where one does not know the
wf!f home" (39). However, with adult students, the responsibility for continued form lies in both

camps. The student also has choice: to complain, to reject the system, to refuse to return, to
insist upon change. But critics of the style suggest that perhaps students themselves cling to the
conventional authoritarian mode of education because it also gives them security. Many students
feel security when the expectations and parameters are explicitly framed and they are not called
on to make decisions about the process or strained to exercise creativity. The conventional style
remains attractive to many because it conveys a reality that simplifies life, with very few
decisions to make. "By this view, we and our world become objects to be lined up, counted,
organized and owned, rather than a community of selves and spirits related to each other in a
complex web of accountability called 'truth.' The conventional pedagogy pretends to give us
mastery over the world, relieving us of the need for mutual vulnerability that the new
epistemologies, and truth itself, imply" (Palmer, 39).
Glenn Mosley made a "Comparison of Secular and Religious Experiential Education
Activities in the Adult Religious Education Classroom" and surmised that the perSistence of a
more hierarchical and authoritative mode of instruction in the church is in part due to a need for
some clergy to control and resist innovation which mf!f induce anxiety through the potential of
lack of control or exactness. The position of many clergy and adult religious educators is to wear
the mantle of the one who knows, the one who has the answers to all the questions of universal and
personal needs which the community and the people of the congregation bring to them. The
temptation is to be all things to all people, resolving every problem, leaving no questions without
answers. Clearly, the image of the all-wise shepherd guarding and guiding the sheep for some
people remains the role of leadership in the church.
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Congregations and class members in great personal need often turn to their
clergy man or adult religious education director or teacher, looking for assistance
in meeting a problem; often they ask for specific advice. All too frequently
professional clergy abdicate their responsibility and offer that advice, instead of
helping the person pursue the answers, or at least, the sequence of events, which
will best suit his personal needs.
Civil statutes and ritualized behavior all contrive to make the clergy, and
because of the "halo effect" religious educators generally, irreproachable. The
clergyman's proclivity for social supremacy is often manifested by assuming the
role of universal spokesman, and fostered by a passive laity elevating him to a
position of special status.
The professional in religious life usually will not allow anything to chance
because of an inherent fear of not being in control which in turn evokes a fear of
being caught in a mistake. It is for this reason it appears, that a good number of
clergy avoid games and experiential education activities as teaching-learning
devices, and even avoid small groups.... This fact may also reflect the apparent
need of religious educators to still maintain control, leaving no possibility for
anxiety during the teaching process. (4-10)
Daly, Friedrich and Vangel isti present the alternative to these kinds of informationprocessing models of education which capitalize on the efficiency of cognitive learning. The other
options are found in the use of social models of education which involve interaction and human
interdependence. The social models first of all "assume that the primary responsibility of schools
is to teach individuals how to operate in a social world. Second, they assume that learning is most
productive when individuals construct their own learning experiences" (273). It would appear
that, given the description and purpose of adult religious education, the social model of instruction
may then be more effective to achieve the desired objectives than the usually-applied,
information-processing, inductive method. The alternative models of student participation and
social interaction emphasize group problem-solving and social responsibility. "The teacher is
cast in a role of facilitator and/or coinquirer, and students, in contrast, are cast as the chief
advocates and directors of their own learning" (Daly et aJ., 273).
In the social model, group projects, case studies and role playing are often used to help
develop empathy and trust and aid in the promoting of effective interpersonal communication and
conflict resolution. In research conducted on "whether or not students who participate in group
endeavors learn to cooperate more effectively (share responsibilities, promote good feelings
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among participants, and acquire a sense of commitment to the group) .... the research indicates
that these moclels are effective tools for teaching both problem-solving skills and prosocial
behavior" (Daly et al .• 273).
The social model of education, which utilizes the small group interaction and problem
solving format, reflects the assumptions of many key education theorists and practitioners that
knowledge is a social phenomenon, an effort of the group to gather information and solve problems.
"Teaching group problem-solving skills and social responsibility are assumed to be the proper
goals of education .... Learning the values and attitudes necessary for responsible participation in
a democratic society is assumed to occur when individuals are required to analyze and reflect on
their social experiences" (Daly et aI., 274). These notions fall in 1ine with the spoken intentions
of Christian education: to involve and nurture individuals to effectively impact and interact with
others in empathy, love and caring. The outcome of the effective understanding of the group may
then result in their sympathetically and intellectually being concerned for and capable of serving
the needs of the world within their context of the faith community as well as the world at large.

Content Coverage
Relational theology is currently an accepted norm in most mainstream churches. The
notion focuses on the importance of interaction in groups within the Christian church context.
This is played out in adult education classes by including a fair amount of discussion in small
groups to facilitate the sharing of experiences and insights in order to encourage the building up of
community through enhanced relationships. Relational theology and the small group movement
have had a significantly positive effect on the traditional Christian church since the inculcation
and flowering of the trend during the nineteen sixties. The movement's impact on the life of the
local church was evidenced with more programs in the church breaking up the large gatherings
which sat in masses to listen to key speakers, into small group discussions for the purpose of more
intimate sharing and study. It was a breath of fresh air and once again made the church relevant to
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a larger majority who had either left the fold or were contemp lating doing so.
While the small group trend has been effective generally across the board in promoting
more verbal sharing, discussion is often the farthest extent that is reached to inculcate what
amounts to a modicum of expressional teaching within these small groups. Just as most public
educators feel constrained by the demands of a learning situation dependent upon a given
curriculum, so does the religious education leader feel constrained about "time" (one to two hours
per weeld and the importance to "cover the material." Thus, there is the continual concern to
render the time fruitful and, with adult learners, there is the assumption that "fruitful" means
serving up a feast of information so the individual goes home feeling spiritually "fed."

Many

religious educators struggle over the extent and focus of their responsibilities and aims. This
struggle has implications on their style of presentation and their openness to discussion or other
expressive formats utilizing group participation. The concern about time and the ambivalence
over wasting more of it through partiCipation activities, reduces planning to the two questions,
"Should I cover, or will we explore?" 1'1any are hard-pressed for time to explore.
With the pressures felt by the church to fulfill what evangelical Christians call "tlJegreat
t~7{f}missiI.7n"

to reach others with the truth--to "evangelize"-- there is the sentiment that people

must be "trained" in order to accomplish this task successfully. The notion that they are training
good

soldiers to fight in the spiritual battles is often the mindset of Christian educators and

becomes the battle cry of pulpit sermons. Church then becomes a basic "boot camp" to toughen one
up for survival in the real world. "Training" connotes a systematized educational step-by-step
procedure and, consequently, "covering the material" is deemed necessary. This process, then, is
most often accomplished through well-organized lectures, panel discussions, the viewing of an
appropriate film, or listening to tapes on the subject. One wonders how much of the "covered
material" is retained and adequately applied under this system. Even in boot camp, the soldiers get
out of the manuals and into the trenches for experiential learning. Again, the dilemma between
choosing information-processing models or socialization formats, often results in choice toward
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tradition. Noting that "covering" the material has restricted potential for significant learning,
Wilbert advises:
To adopt "coverage" as tile operative style in adult education programs is to
consign the learners to passive, largely uncreative learning dependency. Under
such circumstances it is difficult to make vital, solid connections between
knowledge and action.
Talents usually remain undetected, unused, and
underdeveloped. Acquisitive learners will rarely if ever be developed. In other
words, what passes for the education of adults is actually a training program
largely dependent upon the skills, stamina, persuasive powers, knowledge, and
all-out effort of one man, the trainer. That is a situation akin to the rich getting
richer, and the poor remaining poor: the trainer becomes ever more efficient and
learned, while the learner can develop only as far as the master's knowledge and
skill extend. That is not only unfortunate for the many talents represented in
every grouping of GOO's people, it is, more significantly, a shameful lack of
stewardship of human resources. (145)
Gilbert Peterson, In The Christian Education of Adults,
teaching methods are best

cat~rlzed

likewise acknowledges that

according to the kind of Involvement they elicit from the

students. However, he limits the methods generally to the broad categories of

expresslona!

Impresslona!

and

types of activities in learning: Impresslonal catering to the ro;Jnltlve oomaln and

expressional to the participatory style. His statement, "In the church a primary concern Is the
communication of content," reiterates the typical concern that time is of the essence and covering
the material must be accomplished at almost all costs. He agrees that probably the most common
picture of adult education in the church is that of a teacher engaged in the impressional method,
i.e., the lecture. AlthOugh Peterson recognizes that some lecturing can be lifeless and Ineffective,
his premise seems to Indicate that Since It Is the most common method used, It should therefore be
made exciting. He supports his notion by citing research Indicating that as a teachIng method,
lecturing is especially effective in helping students to acquire factual knowlOOje ( 102).
In contrast to the current, domInant teaching style In the ChrIstian church, biblical
records Indicate that even Jesus, who was first Identified by his followers as a master teacher, did
not resort to lecture repeatedly. Presumably. Jesus must have felt the pressure of time and of hiS
Immanent departure and must have been constrained "to get as much Information as possible into
his followers" before he left. But the model of communication used by Jesus, as recorded in
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scripture, indicates a variety of creative and participatory methods ranging from sermon to
discussion, while interweaving storytelling, parables, role-playing, mime, object lessons, and
always personal example. Donald Jay, in his work, Meaningful Learning in the Church, suggests
that Christian educators should leaf through the pages of the Gospels looking for strategies Jesus
used in order to see the patterns of action which were effective in his teaching. Jay suggests:
If we seek to imitate the me/nat of Jesus without acquiring His deep sense of
understanding for persons, we will find ourselves engaged in "Christian
education" which is not Christian.
On the other hand, in the glow of our personal relationship to Christ, we may
be driven by a spontaneous and deep affection for persons. But if we have no
understanding of how to effectively show that concern (because we have not taken
the trouble to learn about basic human needs), we can never hope to achieve any
excellence in our teaching. We will be caught with a "Christian education" which
is not education. (26)
The overwhelmIng ImpressIon one gets of Jesus from the BIble Is that he was able to see
thIngs from the other person's poInt of vIew. It Is apparent that because of thIs understandIng and
sensitIvity to the perspectIves and conditIons of the people he taught, Jesus was able to prepare hIs
teachIngs and sermons to meet the IndIvIdual at the level of hIs or her ImmedIate need or desIre and
then lead him or her from that point to a higher ievel of preparation for coping with larger issues.
This is in essence the ability to recognize and utilize the teachable moment. Jesus also r€COgnized
the importance of the physical condition of the learners and the environmental handicaps to
motIvatIon and attentIon to learnIng. He usually corrected the external condition If he perceIved It
as a blockage before he pursued the teaching.

Jay descrIbes the InteractIve, InsIghtful and creative style by whIch Jesus taught to the
indIvIdual needs of those he encountered:
Jesus responded to the questions of persons hungry to know and to understand.
He explained ancient traditions, peeling away accumulated crusts and exposing the
heart of moral and spiritual ideas behind empty practices. He patiently composed
parables and similes to make the kingjom of heaven and the way of salvation fit
inside the craniums of mere humans. He was always able to find an ordinary way
of putting extraordinary truth.
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What is clear, is that Jesus did not have a series of pat answers which He
reduced to a ~ of

~rmon~

on how to be good. He did not try to talK people into

living a new life through a series of lectures. That is, "content" was not the first
concern of Jesus. The person was the first concern. (29)
Most of the direct teaching incidents recorded in the Gospel accounts of Jesus' ministry are
directed toward adults from all walks of life and educational background as they followed to learn
from him. Often Jesus used metaphor In the form of parable to make the point he was teaching. He
would use visual aids Immediately whenever they could help make a bridge from the time and place
he was speaking to an individual or a crowd to the abstract spiritual concept he was presenting.
.Thus, he used a tree as an example as he walked through an orchard with his disciples. likewise,
he utilized a grape vine, a rock, a water well, a coin, a small child, a fishing boat, a flock of sheep
among other Immediately available Items to help the listeners participate Imaginatively In the
learning. It appears that Jesus rarely simply preached to the groups that followed him. Even in
the one recorded sermon which took place on a h11lside, he broke up the extended lesson with
examples, stories and visual aids. As Jesus' life and teachings are the primary model of behavior
for followers of the Christian religion, this observation of Jesus and his teaching style, provides
another reason to inculcate partiCipatory, socializing methods of education in the adult Christian
education arena. And yet, one wonders why it is that lecture and an abundance of words still is the
primary mcxle of communication within most circles of adult education in the church.
Reviewing the history and causes of the present day prevalence of the lecture methoo in
higher education is interesting because it is a case of the right hand not always knowing what the
left hand Is dOing. The lecture methoo can be traced back to the middle ages and yet Is still the
most common form of teaching adults even, Ironically, In Institutions of high techno1cqy and In an
age reflecting an Incredible expansion of knowledge concerning Inner and outer space as well as the
workings of the human brain. The lecture method is so widespread that

/tt~tLlrtJr

is even the

official title given to college and university professors In many parts of the world. Because It is so
widespread, the lecture has come to be expected as "the way" of teaching adults. "Indeed, the
ubiquitous nature of lecturing appears to be so much taken for granted that there is a paucity of
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empirical evidence on the actual teaching methocfs used in higher education. . .. Despite this
apparent satisfaction with traditional methods, criticism of the lecture technique has existed since
the middle ages" (Knapper and Cropley, 68). William Schwartz also feels the prevalence of the
mode is due to the tradition of teaching in that style and the pressure of time. After a professor has
spent a considerable portion of his or her adult life stucrying and researching their desired field,
the feeling is that there is so little time to communicate all one knows and senses is vitally
important. With all there is for the newcomer to the field to learn, it seems propitious to transfer
the knowledge the fastest

wf!..j

possible: by telling. "The logic seems unassailable; there is great

power in the idea that if you want people to know something you tell it to them" (239).
Schwartz himself speaks with ironic tongue in cheek as he notes that telling
in a number of forceful and devising wf!..js. The information
logical

wf!..j,

mf!..j

mf!..j

be done

be presented in an interesting and

inserting relevant material with wit and flare, enticing motivation and sustaining

curiosity. The teacher

mf!..j

also use a device called the Socratic game in which he or she appears

not to be the one talk ing. "Questions are designed to elicit from the students the

fX1rra.~t

answer,

as represented by the one the teacher has in mind. These moves are designed to prcxluce the
appearance of student participation, while maintaining the basic rule that the teacher is the one
who knows, and will in time share, all the information the students need in order to show that they
have learned the course" (239). It is another

wf!..j

of telling but disguising it with the mask of

participation. No matter how it is cloaked, Schwartz says, the art of teaching via the lecture
methcxl is still uncovered as the art of transferring knowledge. "Although the teachers' colleges
continue to enjOin the young teacher that 'teaching isn't telling,' the fact is that most teaching is
exactly that. The art of teaching is generally practiced as an art of telling--of exposition,
explanation, dissemination" (239).
Robert Menges states that research has documented few strengths of lecturing. "Studies
have failed to find sufficient attention by students during lectures, or high retention of
information after lectures, or effective stimulation of higher cognitive capacities such as analysis
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and synthesis" (568). Menges does admit that some situations may be enhanced by or best suited
by a good lecture. This would usually be in cases where another mechanism of disseminating the
information was not available or where the content could not be captured in print. The presence of
the lecturer may also help to visualize the material and the lecturer can respond to questions
which the printed material could not do.
Without doubt, lectures CiJn be effective. But the likelihood that any
particular lecture will be effective is low. For promoting analysis and synthesis,
lectures are inferior to methods requiring more student involvement, such as
group discussion. For conveying information and promoting retention, lectures
are more efficient than discussion but are inferior to the printed word. To
successfully inspire their hearers, lecturers must possess qualities that are quite
uncommon among academics. And so the lecture receives little endorsement here
among methocls for large group instruction. (in Chickering, 568)
The main arguments against the lecture method are that it promulgates a passivity on the
part of the students and essentially puts them into a placid state, away from a sense of control over
their own learning. D. A. Bligh has made further observations concerning the results of a large
number of studies on the effectiveness of lectures for the sake of different goals. The particular
goals he focused on were in reference to the acquisition of information, the promotion of thought.
and the changes in attitude. His conclusions were that the lecture is about as effective as other
classroom methocls, such as discussion, for the transmission of information, but that the actual
achievement of higher level conceptual skills was not usually a result of most lectures and that
they were not as effective an educational tool as active learning methocls. He also concluded that
lectures were basically ineffective for changing attitudes or fostering personal or social
adjustment in students. For promoting the kinds of learning that have already been discussed in
this chapter and which are hallmarks of the life-long learner, Bligh suggests:
If students are to learn to think, they must be placed in situations where they have
to do so.... The best w~ to lel.lrn to solve problems is to be given problems that
have to be solved. . .. If this thesis seems obvious common sense, it should be
remembered that some people place faith in their lectures to stimulate thought
and expect thinking skills to be absorbed, like some mystical vapours, from an
academic atmosphere.... Learning to think is not an absorption process. (33)
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Even with this indictment against lectures, most university professors and even educators
of adults in Christian institutions resist change. The usual response is that the lecture method is
less expensive than other interactive methocls, it allows a single teacher to address a large number
of students at one time and it makes fewer demands on the instructor's time. Although the time
involved in preparing the lecture may be considerable, the teachers often feel that they still spend
less time than they would have to in student interaction and with preparation, questions and
involvement necessary for project-based lessons. Once lectures are prepared, they are usually
kept for a period of time and reused with little adjustment unless internal facts have changed.
Knapper and Cropley, along with this writer, believe, however, that the lecture method has
probably retained its foothold in institutions of higher education simply because it was the
primary method by which the teachers themselves were "educated" or to which they were exposed
as students. Since most teachers on the college level, and certainly most adult educators in the
Christian education sphere, are not exposed to learning atmospheres involving alternative
instructional methods, nor ever received vocational training in learning styles or teaching
practices, they most naturally fall back on the methocls that were modeled for them and the
teaching roles they observed as students. Hence, the lecture method continues to flourish long
after the Middle Ages. Wlodkowski sums up his disdain for the prevalence of inactive education in
this rather cryptic description of his experience in college: "Fifty minutes of listening to a biology
lecture, followed by fifty minutes of listening to a psychology lecture, followed by fifty minutes of
listening to a history lecture, followed by an urge to scream and run. We had $70 million of the
finest buildings in the city designed by some of the greatest architects in the nation, and it all could
have been replaced by a microphone and folding chairs" (Motivation, 93).
Acomplication arising in the over-use of words is that they lend themselves too easily to
distortion and misinterpretation. Some therapists, such as Sue Jennings, recognize the importance
of other symbols discovered in the arts for interpreting and expressing an individual's true
feelings and articulate the position that words are sometimes the least reliable of symbols for
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getting to the truth of communication. Words can conceal and lie as well as expose the truth. The
fact in point is that when an actor prepares for a part in a play, his analysis consists of more focus
on the "subtext" than the text; the hidden meanings between or under the lines, in addition to the
actual words. This preparation for character portrayal is simply based on an awareness of human
nature: words are often disguises, tools, screening devices. The old adage, "What you do speaks so
loudly I can't hear what you say," is cultural support for the recognition that when we say "yes"
we often mean "no," and that actions speak louder than words.
Jennings has lectured and taught extensively across the United Kingdom and the United
States. She focuS8& primarily on using the arts and drama with children and adults who suffer
from difficulties. Jennings recognizes that most individuals' communications are more than
verba1. She says that while language is the hallmark of grand elevation of man above the animals,
it may also be the one vehicle through which distortion and disability may occur: "Language,

which enabled Man to control his enVironment, to share himself and his information with others,
also caused him sometimes to lose touch with himself (and at times caused him to lose touch with
his significant others)" (Remedial! v). Jennings notes that in contemporary society the individual
who is able to attract the most attention is usually the one with the most verbal dexterity. Even in
most forms of therapy and counseling, the verbal is recognized as essential to effective and open
communication. Jennings feels that the over-emphasis on this more recently developed form of
communication, which forms only a small part of the range of human communication, thwarts
other creative and intuitive forms of expression.
In order to communicate satisfactorily the individual must feel free to express
himself (i.e. his own individuality) and from this communication comes the
groundwork for relationship-building. . .. Non-verbal communication is very
necessary for expressing those feelings which do not need words (or for which
there are no words); in fact for expressing the pre-verbal side of man. It can
also provide an alternative means of communication for the person who cannot or
will not speak. For some, words have become too dangerous, too committing.
(Remedial, 2)
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Likewise, Jack Simos, in Social Growth through Play Production, suggests: "Speaking
requires so little energy that the insecure person grasps at words in erecting his defenses
... Rather than corresponding to our real thoughts and feelings then, words are often used to
distort the real meanings, especially when stigmas, shame, and fear are attached to our thoughts,
and thereby to the words which would reflect them" (164). It is unwise, even foolish, to assume
teaching and learning have taken place simply because words were sent from the mouth of one to
the ears of another. In many cases the words do not even reach the ears, let alone the brain. We
know also that body language and other non-verbal communication can often contradict what the
mouth is speaking, so that what was actually said goes through a filter of misinterpretation. The
immediate communicative context is replete with filters and blockages, such as emotional climate,
physical environment, mental attitude and distractions which affect the receiving of messages.
Having even more impact are the filters the expected receivers bring with them from outside the
immediate context: background, assumptions, needs, perceptions, education, motivations,
anxieties, prejudices, and so forth. All of the inner and outer filters determine what one actually
hears, sees, thinks and consequently learns. In many speaking/listening educational set ups, the
passivity of the student may become another filter and significant barrier to learning, in that the
abundance of words in the lecture becomes difficult to attend to when the listener is in any way
uncomfortable physically, tired, distracted, or otherwise unmotivated.
It is frequently pointed out as a distinction between man and the lower animals, that the
difference is in the use of language. Language has accounted for much of the rise of civilization and
it was through language that the history of culture and the story of mankind was passed on from
generation to generation. But Jay says that the church has tended to assume that the war ld could be
saved through words:

"We have talked, lectured, and preached. We possess very abstract

ideas--the great Christian truths. But we have tried to share those highly symbolic ideas almost
exclusively by the use of still other symbols--words. It is as if the coming generation had
complained that they could not understand our cumbersome encyclopedias and we responded by
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writing them a set of dictionaries" (91 ).
Kenneth Barnes, in his Swarthmore lecture, The Creative Imagination, spoke further
about his chagrin over the abundant abuse of words in the religious community:
Phrase follows phrase with a du11 inevitability.... In the very act of making
these phrases precious we attach feeling to the words instead of to the experience
they attempt to represent. Phrases treated in this way gather round them a
detached emotion of their own, an autonomous power, and thus they become a
danger to clear thinking and sincere feeling.
We need more than discussion; we need discovery, and therefore we must
never be content with habitual phrases or agreed meanings .... Together with the
encouragement of cliches, religious groups tend to destroy imagination and to
inhibit genuine experience by dictating what might be called appropriate
emotional attitudes. (64-66)
Even John Galvin remarked more than four hundred years ago: "Doctrine is not an affair
of the tongue, but of the life." Mayers, Richards and Webber also warn about the dangers of a
purely cerebral or "wordy" explanation of the venture Into the mysteries of heavenly things. They
warn Christian educators against the disastrous mistake of assum Ing they can guide students Into a
vital knowledge of a wondrous God:
How many students have lost all interest in God as a living reality after a series of
lectures on the proofs of the existence of God, the character of God, etc.? The
teacher leads him into all "truth" and, with much self-satisfaction, may declare at
the conclusion of the study: "Now you know God." But the student is perplexed. He
knows that he has before him an array of facts about God. Through the use of his
concordance he has exhausted all the biblical p~ having to do with God's
existence, nature, and character--but still, deep down in his heart, an honest
moment surges on him in which he is forced to recognize that he doesn't know God
any more than he did when he started his mechanical examination of the Scripture.
( 103)

The authors suggest that the fault I ies not so much with the students as it dOes with the
teachers who have led them Into a false Impression that a wondrous God can be analyzed and
systematized simply because he can be discussed so thoroughly with words. Because man is more
than simply Intellect and the sum of his knowledge, spiritual truth will have no meaning for him
when it is unrelated to human experience.

These are some of the reasons the theorIsts and

practitIoners In the ChristIan church advocate a recognitIon of the Importance of experiential,
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relational education and suggest replacing the prevalent passive, learner-listening modes of
education. In many instances, the traditional forms of education within the church have served as
much to hinder as help the inculcation of Christian virtues in the lives of the members. This is
particularly the case in reference to youth. As they hear mostly words and experience little
action, they quite naturally "forget" the principles of their formal religious education when the
time comes for real life application.
Alan Hart Jahsmann states that learning is a personal matter and depends on the
cooperation of the learner: "Giving students the information they could get by themselves and
requiring set answers is not the best way to help others toward a genuine faith of their own. Only
a personal, responsible, self-directing faith can meet the tests of life in the kind of world that
appears to be ahead of us. It's the only kind of faith that ever was truly moral and religious"
(Power Beyond Words, 124). When individuals are required to think through meaning for
themselves, this is the moment the hypothetical rubber meets the road less traveled. If the
primary responsibility for the "content of the information" which informs their skill at driving
through I ife remains in the hands of the teacher, the students are left without guidance during
many hours of the day and days of the week when the teacher is not at their sides. If the students
are taught only what to think, but not how to think, they are left to skid recklessly around blind
corners in their search for the working solutions to life's problems during the hundreds of hours
they are away from the teacher-guide.
Mayers, Richards, and Webber argue that traditional education, with its concomitant lack
of involvement that reliance on words has promulgated has produced a class of educated people who
do not know how to think for themselves:

Through this traditional education we have succeeded in training scientists who
still must learn to think scientifically, businessmen who have to learn on the job
to make deciSions, liberal arts majors whose quality of life is not noticeably
improved, youthful Christians who find much of the faith irrelevant, and
Christian ministers who may know Greek and Hebrew but who do not know how to
minister. For no amount of information, and no mere acceptance of truth, will in
itself equip a student to live life more responsibly and effectively. Our education
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must be restructured to achieve operational goals- - to teach concepts and truths
in useful form--and not merely to communicate information. (68)

The above researchers and writers note that life calls for a need to be immersed in it
as whole persons, aware of the implications in order to make sensitive and wise decisions that
affect not only one's own but the lives of others. "In life, the ability to use knowledge In guiding
choices is a far better measure of the value of an education than Is the ability to reproduce that
knowledge logically and systematically" (Mayers, et aI., 68).
R. Michael Harton, in his article "Working with Educators of Adults," suggests also
that "churches need to develop a hol1stlc approach to the rellglous education of adults, treating
more than just the traditionally religious concerns.... They must take into account the learners'
concerns and motivations related to life cycle, personal and professional obJectives, and ways of
processing information" (in Foltz, 144). In essence, the Christian church may greatly benefit
from knowledge and application of the literature thus far presented In this chapter. For the most
part, it is an untapped resource to the majority of educators in formal settings for adults in
Christian education. Instead, teacher verbosity and the over-use of words In the traditional model
of information-processing prevails. The literature suooests that expressiveness, socialization,
participation and self-directed learning should be be balanced against the present teaching
strategies.

Participatory education
After the preceding dIscussIon of how values are formed and a look at the IneffectIVeness
of moralizing as a primary means of Instilling values, a concern remains about the contInued
prevalence of the sermon and lecture/dIscussIon methOd as the primary mOde of Instruction on
values In contemporary Christian education. If the pivotal experience of the gathered body Is most
often realized In the worship service, and If the worship service Is most often characterized by the
bulk of the time spent listening to a sermon, is it wise to also engage the listeners in so much more
of the same communIcative patterns when they gather on other signIficant occasIons, such as for
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education? The irony is that while many adults disdain being lectured at, this continues to be the
primary mode of education for adults. Because it is adults who educate adults, they are the prime
promulgators of the very style they often disdain themselves.
Further perusal of the texts on adult religious education, particularly those by Gilbert
Peterson (The Christian Education of Adults) and Warren Wilbert (Strategies for Teaching
Christian Adults), reveals an awareness on the part of the authors of the need for the learners to
be involved in the learning-teaching situation. However, the description of the "other side" of the
style of education is, according to Peterson and Wilbert, expressional, and "expressional" in
Christian education texts is primarily defined as discussion.

The allowance is that the

expressional method "involves" the students in talking or acting. It allows them to express their
feelings, understandings, or reactions pertinent to the class. Examples given are role play, group
discussion, reports, debate, student skits, and creative writing. Yet, although the above list of
examples of these various other types of expressional methods is given, the only one elaborated
upon is discussion. How to ask questions and elicit answers is the key focus with regard to
"leading" discussions. A survey of no less than twenty of the current books on adult Christian
education revealed a predominance of the lecture/discussion method of teaching within the small
group context. Again, it appeared that the teacher was primarily in control of the situation and
learning was geared to mostly talk and little action.
Lois LeBar, in Focus on Peap Ie in Church Education, does spend a few pages on the value of
role playing within the group process of the Christian community. She says: "... if we are to
obey the two great commandments (love the Lord God and love our neighbor as ourself), we must
be able to see things from the viewpoints of the Lord God and our neighbor. We must get their
perspective, identify with them. Through divine written revelation we get God's perspective;
role-playing is one way in which we can learn to feel with our neighbor" (245).
LeBar's position is a ~ start and using role-playing in the contexts of adult Christian
education will be discussed in more depth later. However, LeBar's mention of role-play, along
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with others who write about the creative tools within the arena of youth ministries, is too scant
when compared with the scope of educational materials throughout this wide panorama of Christian
education. The pickings are particularly meager in the realm of adult Christian education.
Without offering other creative means by which the members of the church can communicate, they
may end up attending meetings for twenty years and still never really know their neighbor, even
the neighbor who regularly sits beside them in the pew. They may listen to hundreds of sermons
and lessons and rarely experience spiritual or even intellectual change or growth in their lives.
This is a very real danger if all that passes between the atlendeas is words and particularly if the
majority of those word> are delivered by a third party from behind a pulpit or lectern. Numerous
studies have divulged the retention ratio of various methods of education. The verbal is always at
the lowest end of the scale. Whereas direct experiences in education find a retention level of 90~,
verbal is at the opposite end of the spectrum with a fluctuation of 10 to 30~. Simulated learning
experience is the next highest, while learning through the visual alone is the next lowest (Cove
and Regan, 29).
Jahsmann characterizes Christian learning as "a happening between God and the learner
with other people involved only instrumentally--as helpers, who may even hinder" (113). The
recognition in this area of education, is the sense that religious education and aspects of spiritual
development are not to be treated on a purely intellectual basis. Teaching and learning are
two-way streets. Because one teaches does not automatically produce the result that the other
learns. "What the learner learns from what he is taught or teaches himself depends, among other
things, on the kind of person he is--his background, his attitudes, his involvements. The
assumption that the student learns what the teacher teaches is obviously more often false than
true. In the words of an old axiom, 'Whatever is received is received according to the manner of
the one receiving it'" ( 114).
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The Word in Action: Relationship as a Focus of Christian Education
Both the Old and New Testament scriptures provide the basis for Christian living within
the all-encompassing admonition for a fulfilled spiritual life summed up in Jesus' commandment,
"love the lord thy God, with all your heart, soul, and mind. And love your neighbor as yourself."
GOO with man, and man with his neighbor, united in faith and enacted in loving service, is the
foundation for the Christian religion. The suggestion is that love is the driving force of the
spiritual encounter which then is manifested in service toward others.
Fowler suggests that traditional non-participatory education sets up an atmosphere of
competition through the exhibition of what one knows. This format hampers the kind of open
sharing and the nurturing of relationships which is crucial to Christian love and service. Since

God has called each individual to distinct adventures of service which are special because of the
uniqueness of individual gifts, it can be argued that Christians should be free from any form which
encourages competition. Fowler admonishes the believers: "We are called to an excellence that is
not based upon competition with others. . .. This understanding of vocation frees us from anxiety
about whether someone else will fulfill our particular destiny before we get there or whether
someone else will beat us to that Singular achievement that would have justified our lives"
(Becoming, 103). Fowler further suggests that being faithful to relationships with GOO and
neighbor will reduce the worry individuals often incur upon themselves concerning their
pilgrimages and the potential competition along the w~. With the reduction of competition and the
recognition of the uniqueness of individuals which results we are "freed from jealousy and envy,
able to celebrate the gifts of others, we are freed from the sense of having to be all things to all
people.... We are freed to do well those things that are intrinsic to our callings" ( 103).
In order to love one's neighbor as one's self, one must know and understand, must have
empathy for the neighbor. One must be sensitive to the roles the neighbor

pl~s

and to the needs

the neighbor has. Society readily quotes Shakespeare's observation that "all the world's a stage and
all the men and women merely players." The recognition is that each person in his or her lifetime
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plays many parts. The Bard unoorstoo:l the Significance of dramatic action, recognizing that
playing a part changes one in some way. We play our own parts and we can empathize with others
by playing their parts as well. When we get into the skin, see through the eyes, walk in the
mt~.;cas;fls

of another human being, whether in the theatre or in "real" life, we learn something

about the person and about ourselves. The presuppositions here are that we must know ourselves
and we must know our neighbor; such knowing may lead to loving.
Palmer speaks of the necessity of the kind of education which inspires truthful knowing in
which "The knower becomes co-participant in a community of faithful relationships ... and
knowing becomes a reunion of separated beings whose primary bond is not of logic but of love"
(32). The key to the virtues of Christianity is love and love is demonstrated most emphatically
with forgiveness, enabling, and understanding. These virtues and attributes can readily be learned
and practiced when one recognizes the individuality, needs, and concerns of another. This
recognition may come readily through the process of interpersonal interaction. Wilbert suggests:
In Christian education the aim of fellowship, featuring the common bonding of
Christ's followers in His name, serves not only as a basis for unity. Equally
significant is its fundamental necessity to the very possibility of a quality
educational program. To put it another WffY: fellowship of the kind and caliber
suggested above is the key to interpersonal relationships, and interpersonal
relationships form both a context for, and a substantial part of, all teaching and
learning activity. Edua:JtiOl7 a:Jflflot tale pl.xe ifl a ViA-"L/um. It simp~v tb3s flat
axur without rel.:Jtiofis/7ips. (24)

Performance of one's life outSide the church and in relation to the neighbors she is
supposed to be loving as she loves herself Is arguably the most Significant gJal of Christian
education. Following the notion that actions speak louder than words, or that they can speak
something different from the words, creative dramatiCS is a potentially significant tool In adult
Christian education. After the lectures and the sermons and the discussions, live performance of
hidden truths--tangible metaphors of spiritual concepts which are often difficult to define with
words--may be explored through the language of the bOOr', the intuition, the sensitivity. Creative
Drama is one tool of education which may be utilized to induce this kind of learning.

CREA TI VE DRAMA
Creative drama Is the final sIgnIficant sectIon In revIew for thIs chapter. It has been
saved to the last In order to brIng it in on an established platform for applIcatIon In adult
CnrlStlan eaUcatl0n. AOUlt aevelOpment ana learnIng nave Deen O1scussea tp estaDllsn an ln1t1al
framework. Adults are the suggested audIence for the proposed teachIng strategy. The major
proponents of adult educatIon recommend that the learnIng envIronments be predomInantly
interactive and partiCipatory, allowing therefore for the adult student to be more self-directed and
derIve the growth motIvators from hIs own needs, able then to apply the learnIng quIckly to hIs or
her own life. Creative drama is a teaching/learning process which has probability of inducing this
kInd of personal and InteractIve sequence In the adult learner. The major creatIve drama resource
is the interest and experience of the partIcipant. Material for the improvised performances is
derIved from the mInds and Ilves of the student spontaneous performers. The subjects and the
themes of the dramas are also derIved prImarIly from the collectIve suggestion of the group as it is
Interested and committed to the Issue at hand or the partIcular area of study.
The second major area of review in this chapter was adult Christian education. The
premise of ChrIstian educatIon Is based on the notIon of helping adults learn how to develop in faith
and make application of that faith in moral decIsIon-making and sensitive service to the
communIty. The small interactIve group context seems to be an effectIve place for thIs kind of
nurture and growth to take place. The current format of much adult ChrIstIan educatIon Is founded
In relatIonal theology through the small group movement. CreatIve drama may be also shown to be
a valuable tool In thIs context because it Is lIkewIse dependent upon the small InteractIve group for
Its process and It seeks to enhance relatIonshIps and InsIght withIn the group through the process
of ImprovisatIonal role playIng.

Background
HIstorIcally, drama is one of the oldest known expressive activities of humankind, dating
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back to prImitIve urnes when the hunt was reenacted for the rest of the trIbe. other aspects of the
ritual, which Included masks, mime, dance and Impersonation, were a part of dally life not only in
relation to the hunt, but as an expression of celebration, worship, honor, and request. Drama was
utilized on several levels of communal life throughout early history with the hunting and
gathering socIeties creating rites through mimesIs and the agricultural societies giving
dramatization a central place In their psychological life. Today, drama is recognized formally in
the entertainment industry, but it is also utilized by educational and helping organizations as a tool
for development through the dramatic process itself. The dramatic instinct is a critical function of
the human individual in terms of his or her own development toward becoming a responsible
member of society.

Through imitation, imagination, role-playing, improvisation and

Interpretation, children learn their relationship to the self and others in the community. The
individual child and the adult as well learns about the roles that will be a part of the expected
acting-out of his or her life as he or she ventures through various developmental stages.
It is primarily in this century that educators have purposefully applied the art and
function of drama directly to the learning of Individuals In the established school context and other
educational environments. This form of drama moves away from the professional stage and acting
of scripts written by establlshed playwrights. It wears many hats, changing Its identity and
function depending upon the Situation, partiCipants and intentions. Its variety of roles in context
have also labeled It with a number of pseudonyms. The most widely-recognized umbrella term,
for non-productIon, non-performance drama, at least In educational contexts, Is creotive drama
(or in England, t..llild drama). other versions of this name may include titles and descriptions
such as developmental drama, Informal drama, spontaneous drama, soclodrama, ImprovIsed
drama, process drama, and psychOdrama. All the above are simply variations on the same theme,
almost really mterchangeable terms, with the exception of psychodrama, which is specifically for
use in therapy and under the guidance of a psychiatrist or trained counselor.
USing the forms of creative imitation and spontaneously taking on the roles of oneself in
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anotner context or of anotner person, creat1ve drama 1S essent1ally tne creatlve d01ng of me 1n a
controlled situation. pnllip COggin explains tnat creative drama allows tne putting on of various
aspects of life in a creative, non-tnreatening atmospnere where the whole of life may be lived with
much of Its excitement and little of its danger.
Whatever the social circumstances there can be total living, and since drama is
also unity in variety, it is a great integrating force. It helps the personality to
self-realization by educating the emotions, stimulating the intellect, and
co-ordinating movement and gesture to the wishes of the mind and spirit. A fully
developed human being is, by definition, a full member of society, and the
communal character of drama encourages the full development of the social group.
A community spirit founded on prinCiples of truth and sincerity could go far
beyond parochial interests to embrace eventually the whole community of
mank indo (292)
Creative drama and its closely related constituents--improvisation, simulation and
roleplay--may be used to a variety of ends. It may and has been used in education in order to teach
languages, history, group process and almost any subject matter including the sciences and
mathematics; in psychotherapy with sick and emotionally disturbed individuals as well as with
normal adults and children; for personal development and growth, to help individuals move toward
reaching their full potential. Creative drama may also be used for training in supervisory and
leadership roles, as well as for such roles as doctor, psychiatrist, psychologist, nurse, priest,
social worker, salesperson, professor, officer and teacher--anyone who relates to others in a
professional role of nurturing and guidance. It may be used to help prepare people for new
situations in their lives and to deal with change or crisis. It may be used in rehabilitation from
addictions. It may be used in helping people practice emotionally and skillfully for new roles such
as motherhaoo. It may be helpful for people to cope with transition periods such as divorce,
bereavement, and discharge from institutions. It may be used to help train people in spontaneity
and creativity by dealing with various standard life situations as well as unlikely situations.

In

most of the life situations where people wish to learn more about themselves and society, to
interact more sensitively and knowledgeably in interpersonal relations, to gain awareness and
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1ns1ght as well as enhance sk11ls of human react10n and behav10r, creat1ve drama may be and,
indeed, has been used as a tool to nurture this development. It becomes a form of practice for life,
more precise In form than Is uSed by the grOWing chlld, but no less effective.
Creative drama is a quite natural vehicle for human development which is used intuitively
and overtly by chlldren and either surreptitiously or subconsciously by adults. In Play, Drama
and Thought, Richard Courtney describes the creative and imaginative aspects of drama as they are
Incorporated Into foundattonal learning and development from a very early age and how they are
now recognized by education. Courtney speaks of the field of dramatic education as beginning first
with a basic assumption:
It starts with the child as a child (not as a miniature adult as in the eighteenth
century) and it recognises the dramatic imagination as the essential human quality.
Thus it encourages the chi Id to express himself within the frameworks of creative
movement, spontaneous speech and language, and impersonation and identification;
in this way he can both learn and grow up--he can relate himself to his
environment and see the relationship between ideas. The child comes to develop the
human abilities to think and explore, to test hypotheses and discover 'truth.'
Nothing has reality to the human being unless he realises it completely--lives it
in the imagination--acts it. (273)
In keeping with the above description of the pervasiveness of the dramatic impulse, it
should be noted that creative drama is concerned with learning throughout the life process and
consequently ranges over and between various disciplines within the educational spectrum. The
function of creative drama in formal institutions has been varied and wide-spread. In many
instances it is taught as a separate subject, just as the other arts are. The opposite end of the
spectrum is to use creative drama not as a subject in itself but as a tool in the teaching of other
I

subject matter. At times creative drama is seen either as an academic subject or as an educational
technique or as a personality development strategy.

It has wide academic and SOCiological

applications. Since creative drama is a process of improvisation--"interacting in and creating
spontaneous responses to situations of confl ict or ambiguity- - it may never occur exactly the same
way twice. Creative drama can occur at any grade level in any subject field with any group of
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stuaents, regarOless or aOl11ty" (::mugert, 2).
Creative drama may be used as a tool for learning through experience. The process all
but demands that the participant utilize the cognitive as well as the affective domains in order to
think and feel a way through a sltuation and on to the answer of a problem. The participant is
highly engaged in the process of his or her own learning through concrete discovery. In creative
drama the participant is the actor, director, wrlter, creator and even the audience. Courtney
further describes the widespread identifications and applications of creative drama:
It uses as tools all branches of learning that bear upon the dramatic impulse.
It utilises eclectically each and every single discipline into one unified body of
knowledge so that it can help us comprehend the nature of experience. It brings
together many aspects of hitherto unrelated studies: aspects of philosophy, for we
must examine why we educate our children in this way; psychoanalysis, to
understand the symbols the child uses, and the underlying motives, within the
content of his play; sociology, for acting is a social activity imp lying the
interaction of individuals; social psychology, because imitation, identification,
role playing and the like are directly related to man acting within his
environment; cognition and psycholinguistics, for the relationship of concept
iormation and language impinges directly upon the dramatic method of learning.
And in approaching the theatre, aspects of mathematics, physics, engineering,
aesthetics and other fields of study become grist to our mill. (Courtney, 59)
A recent committee of the Children's Theatre Association of America, reexamining the
t.erminology of educational drama, developed the following definition for creative drama:
"Creative Drama is an improvisational, non-exhibitional, process-centered form of drama in
which participants are guided by a leader to imagine, enact and reflect upon human experiences.
Built on the human impulse and ability to act out perceptions of the world in order to understand
it, creative drama requires both logical and intuitive thinking, personalizes knowledge, and yields
aesthetic pleasure" (Landy, 5). It should be noted here that the descriptions given for creative
drama are usually in conjunction with and in the context of child education. However, the
previous discussion in this treatise of adult living and developmental cycles indicates that adults
are still in process and can surely benefit from creative, expressional learning experiences which
also promote insight and growth. Creativity and imagination are not limited to childhood
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Courtney argues that the dramatic imagination is at the center of all human creativlty, so It must
be at the center of any form of education that aims to develop the essentially human
characteristics.
Proponents of creative drama see the dramatic imagination as so vital to the learning
process that they encourage the use of creative drama tools on all levels of education as a basic
premise. Within the dramatic process, Individuals may move from one form of Involvement and
Insight to another depending upon the roles through which they function. In the creative drama
process "the participants may become the player, the playwright or the audience. It takes four
elements to complete a work of art: the artist, the subject of the work of the art, the medium of
artistic expression, and the audience" (Kase-Polisini, xv). The actual subject of the creative
drama experience can be anything, just as the subject of any art form can be anything the artist
has determined to express. After one considers the previously mentioned list of the various uses of
creative drama, one can imagine the scope of subjects one can incorporate into the dramatic
process when guiding children, Inmates, managers, therapists, adolescents, retlrees--essentially
anyone in groups--to develop their own plays about themselves and their Issues and Insights. The
process of creative drama teaches the participants about drama and the art of theatre as well as
about themselves and human nature. The learning is reciprocal in that participants learn about
the theatrical process in the act of creating a play and they learn about themselves and the world
they live In In order to portray people In a play.
Few people challenge the need of formal education to teach and learn the basics since those
obviously become the foundation for further formal learning. The parting of ways, however, has
often occurred In the defining of "the basics." Whereas most educators feel the basiCS must In
some way touch the Intellectual, vocational, social and personal areas of students' lives, they do not
always agree on how each of these areas is viewed or pursued. Since teaching for the intellectual
and the vocational ends of the spectrum nets more measurable outcomes on competency tests than
teaching that touches the personal and social, curricula lean heavily in the former directions.
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Many eaucators support tne unaerglrmng of eaucatlOn'S maln framework wttn me learnlng Of
literature, language, social studies and science, but they often relegate music, drama, and the arts
to the "easily-cut-if-budget-fails" peripheral trim; rather like Victorian gingerbread facades.
Success in artistiC, intuitive and individually creative areas is not me'dSurable through
machine-scored tests, so it is difficult to defend them on a statistical basis when financial
crunches impinge on curriculum planning. EdWard de Bono noted that "the emphasis in education
has always been on logical sequential thinking which is by tradition the only proper use of
InformatIon. Creativity Is vaguely encouraged as some mysterious talent" (297). Charles Duke
recognizes that it is not surprising that such conditions exist in the field of education. "In an age
which calls for accountabll ity , profit margIns, and less spendIng, educators feel they have little
choice but to concentrate on those aspects of education which can be most easily used to pacify
public demands. The result Is a program of Instruction heavlly weIghted In favor of the mastery of
easily measured cognitive tasks" (9). Duke feels, however that the system needs to move more
toward balance in the meeting of various other needs of all students with more emphasis being
placed on the esthetiC and creative aspects of learning. "Efforts to develop students' powers of
sense perception, imagination, empathy, and bodily control are desperately needed. The ability to
learn differs from age to age and from individual to individual, but we must realize that this
ability to learn involves not only intellectual capacity but also social, perceptual, physical, and
psychological factors" (9). Even whlle there is a clear recognition that art has held a profound
pOSitIon at the heart of many flourishIng civlllzatlons throughout hlstory- -especially In terms of
their social, Intellectual and spiritual lifelines- -It Is Ironic that the creative arts continue to
suffer the butcher's cleaver whenever education and government trim off the fat of "superfluOUS"
programs.
Paul Torrance has dOne a number of studies on the nature of the creative process and the
evidence of creativity in individuals as well as groups. In one particular

stu~

conducted by

Torrance, the intent was to discover what kinds of objectives in learning were most important to
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educators. Torrance conducted the survey in Minnesota and asked social science teachers to list the
three most Important objectives in one of their courses. His findings support the suspicion that
the creative expressions were among the least of the concerns of the teachers. The respondents
listed the objectives in the following deScending order: uYflitive objectives (acquaintance with
various kinds of information): 70.9 percent. 0,.7f1Ver{)3f1t objt3t.:tives (behavioral norms, right
attitudes and solutions): 18.7 percent. tlemory L7b/t3t.:tives( remembering, acquiring distinct or
thorough knowledge): 5.3 percent. Evaluative L7/Jjectives (critical thinking, judging, deciding):
3.6 percent. OivergJflt objectives

(Independent thinking, constructive action, creative

expression, liberal and inquiring action): 1.7 percent (Guiding Creative Talent, 29). An
interesting juxtaposition to this study Is one In which Torrance and his associates began from the
assumption that a culture encourages or discourages behaviors in its growing children through
punishment or reward for certain personality characteristics. Torrance wanted to know how
parents and teachers feel toward creative behavior and began by selecting over fifty empirical
studies which differentiated highly creative people from those less creative.

Using the

information gathered from the studies, they proceeded to formulate a checklist in order to
determine the characteristics of the ideal child as viewed by parents and teachers. The study
sample was drawn from twelve American states and nine foreign countries. Torrance noted from
the study that in America the educators and parents gave the following preferences for behavior in
a child, noting the first as the highest: (1) independence of thinking, (2) curiosity, (3) sense of
humor, (4) consideration of others, (5) industriousness, (6) receptiveness to others' Ideas, (7)
determination, (8) self-starting, (9) sincerity, and (10) thoroughness (Rewarding Creative
Behavior,228). On the one hand, we see above a valuing of creativity and creative behavior, but
on the other we see a lack of lnltiative to assist in the deVelopment of It in students, particularly
in the contexts of formal education where the pressure exists to present objectives with
measurable outcomes.
Duke also presents the dichotomy of effort in the creative and expressive domains and,
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wnlle lamenttng tne current 1aentlty cr1s1s, alSO presents an alternat1ve

to

tne 1mDalance Dy

suggestlng creatIve drama as an alternatIve means of total development for students.
As a country we h1lVe developed an astounding worship for what we understand to
be science. Mainly as a result of this reverence, we value objectivity and analysis
more highly than originality and synthesis The abilities to prove one's position
and to deduce conclusions from premises are thought more important than the
abilities to impose new types of structure on experience and to generate new and
meaningful points of view and hypotheses. These needs are one of the principal
arguments for the continued and expanded use of creative dramatics in the

curriculum. (54)
Rugg and Shumaker see drama and creative drama also as a Significant addition to the
balanced education of individuals.

"Drama more than any other single art, represents an

integration of all the processes of self-expression. It is at once the most completely personal,
individualistic and intimate as well as the most highly socialized art. Rich in content, varied in
means, it represents also an effective union of intellect and emotion" (264). Creative drama is
built on the foundation of creative expressions and requires a recognition by educators of the need
to both accept creative behaviors on the part of the teacher as well as the student and also to
nurture these qual ities.

Education Through Creative Expression
The Humanities in American Life is a report based on two years of research by the
Commission on the Humanities (formed and supported by the Rockefeller Foundation) in which a
strong recommendation was made for strengthening the arts and humanities in education and
society: "The Commission stated: 'the arts may be the best means of nurturing curiosity and
creativity, and the best hope for identifying learning with enjoyment.' The attempt to teach sk ills
or facts entirely through drill or rote is not likely to arouse curiosity or encourage creativity but
rather to result in dislike of learning and to shape a stagnant mind" (Davis, 2).
Lynn McGregor, the Director of the Schools Council Drama Project in London, speaks out
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on the value of drama In educatIon as a humanIzing force, particularly sInce drama and theatre as
finIshed art forms have been used throughout the ages to communIcate to and between communItIes
a specIal InterpretIve expressIon about the feellngs and thoughts of the people who make up the
community. The doing of drama encourages the participants, particularly children, to work
creatively together, to tolerate ambIguity, to solve problems of mutual Interest to them and to flnd
more effective ways of expressing their thoughts to one another. McGregor states that drama is a
valuable form of communication and "because expression in drama is verbal and physIcal, it gIves
people the opportunity to express themselves more effectIvely in everyday situations. Drama is a
social activity. . .. It gives groups the opportunity to make dramatic statements about the way
they see and interpret people and situatIons.

Drama is a part of people's everyday l1ves,

exper lenCed through the mass medIa as well as in the traditIonal theatre" ( 106).
In his text Play, Drama and Thought, Richard Courtney emphasIzes the notIon that
dramatIc imaginatIon Is at the core of human learnIng. ExtendIng back In the history of mankInd
and included in the personal histories of individuals, drama as a tool for expression of one's self
through impersonation and identIfication is foundationa1. Courtney, who is professor of arts in
education at the OntariO Institute for Studies in Education and the Graduate Centre of Drama at the
UnIversity of Toronto, Is the author of more than one hundred artIcles and books on drama In
education.
The dramatic imagination lies behind all human learning, both social learning
and "academic" learning. It is the wfIY in which man relates himself to life, the
infant dramatically in his external play, and the adult internally in his
imagination. This is what Freud means when he SfIYs that dramatic plfIY enables
the child to "master" his environment, and what Burton means when he says that
drama is an experiment with life here and now. (58)
We have Inaugurated certaIn phrases Into our conversatIons whIch speak of lIfe
experiences as beIng vital for growth and development. We speak of the "school of hard knocks"
and of "necessity beIng the mother of Inventlon." We learn from "a kIck In the pants" and make It
through life "by the skin of our teeth." Most of us recognize that intense and significant learning
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may orten come as a resUlt of survIvIng traumatIc experIences. COunselors, tneraplsts ana even
teachers are helpful assIstants at these tImes to help people adjust to and make sense of the chaos
of change. The occasions of change and transitional trauma are apparent throughout the chlld's and
adult's natural stages of development as well as durIng the many Incidental upheavals of l1fe.
GuIdance and nurture are welcomed aIds for coping durIng these perIOds. SIgnificant learnIng
occurs when blockages to understandIng are bulldozed away whenever we have new InsIght through
adjusted perception. This all too often happens as a result of a stunning jolt to reality through a
crIsiS experience.
These learning triggers, however, do not exist only on loaded guns and dynamite sticks.
We can also learn from experIences whIch are set up especIally to promote creatIve problem
solving and critical thinking as well as intuitIve spontaneous response. Educators and counselors
may be at the InteractIve Initiative stage of thIs kInd of learnIng process; the stage at the end
whIch sets out and greases the tools, rather than only at the other end that sweeps up after the
fall-out. Steven Brookfield speaks of the kInd of active learnIng that helps build critIcal thInkers
in which the educator is in a crucial position before explosives have been detonated:
Educators and helping professionals should not be thought of as professional
doom-managers, appearing only in the event of tragedy to mitigate its worst
effects. This is the ambulance driver concept of education in which helpers arrive
at the scene of the psychological, social or international accident, after the damage
is oone. It condemns helper and educators to fundamentally reactive modes of
practice by calling them in only at times of crisis and then reducing them to
performing a "mopping up" function when things have gone wrong. Helping people
mrlke sense of , and survive, traumas is an important function and should not be
undervalued, but it is not the whole story. It is just as important to encourage
people to explore ideas and activities they had not previously considered, but that
appear to embexfy and reflect essential elements of their personalities or open new
avenues for realization. Educators, counselors, trainers, and other helpers can
prompt people to become critical thinkers without the necessity of experiencing
major personal traumas. (Developing, 34)
CreatIve drama Is a tool of educators and counselors which may be used In both stages of
the J1fe learning process. It may be used in the development of insIght and awareness to more
effectively cope with current and future Interpersonal encounters. It may also be used to help in
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the adjustment of perceptions and the healing of broken relations and self-concepts. Creative
drama may also provide the abraSion for the sharpening of cognitive and emotional knives to more
effectively cut through the potentially restrictive strapping of the crisis when It Inevitably
occurs.
Essl1n and FrIedlander present the power of Involvement In the dramatiC process to be a
humanizing force as well as a personality developer. They point out that acting and participation
In the theatrical process "can foster the development of the whole personality, strengthenIng
self-confidence and independent action in a setting that encourages communal relationships and
sensitivity to others. Drama Involves us with mankind, helps us escape from egocentricity,
develops our capacity for Intimacy" (346). They point out that the dlsequillbratlon that comes
from growth In learning experiences Is actually handled as a part of the process of performance.
While the performance of self Is vulnerable and high risk, it also brings Immediate rewards which
can turn Into more long-range pressers for development of self-esteem and self-confidence. The
process of the performance calls upon the participant to utlllze Insight and creativity as we11 as
crItical thInkIng on the spot. "The actor's ability to make choices and to act decisIvely Is an
essential ingredient of his success as a performer. The play is an Integrated moral, emotional,
intellectual, and sensual universe; it demands of all those who work with it a commensurate
Integrity of body, mind, and soul" (346).
The benefits of the Interactive and critical thinking aspects of traditional drama remain
the same with creative drama, with the addition of the Intuitive and spontaneous nature of drawing
on one's own resources and the group's collective InSights and perceptions rather than only
mimiCking those of a writer or director. Friedlander and Esslln summarize the power of the
performing process for the development of the participating student by stating that It Introduces
the student to modes of thought and feeling not common in the university. "Above all, it asks from
the student an organic, unified response to life. The performer's actions resonate through the
three psychic tiers of his reason, will, and passion. He conspires with his opposites, he finds
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ntmself In self-forgetfUlness ana alSClpllne, ne acnteves wnoleness tnrougn COnTlICt. Acting
combines the traditional academic good of withdrawal, observation, and understanding with a
passionate Involvement In what Is Immediate, sensual, and changing" (350).

Creativity and Adult education
Creative drama utilizes the tools of creativity, Imagination, Intuition and perception to
build awareness and personal development. The relationship of creativity to andragogy (helping
adults learn) Is clearly seen In Identifying their slmllar1tles. The parallels are striking, yet the
relationships between the two fields have not been deeply explored in the I iterature of either area.
The learner In the current pnllosophy of adult education Is now envisioned as being self-directed,
or needing the freedom to be self-directed. Creativity research also recognizes the Importance of
the Individual In determining his or her own pace through the creative process. All this, of
course, appears contrary to the typical pedaqJgical style of education which Is the trad1tlon of
many adult learners.
Creativity and education exhibit complex relationships. In schools, the
emphasis is on logic, facts, details, and sequence, while ignoring creative skills
such as intuition, perception and holistic understanding. Carl Rogers contends
that "in education we tend to turn out conformists, stereotypes, individuals whose
education is completed, rather than freely creative and original thinkers." One
study shows 90~ of five year olds have high creativity, dropping to I O~ by age
seven, and only two percent of the population beyond age eight exhibit high
creativity. This drop in creativity, occurring at the age when schooling starts, is
related to trooitional pedagcxJical proctices.
It is no wonder, then, that adult learners show low creativity; they also tend
to be passive learners. These two deficits should not be seen as separate.
AndraqJgy fosters creativity and creativity fosters effective adult learning.
Learning creatively and learning using andragogical prinCiples show remarkable
parallels yet few writers have tried to integrate the two. (Patterson 99)
I

I

I

There are several views and definitions of creativity and not all are completely
satisfactory to the creative researcher. The very act of verbally defining, (which in itself is a
left-brain activity) a phenomenon which is primarily right-brain, is formidable. However, S. G.
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Isaksen has synthesized several views of creativity by noting that it is "making and communicating
meaningful new connections; thinking of many possibilities; thinking of new and unusual
posslbll1ties; thinking and experiencing in various

w~s

and using different pOints of view; and

generating and selecting alternatives" (2).
That which Identifies the creative individual and those environments and systems which
help promote creativity, falls in line with similar identifiers, assumptions, and intentions of the
andragogical principles of adult education. One of these primary assumptions is that adult
learners are, or should be, moving toward self-direction. They are making appl1cation of their
various experiences to a problem-centered, problem-solving approach to life. Para1lel to this
quality of self-direction is the "divergent" thought process of creativity. Furthermore, In adult
education there should be "a climate of warmth, mutual respect, supportiveness,
co1labOrativeness, pleasure, and trust. Likewise, a climate of self-confidence, tolerance, and
openness are effective components of a creative learning model. other facets of the climate
contribute to creativity and andragogy. The humorous and playful component of creativity
contributes to adult learning" (Patterson, 101).
For most individuals, the ability to be creative does not decline with age. Creativity may
even be enhanced as one matures because of the endless supply of experiences garnered in the
living of life and the filling of one's reservoirs from which to draw diverse insights, perceptions
and understandings. However, Just like unused muscles, creative sk111s apparently m~ atrophy
over time from lack of use. Readiness appears to be a key factor behind a basic assumption of
creativity and adult education; that adults must experience the need to learn in order to cope with
the vastly changing panorama of society and 1ts real-11fe concerns and functions. Creativity is at
the core of dealing with change because it is a vehicle for" innovation: "To better cope with
real-life tasks, adults need to achieve a delicate balance, a balance between freeing channels and
channellng freedom .. " . Creativity [i'3] a combination of feeling and knowing, of alternating back
and forth between what we sense and what we already know" (Patterson, 102). Here, the intuitive
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aspect of creat1vlty comes lnto play. It s1mply makes sense to surround adult learn1ng experiences
wlth creatIve expectatlon.
Creative problem-solving falls right In line with the current adult education concept of a
problem-centered learning/teaching environment. The reality Is that life Is full of problems
from cradle to grave. So problem-solving, of necessity, must become a me-long companion.
LearnIng and creativity are also lIfe-long companions and should not be limited to focus for the
passing of a sIngle course or the acquisition of a degree. The two need to walk more closely, hand in
hand, to add a partIcular lIlt to life, the welcomed antIdote to lethargy and mediocrity. They
connect with ingenuity, intuition, humor and delight; all additional trademarks of creativity.
It is possible to isolate superior conditions of learning and principles of
teaching. Learners participate, trust, get involved, use experiences, and pr(XJress
toward goals. Teachers share, accept, challenge, help, and show new possibilities
to learners. Equal conditions are noted for foster ing creat ivity, pIus the qual ities
of concentration, self-confidence, self-reliance, and risk-taking. Clearly, both
adult learning and creativity assume an active and involved participant.
(Patterson, 104)
Adult men and women of a changing society need to retain the resilience of youth with the
capacity to learn and grow. A signIficant component of growth Is creativity. Although our society
has a tendency to corrupt by over use certain words which initially had significance and
relevance, "creativity" should not be a word that we allow to fall Into disrepute simply because It
has lost Its freshness by becoming a flag word for other purposes. The concept behind the word
remains vital; It represents a resIstance toward formula and a respect for IndivIdualIty.

DevelopIng CreatIvIty
A myriad of people have mIxed notions about Just what creatIvity Is and If It is In the
slIghtest degree available to them. They thInk of the Beethovens and Brechts of hIstorical artistic
expression and the Bernsteins and Bernharts of contemporary culture. They even admire the
qUick-Witted, button-down minds of comics such as Robin Williams and Gary Larson and then
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assume that creativity is a blessing only the enlightened and perhaps eccentr1c few have been
gifted with. "He or she 1s sooo creat1ve!" 1s an outburst often uSed in contexts of unusual art1st1c
express10n and serves to Inculcate In the general populace the sneaking suspiCion that the
particular gift is reserved for a select few at birth. It is true that great creat1vity is responsible
for he1ghtened civ1l1zation, for social progress, and in many cases ultimate survival. However.
there are levels of creativity that are available to all. Fleshman and Fryrear call this universal
aspect of creat1vity "ord1nary creativity": "Through this 'ordinary creat1v1ty " the average person
may modify old ways of thinking and acting and thus 1mprove his or her state. Ordinary creativity
is very important. It uplifts morale and dispels neuroses. . ..

Creativity is one of the major

means by which the human being liberates himself from the fetters not only of his conditioned
responses, but also of his usual chOices" (36).
Garl Rogers also speaks of a more universal and generic sense of creat1vlty wh1ch does not
necessarlly ev1dence itself in publ1C performance or tangible 1nvention of a product. To Rogers,
creat1vity may be evidenced just as much in form1ng of one's own personality as in painting a
picture. He disregards the h1storical notion that a creative person is only one who has presented
some product which is accepted by a group. "Creativity is not restricted to some particular
content. The creative process is the emergence in action of a novel relational product, growing out
of the uniqueness of the ind1v1dual on the one hand, and the materials, events, people or
circumstances of his life on the other" (in The Creativ1ty Quest10n, 297). Rogers further notes
that creat1vity 1s probably res1dual in all humans and simply needs to be brought forth through
the proper nurture and conditions. Measurement of creativity 1s d1fficult for "the distinction
cannot be made by exam1n1ng the product. The very essence of the creat1ve is its novelty and hence
we have no standard by which to judge it" (298).

ROJers suggests that there are certain

condit10ns within the individual which may be the very promulgators and stimulators for the
creative act. These include: "openness to experience. .. an internal locus of evaluation ... and
the ability to toy with elements and concepts" (299-301 ).
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trust for an honored few, may be enlightened by the news that creativity Is a teachable quality
found In almost everyone. CreatIVity may be seen as made up of a number of sk11ls and talents
from both the affective and cognitive domains. It Is found to some extent In almost all Individuals,
although some have more potential for developing and expressing it than others. Creativity is
expreSSed differently by different people and because of these unique aspects of Its nature it Is
difficult to land on anyone method of measurement or of nurturing It In Individuals. However,
researchers have been Interested in creativity for some time now and have noted certain prevalent
characteristics which seem to be observable in most highly creative individuals. Numbers of
publicly recognized creative people have been studied over the decades and notions about how they
became that Wf!Y have been entertained. While there is general consensus that not much
significantly can be done to instill a high level of creativity in an individual if the propensity is
not there, much can be done to release the already inherent qualities. "It is the almost universal
testimony of people who possess this trait that certain kinds of environment smother their
creative impulses and other kinds permit the release of these impulses" (Gardner, 42)
Certain traits that appear to be shared by all creative individuals and those who exhibit a
heightened degree of originality are openness, independence, flexibility, and a capacity to find
order in experience. In terms of openness, Gardner notes that people with the gift of creativity
manage to maintain a freshness of perception. They are able to gain a heightened awareness of
certain aspects of life by being able to selectively Ignore other aspects. They often appear rather
unconventional to the masses because they are able to ignore the minor conformities which arrest
the attention of so many while still remaining open to the prospects of new awareness. This
openness allows the creative person to resist suppressing his own emotions, anxieties and
fantaSies. COnsequently, he Is better able to "relinquish conscious control and to face without fear
and anxiety the impulses and imagery arising from more primitive and unconscious layers of the
personality. He has fewer internal barriers or watertight compartments of experience" (44).
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The Independence that Is exhibited by the creative Individual allows her to free herself
from imposed mandates of behavior and thought expectations. She Is able to question assumptions
that the majOrity simply accept. She Is able to maintain a certain detachment from what Is and
therefore more capable of seeing what could be. This form of independence allows her to take risks
and expose herself to potential criticism, but consequently frees her to create without the
paralyzing fear of rejection. The independence of the truly creative individual is not the same as
the noncomformlty of the exhibitionist. The creative Indlvldual does not exhibit independence In
the trifles of life in order to make a statement, but rather uses independence in areas that really
concern her, those which further her creative endeavors.
The flexibility which Is recognized in most highly creative individuals is most often seen
in their ability for playfulness. They are able to "toy" with ideas and toss them around with
"what-if" flings of the wrist as they note how they bounce off other ideas and already-fixed pOints
of established reamy. Their perceptions are not focused through single lenses, but they are able
to look at possibilities from many angles. This kind of flexibility means that creative individuals
are able to tolerate perlcds of not knowlng--of ambiguity. They are able to give form and
expression to different aspects of their own personality and awareness at the same time, to
recognize the mutuality of reason and passion and the aesthetiC and scientific impulses In nature.
The creative individual then "has a capacity to tolerate Internal conflict, a willingness to suspend
Judgment. He Is not uncomfortable In the presence of unanswered questions or unresolved
differences. . .. The advantage of this fluidity is obvious in that it permits all kinds of
combinations and recombinations of experience with a minimum of rigidity" (Gardner, 47).
Asignificant capability of the creative Individual which finally gives form to insights is
the capacity to find order In experience. Too often society has quickly determined that the highly
creative individual is a mass of chaos and unstructured independence. To the contrary, the truly
creative person must be able to Impose order on his or her experience of flexIbility and
independence. While it is true that the innovator frees himself from the old patterns, it usually
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IS In order to establish new patterns. What appears to some as being a form of lawlessness, In
reallty is a process of setting up new law, bringing order out of chaos. "It brings about a new
relatedness, connects things that did not previously seem connected, sketches a more embracing
framework, moves toward larger and more inclusive understandings" (Gardner, 48).
Maslow's stu&( and research

dealt primarlly with people whom he labeled as

self-actualizing. He determined a set of basic characteristics for those people who he worked with
that he recognized as creative and thus self-actualizing, their creativity springing more from
t.heir personalities and showing up in their ordinary affairs of life, rather than in
publicly-recognized performances or products. He felt that all of his subjects were:
More spontaneous and expressive than average people. They were more "natural"
and less controlled and inhibited in their behavior, which seemed to flow out
more easily and freely and with less blocking and self-criticism ... Another
observation was that [their] creativeness was in many respects like the
creativeness of all happy and secure children. It was spontaneous, effortless,
innocent, easy, a kind of freedom from stereotypes and cliches.... [Creative]
people are relatively unfrightened by the unknown, the mysterious, the puzzling,
and often are positively attracted by it. [They] selectively pick it out to puzzle
over, to meditate on and to be absorbed with ... They do not cling to the familiar,
nor is their quest for the truth a catastrophic need for certainty, safety,
definiteness, and order ... Thus, it comes about that doubt, tentativeness,
uncertainty, with the consequent necessity for abeyance of decision, which is ior
most a torture, can be for some a pleasantly stimulating challenge, a high spot in
life rather than a low.
They seemed to be less afraid of what other people would say or demand or laugh
at. They had less need of other people and therefore, depending on them less, could
be less afraid of them and less hostile against them. Perhaps more important,
however, wos their lock of fear of their own insides, of their own impulses,
emotions, thoughts. They were more self-accepting than the average... The civil
war within the average person between the forces of the inner depths and the
forces of defense and control seems to have been resolved in my subjects and they
are less split. As a consequence, more of themselves is available for use, for
enjoyment and for creative purposes. They waste less of their time and energy
protecting themselves against themselves. (in The Creativity Question, 87-90)
Brookfield discusses the attributes exhibited by creative thinkers. He says these people
are characterized by their tendencies toward generating alternative perspectives on the
problem-solving process which do not follow predetermined standardiZed formats. The various
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conceptualizations of creative thinkers are Included In hiS text, Developing Critical Thinkers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Creative thinkers reject standardized formats for problem solving.
They have interests in a wide range of related and divergent fields.
They can take multiple perspectives on a problem.
They view the world as relative and contextual rather than universal and absolute.
They frequently use trial-and-error methods in their experimentation with
alternative approaches.
6. They have a future orientation; change is embraced optimistically as a valuable
developmental possibility.
7. They have self-confidence and trust in their own judgment. (116)
The creative Individual Is again usually seen as a product of an environment which

releases the potential for creativity. There is a difference in teaching for creativity and teaching
creatively. The very aspects which identify the creative Individual are some of the same behaviors
which the creatIve teacher exhibits In order to enhance creativity In other IndIvIduals. The
correspondence between creative teaching and adult education also Incorporates the foundational
notIon that the adult learner Is primarily self-dIrected, Independent.
The criteria for superior teaching of adults include seeing relationships, having a
sense of humor, and possessing CQurage--characteristics matching the
description of creative people. Teaching creatively means involving learners by
helping them diagnose their needs, select sequences, and find resources. Teaching
creatively, incorporates listening to learners while remaining open, and
demanding the best while accepting individual differences. (Patterson, 105)

80b Samples characterIzes the dIfferences between the prominence of creativIty In
children compared to the decline of It In adults and states that the problem rests In the additional
years of experience that most adults have had with training their thought processes Into rational
ruts. The adults have had long years of growing up In a culture where they are schooled In
communIcation that becomes the norm.

"They possess and exaggerate the social sk111s or

rationality to such a degree that It is difficult for them flot to exercise skills when they think. In
a sense cultural experIence tends to preprogram our thought patterns to respond to problems with
the mental skills we used to cope successfully with the same problem the last time we were
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COnfronted wlth It" (45).

on the other hano, Children, prImarily because of lack Of l1fe

experience and programming from the cultural society, have not quite establlshed the thought
patterns and responses over excessive use which then form ruts and habits of rational thinking.
They have not established a stock plle of ready-made solutions.

The naivete we notice as

refreshing in children is due to their freshness in response to problems and encounters with new
experience. "Children without the ruts of expertise use metaphoriC strategies interchangeably...
Herein lies our age-old social quandary. Experience and maturity do create expertise and mental
skills that Cl..7l//d arm one with vividly useful tools in thought processes.

But so too does

experience imprison one's thought processes" (45). samples thus notes that children in part still
have the capacity to "Invent but not to conform." On the other end of the scale, however, adults
"have a rich repertoire of cultural experience but have generally given up the tendency to invent"
(45). Samples suggests a solution to the problem Is to provide adults with metaphoriC modes to
help them reinstate inventiveness. Creative drama has been used as just such a tool of creative
Inventiveness which at once sets the Individual off balance and yet back into equilibrium.
Having presented the parallels between adult learning, the self-directed individual and
J

creativity, we turn now to the consideration of this specific application, or teaching tool for the
J

enhancement of creativity and the bringing back of the qualities of balance in the adult learning
arena: creative drama.

The Instinct of Creative Dramatizing
Dorothy Heathcote is one of the most prominent and prolific writers, lecturers, and
leaders of creative drama In the field today. She Is professor of drama at the UnIversity of
Newcastle upon Tyne In England and has traveled extensIvely throughOut the United Kingdom

I

Europe and the United States presentIng her unIque approach to educatIonal drama. Heathcote

I

along with other key figures such as Gavin Bol ton, Brian Way, and Richard COurtney, offers drama
as a core actlvity in the maturatlon and socialization of the normal human being, noting that
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drama's roots stretch far Into h1story through the dally express10ns of rltual and play. These
leaders in drama education suggest that people all over the world, across cultures, and throughout
Ume dramat1ze 1nst1nct1vely. Ken Rob1nson has collected over twenty of Heathcote's papers (some
unpublished, some previously published in other works). From his collectlon are some of
Heathcote's remarks In "Drama as Challenge," wh1ch present the prem1se that dramat1z1ng Is
almost a second nature for most people:
We all dramatize, whatever our age or intelligence, each time we read a book,
for we become lost in the adventures or thoughts expressed in the story or the
personalities. We all dramatize in order to feel secure: for example, before an
interview we project ourselves into the room and try to plan in advance the way
the interview will progress. We all dramatize after the event. For example, all of
us have our frightful hazard stories, the times when we faced serious criSis, the
near accident, the operation, the embarrassing or frightening situation. We get
rid of this situation by telling it to someone else at the earliest opportunity. We
dramatize, whether we are adults or children, each time we watch a play, or the
television or puppets or a film. We "live through" each time we hear a story told
to us. So drama is a means of learning, a means of widening experiences even if
we never act in a play or stand upon a stage. It is a human instinct to have a
"willing suspension of disbelief." (80)
Richard Courtney, a theorist and practitioner in the field of creative drama who has
greatly influenced university curricula throughout Canada, writes in Play, Drama and Thought
that "the essential characteristic of man is his creative imagination and the creative imagination is
essentially dramatic in its character" (7). Courtney explains that the creative imagination in
humankind is what actually enables the individual to control and develop the environment as well
as rise above the limitations of one's own brain and body and the blockages t~le material world may
hurl in the way. The creative imagination is the almost magical ability the human individual
possesses, unlike the lower species, which enables him or her to comprehend possibilities and
relationships between two concepts. The process which the human infant goes through in which he
or she comes to the point of playing with words and images and pretends to be either himself or
another is extremely important because this is the pOint at which the human individual separates
from the lower primates, in that he or she develops the ability to see another's point of view and to
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see the potentlal1n sltuatlOns whIch then may make them humorous or tragIC. He or she Is able to
notlee the dynamiC between two Ideas or events and recognize other possible outcomes:
Pretending to be someone else--to act--is part of the process of living; we may
actually pretend, phySically, when we are young children or we may do it
internally when we are adults. We act every day: with our friends, our family,
strangers. Acting is the method by which we live with our environment, finding
adjustment in play. The young child, coming upon something within the external
world which he does not comprehend, will play with it dramatically until he does.
We can observe infants doing this many times a day. As we get older, the process
becomes more and more internal until, as adults, it is automatic and we play
dramatically in our imagination--so much so, indeed, that we may not even know
that we do it. It follows, therefore, that the dramatic process is one of the most
vital to mankind. Without it we would be merely a mass of motor reflexes with
scarcely any human qualities. (7)
Some of the fundamental foundations of the dramatic Imagination and creative drama are
explored in the following sections. At the roots of drama are the elements of play, ritual,
catharsis, and role playing. The deeper level Of dramatic experience, Is play. Play and Its
connotations for creative drama deserve a broader coverage here.

The Innate Impulse of Play
The literature on play Is vast. Theories of play range from the psychoanalytical through
anthropological, behaviorist, and cognitive perspectives. The descriptions of play cluster around
several agreed-upon features:
1. It is a spontaneous, improvisational activity rather than a calculated, scripted
one.
2. It is symbolic, imaginative activity expressed through movement, speech,
and/or thought.
3. Many forms of play have a projective nature in which the player's thoughts,
wishes or needs are projected outward onto t.he world.
4. Play exists in a representational context. In enacting issues within the play
world, the player comes to know something of the larger world outside.
S. Aplayer often takes on and plays out the role of another character, thus
dramatiZing his experience.
6. Play is not directed toward an external goal (i. e. completing a task or making
money); rather, it is directed toward less tangible more personal or social
goals ( i. e. mastery or competence.
7. Play is essential psychic realil.y of all human beings that might be genetically
based.
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8. Play represents a confluence of thought and action, of conscious and
unconscious process. (Landy, 65)
In his book, Meaningful Play, G. A. Fine says that even if we do not agree on what the
connection between play and "the real world" is to be, we recognize that the dynamics of play are
the dynamics of human life and are found in almost all social contexts.

"Through play we can see

values, norms, expectations, symbols, and organizations reflected in a fractured and distorted
mirror, but reflected nOi\etheless. Through the world we can see play, and we can see the need for
play to grease the iron wheels of the mundane. Play affects workers just as players, and permits
them to present themselves to others and to themselves" (ix).
Liebmann suggests that play may be classified into many different types, but it can never
be defined as one particular activity since the same event or activity may be called play at one time
and work or something else at another time. What is playful to one person may not be playful to
another. At any rate, play may be generally characterized as being pleasurable and enjoyable,
spontaneous and voluntary, with no extrinsic goals. It is play if it is inherently unproductive and
freely chosen, involving active engagement on the part of the player. It is also usually a social
activity.
Some of the qualities of play are exactly the values which make it engaging for the teacher
and therapist to use in their attempts to enhance learning and social growth:

"The non-literal

quality of play means that this can be done in safety, without fear of real consequences. By
representing a difficult experience symbolically, and going through it again, perhaps changing the
outcome, a child becomes more able to deal with the problem in real life" (13). Liebmann further
advocates the need for play again in the life of the adult in order to establish a healthy sense of
space away from the pressures and concerns of normal living: Play would also assist the adult in
renewing a capacity for tackling life's problems and opportunities:

"It is play that is the

universal, and that belongs to health: playing facilitates growth and therefore health; playing leads
into group relations" ( 13).
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Gavin Bolton suggests there Is a whole range of "play actlvltles or second-order
experiences which are 'bracketed off' from the practlcalltles of day-to-day living, activities such
as games, art, rituals and celebrations which are man's way of creating order" ( 104). Bolton
goes further in proposing the emotional catharsis and therapeutic values of play: "In a game the

pain of life can safely be recaptured, encountered and switched off as required, for as we have
seen, a game and all other forms of playing IncludIng the arts are deliberately created
second-order experiences, removed from the rawness of living" ( 105).
Concerns about the use of play and drama to "escape" the raw realities of life have ever
been before us and these must ultimately be faced rather than "ostrich-ized." We have not been
denuded of this concern in contemporary SOCiety, particularly In vIew of the rampant drug abuse
as a form of escape from the ever-demanding pressures of an increasingly complex society.
PeriOdIc escape seems to be a Flecessary release valve for the potential pressure of dally living.
Day dreaming and even sleep are sometimes spontaneous vehicles an individual slips into when
needIng to relax an intense focuSed mental state. Acertain amount of escape periodically helps keep
individuals from becoming programmed automatons. Certain forms of escape are built in
naturally to the physical and mental mechanism to help keep them rested and balanced and to slow a
racing throttle down to a periodic idle. Indeed, there are various kinds of "escapism," and one
must point out that some are valuable tools, while others are debilitating crutches. The key is in
recognizing which kind of escape to use and when in order to achieve the most efficaciOUS and
lastIng result. The most plausible measuring stick Is the one whIch determInes the value of the
escape mechanism by Its result. The kind of escape that one gets from drugs falls short of any
positIve outcome, for whereas one may have a heIghtened temporary experIence, the return from
the trip often proves to be more intolerable than the state prior to the departure. Consequently,
the resulting "low" outweighs the experIenced "hIgh" and the journeyer must run after a more
intense drug experience to offset the negative reaction of the subsequent low. Ultimately the
escape is not real, but only leads to a craving for more of the drug--and a consequent dependency.
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Another more pleasant escape is found in the forgetting of oneself for a short period of
time through a vicarious experience such as is provided in the reading of certain books or viewing
of fllms or even visiting other exciting or refreshing locations. However, if the return from the
experience finds seekers unchanged and in a situation which is identical to that in which they were
engulfed when they sought to escape through that particular medium, then the result is also not
satisfying. There is another form of escape, however, which has a tendency for more lasting
results.
The most valuable form of escape for the human being is surely that which may
well help us to forget for a while the situation around us, but that by its very
nature gives some inSight or develops awareness, so that when we return we bring
something constructive which enables us to live on in the human situation with a
greater sense of understanding and appreciation. This is not a substitute for
everyday living, nor is it a means of pleasantly dreaming of a world free from
problems in which someone like us will play the leading part. In any situation
pursued for any length of time we find ourselves so close to the details that we
become in danger of losing sight of the whole or getting it out of perspective. What
we need is a means of stepping back from our situation and of viewing it from as
many different angles and distances as possible, in order to return with a fuller
realization of its significance. (Hodgson, Richards, 14)

Hodgson and Richards recommend play through the dramatic experience as the best means
of "stepping back and viewing." It is important to note that the previous discussion of creativity
actually dovetails here with play. There is mutual resemblance of several aspects: spontaneitY.
inventiveness, motivation, and fantasy. As previously mentioned, humor and play are suggested as
nurturing environments in which creativity may flourish.
Fleshman and Fryrear argue that "The play Impulse seems to be deeply rooted within man.
In primates, the increased number of years of immaturity offers greater opportunity for play. and
this fact is thought by some primatologists to be a key in the evolution of the primate order. The
work along these lines suggests the importance of play in the development of the individual human
child and the structuring of social order" (313). As a society, we do seem to recognize the role of
play in the lives of very young children. but we do not always seem to recognize the importance of
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thot role. The age level oppear::! to be getting lower ond lower by the year in term:! of when
unfettered play Is st111 considered acceptable and harmless. As pressures to succeed mount,
middle-class parents begin to push even teachers of preschoolers to adjust the environment for
more didactic learning and less "free play." This for the very, very young--two to
four-yeer-olds. Some kindergartens (which used to focus primarily on enhancing socialization
skills through play and readiness for learning in order to prepare the young child for entrance
into formal education the following year) are now giving out grades and "failing" five-year-olds if
they have not successfully learned the alphabet and their numbers to 100. Many young children of
middle and upper-class families have schedules so tight with daily after-school enrichment
training that they have no time for play. The motive appears to be to get the youngsters "focused"
Quicker, thereby helping them determine their goals earlier and thus directing them in strategies
of education which will give them a head-start in the competition and ultimately assure them the
right job through entrance into the best college. It is no wonder an increasing number of adults
exhibit a latent need for play with their vastly more dangerous antiCS In war games,
extra-marital titillations and corporate power plays.

The Therapy of PItt{
Children often 00 not play outSide In their neighborhoods any more, not Just because of
safety, but also because of the draw from television and home video games, which only isolates
them further from the energetic release of play as well as the civilizing socialization it provides.
Fleshman and Fryrear, in The Arts in Therapy, elaborate on the negative trend in which the play
spirit 15 crushed under the bulldOzer of encroaching responslbl1lty: "Many adults feel gUilty about
playfulness which they identify as ell/leI/sll. But it is necessary to keep the person healthy. Even
though the form of play chosen by an individual might be physically strenuous or mentally
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demanding, the process of play is refreshing and almost miraculously restores vitality" (39).
Ph1111p Coggln also wrHes on the phenomenon of play for the release of excess energy.
While it is not difficult to understand the need of the young child and even the baby animal to
release excess energy through play, how is it that an exhausted laborer can, and often will choose
to come home after a difficult day at work and play a vigorous game requiring physical exertion
such as does tennis or basketball? Why is it that a mentally weary scholar will come home after a
day of equally draining intellectual work and sit down to a perplexing cross-word puzzle? The

question also rises concerning the ability of native tribesmen having the fortitude to dance for days
on end after returning from a physically arduous hunt:
/t seems indeed possible that in this process there is actually a creation of
vital ity, a new birth of the spirit. /s this some parallel in the dream or spiritual
world to physical procreation? /t is a common experience in schools that creative
octivities, far from consuming energy seem actually to release it, so that the
pupi I who does most is often the one who can also 00 more. (229)
Although Fleshman and Fryrear's focus is the use of the arts in therapy with play coming
under the umbrella of role-play and group interaction, their observations of play's value are
applicable even out of the contexts of clinical therapy, nevertheless emerging as "therapeutic" in
common, non-criSis, environments. They notice:
Play has certain characteristics that are consistent with the therapeutic process:
emphasis on process, not proouct; lessening the risk of failure; temporary
removal of frustration; openness and free attention, which encourage a better
state of mind for possible change; and the voluntary nature of participation. These
elements Zlll promote spontaneity. Because play may be structured, with rules,
and because it may require interaction with others, in both competition and
sharing, it can offer the individual a means to exercise and understand his ability
to deal with similar components in his own world. (40)
Play has been around since the dawn of time. Coggin suggests that we have the highest and
most ancient authorities for supporting the intrinsic value of play: "/t is in the spirit of play that
you must look for the interpretation of Christ's words: 'Except ye be as little children, ye shall
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not enter 1nto the K1ngaom of Heaven: To tn1S Bacon aooeo tne longoom Of KnowleQge. Ana Lao Tze,
In a completely unsentlmental mOOd, pOinted out that the virtues a man should strive after were
those that the child possessed in supreme abundance" (229).

Coggin, and others who have

researched the value of play, propose that play, therefore, should be recognized In a more direct
manner, as a vehicle through which individuals might tap Into their resources of imagination,
creativity, and simplicity.

Play and Piety
Charles Darwin lamented over his own preoccupation with the serious and the concrete
when he said: "If I had to live my llfe again I would have made a rule to read some poetry and llsten
to some music at least once a week for perhaps the parts In my brain now atrophied would have
been kept allve through use. The loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness, and may possIbly be
Injurious to the Intellect, and more probably to the moral character, by enfeebllng the emotIonal
part of our nature" (Coggin, 285).
As stated earlier, many observers have written on the function and value of play in both
the animal kingdom and the human domain. Many do not limit the need for play to the child, either.
The child's play sets the foundation for future play of a different kind to be engaged in throughout
life in order to maintain a balanced equilibrium. Arthur Holmes warns that a "citizenry
unprepared for leisure will degenerate in prosperous times. . .. On the other hand, workaholism
blIghts the home, even work, and life Itself. We need recreation and the capacity to enjoy life. But
we are caught between the two extremes of self- Indulgent play and compulsive work, and have no
adequate map of the road we should tread" ( 41). Holmes proceedS to speak about the pervasiveness
of play whether we recognize it or not; even like it or not. We use the term "play" to express
many behaviors of delIght such as playing on words, playing with IdeaS, playing music and roles,
playing ball and even playing the fool. Holmes remarks: "We play down, play off and role-play,
unttl we are quite played out--or else outplayed by others. Notice that sheer frivolity, utter
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waste, complete Idleness and Indolence, if relatives at all, are the prodigal children of play, the
black sheep of the family. Even the term 'vacation,' taken literally as 'emptiness,' is a misfit here
in comparison with the literal meaning of 'holl( holy)day'" ( 42).
About play's purpose in the scheme of human existence, Holmes argues that although play's
pervasiVeness Is obvious, It Is not always apparent where its proper place and purpose Is. The
seeming contradictions arise in the very definitions given mankind. While some see mankind as

110m£? IIltJ3ns, a playing being which distinguiShes him from other animals, others see him
primarily as Il£7mo faber, the maker of things, which is usually interpreted as the one who works.
In this latter scenario some suggest that man only plays to release energy in order to work harder.
Holmes attempts to find a balance between the two extremes of man's position on play: his role as
homo-religiosls--the one who worshlps--brlngs together the features of work and play.
Of course there are aspects of play in the celebration of worship, but more
fundamentally it is the religious nature of man that gives purpose and meaning to
both work and play. This must ground our play ethic, for a responsible
relationship to God incluoos play. Hence we need a theology of play, to see more
fully its purpose in relationship to God .... Play and its relatives find meaning
and purpose, then, in a ploce reserved for them in God's Kingdom. Play can
socialize us. It can discipline. It can develop precision and grace with aesthetic
delight. It can produce transferable qualities of cooperation, perSistence, and
self-denial. But it can also produce sadistic, self-indulgent, self-exalting,
self-abusive, even masochistic people utterly drained of other interests. No kind
of play by itself can build character: how could a Christian claim that it does?
But it can provioo an arena of possibilities, both goocI and bad, for personal
development. (43-48)

AS In all areas of nature, balance must exist In order to ward off destruction. While play
may be del1ghtful, therapeutiC, refreshing, and creative, It may also be devastating when
experienced In the wrong doses and out of context.

Play that belittles, is unloving, unfair

IndeCent, vIolent, or InsensitIve can not be Justified.

In those cases, what may be characterIZed

I

as play to one, Is definitely not perceived as play by another. G. A. Fine discusses the function of
play In reference to the sacred. Many feel that the combination of the two Is anathema, essentially
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taboo, If ttle sacred IS to maIntaIn Its posItIOn Of mystety and power. But FIne sees a potentIally
positive function of play in relation to the sacred:
One can be mysterious without the consequences of religious awe. Outside of
the play one need not believe. Likewise, b~ing wise to the sacred does not mean
debunking it because that too would be a nonp1aylpurpose. Rather, play's function
relative to the sacred is to be aware of the pperation of the sacred in an activity.
Play provides a store of knowledge, the door of ~hich may or may not be opened
for use in understanding the sacred in its lownl sphere of operations. Play can
teach one about the sacred, but one does not have I to pay attention or give credence
to the lesson .... As it is said that there is ,6 measure of play in a rope, play with
the mysteriOUS is the looseness of the mysterious. (35)
In fact, it is this very paradox that prompt.ed the kings of old to employ jesters in their
courts. The function of the jester was to hold up a r11irrOr to the monarch so that he could see his
own foolishness and not take himself too seriously. The j!ester was usually the only one who could
get awfJY with telllng the painful truth: all others lost. their heads. Thus, he held an elevated
I

position In the court, being honored as the wise fool. His bitter truth-telling, however, was more
palatable to the king when coated With humor and administered with a plfJYful hand. The monarch
I

was more likely to take his medicine under such contrived guises, because he was also able to save
face when hIS mask was strIpped awfJY by such

I

JOVial surgeon.

CI

SO humor and play were

I

recognized as having a function in maintaining balance. likewise, in the Medieval Christian
churches, a trap door was often provided at the front :of the sanctuary as the doorwfJY to the
residence of the altar clown. It was through thIS door tt.lat the clown would pop hIS head at what
I

seemed to be the most Inopportune tImes to Interrupt the mournful servIce. At thIS tIme, hIS
I

purpose was to remind the parishioners of the hope-restoring resurrection when they were
I

becoming too sorrowful over their ponderings of the pass'ion and death of Christ. SO too, would he
pop through hiS door in the midst of their joyful festivities and celebrations, to somberly remind
them of the signIficance and sacrifice of the crucifixiIJn. Balance.
I

Miller, Snyder and Neff have produced a work of creative dimensions for use in
Christian education contexts.

I

Their text, Using Biblical Simulations, proposes a series of
I
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rOle-playlng sltuatlons ln whlch the partlclpants galn an lntegrated vlew of b1tJ11cal characters-the1r cultural, emotional and sp1ritual condlt1ons and concerns of their soc1ety and
events--through dramat1cally donn1ng the personae of the people be1ng stud1ed. The lessons in
this text are built on the notion that creative involvement through play and imagination opens the
m1nd for deeper, 1ntu1t1ve understand1ng:
Faith is a play of the imagination. It is imagining and hoping in what is not yet
seen. There is a playfulness in the Scriptures that more than anything in Western
history has served to release man from the drudgery of his circumstances, from
the fatedness of his existence. If the Scripture itself is a record of the playfulness
of faith, it would seem that we ought to be more imaginative in our own
interpretation of it. Playfulness encourages creativity. Play is not bound by the
hard necessities of the work world. Play is more appropriate as an approach to
the larger context of I ife than is work, which is largely means-end activity. ( 10)

Imag1nat1on and Falth
Courtney suggests that the essential characteristic of man is his creative imagination: "It
is this which enobles him to moster his environment in such

0

wrty thot he overcomes the

limitations of his broin, his body ond the material universe" (7). Plrty is connected with
imaginotion ond imaginotion is a key ingredient in the building up of foith. Some theologians refer
to the GOO presence in the life of man as the Im8(P Oel It has been suggested that as we have been
created in the imt:lg8 of God, we must therefore be creative ourselves, with imagination os a gift
from the Creator to aid in the understanding of the mysteries of the spiritual realm.

The

encour6gCment is for Christians to be reunited with their heritt:lg8--their roots, their genes, as it
were--that is transmitted from the heavenly Father to his children. These primary gifts of
creativity, imagination tmd intuition often Iie fallow and atrophy from years of misuse which have
been imposed as a result of misunderstanding. Suspicion about these very resources and traits has
stemmed from the Church's fear that these aspects of human nature mrty be aligned with carnal
behavior and uncontrolled emotion. Again, too often the innocent baby has been thrown out with
the dirty bath water; an incredible price to pay for purity.
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Fa1tn IS grounded In 1mag1natlon. It speaks Of noplng for tnlngs tnat are not yet seen. It
provides a vision and trust for the future. Thus, fa1th through imagination becomes a source for
healing through hope:
We are all aware that we anticipate the future by imagining various
possibilities and by choosing from among them. When the images dry up, when
there seem to be no possibilities but those which already exist, when the future is
opaque to our glance, then the stream of our life dries up. Every institution lives
by imagining and choosing its wf1.{ into the future, as does every individual. The
range, variety, and plf1.{fulness of imagining the future thus become highly
important for the quality of life.
These considerations impress upon us the healing power of imagination. When
imagination is limited to the means-end meat grinder, then life becomes terribly
impoverished. At the same time it is well to note those ages when demonic
imagination ran rampant in witch-hunting and orgy. Such periods are equally
destructive to the quality of life. Perhaps we need a balance of disciplined thought
and fertile imagination, but the latter seems to suffer most in our day. (Miller et
aI., I I)
As people get older, many seem to listen less with their Imagination. That is, unless they
are those individuals usually considered eccentriC by society. All too often, adults listen to facts,
reason, and what can be readlly observed In the physical world. Although Imagination mf1.{ lead
some individuals away from truth as well as lead them toward it, they stand a greater chance of
understanding truth through the vehicle of imagination. Imagination Is the fulcrum on which great
artists, SCientists, and common folk establish and maintain equilibrium in the face of triumph and
tragroy. Imagination is the flagpole on which creativity waves. The potential for great inspiration
may be released through Imagination as Brahms describes in the creative Invention of his music:
To realize that we are one with the Creator is a wonderful and awe-inspiring
experience. Very few human beings ever come into the realization, and that is
why there are so few great composers or creative geniuses. . .. I always
contemplate on all this before commencing to compose. This is the first step.
When I feel the urge I begin by appealing directly to my Maker. . ..
I
immediately feel vibrations which thrill my whole being.... In this exalted state
I see clearly what is obscure in my ordinary moods; then I feel capable of drawing
inspiration from above as Beethoven did. These vibrations assume the form of
distinct mental images.... Straightaway the ideas flow in upon me, directly from
God, and not only 00 I see distinct themes in the mind's eye, but they are clothed in
the right forms, harmonies, and orchestrat ion .. " It is through the subconscious
mind, which is a part of Omnipotence, that the inspiration comes. (Sanders, 37)
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Many people neglect the development of the creatlve resources readily available within
themselves, even when these resources have the potential of help1ng them live more product1ve,
sat1sfylng, and meaningful lives. Their I1ves may have taken d1fferent, even pos1t1ve turns, had
they been able to use the tools of imagination and intuitive insight in creative problem solving.
Most people expect Imagination and creat1vlty to be present In the lives of children
because they realize children are still in the discovery and development stage. But who really
knows when childhood ends and maturity begins? The axiom of the life-long learner is that one
should be discovering until the day he or she dies. Individuals may continue to develop by choosing
to move from one plateau to the next throughout life. A key descriptor of childhood is linked with
the notion of continual growth and development, thus the scripture prods: "Unless you become as
little children, you cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven" (Matt. 10: 15). This statement is quite a
forceful mandate for an attractive option. Perhaps it is the chl1d's qualities like innocence and
imagination that would make the Kingdom of Heaven even accessible. To their own dellght and
longing, many adults'are quick to assert that chl1dren have keen senses of imagination. Cheryl
Forbes remarks that Imagination Is a crucial Ingredient to the success or failure of any
relationship. Relationships in marriage, parenting and vocations all are nurtured or starved on
the basis of imagination:
Imagination helps a person persevere and stay committed. Imagination
enables a person to envision the possibilities in the relationship--or the
consequences of ending it. It helps a person work in isolation from everyone else;
it supports recreation.
When Jesus said love your neighbor as yourself or treat others as you want to
be treated, he was stating a fundamental principle of imagination.
Self-centeredness can have no part in imaginative living. An imaginative person
is too aware of the other fellow to be totally wrapped up in his own wants or
perceptions. (151)

Imagination and Creativity
Courtney explains that drama is a universal activity that all engage in regardless of age
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Tile clll1dren are always at play outward; tile adOlescents emulate Ileroes; tile adultS rellearse tile
upcoming challenges In their heads. Apparently dramatiC tllougllt Is key to tile way our minds
function personally, socially and culturally. Courtney suggests imagination is interlinked with
all thougllt and Is the schemata wlllcll permits the "what If" or "as 1f" kind of tlllnking which Is
essential to the consideration of possibilities. This first step occurs on the personal level when the
Individual acquires Images througll tile perception by senses.

What is perceived Is then

transformed by the mind into images. The images are connected, creating thoughts.

Once the

imagining becomes externalized into an act it becomes social: "'As if' thinking has to be tried out
in the world, and the moment that occurs the world has been altered to some degree.... Dramatic
actions become play when we are very young, and the purpose of play is to relate the inner to the
outer .... SOciety is created by the dramatiC actions of the individuals within it" (Schattner and
Courtney, 2).
The necesslty of close observation during creative drama exercises, linked wlth intense
absorption, provide the flint for sllarpening the powers of concentration. With this process
underway it is easier to reinstate the work of the imagination which once so keenly developed in
childhood becomes dUll and lethargic from non-use in adolescence and adulthood. The structures of
our society make us less happy to exhibit a colorful Imagination as we develop into "maturity."
Active Imagination is quickly associated with fantasy and childishness, attributes we are anxious to
flee from as self-conscious youth, but nostalgiC to return to as adults. The world of television and
high-tech media also has a tendency to do our Imagining for us, turning many away from the
stimulating paJ8S of non-Illustrated novels and the creative air-drawing Of day dream Ing toward
the zombie-like viewing of someone else's rapld- fire carefully selected million-dollar ten-second
commercial images.
In his proposal for placing drama at the center of the curriculum, Bolton states that
drama is different from the other imaginative behaviors since it is the only one that "articulates
Inventing, anticipating, recollecting, hypothesizing, creating, musing and day-dreaming or any
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other mode of Imagining through the medium of concrete action. Thus breaking 'ordinary habits of
conception and perception' Is achieved In a unique way, through the particularity of an occurring
event. In this lies the dramatic medium'S potency as an educational tool" ( 142).
Bolton further explains the power of drama to cognltively and intuitively teach through
the phenomenon of metaxls.

While drama does not take the place of direct experience nor

transcend it, it provides for a heightened state of consciousness--metaxis--In which the
participant is able to hold two worlds simultaneously In the mind. The fictitious world Is brought
forth purposely to be used and viewed while one is still existing within the real world. The
fictitious world is actively construed, so that "submitting to its experience is tempered by the
treatment of it as an oIJ/ett. Thus the psychology of dramatiC behaviour Is of a different order
from direct experience; It Is a form of experiencing that 'brackets off' an occurrence, permitting
both submission and an enhanced degree of tP.tlk.llment ( 142).
This method for learning creative and critical thinking provides an opportunity for
self-disclosure and expression that neither the prevalent lecture, nor the discussion methods
afford.

Brookfield provides a critical rationale for using these kinds of experiences in adult

education. In his text, Training Educators of Adults, he discusses components which are central to
critical reflection and education In adult life:
As a form of adult learning, critical reflection entails more than purely cognitive
activities such as logical reasoning, or scrutinizing arguments for assertions
unsupported by empirical evidence. It involves our recognising the assumptions
underlying our beliefs and behaviours. It means we can give justifications for our
ideas and octions. Most importantly, perhaps, it means we try to judge the
rationality of these justifications. We do this by comparing them to a range of
varying interpretations and perspectives. We can think through, project and
anticipate the consequences of our actions which are based on these justifications.
And we can test the accuracy and rationality of these justifications against some
kind of objective analysis of the "real" world as we understand it. (325)

Brookfield suggests that imaginative speculation helps one come to terms with what one
believes and with the alternatives that one then has to the current wf!o!s of living and thinking.
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ExplorIng alternatIves through lmagtnatlon can De Doth l1beratlng and frustratIng at the same
time. In the liberating sense, one can imagine all the possibllities there are for change in one's
world and that one's world then is not statiC, but flexible and reformable. Whlle one may be
invigorated by the potential of changing statiC situations by replacing them with more
contemporary and Just alternatives, one may also then feel threatened by the awareness that one
may have been caught needlessly in a situation which was therefore meaningless or obsolete. The
awareness of the cognitive dissonance leads one then to either deal with the choices for change
which can or should be made in I1ght of the new discovery or rather to now live with the unveiled
disillusionment: "Imagining and exploring alternatives frequently lead to the development of a
particularly critical cast of mind which might be described as reflective skepticism. Reflective
skepticism is evident when claims made for the universal validity or truth of an idea, practice or
institution are doubted" (326). The commitment which comes out of a period of reflective
skepticism means that convictions are then informed, having come through critical questioning,
analysis and reflection. Imagination helps the searcher see potential alternatives. ,

Metaphor: A Creative Bridge to Awareness
We will not realize how much we depend on metaphor to help us explain ourselves and our
experiences to others unless we try to strip away our metaphors and find we are left standing
naked and helpless. How can we explain what we are feeling inside unless we can use words and
actions to build parallel images of the world "closing in on us" or "weighing too heavily upon us,"
or our "being on top of the world" or "under the weather" or "beside ourselves,"

turned

inSide-out in an upside-down world. What about the need to explain our "being lost" or "finding
ourselves" or feeling the "darkness descend" or "seeing the light at the end of the tunnel" or
having our "spirits I1fted" or being "up tight" or "hanging loose" or getting up on the "wrong side
of the bed?" We speak of someone as being "broad minded," "light headed," "tight-lipped,"
"nimble-foote.d," "a real bear," "quite a pig," "catty," "a snake in the grass," "a fish out of
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water," "a rat," "timid as a mouse," "a real dog," "a chicken," "bird-brained," "a hawk," "a
vulture," "a worm," "a social butterfly." We talk about having our "chins up," our "noses to the
grindstone," our "shoulders to the wheel," our "best feet forward," our "eyes cloSed, "our "minds
open," our "hearts broken," our "stomachs turned, " our "arms twisted," our "f1ngers crosSed,"
our "wrists slapped," our "hairs spIlt," our "tongues tangled," our "palms open," and our "ears
tingled." We "take a stand," we are "opened" or "closed," we "give WffY" or "hammer it home," we
"drink of the milk of human kindness" or "choke on its bile." These are only the tip of the Iceberg,
mere drops in the bucket. They are only a few small pieces of the puzzle.
Bob Samples pOints out the dynamic synergistic process that takes place when metaphor is
used as a vehicle of comparison.
The synergic-comparative mode exists when two or more external objects,
processes, or conditions are compared in such a way that both of the external
components unite to become more than either one alone because of the comparison.
Comparison is a standard strategy of the rational mind. But in standard rational
comparisons, the strategy is reductive. Meanings and relationships are oolimited
and almost surgically separated by the logic of rational mind functions. Not so in
metaphor. When comparisons are made in the metaphoric mode, a synergic kind
oi transformation takes place ... Synergy exists when all the parts of a system
work together so that their effect is greater than the sum effect of the parts
working independently. (90)

Linda Williams, In her text Teaching for the Two-sided Mind, explains that the use of
metaphor is a way of placing "specific parts within the context of a meaningful whole.
Metaphorical or analogical thinking Is the process of recognizing a connection between two
seemingly unrelated things.

It does not proceed linearly but leaps across categories and

classifications to discover new relationships. It appears that these connections are probably made
by the silent right hemisphere and transmitted to the left through some form of Imagery" (33).
She goes on to observe: "While metaphor does not create experience, It provides the mechanism
for establishing a connection between new concepts and previous experience. No new learning
occurs In a vacuum; we learn sometrling new by discovering how It relates to what we already
know, and the clearer the connection, the eaSier and more thorough the learning. Metaphors are a
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mecnantsm Tor Torglng connectIons (34).
Metaphor means 11terally to carryover. It Is more like a bridge than the much-described
"leap," in that It usually connects one idea to another in order to provide passage from the known
to the unknown. As a figure of speech it helps us to understand an unknown or unfamiliar object or
concept by making parallel references to It with a familiar characteristiC of something or someone
else which is known. Metaphors may be physical and emotional as well as verbally symbolic. In
the world of verbal communication, metaphors are encased In words.

They become verbal

analogies of other concepts and images. Very often, metaphors become poetic verbal vehicles of
mental conceptions.
In his text, On Metaphor, Sheldon SOCks pOints out the prevalence of metaphor In
religious contexts. "SustaIned stuay of the religious phenomenon seems to demand a recognition
tJlat the claims of metaphor are central to these fields. For not only Is every major religIon
grounded in certain root metaphors, but Western religIons are also religions of tile omK- - books
whIch codIfy root metaphors through varIous linguIstic and generic strategles"(90). Numerous
verbal metaphors are used throughout scripture to enlighten the human mind on the mysteries of
hidden spiritual dimensions. In the bible, God Is presented as a spIrit and those who worshIp him
can only try to understand his "presence" in a real world through more concrete images. So God is
defined metaphorically by titles which help the earth-laden bel ievers to comprehend the idea of
God In their own terms: "It Is the character of biblical language about the dIvine to use multIple

metaphors for the dIvIne-human relatIon. ThIs Is to avoId relflcatlon and IdOlatry. Further, the
metaphors themselves are always relational in character. Biblical faith makes no claims to any
knowIng of God as God Is In God's self" (Fowler, BecomIng, 86).
In the Bible, God is referred to by terms that should help his earthly children understand
hIs role towards them and to Imagine a tangIble human relationship with hIm.

Images of hIm as

king, creator, judge, guide, and the Alpha and Omega (the beginning and the end) prevail
throughout scripture. God is most often addressed as heavenly father, eternal God, the most high
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one 1n bIblIcal prayers as well as In contemporary prayers. The prImary meanIngs of the
theologically recognized names of God are also metaphorical forms to help people understand the
various roles he takes on to meet the needs of humans. The Jewish names given to God in the Old
Testament are used as descriptions of his attributes. Lord (Jehovah) is "the self-existent One,"
"He that Is who He Is, therefore the eternal I Am."

God (Elohlm) suggests the attributes of

strength in the delty. In hIs redemptIve relatlonship to man, "Jehovah" has seven compound names
whIch are metaphors for hIs revelatlon to hIs earthly children. "Jehovah-Jlreh" means "the Lord
will provide." "Jehovah-Rapha" means "the Lord that heals." "Jehovah-Nissi" means "the Lord
our banner ," reflecting the war of the Spirit against the flesh. "Jehovah-Shalom" translates to
mean "the Lord our peace." "Jehovah-Ra-Ah" is "the Lord my shepherd." "Jehovah- Tsidkenu" is
"the Lord our righteousness," and "Jehovah-Shammah" means "the Lord Is present" (SCOfield,
6-7).

The metaphor is prevalent throughout scripture as a means of givIng a handle to hang on to
the elusive mysteries of the kingdOm. SpIritual and abstract concepts are assIsted In becomIng
tangible through the use of metaphor. What Is not seen Is described by what Is seen and one makes
the step towards understanding through the connections of similarity.

Many of the bIblical

prophets used dramatiC metaphor to emphasize spiritual connections with earthly life. "Moses
rem inded the Israelites of the passing of the death angel by instituting the ceremonial kill ing of the
Passover lamb. He also InitIated the Feast of the Tabernacles, whIch the Jews observed by the
symbolic breakIng of palm and willow branches" (Burger, 19). Jesus is ldentlf1ed In all of hIs
attributes and characterIstiCS by IdentIfying metaphorically with hIs functions. He Is referred to
as the door, the wcry, the truth, the lamb of sacrifice, the I Ion of Judah, the I ivlng water, the bread
of life, the light of the world, the good shepherd, the prInce of peace, the kIng of kings, and lord of
lords. He Is also seen as servant, friend, savior, brother, master, messIah, creator and teacher.
Likewise, the Kingdom of heaven is like a pearl of great price. We lie down in green pastures,
walk through the valley of the shadow of death, run the race of life, wait for our victor'S crown,
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plant our seedS of faIth, soar wIth the WIngs of eagles, and get separated e1ther w1th the sheep or
goats. But these are only a gllmpse of the big picture. They are only a sllver of the tree, only a
pebble of the mountain, only the first step of the journey.

We would be lost without our

metaphors.
Tighe and Szentkerestl assert that adult Christian education helps Individuals "in
negottating their present challenges by gently plumbing the questions and conclusions of their past
memories and future hopes. It sifts the content and contexts of their journeys, separating pebbles
of meaning from the sands of time. It probes present assumptions, motives, values, and needS,
offering models for reflection and sources of support. It recognizes that the complex factors of
human development are the touchstones of the Spirit" (67).
Scripture and Chr istlan religious discussion abound with metaphors to describe the
Journey, the walk, the pl1grlmage of the spiritual l1fe. They help to create Images from whIch
further discussion and growth may spring. Christian SOCieties and individual bel1evers have used
metaphorical descriptions and names to bridge a theological concept of Jesus to a tangible Image of
human relationship and the redemptive role. Christian hymns throughout the centuries have
contained lyrics which depict Jesus In various metaphorical relationships to his followers. The
metaphors shift and alter as the times of the culture change in order to keep the images fresh and
relevant. For Instance, nautIcal and farmIng images were very prevalent in hymns of the last
century when transportatIon by ship and agricultural societies abounded. These are less common
now In new Christian lyrics of the day. Certain other relational metaphors for Jesus are generic
enough to stand a test of tIme, although some are more obscure to urban societies than are others:
for example, Jesus as God manifest In the flesh, the son and the sun of righteousness. Believers
are called to imagine themselves safe and securely held in the hollow of his hand, protected under
the wing of the almighty, hidden In the cleft of the rock.
Parables of the klngOOm of heaven also abound In scripture as metaphors presented by
Jesus for his followers to understand the InviSIble, spIritual domaIn. The kIngdom of heaven and
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other aspects of faIth are lIkened unto a pearl of great pr Ice, a tree planted by the water, a house
built on a rocl(, the fruit of the vine, and being nourish81j by e'v1erlastlng water and living bread.
I

The metaphor through parable and analogy Is st111 primary In terms of religious communIcatIon.
In Christian worship and education one may notice the pr1evalence of metaphors in most
I

commUnlcatlOn patterns Of belIevers to assIst them In trying to explaIn the mystIcal world of
faith.

Many sermons, lessons, testImonies and written articles utilIze the metaphor as a

foundational vE!hicle Ifor expressing the overall concept as well asl throughout the communication to
I

make Imagery tie- i ns to subordinate ideas. The metaphor appears to be a crucial vehicle of
communication in religious contexts.
UsIng the metaphor as a prImary tool withIn tlhe context of adult ChrIstIan educatIon
I

makes partIcularly I good sense on several counts.

FIrst, scJrlpture Is laced together with
I

metaphorical

Illngu~je.

The metaphor cannot help but ooze out of It he center and seams of sermons.

Metaphor was the pr,lmary teachIng style of Jesus whO was first a story teller of parables. The
I

metaphor in scr Iptu~e may be vIewed as a golden brIdge fr;Jm heaven to earth, over whIch gems of
I

Insight slIde for placIng In the crowns of searching belleVE!rs. It ;Is fIgurative, analogous language
I

which Is already a plart of the spIritual culture of ChrIstians. I TheIr very name means "little
Chr ists," anothl~r metaphor.
Secondly, the metaphor is a natural, intuitive speech pattern for most adults. Since we
I

begin desCrIbIng our Ifeelings In play as ch Ildren, settIng liP whalt thIs and that stands for In real
I

life, we have used metaphor to communIcate what could nQit easily be seen. Children begin usIng
I

metaphor almost as early as they become comfortable wlttl langu6ge--around three years of age.
Samples says tMt "much of what the young child experIences reflects the InventIve metaphorIc
mOde. The Infar t dOeS; not have Formal Operations capability, whereas adults usually do. But what
I

most adults do
that go along

~ot

have is the child's altl/tJde 10 Illvellland the strongly affiliating sensory skills

ith Ir' ( 104). We probably are not conscious of how much we depend upon
I

metaphor to exp lain ourselves, to brIng the abstract into a concrete form. But we should be rather
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adept at It as adults wlth a lifetime of practice. However, we need to practice even more
purposefully how to create metaphors to serve us, so that our bridgeS may be many and solid, not
only from here to up there, but from me to you, from the hidden me to the wondering you.
Metaphor Is also woven throughout the everyday language of the adult populace. We speak
metaphorical images even without thinking when we say "it's raining cats and dogs," "she's blind
as a bat," "he's stubborn as a mule," "it's like finding a needle in a haystack," "the room is a pig
sty," or that anyone is "cool as a cucumber," "built like a brick house ," "strong as an ox," "hungry
as a horse," "smart as a whip," "sharp as a tack," "smooth as Silk," "clear as mud," "plain as day,"
"hard as rock," "dead as a doornail," and so on. We even cut through the similes and head straight
for the metaphors when we call someone else a cat, mouse, chicken, ape, snake, rat, dOg, worm,
pig, cow, weasel, shrimp, clown, square, monster, and anything we wish to associate them with in
terms of resembling qualities or attributes of the thing in comparison. We say someone Is
"brainstorming," or "hung up," or "an airhead," or has "a chip on their shoulder ," or they are
"nit-picking," or "making us jump through hoops," and "we can read them like a book." The list Is
extenSive of metaphors we have woven so naturally into our speech we have even ceased to know
what they really mean or where they originally came from, like "eating high on the he'r and
"having a field day," or being "a wet blanket," or a "chip off the old blOCk," or "flying off the
handle." On the other hand, we are always on the lookout for new images to help break down the
barriers of perception which exist between one mind and another. People now "take off like a
rocket," their Ideas "bomb," they are "space-Cadets," they are "highly programed" but "shutdOwn
if their circuits overload."
Whlle the metaphor Is most readily Identified In verbal contexts to draw word pIctures, it
is also often utilized in the physical and emotional domains in order to transmit internal concepts
of Insight and feeling. samples notes that several decades ago "our schools adopted wholesale the
rituals of rationality. This rational focus has nurtured an ecology of what psychologists have
labeled the 'cognitive' domain. Emotion the second great motivator Is the quality assigned to the
I

I
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'affective' domain" ( 104). Samples is concerned that our educational society may be leaning too
heavily toward the side of the cognitive domain, creating an imbalance in the development of the
Indlvldua1. "GOOd feel1ngs are sought after by our SChools. But too often they Interpret 'gOOd'
feelings as those you have when you do a rational task accurately. The cherished values are those
that lead to the mastery of rational skills and competenCies" (104). Samples calls for an
integration of the cognitive and affective domains through metaphorical activities and learning
environments which will stimulate this kind of creative thinking.
Drama is a primary vehicle for the transmission of metaphorical images through both
verbal and physical means. In a paper presented at the 1981 meeting of the American Theatre
Association, John Sharpham stated that expressing the imagination dramatically is a step toward
refining and shaping thought and behavior because drama is a direct expression of the imagination
in action: "In drama, the thought--the imaginings--are expressed in action and that action is
metaphor--the idea becoming reality. Metaphor transposes the qualities of one thing to another
and when structured correctly, drama does this and becomes a living metaphor. This use of the
metaphor allows one to grasp and change one's environment. It is a transformation of the action of
the imagination, a course apparatus like the eye, into more refined shapings of one's perception of
the world" (2). Sharpham suggests then that drama as metaphor should be practiced at all levels
of education, since it is integral to the curriculum of human deVelopment.
Bolton observes that "In drama a relationship is contrived between an actual context (the
participant operating in a physical environment) and an imagined context (a make-believe
situation that is evoked by the partiCipant's actions, words and use of properties, etc.)" ("Drama
as Metaphor ," 45).

In creative drama experiences, almost the whole content is metaphorical

since the partiCipants play other characters who represent either people they know or themselves
in other contexts and roles. likewise, the situations of the dramas are hypothetical, representing
images and perceptions the partiCipants hold and are in the process of adj usting in order to
accommodate new awareness and learning. The roles and situations that the partiCipants 1n
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creatIve drama play are Dotn personal and UnlverSal metaphors of theIr own and percelvea Images.
The playIng becomes a representatIon of past events the partIcIpant draws from In order to create
a current metaphor. These metaphors may be presented both verbally and physically or by either
means; mImIng of an action depIcts a representatIon of reality WIthout the use of words. The "as
if" of the dramatic process creates a concrete metaphor which asSists the participant in gainIng
new inSIght, bridging the known and the unknown through imagination. Bolton argues that the
dramatic activity is a process of engaging with something outside oneself, using the metaphorical
mental set in order to "activate, sustain or intensify that engagement. Engagement implies a
subjective/objective relationship at an affective as well as a cognitive level, a relationship that is
both dynamic and rational. It involves not merely a gaining in knowledge of the world, but an
investment of oneself in the knowing" ( 19).

Creative Drama: Rehearsal for Life
Many thear Ists, psychologIsts, educators and dramatIsts recogn Ize play as a preparat Ion. a
rehearsal for life. Courtney, for example, observes: "The content of dramatic play is unconscious
symbolIC thought based on experience. The purpose of play Is to reproduce In symbolic form the
unsolved experiences of life and attempt solutions" (273). Children prepare for entry into new
worlds- - the worlds of their parents. their older siblings, workers, explorers, and a multitude of
others they have observed, through theIr play. ChildlIke play Is based prlmartly on Imitation and
ImagInatIon. It enters the realm of the magIcal hypothetIcal, while tryIng on possIbilitIes of the
present and the future In order to contemplate how It could be different. Brian Wllks explains:
"The need to hypothesise Is Innate. It is the only wff.j we have of gl1mpsing freedom and It leads us
to enacting Ideas, to the plff.jing out of fears, hopes, ambitions, predIctions and memorIes" (95)
The richer the scope for ImitatIon and ImagInation, the richer the developed Indlvldualfty will be.
Wllks argues for the psychological necessity to treat the world around us in hypothetical terms
from time to time in order to survive the pressures of reality.
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If life as it is received were all that we could know it would be unbearable.
The tragic sense of mortality would sit heavily upon all our activities and the
pressing realisation of our limitations would crowd in upon us. Mercifu11y the
mind is free, it can compose, propose, and reassemble images of the world for its
own delight; it can entertain the idea of a hypothetical reality, a reality which by
nature of its hypothetical existence transcends almost all the limitations that irk
our lives.... Such control bewitches man and child alike, it is at once the simple
and complex reality of theatre. In life we are creatures of time and space; in the
"theatre" of dramatic play we sustain the powerful and enabling illusion that time
and space can be manipulated and made to serve our ends. Moreover, it is fun to
create this hypothetical reality. It is fascinating to ask the question, '" wonder
what would happen if ... ?" (95)
It was this notion of the importance of dramatic play in the development of the individual
that led prominent educators and dramatists in Great Britain and America to develop the tools for
expedient use in the area of child drama. John Dewey's "learning by doing" became drama in
edur.ation's "learning by acting." Creative drama within the curriculum emerged first in England
and then flourished throughout the middle part of this century in both countries. The key note was
growth through direct experience with the application of the implements of theatre. Brian Way,
author, educator, researcher and a significant contemporary figure in the field of creative drama,
writes about its function when he uses a metaphorical example as the answer to a simple question
about blindness. He suggests that the answer t.o the inquiry about what a blind person is could take
t.wo different forms: one could contain a plethora of information about blindness and its impact on
the individual without sight, and the other answer could be in the form of a suggestion to close
one's eyes and then try to find one's way out of the room: "The first answer contains concise and
accurate information; the mind is possibly satisfied. But the second answer le<lds the inquirer to
moments of direct experience, transcending mere knowledge, enriching the imagination, possibly
touching the heart and soul as well as the mind. This, in over-simplified terms, is the precise
function of drama" ( 1).
The phenomenon of the observational kind of learning which Way described above is
further presented when drama is used as a creative alternative to learning the skills of problem
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SOIVlng. Whether It IS chlldren'S make Delleve or me most aavancea theatrIcal prOductIon,
dramatic expression is based on observation, experience, and what the presenters perceive as
truth.

"We observe and experience. We examine in more detail, following closely related

phenomena, disregarding irrelevancies, and establishing through measurement and experiment
certain patterns of behaviour and events. So we reach--through the ability to explore and to
accept the world as experienced, and to coordinate observation--the disciplines and achievements
of science" (Courtney, 56).
The vicarious and direct experiential learning that comes from creative drama provides a
holistic picture of behavior from which to draw insight and conclusions. Much of formalized,
pedagogically-designed learning programs are based on fragmented pieces of the puzzle, appealing
to one faction or another of the human brain and senses.

Textbooks and lectures present

Information In a linear form, vastly different from life Itself. It Is often argued that experiential
learning takes too much time In comparison to the textbook and lecture-based types of education,
but different styles of learning are often a result of the individual exigencies of the student in
terms of motivation as well as needs. Williams pOints out the value of experientiallearning--such
as creative drama provldes--for particular students who have difficulty with verbal encoding.
They can Interact and manipulate the discoveries they make intuitively and through their senses
before they have the pressures of articulating what they have discovered verbally:
They are not handicapped by the negative reactions which failure experiences
from the past may have attached to verbal activities, and because they're being
allowed to encounter and engage the material to be learned on their own terms,
their motivation and excitement are usually much higher. Experience can be
created in a classroom through simulation and role playing. These techniques
enable the teacher to set up a situation in which students use and extend their
unoorstanding of a subject through an experience which they help to create.
(Teaching for the Two-Sided Mind, 33)

Creative drama as a learning tool stands between the constraints of the linear lecture
format and the time and financial constraints of learning by life in the school of hard knocks. It is
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a form of experiential learning which Is yet a step removed from the kind of experiential learning
set up in hands-on technical programs and internship placements. Creative drama may be done In
any setting and, since It is usually the safe setting of an already-formulated group, it becomes a
sort of controlled laboratory for interpersonal expressions and observations of behavioral
InSights.
Creative drama experiences often trigger a kind of "aha!" as a result of the insight
acquired through the spontaneous creative action. The novelty of this experience may promote new
awareness and thus further development. Robertson speaks of the impact of novelty in one's life to
promote growth. His definition of "novelty" is those events in our lives which arrive unexpectedly
and force us to react by dealing with them. Because they have a tendency to take us off balance, we
must find creative ways of handling them In order to restore equilibrium In our lives. These
unsettling demands and Interruptions In our lives and our effectlve coping with them are the
stepping stones by which we get from shore to shore, making headWay and growth In personality
and character. Robertson suggests ways In which we can use these dynamics of novelty In order to
manage growth proactlvlty:
At least two avenues of application exist. First, we can learn to see novel
situations which are thrust on us as developmental opportunities rather than as
unmitigated tragedies. And second, we can learn to create our own novel
situations. The "ey in both cases is to try to match up the developmental demands
of the novel environment with our specific developmental objectives. (78)
Creative drama provides a vehicle whereby we can create our own novel situations to react
to and develop through. Creative drama's approach to education recognizes that the dramatic
imagination of the person enables him to see the relationship between ideas and their mutual
interactions. Courtney, during his tenure at the University of Calgary, unfolded a curriculum of
creative drama defined as "the stucty of human development through enactment." He states that the
dramatic imagination lies behind all human learning, both social learning and "academic" learning,
because it is the way in which man relates r.imself to life:

2i8
It tem:he:s us to think. to eX1lmine 1lnd explore, to te:st hypotheses and discover

"truth." Thus it is the basis of science as well as art. But, also, because it relates
us dramatically to knowledge. providing us with a significant and realisable
relationship to "content," Dramatic Education uses the method which enables us
when we are young to learn "academically" - -a method we retain when we are
adults even though we may not know it. For nothing is alive to us, nothing has
reality in its utmost sense, unless it is quickened and vitalised when we Ilve
it--when we ;;L't it. Then it becomes part of our inner selves. (58)
Hodgson and Richards use aspects of creative drama in their text on improvisation and
state that spontaneous drama is a means of training people to think because it aims at utilizing a
combination of clear mental habits with the expression of these thoughts in a concise and orderly
w~.

Because creative drama, essentially improvisational acting, places people in a human

situation involving other people, it calls for rather quick and precise thinking at times as well as
different levels of t.hought at one and the same time: "Decisions have to be made by the individual
in the situation, but because it is an experimental situation, he can learn by his errors or adjust
to the utilization of his mistakes. In a world of ubiquitous advertiSing clarity of thought is in
danger of being blunted, and practice of thought response at different levels is essential" ( 22).
Courtney states that improvisation is of greater value than scripted drama because it
"shapes the inner thoughts and so releases them, and it develops the imagination" ( 19). Thus the
learning that arises out of dramatic play m~ be more substantial for the participant because it is
a product of action and experience. It is also more viable a learning vehicle because it is more
attractive than mere listening and non-participation. The spontaneity reflects not only a draw on
intuitive inner knowing, but also a form which is reflective of independence and self-direction.

"Good work is more often the result of spontaneous effort and free interest than of compulsion and
forced application" (45). Wilks suggests that if it is true that humans need to create surrogate
worlds in which to explore hypothetical
means of proposing such hypothetical

w~s
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of living, then we should provide people with the

of behaving: "We must provide more and more raw

material to supplement the (person's) particular experience and to 'feed' his imaginative life...
Drama begins with observation, with the meeting of the strange, the puzzling, the overpowering,
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the delicate and the intricate; It continues with the unblinking pursuit of the complexities of our
world" (99).

Vicarious Learning through Creative Drama
Creative drama is concerned with the doing of life. The detachment from actual living
dangers that creative drama exercises provide is the very essence that allows the tool of drama to
be powerful, yet safe: "It is as If In the surrogate world of the playing we can explore In safety and
controlled circumstances things that could be too swlft, too dangerous, too long ago or too far ahead
of us, to allow scrutiny and reflection in real life" (Wilks, 95). Real life experiments may be
costly, beyond our physical reach, or even fatal. In drama the whole of life can be lived and
explored with much of Its excitement and little of its danger. Flights of fantasy and vicarious
experiences may be explored through creative drama. One may journey somewhere else, become
someone else, accomplish miraculous feats and get back in time for dinner. The Imagination may
soar and not have Its Wings clipped. And In the soaring, the mind might catch a panoramic view of
a different perspective, an alternate perception, a hidden world, a new way of "seeing."
Serendipitously, the new way of seeing may be momentarily through another's eyes. Hence, the
potential for heightened empathy and tolerance.
The kind of learning that comes through these "controlled conditions," stimulates a
significant kind of growth that moves from the outSide in and back out again, In changed behavior
through new InSight. This creative "trying on of life," without the drastiC Implications of
mistakes, allows the player through drama to explore dimenSions of his or her life at a pace that
provides for a measure of introspection and evaluation that the marching-on stomp of real life
often does not allow. As Heathcote explains: "People exist in their enVironment, living a moment.
at a time and taking those decisions which seem reasonable in the light of their present knowledge
about the current state of affairs. The difference is that in life we have many other things t.o
consider at the same time and often cannot revise a decision taken, except in the long term"
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(Robinson, 90). 80 drama can be a kind of playing at or practice Of 11V1ng. It can prOVide the tools
for tuning up those areas of feeling-capacity and expression-capacity as well as social-capacity
Creative drama provides a unique platform upon which the individual player may pull out
feelings and expressions and explore them not in a completely detached way, but rather a more
objective way. They are still his own real emotions, but they are expressed on a different level
than is experienced in the heat of immediate reaction to reality. This "safe" environment is a kind
of framing device: "The emotional response in a game, play, and in drama is a r8:>"'fJonse to an
alJstrixtfofl" to a 'bracketing-off' from living, and it can be just as intense--posslbly even more
intense for, knowing it is a second-order experience, one can 'release' one's grieving, for
example, in a way one would not dO in the actual event. .... [But, it] would immediately be
tempered by the pleasure of knowing 'it's only a game'" (Bolton, 106). So then, the emotions
experienced in the drama may be quite real, yet the consequences of the behavior prompted by the
emotions are less vital than those experienced in the parallel real life situation.

Tapping the Intuitive in Creative Drama
A key component of the creative drama experience is spontaneity. PartiCipants play their
improvised roles out of the resources of their own creativity and intuition without the aid of
prescribed scripts. Robert Landy, in Drama Therapy states that "aesthetic distance, the point of
liberation, marks the moment when the ... [person] is at his most spontaneous. It is the creative
moment. the moment of Infinite pOSSibilities, the moment of play, when the unconscious is
accessible and ready to be symbolized through dramatic action" ( 104).
This is the point at which intuitive discoveries might be made. The letting go of one world
in order to enter another wor ld, while remaining cognizant of reality, affords a person the
opportunity to tap into the hidden resources of creativity. While in the spontaneous creative state
the individual experiences both worlds simultaneously: "Spontaneity, like catharSiS, is based in
the central paradox of dramatic experiencing. Two realities exist side by side: that of the real
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world and that of the dramatized/play world. Although acting spontaneously means fully living in
the present, fully focusing upon and experiencing the moment as it occurs, the spontaneous person
is also basing his actions upon past experiences" (Landy, 105).
Each day of the week we make spontaneous choices as we improvise our way through life.
Even discussion and conversation is a form of improvisation. Rarely are we given time to prepare
scripts for how we will behave in certain circumstances and with different relationships. Instead,
we must continually adjust to what is currently happening to us, moment by moment, day by day
and make choices about our reactions. In some situations we have time to plan our moves as the
details of the events align with other experiences we have had and decisions we have made or
previously thought out. The more unexpected the happening, however, the more spontaneous will
be our response. In terms of relationships, we are called on to be more spontaneous since people
are less predictable than things. Hodgson and Richards maintain: "If we are open and receptive.
we can make discoveries both about ourselves and ot.hers from these moments. If we are less
receptive, the tendency will be to reproduce what we consider to be socially acceptable responses
which become standardized and stereotyped" ( 1).
Creative, improvised drama is a training ground for exploring spontaneous responses to
unexpected situations. It provides a safe environment in which to tryout the ingenious solutions
which ar ise from spontaneous and intuitive insight. Reciprocally, the risks taken may stimu late
further insight into problem-solving. Not to provide opportunity for growth that comes through
creative Imagination may serve to stagnate the Intuitive reservoir we have for insightful problem
solving as well as for a fuller, richer form of living.
Creative drama also provides a vehicle for experience and expression which may not come
directly out of the practlcal bag of problem-solving tools. Some of the creative experiences may
be purely mystical and intuitive, not immediately attached to a cognitive learning. Barnes, In his
Swarthmore Lecture, spoke of an "... ill-disciplined intellectualism in which not only material
experience is given an inferior place, but also the immediate life of the feelings." He said:
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The dualism, implicit and often explicit in much of educational thought and
standards of judgment, has resulted in an undue emphasis on logical truth and
verbal statement, making it difficult for educated people to accept that there are
experiences which do not require or imply verbal "explanations." We mlght call
these experiences "mysteries," but unlike the mystery of the detective novel they
do not ask for any solution or explaining awC1Y; they should be complete and
significant in themselves. (91)
Viola Spo11n likewise was concerned about the compartmentallzatlOn that can separate the
haves from the have-nots in assuming that creativity and intuition are bestowed gifts of a
prlvlleged minority, some mystical force employed by the intellectual elite. Spolln reminds us
that all of us have had moments when the right answer came at precisely the right time, or when
we did the appropriate thing necessary for the moment w1thout thinking. There are even instances
recorded of almost superhuman strength or creativity exhibited by an individual in the least
suspecting environment with the unassumed touch of an expert.

In these cases, tapping the

intuitive was a process of mining hidden depths of creativity. When often in crisis or danger, an
average person transcended the domain of the famlliar limitation and entered the unknown domain
of intuitive inSight, strength and unaware genius. Spolin observes:
When response to experience takes place at this intuitive level, when a person
functions beyond a constricted intellectual plane, he is truly open for learning.
The intuitive can only respond in immediacy--right now. It comes bearing its
gifts in the moment of spontaneity, the moment when we are freed to relate and
act, involving ourselves in the moving, changing world around us. Through
spontaneity we are re-formed into ourselves. It creates an explosion that for the
moment frees us from handed-down frames of reference, memory choked with old
facts and information and undigested theories and techniques of other people's
findings. It is the time of discovery, of experiencing, of creative expression.
( 4)

Enhancing Individuality through Creative Drama
Brian W&y contends that education is concerned with Individuals whlle creative drama is
concerned with the individuality of individuals and with the uniqueness of each human.
uniqueness and the individuality are also reasons for Its Immeasurablllty. W&y argues:

The
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"No two people are alike" may well be an accepted truism of phySical appearance,
but it is equally true of emotion and imagination, which comprise the root of full
individuality, and yet are often the antithesis of academic education, whIch
inevitab ly (because of tests and examinations) tends to be concerned with the
samenesses rather than the differences of people .. "
I ndividuality is also
concerned with originality and deeply personal aspirations; drama encourages
originality and helps towards some fulfillment of personal aspiration, and this is
important to the full development of personality because even among the best
teachers there can develop a tendency to help pupils to fulfill only teachers'
ambitions for them. (3)
The occupation of the actor and the life of the stage have produced mixed responses of
admiration, mystery, and prejudice throughout history. Some of the fears and associations in
people's minds have assigned acting derogatory remarks about the illusory life, phoniness, and
waffling in truth-telling. Claims that it is mere escapism and an excuse for exhibitionism,
besides smack ing of the dangers of lOSing touch with reality by toying too closely with
make-believe, are all part and parcel of some folk's apprehensions toward acting. Hodgson and
Richards' response to the concerns is to first determ ine what acting actually is. They concede that
acting is a creative interpretation through the impersonation of different aspects of human nature,
behavior and situation which may involve playing the role of another person or it may require the
imagined response of one's own per.son to a mood or set of circumstances. They go on to say: "In
either case, the qualities needed for the best acting are also those qualities required for the fullest
living. Both involve coming to terms with oneself, coming to terms with one's physical
environment and learning how to manage relationships with other people" ( 11 ).
It is this preparation and training that the actor experiences in order to achieve success in
the craft that may be expanded on and borrowed from by other areas of adult human development
In order for an actor to understand a situation with his whole being, it is not sufficient for him
simply to be told by someone else. Total knowing is a matter of personal experience involved in
living through a situation. Just as the actress cannot intuitively apply her knowledge of a truth or
insight to other related circumstances if it is not really a part of the fiber of her inner "knowing,"
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nelther can everyday actors on the platforms of theIr lIves "perform" truthfully and
spontaneously in social or moral situations out of a framework of mere head knowledge. Certainly,
many do perform their roles out of mere head-knowledge without conviction of belief or
understanding of concept, but it is this hollow performance that often drives the sensitive
individual to unhealthy levels of stress. Yet one lifetime is not long enough to experience directly
all the lessons one needs to know in order to live this life more fully and sensitively anlj
creatively. Hodgson and Richards contend that in order to live life more fully, one must be aware
of how one's feelings work and the implications they have on her behavior. While emotions like
love and hate, anger and sensitivity are vehement driving forces of behavior, one usually does not
learn about them nor how to use and control them until the heat of the situation, and one must then
possibly pay a high price for reacting incorrectly:
It is true that we know more about how to get to the moon than how individual
emotions work, and we come to be afraid of areas of uncertain knowledge. Yet
surely the only way we are going to come to any grasp of emotions in the living
situation is to be aware of them under experimental and imaginative conditions.
These can be explored in a controlled situation which will help us to understand
how this neglected aspect of our being works in relation to the whole person. It is
no good our leaving this part of our development to chance, Simply because it is
difficult or little known, and then looking surprised or superior when later we
find things have not worked out for the most balanced frame of living. ( 24)
Group Process in Creative Drama
Most of the stages of faith development, particularly the later ones, discussed in a
previous section recognize the need for the individual to ask questions and make discoveries while
in community. They also present the importance and val1dity of the small group In the faml
community for the benefit of the individual. The group provides the support and framework fror'":
which honest questioning and consequent growth may spring forth and be nurtured. Gerald M
Phillips, In his book Communication and the Small Group, suggests that the quest for relevance
makes it imperative that individuals affiliate with groups.

The magnitude of the population

explosion has increased our need to ldentify with otf,ers in groups If only to gain aSSistance In
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solving the accelerated rate of problems which have arisen particularly because of the density of
population:
The conceptions of Herbert Mead, which declare that a man becomes who he is
through the feedback he perceives from others around him, have reached fruition
in our society today. We are known by the identities of the people with whom we
work and play. Without these people we are forced into alienation and social
schizophrenia, a most painful mode of existence. Thus psychic self-preservation
depends, to a large extent, on the individual's ability to participate with others in
small groups. In addition, there is a great deal of personal pleasure that may be
derived from groups. (5)
There are almost more groups than there are peop Ie In the United States now, for each
individual is a member of a number of formal and informal groups. The small group movement has
been a growing trend in the Christian church particularly in the middle part of this century. It
has grown out of the recognition that people must be given opportunities to Interact, express
themselves and impress upon others their Ideas, images, concerns and feelings. There Is little
likelihood that this communication w1l1 take place In a large gathering unless Individuals (usually
only tMse with strong self-concepts and intenSe! drives) usurp the authority of the designated
leader. In small groups, the individual Is more likely to be recognized and valued. There is
freedom, even If only based on the reduced numbers, to take a portion of the allotted time. The
more people there are In a gathering the more thinly the given resources are spread among
individuals. In this case, time is one of the prime resources any group has when It has gathered
for a particular purpose at a designated time. Focus and attention are other resources that spread
thinly with more people. The smaller the group, the more attention allotted each Individual.
Marian Liebmann has worked extensively with numerous groups In rehabilitation contexts
and toward the nurturing of creative skills for the enhancement of self-esteem. In her text on Art
Therapy for Groups, she pOints out the advantages to groupwork.
I. Much of SOCial learning is done in groups; therefore groupwork provides a
relevant context in which to practlce.
2. People with similar needs can provide mutual support for each other, and
help with mutual problem-solving.
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3. Group members can learn from the feedback from other members.
4. Group members can try new roles from seeing how others react, and can be
supported and reinforced in this.
S. Groups can be catalysts for developing latent resources and abilities.
6. Oroups can be more suitable for certain individuals, e.g. those who find the
intimacy of individual work too intense.
7. Groups can be more democratic, sharing the power and responsibility. (7)
Effective use of the small group design wHhin the church Is based on the understanding
that the life of faith is relational and that each person must be nurtured toward growth. This
nurturing can only happen when one is recognized as a unique individual and is not simply lost in
the crowd, escaping through anonymity or withered by loneliness. Many churches have noticed the
importance of the community within the community and have set up programs where people may
be a part of a small group within a larger group, which may even be within another larger group.
Certainly, people benefit the most from one-an-one relationships and personal
mentoring, but this can rarely be the primary source of growth and development In tOday's
pressure-racked, fast-paced SOCiety. Mentoring is at the core of growth, but because of the
Intense time-factor, It can no longer be the overriding mOde of education. Alas, gone are the days
of Socrates and Aristotle and the kind of education which advocated one student and one teacher
sitting on two ends of a log! The next level out must accommodate more people, and this must be
done on small, incremental stages--one-on-one, a best friend, spouse, parent, mentor, to two or
three friends and colleaques, to a small group, mutually united, then on to larger groups.
Any participatory education can hardly be experienced in large groups with
one-directional teaching. SO, the set-up of small groups Is one of the first steps In USing
interactive and expressional programs. Kidd places most of the uses of group efforts along a
continuum:
At one end would be the activities which are largely intellectual or task
oriented in purpose and at the other end activities which are largely for the
purpose of releasing and understanding feelings. At the one end, the group
would attempt rational exploration of facts, opinions, and experiences, hoping
for the achievement of knowledge, the understanding of a particular subject
matter, the improvement of a skill or process, perhaps the making of
decisions. At the other end there would be a iree expression of feelings leading
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toward self-understanding, although subject matter might also be involved.
(253)
The group functions and purposes as described above are also the same for the creative
drama experience. Most of the creative drama process is done in groups. The group format has
several benefits in that it provides the social set up necessary for exploring interpersonal
relationships and hypothetical worlds populated with living beings. If the group process is run
well it serves as a place of community for the partiCipants. Here they may explore, take risks,
increase their understanding of themselves and others, build their confidence and attempt to make
changes in an environment which is creative and supportive.
All of the group dynamic guidelines also apply to the creative drama group. The group may
come together with significant mutual background or none. According to their background and
expectations for the group experience, they must spend like energy to accommodate to the tasks at
hand before even working on the creative drama. If they do not know each other well, they will
spend most of their initial energy in an attempt to establish a center of comfort. If they know each
other well and have established their roles with each other they already know what to expect from
one another and what needs to be done when certain issues and behaviors arise. At any rate,
regardless of how well the members know each other, they will come to each meeting with certain
expectations about what is going to happen.

The group may have mixed feelings among the

members which reflect their levels of anXiety, concern and indifference. "I n some cases the
boundaries around the group's freedom of action may be narrowly defined by the conditions under
which it was created, or so poorly defined that the group doesn't know what its boundaries are"
(Knowles and Knowles, 43).
The facilitator of the creative drama group must be aware of membership needs and the
leadership functions to help meet those needs. No experience in creative drama will be satisfying
if there is too much tension in the group process. The leader may help set up an atmosphere of
group support and maintenance in order to engage the partiCipants from a position of acceptance
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and comfort. The leader and members help bulld the positIve group IdentIty through encouragIng,
being friendly and respons1ve to others and accepting their contr1but10ns. Mak1ng compromises
and mediating differences also helps maintain an atmosphere of acceptance. Encouraging goOd
listening skills along with participation and accepting the ideas of others helps maintain a friendly
equilibrium.
Knowles and Knowles suggest a number of task functions for the group to maintain its
effectiveness. These include initiating and Information seeking and information and opinion giving.
Clarifying by probing for meaning and understanding, elaborating, and showing or clarifying the
relationships among various ideas helps the group focus on issues and come to answers for
problems. Defining the progress of the process and checking to see where the group Is In decision
making and action taking are all part of the group dynamic process and the creative drama
experience. Summarizing and evaluating are Important functions for the group to determine what
has taken place and to identify the learning (Knowles and Knowles, 54).

Indirect Learning through Creative Drama
A major value of creative drama in education lies in its indirectness. In most cases, the
students involved in drama, students of all ages, do not set out to "learn" from their experiences.
They do not roll up their sleeves and plunge elbow-deep into the suds searching for shiny new
insights. They do not poke into the dark corners to vehemently vacuum up dust balls of bad habits.
They do not valiantly climb wobbly ladders to strip peeling paint from warped prejudices. They
enter the drama experience in order to play the game, or create the piece, or solve the problem.
Successful learning usually includes knowledge of the objective kind, according to Bolton, where
the individual discovers about the incidence of education either through empirical observation or
through a theoretical statement about it. f'luch of formal education in schools consists of the
systematic transmission of an accumulated body of knowledge from one source, usually the
textbook or the head of the instructor. to the receiver, the student's head. Bolton advocates the
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kind of learning that comes from "knowing" through experience, acquir ing the knowledge from the
outside, but making application to the inside. The layered-on kind of knowledge reception through
rote transmission is often just that, !ayered-L717, rather than integrated. While the learner may
pass an examination, he may still not be able to make application of the learning to life. This kind
of learning comes from the outside and rarely penetrates the real sense of knowing by experience.
Creative drama provides an opportunity for knowing through a form of experiencing.
What drama does is to create an opportunity for coming to know something irOlTJ
tile insire. a subjective-objective approach to the material to be understood that
is akin to what Kierkegaard meant by knowledge that is both appropriate to the
knower and to the thing known .... Here then in drama we have a lIniql.llJ p~ic
situation, where a teacher sees himself as teaching but the participant does not
see himself as learning; where the teacher focuses on the aesthetic overtones or
implications of a context, but the participant focuses on the context; where the
teacher looks for opportunities to break the perceptions and conceptions of his
pupils but the pupils do not set out with this intention. (154)
In addition to this provision for the teacher/student relationship, there are other
elements in drama which make it a possible learning tool and which are similar to the prompters
in the adult life Gycle which produce critical thinkers. The experiences in the drama (which is a
microcosm of life) may stimulate some of the same reactions and adjustments that are experienced
in real life challenges and traumas or insights. Although several different terms may be used 1.0
describe the various phases of growth and awareness that most adults go through on their way to
becoming self-directed critical thinkers. the content of the phases remains quite similar. A
trigger event, such as an unexpected happening or trauma. often sets up a feeling of discomfort or
confusion. This is essentially the prod for "disequilibration," an unsettling of the balance or
status quo. This event is followed by a period of appraisal of the situation, which then leads to the
need for exploration of alternatives and explanations.

"We begin to search for new ways of

exp laining these discrepancies or of I iving with them - -ways that reduce our sense of discomfort.
We may flirt with new identities and contemplate new role models" (Brookfield, Developing, 26)
Coming out of the exploration for answers is a time of development and sele.ction of
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alternative perspectives. We choose from the list of discovered options that now seems to fit best
with our needs and the context in which we must make our decisions. This choosing process often
entails modification and negotiation because it is difficult to completely leave behind familiar
behavior or attitude even if it has now become inappropriate under the circumstances of the
trigger event and the new awareness. "Having decided on the worth, accuracy, and validity of new
ways of thinking or living, we begin to find ways to integrate these into the fabric of our lives.
Resolutions range from tenuous and tentative solutions to satisfactory negotiations of conflict"
(Brookfleld, 27).
The dual focus of the learning experience provided through creative drama allows the
teacher to be the facilitator for the experience of the learner rather than the leader. The creative
drama experience may serve as the trigger event which opens up new awareness and prompts
decisions about changing attitudes and behavior based on the altered perception. Below Is a
summary, developed by Robinson, which lays out a more specific pattern of the function of
creative drama and how It actually works towards developing critical thinkers, more effective
communicators, caring individuals and self-directed learners:
1. People have to work out the lives they are pretending to live in a together
way. So drama tEmands co-opera/ion.
2. People have to employ what they already know, about the life they are trying
to live. So drama puts life experience to use and makes factual experience
come in/oac/ive employment.
3. People have to be able to live in two worlds at once and not get them mixed up.
So dramauSfJS fiction tlnd fantasy but makes people more aware ofretlllly.
4. People have to agree to sustain a common understanding of what they are
making together no matter how separately they may appear to be thinking. So
drama stresses 8[lreement to sustain mu/ual support for each other whIle
allowing people a chance /0 work dlfl8rently, /0 bring personal irJ3as to /he
whole.
5. People have to express thinking, feeling, actions to each other. If they don't
then no one in the group knows what is going on. So drama makes people lind
preciSion in communication.
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6. Drama uses objects but often in a symbolic wf1.j. ~YJdrama stresses the use 0"
re/7ection. Symbols become ordin8f)':; but the ordin8r)/ also is seen to be
sym/Jolic.
7. People have to interpret the actions of others but often in unfamiliar
circumstances. So drama inlroduces you to Jiving oul crises in a tesling kind
way. II tests yotlr atlittldes {lnd yotlr present c{lpaclties. (203-204)

0"

The premise of the actual learning is the crux of the matter here and the reasoning behind
the appllcatlon of creatlve drama tools for experiential learning. "It Is not the dOing--1t Is the
consideration underlying the doing. It Is not the sf1.jlng--lt Is the effect of the Sf1.jlng. It Is not
merely telling people what you want them to learn, It Is the experience arising out of the action
which enables them to learn" (Robinson, 209).

Learning Empathy Through Creative Drama Role Plw
Again, the cornerstone of the Christian faith is the sensitivity, care and love given others.
Informed sensitivity Is more practical and Is expressed more genuinely than lf1.jered-on caring
through obedience of commandments to "love one another." EmpathetiC understanding Is the basis
of genuine sensitivity and love. Burger states that the Intensive focus on one's self In terms of
personal deSires, success and ambitions, the less one will have a perspective of the world and the
value his life has in it.

"Yet, paradoxically, three-fourths of the daily thoughts of the average

person are centered on the self--pride in personal talents or material gains, self-pity because he
feels that his lot Is unduly hard, or hatred of the ineffectual self who cannot keep In step with his
neighbors" (14). Burger has presented a rather strong case and we are not sure where she gets
her figures, but the central concern Is basically a call for bulldlng relationships through a focus
on communication with and recognition of the needs of others In order to find more significant
meaning. The concept comes In line with the Christian admonition to love others as one loves
oneself. Burger advocates a two-Wf1.j communication where the Individual learns how to both give
and receive love, kindness, human sympathy and compassion. "As we give love and understanding,
we receive in good measure; as we sensitively respond to the thoughts and feelings of another, our
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own tnougnts ana feelIngs are revlvea ana extenaea" (15). Burger suggests tnat tnlS creative
interaction enriches both sides of the relationship.

This is empathy which can enhance

self-acceptance of oneself as one learns to accept others and vice versa: one must be able to love
oneself, as the scripture impl1es, in order to love another as oneself.
Robertson defines "empathy" as the ability to experience the world as other people do:
" .. the ability to experience other peoples' thoughts, feelings, and even bodily states. Empathy
includes the subskills of being able to suspend our own frame of reference, guide our imagination
into the other person's experience, regain ourselves, and incorporate our empathiC perceptions
into our perspective" (54).

Creative drama may aSSist the participant to identify more

empathic-.ally with the neighbor he or she is seek ing to love by vicariously seeing through the
other's eyes while in role. Simos explains how empathy may be developed during the character
identification process in drama. The process begins with a discussion of the characters which
helps develop understanding. One discovers that there are no all blacks or all whites when it
comes to human personality. Each person is a unique composHe of all her previous experiences,
backgrounds, gene inheritance, cultural influences and attitudes.
As we trace the circumstances leading to an action, no matter how irritating or
shocking it be, we begin to see such action not as a result of some inherent inner
bestiality in the character but as something arising almost inevitably out of a
chain of events. . . . It would be most valuable, it seems, to explore the
possibilities of how the factor of sympathy gained for a character might be the
avenue through which the individual w1ll begin to apply to himself what he learns
about a character especially since he uses himself to create the character in the
first place. When it does bec.ome too threatening to an individual to make such an
application, to expose himself to himself, drama always allows him the refuge of
the character. (145)
CCKJgln, In Uses of Drama, says the development of our imaginations through the arts
allows us to see life from a vastly different perspective; It leads us beyond the merely practical
and selfish to what is moral and truly social. In the process of artfully and imaginatively enacting
another role, we acquire the capacity for empathy, the abil ity to sympathlze with another human
being by putting ourselt in hlS place:
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There is no creature so bad or so good, so mean or so heroic, but we must find
some point of contact, something which is in common. Then we can understand,
then we can express, and therefore release not only that one imaginary character,
but ourselves and others who are bound in the same chains as those which hold the
imaginary person. Any character that one plays becomes one's own belonging,
one's own creation, and one loves him or her; and so If one comes across the
character in real life, one feels a friend and understands, instead of condemning
and judging as an outsider. Acting imaginary life is a very fine aid to real life.
(291 )

Surely, the Church, which has suffered long from accusations of hypocr isy,
judgmental ism , indifference, and "ivory tower" image, might benefit from programs and exercises
which engage individuals in the active search for the neighbor's identity and individuality through
empathy. They could use the theatre's tools left at their doorstep. But the Church has also had a
long wrangle with the theatre over some of the negative side-effects it assumes theatrical
experience causes.

For some Church people the term "acting" is a derogatory word.

associated with make-believe, fantasy, manipulation, and escape:

It is

all suspicious diversions,

temptations aw&y from the life of purity and reality. They ask: "Isn't it phony? Doesn't it
promote pride and exhibitionism? Isn't it dangerous to play with make-believe and perhaps
become entrapped in a confusion between fantasy and reality?" These are legitimate questions, for
certainly people have been known to "go off the deep end" and lose a sense of reality. Not all actors
exhibit sensitive character traits or self-sacrificing life-styles. The multiplied "Napoleons" in
institutions and the over-abundance of narcissistic rock stars give us all pause when we wonder
about the entrapments of fantasy. But just because some people lose control and manipulate the
medium does not mean an entire expression must become suspect and abandoned. Concerns about
back masking and violent lyrics have not halted legitimate musicians from making good music.
Subw&y graffiti and curbside counterfeits have not hindered creative artists from producing great
beauty. Dime-store paperbacks and pornographic sleaze have not prompted gifted writers to
throw down their pens. Neither does some bad press need to deface decent dramatic expression.
The explicit purpose of creative drama is for intuitive introspection, creative expression, group
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partlclpat10n In learnIng and spontaneous dIscovery.

It Is not for the express purpose of

entertaInIng exhIbitionIsm.
The Church has had a difficult time reallzing that theatre has been Us legitimate
step-sister for many centurIes. Drama was a sIgnIficant tool of the church throughout the MIddle
Ages when It could teach doctrIne to the Illiterate whIch no amount of LatIn preachIng and chanting
could accomplISh. Even today, many of the Church's feasts and celebratIons, rltuals, and forms,
have their roots In dramatIc expression. The communion table is surely a stage for the dramatiC
reenactment of one of the most sIgnIficant scenes of ChrIstendom. The contemporary baptismal
pool is also a dramatic setting for the replaying of a traditional biblical scene of dedication. The
traditional Christian marriage ceremony is highly symbolic and dramatic in nature. The Church
Is quite a natural envIronment for drama. In the cases of baptIsm and communion, the dramatIc
ritual reenactment is proffered as symbolic empathy of ChriSt's experIences.

The blbllcal

injunctions to "enter into hIs sufferIng" and "to be burled with him and rIsen with him" are but
two of the numerous charges to Christians to symbolically, and thus dramatically, identify
empathically with ChriSt.
Roleplay Is a significant and recogniZed effective vehIcle for the learnIng of empathy. Role
playing is an unrehearsed, unscripted dramatization of a problem or relatIonshIp in which two or
more particIpants portray how they would act in a given sUuation, either as themselves, or as
another person In that situatIon. The game of role playIng sImulates the reality so that the
partIcIpants have an opportunity to experIence another role and positIon from the Inside lOOkIng
out rather than only from the outside looking in. This looking outward, through role, provides
InsIght but protects from hurt. The purpose of the role playIng and the sImulatIons Is to set up a
teachable moment whIch can then be dIscussed and evaluated following the experience. Debriefing
and evaluation play a signIficant part in the whole process of the roleplayIng, by cognltlvely
discussing the actions and insights and using them to adjust perceptions and add to the knowledge
base. The observers are afforded the opportunity to see oeople's Immediate perceptions at the
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situations and roles that are normally played by others and the players themselves can react to
their own feelings stimulated by the taking on of another's role in the given circumstance or of
themselves In another hypothetical situation or in the same situation but with a different mindset
or att i tude.
Roleplay, soclodrama and simulations are a dramatic way of creating experiences In the
educational environment that become a form of partiCipatory, direct learning.

They are a

significant means of education whereby the learner encounters an entire gestalt, using all the
senses to get in touch with the whole picture before having to deal with isolated pieces. It is
prime-time holistic teaching and learning. Role play is a way by which individuals may explore
the Impact and meaning of social behavior, their own and others, through action. The fact that the
partiCipants are expected to react spontaneously, allows them to recognize their own first
Impressions of a given sltuatlon.

They do not have the time or choose to take the time for

deliberation over their behavior nor do they practice their performance ahead of time. The goal
I

of role play is not to produce or train actors, but rather to allow the experience to promote

underst.anding and insight on the part of the partiCipants.
In his text, Exploring Theatre and Education, Robinson describes the deep-rooted and
continuously prevalent feature of role play in our innate capacity to dramatize by letting one
action stand for another: "It begins early in childhood as symbolic play and it perSists into
maturity and beyond In the capacity to take on a role. There is nothing unusual In this. One of the
most common techniques of everyday conversation Is to slip Into a role to make a point or describe
an event or to depict someone we know" ( 151 ).

James Michael Lee further explains the

predictive power of role playing in that all people in order to become social beings take on roles
and use them In reciprocal Interplay with others In society:
Role tak ing and role enactment are vir tually indispensab Ie for social action, since
groups can only exist if their members behave in some-what predictable
ways- -ways more-or-less defined and circumscribed by their roles. . .. In role
playing, values are exammed, defended, and sometimes even changed--all in a
concrete ex istential situation in wh ich affective content is on center stage. Role
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p11Jlfing provides valuable feedback to an individual on his own attitudes, and how
his attitudes affect other persons. (253)
Behavior only has significance t.o individuals as they interact with one another and find
meaning

In

their behavior based on the roles they create. Meaning is not a given, peop Ie create it

through day-to-day activities with other people. An event or an object takes on different meanings
dependent on how one uses them or perceives them in a given context (Brissett and Edgley, 3).
The meaning of the wide range of behavior that constitutes an individual's social world is
established only through human interaction. The process of role-taking occurs quite naturally.
We usually do not need teachers, priests, and counselors to guide us through it. It is when the
role-tak ing breaks down, when people are unwilling to take on their natural roles, when the roles
they are playing inhibit the roles of others, when they have misperceived notions of their own
roles and those of others, that a guide may and often does step in and help correct the role. This is
usually the parental position in ear ly childhood when a person is learning the social, cultural and
emotional expect.ations of various roles. later on, teachers, priests, law-enforcers, employers
and even friends play this role in helping others adjust their roles accordingly to the accepted
pattern of society and interpersonal relationships. One of the roles of the religious educator is to
help people refine and adjust the playing of their roles to align with the instructions of scripture
and the leadings of the faith community.
Dramatic role playing provides an opportunity of learning by doing. As discussed above,
the learning that comes from partici pat ion, through the i ntegrat ion of all or most of the senses, is
the learning that makes substantial impact and leads to growth. What is encountered with a larger
percentage of the senses and the learner's involvement takes a larger percentage of the resulting
retention and application: "Almost by definition, if a person does not get involved in the problem
which launches the episode--does not define it as a problem to him, being who he takes himself to
be--its outcome has no real value to him, or mobilizing effect, regardless of the beautifully
scalab Ie hierarchy of attitudes which he might express verbally in response to quesl.ions aboul.
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hypothetical sltuatlons" (Brissett and Edgley, 28). Dramatic role playing is direct experience of
a sort which allows all the senses to become Involved in the playing out and solution to t.he
problem, but stops short of the consequences of mistakes that direct experience from life provides.
Dramatic activity does not take the place of direct experience. Its potency lies in the
heightened state of consciousness It is able to promote which allows the participant to experience
consciousness of two worlds simultaneously, the imaginative world one is drawing upon in order to
create the character and the "real" world one is fitting that created character Into through
performance. This is Bolton's notion of "metaxis" mentioned earlier. Bolton observes: "Thus the
psychology of dramatic behaviour is of a different order from direct. experience and independent of
any criteria to do with 'nearly real;' it is a form of experiencing that 'brackets off' an occurrence,
permitting both submission and an enhanced degree of detachment" (142). The power, then, of
role-playing is that one may at the same time be "in role" and believe in his experience and
behavior so that it is actually happening here and now. Yet, at the same time, one may stand
outSide of himself while in role, and observe his own behavior, be surprised at it, pleased with it,
and determ ine to adj ust it to fit the current situation at another angle. He may be in the moment,
but not of the moment. He is playing it, yet is also lifted above it, looking down and determining
just how he will play it now and as he continues to create it spontaneously. By working and.
producing in this hypothetical situation, the participant is given a platform from which to explore
a variety of reactions and responses. The role players are given an opportunity to increase their
understanding of other people and the circumstances which prompt their behaviors. The act of
empathy wh1le they play the part allows them to perceive how others, or they themselves, may be
prompted to perceive and behave under certain conditions and personal encounters, with all the
perceived constraints of the situation and the role. The experiences of role playing help the
partiCipants become more aware of a wider range of people and how they perceive and behave than
they might ordinarily meet and react with in their daily lives. They come to realize that people's
attitudes and behavior are a compilation of more factors than are immediately observable.
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"DependIng on the ImagIned roles they adopt and how people react to them, they respond and
develop In the drama. TheIr symbols are derIved from theIr perceptIons and feelIng about realIty .
. . . They are affected by social expectations in their immediate environment--their home, their
friends, their social and other influences such as television and magazines" (McGregor, et aI.,
31 ).
Role playIng often becomes an opportunity for partIcIpants to recognIze when they are
playIng roles that are stereotyped and whether or not they have come to believe those stereotypes
as realIty. When they do not recognIze it In themselves, often others In the group may poInt It out,
or it may be a focus of discussion in the debriefing and evaluation period.

stereotypical

perceptIons may be brought to llght and adjusted when a partIcIpant reverses roles and Is able to
gain empathy through playing the other side.
Role reversal is commonly employed in negotiations seminars, industrial
relations training, marital therapy, and cross-cultural training. The actors
involved are briefed on roles with which they come into frequent contact but
which they have never experienced themselves. During the debriefing seSSions,
they are asked to comment not only on their experience of the role they played
themselves, but also on their perceptions of the behavior of those actors playing
opposite them. This affords them a rare opportunity to see themselves as others
see them. They can analyze the behavior of another person playing the role that
tney normally play in real life. (Brookfield, Developing, 106)
The role playing provides the participant the opportunity of gaining awareness through
taking on the perspectives of others. Although we might be able to ask another concerning his or
her attitudes and even read written accounts of some else' outlook and personal discoveries, it still
pales in the light of understanding by experienCing the emotion ourselves. "From role playing how
people might react in typical situations, we are more likely to gain a fully rounded appreciation of
the particular mix of thought processes, attitudes, perceptions, and emotions informing their
actions" (Brookfield, Developing, 104).
Role playing often creates havoc, discomfort and skewed perceptions as one is determ ining
what one believes and therefore how one WIll play the role while making these determinations.
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This internal Jarring shakes one up to make spontaneous decisions. The unsettledness is one of the
I

key teaching tools of role playing. Although we prefer order over chaos in our lives, we can
usually attribute most of our growth as coming from our dealing with disorder. In other words,
I

our creative way of finding balance again when WB have lost our equilibrium for a while, is a
I

means by which we process and adapt and consequent.ly grow. These moments of Imbalance, moving
I

awkwardly to the side of the "norm" of control and order, are called novel or growing experiences.
I

Creative drama, role-playing and simulations can p'rovide a state of disequilibration whereby one
must dig into one's own inner resources to see what is there with which to build a frame of
reference again.
That this remarkable POSSiblllt)i for growth1ls afforded wlthln the context of play Is one of
I

the key attractions of role play. The notion of pIa)! may alsD be one of the re8SDns some people
I

might be reluctant to engage in the process. They may feel It is frivolous or that It Is not really
,
,

being oneself". Sometimes difficult personal strides .and achievements are made without the stress
and strain of "real" life or the application of directed therapy. Role play uses the basic tenets of
I

regular play which Is also grounded In tI1Ie prlnciple$ of game. Both allow people an opportunity to
I

tryout behavior in a bracketed-off situation, befor,e mistakes are made in the outside context of
I

the lives they lead. The play aspect gives them a certain amount of freedom within the framework
I

of exploration. It also allows humor and permission for playfulness between participants since
I

they are not competing to win, nor are they dialogulnq to impress wlth their knowledge. Because it
I

Is a playing-out of characters using time and place as its medium, thought predominates over
action. Bolton concludeS: "Because It Is a consclOusl)1 contrived event, there Is a special degree of
I

awareness by the participant. It combines cognltllve and affective recall with cognitive and
affective adJ ustment to the present situation" ( "Drama and the Curriculum," 14).
The role playing process In groups tor the purpose of exp loration and creative expression
provides a number of addltfonal beneflt~) to the funlttlon and cohesion of the group. ! t offers ~
physical experience which can be a relE!aSe for the individual as well as the group. The evert
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becomes a shared bOO'{ of experlence whlch may be used to bulld up relatlonshlps wlthln the group.
It also creates a common vocabulary which the group can now refer to and draw upon in future
discussions. On the one hand, it provides the group a form of hypothesis, a "what if ... "
opportunity for exploration. On the other hand, what becomes the answer to the "what If'' then
provides a metaphor for additional experiences; a pOint of comparison and referral. The content
as well as the process of the role playing are then f1led away in experiential and cognitive
remembrance of the participants as orlgmal resources from which to draw for future creative
drama events and reall1fe episOdes.
Creative drama role playing is invaluable as a corrective and adjusting device. Where
Individuals have developed rigid and fixed roles in early life, or where Inappropriate roles have
emerged from improper modeling or other distortions, the role play experience can assist In the
recognition and adjustment of those Imbalances. The creative drama Is an opportunity for the
partiCipants to expand their awareness and their experience a well as to stimulate their artistiC
and aesthetic senses. It may help In redeveloping appropriate roles through repeated practice and
remodeling until they become acceptable and natural to the learner. It may help the individual to
extend the repertoire of role pOSSibilities from which to draw for use In an ever-Increasing
variety of circumstances one may encounter.

One may also develop sensitivities and sk ills

hitherto unrecognized or lying dormant In the personality through the applications of creative
drama and role playing. One may become a more sensitive listener and counselor, or more
self-assertive, more gregariously Imaginative, or tolerant. One may practice the qual1tles needed
for effective leadership or experience the frustrations of a subordinate position with a more
empathetiC attitude. The adVantages of using role playing in the building of empathy In Individuals
and groups are obvioUS as stated.
The use of role playing also allows the group facilitator to ach leve goals for the group
through more novel means. It provides an experiential and participatory learning experience that
more actively involves the members of the group than does lecture or discussion. It also provides
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the participants a vantage point from which to "experience emotion, reduce inhibitions, decrease
resistance, and permeate defenses" (Daly, et a1., 352). As mentioned throughout this section,
creative drama and role playing are instructional vehicles which can enhance the relevance of
subjects and discussion topics as the participants are more inclined to find ways to apply their
learning outside the immediate learning environment. The atmosphere for such events must be
supportive and participative as well as open.
The drawbacks of using role play are slmllar to the other concerns about using creative
drama tools. Of necessity, it is more time-consuming than the regular lecture or discussion. It
must have all parts of the organization (the set up, the playing and the debriefing) to be the most
effective as a learning tool. If the facilitator fails to integrate all aspects of the process. such as
the evaluation and debriefing, the partiCipants may feel a sense of incompleteness or
incomprehension as to the purpose of the exercise. There may also be the danger of the exercise
escalating and becoming an attempt at t.herapy if the facilitator does not maintain an aesthetic
distance, affording stopping periods during the process where the partiCipants may then take a
step back and look at what they are discovering. This is the phenomena which Bolton describes as
metaxis. the ability to be in the moment and yet maintain enough detachment to stand back from it
and evaluate it in order to determine how it will proceed. If the facilitator does not have the sense
of process. timing. and proper closure. the participants may feel disatisfaction and even
frustration with the experience. In the danger of losing aesthetic distance by not maintaining a
pacing throughout the process of enactment and evaluation, the facilitator may attempt to play
amateur psychologist or the partiCipants may look to the faci11tator to heal their hurts.
Any open-ended experiences such as these, stand the risk of real or perceived failure due
to the many variables Involved which essentla11y consist of the input of each participant. The
leader does not have ultimate and complete control as he or she might have in the traditional
lecture context. The set-up may be too simplistic or the outcome may be too generalized or
obscure. Secau38 it

'~an

not. be effectively mea5ured, one can hardly determ ine if all partiCipants
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experienced the same learning outcomes. Role playing also may have elements of art1flclallty
which must be considered in the direct application of it as a learning tool. In this case, the
debriefing and evaluation are invaluable. If a participant was unwittingly or deliberately
sabotaging the process, the group may discuss this in their observations following the process.
The group and the faCilitator must be able to sift through the particles of the experience to note
what was performed for sheer delight or exhibitionism and what was performed out of genuine
discovery and awareness. These lines are not always evenly and clearly drawn, nor should they be.
The part.icipants must also be able to recognize disguised gems hidden in the apparent rubble of a
perceived failure. In any artistic endeavor as well as any other cognitive learning process, there
are bits ,:lnd pieces that do not seemingly fit to form a perfect package of learning expedience.

Moral Growth and Social Awareness Through Creative Drama
Piaget and Dewey felt that experience in social relationships gained through interaction
with peers would encourage moral growth, and Kohlberg believed that people must be exposed to
levels of moral reasoning one stage above their own if they are to progress. Like Piaget, Colby
feels that development occurs when there is a dispar ity between the chi ld's structures for "mak ing
meaning" and what the child encounters in the environment. He asserts, therefore, that it 1S the
"responsibility of the school and educators then to function as 'pressers' in order to expose the
child to problems that require resolution at a higher level of development. It is not enough to
provide exercises in values clar1fication. dS it is clear from this argument that such experiences
do not promote movement forward to the next stage" ( 14).
Educators and fa::ilitators of personal growth development suggest that events and
experiences that reflect moral issues and concerns just above the level in which the learner
. presently resides, may serve as stimuli to move the person to the next level of moral development
as he or she deals with the confronting issues.

The dramatic role-taking experience is a

signiiicant motivator to move participants from a presently-held position of belief or attitude to
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the next level of understanding as sensitivity to another's posit10n 1s tr1ggered through watch1ng,
listening and participating in life-like situations with them. Colby's paper, "Drama As A Moral
Imperative," presents th1s prem1se cogently when he reiterates the growing awareness of the
potential of drama to interface with the practices and theory-implementing fields of moral
development. He remarks that the hypothesis seems 1ntuitively logical, primarily because of t.he
intent of the creative drama experience which presents the participants with a problem by placing
them in 11fe-like situations of stress. These situations then demand "the involvement of the
intellect, body and emotions for the truthful living through of the experience and provide for the
reflection on that experience in order to discover personal and universal meanings of the
experience" (15) Colby also suggests that perhaps this definition of creative drama, "with its
emphasis on dramatic tension would appear to meet the criteria for producing stage growth
according to Kohlberg, as this tension creates the disequilibrium necessary for a reorganization of
thought on a higher level" ( 15).
Many questions have been raised concerning the domain of moral reasoning and training.
One concern deals with the effort and preparation necessary for the use ot' creative drama as a tool
as opposed to utllizing the traditional discussion method. Most teachers feel more comfortable
leading discusslons- -students know what to expect, and It takes less time. But COlby has several
answers to these concerns:
Moral reasoning involves the interaction of the language, logical, social
interpersonal and possibly the intra-personal domains. Moral dilemma
discussions depend heavi lyon competencies in/fie It!nglftJ{)J tiJmoin to mediate the
contributions from the other areas. Drama by its very nature has the power to
"yoke" the competencies of the other domains to the moral reasoning task, thus
allowing those with greater visual/spatial or kinesthetic intelligence to bring
their talents to bear on the problem. This extension of brain hemispheric
research may suggest that moments of heightened awareness or "awe," moments of
universal or poetiC Significance create "sparks" that leap across and connect these
various domains in a flash of insight, contributing to Courtney's thesis that drama
serves as a developmental unifier.
The nature of drama clearly points t.o its potential as a catalyst in promoting
moral development. .. , Our foel::', QGals and strategies in drama which are
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designed to promote moral development must be directed toward creating the
tension and conditions under which this growth can occur. (24-25)
These kinds of awareness and needs for development are not limited to childhood. Yes,
much of the foundational work of personality and social development is usually accomplished in
youth, some even only in the formative years. Leaps of awareness and new levels of understanding
take place throughout life in varying degrees, so that we may legitimately alter our language in
this area to state that foundations for personality and SOCial development may be established in
youth, but additional frameworks may be built up or reconst.ructed on these foundations
throughout the whole of life.

The underlying premise for the thesis of sealed character

development in e.arly childhood, is that the effective tools in creative drama are most often applied
only in contexts of child development and elementary education. Findings and practices in current
adult education, however, support the premise that learning how to learn and cope with the
present as well as the future is a life-long process of growth, not occurring just at the various
launchings occasioned throughout the first two decades of life. Creative drama is an experiment in
living which can be used throughout all stages of life.
An important benefit of creative drama in the learning of how to live life and how to deal
with the individuality of others, is that it combines use of the cognitive and the intuitive, the
physical and the mental, the emotional and the rational, simultaneously. The sciences (medical,
social, psychological. and educational) all have a tendency to study man on an abstract level,
making this study apparently manageable by looking more at the parts than the whole. But as we
look at the needs of "humankind" or the needs and functions of "children" or "adults" or, for that
matter, parents, teens, workers, leaders, students, teachers (and the I ist goes on ), we must
always come back to the realization that these groupings or categories of people are still made UP
of individuals. Whereas we can confidently put. gas and water in all automobiles, we cannot w1th
c.omplete confidence even recommend two aspirms or a glass of milk for all humans. Some peop:e
have died from adverse reactions to these most common items. We come back to the delightful
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recognition that each person is a unique individual.
This concept of the unique nature of the individual means letting go of the idea of an
across-the-board measuring scale of "normality." SOme factions of society are all too quiCk to
pounce on an individual who is different and squeeze him or her back into the mold that promises
comfortable uniformity. A quick trip to a shopping mall, or a flip of a television switch reveals
again the sameness that is expected of citizens who wish t.o be accepted as normal. Although
commercials appeal to the thrill a radical risk of individuality will br1ng, they still shout to the
masses to be alike 1n their "uniqueness," They call millions to stand apart and drive the same car
and drink the same soda that bring their high-paid models rugged independence. Teenagers are
breathless in their apprehenSion over potential exclusion and cope with their temporary
alone-ness by frantically scrambling to get in line for carbon-copy identity stamping via their
clothing, speech and behavior. We may find it helpful as individuals and as a culture to return to
the wonder revealed in the remarkable uniqueness of each individual. Everyone begins 11fe with a
particular heredity and personality make-up,

These become modified by unique factors of

environment which in turn bring their own variety of pressures.

L1fe's provision of

opportunities or lack of opportunities in a variety of sizes, shapes and colors, continues to mold
and design the personal makeup of each individual. These factors are given further variety by
grand and slight differences in the rate of development which then compound the variety of human
personality.
At the same time we champion our unique Individuality, we gain consIderable comfort
from realizing that we are not totally alone In a world unknown and unshared by others. We can
gain help by talking about and discovering our s1milaritles, but we should also feel that we can
discuss and share our d1fferences. There Is a kind of paradOX In which we need to appreciate the
uniqueness of ourselves and of every other human being and that, though unique, we have had and
are having experiences similar to others. Hodgson and Richards capture this paradox in theIr
observations and suggest drama as a vehicle for expressing both sides:
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Poetry and the novel offer an opportunity for some understanding of the need
to break down the fear that "I am alone in my difference: everyone else is together
in their similarity." Both the private and the group level of experience are
important, and in making discoveries about both these spheres of our life we have
to accept the fact that only the individual can adequately discover himself for
himself. This is a different kind of understanding from the accepted scientific
knowledge where, once we have found how to split the atom. we can go on from
generation to generation, if we wish, splitting it in the same wiJol. On the human
level, every Single person in every generation has to have the opportunity of
being able to find out about himself for himself.... Drama is the only form in
which we can fully use man in the exploration of himself in the living situation.
( 19-21)
Creative drama is a means by which people may develop more precise and intuitive ways
of thInking. The experience places people in situations involving other people and requires them
to think fairly quickly and use different levels of thought simultaneously. The people involved do
make decisions while they are responding, but because of the experimental nature of the situation,
they can learn by their errors and even adjust their decisions in the process without the danger of
long-range consequences. Another benefit of this kind of think ing and reaction/response, is that it
requires senSitivity, observation, and refined listening skills. Creative drama does not allow one
t.he leisure of moving, talking, or reacting mechanically by way of a given script. It is responding
with decisions in the moment; similar to the kind of response demanded of real life experiences
and relationships.
By nature of the spontaneity involved in this kind of creative expression, one is ab Ie to get
in touch with one's own emotions and gain an awareness of how the self may react in
situation.

d

given

One can then learn from these insights and temper or adjust the reactions

appropriately, This process helps provide training in getting along with other people and helps
the individual understand what happens in a breakdown of relationships. For the educator who
bel ieves that the whole person is of concern. interpersonal relationships become a pivotal issue in
the development of perceptions, feelings, attitudes and values. We are reminded again of the truth
in Donne's statement: "No man is an island."
The Church exper iences seem lnQ Iy contr adictory cues in ter ms of recogn izing and treati ng
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the human as a unified being. Christian teachings substantiate the belief that the human is a
wonderfully created being, made in the image of GOd. This view takes into consideration the
complex1ty and un1queness of the whole person. Yet, much of the teaching wlth1n the actual
Church meetings focuses on the separate ent.ities: the body, the soul, the spirit, the spiritual life,
t.he fleshly l1fe. L1kew1se, while the Church preaches on the responslbt11ty of the Individual as he
or she walks alone with God, there are conSistent teachings on the unity of the believers, the
famtly of God, the shared fa1th, and the common doctrine, which undergird the warmth of belonging
and fellowship, but which also intimidate and induce stress when one fails to believe
like-mindedly or act in accordance with the group.
Role-playing and creative dramatiCS can be useful in helping members of simpatico
groups to recognize that, although they may be using the same language and shared terminology,
they may, in fact, be perceiving from different angles. This recognition allows for the open
exploration of differences and the consequent exercise of tolerance.

CatharSiS and Healing through Creative Drama: Examples
Richard Courtney and Gertrud Schattner have worked for a number of years to compile a
comprehensive two-volume work on the applications of creative drama and its sub-constituents,
improvisation and role playing, to specialized audiences with unique needs. Their work, Drama in
Therapy, consists of articles from dOzens 01 special1sts, teachers, practitioners and therapists
who have researched and applied tools of creative drama to education, SOCiology, psychiatry,
theatre, speech, music, movement and the visual arts. They describe drama as a pr1me form of
human expression and see it as a power to help and to heal; to make whole. While volume one of
the collection Is primarily geared toward work with children, the second volume focuses on the
uses of creative drama with adults. Various techniques of utilizing creative drama in connection
with other forms of artistiC expression have been explored by specialists who have worked with
groups of their own calling, such

.jS

adolescents and the elderly, the imprisone.d and the
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underprlvllegeil.
Adults from various walks of life, wlth various needs, under numerous circumstances
have been exposed to and helped by the application of creative drama techniques. The partlcular
specialists mentioned above who are using creatlve drama In their work have come to recognize
that theatre had a long history as a therapeutic agent for peap Ie much longer than psychoanalysis
and other modalities. They state that in reference to the use of creative drama, they "are also
aware of the process of identification, empathy, catharSiS, ventilatIon, and abreactlon--in which
we express our feelings as well as words. We are aware of the therapy which ensues and the relief
enj oyed after a cathart ic react ion takes place" (Schattner and Courtney, x). In these contexts, the
specialists use the human procltvlty for actlng In the service of helping Individuals solve personal
problems. They reiterate that people do not have to be scientists, therapists, or professional
artists to enjoy the therapeutic benefits of Involvement In drama: "The play's partiCipants enjoy
the unique benefits of camarader ie in the cooperative effort necessary to the fruition of the
prOduction however mOdest or ambltlous. Playing out a role as an actor can serve as a bridge to
mobllizlng Inner resources In actual life. To involve one's self In creative process taps and
activates inner resources" (x).
Before the nineteen-seventies, Schattner could find very little written material on the
subject of the arts In therapy when she began teaching In a program of the same name In New York
City. Because her early years as a youth had been spent as an actress in Europe, she drew on her
Intultlve response to the arts when she found herself working with Instltutlonal1zed survivors of
the Nazi concentration camps.

Most of the survivors were young men who were not only

physically 111, but were also disturbed and broken In spirit after the horrors of their
imprisonment. She states that many oi them died, not because of their illness, but because they
had lost all Interest In living. Schattner was asked to help the patlents'by organizing their leisure
time between medical treatments. She wanted to do more than what was requested, she wanted to
"extricate them from their apathy, to make tnem realIze that they were free to communicate, free
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to build a new life for themselves" (xx). So she decided to use her own intuition and her
experience from the stage. She had the men meet in small groups, reading short stories, poetry
and delving into role playing.
Schattner enthusiastically describes how the men began to wake up, to enjoy themselves
and to work together. Being involved in the plays meant being involved again In life. They men
began to rej uvenate through their sense of accomp I ishment and their feelings of worth as part of a
group w1th a Joint purpose: "During rehearsal they regained their memories, they lost their
shyness, they discussed their roles, and they gradually became creative contributors to the art of
acting and staging a play. Many of the men had not smiled in years, but drama gave them the gift of
laughter again" (xxi).
Schattner also relates her Joy at having one of the men come to her after his Involvement
In the drama program, now ffnally being able to speak about what had happened to him during the
horrors of the concentration camp through the vehicle of the drama group. He now wished to cope
with hiS awful memories and to move on to the planning of a different future with renewed
strength and confidence.

Schattner attributes his renewal and healing to the cathartiC and

supportive atmosphere of the creative drama experience. Both Schattner and Courtney emphasize
the value of spontaneous creative drama to help people llve more fulfilled lives. It is a vital and
crynam ic way to help Individuals adj ust to existence: "Spontaneity is the abl I ity to act responsively
to situations:

It necessitates a degree of self-confidence, emot ional control, and adaptive

capability" ( 16).
As mentioned throughout this section of the chapter, creative drama Is a tool for

individuals to explore life situations In a spontaneous and non-threatening environment. While It
Is used In therapy, It may also serve as a therapeutic and enrichment vehicle In education, leisure
activities, business and the helping professions. Bus1ness simulations, a form of improvised role
playing, are similar to the simulated learning environments set up for astronauts, military
personnel, and law enforcement officials. However, creative drama is also becoming increasinglY'
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v1s1ble In the arenas of soc1al and personal adJ ustment, both Informally and therapeutically.
Creative drama is being used with special needs groups such as prisoners, addicts, the physically
and mentally handicapped, the elderly and the institutionalized.
The spontanelty inherent 1n the creative drama experience can be used as a general
measure of an individual'S ability to draw from an internal reservoir of knowledge, creativity and
intUition. David Johnson mentions some indicators of individual development which may emerge
during the process of spontaneous role playing which may assist the facilitator as well as the
participant in recognizing personal traits, weakness and strengths. What emerges spontaneously
allows the teacher or creative drama facilitator to assess the level of content in the internal
reservoir.

Creative drama is also an effective indicator of the individual'S abllities in

concentration and tolerance for delay and frustration.

Due to the nature of interpersonal

involvement in the creative drama experience, individuals have an opportunity to exercise their
levels of development in control of aggression and t.olerance for ambiguity. Johnson mentions the
transcendent aspect of creative drama as well: "Role playing Involves a departure from ImmedIate
reality: characters other than oneself are portrayed; objects and settings not really present are
represented by other Objects or mimed actions. This pretend quality is the essence of the symbollc
value of role playing" ( 19).
Johnson also refers to a recognltion of character development through the abi 1ity of the
participant to draw on a variety of Insight and experience: "The set of roles one can reasonably
portray Is called one's role repertoire, and the breadth of the role repertoIre Is one IndIcatIon of
psychologIcal maturity. Developing a character, that Is, taking on and artIculatIng the role of
another, Involves the ability to reconstruct people, events, and feelings" (20).

While the

development of characters Is an Indicator of an individual's perceptions and understanding of roles,
It Is also a vehIcle whereby the IndivIdual can learn to understand more clearly and feel more
deeply the conditions of another's experience.
The reconstruction of a role in bel:ev3bllity lnvolves certain abilities of the

individ'-~i:l~
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beginning with a wide range of knowledge in terms of social processes. The learnings of these
civilized behaviors are often taken for granted until there is evidence in an individual's behavior
that they have not been learned or that the learning has become skewed. Also, In order to
adequately portray another in role, the performer must have a modicum of empathy. It is "a way
of understanding others not througtl speclfic knowledge of ttlelr feelings but by reference to one's
own feeling states. Without the internal reference that empathy provides, the person does not
know how to guide his character, and may often confuse his own feelings with those more
appropriate to t.he character" (Johnson, 21). Johnson concludes that the abil1ty to play is an
important aspect of our personality which reflects both cognitive and emotional dimensions of our
experience.

The role playing experience is an aid in discovering where the individual has

developed in reference to hiS or her understanding and awareness of others and in the
restructuring of those concepts.
While there Is scant empirical research on the benefits and validity of creative drama,
there Is considerable material of an anecdotal and case stucry nature to support Its effectiveness.
Stuart Lawrence worked at a day hospital for severely disturbed adults in a treatment center. He
established a drama club primarily as a process in SOCialization crynamics and related some of his
observations of personal ity change during that process in a journal he kept of the program. He
noticed almost Immediately that the program in drama forced the members out of isolation, a
condition that was severely hampering the regeneration of the broken clients. Lawrence noted that
"commitment, consideration, compromise, loyalty, and promptness are all part of the
resoclallzatlon achieved In drama activities. One can begin to learn about oneself by seeing oneself
spontaneously act out. Patterns of behavior become obvious, self-exploration ensues and opens the
path to self-understanding" (56).
Lawrence worked with a core group of ten individuals over a period of eight sessIons and
kept a journal oi his observations at each meeting.

The participants ranged In age from

twenty-one to thirtY-SIx and were mixed by gender. He began noticing changes

In

behavior from
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the flrst sessIon when one IndIvIdual Who was normally wlthdrawn and Isolated and who often gave
up quite easily, perpetuated significant endurance throughout the entire exercise. By session
three, another participant who was normally reluctant to join activities of any sort, initiated
change on her own in one of the exercises. The isolation component of the group's problems began
to be taken care of when Individuals made their first attempts at interacting on a social level and
were successful. Lawrence related an incident In the fifth session that was particularly rewarding
for one individual who "revealed his fear of meeting new people. He worked through both an
uncomfortable situation and a comfortable one, and began to feel and 'Understand the differences.
By acting out he also saw himself as successful, setting a model of achievement for himself" (94).
Lawrence described his elation over the success of the seventh session by mentioning that
he saw its importance for three reasons: "Interaction, interpersonal relationships, and conducting
oneself with people in real Situations were demonstrated. second, members of the group showed
that they could express emotion that, up to now, they had kept bottled up inside themselves" (96)
He was please.d that the group members were learning to cope with real feelings and recognize the
necessity of expressing them constructively.

Finally, he was pleased with the developing

cohesiveness of the group, evidenced in their decision to do a scene involving everyone working
together on one project. In the final session, Lawrence felt that the group demonstrated trust in
each other:

"The members felt the obligation, responsibility and consideration necessary to

partake with others in someone else's struggle. They felt for each other, were concerned about
each other, and were learning how to handle such respons1blllty" (97).
Lawrence mentions the ongoing beneflts of the drama group experience for the individual
members by noting that several members became good friends and continued to visit each other
frequently This was Significant, he says, considering the state of brokenness they were all in
when they entered the program. Remember. they were in an institution for severely disturbed
adults, and yet they ultimately proved capable of an experience that was "heightening, beneficial,
rewarding, t.herapeutic, and enlightenin,} The'3e patients are able to take responsibility that goes
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with sharing, accepting and receiving, and with expressing oneself and supporting others" (98).
Lawrence felt that the experience of the creative drama sessions aided in the positive development
of the participant.s.
Ramon Gordon works with prison inmates and discusses the benefits of drama In his
article, "HumaniZing Offenders Through Acting Therapy." He speaks of the dehumanization process
which begins for many long-time offenders even before birth. Many of these people are products
of the negative society and culture they were born Into which was fashioned by their forebears.
They begin their lives socially excluded and economically hopeless then become faceless and
nameless entities groping for a quick means by which to be somebOdy. The concept of the future
does not exist for them and so they attempt to survive the present by grabbing what they can now
t.o get by. Obviously, prison 1s the end result of their behavior. The institution then becomes a
microcosm of the society from which they were spawned and spewed, intensifying the
dehumanization process. The perpetual spiral downward continues as the Inmate Is experimented
!Jpon, threatened, punished and abstracted. In light of this dl1emma, Gordon asked the question of
how the pattern could be halted and the offender attHude changed so that he would finally become an
acceptable member of society and lead a fulfilling life.

Gordon's answer was found in the

recognition that "from the time of anCient Greece, theatre, stemming from religious ritual, has
been a humanizing force, an educational process and an antidote to hopelessness" (310).
Gordon recogniZed a type of poverty that the dehumaniZed prison inmate experiences that
Is not associated with the presence or absence of money. There may be a more substantial poverty
than that of material possessions which is in reference to education and awareness. Gordon
observed that education was more than formal schooling, but rather represented a higher level of
competence In getting along with society and trle environment: "It means knowing the rules of the
game and how to play by those ru les. Under standi ng the forces in society, Hs art and cu Iture,
perceptive awareness of surrounding life, makes for better appreciation of, and more fulfilling
participation in, that life" (310). Of course. the absence of money can play out in the absence of
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culture in the home by wfN of no books, no music, no art. Consequently there Is llttle conversation
which solely stretches the mind. "Art is both educational and therapeutic. Theatre, which makes
use of all the arts, best provides this significant education and concomitant therapy" (310).
Gordon uses the process of character development for the actor to help assist in the
charact.er development of the participant. He noted that lack of identity was the most common
character defect among prison offenders and It played out lts Impact In lack of self-esteem. Whlle
Gordon works mainly with the training of the inmates in the development of acting skills, these are
played out in the necessity of the actor to discover his own C<lpabi1ities and potentialities: "He
must free and learn to control his emotionality. He must stretch his imagination beyond the
familiar and obvious. His sensitivity must be heightened, his memory trained. He must be
responsive, articulate and must develop and exercise his bOOy' and voice. He learns responsibility
to himself and others" (311). The training for these results In the actor happens surreptitiously
but consequently helps develop these qualities in his own character and personality. BeC<luse this
training can bring about new Identity and self-confidence, the prison participants often
experience a basic change in attitude about themselves and in turn about the world and
environment in which they live. Gordon notes that this therapeutic process works best for the
offenders because it is indirect. They are not working on themselves or perceive anyone else is
working on them--as they have become accustomed to and irritated by in the typical context of the
rehabilitating institution. They are working in a non-threatening environment to develop
creat1ve prOduct, Cell O/£l-"Ii: Tlle.atre.

oj

The process, as Is often the experience In prOducing

theatre, Is fun, exhilarating and challenging. The therapy is indirect: "In training as an actor, he
(the inmate) 1s in the role of student. Although deallng wHh Ills person and 1dentlty, cr1ticism
and evaluation is directed tllr£71J..t]/J him toward an entity outside himself: the exercise, scene or
play. That wfN it seems less personal; the onus of pat/ent is removed" (312).
Gordon also recognizes the power of t.he spontaneous quality of improvisation. Through
this form of cre-.ative drama, the offender learr'1:.

J

l/ery important aspect of life: how to react to
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the immediate and the unexpected. Gordon says that he pOints out to the participants that "if
everything went as planned, if people reacted always as expected, chances are he would not have
gone to jal1. Usually, I Introduce into each improvisation an unexpected person or event which at
first upsets the students, but with which they have to cope" (314). The spontaneous nature of
creative drama again is mentioned as.j valuable tool for yet another special group of individuals to
develop new insights into t.heir own personal makeup and to attain new levels of empathy and
t.olerance for the differences of others with whom they must learn to live.
Claire Michaels has been working with the elderly in senior centers and nursing homes
for a number of years and has developed a program called (YJriiOrama, which uses the tools of
creative drama to help elderly individuals and groups become oriented to more creative,
constructive and satisfying lives. Michaels works with the individuals at the point of their
ability, whether they are Sick, senile, disabled or severely deprived in some way through the
aging process.

She attempts to assist the elderly, through the creative drama process, to

reest.ablish a modicum of delight in their own unique lives and to regain a sense of self-esteem. As
mentioned earlier in the section on adult development, the elderly are now in a position to mak.e
adjustments to their limited futures. The creative drama process helps these individuals become
more aware of their capabilities rather than their handicaps. and to make satisfactory adjustments
'.0 their future. Michaels suggests that "through drama--the key that unlocks the closed door of

the past and gives meaning to the present--the Geriadrama leader can attempt to reconstruct and
rehabl11tate the aged. By bringing more expression into their dally lives, he can tap the inner but
dormant resources they may have belleved long dead and past. Drama acts as the artistiC agent to
bring life to art and art to life" (177). Michaels triumphantly recalls an experience in a creative
drama session with the elderly when they were then asked what they were building their lives on
"They responded eagerly with the following thoughts: 'We are adjusting to our old age; studying I,.J
carryon our lives; maintaining our self-esteem; building ourselves; we are hoping to be
remembered and valued" ( 192)
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~chattner

ana courtney's vOlUme on Drama Therapy,

mentions the value of theatre games, another form of creative drama, as a safe harbor in which the
players can be brought to a state of cri5is or imbalance. It is in this state of unbalance that an
energy source opens up t.hat can transform itself into a visible event: "Feelings, re1ationships,
objects, whole environments appear or arise spontaneously in the empty space when players stay
on focus within t.he established structure of the chosen game. The invisible (hidden) becomes
'/islble. Such transformations are theater magic and an intrinsic part of most theater games"
(Schattner and Courtney, 216). Spolin praises the transforming power of theatre games:

While dramatizing anti-social behavior might bring understanding and even
change, simple change is not enough. In change there often rests just the other
side of the coin, a residual of the old (good/bad, better /worse, past labels/future
goals). Theater games seek more: transformation! In the moment of playing, a
path to body, mind, and intuition is opened. A cleansing, a dissolving of past
attitudes (approval/disapproval, excuses, reasons, "I can't ," "I won't," "I should
have," roles, soap operas) takes place, which allows a space for the real
communication and the person/the hidden self to emerge. In that dissolve there is
no returning to past limitations (roles). The butterfly does not become the
caterpillar again. That past moment (life) is exhausted. Transformation!
(Schattner and Courtney, 216)
It is at this moment of dlsequ1l1brium that one can often see the big picture and gain an
inSIght of "aha!" Brookfield speaks of positive and joyful incidents which were trigger events for
individuals to grow by and which provided grist for the mill of sudden insight and awareness·
"Peak experiences in which people feel a surprising but undeniable sense of rightness, a feeling
that 'things fit,' can prompt a critically reflectIve evaluatIOn of aspects of their way of thinking
and living" (Developing 33).

Maslow also speaks of such peak experiences as providIng

groundwork for incredible insight and leaps

In

growth.

He mentions that peak experiences can

have the effect to change a person's view of himself in a healthy direction as well as his view of
others and his relationship to them: "They can change more or less permanently his view of the
world, or of aspects of it and release him for greater creativity, spontaneity, expressiveness, and
idiosyncrasy" ( 101 ).

The insight and catharSis which may come through a creative Ijrama
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experience is often defined as a peak experience by participants who know intuitively they have
changed to some extent because of their experience and their new discovery about either
themselves, their world or their significant relationships.

Research on the Effectiveness of Creative Drama
Robert Landy, Associate Professor of Education Theatre and director of the Drama Therapy
Program at New York University, has worked in many areas of creative drama, making particular
application to therapeutic contexts. Landy expresses the difficulty of measurement in fields of
creative expression and personal development:
Much social science inquiry has come to mean quantitative, statistical research.
In our age of accountability, mental health administrators often ask the same
questions as corporate executives: How can we reach the most people in the
quickest time by spending the least money? Numbers and percentages answer
these questions. However, given a discipline that focuses upon non-observable,
subjective phenomena--feelings, images, values, and creative processes-numbers of cases lose their meaning. Drama and therapy are both processes that
defy conventional quantification. (217)
The kinds of specific measurements within this field are discovered predominantly in the
areas using creative drama in the contexts of therapy. Landy paints out that specific questions for
particular special groups are often presented and answered in articles in the specialized journals
in the field, such as Tile Arts in PSyt.,llL7/llerap,V and OramatllerapJ< The kinds of issues they may
deal with include questions such as "hOW can dramatiC play aid in the development of cognitive
skills for the learning disabled child, how can drama and art be used reciprocally in a child
guidance center for diagnostic purposes and can the drama experience positively affect the ablllty
of the emotionally disturbed child to communicate feelings and to appropriately interact with
others?" (221).
But these kinds of studies are more elusive to the creative drama contexts referred to

In

this paper, namely, the traditional educational environment. Landy mentions that the field of
drama tilerapy, which uses the creative drama format, has used the forms of descrlptive research
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based on field notes written up following the observation of a drama therapy session.

Some

methods of reflective research in these areas are the case stucty and field stucty. He suggests that
"this is valuable in delineating the kinds of t.echniques and strategies germane to the practice of
drama therapy wlth clients in particular settings. However, descriptive research is rarely rooted
in theory and tends to make claims based upon vague criteria" (222). Lancty goes on to explain the
difficulty of measurement:
Empirical research tends to be linear and to show a cause-and-effect relationship
between two variab les. Yet. in the process of psychotherapy. in general, and
drama therapy. in particuiar, there exists a complex range of human variables in
the many changing roles of the client in relation to the therapist. Thus, often
there is not a direct cause-and-effect relationship in evidence. Until these
variables can be clearly delineated and quantified, empirical research methods
will be limited in drama therapy. (223)
Although it is not the intention of this dissertation to present creative drama as a therapy.
it may nevertheless, by nature of its ability to provide a vehicle for change and insight, be
therapeut ic. However, in comparison to the difficulty that the more scientific field of drama
therapy has in quantifying results and change. the far less "scientific" field of drama in education
finds the process that much more difficult.

In both cases, however, the facilitators and

researchers are dealing with the creative process in terms of the experience for the partiCipant.
These are rather elusive commodities to be sure in terms of quantifiable measurement.
Experiential research is often the preferred methoc1 for artists and those working with them:
"Although mindful of the past. the creative artist involved in experiential reseorch focuses upon
the here-and-now, the moment of spontaneity. in order to discover the appropriate form in which
to embed his feeling. Experiential research often proceeds inductively, from the part to the whole,
through a process of trial and error" (Landy, 221 ).
Outward research on the creative process and of the participants working in that domain is
often done in a reflective manner. In these cases, the researcher takes a more distant role and
watches the process from afar, tak ing notes as an observer rather than as a participant. This has
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quite often been the form of research done In the areas of drama therapy and with creat1ve drama
in other settings such as the community and school. The researchers doCument what they perceive
is the experience in field notes written up during and follOWing the experiences. This kind of
potentially valuable descriptive research is, as Landy pOints out, nevertheless "rarely rooted in
t.heory and tends to make claims based upon vague cr1terla" (222).
An alternative reflective method of research on creative drama is the case study or field
study vehicle. In this approach, the researchers focus on a particular individual or a small group
in order to observe a pract.iced style, or a theoretical point of view, perceive the effects of a
particular strategy. "When case studies are grounded in theory, they can provide a complex view
of the drama experience. Although limited to a single subject or small group, the case study
method t.akes an in-depth. qualitative look at the person" (Landy, 222).
Quantitative, empirical methods have also been used in reference to creative drama, but
they are dependent upon the researcher translating research questions Into observable, testable
hypotheses and specifying the effects that may occur given the particular strategy. Landy does
relate a study in which researchers were able to analyze the effects of the drama experience upon
emotionally disturbed children. They used the RIRS, the verbal fluency test, the semantiC
differential, and the parent competency scale: "Their results affirmed several positive effects of
drama therapy, as children with low RIRS scores proved less repressed and more expressive and
imaginative in their language following the drama treatment "( 224).
H. Howard Russell is Professor and Chairman of the Department of Curriculum of the
Ontar 10 Instltute for Studies In Education and was for mer ly responslb Ie for the Arts and Aesthet ics
Program of CEMREL in St. LouiS. He likewise claims that "it is much more difficult to 'measure'
or evaluate programs In the arts than It Is in mathematiCS, SCience, reading, or other school
subjects" (Kase-Polisini, 95).
Pamela Ritch, ASSOCiate Professor of the Depar tment of Theatre at Illinois State
University and formerly Vice Presicent for I::esearch and Publication of the Children's fheatr'?
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Association of America, edited the Research Issue of the Children's Theatre Review. In her article.
"Program Evaluation and the Arts," she also states that the bind the arts are put into is the
constraint to be more measurable. She noticed that at the secondary level, in many high school
speech and theatre classes, the curriculum has more to do wlth winning the play/speech contest
than with what the English/SpeechlTheatre department originally intended:

"The American

infatuation with contests, the lronic obsession with ranking and sorting people in our democracy,
is one reason why the speech t.eam, marching band, and football term survive when programs thct
are first cousins, such as theatre, orchestra, and gymnastics, are cut" (Kase-Po11sini, 113).
Teachers and directors of creative drama programs have attempted to validate their work
however, primarily through the use of case studies. In her text. Developments in Drama Teaching,
Lynn McGregor concludes her presentation of drama teaching in practice with a summary of five
case studies in which she attempts to achieve different results with various styles of lessons. She
uses the observations of the master teachers over each group as a basis for final evaluation and
suggests a way in which teachers may evaluate the response of the partiCipants to the creative
drama lesson. Since in drama the body and voice are used as the media to express ideas via
characterization and role play, the teacher can assess how imaginative or inventive a child is by
seeing and hearing what he does. McGregor relates some observations which were made of creative
drama lessons in which the form of expression was almost exclusively physical in some and in the
others it was verbal as well as physical. In some cases the children expressed ideas that they had
thought up and enacted, whlle in other cases the children expressed their react ions as characten
within tightly structured Situations. She concludes: "Children often gain great satisfaction from
express1ng 1deas and fee11ngs 1n verbal and physical form. The quality of their performance

1S

sometlmes thought to be secondary to the pleasure they derive from the experience itself .... [The
physical activity] relaxed them, gave them confidence and supplied them with ideas for a range Of
expression that they otherwise would not have" (80).
McGregor goes on to describe another learning that the involvement in drama seemed

~,:,
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provide. The drama involved the children on a make-believe and also a real level. In the drama, it
was obvious that the children began to learn to work in a group, for the dramatic activity could not
move forward wHhout co-operation: "Giving and accepting ideas, acting on your own and other's
ideas, working together to make sense of what you are dOing, all of these are part of the social
aspect 01 drama. It can, depending on the kind of drama taught, encourage children to learn to work
together in a creative environment, solve problems creatively and work out corporate ways of
expressing their own feelings and Ideas" (81). Although McGregor speaks of the instances as "case
st.udies," she does not. conclude her description of the activities with measurable outcomes or even
specific observations of individual behavioral change.
McGregor does point out that if and when specific forms of evaluation are found, the
criteria would need to be formed in such a way that maximum flexibility was allowed to enable the
creative process to flourish:
For instance, in small group improvisations, it could be argued that what is
being judged is the children's personal statement of ideas in dramatic form and, jf
they perform it, whether they dre putting the statement across effectively. The
problem here is how to sieve out an observer's subjective interpretation of the
children's work, leaving only an objective assessment about the quality of the
work. It is the same prob lem that theatre critics have about plays and
performances. The question is whether it should be examined, i.e. given marks or
not. ... Not all teachers agree with examinations. Some feel that the drama they
teach encourages group cooperation and that it would be counter-productive to
introduce an element of competition. There is an argument that in drama the
process is more important than the end product and that the creative process
involves learning for enjoyment and for its own sake. (94)

In a search for specific studies that could empirically dOCument "measurable" or
"observable" outcomes of creative drama programs, this researcher discovered some results
which were presented In works dealing with simulations. Since simulation may be Included under
the rubric of creative drama In terms of Its role-playing aspects, some of these findings are
included here. The simulation as a teaching method has been evaluated by Dale Garvey. His study
Is discus.:;ed in Can Theatre Teach? An Historical and Evaluative Analysis of Theatre in Education.
He chose t'iVe categories to ,jescr ibe the use to which Simulation could be put: as a device for
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motlvatlng students, as a means of aHectlng student attltUdeS, as a means of facllltatlng tile
acqu1s1tion and retention of knowledge, as a means of developing social sk llls and as a means of
providing laboratory experiences. Garvey also used control groups. The conclusion of his study
revealed that tile control group, which did not exper ience simulation, indicated that it acquired
more factual knowledge and the experimental group, using Simulation, indicated it retained more
conceptual knowleDge (Redington, 153).
In most cases, in addition to knowledge acquisition, usually teachers will use creative
drama techniques in order to enhance t.he sociological situation and effect the attitudes of the
partiCipants. Measurement of changing attitudes is at best a difficult prospect. The Center for the
Study of Evaluation has produced a monograph on a Methodology of Naturalistic Inquiry in
Educational Evaluation, edited by Egan Guba. Here this suggestion is made concerning this kind of
research measurement: "What are needed in the study of social attitudes, as in other areas of
psychology, are measures which (a) do not require the cooperation of the subject, (b) do not
permit the subject's awareness that he 1s be1ng measured or treated in any spec1al wfJy, and (c) do
not change the phenomenon being measured" (Guba, 5). In terms of traditional empirical studies,
these suggestions then make creative drama a most difficult experience to measure quantitatively.
However, William R. Heitzmann, in a book published by the National Education Association
entitled Educational Games and Simulations, states that the majority of research studies reveal
that involvement in learning games and Simulations can indeed change the attitude of partiCipants.
One report followed the evaluation of SlJ!l511ir18, an educational simulat10n dealing wlth raCial
attitudes. The facilitators' remarks indicated that their students' attitudes were affected: "In one
study wlth business students the simulation involved resulted in changing beliefs.

Another

investigation involving teachers conclude.d that following the simulation partiCipants were 'more
accepting' toward the integration of exceptional children into the regular classroom. The situation
is best summarized by Anderson iol1owing a study involving the o.7!lSllmer game, 'the results
5UQb'18St that simulation games are better able to oroduce behavioral changes than conventional
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classroom techniques'" ( 19).
Learning with Simulations and Games, edited by Richard L. Dukes and Constance J.
Seidner, Indicates that the delayed retest scores from two stUdies, both using the simulation game

Lire career, showed that students retained more of what they learned from partiCipation In the
simulation than did stUdents taught by the traditional methods. Keach and Plerfy used a geography
simulation to determine If students retained information longer when It was encountered through
the dramatiC game. "Attempting to control for the Hawthorne Effect by using another Innovative
teaching technique, a programmed text, for the control group, (they) found no significant
difference on the post test, but did find a significant difference on delayed post tests, Indicating that
students who played the simulation retained more of what they had learned" (33).
The challenge of empirically measuring the effects of creative drama are further discussed
by Heathcote, who adds a postscript on the difficulty of teachers measuring attitudinal change:
In drama the teacher in a wcry suffers a reversal of his usual role, which is that of
one who knows. In mathemat ics he knows the answers to the prob lems. He can
read better than the chi Idren, he has more experience of the app Iication of
mathematics and in general, he knows much more than the child. In drama, this is
not so. He mcry have more I ife experience to draw upon having I ived longer, but
when it comes to the interpretation of ideas it is the child's viewpoint which is
important, not the teacher's. The child is not measuring up to a pre-set situation,
he is discovering through the situation of the play. Therefore, he is not asking the
teacher for the answer, he is offering the teacher a viewpoint and in return the
teacher may offer another one. Neither one will be right or wrong. Each will
differ because the two people concerned are different. (85)
In response to the recurring controversy over the purpose and validity of drama In the
public school curriculum, the Schools Council Drama Teaching Project In Great Britain set about
to consider the alms and objectives of drama teaching and followed their search by publishing their
findings In a report-styled text entitled Learn Ing Through Drama. In Great Britain, particular Iy
because of the more substantial history of inculcating drama into the curriculum of the public
school, the value of drama in education had been emphasized in offiCial reports on the curriculum
and in increasing specialist literature of drama teaching. Certain questions continued to rise out
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of the closed covers of the reports and books concerning what recognizably official distinctive
contributions drama could make to education. Part of the national controversy centered around
theoretic-a I postulating of whether drama was a subject or a method and the central query
concerning what children actually learned in drama. Ultimately, the issues also centered around
whether or how drama could be assessed and evaluated. The three-year project of the Schools
Council Drama Teaching Project was based at the University of london and conducted by McGregor,
Tate and Robinson, who describe the scope of the project as first involving a team hailing from a
broad scope of backgrounds including sociology, I inguistics and phl1osophy as well as practical
drama teaching. Six local education authorities across England were chosen. A drama adviser acted
as coordinator for the project's work in each authority. "In each area three schools, covering the
10 to 16 age- range, were selected. Numerous and lengthy discussions took plac-e between team
members and teachers concerning their aims, methods and attitudes to actual work. Classes in
each school were observed over a year so that development could be noted. During the year 159
lessons were observed" (MCGregor et a1.. 1).
Other cont.ributions to the project came through a network of working parties which were
organized in each area to consider the place of drama in the curriculum. The coordinators of the
teams met regularly with the core group to discuss their findings. Members of the working
parties represented a wide range of interests and included teachers, head teachers, advisers and
members from colleges of education. Additional groups and individuals outside the above selected
groups also made contributions and SUbmitted papers on a range of issues.

ThroughOut the

three-year project, national conferences and work ing parties were called to discuss related topics
surrounding the research. The coordinators and the consultative committee of the project met at
least once a term to discuss and assess the project's development. Throughout the project, weekend
courses were held for teachers and members from all aspects of the project to present and discuss
the proJect's thinking and results thus far. Two people acted as evaluators throughout the project
to assess its feasibility.
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Teachers involved in the project concurred on specific alms for their Inculcation of drama
in the educational experience of their students. These aims included: "... developing the chlld's
powers of self-express10n, developing self-awareness and self-confidence, encouraging
sensitivity and powers of imagination and structuring work which encouraged the use of
imagination" (Mcgregor et al., 4). The Council's report of the incidents occurring during the
creative drama lessons and the perceived growth of the participants through the creative drama
process includes dozens of case stories, anecdotes and observations throughout 220 pages of the
summary.
The report looks at an agreed-upon definition of creative drama and at drama as an art and
as a learning tool. It evaluates the quallty of the drama experience and considers long-term
development through drama. At the j unction of the survey where acting-out Is considered a
distinctive feature of drama, the authors mention that It is the foundation of drama upon which the
case for lts place in education must first be built. When attempting to answer the question
concerning what are the essential characteristics of acting-out, they relate an experience
observed in a classroom with a group of six fourteen-year-olds who had been discussing the ideas
of pr ivilege and deprivation:
They are particularly intrigued by the paradox that so many of the world's
population are dying at the feet of an overfed minority. They want to explore this
idea through drama. They begin by deciding on a situation which wi 11 symbol ize
this paraOOx. . .. Fundamentally, acting-out involves people making an
imaginative leap from their actual situation or roles into a supposed one. In this
example the group began by imagining a specific situation which could represent
the conflict in attitudes which interested them ....
The situation was selected, as any of a range of others might have been,
because it functioned as a symbol of the conflict in which the group were
interested. It represented the paradox of privilege and deprivation. Through
representing these essentially abstract ideas in symbolic form, the group were
making them more concrete as a wcry of making clearer sense of them, and also
developing and expressing an attitude towards them. It is in the light of the
process of symbolization--particularly as it applies to the arts--that the
functions of drama can best be seen. (McGregor et aI, 11-14)
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The authors felt that the group of youngsters involved in the improvised creative drama
were using it to explore an idea. Throughout the improvlsatlon the part.1cipants chose to halt the
play in order to discuss its implication and then to adjust the incidents and behaviors of their
performance to better reflect what they were feeling and learning about the issue of privilege. As
they continued to play out the issue. they had to project themselves into various roles and identify
with the situation in order to create a satisfying expression.
In another incident. when asked to work on any element of human weakness, a group of
fourt.een-year-olds determined they wanted to explore the concept of deception. After selecting
characters and plot. the group played theIr scene with a variety of differences and elaborations. At
the conclusion of the improvised drama both couples "were exhausted and did not say much except
for one who said, 'I don't t.hink you can separate people's weakness from the better sides of them.
Everyone's got. both sides to them' (McGregor et aI., 29). The observers noted that during the
acting-out. each child developed a definite character for the person he was playing: "The children
'3Ssumed certain attitudes to each other which were reflected in the ways they talked, related
physically to each other, and the kinds of mannerisms they employed ... as the acting-out
developed there was a marked increase in detail as well as children finding various ways of
reinforcing the kinds of people they were representing" (McGregor et a1.. 29). The authors of the
report felt that after their observation of a great number of lessons. they could distinguish several
concrete assets the experiences had prompted for the participants. including: an understanding of
themes, topics and Issues through actlng-out and an interpretation and appreciation of dramatic
statements by other people.
The authors of the SChools Councll Drama Teaching Project also recognize that not all
teact-Iers are convinced that drama can or should be a~~ssed: "Some feel that it is difficult to make
judgements about an activity that centres round the expression of feelings. Others feel that there
are so many factors involved that it is impossible to assess them all. Yet others feel that if they
were to approach their work too critically they would lose a great deal of the spontaneHy
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necessary in creating vitality in drama" (MCGregor et a!., 95). But the authors believe, however,
that although drama is a flexible and creative process, drama teachers do intend definite learning
to take place. Often they are not consciously aware of mak ing judgments about pupils' work. But
they do make judgments in order to be able to develop work both in a single lesson and over a
period of time. Obviously, much of the ultimate assessment of the creative drama process is done
through the intu1tive observation of the faCilitator who is usually so well-acquainted with his or
her charges, that he or she is aware of minute changes and shifts in attHude and behavior.
Whether these changes can be strict.1y attributed to the experience through drama may still
:-emain in question, but the facilitators and the participants rarely have paralyzing doubts about
the positive impact and validity of their own experiences. Those who intuitively know they
"work" on the basiS of their own personal experience, are the chief advocates and evangelists of
creative drama for human enrichment and interpersonal development.
The National Association of Drama Advisors in Banbury, England published a text which
advocates drama as a tool for developing capability in young people within the educational system.
One of the studies and suggestions for curriculum development dealt with drama as a paradigm of
the political process. The notion was that the role the drama process has in raising children's
ability to participate in the political process was quite important. The educational researchers
were looking for a realistic point of intervention that would allow learners to become
functionaries in the political process. They felt there was a simple relationship between political
education and the indlv1dual's value system.

"Values are assumed to be consonant with the

Piaget1an 1dea that ch11dren form a series of lntellectual schema which are plans for action in t.he
world in which they find themselves and that these schema may be categorized so that there is an
ordered range of plans to choose from in a given situation. Our system of values may be considered
as the plans that we draw on when we are engaged in political action" (Morton, 39). The educators
involved in the development of this curriculum felt that when we talk about the political process,
we are thinking about an individual's route for engagement in society. They stated that "the
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phyS1cally act1ve part 01 the pOI1t1cal process 1s 1n the med1atlon between values and pol1t1CS. Th1s
1s the 1nteractlon of people, one with another, to try to accommOdate each other's percept10ns and
demands in the social mores" (Morton, 41). Their conclusions follow:

However you treat drama, whether as a tool to aid more conventional pedagogy
or as a kind of social therapy, the activity in the classroom is almost certainly
going to involve the learners in exploring the process which links the internal
world of values with the external world of social ethics which is politics. If there
is any sense in the notion of capability that doesn't require young people to
conform to the expectations of a technologically determined society, then this is
the kind of capability that seems best to advocate, that through participation in a
socially interactive learning process, the young inform themselves about the
roots of their perceptions of society and consequently are able to choose, knowing
that they are constrained but nevertheless more in control of the forces that seek
to change their lives. This is where drama can use the medium to help children
become adept at negotiation, influenCing each other, co-operating, compromising
and being able to change. (Morton, 41- 2)
Drama is essentially social and those participants who engage In the dramatiC process are
encouraged to interact on both real and symbolic levels. As they explore problems of meaning and
relationsh1p through the dramatiC process they experiment with representing them through t.he
roles and situations they devise. Where they dig for the resource of the motivation and content of
the roles they play has great implications on where their values reside and how they are adj usting
these values in response to the perceptions and insights they gain through the dramatic
improvisations. The other end of the spectrum is determining if the activity was worthwhile based
on the test of its application. With psychiatric patients and other populations contained in highly
structured and controlled enVironments, the facilitators may be able to more readlly determine if,
where and when application of the learning is being made. In school and the church, where the
intent is not to directly deal with the individual'S personal problems as is the case in therapy.
applications of the learning cannot always be followed through on.

Often the teachers and

facilitators remark that they continue in simple blind faith that the arrow of their creative drama
work is hitting the mark. In this case, the facilitators find that changes in communication

ski1~s

and social behaviors are more easily observable and applications in those domains more easlly
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discernible.
Gavin Bolton has organized and led numerous creative drama lessons and workshops over
an extensive span of years. He has noted from experience and comparison that there are certain
cues that afford him insight into whether or not the lessons of the creative drama experience are
making an Impact on the participants and if they are In turn making personal application thereof.
The most primary cue is the reflection the participant makes on the experience, especially when
this is done spontaneously in role and during the dramatization. The next most viable cue is the
degree of ease and enthusiasm with which the participant is willing to generalize about the
exper ience and draw parallels from it. Bolton notes that the desire to talk about the experience is
an indication of the intensity with which the participant invested himself and gained insight. He
also has noticed the stUdents' qual1ty of performance In other related arts and the consequent desire
to encapsulate his dramatiC experience in them. In ro11tlon to the clues Bolton notes which give
him indications of the meaningfulness of the drama experience for the partiCipant, he also lists
behavioral changes which are observed over a periOd of time. Some of them Include the amount of
effort put forth, especially during an unrewarding phase.

An integrity of feeling and an

intellectual grasp of what is being created by the whole group are also features of recognized
growth. Sensitivity to the needs of others within the group and a willingness to take risks, to try
new territory and new forms are indications of development from the creative drama experience.
When the student is benefiting from the drama experience, Bolton also sees an Increased ability on
the part of the student to select action and words that enhance the significance of the experience for
himself and for the others and, conversely, to receive from the others. There are also strides
made in the openness to symbolic meaning and for role Identification (Drama in Education, 134).

Cone 1usions Drawn from the Literature Overy lew
The analytical literature study of thiS chapter of the dissertation covered theories and
practices which inform the application of creative drama strategies to adult Christian education
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It began with a broad overview of t.he four major areas of concern inherent within the title of the
study itself. These included (1) learning styles, (2) adult development, (3) adult Christian
education and ( 4) creative drama.
The learning styles 11terature revealed that Individuals learn In at least four major styles
which reflect their kinds of preferred encounter with material and how they best process the
information as well as the experience. Embedded within the four major styles of learning are also
numerous further breakdowns of those styles, indicating that people are individuals and learn best
at their own pace and In their own style. The cycle of experiential learning presented the four
basic categories of learners as convergers, divergers, assimilators and accommodators. Each finds
more satisfaction within at least one segment of the experiential learning cycle. The points along
the experiential learning cycle include focus first on concrete experience, then reflective
observation, abstract conceptualization and finally, active experimentation.

Kolb and other

advocates of balanced learning strategies, recommend providing an educational process which
brings the learner through a cycle of encounter with the material so that he or she learns through
experience by first taking in information concretely, reflecting upon it, generating an abstract
concept and finalizing it with active experimentation. Various learners may resonate to one
particular segment of the cycle and learn better in that mode, or they may enter the cycle at a
certain point and continue to proceed around the process in a cycle.
The main thrust of the learning styles Information pOints out that learners are individual
Therefore, learning strategies which provide a variety of means whereby the student may engage
in the process would most likely reach and benefit more ot the general student populace by meeting
them at their Individual propensities. This balance may also serve to affect the single student
through more Involvement of his various capacitles- -concrete and abstract as well as the
reflective and active--in the learning process.

The creative drama process is reflective of the

integrative and balanced experIential learning style and therefore becomes a significant teaching
and learning strategy which involves the total learner and integrates all four major learn1nq
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styles.
The findings In adult development and learning reveal that current research and practice
In this more recently recognized field of education point again to the necessity of recognizing the
Individual backgrounds and needs of the student. The adult has an accrued life time of experience
and consequent attitudes and behaviors which Impact his current needs and Interests. Adults at
various levels of age and social development have different needs according to their community
status,

Interpersonal

relationships,

financial

and physical

resources,

and personal

responsibilities. They often perceive their need to learn in light of their current concerns and
problems to be solved. At various pOints along their Journey, they stop to take stock and determ ine
how much time they have left and what they will need now to get where they want to be in life.
Their primary motivation to learn Is based on perceived need and applicability. They are often
concerned about finding ways they might better fulfill the roles they play. Therefore, It Is more
expedient to use Instructional strategies with the adult learner which allow him to draw upon his
own resources, move at his own pace through the learning process, and apply his flndings to hIS
own current concerns. The central aim of adult education should be to help the mature student
become a life-long, self-directed learner. The experiential learning cycle and, by association, the
creative drama process, provide an opportunity for this kind of education to take place.
The third section of the literature overview dealt with adult Christian education and its
related aspects: faith development, moral development, and values clariflcat ion. These findings in
adult Christian education unveiled the predom Inance of the lecture/discussion style of teaChing.
This appears to be the primary mode of education probably because It is a traditional method and
because It Is the one most likely to provide optimum coverage of content information.

The

literature review revealed that the lecture/Olscussion content-coverage method serves a purpose
on one level of education by being able to present a vast amount of material In a short amount of
time. It Is weak, however, on the level of sign ificant retention or app Iication onhat mater lal. The
research and theory on faith development ~r:d moral education substantiate the necessity Tor haVIng
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an active encounter with the tenets of faith and morality in order to make them one's own and
integrate them into one's belief and ~tyle of living. A head knowledge is not necessarily a heart
knowledge. Likewise, coverage of information content in the Christian church does not
automatically insure the application of those concepts in the life of the learner or even in t.he
community of the believers. The apparent dichotomy between the cognitive and affective domains in
terms of formal education appears to remain a struggle in many Christian churches.

The

literature thus calls for the integration of more active, participatory methods of encountering and
acquiring lessons of faith and love in addition to the more didactic modes.
The literature review also indicates that the purpose of the evangelical Christian church
is threefold: to develop a faith community which worships, to educate one which Is compelled to
witness and serve, and to provide nurturing for and by the community. The broad basis of the
Christian faith is founded on the principle of Christ's commandment to love and serve one's
neighbors. Loving, serving, and nurturing all reflect an active faith rather than a passive
head-knowledge. Acquiring a vital faith which Is evidenced in a life of active service and love
towards one's neighbors often may

result from exposure to learning environments which

encouraged open interaction, honest examination, group nurture and application through active
experimentation. The spiritual insights, experiences of life, and empathiC learnings gained from
key crises and advances in one's journey all serve to motivate and move the individual upwards
through higher stages in moral and faith development. These key crises and notable experiences
which prompt learning may arrive through a variety of means, both direct and Indirect. Genuine
caring and love for another must come from knowledge and awareness of the needs, circumstances
and pecul1arlt1es of the other.

This knowledge comes from both direct and indirect

encounter--through actual experience with the other person and through simulated experiences as
well.
The 1iterature argues that developing a sense of empathy for others aSSists an individual
in acquiring concern and sensitivity which may lead to informed love. Empathy is more often
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learned when one has had the opportunity of seeing situations and life from the point of view of the
other. In order to love one's neighbor as one's self, one must know and understand the neighbor.
One must be sensitive to the roles the neighbor plays and to the needs the neighbor has. The
literature leads to the conclusion that when one has an opportunity to play the roles the neighbor
must also play, one may be more capable of empathizing with the neighbor as well. The literature
argues that adult Christian education, which provides opportunity for increased active learning
through experiential means, stands a better chance of making a lasting impact on the life of the
learner than does moralizing, sermonizing, or layering on data.

Thus, the retention and

application weaknesses of the information-disseminating methods of Instruction, may be
strengthened through partiCipatory education. Again, creative drama is a viable means whereby
this may occur.
Creative drama was the fourth segment of the extensive literature review. The literature
presents creative drama as a process of encountering people and Ideas through Improvised
spontaneous drama.

The major proponents of adult education recommend that learning

environments be predominantly Interactive and partiCipatory, allowing therefore for the adult
student to be more self-directed and derive growth motivators from his own needs, able then to
apply the learning quickly to his or her own life. Creative drama is a teaching and learning
process which has probability of Inducing this kind of personal and Interactive sequence in the
adult learner.

The major creative drama resource Is the Interest and experience of the

participant. Material for the Improvised performances Is derived from the minds and lives of the
students. The literature pOints to the assertion that creative drama Interfaces well with the
Intentions of adult Christian education.

The suggestions of adult education emphasize the

importance of recognizing the needS and interests of the adult learners as well as their past
experiences. Creative drama expressly draws upon the needs, interests and experiences of the
partiCipants.
The premise of Christian education is based on the Intention of helping adults learn how to
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develop in faith and make application of that faith in moral decision-making and sensitive service
to others. The small interactive group context in the church is an effective place for this kind of
nurt.ure and growth to take place. The basis from which creative drama functions is also the small
group interacting and seeking to enhance relationships and gain insight on human behavior through
the process of improvisational, non-exhibitional role playing together. The group then becomes a
catalyst and support system for the adult to make creative discoveries and explore creative
problem-solving options through improvised role play. It is noted throughout the literature
review on creative drama that improvised dramatic play is a natural phenomenon with children as
t.hey learn to cope with and accommodate to the world they are learning to live in. The literature
suggests that since adults are also still in process, discovering and developing imaginative and
work.able solutions t.o current problems, they could also benefit, as do children, from creative,
expressional learning experiences which also promote insight and growth. The proponents of
creative drama note that t.he disequilibration that comes from growth in learning experiences is
actually handled as a part of the process of performance. While the performance of self is
vulnerable and high risk, it also brings immediate rewards which can turn into additional
long-range inducements for development of self-esteem and self-confidence. The process of the
performance calls upon the participant to utilize insight and creativity as well as critical thlnking
on the spot. It helps stimulate the imagination and creativity which are, in turn, the tools for
problem-solving and personal growth. Creative drama is presented as a learning tool which stands
between the constraints of the linear lecture format and the time and financial constraints of
learning solely by life In the school of hard knocks. All of these skills are potential aids in helping
the adult be a more sensitive, actively-caring Christian citizen and servant.
The conclusions made in this chapter suggest the need for more balance on the side Gf
experiential, expressive and participatory teaching and learning modes in adult evangelic.a1
Christian education for the development of sensitive, mentally and spiritually healthy,
individuals. It laid out. t.he recognlzed st.eps t.oward individual faith development and indicated that
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in many of those stages, Interpersonal Interaction within groups in the faith community was a

vehicle through which much of the awareness and growth in (a1th is acquired. It reiterated that the
biblical basis of the evangelical Christian faith is founded on a mandate for an outward movement
toward interpersonal and community interaction, a concept which is wrapped up in the second
most important commandment (after loving the Lord God): to love one's neighbor as one's self.
The chapter consequently suggested an overt turn toward an active expression and application of
faith, rather than a passive, primarily inward listening-to-words faith in the adult Christian
education program. The overriding proposal therefore remains: that the inculcation of creative
drama techniques and exercises into the context of adult Christian education may begin motivating
and developing the above sought-after attitudes and behaviors in the adult Christian student
through this particular vehicle of experiential learning. It was concluded that creative drama
provides a process by which to explore metaphorical aspects of learning. Indeed, the improvised
Ijrama

1Je.t.))fTlt3sa

metaphor of certain segments of life through the "as if" acting-performance of

relational and problem-centered Issues. The relational quality of the creative drama--in essence,
the taking on of different roles and the interacting with others in their roles--provides an
opportunity for the participant to grasp an empathiC awareness of another's position. The
heightening of empathetic sensitivity afforded by this new awareness acquired through
performance and inductive/deductive evaluation may also provide an opportunity for the
participant to develop a caring attitude toward those whom he or she gains more knowledge of
intellectually and emotionally. Increased empathiC awareness and sensitivity may more likely lead
to a genuine response to the biblical commandment to love one's neighbor as oneself.
Chapter Three presents guidelines for inculcating a strategy of instruction utilizing
creative drama tools in adult Christian education. It incorporates sections of the experiential
learning cycle and a review of the developmental needs of adults. These guidelines are presented in
order to help the practitioner be more sensitive and aware of the concerns and motivations for
learning and potential change which this student in the Christian education program may exhibit

CHAPTER III
TO THE PRACTITIONER:
GUIDELINES FOR USING CREATIVE DRAMA AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY IN
ADULT EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

The adult learns on a vastly d1fferent plane from the chlld. Development 1s the pr1mary
factor 1nnuenc1ng th1s d1fference. Accrued past life ex per 1ences , reallst1c needs of the present,
and expected respons1blllt1es for the future converge to 1mpact the motivat10n of the adult for
learn1ng. Th1s chapter shall present gu1dellnes for reach1ng th1s mult1-faceted adult In evangelical
Chr1stlan educat10n through creat1ve drama.

Creat1ve drama 1s presented here as a teach1ng

strategy to enhance part1c1patory and creatIve learn1ng opportun1t1es 1n an adult Chr1st1an
educatIon group. Gu1dellnes for bu1ld1ng a pos1t1ve group climate and for beIng senslt1ve to the
readIness of IndIvIduals In the group to participate and learn are necessary preludes to the
acceptance and success of creative drama strategies In that environment. In order to enhance
success, the pract1t1oner must note the necessary areas of concern for effective learn1ng-- needs,
motivation, teachable moments, creative strateg1es, group atmosphere--pr1or to apply1ng
creative drama strateg1es to the adult Christian educat10n context. S1nce creative drama 1s
suggested here as an Instructional strategy, the preceding dimensions of the overall context for
the adult stUdent 1n Chrlst1an educat10n are 1mportant to ant1c1pate and, as much as poss1ble, to set
up before Inculcating the specific strategy.
In the fIrst section of this chapter guIdelines concerning the preparation of the facilitator
of creative drama In Chr1stlan education sett1ngs wlll be presented. The chapter cont1nues with
the presentation of gu1dellnes for preparing the adult Christian education env1ronment for the
applications of creative drama. Finally, the chapter presents practical and technical guidelines
for setting up the creative drama session, following through with the enactments and other
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expressive exercises and concluding with debriefing, discussion and wrap up. The facilitator is
then encouraged to evaluate the session as well as the ongoing program.
These guidelines are built upon the premises developed and presented in chapter two
relating to adult learning needs as offered by Knowles, Brookfield, Eble, Schwartz, Palmer,
Wlodkowskl, Cross, Kolb and others and upon the premises of creative drama as a significant
participatory learning tool as set forth by MCOregor, Bolton, COlby, Heathcote, Way, Jennings,
COurtney, Spol1n and others and upon the twenty year experience of this writer with creatlve
drama in evangelical adult Christian education.
Simply phrased, the areas of learning styles, adult learning, and Christian education
cogently dovetail with the promise of creative drama as an educational strategy. As shown In the
following chart, creative drama shows promise of interfacing with baSic tenets in each major area:

(reat ive Drama Process
Experiential Learning Style
variety of strategy
individualized
participatory
interactive
Adult Learning Style
motivation through interest
values personal resources
needs/concerns-centered
immediocy of application
personal application
peer/ group-related
problem-centered
experiential
Christian Education
spiritual reflection and metaphoric imagery
nurtures love and empathic caring
Community and group centered
nurtures moral development

• moves around experiential
learning cycle
• individualized
• partic1patory
• interactive
• draws on interests, needs,
concerns of participants
• provides immediate application
• affords personal reflection
• group-centered nurturing
• community conscious
• utilizes metaphor
• provides empathic experience
• seeks moral development
• stimulates creative imagination
• uses creative problem-solving
• positive role identification
• promotes active/reflective
interaction
• enhances interpersonal relating
• develops communication skills
• metaphorical framework
• provides vicarious experience
• nurturing environment
• duel-world framing

Figure 3. Similar characteristics between intentions of creative drama and other fields.
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The guidelines laid out in Chapter III to aid the facilitator in the inculcation of creative
drama as an instructional strategy in evangelical adult Christian education likewise draw on tenets
in each of the four major areas presented in the literature review as background and include:
1. Guidelines for preparing the facilitator of creative drama in adult Christian education:
a. Assess the necessary faci1itlrtor attitudes and skills.
b. Use and engender enthusiasm.
c. Nurture and model trust.
2. Guide1ines for establishing optimum conditions for effect~ve adult learning in Christian
education contexts:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Stu~ a variety of teaching mOOels.
Assess the needs of the adults in the group.
Recognize the barriers to effective adult learning.
Identify adults' motivlrtions for learning.
Locate strategies for stimulating motivation.
Recognize and capitalize on teachable moments.
Note moments of emergence and release.
Use metaphor as a teaching springboard.
1. Balance impression and expression in the sessions.
j. Help the group achieve concentration, imagination and observation.
k. Avoid or dislO€tJe potential blocl<ages to creative drama.

3. Guidelines for facilitating the creative drama session:
Pay attention to the initial physical and emotional environment.
Prepare physicalood psychophysical exercises intended to "warm up" the group.
Select the situations on which to focus for the session.
Select the methros of enactment.
Select the characters to be played.
Facilitate the process of the playing.
Provide a protective framewori( for the experience.
Take responsibility to interupt and stop the creative drama.
1. Facilitate a follow-up discussion.
j. Determine if re-enactment would help reach the objective of the session.
Ie.. Wrap up the session by facilitating evaluation and providing a sense of closure.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

4. Guidelines for broadening the initial dimensions of creative drama with alternative and
anci11ltry techniques:
a. Consider using alternlrtive techniques as means of achieving creative drama goals.
b. Consider using ancillary vehicles in the creative drama process.
5. Guidelines for post program assessment:
a. Guidelines for personal assessment
b. Guidelines for pr(XJram assessment
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BeTOre presenting me gU10011nes, an oDservatton on me approoon taKen In m1s 5eCtton 1S tn
order. Many have l1kened teoohlng unto an artistic process. others have depicted teoohlng as a
precise science. The process of bringing students to a place where they may learn Is a rather
slmpl1stlc notion of teoohlng, yet doos provide the Image of the teacher as guide. There are a
number of skl11s one may develop to aid In directing this remarkable journey toward
understanding and knowledge. This notion of teaching as sk111-orlented reflects more the science
aspect of education wherein the teacher selects certain technical means and reinforcers which may
prompt the Individual to open up for the learning and receive the Information. Teaching as an
art1stlc process Implies that the art1st relles somewhat on Intult1ve and creat1ve InsIght as
guldel1nes for actlon. The teooher makes subjective and spontaneous deciSions which nurture the
student toward an awareness and an openness to learn. One can reasonably argue that a balance of
science and art makes for the most effective teaching cl1mate. On the one hand, the teooher
develops and ut111zes InstructIonal sl<111s and strategIes whIch help In specIfIc organlzat1on and
plannIng for the learnIng event. On the other hand, the teacher Is also alert to the

~namlc

relat10nshlp that 9J6S on between fac111tator and learner, between learner and learner, and even
between learner and self--and Is always aware of IntuItive decisions whIch must be mare durIng
the process In order to enhance the Interaction In those relat10nshlps and st1mulate new
awareness. Hence, the effective facilitator Is both organized and flexible, planning ahaoo for
certain objectlves and Intentlons and yet always wflling to shift the plan for the sake of ooaptlng to
the needs and Interjections of the IndIviduals and the situation.
The very 111uslveness of a sImple deflnlt10n of teachIng and the teachIng process leads one
to the recogn1t1on that there Is not only one way to teooh anyone anythIng. OVer the last few
deaD!s, education theorists and practitioners have developed cklzens of strategies for Instructlon,

however, no partIcular strategy has surfaced as the panacea of all. Often when a new Instructlonal
model erupts on the plains of enllghtenment, the discovering proponents present It with delight as
the final remeO{ to cure epidemic educational dilemmas. Ultimately, It Is adminIstered by the
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selected seekers. When It Is found either effective or wanting, It Is either raIsed by the
transformed devotees as an elixir of truth or It is ultImately shelf-Wed along with numerous
predecessors of "great worth" and listed as yet another optton for InstructIon. Whl1e anyone
methoo may be lifted by some as the ultImate answer above all other answers, there w111 be many
teochers who w111 not have heard of 1t and who w111 still fInd success "sImply by usIng more
eclectIc methOOs combIned with wIsdom, logIc, and a sound knowledge of educational psychology"
(Orltch, etal., 5).
The creative drama focus of thIs chapter Is not presented here as the panacea or even an
evangelical elixIr to adult ChrIstian education, but rather as an optlOf1 to counter-balance what Is
noW seen as an Imbalance toward fundamentally cognitive, dldoctlc strategies of Instruction In thIs
area. Additionally, these guidelines are not Intended as a lock-step checklist, but should be
employed with as much "art" of teachIng that the fool1ltator can muster, gIven the essentially
unpredIctable nature of adult creative drama.
Creative drama seems especially promIsIng In terms of certain learning outcomes sought.
The predictIons and benertts as presented by the theorists and prootltloners reviewed in Chapter II
are below synthesIzed In a lIst of potential learnIng objectIves and outcomes.

The aoollcatlon of creative drama techni(]ues may serve to:
1. Enhance experiential learning, by using it as a change agent to stimUlate learner

participation.
2. Stimulate imagination and creativity in order to use them as tools in
problem-solving and personal growth attempts.
3. Help the student learn to recognize and generate metaphors as vehicles for
interpersonal communication and bri~ to new insight.
4. Draw on the participant's needs and interests for the main content of the education.
5. Provide a nurturing atmosphere with the group as a context for learning positive
community behavior and heightened empathy.
6. Provide a dramatic process to help learn problem-solving, nel}ltlation, interpersonal
communication, community responsibility and conflict resolution.
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7. Help individuals explore and learn about team work and co-operation.
8. Help individuals €Efine and OOjust their roles to align more closely with scriptural
guidelines of the faith community.
9. Provide a platform from which to practice life roles for present and future use.
10. Provide a creative means to study the bible, historical characters and key events in
or€Er to gain a more intimate perspective of the circumstances and situations.
11. Provide a creative process through which information may be encountered and more
raooily retained by means of multi-sensory involvement.
12. Help participants experience and i€Entify with a variety of positive roles.
13. Provi€E a risk-reduced arena for exploring vicarious experience.
14. Help the f~i1itator observe in a more tangible Wf1../ what the stu€Ent's needs and
interests are as well as their levels of creative and S(X;ial development.
15. Provide a S(X;ial and physical environment where partiCipants may deal with turningpoints and benefit from possible group nurture and insight in taking stock..
16. Provi€E a novel creative and participatory alternative to the usual mo€Es of
interaction and instruction in the traditional adult Christian education class.

OUIDELINES FOR PREPARINO THE FACILITATOR OF CREATIVE DRAMA
IN ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Abockground In theatre Is not necessary to effectively procUce creative drama techniques.
Many counselors, psychologists and SOCiologists have utlllzed the techniques of social simulation
and role playing without having spec1f1c knowleD;Je In the performing arts. However, ImowleD;Je
and traIning In any of the social and creative sk111s w111 benefit the creative drama focllitator. An
awareness of group process, discussion techniques, Interpersonal dynamics and creative process
all serve to equip the creative drama foc111tator. Even though teachers, counselors, and many
small group leooers In church and other environments of adult learning already possess and
Intuitively exercise the very ski11s listed, It often 00es not occur to them that they may likewise
apply these same sk111s to the creative drama process. There has been the danger In some settings
of teachers and counselors assuming that the process of creative and improvIsational octlng is so
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natural that It Is relatively simple to focllltate. When a well-organized session Is In process, It
appears to almost run Itself and an uninformed on-looker may Interpret what he sees as therefore
not necessitating any formal training. In foct, the most effective sessions succeed because there Is
a keen and observant foc1l1tator "at the helm" who knows how to rtde the currents. The effecttve
focilltator, not unlike the successful group discussion leader, should be able to analyze what Is
happening In the group and Intuitively decide what they need next without the group being overtly
conscious of the direct ton gtven. Again, as Knowles suooests tn his guldel1nes for

andr~,

the

functton of the "leader" tn thts form of educatton ts to foc1l1tate rather than lead or dtrect.
The prospect of using creative drama techniques In adult Christian education Is at once
challengtng and frtghtentng. When one constders the potenttal for change and growth In the
parttctpants, as well as the enl1venlng of the parttctpatory process, creative drama and Its
posslb11ttles for the group are stimulating and exciting. On the other hand, when one considers the
vulnerabll1ty Inherent In any educational endeavor where the focus Is on the process Itself and the
personal tnteroctton of the partlctpants rather than the end-prlXluct of Information gIVen out by
the tnstructor, anxtety of potenttal fatlure ts real. One can never be completely certatn of the
outcome of a process-oriented, tnterpersonal relattonshtp-focused enooavor, whereas one may be
relatively certatn of control In a situation where the learners are passtve and the leader stmply
dtssemtnates tnformatton. But there are certatn preparattons and attttudes one may personally
arrange In order to Insure a greater potential of success and satlsfoctfon In experiential learning.

A. Gu Idell ne: Assess Necessary Foc1l1tator Attitudes and Skt11s
The leooer should ftrst 1001< at htmself to determtne If he has the personal attrtbutes
necessary to ochleve success tn the ktnd of educatlonalleadershtp that w111 prompt Involvement
and growth on the part of the partlctpants. The leader of creattve drama tn Chrtsttan edUCation
should have a sense of understanding and perception of the emotional, spiritual and physical
conditions of the people. She should be astute In understandtng human nature. She should be
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capable ot sensltlVlty towar(J ttle reellngs ot ottlers. He shou1(J be perceptlve In the recogn1t1on ot
language cues: both boot language and verbal language. He must, In a sense, have a servant's heart,
which allows him naturally to put the needs of others before himself. She must care about the
growth and development of the learners and be satIsfied w1th theIr growth and development as the
primary remuneration for her efforts. She must be perceptive to ImagInative and metaphorical
symbols as opportunlt1es for learning. He must be11eve In the va11dlty of the process he has chosen
. for leooershlp Into learning: creative drama and particIpatory exercIses. He must be flexible and
able to go w1th the flow when the needs of IndIvIduals override hIs preconceived notions of what
w111 happen. She must be able to de11ght In IncongruIty and ambiguity so that her sense of humor
may carry her and the others through the turbulent waters of discovery.
The above character traits spell out specific behaviors for the effective creative drama
leooer or fac111tator. Besides fJXXI organization and careful planning, the attitude and behavior of
the leooer Is the next most crucIal component of a successful experience In creative drama. The
laooer must be warm and friendly, Inviting the particIpants to JoIn In and have a fJXXI time. The
leacler's attltuoo 1s one at the most 1mportant 1nvltat10ns to 1nvolvement. Enthus1asm and
frlendllness are contagIous. Humor Is almost mandatory. Parker Palmer stJgJests that the carIng
creatlve teacher learns h1mself hOW to create a space for learn1ng. Th1s allow1ng for 1nd1vldual
dIscovery Is a form of hosplta11ty In the teaching arena and Is a virtue, according to Palmer, whIch
Is central to the bIblical troolt1on Itself, where It Is evIdent that God orten uses the stranger to
Introduce the strangeness of truth.
To be inhospitoble to strangers or strange iooas, however unsettling they moy
be, is to be hostile to the possibility of truth; hospitality is not only an ethical
virtue but on epistemological one ISS well. So the cl6SSroom where truth is centrol
will be a place where every strang!r and every strang! utterance is met with
welcome. This moy suggest a cl6SSroom locking essentiol rigor, a place in which
Questions of true and false, right and wrong, are subordinated to making sure that
everyone "hISS a nice doy." But that would be a false unOOrstanding of hospitolity.
Hospitality is not an end in itself. It is offered for the sake of what it can allow,
permit, encourage, and yield. a learning space needs to be hospitable not to make
learning painless but to make the painful things pOSSible, things without which no
I~rning can occur--things like exposing ignoronce, testing tentative hypotheses,
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challenging false or partial information, and mutual criticism of thought. Each of
these is essential to obedience to truth. But none of them can happen in an
atmosphere where people feel threatened and judged. (74)
While the character traits listed may make it sound like the creative drama facilitator
must be super-human, in actuality these characteristics are

alr~

exhibited by many who

choose to work in facilitator positions--helping others to grow--in the fields of Christian
education, youth leadership, counseling, and other human service functions. A personality that
cares for others and a desire to help them develop are essentially the drives and motivations of an
individual who most often chooses fields of human service. Apersonal motivation then prompts the
natural expression of enthusiasm and care. Dorothy Heathcote further suggests that the facilitator
of creative drama for adults should pledge himself or herself to certain guidelines for his or her
own attitudes and behavior in order to provide an atmosphere conducive to free exp loration by the
participants. She suggests the facilitator pledge himself to practicing for his job, to preserve the
students' personality, not erode it to fit a pattern conceived by himself and to be more at risk than
the students in their work. together. In a willingness to be seen to fail in front of the students and
then to be seen to recover, the facilitator opens this behavior up as yet another point of discussion.
Some of the pledges Heathcote suggests the facilitator make on behalf of his or her own self follow:
• Avoid withholding information in order to 'spin out' my!{nowleOJe.
• Allow students to t8ke decisions 8fld to test them in action.
• Constantly review my own priorities in tea:hing.
• Prove thm my idem are open to review by the students.
• Give evidence of my ability and rea1iness to listen.
• Give evidence of having patience, positive and unfailing, so long as students
give evidence of wor!{ing.
• Be a "restless spirit" understanding when to move forward, press for more
effort, or be content with present achievement.
• Be interesting.
• Be professional always. Remember why I am ooing the job; to be
task-oriented, not coming between the student and the task in false
self-interest wfltls.
• Never permit myself to be bored. (in Robinson, 27)
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Telantler, Qu1nlan and Verson have oevelope(J an 1nnovat1ve approach to creat1ve !lrama for
ol~r

adults, provIdIng some practical and specIfIc gul~l1nes for the facilitator In those pr(XJrams.

They suggest several general attltuOOs and organIzational sk111s whIch may be benefIcIal In
realizIng more success, or whIch at least may be helpful In steerIng the conscIentIous fac111tator
~ay

from certaIn dIssatisfaction. Some of theIr basIc suggestIons have alreOOy' been Included here

and others w111 be expanded-on somewhat In the subsequent paragraphs. However, a general focus
for the fac111tator w1111nclude the admonItions to:

-lIsten to the total person
-Create a strong base for each actIvIty
-Support and validate at every step
-learn to work. with what you have
.Use humor
-Take a piece as far as possible
-Recapture the hIghS (14-17)

Particularly for older adults, It Is Important for the facll1tator to be an actIve listener; to
listen to the total person and to encourage the other members and particIpants also to be actNe
listeners. lIstenIng to one another wIth Interest Is often Interprete(J by the receIver as a form of
validation.

O1~r

adults often feel they may have become InvIsIble to socIety and therefore need to

be affIrmed about the continued Importance of theIr exIstence as well as theIr unIque Ideas,
attitudes, and concerns. Often the fac111tator w111 need to practice the kInd of llstenlng that Is
capable of hearIng beyond the ImmedIate words, but recognIzes the messages hlmJen In the subtext ,
the word tones, and In the b<Xtf language. ThIs type of listenIng and validatIon should provl~ a
carIng support throUghout the experIence In each step. Confuseo, mIxed messages are often sent
when listenIng Is actually actIve at one time and then appears to be turned oown at another tIme.
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One must be consistent about 11stenlng and caring, avoiding any vestiges of hypocritical behavior
which Indicates that what one says Is more Important than what one does; or what one 00es In the
role of teacher/facilitator is different from what one communicates to the participants about this
"caring" relationship when encountered In other settings and outside the group. Remember the
age-old ooage: "what you 00 speaks so loudly, I can't hear what you Sft./."
The facilitator w111 find more personal satisfaction If she learns to work with what she has
and recognizes the real and perceived 11mltatlons of the Individuals and the group as potentials
rather than liabilities. The facilitator must come to grips with what she perceived was the Ideal
for the group and for the experience and what is becoming the reality. Sometimes the facilitator
had planned for and hoped for a larger group or one which she Imagined would be more creative or
talkative or Interactive or even more culturally astute or widely read. She may have had visions
of exactly how the planned exercises would proceed and resolve. She probably had speclf1c
Intentions for behavioral objectives and end-products. She wl11 unooubtedly exhibit a better
attitude herself and a sense of 9)Od nature and humor If she Is able to be flexible about her plan and
take side trips or !Jl with a different flow, allowing the needs and leading of the group to transcend
her own needs and pre-conceived notions. She must be the kind of person who Is w1111ng to concede
that the group may either !Jl farther than her expectations, or more 11kelY!Jl only part of the way.
Perhaps the group may even choose to !Jlln a completely different direction. Her 9)Od nature and
developed sense of humor w111 not only take her through some of these difficult times of unmet
expectations, but may help to InStigate laughter and a delight for serendipitous discovery.

B

Guideline: Use and Enoonder EnthUSiasm
The su~tion has often been made that the teacher Is actually a performer and that !Jlod

teaching Is a performing art. The prospect Is particularly obvious when the teacher has the
awesome task of motivating the learners' Interest In the discovery process. This 00es not mean to
imply though that the teacher, especially the teacher of adults, must design and practice a
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song-and-dance routlne In oreEr to succeed. But anyone hOj)1ng to lead others Into a place of new
discovery must first show some genuine enthUSiasm, dedication, and trust in the process herself.
Why would others want to follow someone who is bored, indifferent or apprehensive about the
journey and the destlnaUon? Boraoom and Indifference are as contagious as enthusiasm and zeal.
When Introouclng new participatory concepts to the adult Christian education pr(X]ram and
to the Individuals of the class, the teacher Ifacll1tator must display an attitude that Is enthusiastic
and assuring. The teacher/facl1ltator's affirming presence then becomes an encouragement and an
Inv1tatlon for the student to feel confident enough to jOin In on the prOffered experience. Unlike
children, adults are wary of "Joining In" an activity. In participatory exercises, the students,
especla11y older ones, must have trust In the facll1tator before stepping onto what they perceive
may be a shaky surface of vulnerab111ty. Any event, even educational, that Invnes personal
Involvement has the potential of explo1ted vulnerab111ty. In these Instances the Individual may feel
he or she Is not afforded the security of hiding Quietly In a chair or pew, with only ears open and
avoiding the vulnerability of other physical InvolVement. likewise, the teacher In participatory
learning snuattons, Is not easily protected behind the Intellectual fortress of lecture notes and a
lectern, requiring his only "openness" to be at the mouth. But the potential risk Involved In
participatory learning Is often worth the gain. The gain has been described throughout this
dissertation and has been a point of discussion In most contemporary texts of learning styles.
Therefore, the teacher must take the lead In exhibiting enthusiasm and warmth which Invites the
student to risk the potential of vulnerability In order to gain the benefits of discovery. Of course,
If the enthusiasm Is not genuinely a result of honest personal Interest In the content and the

process, the "displayed" enthusiasm will be a sham to the partiCipants. The keenest display of
contagious enthUSiasm Is always a result of personal commitment and Interest In the project or
process, so much so that the Individual simply must share It and ask others to join In.
Furthermore, If the facilitator believes In what he or she Is oolng and Is positively expectant of
the outcomes of the objectives and benefits of the creaUve drama process, then his or her
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enthusiasm w11l be genuine and not contrived. The facl11tator most readl1y maintains genuine
enthusiasm about the process by keeping learned In the f1eld, by continuing to read and learn about
creative drama and search for new wfJo{S to utilize it as well as new contexts and contents for its
use. As the fac111tator conUnues to personally progress and grow In his knowledge and 51<111 wlth
creative drama, hiS enthUSiasm w111 most naturally deepen and stimulate the learners to join him
In the quest. Their shared enthUSiasm In turn continues to feed his own.
The teacher's physical demeanor assists In the display of excitement and enthUSiasm.
"Seeing Is believing" Is an adage that may also apply to the bWf language the teacher speaks when
facilitating a learning experience. How much does the bWf show what the mouth says it beHeves?
Getting up and moving around helps to set a pace and rhythm to the experience which also lnvltes
the stUdents to participate more fully. Gestures and whole bOO{ movement and the use of the larger
space by the teacher may also be a form of metaphorical Imaging. Speaking of this point whl1e
here tn this section of the room and then pointing out the differences of the other side whl1e movtng
to another position may become a visual metaphor for the abstract concept being presented. Other
visual aids besides the bWf may become props or metaphors for Images under discussion. The
teacher should tratn his or her own mind to "see" new WfJo{S to show old Ideas. Aperceptlve teacher
may move around the room and Ught on an available object to use as a "for Instance." The
movement and the object may be just the trigger the student needs to make a connectlon to create a
new Image. While internal motivation is the ideal in adult learning sltuaUons, a creative
facl11tator w111 realize that external motivation In terms of presentlng an experience which Is
attractive Is also a responslb111ty of the teacher. The effective teacher should not assume that the
adult stUdent comes fully equipped wlth eager eyes to see, unclQOOed ears to hear, and a motivation
engine revved, in gear, and reOOi for take-off. Even when the adult student is fascinated with the
subject, this kind of readiness would be the exception rather than the rule.
Afine balance is needed between telling the participants in creative drama just enough to
raise enthusiasm and interest in order to give information for proceeding, and telling them too
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mucn so mat mey Decome lntlmloatea or conTusea. IT me purpose OT particIpatory exercIses IS
self-discovery. the foc111tator must not tell all that he or she expects the student to learn from the
process. It ruins the vl!J)r of the hunt

11I~e

te111ng the players where all the clues are hl!ilen.

When the parUclpant Is told In oovance all of the objecUves and purposes of the exercise and what
his ant1clpated learning w11l be. this InformaUon and expectation might push him towards doing
the exercise "correctly" In order to please the focl11tator by fulf1111ng the expectaUons or opting
out because he doesn't expect to reach the!J)a1. The "doing It right" then becomes an end In Itself
and short-clrcu1ts the orIginal IntenUon of learning by discovery. Fu1f111lng pre-conceived
expectaUons Interferes with the natural sensations that are aroused when an exercise Is gone
through at a primary level as an experience rather than at a secondary level to achieve an end
result. When the parUclpant Is concerned about the end result or "doing It right." his
concentraUon Is on the prOOuct and diverted from the process. This results In a defeat of the whole
purpose of the exercise. which Is to learn by making spontaneous dIscoveries during the process.
Younger adults particularly may be pr(1Jramed to ask Instructors to tell them exactly what
to do and what Is expected. Many are fresh out of predomInantly pedaIJlglc and competitive styles
of education and they want to be sure they are "doing It right" In order to make the grade--whlch
means pleasing the instructor and looking ~ In the eyes of their peers. Older adults often may
want to be sure they "do It right" so that they don't look too foolish. They may also push a little
harder to know exactly "why" they are doing something before they w111 determine If It Is worth
the effort, Ume and risk. This presents a challenge In moUvatlon for the facl11tator. Again. there
Is a fine balance between allowIng oneself to feel IntimIdated or squelched because of the
apprehensions or suspicions of the potential participants and simply r8CO'Jnlzing that all have
fears about vulnerabl1lty and just need some reasurance that they w111 not be betrayed. The
fac111tator may be able to dispel the parUclpants' fears whl1e also exciting them about
parUclpatlon. This may be done by giving just enough Instruction so that the parUclpants know
there Is security of form and organization and by exuding an air of trust. confidence and warm
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humor so that they feel they can follow the ff£111tator's lead with safety. People may want to join
the party, but they also want to be assured they won't get a pie In the ff£e.
It Is not necessary to !Jl on and on wtth the instruct10ns so that the part1clpants become
confused or then suspicious that the exercise might be more than they expect they can handle.
Imagine the breading ground for apprehension if a swimming instructor inmated beginners f1rst
w1th all the detalls of the butterfly stroke In case of future competitive asplrat10ns and then very
seriously presented an Intense lesson on cardlo-pulmonary resuscitation In the f1rst sessions to
prepare the group for possible future danger. The In1tlates might never st1ck their feet In the
water out of discouragement that they shall never make the Olympics or out of fear that they shall
surely cramp up and drown as soon as they dive In. The wise Instructor proceeds with a 11ttle
information at a time, just enough for the developing swimmers to handle and enjoy each stage of
their growing understanding and sk111 bulldlng. LIkewise, the sensitive ff£ll1tator of creative
drama presents a level of Information and direction to the part1clpants In each session that Is
needed to carry them through the next stage of the process. It Is also best for ff£l11tators to begin
w1th only enough on their agenda that they know they can handle with confidence and ~ humor In
that particular session. As experience grows, the ff£l11tator w111 Intult1vely know how to balance
the amount of disclosure before starting so that the participants become enthuslasttc and
challenged to get involved and still remain released from worry over self-conSCiousness, ablli.ty
or propriety.
The ff£l1ltator must establish an atmosphere of enthusiastic anticipation for discovery.
He or she must also build trust so that Individuals know they will be protected from uncomfortable
exposure or group expectations to perform beyond their ken. The teacher creates situations In
which the participant Is free to make discoveries, which can then be obJectlvlsed and used as
metaphors upon which to build new understanding.
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C.

OU1~11ne:

Nurture and M~l Trust

Creative drama exercises, Including role playing, often calJ upon particIpants In groups to
m6l<e personal discoveries while engaging In IndIvidual and Interpersonal edUcational ootlvitfes
that prompt Insight and awareness. The footlltator of the process must establish an atmosphere of
trust in order for Individuals to rIsk openness and possIble change. Just as should be the case in
any regular classroom, thIs trust Is ~ on the parttclpants' beltef that nothIng wtJ) happen that
they wlJ) be demora1tzed or humtJIated for. Their Insights and Input wlJ) be handled with care and
Integrity. Their Ideas wlJ) be conslOOred and not dlmlnlshOO. They wllJ not be expretoo to do
somethIng they are not physIcally or mentally capable of doIng. They always are gIVen the option
of partlclpatton. TheIr experIence wtll be valu~ as an Important resource for the whole group.
There wt11 be an effort to encour~ honesty that builds rather than tears down.
The foollltator may build thIs trust In a group by beIng trustworthy hImself. He must
respect conftdences and Insist on conftOOntlallty In the group when senslttve Issues are discovered
and discussed. He must ftrst be a listener, alJowlng lmrshlp to emerge In others and yet not feel

that hIs authorIty Is threatened when that leadershIp does emerge creattvely. He should encotJr~
feedbook, so that people who have volunteered discussion or disclosure do not feel theIr offering
has been left hanging In the aIr.
The foollItator must empathize with the feelings of others and exhibit an expectatton that
others empathize as welJ. Empathy does not mean an uncritical carte bl6tlChe ooceptance of 1IP.8s,
but rather an ability to feel why other people feel, oot and belteve as they do. When group
members feel they are also the recIpients of empathy, they Often work to bulJd trust for each
other. Acceptance by those who consider themselves linked together In spiritual communion
becaUse Of <Drs forgiveness and care Is often a prImary basis for trust In most evangelical

ChrIstian groups. It alJows the members to be honeSt with each other and to trust that they wtJ) be
cared for. But It shoUld not be a smokescreen of ooceptance to hire trua feelings and concerns when
Individuals must Inevitably disagree. The members of a faith community state that they are united
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together because of love, but they are not expected to be clones. It has been said that honesty
without love Is bruta11ty and love without honesty 1s sent1menta11ty. The members Of the creative
drama group must be able to trust a balance on these pOints. The sensitive facilitator must be able
to help them ach1eve th1s k1nd of 1nterpersonal commun1cation w1thln the group.

D. Gu1de11ne: Nour1sh an Attitude of Sensitivity and Flexibility
The fac111tator should attempt to know the part1clpants by name as soon as pOSSible,
perhaps even mak1ng the learn1ng of each other's names an Initial game exerc1se. G1v1ng
partiCipants a sense of personal Identity and worth may be achieved by certain physical
manifestations of welcom1ng behaVior. 600y' and eye contact are key features of warm Invitation.
Handshakes In greeting and departure are often signs of friendliness, but they are not as Important
as warm and sincere eye contact--whlch Is most often translated as a sign that one Is truly
ltstenlng--and continued interactive communication. Treatlng Individuals with respect is a key
1ngred1ent of an effective group leader. Adults particularly 00 not w1sh to contend with an
atmosphere of condescens1on. They should be approached In these learn1ng situations as
1ntellectual equals. It 1s the behaVior of the leader which can set a tone of respect and acceptance
right from the start, modeling an expectation of the same for the others to follow.
The fac111tator should use voice, face and bOO{ as expressive Instruments of
communication. Much can be rem through bOOy' language that belies the actual words spoken.
EnthUSiasm, Interest, concern, sincerity and attent10n arousal may be borne on vehicles of
physical movement. If the fac111tator moves or speaks In an uninterested manner, she Is sure to
convey boredom or Ind1fference. The v01ce, face and bOO{ of the leader are Important facets 1n the
structur1ng of poce and Interest 1n the session. While watch1ng for s1gns of group dls1nterest.
weariness or confus1on, the leader should be able to change her own pace to sh1ft Into higher gear
to encourage oo:tlttonal partlcipation or Into lower gear to slow oown for sturn bIers or reticent
individuals. Changing the stimuH and the pace of the session is a sensitive move on the part of the
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leader, for 1t reflects her awareness of the neem of the particIpants. Feel1ng free and secure
enough to stop and ask for feedback Is also Interpreted by the particIpants as beIng sensItive
enough to theIr needs to be flexible with the process.
It Is best for the leader to be the kind of planner who has several alternative options
ava11able In the plan ahead of tIme. If he or she creatively overplans, the leader w111 be able to opt
for another act1v1ty If one Is not working wen or If the needs of the participants change. The
. leader may also be able to shIft gears Into another exercIse If one expected to take longer comes to
an abrupt halt or fizzles out. OVerplannlng Is frustrating when the leader actually Intends to use
all the materIal and then cannot achIeve It all due to lack of time. But If the over planning Is such
that the material Is simply there to be used If necessary, then the leader may enter the sessions
w1th conftdence that she has a back.-up plan, or enough gas to ~ an extra m11e If need be. The
facilitator must be wary of falling In love with her plan and thus caring more for It and her own
Intentions than she does for the IndIvidual participants. She must alWays be w1111ng to put the plan
aside If It gets In the way of the needs of the Individuals.
The leader may CUltivate openness and flexlb11lty by being readt for the unexpected. He
should welcome the novel as an opportunity to experience new InSights through serendipity. He
shOuld be flexible to accept InterruptIons and the possIble dIverting of hIs plans. In most contexts
of ooult religious education, IndivIduals are usually free to come late and leave early since theIr
attendance Is often voluntary. ThIs may have a tendency to dIsrupt the flow of the leader's plans.
The leader must know how to maintaIn composure and focus and even expect more respect for the
process from the particIpants, wh11e st111 allowIng for a meaningful experIence In spIte of the
flaws precIpitated by Interruptions. ParticIpation, cooperation and dedication cannot be forced
from ooults In these contexts of education and growth. The leader can plan what he wants to 00, Sft./
and have happen, but he cannot pre-determIne the reactions of the particIpants.
Ameans of Inviting openness In the particIpants Is to model openness oneself. SharIng
one's own experIences, frustrations, joys and InSights helps set the tone for sharing by the others.
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One must be careful, however, not to allow one's own sharing to manipulate or OOmlnate so that
others feel Intimidated about sharing from their own perspectives lest they not match up with that
of the 1ea:1er. There Is a fine line here between stimulating or stlfl1ng through one's own sharing.
The lea:ler must have sl<111 In reading bOOy language as well as verbal language so that
participants may be Invited to share their Insights in discussion. It Is not difficult for a few
vociferous Individuals to commandeer a discussion If the facl11tator is not able to recognize the less
vocal ones and proceed to Invite them to participate.
In his text Motivation and Teaching, Raymond Wlodkowskl suggests that the educator
"listen to the student with empathetic regard. Listening with understanding is one basic way to
show a student respect and caring" (40). An effective way of demonstrating that one Is attempting
to listen closely to what another Is saying Is to then rephrase what the other has said In one's own
words. Adults particularly want to feel they have been listened to and heard and that what they
have said Is accepted with respect. A negative barrier to motivation In many adult Christian
education contexts Is set up when the leader Is simply a speaker who spouts out Information and
shows little regard for the Input of the listeners. There often Is a great chasm between lea:ler and
learner whiCh hampers personal relationship and may contribute to a negative attitude about the
Impersonal distancing by educators. Educational programs for adults In the church w11l be more
attractive to the Individual when he or she feels a warmth and acceptance of self and Ideas. When
one feels genuinely accepted, it Is dlff1cult to maintain barriers one has set up from former
personal negative attitudes and mistrust. The fac111tator, then, must possess the sk111 of echoing,
redacting or paraphrasing participant responses so that clarification may be made If the Ideas
were not correctly received. This Is the sk111 of reOectlng back what one assumes he heard
another say. It Is a way of giving focus to the statement w1thout making a judgment upon It. The
lea:ler must be sens1tlve for when it Is appropriate to echo a participant's response. Continual
echoing most certainly w111 have the effect of mindless parroting and will Interrupt the flow of
participation. So, the lea:ler must be able to recognize the times that reflective listening is
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1mportant for the 1ntl1v1(JUal as well as tne group

In

orCler to "eep tnem on troct, to (Jenne for

others who may not have understoo:J the termlnol!W used, or to clarIfy that what was saId was
indeed what was heard.

E. GulC1ellne: Be Uberal with Encouragemen!
Encouragement and praIse are forms of sUmulaUon that may be both posItive and negatIve.
We all need encouragement and afflrmaUon In orCler to be motivated to partIcIpate. Encouragement
is often a salve to a wounded spirit which aids in its potential healing. Encouragement helps
IndIvIduals to belIeve In themselves so that they w111 attempt new moves and rlsl( unchartered
waters. If the leader encourages and expects the parUclpants to particIpate In encouragement,
they often w111 follow suIt. If the leooer creates a Climate In whIch rlsl(-tal(Ing Is valued and In
whIch there Is little threat of failure or conclusIveness about rIght and wrong answers, the
partIcIpants w111 orten feel freer about gettIng lnvolVed.
However, encouragement may also be mIsconstrued. Encouragement may be vIewed by
some as a reward for doIng It rIght, or for doIng It at all. Even ooults may be caught In the web of
tryIng to please the leader with rIght behavIor In order to gaIn a "brownIe poInt" or a pat on the
bocl(. They may unwIttIngly be caught In the trap of calculating how many times the leader saId
"good,"

"well done," or "fIne" to others as compared to how many tImes these comments were

dIrected to themselves. The unwIttIng loci( of an encouragIng response from the leader may be
Interpreted as a condemnation of one's efforts, so that the numbers game of countIng the "yays"
agaInst the "nays" can almost devastate an Insecure parUclpant. The leooer must therefore be
careful to I<eep his affirmations ftNay from an indication that means approval. Even the group may
unl(nowlngly "gIve poInts" for good behavIor and wIthdraw them for unsatlsfoctory behavIor by
spontaneously applaudIng or laughIng at performances they particularly 111<e and not respondIng as
enthusIastically to those they were less thr111ed by or were even more pensIve about. It does not
hurt to brIng thIs problem of encouragement and affirmation out In the open with the group.
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Adults should be able to dIscuss the problem sensItively and be relieved that they 00 not need to
"read into" these often casual and careless signals.
The need for approval is a drive that 9)Verns the motivation and self-concept of most.
VIola Spolln feels that the need for approval may 9)Vern the sImplest of movements.
Our Simplest move out into the environment is interrupted by our need for
favorable comment or interpretation by established authority. We either fear
that we will not get approval, or we accept outside comment and interpretation
unquestionably. In a culture where approval/disapproval has become the
preOOminant regulator of effort and pOSition, and often the substitute for love, our
personal freeOOms are diSSipated. Abandoned to the whims of others, we must
wander daily through the wish to be loved and the fear of rejection before we can
be proouctive. . ., We become so enmeshed with the tenuous treads of
approval/disapproval that we are creatively paralyzed. Some in striving with
approval/disapproval develop el}Xentricity and exhibitionism; some give up and
simply go along. (6)
It may seem surprising that adults could be hung up on the need for approval since they
are often considered self-directed with secure egos in tact. But adults also have had a longer
lifetime of programming that may have focused on judgment by authority figures. Particularly in
education settings, they may still expect a response from the leader in order to inform them if
they are on the right tract and "correct" in their statements and behavior. They often expect to
achieve correctness in an educational setting. However, in creative drama there are no absolutes,
no correct ways of doing it, no positive rights or wrongs as final end-prOOUcts. There are no final
exams. Discovering a milieu of creative alternative solutions is the intention of process through
the arts.
If the participant is to experience freedom to explore, the atmosphere must be free of
judgment. Spolln makes some suggestions on how to establish an atmosphere of freedom where the
driving needs for approval may be reduced:
Authoritarianism Is more difficult to recognize in approval than In
disapproval--particularly when a student begs for approval. It gives him a sense
of himself, for a teacher's approvlll usulllly indicates progress has been m~, but
it remains pr(XJ'ess in the teocher's terms, not his own. In wishing to avoid
approving therefore, we must be careful not to detach ourselves in such a way that
the student feels lost, feels that he is learning nothing, etc. . .. True personal
freeOOm and self-expression can flower only in an atmosphere where attitudes
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permit equality between student and teacher and the dependencies of teacher for
stuoont and stuoont for teacher are done SWf1{ wlth. (8 )
Even with the extensIve dIscussIon In thIs sectIon, the potential focllltator of creattve
drama In adult ChrIstian educatIon, need not be overwhelmed that the preparation for hIs role and
development of the multitude of sl<111s w111 tal<e a 11fe tIme. It w111 and It w111 not. Indeed, all
sens1t1ve leaders, teochers, counselors, parents, spouses, mInIsters (anyone who wIshes to worl<
creatIvely and Intimately with a small group of people) should be seel<lng and developIng these
basIs sl<111s In order to maIntaIn effective Interpersonal communIcation throughout theIr life
times. CertaInly, some of the sl<111s of small group leadershIp fall more Into the professIonal
arena of the teocher, mInister and counselor than they do the parent or spouse, but even In those
particular roles, carIng IndIvIduals should be aware of theIr necessary leadershIp sl<111s and
careful to maintain a posture of octlve listenIng and empathetic concern. So the development and
perfectIon of these specIal sl<111s Is undoubtedly a 11fe-long process of sensItivIty traInIng.
However, they are not the I<lnd of sl<111s that cannot be utilIzed until one ooams them perfected. In
foct, they are rarely perfected once and for all, but rather are a part of an on-!J)lng process of
becomIng more sensItively human. They are tools whIch mf1{ be used while even In the process of
development. Many of the leaders In the volunteer worl< force of the ChrIstian church educatIonal
system alr600i have the basIc personality, attitudInal and charocter traits to become effective
creatIve drama focllltators, because they are often people who naturally and IntuitIvely care about
others and have gIven of themselves, wall<lng the extra mile, to nurture and affIrm people withIn
theIr church commun1ty In an on-!J)lng commItment to moral and spIritual growth.

GUIDELINES FOR ESTABLlSHINO OPTIMUM CONDITIONS FOR EFFECTIVE ADULT LEARNING

Based on the findIngs of theorIsts and proctltloners In adult development and educatIon
(Knowles, Knox, Kolb, Cross, Brool<fleld, etc.), presented here are some I<ey consIderations for
settIng up learnIng envIronments In whIch adults

mf1{

more readily respond and consequently
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learn. They Include: ( 1) noting ooult needs, (2) rOC(XJnizlng barriers to learning, (3) identifyIng
motivations for learnIng, (4) locating strategies for stimulating motivation, (5) rOC(XJnlzlng
teachable moments, (6) noting emergence and release, and (7) enhancing the context of ooult
learnIng through group cty'namlcs. This section w1l1 Incorporate these seven consIderations as
guldeltnes and add a prefacIng guidellne relevant to awareness and appltcatton of varIous teaching
models.

A. euldellne: Study a varIety of teachIng m!Xlels
The best direction suggested for the teacher is to

~now

the various teaching models and

then to determIne whIch m!Xlels match best with the learnIng styles of the stUdents. ThIs Ideal
strategy may be possible where the educator has access to the student regularly and Is able to
determIne more readily the evIdent styles on a consIstent basIs. But the ooult ChrIstian educator
has a unIque situation In that he or she Is not always sure of who will be In the group from week to
week and furthermore. only has about one hour to ninety minutes with the group on a weekly
basis. This limitation changes somewhat when the context Is a workshop or a retreat situation and
the participants are able to be In the learnIng envIronment for longer perIods or more orten
during a concentrated time frame. But there are still significant handicaps for the adult Christian
educator--who Is usually a volunteer teacher of volunteer partlclpants--that are not as
problematic to the professional educator who can anticipate more conSistent attendance on a stewy
basis. LIkewIse. It Is highly unlikely that the ooult Christian educator will have the time or
wherewithal to ascertain the learning styles of the Individuals In the group. In most cases It would
be Impractical to administer tests to determine this Information due to the unusual formats and
Intentions of ooult groups In the church. The most feasible way for the facilitator to address the
learning styles Issue and attempt to meet the needs of the group--reallzlng that the group will
unOJubtedly be a microcosm of the entire span of learning styles--wlJl be to incorporate factions
of exercises that cater to all the major styles In each session.

-_.-

._.
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As

presentoo In the 11terature researCh, "OlO's experlentlal learning Lytle, MCCBrtnys

4MAT system, and Knowles' premIse of andrB9Jgy all attempt to utilIze a varIety of teochlng
methods In order to reoch all the learning styles. These methods r800Jnlze the Importance of
meetIng the varIous needs of the IndIviduals In the learnIng group and therefore suooest the
teocher Is not Just a leooer, but a facilitator of learnIng who co-Journeys with the students to help
them become self-dIrected learners. As poInted out earlIer, Kolb identifies the four major
learners as convergers, dlvergers, assImilators and occommlXlators (77-78).

Mccarthy

sImplifIes the cat8!J)rles by call1ng them feelers, thInkers, sensors and Intultors (26). Both
suooest that various learners resonate to dIstinct aspects of the experIential learnIng Lytle: eIther
the concrete experIence, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization or active
experimentation. It is recommended here therefore that a key guldellne for the practItioner of
creative drama In ooult ChrIstian educatIon, In order to have more potential of meeting the needs of
the varIous learners In any gIven group, make a concerted effort to Include learnIng activitIes In
eoch sessIon whIch would key In to eoch of the learnIng styles at least part of the tIme durIng the
entire creatIve drama experIence. MovIng around the experIential learnIng style Lytle may Indeed
be the best system of applyIng learnIng style fIndIngs to adult learners In ungrml groups.
The sensItive facilitator will therefore attempt to organIze any gIven sessIon around a
variety of learning and teoching strategies whIch will then have more llkelihood of meetIng some of
the needs of some of the people all the time. Amovement back and forth between reflective and
actIve and between cognitive and affective activIties will best serve the kInds of eclectic ooult
groups whIch are typIcal to the evangelical ChrIstIan Church education program. In any gIven
hour the facilitator should allow for action, reflection, dIscussIon, evaluation... essentlallyeoch
step on the experIential learnIng Lytle.
The facilitator should also be cognizant of Knowles'

andr~ical

process which involves

moving through a system of procedures whIch InstIgate self-dIrected learnIng. These Include
setting a climate for learnIng and then establIshing a structure for mutual planning after assessing
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interests, needs, and values. The fooilitator then moves toward formulating objectives, OOsigning
learning ootlvlttes, Implementtng those learning oottvlttes and finally evaluattng the results. The
process is LYClical in that the feedbook sought and received loops bock to inform regular
reassessment of needs, Interests, and values of the participants. The process of OOjustment
continues bock and forth as the foo11itator remains aware of the changing needs and interests of the
students and aatresses those needs through senslt1ve and open communication.
Bruce JCfo{Ce notes that expllc1t teoohlng models may be found through many sources;
from educators to psychologists, SOCiologists, systems analysts and psychiatrists who have
developed positions about learning and teoohlng. He Identifies more than

~

models which

teoohers might choose from--far more than anyone person could master during a 11fe ttme. for
his work,

JCfo{Ce

focused on four key faml11es of models which Include a number of strategies

within their scope of focus. The four main fam111es of models Include the trooltlonal
information-processing model which resides largely In the cognitive domain and Is concerned
primarily with Intellectually related 9)81s. The other models Include the social Interoctton, the
personal and the LYbernettc models. These cater more to the affect1ve domain which Involves the
development of students' feelings, attitudes, values and emotions. The effective creative drama
foc11ltator wl11 stoo( the research and findings on a variety of teochlng methods In order to glean
aatltlonal strategies to keep his craft fresh and vital.
Much of current teoching in the Christian church now ut111zes the cognitive family of
models through sermoos, lectures, and organized bible study groups. The admonition remains for
Christian educators to seek balance with the prevalent cognitive teoohlng style and to remember
that the affective behavior of the Christian faith Is more clearly evidenced In awareness which
leads to genuine caring and ministry. Christian empathiC beliefs and behaviors are more
Important to develop than learning and promptly forgetting scripture p~.
Creative drama Is a SOCial model of Instruction which generates a collective energy--a
creative synergy. The soclal-Interoctlon models of Instruction reside largely in the affective
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rumaln, focus on cooperative learning anl1lnclUl1e group Investigation, social Inquiry, laboratory
methods, and social slmulaUons. The emphasis In these mOO3ls Is put on the relationship of the
individual to society and to other persons and on helping the Individual to better relate to others
and to work more proouctlvely In SOCiety, developing sk111s for more senslUve parUclpatlon In
society through personal awareness and fiex Ib1l1ty. The Christian educator may well borrow
tactics from the SOCial-Interaction school since a primary focus for the church Is to assist
Individuals In the development of empathy and sympathy as well as understanding and love for
one's neighbor. The role playing aspects of the soclal-lnteracUon mOO3ls are key features In the
creative drama program and are designed to Induce the student to Inquire Into personal and social
values, using their own behavior as a plumb-l1na.
The key features found In synectiCS approaches to Instruction may also be found In
creaUve drama as the Individuals In groups seek numerous ways to creaUvely solve problems
through metaphors discovered during spontaneous drama. SynectiCS, simulations and role playing
all ut1l1ze metaphoriC acUvlty, establishing a comparaUve relaUonshlp between objects, people or
II1eas. The creative mind then connects the familiar with the unfamiliar anl1 often ~ on to create
new Ideas from the fam1l1ar Ideas or the compos1te of the connections. In these metaphorical
analogies the learner must empathize w1th the tlFa or object or other person to be comparel1 with
In order to recognize the connecUons.
The creative drama facilitator tn the ooolt Christian education context should note that a
number of activities In the mOO3ls of Instruction dlscussOO above are appropriate for his or her
purposes. Creative drama uses a sequence of many of the 11stel1 mOl1els mentlonoo. The process
Incorporates activities from the realm of Information-processing as well as from the soclalInteraction anl1 personal mOl1els of Instruction. A recommendation

~

out to the facilitator of

creative drama In mit Christian education to become engaged In exploring not only the content of
reJlglous Instruction anl1 the ~Is of the church, but also areas of ooolt development and teaching
and learning styles, as well as some of the specific mOO3ls listed above--such as social
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slmulaUons, role playing, creaUve problem-so1v1ng and synecUcs, group Uinam ICS , and
Interpersonal communlcaUon. ResponsIble stuUi In all these areas w111 surely help the creaUve
drama educator become a well-rounded, more keenly-aware facilitator of experIential learning.

8. Guldel1ne: Assess the Needs of the Adults In the Group
Adults learn best when they are treated w1th respect as self-dlrecUng persons and when
the learnIng situation Is related to their past experiences. Most adults stay with the learning
sItuation when they have particIpated In the plannIng. They w111 also be more attracted to the
learning context when they are comfortable and are with their peers and free to SOCialize. Adults
are more attracted to educatIonal experIences whIch have a varIety of learnIng activIties and whIch
are problem-centered where they can see and evaluate their own progress. Consequently, adults
learn best when they are In an envIronment whIch treats them with respect and honors them for
theIr maturIty and abl11ty to be self-dIrected. They are offended If they perceIve the leaErshlp or
the program Is somehow geared down to them, or treats them like children. SInce many adults
associate theIr value and ldenUty with what they have experienced and occompllshed, they learn
best In an envIronment or a program whIch honors theIr

ImOWI~

and seeKS to relate the

learnIng to theIr past experIences by usIng those experIences as a resource from which to tap
knowl~

and InsIght for present learnIng. While In most cases the adult's past experIences often

prove to be a rich resource upon whIch to draw, some adults may have a tendency to allow theIr
past experience and the learnIng developed from It to actually blOCK theIr recepUvlty to current
learnIng because they have become rIgId In established wrt(S of doing things. The learning program
must therefore establish that balance between receIvIng and hooorlng the adult's experIence and
hIs current development and yet not elevatIng It so much to the extent that new learnIng Is then
seen as redundant, superfluous or even dangerous to the status QUO.
Adults seem to learn better In a program If they have had some Input In the planning of
the learning act1V1ty and parUcipated In the setting of personal !Jl8ls for theIr own learning. When
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the I:rJUlt has hfll the opportunIty to partICIpate In the plannIng 1t Is usually apparent that the
comm1tment to stay w1th 1t 1s 1ncreased because of the 1nherent personal1nterest. The Chr1st1an
educaUon facl11tator must become personally acquainted w1th the fIlult learners in order to be
aware of the1r backgrounds and current 1nterests and concerns as well as the1r expectations and
1ntenUons about the class and the group. The fac111tator may become more aware of these needs
through sens1t1ve observaUon of how the part1c1pants act and what they talk about Informally as
. they come 1nto the group. Often small clusters w111 engage 1n 1nforma1 conversat10n before and
after the sess10ns and the fac111tator may tap 1nto what 1s 9)1ng on 1n the1r llves dur1ng these
t1mes. Some adults will be open about expressing their needs while others w111 remain relatively
closed. The facimator must be sensitive to the reasons for closure, 1f indeed, he may 00 something
about enhancing the environment emot1onally or physically which w111 then mot1vate the fXlUlt to
be more open about unexpressed needs. As part of the On-9)1ng process, the fac111tator
1ncorporates opportun1ties throughout for the particIpants to g1ve feedback and to evaluate about
what is happening in the group and how their ideas and needs are being met.
The fac111tator may 00 th1s by enllst1ng d1scuss10n of the needs of the group through
Quest1onna1res and interv1ews, ask1ng the fIlults to express the1r 1nterests 1n order to determ1ne
pert1nent top1cs for creat1ve drama and dlscuss1on. The fac11ltator may also lntu1t1ve1y 1nterpret
the needs of the group and the lnd1vldua1s by not1ng the content of their spontaneous
improvisations. As the facll1tator maintains an atmosphere of open 1nQuiry and mutual trust, he is
more llke1y to rece1ve spontaneous feedback about expressed and unexpressed needs. The on9)1ng
Journal 1s also a s1gn1f1cant means through wh1ch the part1c1pants may commun1cate the1r
react10ns and needs to the facll1tator. Information concern1ng needs can also be brought forth
through Informal strateg1es such as 1nstlgatlng open dlscuss10n at the beg1nn1ngs and ends of
sessions where the fac11ttator 1s able to partlc1pate 1n and listen to the content. The facilitator
may also nurture h1s re1atlonsh1ps w1th 1ndlv1dua1s outs1de the sess10n so that friendly d1scusslon
over a cup of coffee or while wa1k1ng 1nto or out of the bulldlng may be spontaneous and provide yet
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another opportunity to exhibit genuine concern for the group and elicit feedback and Input from
participants.
Adults also seem to tolerate less physical discomfort In their learning situations than they
did as youth, being more motivated to stick with the program If they are comfortable, can hear and
see well, and are given opportunities to Interact with others In the learning environment. Making
arrangements for a modicum of physical comfort, providing breaks from the routine, allowing for
opportunities to get refreshment and establishing an atmosphere which Is friendly and open In the
communication pattern, makes the learning experience more tolerable and even attractive for the
ooult, who may then make a stronger effort to stay with the program.
The socializing function of the learning environment Is quite Important to many ooults,
who express a need for the opportunity to react freely and openly with others In the learning
group. Likewise, a slight smorgasbord of activities, affording a shift In pace and focus and catering
to the diversity of learning styles existing In any group of Individuals, appeals more to ooults who
have a tendency to differ more roolcally from each other In groups than their younger
counterparts who have not hoo the life span to accrue such a variety of experience and knowledge.
As

a result of their deVeloped cognitive abilities and their complex backgrounds, ooults

find the learning atmosphere more challenging and Interesting when It Is problem-centered and
stimulates the need for finding resolutions or completing tasks. Most ooults enter learning
programs and educational environments out of a perceived need to find answers to questions In
their lives and out of a desire to change a current status of ability or knowledge In themselves In
order to affect another aspect of their lives, such as In their homes, their relationships, their
occupations and their faith. These Imminent needs are often the driving forces which prompt the
ooult to seek the learning experience as well as to stay with It. Therefore, the ooult may be more
motivated and Interested In the learning If he or she Is first of all actively Involved In It because It
was personally sought after and If he or she Is able to recognize personal satisfaction because of
apparent progress and reward for maintaining the Involvement. Because ooults seem to be more
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time-conscIous than chlldren--100k1ng more at what Ume they haVe left to theIr 11ves than how
much they have already spent--they have a heightened need to see progress more quickly and seek
almost immediate results for their investment in the learning program. The focllitator must be
aware of these Internal and external concerns about Hme and be certain to gage the program to get
to the Issues more quIckly and to stay close to the announced schedule.

C. Guldellne: Recoon1ze the Barriers to Effective Adult Learning
Researchers In adult development and education have rebuffed the reignIng fallocy, "you
can't teoch an old dog new tricks." Hopefully, adults are not closely 11nked with old dogs, but the
notion that human ab111ty to learn automatically recllnes with age Is now oobunked. The capacity to
learn 00es not necessarlly recllne with age, Instead, physical changes become more apparent and
may promote the notion that recllne must therefore be taking place In all areas of the

b~,

InclUding the mInd. The mInd (and Its capoclty to learn) may remaIn alert and functIon effectively
well past the age of seventy as long as the Individual 00es not allow It to atrophy from disuse (Hart,
Joann Rogers). Physical decllne, however, 00es become inevitable In most adults past the age of
forty; varying from person to person with as much as a twenty-year difference. The typical
decllne In hearing and seeing oculty must be reallzed and accounted for when planning learning
environments for ml~le and older adults. The teochar of adults must make certain that conditions
are conducive to adequate sight and sound. Adults are often more embarrassed or even unaware of
their loss of hearing than they are of diminished sight and w111 sometimes pretend to hear when
they are octually unable. When they are unsure of theIr hearIng loss or when they refUse to
ocknowl~

n, older adults may end up being confused by dIstorted messages they receive. At

times an Impaired llstener responds to Input she thought she heard, but which was distorted, and
then feels sl1ghted by the senoor's surprised reoctlon. The fear of this possible hum111ation is
often the cause of self-Imposed Isolation and Inward retreat as well as a reduction of
self-confidence on the part of people with sl1ght hearing loss. SOme adults with the beginning of
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hearing loss w111 blame the speakers and the environment before they real1ze the problem Is their
own. It Is lmperaUve, therefore, that leac.Jers of adult groups mon1tor aUdio levels, reducing
outside noise interference when they can and encouraging an increase in vocal volume when needed.
In some cases, simply to speak slower Is all that is necessary.
As the adult ages there is often a slowing rown of the speed of response, but not necessarily

the accurOOf of response. Teacher/facl11tators must be aware to del1ver Information with
senslt1V1ty to the conditions and readiness of the receivers. 11me constrained lessons, and "moving
quickly on to the next poInt," may essenUally throw the lnformaUon out In spread-seed fashIon,
but ooes not necessarlly guarantee Its taking root. Without taking the preparatory time to r~
the sol1 and the follow-up Ume to water after the planting, the precious Ume taken to'?JN{ a crop
in haste may be utterly wasted; the seed falls on hard ground and never takes root. likewise, the
speed of spreadIng lnformat1on like seeds to students Is of no consequence If the learnIng ooes not
take root because of shallow preparation. Shallow preparaUon with regard to student readIness
may Include undersUmulated moUvaUon, waverIng attenUon due to physical dIscomfort and
non-receptivity to content due to l1Ule personal Impact.

The Ume taken to ool1ver a

lecture--even a ten minute talk, whIch might be a part of a creat1ve drama sesslon-- full of
fertile content, may essentially be wasted If the soil of the stuoont's mind was not prepared to
receIve the seeds of lnformaUon. The effort then becomes a waste of both teacher and stuoont time.
Since adults view time differently from chlldren, adults who are cast into a learning
envIronment where they perceIve theIr Ume Is wasted exhIbIt more concern and stress over the
sltuatlon than their youn~r, more carefree counterparts. In the earlier years of l1fe and Into
young adulthood, the Individual measures Ume by plateaus of growth since birth. But as the adult
grows oloor and experiences the personal impact of children leaving the nest, of vocational
retlrement, and of peer deaths, he or she becomes Increasingly aware of tlme as a diminishing
commodity. Even

you~r

adults who are not as keenly aware of the crises of

cha~

that

retirement and the empty-nest may bring, notice their own growing awareness of having to face
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socIetally-determIned deVelopmental stages on tlme--such as marrIage aM occupational secur1ty
by a certaIn age--and are therefore also affected by the perceIved pressure of tIme on theIr
prior1ties. Therefore, issues regarding how to spend the fragments of remaining time more wisely
become of utmost concern to most ooults. Consequently, day-to-day needs, responsibl11ties, and
schedules for the IndIvidual ooult may be perched crazlly on a careenIng cart of agenda aM
commitment. Most of the ooult motIvation to learn Is carried along on that very vehIcle of
personal need. Therefore, withIn the context of the gIven learnIng situation, the leader of ooult
education must then be sensItive to starting on tIme, finIshIng on tIme, and USIng the Internal tIme
effIcIently, whlle st111 beIng open to the needs of the IndIvIduals and the adjustments that must be
m<m as they arrive l<mn With theIr pressing concerns.

D. Ouidellne: Identify Adults' Motivations for learning
Most ooults enter formal learnIng situations on a voluntary basiS, so choices they make of
how they spend their time and choose theIr learnIng, are usually a result of external forces and
Internal drIves for life change. Adults may see barrIers 100m before them whIch hamper theIr
choosIng 8Iilltlonal education, or even partiCIpation In any extra event. Some of the barrIers they
see are derived from extenuating circumstances which are real physical blocks to their
involvement or from vague attitudes which hamper their motivation to become involved. For many
ooults a lack of time for 8Iilltlonal commitments Is a prime factor for not gettIng involved. Costs
and scheduling problems are also SIgnificant factors for restrICting theIr Investment of tIme if
they do have the time. In league with these problems may also be problems related to child care or
transportation which deter them from Initial partiCipation or regular attendance. In some
Instances the program Itself, Its requirements or lack of clearness concerning Its Impact or
Intention, may be a deterrent for involvement. Often the adult Is In a cIrcumstance or a position
whIch makes It dIfficult for hIm to receIve Information or news about the opportunIty offered and
therefore does not become Involved sImply because he did not know about It. lack of Interest or
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lacl< of personal confloonce are also at dIfferent ends of the spectrum ootermlnlng the adult's
Internal motivation for InItial particIpation In a learnIng project, InclUdIng the entire ChrIstIan
education program or one single meeting.
In reality, thIs guloo11ne Is oopenoont upon the results of efforts mounted In prevIous
guloollnes. For example, as we have noted, one of the primary tasl<s of the educator in adult
ChrIstian educatIon Is to loontlfy the needs of the stuoonts, the perceIved barrIers to learnIng, the
current Issues and the personal concerns and then ootermine how these needs are or are not being
met either In the commun1ty or else by other In-house support systems. The educators and
program designers may then discern how their own program may aid or use the systems alrea1y'
avallable In oroor to meet the needs of the adult stuoonts. If theIr projected plans cannot align
wlth programs alrea1y' in place, they might then discuss how they can proceed to fill the gaps by
offerIng theIr own programs. PromUlgators of new programs should be aware of what's avallable
In theIr own community so they w111 not waste energy In duplication or needless competitIon.
Motivation often relates to what alreOO{ Is avallable In the larger church context.
Many adult education programs In the church appear to be more subject-centered than
problem-centered and yet most adults want to come to learnIng situations with problems to be
solved. The teochers' dIsregard for these problems and for the mlndset of the adults only
dISSIpates the energy expended In oblivIous teochlng aImed at alternate, perIpheral targets, for the
stuoonts are often not reOO{ or motivated to learn. Growth in IndIvIduals cannot always be as
easlly pre-ootermlned and scheduled as sprIng planting mIght be. Individual human "seasons" of
need and growth often 00 not conform wIth the majority or the norm of the rest of the populace as
the Farmer's Almanac mIght IndIcate concernIng the overall readIness of varIous plants to grow at
theIr desIgnated seasons. Nor can IndIvIduals be as easlly collected together with all the others In
their various cale9Jries of age, sex, education and culture to be watered and fertilized unlfcrmly
for maxImum growth, like beans, carrots and corn mIght be. Human beings have Indlvldualst~
and seasons of readIness for growth. While they may share the same species and even the same sex
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wlth m11110ns aT otner human Delngs, tnere may st1ll De vast omerences In neeas, lnterests ana
attUudes based on Individual ages, personal h1story, phys1cal condUlon, environment, soc1al
position, personality type, spiritual and mental development and attitudinal biases.
The fac111tator Iteacher of adult groups may best serve this vast var1ety of puplls by f1rst
developing a personal awareness of the individual and group similarities and differences in terms
of needs and concerns. Sensitive Chr1stian education must be d1rected toward helping adults
examine their Inner resources as well as their external relationships. It must then guire and
encourage them toward applying their personal, community and spiritual resources to reduce the
stress they perceive from the pressures of life and to effect change In their attltures and behaviors
which w111 ultimately equip them to become self-directed solvers of their own problems and
servants of a community of people In need.
Since adults are driven to mal<e application of the specific learning as quickly as possible
to their lives, the educator must 1001< for means by which the new Information may easily
Interface with alretKtf-held Information. Unlike children who are being trained for future life,
adults are not as Interested In stor1ng up quantlt1es of Information for later use. Adults are
alretKtf In the battle, so to speal<, and are looking for ammunition and weapons which w111 help
them survive the Imminent and on-going skirmishes of dally life. Few adults sense a need to relay
the use of their learning. They prefer to make It Immediately applicable.
Educators of adults must also recogn1ze that the differences in developmental stages of
adults along with the vast array of experiences they have had can hardly be compared to those of
children and youth. Whereas chlldh<XXJ development Is more easily compartmentalized and
segmented over a perlocl of 20 years, often educators of adults may be reeling with developmental
stages and experiences of their sturents that span forty or fifty years. These sturents are not
s1mply "adults" w1th similar backgrounds just because they have entered the halls of maturity.
They cannot be class1fled the way ch11dren often are Into typical categories of the "terrible twos"
or the awkward aoolescent or even the bright-eyed college frosh. The adult education groups in
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Christian contexts can be so diverse, that Individuals may discover they are Interootlng with other
adults 1n the1r groups that have had post-graduate educat10n and some that have not completed h1gh
school. They may be mixed t(WJether with people who have survived wars, whiskey, welfare, and
wealth. SOme may have raised ten ch11dren wh11e others 1n the same group may have m1scarr1ed
their only one. Some may be foolng a second marriage and others, wldowhoot Some may have
traveled the world wh1le others never strayed from the1r own home town. They may have read one
book or a thousand, heard one folk-group or seen a dozen operas, controlled the high-tech careers
of others or run a dump trUCk, lost the1r fa1th or never doubted It. These ooults come to a
religious group with all the baooage of the past: prejudice, divorce, death, disappointment, missed
opportunlt1es, unfulfilled dreams, separation and loss. They come to a group carrying all the
weights of present concerns: financial duress, health of self or loved-ones, demands of young
ch11dren and commands of teenagers, Job secur1ty or unemployment, caring for elderly parents,
emotional and physical needs of spouses, chOices for reUrement and the need for leisure. They
come with expectat10ns and exper1ences that color the1r perceptions and motivations: the1r
oocumulated education, their past and current relationships, their occupation, hobbles, culture,
beliefs, self concept, desires, and habits. They have had a 11fetlme to garner the1r experiences and
seal their opinions. Eooh one Is a unique composite of bookground, attitude, needs and wishes.
The role of the ooult's accumulated experience is central to unlocking the world of learning
for him. It has been suggested that when we devalue an ooult's experience it Is often perceived as
den1gratlng or rejecting the person h1mself--so closely are h1s oocomp11shments t1ed to h1s sense
of identity. Therefore, 1t behooves the educator to consider the experiences of the OOults w1thln the
group be1ng taught. Of course, one need not be a slave to oocommodatton, attempting to constantly
maneuver the happenings In order to cover the multitude of Idiosyncrasies Inherent In any
particular group. But one must surely be aware of basic and overriding needs, concerns and
1nterests In the group, which, when not act!ressed, present a very real barrier to learning.
In act!lt1on to indiVidual motivations keyed to the resources and differences in the ooult
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students In the learning group, their outSide concerns as members of the society should be
conSidered. Community Issues, the economy, governmental mandates, Impending war, occupational
hazards and restrictions, even extremes In climate, should not be ignored if they may have a
slgnlflcant effect on the climate of the group 1tself and an Impact on the general att1tude. To go on
with the lesson plan or the curriculum of the program regardless of the news of the day, which
may have everyone gripped in anguish for fear of their Jobs or their loved ones, is to set up
another unnecessary barrier to learning because of Ignoring the presence of an alre8l1f existent
attention-dlverter. The effective facilltator of creative drama In adult Christian education may
use the Interrupting event, wlth lts presumed effect on members' motives, to launch a role playing
sltuatlon as a vehicle to explore the Issues and attitudes surrounding the happening.

E. GUideline: Locate Strategies for Stimulating Motivation
There Is a danger In assum1ng that because the adult may be self-d1rected --particularly
In reference to personal responSibilities and declslons--that he or she Is also self-motivated to
learn. Even adults may need to be encouraged to nurture a desire for learn1ng. Unfortunately,
many adults bring to the Christian education classroom negative attitudes about learning that were
established 1n the1r chlldhOOCls from regrettable exper1ences w1th teachers, educational
Institutions, peers In learning contexts, and even their own self-concepts as learners. They may
have deep-seated fears of failure and pun1shment when they enter any formal learning sltuation.
They may not even be aware of these fears until an educational event prompts their concerns about
traumatic exposure and embarrassment. These 1nternal personal barriers to learning may be
coupled with external barriers to motivation and thus Impa1r the potential of getting the most out
of the exper1ence. As mentioned ear11er, restr1ctlons In the v1sual and aUd10 components of the
experience and excessive physical discomfort may hamper motivation to Join or continue the
exper1ence.

Add these barriers to stlfl1ng anonym1ty, structural r1g1dlty, distracting

Interruptions and dullness and the converging forces may build an actual blockade from personal
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Inhibitions and external discomforts which can resist any penetration of the educational encleavor .
• Step number one In motivation Is to be aware of those barriers which first can be easlly
removed. As noted above, rearranging seating, Improving ventilation, adjusting sound, adapting
pace and schedule, Introducing hosplta11ty, planning rests and oo:Jlng color and variety mitt be
lnltlal steps In breaking barriers to learning which are caused by the physical and external
set-up. The teacher must be aware that adults are less l1kely to tolerate discomforts and w111
simply "check out" elther physically or mentally. Being aware of the environment and adjusUng It
for optimal poslt1ve effect Is an opportunity and a responslb111ty of the educator to assure that he
00es nnt actually bomb the experience himself before he can win the participants over with the

compe111ng content and the lttnamlc experience.
• The next step In external motivation Is to stimulate Initial Interest. Here Is an
opportunity for the fac111tator's characteristic enthUSiasm, mentioned above, to be practically
ap111ed. The teacher's enthusiasm about a program, experience, or subject Is a key factor In the
student's 1nterest. If the teacher has a charismatic energy 1n h1s or her role, 1t Is l1kely to be as
conttlJlous as an Indifferent attitude is. Some students, even adults, are motivated to learn because
they are presented a friendly lnvltatlon to learn, or because this particular learning Is actually
expected of them. It Is almost certain that the teacher who expects noth1ng 1s l1kely to get 1t.
Education, at lts best, Is a relational proposition. The teacher whO appeals to the student to Join
him 1n his search and d1scoverles, extends an lnvltaUon which prompts a response. The teacher's
expectation that 1t w111 be a worthwhlle venture Is often motivation enough for some students to
pursue success because 1t Is expected by someone else that they w111 Indeed succeed, and this
someone Is a person they respect
Personal Interests, like Individual needs, change throughout one's lifetime and are
Influenced by many factors such as soclo-economlc level, relaUonshlps, education, vocation, and
so on. Interests change as one's surroundings change, as one's lifestyle changes and as one's
physical I1mltatlons change. The Individual's Interests may be patterned after what she wants to
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gatn, what she wants to 00, what she wants to be aM what she wants to save. The educator must be

aware of the changIng Interests of the students If he or she Is to motivate them to learn. AbasIc
need of each human is to keep growing as a person. Adults will seek out programs that assist them
In realizIng thIs need. The need to continue growing Is also evIdenced in the need for new
exper1ences, for the fu1f111ment of adVenture and curiosIty. The program that Is designed to feed
these needs for growth and excitement w111 not bog down In the same old mire that breeds boreoom.
Aprime Interest In the adult student Is to fu1f111 his roles more effectively. LearnIng to
function more expediently, more efficaciously, more sensitively in day-to-day and week-to-week
relatlonsh1ps 1s crucial to peace and happiness and to a sense of worth and well-being. Recelv1ng
help to be a better parent, spouse, friend, worker, neighbor, and Christian is often longed for, but
rarely petitioned by the Individual. People have basic needs for security, affection and belonging,
but adults are often hesitant to overtly ask for conditions whIch w111 fu1f1l1 these needs. They are
more likely to simply ex1t from the situations and programs wh1Ch fa11 to meet their needs for
occeptance and recognitIon. "I'll ~ 1t alone" Is a feeble attempt at adult autonomy which often leads
to Isolation and exhaustion. The religious educator of adults Is encouraged to fine-tune his
awareness sk1l1s In order to recognIze openIngs and opportunIties to speak to these role needs
which often

~

unspoken until they become Issues of great personal stress and sorrow for the

adults who have trIed to Ignore them or to work them out alone. When basIc needs for affectfon,
recognition and security are not met In the group 1earn1ng experience, the adult w111 have a
tendency to withdraw or try to protect hImself by domInating the group. While many people are
not conscIously aware of these needs, the educator of adults must understand them and take them
into account when plannIng an educational program as well as when fac11ltating one.
• Many students, even adults, respond to some rewards for learnll1l. The rewards may be
extrInSiC as well as Intrinsic. AffirmatIon from respected others is often a reward enough to
proceed In the learning process. Some Individuals respond positively to the challenge of
performing a d1fflcult task for the pure exhilarating sense of accomplishment as theIr primary
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reward. Some people delight In the simple gaining of new knowledge or the solution to a problem,
and so this Is motivation enough for learning. Ultimately, however, the key to the highest form of
motivation is inherent in that which stimulates the interest of the learner to desire to learn
because the learning BItIresses and satisfies needs as the Individual perceives them.
In his article "Motivation for Adult Religious Education," Fr. James Schaefer has
1dentlfled five motivating factors that the church often uses to get people Involved In pr(XJrams:
/'1otivatian byobligJtion. Educational events are incorporated into or attoched
to events which ooults feel obligated to rrttend. (Obliging ooults to participrrte 00es
not usually fit well with the principle of treating adults as self-directing
persons).
/1otivotion by ottrllCtion. This is especially needed when pf(XJrams are
planned without prior input from the participants and usually involves
well-known speakers. The program designers try to "sell" the program to
participants through a comprehensive publicity effort.
/'1otivotion by aJl)t~ion. This happens when one adult who has responded
enthusiastically to a program invites and encourages others to participrrte.
/1otivotion by responsibility. This is closely related to fulfilling one's social
roles and responsibilities in life. People want to be successful in what they
oo--whether it be as a spouse, parent, worker, etc. Once people occept a role,
they usually seek or respond to programs they see as helpful to them.
/1otivotion by ignition. This means sparking the inner potential for growth
that ooults have, but rarely use. To 00 this, it is often necessary to help ooults
become aware of their continuing need for growth and the various stages of
development that ooults pass through. (in DeBoy, 68)

SpecifiC steps In the process of motivation start with the realization of responsibility.
Many teachers 00 not consider motivation as part of their role In teaching mlts. They assume the
responsibility for motivation lies primarily with the learner. In fact, motivation Is a two-way
proposition with responsibility lying at both ends: the teacher's and the student's. Awareness Is
the next step In the process toward motivation.

Many ooults are not aware of the reasons and

needs for their own continuing religious education. They assume their ChrIstian development
reached Its apex when they passed catechism, or were baptized, or Joined the church, or became
saved. Part of the educational responsibility of the church Is to help them become aware of their
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need to become actIvely Involved In the great commIssIon of the church and the essential role they
must play In the rellglous community and the social community. They should to be made aware of
their need for continual renewal and growth In the faith community, lest they become m.e a
stagnant pond with no channels for fresh input or outlay. The teachers must be aware of the needs
and stimulations for this Kind of growth as well as the barriers to It. Responslbillty and
awareness are two-way streets where the educators and learners may find motivation to travel
ahead rather than In circles.
• The adult Christian educator should be aware of ~1tlonal tools of motivation which may
be found In his or her own bag of teaching sK111s. Detecting the basis of attltuoo Is one of those
sk111s. He must realize that the attitudes of the learner are powerful contributors to a positive or
negative motivation to learn. Attitudes are ooveloped from beliefs and past experiences. The
teacher must be aware of those attitudes which help the stuOOnt to learn and grow and those which
cause hIm to be self-oofeated and apprehensIve. A negative attltuoo towards oneself or towards the
leader may lnooed hamper positive motivations toward learning. While the teacher may not be
responsible for the conditions unoor which the stuoont acquIred the negative attltudes--they may
Indeed have been building over a period of time prior to this particular learning context--there
are possible strategies she may use to help reduce the unproductive force of the bad attltuoo. A
sharing relationship with the sturent may help to break oown barriers of mistrust the sturent has
built over theyears. Open sharing may also reduce the distancIng factor that often exists between
stuoont and teacher. Even for adults who may be In a situation where the leader of the educational
experIence Is the same age, there Is a need to establish unity and trust. The adult stuOOnt may only
see the role of the teacher as that of authority and have a negative attltuoo to the perceived role
than to the actual person behind the role. The teacher may assist In the buildIng of a positive
attltuoo by sharing himself, his time, his humor his feelings and values. Particularly for adults
I

In a Christian education context, as noted above, potential for more effective learning Is enhanced
when the teacher or facilitator allows himself to be open and vulnerable. This always presents a
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potential risk for rejectlon or abuse, but "any relationship demands a certain degree of
vulnerablllty for trust to be establ1shed.... You have to give In order to get" (WloclkowSkl, 40) .
• Many of the educational endeavors entered into by ooults are of their own choosing In
response to a personal need to know. COnsequently, fewer teaching contexts are simply tolerated
by the ooults if he 00es not have an initiaJlnterest In them. However, there are some sUuatlons,
partlcularly In the Church, where ooults may have entered a learning situation for which they
still have some kind of aversion or perhaps are simply participating because of outSide coercion or
Inner gum that they should 00 so. WllXl1<owskl suggests some strategies to offset the possible
negative attitudes concerning the subject which may hamper the partiCipant's motivation to learn.
The Instructor should try to make the conditions that surround the subject more posltlve since the
students may be associating ant8l}lnists and situations which make them uncomfortable and tense
with the subject. The teacher should avoid associating the subject with any of the condltlons that
tend to support negative attitudes: "pain, fear and anxiety, frustration, hum111atlon and borectJm"
(45). These negative attitUdes have often been Incurred when the student experienced things l1ke
public exposure of ignorance, Inadequate feedback on performance, sarcasm, Insult, public
comparison, predictability and lack of variety. There are a number of ways that the negative
attitude the student may have built up about himself may be reduced through the encourfjJement of
the teacher. The teacher may show appreclatlon for the student's progress; "minimizing mistakes
while the student Is still struool1ng; demonstrating a confident and reaJlstlc expectancy for the
student to learn; showing faith In the student; asking the student for help; emphasizing learning
from mistakes and reducing praise and Increasing encourfjJement" (50-51) .
• There are a number of ways that educators, volunteer or not, may be Informed to polish
their teaching style to better motivate their students. Most of these ways would not require an
enormous amount of effort and extra planning, but rather, a shift In focus and attitude. Numerous
books and guidelines on effective teaching strategies may be found In university libraries,
education curriculums and trade bookstores. The conSCientious Christian educator should pick up
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and peruse a selection of these works. WIOdkowsklllsts several key simple strategies for spicing
up one's teaching style In his own text on motivation and teaching: 1) Use movement, voice, bOO{
language, pauses, and props to vitaHze and accentuate classroom presentations. 2) Shift
Interaction between yourself and the students and between the students themselves during
classroom presentations. 3) Change the style as well as the content of the learning activities
regularly. 4) Use closure techniques to help the student organize attention to the end of a unit. 5)
Find out what student Interests are and relate the learning to them. 6) Use humor, examples,
anal~les,

stories, and Questions to facilitate active participation. 7) Make student reaction and

Involvement an essential part of the learning process. 8) IntrOduce contrasting or disturbing data
and Information to establish creative dlsequ11lbrlum. 9) Facl11tate the search and r~nltlon of
Incomplete gestalts. 10) Be unpredictable to the degree that students enjoy your spontaneity but
still have a sense of security (90-1 05).
The key component to combating negative motivation and stimulating poslt1ve motivation
for the subject and the learning context, as well as for the Individual's own desire to become a
self-directed learner, Is 8W8f'eness on the part of the fac111tator. Awareness of the barriers and
needs Is the most realistiC prelude to overcoming the barriers and meeting the needs. The
facilitator who does not try to find out this Information may also miss finding effective tools to
change and Improve the learning situations and outcomes. Awareness of the sUuatlons of the
students and essentials for their motivation Is also a must for the effective creative drama
fac111tator. Since the creative drama process draws heavily on the experience and concerns of the
partiCipants It would be Irresponsible for the facll1tator to neglect taking these Issues to heart at
all times.
F. Guideline: Recoonlze and capitalize on Teachable Moments
The teacher's reoolness Is as crucIal as the student's reoolness In the learnIng
environment. The reoolness In this context Is the facilitator's awareness needed to r~nlze the
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teachable moment when 1t emerges. Adults w111 not octually learn unt11 they are reOO{ to learn.
They can ~ through the moUons of learn1ng by ask1ng quesUons and parroUng bock answers, but
this lim not insure they have really learned unless their responses come from a genuine inner
know1ng. The need for change prompts learn1ng, and a consequence of learning

Is change. The new

insight, the discovery and growth then cannot unhappen. The person is no longer the same after he
has learned, for he <Wils the new learning to himself and becomes transformed In the process.
Adults learn when they are ripe for change. This Is the moment that the teacher must recognize
for the picking. These Dre called teachable moments and all of us have them from

Infanl~Y

through

senility.
For the adult learner, teachable moments usually come In Urnes of connlct, need,
Insecurity, ~l-maklng and necessary problem-solving. Teachable moments often colncloo with
basiC needs and motivations as mentioned earlier. Martha Leypoldt, In her book Learning Is
Change, discusses what she has perceived often prompts the teachable moment for adults. The
times of conflict or crisis are probably some of the most attention-arresting moments In a
person's life and Induce a high potential for change. Often, If the person facing the conflict chooses
not to change, he reacts oofenslvely In the time of criSis and may face a sense of despair due to the
condition he finds himself In. However, If he chooses to confront the Issue directly and Is willing
to resolve It or to learn another way out of the Circumstance, the change In his life may be
positively proouctlve as he engages actively In ~Islon-maklng during these sometimes fleeting
teachab Ie moments.
In other Instances, If an IndIvidual feels a sense of InfXBjuacy due to lack of Information or
skills, this may prompt another kind of teachable moment. He then faces the ~Islon to either
encounter change In his life as he seeks out new Information and ways of behaving, or to not change
and possibly experience a sense of despair due to the now apparent feelings of Inadequacy. Atime
of ~I-settlng In one's life also has the tendency to prompt a teachable moment as the Individual
then seeks ways of reaching the ~1. There are also those perloos when a person engages in an
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act1ve search for meanIng, questiOning life purposes an<llntentlons, ano then must face f.1eclslons to
either seek answers and Wfll/S to make life more mean1ngful, or to accept the alternative wh1ch 1s
to not respond to the teachable moment and rather remain apathetic and unchanged (Leypo1dt, 59).
The teacher must be sens1t1ve to these needs and teachable moments and then ass1st the
learner 1n seeking and 1mp1ement1ng the ch01ces and behav10rs wh1ch m1ght lead to change. Many
teachers of adults may recognize teachable moments 1n the lives of their stUde:lts based on their
own awareness of the obvious events that often take place during certain perlros of life. For most
adults, the period between the1r graduat10n from h1gh school through the1r early thirties Is
fraught w1th 11fe-chang1ng f.1ec1slons; some of the most cruc1a1 of 11fe. Key prompters of change
dur1ng th1s per10d are usually heralded 1n by entry 1nto new roles as the young adult faces h1gher
educat10n, vocation, marr1age, ch11dbear1ng, parent1ng, estab11shing a home, large f1nanclal
1nvestments and respons1b111ty for the health and welfare of s1gn1f1cant others. The Irony Is that
wh11e these are some of the most s1gn1f1cant teachable moments 1n a person's 11fe, they rarely are
su~ted

as 1ssues of concentrated teach1ng 1n Chr1stlan adult education curr1cu1ums. The adult

ChrIstian educator should be acutely aware of these

"p~"

occurring In the 11ves of their

students and thus be open to dea11ng with them as they ar1se 1n the contexts of community. The
fac11ltator may also antiCipate these events In the 11ves of those In the learning group and attempt
to prepare experlent1allearnlng within the faith community whereby the Issues and pract1ce for
the roles may be dealt w1th long before they attain crisis proportions. All too often, discussion of
the Issues only comes up as a result of crls1s and sometimes when it 1s alreOOy' too late to change
patterns or rectify damage. Unfortunately, sometimes discussion never comes up because these
are "touchy subjects" and people adhere to an unspoken clv11 law that one should not butt Into
another's personal business. SO, the teachable moment becomes cloaked In mystery and prlvocy
and the Ind1vldua1 is left alone to make mistakes and learn from them the painful way. In the
Christian education context, this attitude would contradict the scriptural notion of community
caring. Experiential learning strategies, such as creative drama provide a protective mechanism
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whereby these crucial concerns may be brought forth and dealt with in the group. The creative
drama process Uself allows for a level of distancing to tak.e place through the vehicle of
role-taking, so that issues of concern and even personal crisis may be looked at through an
Indirect periscope. Following the Improvised enactment, the discussion may open the personal
interaction at whatever level of Intimacy the Individual group members Choose. They may choose
to Integrate themselves, disclosing and discussing personal concerns, or they may st111 have the
protective garb of the role to wear as they discuss in a one-step-removed fashion.
The teachable moments of change and shlfUng of roles often put the person facing them Into
an unbalanced, Insecure pOSition. Their crisis proportions sap enerw and require an exorbitant
amount of emotional outlay. This Is parUcularly true when the event Is a pBSSaJB Into new
territory such as when one Is becoming a spouse or parent or homeowner for the first time,
entering the work. world, choosing new roles in the community at large, dealing with teenagers,
facing physiological changes or the death of a spouse or one's parents, and even when entering or
leaving the community nelghborhcxxt In which one lives or the very creaUve drama group he Is
Interested In. Often the Individual facing these teachable moments Is set off-balance because he or
she feels 111 prepared to face the event or cannot conjure up an answer or soluUon to the problem.
It Is a time when the person real1zes he must admit he Is not completely in charge nor 00es he have
the internal resources to deal

~uately

with the events at hand. "It means that a person Is

vulnerable, feels helpless or powerless.

Usually at such a teachable moment, major

break.throughs have occurred In terms of directions for the person's life or In relaUonshlp to
others or to GOO" (Stubblefield, 240).
This dlsequlllbrlum which the moment of crisis sets off Is the prime time for growth and
learning to take place. It Is In the attempt to find balance again that one becomes most alert and
expends his or her best creative enerw to cope with the crisis, solve the problem, and move to
new plateaus through change. The unsettledness experienced during these events Is precisely the
time that the Individual should recognize the Importance of community and of a group support
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system to provide some external balance and a point of reference untl1 new energf and Insight are
acquired. The support system may also be the actual source of the necessary energf and Insight.
Crisis periods are often the stimulators of sensitivity to the need for Internal, spiritual help.
These moments provide crossroads at which choices must be made. If the person chooses the road
of passive reslstance--not admitting the problem or the need--the teachable moment passes by
and no change occurs. likewise, It Is possible that If an adequate support system or a sensitive
fac111tator Is not a r800f resource, the opportunities for growth offered by the teachable moment
may again diSSipate.
The adult Christian educator should move toward changIng the traditional program content
from being solely subject and currIculum-centered to being more centered around the sIgnificant
events and developments experienced by the adults durIng phases of their JIves. In some cases,
like-minded, mutual-concerns groupIngs are benefiCial for a perloo of time. Some churches have
alr800f moved to thIs concept for theIr adult education programs by IncludIng specIal gatherings
and support groups for newlyweds, college students, parents without partners, career sIngles,
parents of t<Xk11ers or teens, women's groups, men's groups and lYJ8 categJry groups whIch might
preclude shared experiences such as retirement and wloowhooo. Some churches are also providing
support for specIal-need IndIvIduals such as former convIcts, AIDS vIctims, unwed mothers, the
sound and sIght ImpaIred, alcoholics, new ImmIgrants, the homeless, co-dependents and battered
women. Being available for an IndIvidual at the moment of hIs or her need Is the crux of service
and ministry. It Is being the teacher/facilitator who recognizes the teachable moment. It Is lovIng
one's neIghbor as oneself. The Christian educator may provIde thIs kInd of support group and
service for open expression and problem-solving through creative drama.

G. Guideline: Note Moments of Emergence and Release
Marla Harris In her book, Teochlng and ReligIous Imoolnatlon, uses the story of Helen
Keller, with her teocher Annie SullIvan, at the moment the blind and deaf child realized that the
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letters "w-a-t-e-r" were the symbol that stooo for the cool, refreshing l1quld that was pouring
over her hand. Harris speaks of that moment as an example of emergence--that p01nt 1n the
process of learning where something new Is being born and where the learner takes possession of
the received form. Harris notes that not all moments of emergence are quite as dramaUc as Helen
Keller's, but they all evidence a kind of completion of the teaching act whereby a connection Is
flnally

m~

between what has gone before and what Is now newly real1Zed In a reborn form.

Although one In the teaching process Is actually working for that moment of awareness, it can
rarely be controlled or predicted. However, when it actually occurs, when the connections are
mare and the learner experiences that moment of new Insight, recognition of its happening is often
unmistakable. These serendipitous convergences make us again aware that not all learn1ng
happens with1n the time of stu~lng for It. Neither roes it happen on schedule as preprogrammed.
Emergence happens silently, and one roes violence to k.eep pulling up the plant
to see if the roots are growing; emergence happens in divine time (in illo
temptK'tlJ and not in ours. Emergence cannot be goorooteed. Indeed, emergence is
a reminder to any teacher that for new life to be born, the ~er will probably
hBVe to live through periods of sOOness and grieving and st8'(ing in the dBrkness,
even to live through periods of mourning and of ~th. But if the teacher roes so, a
final moment in the teaching process is bound to occur. (38)
Emergence, as Harris OOscrlbes above, has been recognized by teachers and mystics for
ages. That moment of creat1ve d1scovery has been called "the eureka moment" by some. This

writer 111<es to refer to it as the "aha!," when a magic moment of breakthrough takes place and the
Ind1v!dual stKtJenly sees the big picture across the screen and In focus. It Is often the moment
after a metaptXX'lcal leap has been risked and hav1ng laOOld on the other shore allows one a
d1fferent perspecUve, the v1sta of a new land. It 1s, Indeed, the form of a new birth, for one cannot
go back to the 1mmedlate past and erase h1s knowing. Of course, theso oof1n1t1ons always have the1r
exceptions, but by and large, emergence as a form of oovelopment through plateau stages 1s a
shared exper1ence by many persons capable of learn1ng.
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There Is a poInt at whIch In our creative teachIng we must stand asIde and allow the wor"
to continue on Its own. It is when we k.now it is now time to nu~ the student to proceed on alone.
It is similar to the point at which the baby bird is finally edged out of the nest and allowed,
encouraged, even ~ to "wIng" It solo. ThIs Is now the true test of Its ab1l1ty to soar. Has the
fleckJlIng learned, or hasn't It? Indeed, It will learn when It must, when It Is released to try!
HarrIs poInts out that the phenomena of emer~nce and release ~ hand In glove. She says that
release Is that moment In teachIng where we decIde 11 Is now time to remove the supporting hand
and nu~ the student to take hIs own steps towards mak.lng the learnIng hIs own dIscovery. "As
wIth emergence, sooness can be, and often Is, essential to the moment of release. In foct, release Is
a fIne Ume to learn humility. The great teacher, to paraphrase lao-Tzu, the people 00 not noUce.
The next they honor and praIse. The next the people fear, and the last the people hate. When the
great teacher's wor" Is oone, the people SffI, 'Aha! We dId It ourselves'" (39).

H. GuIdeline: Use Metoohor as a TeachIng SprIngboard
Creative drama as an effective teachIng tool ut1l1zes metaphor as a prIme vehIcle of
understandIng. We have alrea€tt noted that drama Itself Is a metaphor of real action. ScrIpture and
ChrIstIan religIous dIscussIon abound with literary metaphors to descrIbe the Journey, the wal",
the pllgrlmage of the splrltuall1fe. They help to create Images from whIch further dIscussIon and
growth may sprIng. The use of metaphor Is a way of placIng specIfIc parts wIthIn the context of a
meanIngful whole. MetaphorIcal or analogIcal thlnk.lng Is the process of recognIzIng a connection
between two seemIngly unrelated thIngs. It does not proceed linearly but leaps across categorIes
and classIfIcations to search for and dIscover new relationshIps.
Facllltators of creative drama In adult ChrIstIan education must mal(e and ta"e
opportun1t1es to use metaphor more readily and wIdely. SInce it Is an Invaluable tool of
communIcation and ImagInation, the teacher mIght consIder usIng a metaphor f1rst when lool(lng
for ways to def1ne and also when plannIng experIences through whIch the students may make
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discoveries. Since metaphors are a wft./ of making connections, the exercise or experience mft./ In
ltself become a metaphor for the learning outcome. But before using the metaphor as a mode of
teaching, the facHitator must be clear about what he or she wants to teach. What aspect of the
theme or concept does he or she want to parallel? He must consider how to make the connection
between the current real sltuaUon he wants to open for conSideration and the Item or situation to
which It Is analogous. The statement that a picture Is worth a thousand words Is true when one
considers the Impact a single Image can make to clarifying a page of discussion, and It is the Image
that qulte often sticks In the memory. "AnalOJy' Is the best wft./ of making something fresh and
worthy of conSideration when It has become too cHche-rldden, too familiar, too full of prejudice
because of memory and past weariness. It provides a new face for old material" (Heathcote, 207).
Symbolfsm, metaphor, and analOJy' are essential to comprehending the mysteries of
worship and the splrltual world. "Worship Is the response of the whole creature to the Unseen. It
Is more than Intellectual occeptance. It Is characterized by a deep emotional overtone. It Involves
b~

as well as the splrlt. How can 000 be approached unless he be embodied In that which the

senses can grasp? . .. All abstract concepts tend to find a concrete expression In symbolism"
(Moseley,59). Different forms of drama In a religious setting mft./ often become symbols and
metaphors for hidden spiritual truths. The dramatic experience becomes an opportunity for the
release of the creative Impulse for the Christian and Is often sensed as an exhibition of the gifts
from the creator father.
The creative drama experience provides an opportunity for the broadening of sensitivities
and understandings as one engages In role plft./lng which Is an embOOled metaphor of another's
being. The creative drama also becomes a vehicle for problem-solVing as the enactment Is a
metaphor for the issue and provides another Wft./ of seeing and then of solving. All of these
functions mft./ help to contribute to the development of sensitive Christian personality and
character. As alraooy mentioned, role-plft./ing and dramatic simulations themselves become
metaphors of revealed behavior and then

brl~

for alternative behaviors. Facilitators should
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notice and use them often.

J. Guideline: Balance ImpressIon and Expression in the SessIons

The creative drama experience must have a balance of physical and verbal, internal and
external activities. The fac111tator should regularly asl( herself if there Is a Wft{ of show1ng
rather than telling. Adult Chr1stian education is often r1fe with tall(. The use of a journal and
meditation, suggested later, can help to breal< a pattern of oral verbal commun1cation that Is
commonly presented as the bacl<bone of adult programmed learn1ng. The express10n of creative
drama prompts an 1mpress1on wh1ch mft{ then be processed by a written express10n 1n the journal
or a spok.en express10n 1n d1scuss10n. L1l<ew1se, the 1mpress1on rece1ved from the meditation and
d1scuss1on 1s followed or preceded by further express10n through creative drama.
Creative drama

prov1~

an opportunity for reflection dur1ng the action as well as

follow1ng It. It is a continuIng flow of impression followed by expression which then affects
further Impression. Through th1s educat10nal technique, the learner 1s process1ng 1nformatlon,
emotions, and ins1ght conttnuously. Creative drama allows for engagement of the whole bOO( 1n an
intu1t1ve, 1mag1native and creatively express1ve form. The exerc1ses give the group members a
problem to solve. The problem mft{ s1mply be how to express outwardly, in alternative wft{S from
the typ1cal verbal description, an inward spiritual impression. The process to the solution of a
problem mft{ be experienced by the group and is alwft{S experienced by the ind1vidual, whether 1n
group or not.
An effective creative drama session often Intuitively follows the mlml of experiential

learning. As presented earlier In this chapter and chapter two of this dissertation, effective
experiential learning moves through a four-stage cycle which begins with an Immediate concrete
experience as a basis for observation and reflection. The warm up exercises and the actual role
playing event In the creative drama format may provide this concrete experience that then
becomes a vehicle for further observation. It Is from the experience one gains through the
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spontaneous role playing that the participant then bul1ds looas and Insights about personal
behavior or the theme being dealt with. These new Insights are then further appl1ed and tested In
other expressions of the creative drama and in the group discussion evaluation period. The
Individual

~

through the cycles of using the concrete experience of the dramatic simulation to

make observations and then renect on those observations to form abstroct concepts and
general1zatlons. These are consequently tested In the group through discussion and In further
exercises as well as out in the real world when they are appl1ed to life In new situations.
The concrete and expressive modes of learning experiences In creative drama may InclUoo
role playing, mime and movement, mirroring, metaphorical physicaHzatlon, parable creation,
object metaphors, manipulation of spoce and substance and creative simulation. Viola Spol1n
remarked that one of the specific objectives of the participant in creaUve drama is always to work
toward Incr~ spontaneity, for It Is through the spontaneity experienced In Improvisation that
the whole person Is physically, Intellectually, and Intuitively awakened. "The energy released to
solve the problem, being restricted by the rules of the game and bound by group decision, creates
an exploslon--or spontanelty--and as Is the nature of explosions, everything Is torn, apart,
rearranged, unblOCked" (In Schattner and COurtney, 214).
SpoHn's descripUon sounds rather violent and energetic. To the extreme, and particularly
In psychOOramatlc experiences, these experiences may lnOOed be earth-shattering and
life-altering. This particular charocterlzatlon of the creaUve process In improvised drama may
frighten some people away, especially adults In Christian education, who may prefer a ml1oor,
more Indifferent method of learning. Actually, while the process Is remarkable, It Is not so
volatile that we must stand In ffNe at Its power. As In most participatory learning experiences, the
discoveries are often rather ooHghtful, 111<e catching a fish or noticing a pravlously unrecognized
star formation. They may be personally meaningful and InOOed serve to change a person's
perceptions and perspective. They may provide a vehicle for impression which consequently
affects expression. They may also simply provl00 an attention-getting and Interest-holding device
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for teachers. The claIms for the power of creative drama to change IndIvIdual learners through
self-discovery are compelling, but are usually only as

good

as the learners themselves, their

Individual readiness and the depth of their intuitive and spiritual Involvement.

J. Guideline: Help the Group Achieve Concentration. Imagination and Observation

Creative drama exercises often draw upon and bulld up the skl11s of concentration,
imagination and observation. The development of these personal skl11s might benefit any
individual In the process of heallng personal relationships and leading a fuller life. Indeed,
concentration must occur before effective empathy and aesthetic distance may occur. Power to
focus attention in order to maintain deliberation on a given moment or a specific item is a key
problem-solving skl11. The abllity to create images and recognize fresh connections is a central
feature in metaphorical learning and creatlve problem-solving. Seeing patterns, non-verbal
cues, relationships and whole gestalts often asSists individuals In more creative problem-solving
and empathetic living. The developing of all these skills may provide a basis for richer, fuller,
more sensitive living. The Christian's purposeful exercise of concentration, imagination and
observation may also help deepen his spiritual experience and better enable him to minister
truthfully to others, whether like-minded or different In thought and personal convictions.
The focllltator of creative drama exercises In adult Christian education Is encouraged to
look for ways to Increase skl11s In concentration, Imagination and observation. Many of these
processes are simultaneous and rarely can be a point of Individual focus, but the focllitator may 00
special planning that makes an overt effort of providing experiences that enhance one or another
or all at once. Atypical by-product of the creative drama session Is often the enhancement of these
particular skills as they are a point of proctice and a fundamental basis for truthful enoctments.
Whlle these skl11s may be improved upon serendipitously through the exercises, the focllitator
may also set out to work on developing them overtly through specific exercises which might
increase their strength and focus. Many such exercises may be located in most of the creative
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drama and formal drama resources, Including text books and manuals listed In the bibliography at
the end of this treatise. Exercises to bul1d sensory awareness are some of the f1rst ploces to start
in development of concentration, imagination and observation sl<111s.

K. Guldel1ne: Avoid or DlsloOOe Potential Blocl<ooes to Creative Drama
Fear Is the most significant block to creativity which must be dealt with at the onset of the
creative drama experience. Fear and anxiety about one's Image can grip not only the participant
but the facl1ltator as well and strangle any pos1tlve movement In the creative encounter. Joseph
Zinl<er wrote about the internal blocl<s to creativity that even therapists have when attempting to
break norms and launch Into creative techniques and expressions In their work or with their
clients. Just lil<e the therapist--or any professional who has taken on the task of helping others
while In a leadership role--the Christian educator may Identify some of the same potential blocl<s
to his own creatlv1ty. The educator and facilitator may fear their professional stance is at stake If
they are perceived Incorrectly or In a distorted manner by their colleagues and stUdents who
expect them to behave In certain ways and thus succeed In their leooershlp position. So attempting
anything new always has the potential risk of fallure--If only to the extent that one Is then
perceived by others as being less than perfect or not In complete control. Zinker pOints out that If
the leader's background Is based In sclentlf1c research, he may face the crazy notion that science
and art somehow do not mix. For he may ratlonal1ze that "scientists are hard-heOOed and
disciplined [while] ... artists are soft and sloppy. If he Is not hampered by the science versus art
dichotomy, he may be Intimidated by the notion of 'creativity' as a special talent ... of those
blessed with the glft"( 62). The result often Is that those who do try to behave creatively or
Inculcate creative methOOs In their work meet with enormous Inner resistance which they have
often created themselves.
Zlnl<er suooests a number of potential blocl<s to creativity which the facilitator and the
participants may experience. His list Includes: "fear of failure; reluctance to play; resource
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mYOPIa; over-certainty; frustration avolllance; custom-OouM; fear Of me unknown;

nee(]

fOr

I

balance; reluctance to exert 1nflu6!nce; rlaluctance to let

~;

1mpover1shed emot1onal 11fe and

I

sensory dullness" (62-69). Afurther elaboration on each of these potential blocks to creativity
I

may help to ldenUfy some possible causes Of problems the fooilitator may encounter when trying
I

to motivate himself and h1s students into activities of exploraUon and expression which are based
in ooUve and dramatic creative problem-solving. The fooi1itator who recognizes the presence of
I

. these blocks in himself or his participants may begin working at chiseling them away.
I

As noted above, Initially, there is i3lways the fear of failure which blocks the individual
I

from taking risks. This kind of fear may a1,so be wrapped up In anxiety over trying anything new
or of being put Into a position of possible palin through potent1al failure. Some IndIViduals cut off
I

their flow of creativity by their Inter'nal or external reluctance to play. Akey function of creative
I

problem solving 1s the ability to pl8V arounld with an 1dea and toy with all the possible angles and
I

opttons which may reside under the surface Ilf one would Just poke about a bit. Aperson who Is too
I

serious about problem-solving and also afra'id of appearing sl11yor foolish In the process of toy1ng
around with posslb111ties and the e):perlmentation with Ideas, may short-circuit a significant
I

channel through which the creative Juices m1lght surge. The foo111tator's enthUSiasm and Invitation
I

to play and Indulge In creative bralnsllorml~ may begin to break down these blockages of fear.
I

Resource myopia Is another potential block and may be reflected In the Individual's
feelings of the deprivation of h1s own strengths or fac111t1es upon which to draw for creattve
I

ins1ght. He automatically assumes he Is not creative because he 1s not aware of the potentials and
I

I

sktlls which may be lying dormant Inside Of himself. Just as he feared, he may 1ndeed have a
I

s1gnlflcant look of personal creative resour:ces 1f he has spent a considerable amount of energy
resisting 1nput and deny1ng gifts, thus allowl1ng them to atrophy over the years. The other end of
I

the spectrum of creative blocks may be realized when the Ind1v1dual simply cuts off h1s flow of
creative resources 1f he possesses
I

de~ermlned

rigid methods of problem-SOlving and

already-established and routin1zed patterns of th1nking.
I

He may have ceased looking for
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alternaUve reooUons and has therefore settled 1nto a comfortable apathy wh1ch keeps him from
checkIng out hIs own assumptJons.
In seeking to avoid frustraUon, the individual may set up a block to his creativity by
giving up too soon when faced with obstacles. This avoidance also prompts him to resIst pushIng
further where he might be able to eventually find the solutions to the problems If he had only
stayed with the process. He may avoid the potential of pain or discomfort which sometimes lies In
the pathway to a novel breakthrough. Being conformed to custom and the usual past ways of oolng
things may also set up a block to discovering creative ways of oolng things. Reverence for
tradition and the "we've-always-oone-It-thls-way" mentality binds him to resisting alternative
options. If the Individual has resisted giving attention or recognition to his powers of Intuition and
creative visualization, he will probably succeed In Impoverishing his fantasy life for the sake of
the objective, real world where Imagination Is orten scorned. Developed creativity Is more readily
exhibited In those Individuals who have learned to live with Imbalance and to tolerate ambiguity
for a period of time when Insights are being stimulated and alternative solutions are being sought.
The Inability to tolerate dlsoroor and the need for balance and symmetry at all costs often sees the
cost as having exacted Its pound of nesh from a vital form of creativity.
The Individual who Is afraid to exert Influence may also block his creative options because
he Is concerned that the action may appear to be overly aggressive or pushy, therefore he allows
the creative moment to dissipate lest It shake up the status QUo. On the other hand, the ability to
walt and allow an Idea to Incubate Is a crucial characterization of those who realize heightened
creatiVity In their lives. Those who try too hard to push for results, sometimes are not able to
recognize the natural flow of the process where there must usually be pressure and resistance and
then a period of reflection and Incubation before a prodUct of creativity can emerge.

An

Impoverished emotional life which expends excess energy In blocking spontaneous expressions also
may serve to block the creative process. Not reco;Jnlzlng the senses as primary vehicles of
observation and awareness, may serve to block them as channels through which creative Images
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may be receIved.
All or some of the above are potential blocks the Individual may unwittingly set up WJ8lnst
being open to using creative means of exploration and expression. The focllltator Is encouraged to
be on the look-out for their potential blocks In himself as he seeks to be a lmr of creative
endeavors. LIkewise, he may be able to rEmJnlze the potential blocks In the participants which
may then promote In them attitudes of fear and suspicion and behaviors of resistance at Junctures
In the creative drama experIence.
Many ooults In contemporary American SOCiety were brought up in an educational
envIronment whIch dId not always expect them to partiCIpate octlvely In the learnIng process.
They were expected to respect the persons In authority and not to question form or content of the
educational experIence. SOme also were expected to hIde theIr true feelings In socIety lest emotion
become a crutch or a revealer of hl~n loontlty. Men were men and did not cry or show weakness.
LIttle boys were taught to be "men" as early as possIble. Women had certaIn expected roles of
weakness and fragIlity as well as nurturing and subservIence. Men worked outsIde the home,
moved around In the OOg-eat-OOg world, while women were the homemakers they returned to In
the evenIng. Children played, but adults did not. And even In certain cultural and sociological
frameworks, such as extreme poverty or religIous ritual, even children did not ploy. The roles
and expected behaviors of earlier generations seem to have been more clearly proscrIbed than
those of today to oloor ooults who often feel they are a logIcal product of theIr upbrIngIng and thus
rarely attempt to upset the trooltlonal system.
Many of these former cultural expectatIons cause some ooults to be relUctant to expose
themselves In groups where they perceive they might appear weak, foolish, childish or neglectful
of socIal expectatIons. one may find that some ooults walt to be gIven permIssIon to enJ(1f
child-like octlvltles, such as creative play, before they can venture forth whole-heartedly.
WeIsberg and Wilder have mooe some observations concerning the reluctant ooult particIpant In
creative drama exercIses. They also su~t ways In whIch to 0081 with their potentIal and realized
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fear and reluctance. They su~t that the fac111tator fIrst know that sometfmes she may need
Inltfally to sell the group on the power of Imaglnatfon and creatfvlty. For adults who have been
brought up to survive the great Depression and world wars and who have been ensconced in the
work ethIc for a number of years, creatIve drama may seem frIvolous. The facflftator should seek
to draw the parallels between the necessIty of dal1y creaUve problem solvIng In the arenas of
home, work, and even the sclentfffc laboratory and overtly developIng the skflls to cope In those
areas. PartIcIpants may have to see the need and practfcal value oorlved from engagIng In the
Imaglnatfve and creatfve process. Once they are able to ratfonalfze the practfcal functfon of
creative actfvfties, they may eventually allow themselves to enjoy their time partfcipaUng.
The earlfer mentfoned fears of faflure, of tryIng new thIngs, of the unknown and change, of
appearing foolish or weak, may also get in the way of their potential for enjoying the creative
drama sessIon. One of the most Important thIngs a facflftator may 00 to combat theIr fears Is to
mlXBl the kInd of behavIor whIch Invttes them to partfclpate In a joyous, adventurous, affIrmIng
way. Establfshlng an atmosphere that Is free of censure, rIdIcule, competltfon and l~ent may
help to send the message to the reluctant participant that hIs fears of humilfatlon because of
faflure wf11 not be realtzed In thIs group. Again, the promotfon of mutual trust, encouragement,
support and afffrmaUon Is the most effectfve tool for combaUng common fears of vulnerabl1ity.
PhysIcal afffrmatfon through f1-{e contact and the reductfon of pressers which show the partfclpant
that 1t would be all right for hIm or her to choose to pass If thIngs are uncomfortable are other
means of givIng the anxIous parUclpant messages of acceptance.
A facll1tator may assIst IndIvIduals In the group to feel more welcomed and less
fll-equlpped, If she Is able to lower her own status In the group a lfttle bIt. If she can maIntain a
sense of humor, being able to employ some self-ooprlcatfng storIes and jokes to show she too Is a
human wfth feet of clay, the participants may exhibit a reductfon In their anxiety to get Involved.
The facl11tator who is able to laugh wfth the participants extends a warm invitation to enter a
clImate of enjoyment. Weisberg and Wflder also su~t that sometimes a sensltfve focl11tator may
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be put off or dIscouraged by some blocks whIch may not really 100m forebOdIngly as they are beIng
perceived. There are techniques for maintaining a sense of objectivity about the work.
An anecckrtal record is useful, both in work.ing with the dominant person and
in work.ing with other "difficult to handle" participants. Such a record can help
the leader separate behavior from inferences about behavior.... Through look.i09
at the situation objectively, via the anecdotal record, you can see that the situation
is not as hopeless as you might have thought. You can begin to deal with what is
really happening insteOO of what you infer is happening. . .. It often comes as a
surprise that a personality trait which we find difficult to deal with is not always
perceived in the same way by the rest of the group. . .. We should always
remember that the very energy, the life force, that sometime frustrates us can
also become the spark, the driving force for exciting drama. (80)
In reference to dealing with what may appear to be frustrating block.s to participation, the
facilitator must also recognize that there are often different kinds of participants just as there are
different styles of learning and different personality types. Some folk will always be predisposed
to enter in to all activities jcryful1y. others may only enter the activities willingly after a certain
amount of prOO:ling and assurance from the facilitator or others in the group. still others will
choose to linger around the sidelines most of the time, regardless of what the proffered rewards
are or the delight others are expressing with an activity. An individual's physical condition and
mental and emotional dispOSition will have some impact on their motivation to participant. In
some cases, the facilitator may not be ab Ie to do anything about these factors.
As facilitators work with adults in contexts of participatory learning where they are
attempting to tap the resources of creativity, much fear may be allayed by simply keeping the
point of focus on the process and problem rather than on the end-product or the problem-solvers
themselves. Absorption in the process--the theme, the problem to be solved--often focuses the
attention away from one's own inhibitions and concerns about safety and exposure. With the focus
on the process, the participants are more concerned about the discovery and the solution to the
problem and hence become less aware of themselves, less self-conscious of their own
shortcomings and inadequacies which make them fearful of exposure. It is not unlike the kind of
losing of oneself that comes when playing a game of ball. When one is intent on the game--the
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solutfon to the problem--one Interoots with the ball and the other players and ~ not have the
Ume to think about one's own boot, how 1t looks, and Its l1m1tatfons. self-conscIousness sl1ps Into
the bookground when the foreground focus and potnt of concentratlon is on the game, the solution to
the problem, the process, the development of the product, and not on the players themselves.

GUIDELINES FOR FACILITATING THE CREATIVE DRAMA SESSION

This section w111 briefly consIder several prerequls1tes for successful creative drama
sessions, present an overview of the creative drama process, and set out specific guidelines for
lea:l1ng successful creative drama sessIons w1th ooults In ChrlsUan education groups.
Three major prerequisites aid in the successful establishment of creatlve drama in a
group setting. First, there must be a co-operative group feellng which Includes a concern for
accurate portrayal and understanding of the Issues. secondly, allOWing that one must not be overly
rIgid In the setting up of the experience, the particIpants should have some knowlOOJe of the
situations and persons they are to represent so that they are not asked to perform In a voouum.
Finally, the playing Should be used as a device for learning and discovery and not a performance
end in itself.
In order to be the most effectively used, creative drama role playing sessions must follow
a basiC pattern of Initiation, enootment and evaluation. First, there Is physical and mental
preparation for the experlence--Inltlatlon.
enootment--the core of the ootlvlty.

This Is followed by the experlence--the

Following the experience, there Is reflection and

dlscusslon--evaluatlon about what happened and what can be learned from It. The participants do
not come to the session to engage In a process which Is similar to many they are used to: sitting
and listening and perhaps discussion at the end. They learn by doing.
An effective and responsible format for setting about doing creative drama Is to begin by
defining the problem. This Is often done by the group, although the foollitator may have Initiated
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some questtons concerning the Issues or needs. The group and fac111tator then establ1sh a sltuatton.
It Is determined what characters or vehicles w111 be needed to play out the sltuatton and the
characters and means are then selected by a combination of volunteerlsm and assIgnment by the
fac111tator. Often this step Is followed by a perloo of brleftng and warming up the actors and the
observers ( If there are outsIde observers or If there Is the remainder of the group who now choose
to watch the actton). The event Is played out. Somettmes It Includes stop points where questions
are fielded, possible reversal of roles Is suggested, other Incidents or Issues are encountered es
"what Us," and segments are replayed for clarIfication or for the prospect of looking at the Issues
from other vantage pOints. Following the experience Is a group dIscussion of the event and the
process of analyzing the situation and behavior by the actors and the observers. FInally, the group
engages In making plans for further testlng of the Insights gained or for practicing the new
behavior Impl1ed. The following Is an elaboration of the general process of creatlve drama.
Most groups are open to the suggestion of a creative drama role playing alternatlve If It Is
not presented as a potentlal for threat or a forcing of vulnerability and stark openness. The
facilitator must first be certain In hIs or her own mind that these Intentions do not govern his or
her own reasons for wanting to use creative drama. Cere must be taken to avoId becomIng an
overly-enthusIastic pitch-man out of an apprehensIon that there mIght be resIstance concerning
the proffered exercise. There Is a sensitIve level at which the suggestion of role playIng or
creaUve drama may be offered. It Is a medIan poInt between plunging In and surreptitIously
ImposIng It on the group or at the other end apologetIcally gIvIng them all the reasons they might
not want to take the risk. Many groups, Just like IndIviduals, resIst change unless It Is presented
to them In an appeal1ng manner. Often they become challenged and enervated by the prospect of
doing something creative, fun and participatory If It does not mean they w111 be put on the spot or
unfavorably exposed. The leader should not hamper or destroy the group's natural enthUSiasm to
00 somethIng dIfferent and creative by Informing them In detail ahaoo of time all the poslUve
side-effects they should expect from this experience or even burdening them with too many
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prel1mlnary rules and guldel1nes. These tootics become red flags and are sure W£f.lS of curtailing
enthusIasm and puttIng the group on theIr guard for fear of exposure. Enough Information to whet
the appetite for the challenge is better than lengthy explanations that muse the spark of
antlclpaUon.
Normally, In the course of the creative drama group's eXistence, the group will have a say
In what they choose to Improvise. This say or Input may be Implicit or explicit. The themes
chosen may be a result of what the foollltator has been noticing Is an Issue with the group or
Individuals In the group, or they may be chosen because the group has discuSSed and selected
issues. Structuring of the situation follows a brief discussion with the group, or may even be an
outgrowth of another aspect of previous stuctt which they now wish to explore further through
creative drama. Different levels of structure depend upon the readiness of the group or the
Intrlcooy of the theme. Exploring historical situations requires more specific pre-structuring
than spontaneous role-playing of Interpersonal relationships. In the more structured dramas, the
laooer assigns roles and reiterates the basic situation, charooters, and conflicts, then leads the
partiCipants In pursuing their own unfolding of the plot and resolution of the conflict. In
less-structured Improvisations, the laooer only designates the braooer area of life, or the
over-riding Issues, and sets the exploration In motion. In totally unstructured frameworks, the
participants create completely out of their own concerns or JOYs. Usually someone must be
designated as leader to control the start and finish of the experience, otherwise It may drag on or
fizzle out. In some Instances the creative drama experience Is an ongoing process whereby the
group works on a developing story line and creates an entire plot and script through Improvised
play of various segments of the whole piece. In these cases, the participants take on various roles
of the suooested charooters and mooeuver through their plots and dramatic circumstances based on
a brooo story line from a piece of literature, from the bible or from a suggested outline
determined by the group ahead of time. At certain points they stop and determine where they will
~

on from there based on further discussion and findings from what they have alreOOy' played.
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sess10ns

m~e

these may take anywhere from a full hour upwards to several days of one or

two-hour sessions. Sometimes this kind of format is used within the contexts of a workshop or
retreat moUf, or even as a unit of topic development during the course of a specific class.
It is crucial to remember that the playing should be used as a device for learning and
discovery. The purpose of creat1ve drama Is not to focus on developing a script or a prOCluctlon to
be viewed by others as a performance. The focus is on the process rather than the prOCluct.
However, some groups have been so taken with their own spontaneous Improvlsat1on and
part1cularly those which they have developed over a longer period of Ume, such as that described
above, that they have then wanted to share it with an audience and consequently worked to perfect
and produce it for publlc viewing. But that should not be the in1t1alintention as it would thwart
open exploration and mandate a rigid form to follow at the onset.
It Is appropriate now to consider speclf1c guidelines for a creative drama sess10n.

A. Guideline: Pay Attention to the Initial Physical and Emotional Environment

1. Since most adults In the Christian education context are used to sitting In chairs and
llstenlng to speakers for their learning experiences, It may be best to start from where they are.
Chairs are often safe ploces and there Is no reason why they can not provide a starting place.
Small group discussions might be started by having individuals move their chairs to face each
other In cluster groups. Exercises may even begin with role playing rone by pa1rs sitting and
focing each other, Similar to the discussion and debate techniques they are used to. Some creative
exercises with props may still be rone while In chairs or at tables. The voice, eyes, arms and
upper torso can still be used effectively while sitting, so if this provides a safety mechanism, the
cha1r may be used as the first stage for performance In creative drama. Even some exercises for
warm-up may be rona while s1ttlng--includlng meditation, guided imagery, journal1ng, and
manipulation of toctlle Items such as clay, paper, woOCl and fabric. Sitting Is a starting place.
2. Although sitting may be a possible starting place if the participants seem reluctant to
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Interact at first, the Ideal Is to move Into a format of a combination of small motor and large motor
activlt1es; s1ttlng and standing and moving about.

Therefore, the set-up of the physical

environment should also be of some concern to the creative drama facilitator as it is to any small
group co-ordinator, but ulttmately with the hopes of space enough to move around 1n. Is the room
uncluttered and flexible enough to allow for some movement, the rearranging of chairs Into cluster
groups, the division of small groups to the extent that they are provided a small space around them
In order to focus attention and give a certain amount of distance and a little bit of sound barrier
while they are wor~lng In groups simultaneously? Is it possible for some to sit on the floor or In
more informal configurations if they choose? This is not a mandatory function of the room, but
some small groups find that carpeting and couches oo:J to a warm and Inviting atmosphere. If the
facilitator has a choice of selecting a room or a place where these ~inds of interactions may ta~e
place better than In a pre-assigned stark classroom setting, It would behoove him to try to move
the group Into the environment they would feel most comfortable with. In some cases, a home
setting Is Just as flex1ble for these purposes, for It may provide a large room for the whole group
meeting as well as smaller rooms throughout for clusters to adjourn to. The facl11tator should also
ask questions concerning the comfort and Climate of the setting. It Is warm or cool enough? Is
there proper ventilation and adequate lighting? Is there enough seating available to accommodate
the entire group? Will the space be available on a regular basiS, or

~

the group face the

prospects of having to move weekly or not ~nowlng where they will meet next?
3. The emottonal env1ronment Is as crucial as the phys1cal environment when beg1nn1ng a
creative drama session. As mentioned earlier, a Climate of trust, encouragement, acceptance and
protection are Imperative. The facilitator may wish to look back at that section to rehearse the
necessary functions for providing that kind of emotional atmosphere. Some groups w111 become
Immediately absorbed In the process and glide right along with the dreams and aspirations of the
facl11tator.

Some other groups may need more patience and nurturing as their lack of

concentration or their self-conSCiousness may result in nervous laughter or withdrawal. If this
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occurs It Is helpful for the facl11tator to accept the s1tuaUon and lOOk for alternative wfl{S to
release the tension. Humor is often a vehicle for release and correctly applied may send the
message to the participants that this is an experience which may bring delight and enjoyment with
their mutual support. The carefully selected warm up exercise Is often the best vehicle for the
dlspe111ng of emoUonal and physical tenSion .

. B. Guldel1ne: Prepare Physical Exercises IntenOOd to 'Warm Up" the Group
Facilitators may locate specific warm up exercises In actor training books,
ImprovlsaUonal theatre books, theatre games books, group <ttnamlcs books, educational drama
books, human resources manuals, sensitlvlty training resources, creative drama books and even
regular party and game books. The "ungames" books for non-competitive interactive games are
excellent. The extent of the warm up activities Is only l1mlted by the Imagination of the fac1l1tator.
1. The warm up exercise Is a way of getting the Individual
nexlble to move Into the creative drama experience.

b~

and mind

r~

and

It Is also a way of getting the

cross-movement and communication of the group nexlble In order to move Into creative
interaction. The initial warm up exercises help the group to transcend the typical gaps that have
formed between them since the last time they met. The warm up exercises may not only help to
stimulate the now of blaoo and breath through the b~ and provide a Umbering of the muscles, but
also help to sUmulate the now of Imagination. Warming up may help to reduce the anxiety that
persons often bring with them from the outside world as well as their own Inner tensloos which
form barriers to trust and exploration. The warm up exercise may be a vehicle to help create a
balance within the Individual arnl within tM 111e of the group, so that partiCipation and explorat10n
may evolve from a center of equ111brlum that Is established between group members and the
Individuals themselves. In many wfl{S the warm up exercise Is slml1ar to the Ice-breaker at a
party, but with more focused Intent.
2. The warm up exercIses may be taken from many sources and have varIous focuses.
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Some warm ups are simply physical stretching and playing. Some warm ups InclUde group
exploraUon and game playing. Some warm ups are only verbal-- engaged In by the Individual, by
small clusters or even by the enUre group simultaneously. Some warm ups are based in mental
imagery, whlle others become physical metaphors. The facllltator should select those warm up
exercises which wm bring the Individuals and the group to a point of readiness and attent10n for
the creaUve drama exerc1se. Many warm ups simply segue Into the exercise itself rather than
remaining a self-contained ent1ty. Some fac111tators prefer that the warm up have a distinct
connectton to the subsequent exercise so that the parUc1pants 00 not have to shift gears so
radically. In this way the warm up provides the function of warming up the individual, the group,
and the exercise as well. It 1s the first step In preparedness.
3. The creative drama session, by the very nature of its dramatic roots, requires action
as the core of the discovery process. The lnd1v1duals move around the space and Interact with one
another. For adults, particularly, this movement and interaction expectation may catch them off
guard, finding they are not quite ready for this kind of parUclpatlon. Just as an automoblle needs
warming up on a cold morning or when the engine is sluOOish, so 00 the mind and body of the
part1clpant In creaUve drama. An essential preparat10n for creaUve expression Is relaxation.
Brief moments (3-5 minutes) of centering exercises counter posed to physical warm ups help
part1clpants derive comfort and focus as well as Intuitive energy. Creativity rarely emerges In an
atmosphere of stress. EmoUonal stress may sometimes be reduced by physical relaxation. The
warm up for creaUve drama Is slmllar to the warm ups that a performer or an athlete may ~
through. But Instead of simply serving to stretch and lubricate the body, they also stimulate the
Imagination for upcoming use. The warm up Is usually beneficial to give the group Ume to grease
the creativity machine, as it were. Warming up is a form of priming for action.
The warming up of the group at the onset of the session may take a number of forms. It
may be a Simple game so that the individuals are helped to feel comfortable with each other and put
in a relaxed mood so that they can think and create clearly. Warm up exercises are a form of
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preparat1on, providing the Individual and the group a bridge from the outside worlds' concerns
Into the needed attention for the creative drama experience. They provide the stretching as
mentioned and also a distancing so that focus may be clearer when the iml:Wjlnation is called Into
action. The warm up exercises help to prepare the participants by essentially breaking the ice
between them and warming up the environment. They are used to help melt away anxieties as the
Individuals allow themselves the permission to play. Warm up activities may take any number of
forms and are often garnered by the facilitators from gaming sources and exercise manuals.
4. Physical warm ups may Include relaxing and stretching exercises as well as energizing
activities such as are possible In certain group games. Some warm up activities may simply be
group mixer types which prompt the partiCipants to get out of chairs and move among each other
in a friendly manner, often with a certain designated goal in mind sU!J]ested by the facilitator.
Some warm up activities may have the purpose of stimulating the Iml:Wjination and might sU!J]est
non-verbal as well as verbal means of promoting creative thinking. The warm ups should be
challenging, but not anxiety-arousing or overstimulating so that energy Is depleted before the
actual creative drama session Is begun. They are Just what their t1tle Implies: exercises for
warming up the physical, Iml:Wjlnat1ve and emotional apparatus before getting In gear for action.

C. Guideline: Select the Situation on which to Focus for the Session

In setting up

the

situation to be played, the basic elements are the problem and the

characters. No special equipment is needed except adequate room for movement. The facilitator
shOUld explain to the group that they are 93lng to participate In an unrehearsed skit to find ways of
solving some problems of concern to all of them. It Is a 9JOd idea to begin by asking a series of
questions to help define the problem and establish the conflict situation. At this pOint, the director
accepts all responses to get facts, to broaden understanding of the problem, and to word the
problem more effectively, and asks other questions to stimulate or provoke further thinking about
the real problem or conf11ct. When the facilitator has determined that the group itself w111 come
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up with the Issue or problem to play, there are means by which the problems can be selected. The
facl11tator may give the group a chance to explore several kinds of problems by asking them to
brainstorm for a l1st or write rown Ideas from individuals. When the problem is a group decision,
the facilitator should not pick the first one that comes along without hearing others, but should get
a pool of Ideas before one Is selected. The fac111tator should then observe the group In their
problem-solving process (that of selecting a topic) and notice which of the topics seem to float to
the top, stimulating the most interest and appl1cablllty. The facl1itator may then have to mal<e a
value Judgment on the feaslbl11ty of the final choice based on time factor, degree of difficulty,
personal resources available In the group to deal with the issue, along with other foctors that
would mal<e final selection possible.
I. The planning perloo focuses on what wl11 happen, not on how It wl11 happen. No
Indication should be given as to the direction that the resolution should take. The problem or Issue
to consider should allow for Immediate absorption so that the partlclpants may quickly find
themselves on familiar ground. Therefore, the problem selected should arise out of the needs and
concerns of the participants. When considering the limitations of themes, the group has all the
world from which to choose. However, It may be the objective position of the focllitator to help In
narrowing rown a theme so that It is Indeed manageable with this particular group In this space
with the allotted amount of time.
2. As mentioned earlier In the section on meeting the needs of the partiCipants, the
facilitator can come to an unOOrstandlng of what the Issues for the group are In various ways. He or
she may Intuitively know from having worked with them over a perloo of time. Or the situation
may have arisen out of a previous Incident the group hoo shared, seen or discussed, so that It may
even become a sequence or series of themes. The problem may be an on-!J)lng one In the group, an
Issue that was raised the last time the group met, or even something that has occurred Since they
last met. The issue may be pertinent to the community at large, fam ilies in general, or to all
students or parents or teachers, or to certain religions or cultures or committees. It may be an
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1ssue Wn1cn occurrea tn tne past or one mat 1S expectea to ar1se tn tOO future. Agatn, all me worl0
is a stage and any issue can be plfry'ed by any number of charocters on that broad platform.
3. To select a problem herself--aml this is also a viable optlon--the focl11tator must be
in tune with the group's needs and must consider the relevant resources and possible objectives in
connection with the group and its purposes. The focilltator "sensltizes the group to a problem and
creates a climate of occeptance, so that students feel that all views, feelings, and behaviors can be
explored without retribution" (JI1{Ce, 246). Eoch person In a group is an individual and eoch
group of persons is unique, so needs and objectives may vary vastly occordlng to the configuration
of the group of Individuals. The focl11tator may determine what are the changes desired for the
group or for the indtv1duals and what I<lnd of experiences may help bring about those desired
changes In order to settle on Issues for creative drama.
4. The focll1tator may consider issues of selection around the potential for the problem of
either being solved within the frameworl< of the single session, or determining If it Is open-ended
enough to provide a situation which may be started and stopped repeatedly, even carried over to
another session. The selection of the Issue and focus of the creative drama enactment should also
consider time for set up and time for debriefing and evaluation. These are crucial aspects of the
entire process and Should not be considered as appen~ which can be chopped off If time slips
away.
and

wm the issue allow for interesUng and progressive development or is it inherently rigid

narrow? W1111t ~nerate overall Interest, or 00es it only engage the concern of one or two

people In the group?
5. In terms of role playing for social values, the facilitator may choose to locate pieces of
literature, biblical selections or problem stories which may be considered as vehicles for creative
drama wherein the story stops at a crucial point of decision making or where a dilemma has
arisen. These I<lnds of resources or vehicles for departure provide an Issue to deal with and a
partfcular problem on which to focus, but they also allow for a level of disassociation and
detachment when the concerns have not come directly out of the experiences of the partfclpants.
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Some w111 find these creative drama options somewhat less emotionally involving and less
potentially stressful. They may also provide deeper dimensions of fantasy and dramatic optfons
through an imaginative story line. To use a story or llterary selection as a basis of the creative
drama, however, must be pre-determined by the facllftator as it requires specific research and
selection.
6. The enactment planning during this problem-selection step should actually be minimal
. to ensure the opportunity for spontaneity during the playing of the roles. No one should ever be
worried that they must find the "right" way to play the role, or the correct way for the teacher or
group to accept the performance. Actually, the reminder must be made that the creative drama
event Is not to be considered a "performance." However, the planning stage of the play must
include the Identification of the problem, making it explicit and allowing for broader exploration
of the Issues. The facilitator must also be certain to brief the participants again about the nature
of role playing, that it Is a spontaneous and creative process whereby the participants will attempt
to explore attitudes and human behaviors In reference to the stated cIrcumstance and uncover
potential solutions to the Issue. It must be reiterated that there are no correct and specifically
sought after hidden answers, but that the process Is entered for open exploration and expression
through the enactment of roles.

D,.6uI(jellne: Select the MethOOs of Enactment
Once the sltuatlon(s) has been determined (and often this may be decIded ahead of time by
the facilitator If the circumstance calls for It), then decisions must be made concerning the methoo
or methOOs of the enactment and the characters needed to play out the situation. A variety of
methOOs may be used to work through the Issue or solve the problem. Some major types of
creative drama methlX1s Include abstract transformations, single role

f~ses,

role rotation,

mUltiple roles and story- line development. Abstract transformations do not focus on human
characterization as much as they do on discovery through abstract metaphorical action, such as
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mIrrorIng, dance, pantomIme, masks, puppetry, machInes, and r1tual. SIngle role s1tuattons are
usually focused Issues of Interpersonal and relatlonal conflict. This type of Issue may be used
when the group Is small or when the process may merit breaking the enttre group Into smaller
units of two or three which may then play the Issue simultaneously. This Is a manageable method
whereby all the members of the group are gIVen the opportun1ty to experIence the role play1ng. It
also affords the time and feasibility of reversing the roles within the small group of diOOs or
quadrants, so that not only 00es everyone have the chance to play a part, but they also have the
chance to play the other sloo and get a look at an alternatlve perspective. This Is also a method In
which sk111 practtce may be Incorporated. For Instance, groups of two or three may practtce
Interview or counseling techniques while In role.
Some facilitators prefer using the technique of simultaneous role playing or
improvisations In any groups where they are able to break. the group easily Into pairs or trlOOs.
In this way the whole group Is participating simultaneously, no one Is "being watched," and many
InSights may be discovered In the same amount of time. This facilitator prefers to reduce the
opportunity of having observers from without as well as from within the group since the purpose
of creative drama Is rarely as a performance for an audience. In fact, In many cases, having
others 1001< on has a tenooncy to make the players feel they are performers which then affects the
truthfulness of their role enactments. They sometimes feel the focus Is on them personally, which
then removes the1r attention from the focus of the problem and on to the1r own self-consc10usness
or their need to succeed as an actor.
The multIple group format of creatIve drama gets everyone Involved without a sense of
embarrassment or self-conscIousness about being put on the spot. It also assures moving the
experIence further ffNay from the performance prospects that a play with observers would rIsk.
Adults particularly like this format, because most of them feel discomfort from beIng on display In
any way. Adults are also usually capable of pacIng themselves and controlling theIr own small
group planning and follow-up dIscussions. In this format the facilitator gives Instructions to the
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group, which each small group then follows individually in different parts of the room. The

facilitator may roam from group to group enabl1ng the flow and lnserttng further suggesttons. The
facllltator then comes back to a neutral position and gives further directions to the entire group
for the next step. The f1nal evaluatton Is then also f1rst done In the small groups, then opened up to
sharing In the lar~ group as comparisons are mooa of the various experiences.
In the lar~r role reversal mode, the format Is designed more along the 11nes of the lar~r
group looking at the Issue t~ther , wlth a selected few playing the Initial roles or characters and
then others taking over those roles or characters at designated ttmes In the enactment or after an
interruption and discussion which aijs input and possibly changes focus. It is a method which may
be used to try a variety of perspectives on a given communication method or problem-solving
option or developing story line.
Multiple role plays may en~ a lar~r number of the group In a story connlct or the
Improvisation of an ongoing situation. Some of the rest of the group may provide the function of
observers and objective bystanders who may then provide meaningful Input and evaluation for the
situation to continue along another vein or to develop further with additional suggestions. The
observers may also play the parts of oo:lltlonal characters who may come on the scene later In the
development of the Improvised script. Some creative drama situations may Include factions of all
the models within the sequence of a single session. No group must feel they are limited to only one
form of play or to a single style. The creative facilitator will also be on the alert for oo:lltlonal
methods of maneuvering the process for the optimal benefit of the participants.

E. Guideline: Select the Characters to be Played
A selection of the characters necessary for this segment of the situation, a brief
description and analysis of each character and the relationship ereh character has to the others Is
I

the next Significant step of the setting up process when using role playing situations. Who will
play whom and why, Is the focus of selection. The selection process may evolve from several
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cons1oeratlOns. IS me snuat10n one mat 1S or concern to a parucu1ar partlC1pant ana WOU10 ne or
she then benef1t from playIng a certaIn role? The selectIon of the persons to play whIch roles may
either be completely at ranoom If the person who plays It Is not sIgnIficant to the purpose, or It
may be specIfIc, retermlned by the reslre of the indIvIdual to play the part, the group's noUon that
the part would be beneftted by the particular IndIvidual playIng It, or by careful selectIon made
by the facllltator.
The facilitator may retermlne who will play which parts based on perceived needs of the
individuals, the circumstance of the situation being played, an attempt to balance and spread out
the Involvement of Individuals, or In response to the volunteering of the participants. Acaution
must be made here for the facilitator to be sensitive as to why Individuals may select to play a role
or why others may be Insisting that a certain Individual play a certain role. If the facilitator
determines that castlng an Individual In a certaIn role may only serve to type cast or stereotype
him, then alternate suooestlons must be made In orrer to protect the IndivIdual. Sometimes, even
out of !JXXj humor or Jesting, the group may not realize they have placed an Individual In an
awkward positIon or In a vulnerable spot from which It may be difficult for him to extrIcate
himself. This Is where sensitive awareness on the part of the facilitator may provlre a protectIve
framework for the IndIviduals she has come to know and unrerstand. Even In some cases of not
knOWIng the Individuals or the outside group ctynamlcs very well, the facilitator may be able to
sense If a role would not be beneficIal for an IndIvIdual or If the others are InstIgating certaIn
casting Just out of a general !JXXj-natured spIrIt, or out of a reslre to make a certaIn poInt.
In the selection of persons for roles, the facilitator may use several criterIa IncludIng
Identifying those who express an attlture that needs to be explored or those who should learn to
lrentlfy with the partIcular role or develop a more sympathetic or empathIC positIon by beIng
placed In another's situation. In many cases, If the creative drama situatIon Is generIc enough that
all may play It, the group may be broken Into dlads or trIads and each person In each small group
can have a chance to play each role.
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care must be tak.en after the selectton of the charooters and In the determination of the
roles not to describe the character in too much detail, for this would have the consequence of
telling the participant just how to play the role. A basic structure is all that is needed: providing
the framework. of the situation and the lead-In intentions or overriding attitudes. Just enough
informatton should be provided so that the parttclpant may be creative and spontaneous, but not
stereotyplcally pre-determined. At this stage of set up the facllnator may determine a brief Hne
of action, essentially just telling about how much of the issue w111 be covered, such as If it will be
only an Introouctlon to the problem for the first segment, or If the characters should play out the
issue as far as they can go until stopped. Normally, after the set up, the improvised drama is
begun and maintained unt11 a break. 1s called for or untl1 the group playing determines a slgn1flcant
place to stop.
Briefing and warming up may tak.e off In several directions. This phase may be Quite
simple, a mere explanation of the situation again and of the roles and off they go. Or there may be
another short break. for a very Quick warm up which Is geared more toward the playing of the
roles than the initial warm ups which were geared towards a general warm up of the individual
and the group to the entire session. This warm up may Include a brief vocal or physical exercise
so that the Individuals may be more flexible. The bOOr' Is not unrelated to the mind, so physical
exercises as warm up are not to be thought of as totally unrelated to the creative drama expression
which follows them. Often the warming up may Include suggestions for the participants and
observers to watch for during the process.

F. Guideline: Facilitate the Process of the Playing
After the environment has been set up and parameters of space and time are determined,
the playing may then begin. Usually the facilitator will put a role playing enactment In motion by
brief statements concerning the physical set up (e.g. Bob will be sitting at his 005k. when Mary
I

enters to give him the message; 000 has Just come home from a busy day when the k.lds hit him
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with the request; Moses Is apprO£dllng the Israelites with the ten commandments, etc.). If some of
the group are OOslgnated observers, the facilitator may give them assigned things to watch for and
encourage them to thinK of alternative ways the enactment may go or OO1ltlonal solutions to the
problem. Depending upon the purpose of the play, the observers and the participants themselves
w111 be on the lOOK-out for certain things to come out of the experience. In one case, the goal of the
play may be to gain Insights and ChecK attltuOOs and motivations concerning certain Issues. In
. other situations the goal may be to Integrate and apply previous learning to an action situation. In
some situations, the play may be OOslgned to gain Insight and empathy Into how to behave In
similar s1tuatlons, so that the enactment may actually be a form of training.
There are a number of ways the enactment segment--actually the core of creative
drama-- may be dealt with. The enactment may Involve a single role play that the majority of the
group participates In oopendlng upon the number of characters needed. If the character parts are
few, the entire group may breaK up Into groups requiring that number and play the lmprovlsat1on
simultaneously, such as a boss confronting a worker, a wife speaking to a husband, a consumer
encountering a salesperson. In some other mOC1es, half of the group may play roles while the other
half observes and partiCipates In a follow up discussion. The rotation of the characters and roles
may then take place, where the Initially observing group plays an alternative enactment and the
first group observes them and then enters the discussion. Depending upon the purpose of the
playing situation, multiple re-enactments may take place, or Just a cont1nuatlon of the same
situation with a variety of foci or alternative endings. If the play Is OOslgned to enhance sKlll
development, It may be repeated several ways. If It Is OOslgned for problem solution, It may be
halted when alternative answers are hit upon and then reinstated for further searching. In some
cases the purpose of the play Is for discovery or problem solving and In other cases It may be for
personal or group development. In yet other cases It may be for the appllcat10n of learned
Information Into a plot development or an alternate story I1ne. Sometimes the purposes are not
finely segregated and lnstaoo they flow from one to another or become a gestalt experience.
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All Improvisations, role playing and dramatic simulations for the purpose of discovery
should be preceOOd with discussion and followed with discussion and feedback.. The acting-out may
be interrupted to discuss the direction It is ~ing and other possible alternatives, but It should
never be presented as a judgment of the expressions being offered. If the partiCipants sense any
atmosphere of judgment, even from enthUSiastiC comments lIk.e "Good!" their performances w111
soon be reduced to mimicries of proper behavior for the sake of positive strok.es. The group may
wish to explore alternative endings, but should not feel they are look.lng for the "right" alternative
ending which may be lodged In the deep recesses of the leooer's mind. The benefits of the creative
drama activity depend largely upon the enactment and particularly upon the evaluation and
analysis that follows. The benefits of application also depend In large part upon the participants'
perceptions of their roles and characters and their engagement in them while mak.ing connections
to their other roles in Ufe or to the information they are learning about the topic or theme of
discussion.

G. Guideline: Provide a Protective Framework for the Experience
The facilitator should prOVide a protective framework. for the creative drama experience.
Much of the purposeful benefits of creative drama games and role play with groups in religious
education are In no way connected to actor training. In essence, the shared game experience of the
group may become a metaphor for further Insight and growth. The partiCipants may use the
discoveries In the role play or dramatic game to repeatedly refer back. to whenever they find
themselves making metaphorical leaps to spiritual truths and Interpersonal Insights In future
Instances. They may discover the reality they might face In a dally experience Is now "like" the
Incident which was formerly experienced In creative drama, and they have the option then of
applying the learning from the hypothetical enacted experience to an actual experience. It must be
emphasized, however, that although the growth and discoveries may be therapeutic in a sense
because they often open awareness and Insight which leads to problem-solution, the exercise Is not
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Intended to be therapy as such. AstrIct warnIng must be repeated here to any teacher or re11glous
educator attempting to be an amateur therapist. The facllHator should never use the exact personal
detalls of the person's senslt1ve or personal problem, but should create only a slmllar sltuat1on,
USIng the roles and not the specifIc persons. The facl11tator must maintain aesthet1c distance so
that the group may easily stop to evaluate the process and the outcomes and then cont1nue again
wHh new Insight. This distancing factor In creative drama serves to move the process away from
the arena of psycho drama where It Is the prime Intent of a therapist to have an Individual continue
to play through a personal event In order to experience catharsis and healing. Only the trained
therapist knows how to handle those moments of psychological breakthrough whiCh may occur
through a controlled experience in psychodrama. PrOViding opportunlt1es for individuals to
experience growth through partiCipative discovery and group interaction Is a credible endeavor of
any teacher or Christian educator. Meddling with psyches Is not.
Because creative drama does deal to an llmlted extent with delVing Into personal resources
and can be a viable vehicle for Individual Change, the facilitator must be particularly sensitive.
l1vlng out our own lives In reallty, essentially playing our real roles, often causes stress because
of our concerns for truthfulness and Integrity. Some of this same stress may occur in game role
playing as Individuals deal with what they want and do not want to discover about themselves In the
role and their Insight Into others playing those roles. This process often Incurs a degree of
emotional outlay. Here the teacher must assist In protection. Gavin Bolton suggests that the not1on
of 'protection' Is not necessarily concerned wHh protecting partiCipants from emotion, for unless
there Is some kind of emotional engagement nothing can be learned, but rather to protect them

Into

emotion. "This requires a careful grading of structures toward an effective equ111brlum so that
self-esteem, personal dignity, personal defenses and group security are never over-challenged"
(128). Often individuals may have acquired a set of rigid roles or inappropriate roles as a result
of Inadequate modellng. The creative drama role playing experience may assist the Individual In
coming to terms with the roles he or she plays in every day life and plunging deeper in a personal
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reservoIr for resources to adapt and shUt those roles whIch have become Inadequate. The sens1tlve
and percept1ve facllUator of creat1ve drama may help group members to expand the l1m1ts of theIr
experIence and to stimulate theIr artistic and aesthetic senses. The process may also help the
Individuals to uncover the predictable and stereotypical behaviors they may not have been aware of
but which have a tendency to trap them in uncreative and cbJmatic responses to problem solutions.
The experience then may help them to explore and deVelop alternaUve and perhaps more sens1tlve
and creative roles which may then become natural and unconscious through practice and
afflrmaUon.
All of these potentials for attitude and behavior change need be appr~hed with care and
concern for the Individual who will be encountering the prospects of vulnerablllty through change.
There are several ways of protecting partiCipants through the way the facilitator sets up the
drama experience. One way Is to offer

8

performance mOO3 that Is cloaked, avoiding direct

emotlonal projectlon. For instance, Instaoo of the performers dealing with a highly volatile or
personal Issue In a performance that has them role playing themselves In the situation, they might
Instaoo perform In mime or a more stylized fashion or as an Inquirer concerning the Issue. In this
format one Is not simulating the actual event, but rather talking "about" It In 8 more abstract way.
Another means of handling Issues that may be painful or controversial Is not to avoid them but to
appr~h

them Indirectly through the drama. It Is up to the facilitator to be sensitive enough to

notice the volatile situations and either provide alternative means of escape or creative
pressure-valve releases, such as humor, reversing roles, shirting the focus, taking a refreshment
break, or even discussing the nature of the discomfort Itself and ask Ing what the groups and the
Individuals choose to 00.
One way of getting to these Issues which the group may stili want to give attention to, Is to
enter them at an angle rather than head-on. Instead of staging a fuJI-on confrontation, the
facilitator may set up a role play of the potential aftermath, or play It In flashbacks, or in slow
motion as a football ~h would when reviewing the play and discussing what went wrong. Another
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suggestion Is to place the partiCipants In roles that 00 not directly Impact the problem, but only
Indirectly connect wlth the topiC. For Instance, If the Issue of abuse or terminal 111 ness has been
raised, 00 not play the persons most closely concerned with It, but play more distant relatives or
community personnel Involved, or even enter It from the vantage point of the media or hospital
personnel until partiCipants are ready to deal directly, If ever, with the particular issue.
Finding other metaphors and analogous situations is a method of indirectness that is most
common In scripture and can also be applied to this area of protection in creative drama. Locating
characters and s1tuatlons that are Similar to the Issue at hand but are from a different time,
another culture, a generation removed In age or even from a Similar llterary piece Is a way of
entering the problem obliquely. Placing an issue from the past or one with historical significance
Into a contemporary setting Is also often quite useful. How would racial Intolerance such as
occurred In Nazi Germany be translated to a time and place within our own society? How would the
handling of defiance In contemporary aoolescence compare with the same at the turn of the
century? In other words, move the current personal Issue forward and backward In time and
space.
Expanding roles from scripture to give them personal significance and validity Is another
way of indirectly dealing with hot Items of the day. As Ecclesiastics suggests "there Is nothing new
under the sun," so might the creative drama participants also find Incidents of almost all the
problems they face today In the writings of Socrates, Moses, St. Paul and Shakespeare. At any
rate, with some creative brainstorming, the facilitator may find numerous options and angles
when entering creative drama that still allow discovery and growth through this powerful tool,
without the sticky prospects of Individuals feeling pressured to self-disclose.

H. Guideline: Take Responsibility to Interupt or Stop the Creative Drama
The creative drama may be run through completely at one shot until It naturally winds
oown and comes to closure. Most likely, though, the facilitator will watch and determine a time at
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wh1ch 1t would be best to stop. Th1s stopptng may be when the drama seems logtcally to have ended,
but may be draggtng on unt11 an outside closure Is Imposed. The stopping may be suggested when
the group cast of characters or pair of players seem to be coming to a solution, but the facilitator
would llke to prolong this moment In order to insert another angle, problem, or suggestion for
handling the finish. Stoppings may be suggested throughout as the facilitator encour8I}JS the
players to dtscuss what Just happened or to switch roles or to replay a sect1on. With practice,
sensitivlty and lntultion, and with knowing one's own group, the facilitator wlll be able to
determine the most creative ways of guiding the process along from start, to bocty, to finish. Gare
should be taken to be sensitive to possible closures such as when the group has seen enough of the
problem through the Improvised enactment to now analyze it In discussion and make helpful
suggestions. There are times also when cutting the playing might be expedient if the group
becomes capable of projecting a number of possible solutions and endings. Another time to invoke
stoppage Is when the group is struggling too hard, has reached an impasse, has degenerated into
useless s1111ness or has drifted away In attention and continuing would only mean a waste of time.
The facilitator may select to terminate the creative drama when it is obvious the group has seen
enough of the situatton to further analyze the problem tn dtscusston. It may also be termtnated
when the facilitator perceives the group has reached a blockage or a point at which they can !J) no
further without further discussion or a changed focus. There is also a natural point at which one
may Intuitively sense it has run Its course. It Is usually best to cease a creative venture of any
kind a little too early rather than much too late.

I.

Guldellne: Facl1ltate a Follow-up Discussion
Creative drama should rarely be used without follow-up evaluation and analysis. It is

during this particular step that what has taken place during the dramatic, improvised enactment,
finds its focus and application. The discussion is a time to crystallize the experience in such a w&y
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that the partIcIpants may stand back and take an objecUve look at what took place and gaIn some
unoorstandlng of Its Implications. This Is the step durIng whIch spec1flc awareness and subsequent
learnIng may take place. It Is the perIod of reflectIon and appl1caUon In the experlenUallearnlng
~le.
i

The facilItator should be prepared with questions to guIde the exploration after the

dramatIc playIng. The focus of the play will help ootermlne the dIrectIon the questIon and analysIs
will take. SOme of the questIons and dIscussIon will deal with the process, while others w1ll deal
with the content. If the play was desIgned to be prImarIly method-centered, the dIscussIon w1ll
focus on some of the Issues whIch were presented as part of the set-up guloollnes, now focusIng on
the attitudes whIch surfaced concernIng the Issue durIng the play. The post-enactment dIscussIon
in this case may seek to reinforce behavior through observations which were made concerning
behaviors whIch emer~ out of attitudes. SOme of the questions w1ll deal with what the player felt
and why during the enactment, as well as what his or her responses were to the behavior of the
other players. The questions may prompt a sharing of Insights gained during the enactment that
the players discovered about themselves. In some cases, If the play was desIgned to be a practice
for a sk1ll or behavIor, the questions may focus on havIng the partIcipant try to Integrate what was
learned with what hoc! been prevIously taught, or now to look at his or her problem-solving
methoos, recISion-makIng technIques, and Interpersonal skills.
SOme of the questions for the post-enactment dIscussIon and analysIs will occur to the
facIlitator as he or she watches the process and the behaviors that arose during the playing. Other
questions will be a part of the InitIal purpose for oolng the play. for example: Old It meet Its
obJectives? The discussion and evaluation may take place In a variety of ways. If the exercise was
handled In such a way that small groups or dlads en~ In sImultaneous playIng, the players may
then be encour~ to discuss privately with their partners first what they perceived happened;
what they thought would happen, but dId not; what they were surprised happened; how they would
00 It dIfferently If they enacted It agaIn; alternatIve solutions, and so forth. Cluster groups may
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also 00 this kind of discussion. Another option is for the fac111tator to open up the discussion and
evaluation to the enUre group, observers as well as participants. QuesUons 11ke the following are
often asl<ed:
-How were the conntcts handled? How feasible are the alternative solutions?
-How might the various approaches be applied?
-How could this have been oone differently? What could have been handled better?
-What did the characters want and what were they willing to 00 to get It?
-Why did Individuals respond the W$f they did? What are alternative w$fs of responding In this
situation and In others similar to it?
-How was the story line spontaneously driven? Which Information used was plausible and which
was suspicious?
-How 00 the performers feel? What was discovered personally and as a group?
These questions are generic enough to get most groups discussing specifically about the experience
they Just hoo. The facilitator

m$f

make the questions more specific as the evalUation goes Into

more depth and certain Issues emerge as of greater Importance.
There Is a delicate balance to be maintained during this phase of the creative drama
session. The diSCUSSion and evaluation needs direction and some control so that the objectives of
the Instructor or the predetermined agenda of the group are achieved, but freeOOffi must also be
extended to allow the adult learners to make fKXlltlonaJ discoveries that they or the Instructor hoo
not expected. SUfficient guidance must be gIVen to start and move the dIscussion along and to keep
U from derailing or bogging down on minor detailS, while at the same time freeOOm Is given to tal<e
off on tangents that might net serendipitous discoveries. This sensitivity on the part of the
facilitator to know when and how to maneuver In and out of this kind of guidance will come with
experience and confidence. In ooult groups, particularly, the co-operative discussion of a topic of
mutual concern Is orten altynamlc that occurs effectively when all sense ownership of the Issue.
There are yet other creative w$fs of handling the follow-up evaluation and discussion
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that Involve even further creattve drama enactment. DurIng the dIscussIon, the partIcIpants may
remain in role and discuss how they felt about the experience from their character's point of view.
The participants may also line up in league with one viewpoint or another and discuss the finding
either while still in role or moving out of role. The participants may also breaK up the group
momentarily to write pr1vately 1n journals e1ther In character or as themselves about the role
experIence before they open themselves up for general discussion. As a part of the d1scusslon on
insights, the ChrIstIan education facilitator may also ask what connections the discover1es have to
spIritual matters, the Christian life, the role of the church, the roles the individuals play outs1de
the present context, the varIous stages of faith development and so forth. Another exercIse
involving the maKing of metaphorical connections may be a part of the post-enactment discussion.
How was the enactment or findings from it similar to this or that scripture or another religious
concept? As the fac111tator is sensitive and open, questions and guidelines toward conduct1ng this
part of the session wm come with increased intuit1ve ease and spiritual direction.
The facilItator Is encour~ to pose quest10ns and gIve gUIdance to the partiCIpants to
help them consider ways they may process the insights they have gained from the creative drama
in order to generalize them, and then to apply them. Some of the initial questioning may be asked of
the indivIduals using their role names so that they respond to the behaviors of the character
rather than as their own behavIor. This technique may help minimIze the potential threat a
partICIpant may feel If he or she Is critIcIzed for the behavIor chosen. If It was the character's
choice, this provides a dimension of detachment so that the participant may part1cipate more
objectively 1n1t1ally. The performer has the option of d1scloslng whether or not he personally Is
in agreement with his character's attitudes and actions. The facilitator may then choose to discuss
decisions and behaviors of the performers later when the atmosphere appears to be open and
inviting to this Kind of introspection.
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J. Guloollne: Determine If a Re-enactmentW'ould Help Reach the Objectives

The facllltator Is remfnOOd here that the experiential learnIng process of activities such
as creative drama may sometimes not be perceived as complete until a new learning or discovery
1s used and tested behaviorally. One way of giving opportunity to ootermlne this learning Is to
have a re-enactment of the play following the dIscussIon. There are several reasons for usIng
re-enactment as a part of the creative drama process. If there Is somethIng In the situation that
could have been played differently or that the players now wish they had played dIfferently, thIs Is
the tIme to try It out. If there are added dImensIons about the situation that came up durIng the
discussion, a re-enactment is the time to add these dimensions to see whether they affect the role
In reality or If they were Just suooestlons that were not very realistic. An opportunity to 00 It
over again, this time to 00 it differently or with more insight and sensitivity, is not always the
k.lnd of opportunity that life Itself affords.

ThIs Is another !PXJ reason, then, to allow that

opportunity through re-enactment. The "If onlys" and "what 1fs" and "I wishes" might then be
reallzecJ through add1t1onal role playing and also further dIscuSSed In a fInal wrap-up dIscussIon.
Are-enactment Is also an opportunIty to seal learning that may have tak.en place during
the evaluatIon dIscussIon. It Is a tIme to practice what may have been dIscovered and to test
whether what was discuSSed verbally is now truly held In the attituoo which wm affect the
behavior. A re-enactment may also provloo practice for a newly-dIscovered sk.111. The
re-enactment may be sImply a continuation of the previous drama or it may be a playing out of an
alternate endIng or a different solutIon or another way of approachIng the begInnIng or the climax.
In the re-enactment, an orIgInal observer may apprecIate having a chance to tak.e on a character
role and Integrate Insight he was able to glean from hIs posItion of non-physIcal Involvement. ThIs
additional run-through may now incluoo new players or may switch the roles of the previous
players. It may Incluoo addIng a new creative dImensIon 1I1<e playIng alter-egos or mirrorIng
another's behavior. At any rate, the re-enactment is an opportunity for further exploration mare
after new dIscovery. When opportunity knocks, open the !b:Jr.
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K. Gulool1ne: Wrap Up by facll1tatlng Evaluation and Providing a Sense of Closure
After the analysis and any re-enactments, the creative drama session Is then concluded
with a final discussion, or wrap up. This step Includes working out any OO1ltlonal discoveries that
may have been made during the re-enactment. It also then summarizes, generalizes, and
concludes. After generalizations are mare, conclusions about the experience are discussed. What
was learned overall and how might 1t be applied? These conclusions should first come from the
. participants. The teacher or facilitator Is encouraged to resist the temptation to jump In with the
answers or to sermonize during this time. Discoveries that are made by the participants stand a
better chance of becoming their own knowledge and being more meaningful to them In the end.
During this step, the participants may make suggestions about future sessions and other Issues or
possible resources to look for In the Interim until the next meeting. This Is an Ideal time for the
facll1tator to bridge the experience wUh future prospects while Interest may be high because of
having just participated In an experiential learning situation that he and the participants perceive
was satisfying.
Particularly In creative drama sessions In adult Christian education settings, care
should be taken to Introouce new approaches to the bible with sensitivity. As previously discussed
In Chapter Two In the section on stages of faith, Individuals are In various levels of spiritual
raoolness and oovelopment. This may be the case even among the group of a single class where
Individuals wl11 sometimes hold quite diverse opinions and background training In regards to
scriptural and spiritual content. Therefore, most InstrUctions must be fairly explicit to Insure
total group understanding. The facilitator must be sensitive In terms of maintaining an accurate
raoolng at given moments of where the members of the group are emotionally concerning the
InCidents which have taken place In the group as well as the Issues and concerns which have been
raised and dealt with.
At the conclusion of the exercises and sessions, the facilitator should Include final
evaluations so that the learners have a bridge over which to travel towards the next learning. It
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need not be, and probably should not be, a call for sermonizing. Ne1ther shOuld 1t be a simple
redacUon of what happened: 1.e., "In case you didn't get n, this Is what we have conclUded." But the
final evaluaUon and wrap up should provide a sense of closure. It Is a 9J(Xl time for brief, s11ent,
med1taUon to seal what one has discovered.
CelebraUon and/or worship are mUng closures for the adult ChrlsUan educaUon class.
Thank.sglvlng may also be a part of the closing moments. Suggestions rising from the partiCipants
on how to contlnue In the vein of the discoveries, going farther on and further In, may be
discussed. Evaluat10ns on what work.ed and what did not work. and why this or that happened can
help inform future plans. An open look. at whether objectives were met should be both an Informal
part of the whole group process and a formal part of the fac111tator's self-cr1tlque.
Once a;J8in a warning is given a;J8inst the tenden~ in religious education settings to top
off an experience with a sermon or final control by a pastoral or ministerial figure. Some have
suggested that it might even be an occupational hazard of the clergy to be placed apart, sometimes
on a peoostal of k.nowledge, toward which the people turn for the answers to their needs and
personal problems. Since a pastor Is often also considered a counselor, the expectatlons of the
congregat1on are that he or she Is there w1th the final word or the advised dlrect10n one should tak.e
with his or her llfe. This mantle often falls to the Christian educator as well. So, whlle the pastor
or fac111tator may not himself be tempted to close the session w1th a five minute so-there-1t-Is
wrap up, some of the members of the group may be tempted to ask. him for one., look.ing to him for
a universal answer. It Is strongly advised that this temptatlon be resisted, for It often has the
tenden~

to give final closure which sometimes only serves to shut the <bJr to further questioning

or searching. The group may come up wlth a consensus for what they have discovered and may
affirm the positive strides they have made as a group and as Individuals. The group may even mak.e
determlnat10ns about future directions and decisions that might come as a result of the discoveries
they made during the session. They should also be encouraged to recognize that their learning is
rarely final and closed, for It may continue to provide bridges to even further discoveries.
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OUIDELINES fOR BR(w)ENINO THE INITIAL DIMENSIONS Of CREATIVE DRAMA WITH
ALTERNATIVE AND ANCILLARY TECHNIQUES

Thus far we have considered several "standard" creative drama techniques. It Is now tlme
to consider several eO:IlUonal techniques that can have a profound effect on the outcome of a
creative drama session.

A. Guideline: Consider Alternative Techniques to Achieve Creative Drama Goals

facilitators might borrow from creative problem-solving techniques and
brainstorming philosophies to maneuver around and ooJust the creative drama experience as well.
Visualizing the extreme opposite of the situation and playing It out In all Its contrasts may allow
the participants to suddenly get a different perspective from this alternate view. Creative
problem solving often looks at the flip side for alternatives. Looking at the space around the
problem Insteoo of the problem Itself Is a way of letting the context stimulate a different
perspective. The players may step back from the actual characters and play secondary characters
Insteoo to get a more objective view of the problem. They may play their roles Insteoo as children
who are more audacious and freer to speak and act. They may play the characters In a given
situation as foreigners who are not tied to the cultural and language expectations originally played
and may therefore look at the situation with fresh eyes. Looking at the space around the problem
also means looking at the environment and the circumstances leoolng up to a conflict that may have
affected a relationship. Assuming that all of one's Information Is wrong and nothing Is as It appears
(not unlike Alice In Wonderland) Is another tactic of creative problem solving. Putting the play
Into a fantasy setting, looking only at the things unoone and the words unspoken, assuming that
rumors are false, (and the list may

(J)

on and on) are methods of making the mind think In

alternative ways. What we see Is not always what we get. Human behavior Is extremely
unpredictable. Individual perceptions vary. Creative drama may help participants r~nlze and
realize these unique differences and learn to oojust to them In tolerance of ambiguity and In
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adaptatton based on new knowl~ and Insight.
Further creaUve alternaUves for the Improvised play Include a variety of techniques
of performance during the drama. Soliloquy is an optton the performer has of turning out and
delivering aloud In a styl1zed manner the Inner thoughts of the charocter. It Is assumed that the
other charocters ro not hear these 11nes, but the observers receive an ock:Ied dimension to the
char-octer and the subtext--usually what Is not often spoken aloud, but Is thought. These thoughts
may disclose the contradictory nature of the emottons to that of the verbal and physical behavior.
Hlfi1en feelings, mottvaUons, and thoughts of the charocter are disclosed during the so1I1oquy. The
soliloquy gives the performer an opportunity to express inner feelings of the charocter that the
charocter

roes

not feel free to express to other charocters In the sltuaUon. This Is a way also for

the role performer to deal with the conscience of the charocter while also making decisions about
the charocter's behavioral choices.
Another creative technique In Improvised playing situations Is the use of roubles. The
rouble Is another person who stands along side the charocter In role and becomes another part of
that character's personality. The rouble may provide tnJltlonaJ material for the player, may
explore motives, feelings and concerns that are not occurring to the octor as he or she performs.
This other performer also provides the function of speaking aloud to the Initial performer what he
pera~lves

the other's thoughts and feelings to be. The rouble may be able to help the performer

consider alternative attitudes and behaviors for his charocter. Doubling In this case Is not unlike
a person talking to himself and thus being able to brainstorm Internally on a more Intense level.
The double helps the protEglnlst deal with his own resistances and make discoveries In the manner
of twt[) haOOs being better than one. While some of these other opinions and Insights may come out
In r~Jular discussion as a form of teochlng, the format of creative drama using other charocters to
speak the minds of differing opinions and attitudes, may more readily allow the differences to come
forth by means of the role than they may be able to when the speaker shares his or her thoughts
direcllly to agroup without the protective mask of achBrocter first.
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MIrrorIng Is a means by whIch another actor copIes the behavIor of the performer and
shows him how he Is behaving. The mirror may be eXBf}Jerated and deliberately distorted In order
to make a point or to arouse in the prot8l}Jnlst a reaction to determine whether he does perceive
himself or the enactment of the role this way or not. Mirroring may also be a way of showing how
others besides the performer perceIve the role.
Reversing roles Is a technique that some facilitators Sf!'Iis a must when dealing with
Interpersonal conflicts. It Is a primary way of developing empathy. Particularly In conflict, the
reversal of roles helps the individual see the other's viewpoint and perhaps come up with a more
sensitive solution. It also puts him Into the framework. whereby he must solve the very problem
he may have been Instrumental In causing. Reversing the role In a situation where two have been
in conflict puts the individual at an advantage to have to think and feel from the viewpoint of a
person he does not like or understand, thus providing opportunity to develop a new sensitivity and
tolerance. J. l. Moreno 1n hIs book. on PsychOdrama writes about the Implications of revers1ng
roles when he Sf!'IS that "persons who are Intimately ocqualnted reverse roles more easily than
those who are separated by a wide psychological, ethnic, or cultural distance. In soclodrama,
however, there are values to be derived from error In Identification due to this distance and
misunderstanding can at times be reduced" ( 191 ).
An OOjIUonal technique is projecting the role into the future. This technique helps the
partiCipants to explore how they mIght resolve a conflict or realize a sltuatton In the future and to
plan so that they can better reach their ~ls even now. Unlike real11fe, time in creative drama
epIsodes, can be pushed, pulled, and OOjusted to fit the needs and speculations of the situation. If an
event In the enactment refers to a future event, the following enactment may Include that very
future event. l1kewlse with the past. Enactments can look back at what may have caused certain
things to happen and play them out slowly to view them more critically, or even play them out In a
dIfferent way, the way It could have been or should have been. Some practitIoners have determined
that this re-playlng of a past event with a new perspective helps put It In a different frame of
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reference so that it may now be tolerated or so that people may learn from past errors. What one
may not have seen then because one was too close, one may see now and replay the event to Include
the new percept10ns and thus deal with a potent1al Similar future event with addlt10nallnsight and
new coping tools or vehicles of communication.
With future events, one may conjecture about how it can be handled, may practice the
alternative posslb11lt1es and thereby feel better prepared for the actual event when It arrives.
This Idnd of creative drama has the same value as simulations for astronauts preparing for llfe In
space or soldiers for battle or lawyers for trials. These are forms of practice for life, without the
sometimes deadly consequences of mistakes.

Creative drama of this nature has been effective

among counselors of special needs people who are being trained to re-enter society. Physical
therapists often use some k.ind of role play to help chemotherapy patients and paraplegics cope
with altered relationships, their own self-concepts and suspected prejudices back In their
communlt1es after their hospital stays. Counselors In drug rehabilitation programs and
re-Integratlon programs for parolees have used role play In future projection successfully for
practicing job InterViews, resistance to peer pressure, and family healing. Family and marriage
counselors have also used this role play technique to help Individuals attempt to heal their
relationships and practice alternative behaviors when the same conflicts Inevitably arise again in
the future.

B. ConsIder Incorporating Anclllarv Vehicles In the Creative Drama
The following are suOO3Sted tools or vehicles whIch the creative drama facllltato!' may
Include In the session In order to enhance the experience, establish a certain atmosphere, and
point the student toward a varIety of learning modes. An effective creative drama facilitator may
experIence success without Incorporating any of these sUOO3Stlons and by sImply engIYJlng the
group In plannIng, enactment and evaluation much the same way an effective dIscussIon laooer
might be able to do. However, the Inculcation of such devIces as music and Journal-keeping, can
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ao:J a special dimension which may make the experience for the parUclpant that much richer.

These are also tools that can help the fac11ltator pace a glven sesslon ln such a way that the group
may actually go through the experlentlal c.ycle of acttve to reflectlve learnlng.
• Muslc. Muslc may be used as an atmospherical and physical warm up. At Umes a music
select10n may set the tone for leisurely pacing or the mooct for humor and excttement. Music may
say ln one selection what a hundred words of set-up and explanation may not be able to say ln twlce

the Ume. Muslc may also provide a sound buffer around an acUvity so that Individual voices may
not be exposed or attended to as the participants en~ in improvisation or discussion. MUSical
background when the participants arrive may set an alr of expectan~ and antlclpatlon, !J:lttlng
people ln the mood to Interact. Hearlng taped call1ope, Dlxieland, or jazz muslc upon enterlng the
room sends a message to the participants to expect up-beat exercises to follow. It may help !J:lt
them Into the mooct for friendly lnteractlon. Inserting slower classical muslc at given junctures
may help provide a transformation of tempo and mooct. The lyrlcs or melodles of great hymns and
worship songs may provide an lntroductlon to a rellglous theme for the creative drama. MusIc
may be used as a polnt of collecUve sharIng to encourage the lndlvlduals to untte ln thelr listening,
slnglng and appreclatlon of the song. Especlally ln the church where It ls a key stimulant for
worShip, music should be recognized as a fam111ar activity that all engage In during most
gatherlngs of the communlty of faith. Therefore, It ls a comfortable tool to use for some of the
beginnings of creaUve drama
The facilitator should keep a file of musIc su~tlons for starting or followIng up specIfic
themes for creative drama. He or she mIght also keep a small collection of taped Instrumental
music with various tempos, moo:ls and themes to use for warm ups, during physical exercises and
for non-dIstracting background sound. These 00 not all have to be selections of a religious nature.
Some classIcal and folk musIc are very effectIve for these purposes. One must remember that
vocal selectIons and lyrIcs will rarely move Into the background sound posItion, for people wIll
either consciously or sub-consciously listen to the words. Some selectIons will be chosen
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primarily for what the lyrics Sf!.! and how they f1t Into or juxtapose with the theme of the exercise
and In this case a d1fferent kind of attending Is given to the music. other musical seleCtions are
used only for the purpose of establishing moOO or atmosphere to help another activity to move
along. other music Is yet selected as a screening device, to muffle the sounds of voices planning
and discussing when groups are working simultaneously In the same room.
• aroup arrangements. SOme creative drama fac1l1tators have worked effectively with
groups of fifty or more, but they usually try to find a Wft./ to break the group Into smaller
segments. Of course, the larger the group the more cumbersome each detail becomes. Alarger
group takes longer to process information, to communicate in various mcxles, to change physical
arrangements and to follow directions. The Ideal maximum size for a group participation exercise
is approximately thirty. The smallest size for adequate interaction and feedback is four. Breaking
any size group Into clusters of two, three and four Is best for purposes of total Interaction and
comfort of Individuals.
Aworkable format Is to give Introouctlons and directions to the entire group first. Allow
individuals to process the information or to meditate, center down, and reOOy' themselves for the
experience. Clearing one's mind and collecting one's thoughts Is the first step In readiness.
Depending on the nature of the exercise and the moOO of the group this phase mft./ be brief or mft./
I

take considerable time. After individual readiness, the facilitator mft./ break the group Into small
clusters. This mft./ be achieved by purely arbitrary methods; "turn to the one next to you, count
off In two's or three's, work with the people across the table from you," and so forth. Or It mft./
be prompted by need within the theme of the exercise; "get t~ther with another woman, or man,
or teacher or person who has read that selection or has that concern." The facl Jltator may decide
I

over the course of time that Individuals would beneflt from Inter-relating with others In the
group If they have persevered In choosing partners only from the ones they alreOOy' feel close to.
This purposeful upsetting of the apple cart can be achieved throughout the time of a single session,
by calling out directions to now find a new

partner. This may also be achieved by having pairs who
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nave workecJ togetner, Jotn wnn anotner paIr, tnen nave me alternate partners work wnn eacn
other. The changing of partners should not be characterized by Intentions to break friendships up
or to force others to relate around the group. The handlfng of group makeup must be done wfth an
attitude of enthusiasm over change rather than the imposition of change.
Groups accomplfsh more discussion when they are smaller, so It stands to reason that no
one will be left out from talking If the group Is composed of two. Dlads for dIscussIon and
dIscovery Is a !Jl(XJ way to start groups In exercIses. The two may be open wfth each other and feel
free to share wfthout concern for Interruptfons. They may establIsh trust rather quIckly because
Of the one-on-one ab111ty to lfsten and have eye contact. MovIng Into trIads adds an element of
unevenness whIch stimulates the group to pull in dlfferent dIrections. ThIs pullIng and giving
amongst three members may become a creative opportunity to find balance. It is difficult to find
balance wUh a trIangle, because Issues cannot too easily l1ne up on one side or the other. Triads
are an effective step up from dlads in the small group process. Groups of four and five prOVIde
some of the same opportunules that dlads and trIads do, but they also add to the quantity of Input
and Us diversity. The addItional quantity splits the time that each IndIvidual shares, but It also
adds to the amount of creatfVfty each one may draw from In problem-solVing. The facllUator must

decide In each Incident which Is the optimum size group to accomplish the purposes of each step of
the experIence.
• Silence and medltatton. The Inward-outward-Inward pattern of dIscovery durIng
creative drama requires time for processing. In the adult ChrIstian education class, Silence and
medltatton should be a part of the ebb and flow of ImpressIon and expressIon. PonderIng small and
large dIscoverIes Is necessary In order to make them one's own. Even though the facilitator feels
the tyrannical snap of time's demands at hIs heels, he must allow for Silence and for the
opportunity to find the center of one's spirit In which the new truths are beIng processed and flied.
Silence orten allows the opportunIty for one to hush out the noIse and demand of others, while
listening for the stili small voice of the Spirit. Meditation allows one to ~ deeper with the silence
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and unlocl( hlaEn treasures of soul.
The facilitator should not fear moments of silence even during or following energetic
exchange. There is nothing wrong with waiting before an answer is offered. The group should
learn that It Is acceptable to occasionally find oneself without words to respond. It Is not the end of
the world If an exercise subdues Into non-verbals and even silence. In fact, It may be the very
trigger needed to allow the right brain to create new metaphorical Images. Silence Is often a
preluoo to well-chosen words and creative actions and the facilitator shOuld see to the pacing that
allows these moments of silence to happen.
Stopping pOints for brief meditation before an exercise, sometimes during, and oofinitely
afterwards should be a part of the cognitive planning of the facilitator. They should also be
expected as a part of the Intuitive response of the facilitator when he or she becomes aware of the
need to settle down, center In, and ponoor. That Is not to say that meditation has to be deOOly
serious and boring. It may be a time of mental and spiritual refreshing. The facilitator must be
sensitive enough and In tune enough with the group and the process to know when It Is necessary
and when It would be simply nice, and how long It should go on.
• Journal keeping. Ronald KJug's book, How to Keep a Spiritual Journal, suooests that a
journal can be more than a daily diary. "A journal Is also a tool for self-discovery, an aid to
concentration, a mirror for the soul, a place to generate and capture Ideas, a safety valve for the
emotions, a training ground for the writer, and a ~ friend and confidant" (Klug, 9). This
writer also recommends Journal keeping for the facilitator and the participants of creative drama
classes.
Since the creative drama exercise Is a tool for self-discovery, the personal Journal Is an
aid In processing and recording that discovery and growth. It Is helpful for participants to bring
journals with them to the sessions at all times. The journal may provloo material from which to
build creative drama themes If the participant has recorOOd concerns and InSights throughout the
week while away from the group. The journal Is also a place where the participant may further
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process and record what has happened In the group and how It then relates to outside relationships
and experiences. It may then provide an on-gJlng meter of growth which is tangible and concrete.
When the memory falls, the Journal remembers.
As a part of the medttatfon process before and after creative drama exercises, the student
may write In the Journal those Insights and questions that have come to mind while evaluating In
silence. He or she also may wrtte about those things that were disturbing or of an "aha!" nature
during the exercise. This becomes a way of recording those Ideas and concerns that have not yet
been worked out and need further conslderatlon, but would be easily lost In the shuffie of so much
to think on. The participants also record what they think they have discovered, the metaphorical
brl~

to understanding, so that the Journal may become a treasure trove of Insightful gems.

When the memory wears thin, the journal becomes a way of finding the gems to handle again. In
one sense, the Journal kept during the creative drama sessions also becomes a tangible memento of
the experIence. "As we reflect on our splrttual pilgrimage, we gain understanding of the (ty'namlcs
of splrttual 11fe: the obstocles, the predictable crIses, the doubts, and the means of groce to
overcome these. The preservation of these InSights and the memory of ODd's faithfulness promotes
an attttude of praise and thanksgIving" (Klug, 28). If the foci1ttator journals as well during the
session, she may not only respond to the Issues the participants are dea11ng with, but also record
her observations of the process. The journal may then be a means of her evaluating and adjusting
the experience as she gJes along. It therefore becomes a sort of traInIng manual for her, whereby
she may make cognItive evaluations of the process while In It. ProvidIng tlme for her to do this
whlle the others are responding to the session In their own Journals Is a welcomed prOVision for
memory. All too often focilltators are at the helm of the session throughout the entire time and
therefore must walt until the end of the day before they can sit doWn and try to recall all that
happened as well as the content of the individual responses. Allowing oneself to write observations
during the time gIven to the participants for their Journal responses, provIdes the foc111tator a
breather and a chance to record her reoctions to the process while they are fresh In her mind.
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The personal journal may become a prIvate spoce of quIet sol1tude: a ploce to befriend
oneself and to explore the unIqueness of one's l1fe Journey. The Journal was a vUal part of the l1ves
of key leaders in the church, as well as monastic communities In the past when 1t was used as a
ploce of reflectIon as well as a form of communIcatIon with future generattons. Those IndIvIduals
often wrote in their journals during t1mes of loneliness and crisis as well as during spiritual
quests and Intellectual challenges. The journals l1kewlse provIded a locatton to express responses
to victory and joy as well as defeat and searching.

"In these journals they have found

companIonship, emottonal release, clarlf1catlon, resolutlon, the self-affirmatlon required for
courage, the discovery of spiritual resources, and a deeper appreciation of their lives" (Klug,
11). Journal keepIng may be quIckly becomIng an exercIse of the past In tooay's fast-paced
society. These are all reasons why this writer includes journal writing in the process of growth
through creatIve drama.
This is not to suooest taKing an extensive amount of time on journal writIng as part of the
sessIons, sInce creattve drama Is most effectfve In the wIng of the exercIse, but It may be valuable
to spend just enough time to record snippets of Insight before they are possibly lost to memory.
ThIs writer often suooests that the students first write theIr evaluations or InsIghts brIefly before
they discuss some of them In small groups. This kind of writing has a tendenLY to focus their
thoughts so that their discussIons then have a dlrectfon from which to start. If they are shared,
the participants' Journals also provide a source of direction and evaluation for the focilltator as
well as a place for the participant to "speaK" In private to the foclJltator. The particIpant may
write notes to hImself and to the foclJltator In the Journal. These may be simple musings about
personal dIscoveries or they may be direct requests or observations about the class. WrIting these
notes In the Journals, provIdes for some partfclpants a form of detoched communIcatIon, safe and
slightly removed, but stili shared. The focllltator and the partIcIpant may always decIde If and
when they might be able to talk directly about these thIngs after the journal entry has opened the
opportunIty.
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The personal spiritual Journal may also be a vehicle for prayer. Writing may be a
focusIng act, whereby the mInd In meditation can select Images and words more easily as the blXty
Is physically engaged In motion--symbol-maklng with pen on paper. SeeIng the words on the page
may help to order the mInd to contInue in thought, meditation and prayer withIn a theme. It can
provIde a discipline for concentratIon. It may also be a vehicle for giving order to thought.
Journal keeping often helps provIde balance In the creative drama experIence between whole blXty
physical expression and exploration through performance and smaller blXty expression by verbal
discussIon In groups, juxtaposed wIth an Internal eva1uatlon and process through meditation, and
outward form-taking of that meditation and evaluatIon through writing.
The actIvities listed above help to keep the creatIve drama session balanced In size of
movement and form of action between a variety of activity styles. From large group total
partlclpatlon on one end of the spectrum to Individual meditation and journal writing at the other
end of the spectrum, the variety helping keep the session alive with changIng pace and purpose.

GUIDELINES FOR POST PROORAM ASSESSMENT

The ooult Christian educator using creative drama exercises should follow the experiences
with ( 1) personal evaluatIon and (2) program evaluation. Although evaluation should be a part of
the total expp.rlence with the group, Involving the participants In It at the end of the entire session
as well as throughout the exercIses, the facilItator must then follow the group tIme of evaluatIon
with a dIfferent kInd of evaluation by herself when determInIng the success of the plan and the
future prospects for the group. Looking back at the preliminary objectIves and the guideltnes for
each segment, the facilitator should determIne what kind of success was hoo and where
adjustments must be made. ThIs evaluatlon process may be accomplfshed through several vehIcles.
The facilitator first must maintaIn an attitude of Intuitive evaluation throughout the entire
process, always seizing and noting attitudes and responses of the participants in order to
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spontaneously oojust the process whlle It Is happening and to take note of future Input and
ooj ustments based on the present occurrences.
The facllltator also enlists the aid of the students In the on~lng process of evaluation, so
that their Incidental and enlisted feedback are significant factors In evaluating their responses to
the process and their notions about their own growth. This feedback comes through Informal
communication In casual conversation and In the application and evaluation discussions throughout
the process. It also comes through their recorded notions of their Insights and growth In their
journals which they are Invited to share with the facilitator ( If they wish) as a means of Indirect
communication and monitoring of process. The students may also

~e

Informally and formally

Interviewed as to their response and perceived reactions to their own growth or lack thereof. This
shall be discussed further at the end of this section. Finally, the participants may respond on
measurement devices such as questionnaires and evaluation forms.
The facilitator may also receive more objective evaluation If he Is able to enlist the help of
an outside observer or colleague who can sit In on the sessions and peruse what Is happening
without giving the participants the Impression they have an audience. This observer may also be a
conduit of Information concerning participant response for the facilitator If he remains a neutral
person and Is seen as an oovocate for the participants and a help to the facilitator.
A. Guidelines for Personal Evaluation
The facilitator must now review the expected guidelines and anticipated outcomes for
experientially designed learning and determine whether or not the Individual session and the
entire program maintained adherence to the given pattern. The following areas and questions may
be asked by the facilitator on an Informal Intuitive level as he evaluates the session Immediately
following Its closure. They may then be asked Informally of the participants In Interviews If the
situation affords for this to happen without placing what may be percleved by the partltlpants as
artificial or restrictive measures on an experience which Is supposed to be spontaneous and
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unselfconsclous.
• Asse<>s Needs Fulfillment In the area of ooult education, It Is suggested that significant
learning takes place when the SUbject matter Is perceived by the participant as having relevance
for his or her own purposes. The facilitator may now ask If this was Indeed the case In the
creative drama session. Old It appear that the issues which were dealt with had personal meaning
to the members of the group? This may often be determined by how much Involvement the
members eXhibited: was there animated discussion; was there an atmosphere of vibrant exchange;
did the majority of the group participate In the selection of the Issues and then In the dealing with
them through the dramatic Interpretations; did they give Indications of the Impact of the session on
them personally In the final evaluation and possibly In Informal feedback afterwards?
•

A~

the Learnin(] Atmosohere "When threat to the self is low, experience can be

perceived In differentiated fashion and learning can proceed" (Mosley, 29). Mlltlonal
conSiderations for evaluation of participatory learning may be Included In the following
observations.

The facilitator may review the creative drama session and asK whether the

atmosphere of the learning process provided for a reduction In threat to the Individual. Old it
appear that external threats were at a minimum so that the learning opportunities could be more
easily assimilated? In the active Involvement of the planning, during the enactments and in the
discussions, were most of the Individuals exhibiting the Kind of participation which reflects
openness, a search for truth and understanding, and a willing freeoom to express? Could the
facilitator perceive from the tone and tenor of the Interpersonal communication and the group
Interaction that Individuals felt enervated by the process and partiCipated voluntarily, 8O:llng
constructively to the group resources from which all would draw to maKe 8O:l1tlonal discoveries?
What levels of understanding did the facilitator perceive were reoched In the discussion process as
well as during the enactments? Old the group seem anxious to continue and were they able to
generate 8O:litlonal material and questions for further maneuvering through the process?
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• Assess CreatIve StImUlatIon anQ ResDQn~ other basIc beneflts 01 creatIve drama whlCh
are applauded by proponents of the 11eld should be considered when evaluating the effectiveness of
the program. Creative drama experts suooest that conSistent participation and experience in this
art form may exhibit a cultivation of poise, self-confidence, bexly coordination, vocal flexlblltty,
listening sk111s, critical sk111s and fluency of expression. These strides are particularly evident in
chl1dren who are st1l11n process of developing these skills. They also mention that creative drama
has had the effect for some of stimulating creative abilities, developing Inner resources and
Imaginative experiences. The exercises have been known to promote creative thinking, teamwork,
cooperation, empathy, and dependability whlle encouraging Individuals to Interact effectively with
each other.
Whlle the above are general proposed benefits of creative drama as well as many segments
of participatory education within traditional learning enVironments, they may also provide a
framework from which the facilitator might evaluate the value of the exercises she prepared and
gUided. Old some of the positive benefits Indeed come about on behalf of the partiCipants? While
many of the above might only be observed over a long term, perhaps some of the others may
become evident In a single session. The notions of empathy, teamwork, cooperation, dependability
and creative interaction are some of the very bases from which creative drama ultimately must
function. Indeed, If teamwork and cooperation were to severely break oown, the session could not
continue. Since creative drama Is for the most part a communal and socially engaging process, In
order for It to succeed, some of the very basic features of cooperative group work must be In place
and maintained or In the process of Intentional development for the session to even get off the
ground. Most of the evidence and outcomes of the above objectives and benefits of using the
strategy of creative drama with a group are noted only the facilitator who has become well
acquainted with the group and how the Individual members function within the group and In their
Interpersonal relationships with each other. The observation of the behavioral objectives often
can only be perceived over a peried of time as the facilitator notes changes in attitude and behavior
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with IndIvIduals and In the group. Indeed, some of the behavIor can be questIoned and noted as It
comes up In the re-enactments, but to assure that the behavior has actually become a part of the
fibre of the person's character, one would have to observe over a longer period of time. The adult
Is also capable of a degree of objective evaluation concerning his own Internal growth. Therefore,
the journals serve as slgnlf1cant check guides for the participants to note how they have changed or
grown over a period of time during their involvement with creative drama sessions.
• Assess Christian Concern Content Some questioning guidelines by which the adult
Christian educator may evaluate the program will Include asking whether the Intentions of
Christian education for community and faith development are being actlressed In the sessions and
being met in the outcomes. These should provide a basis of evaluation for the creative drama
facilitator, particularly when consideration should be made for the purpose of the program and the
needs of the participants in the evangelical Christian setting. They have selected to be a part of a
church group and so their expectations are that the content will primarily deal with issues of faith
development and Christian concerns. As already proffered, the facilitator may ask again if the
event was conSistent with the objectives for instruction. Did the session reflect and Intention to
use the process to be helpful In fostering Interpersonal relationships In the bOOy' of Christ, to
develop the Individual's respect and love for himself so that he may more effectively love others.
Did it Involve the learners actively in the process so that they recognize their spiritual gifts and
foster creativity? Old It assist the learner in linking biblical knowledge and understanding of it
with hIs life as an active Christian? Was It an appropriate event for the time, the place and the
environment of Christian education? Foremost, did the process and content help nurture
development of empathy which could naturally lead to informed awareness and love for mankind?
Old It seem to be relative to the participants' experience and concerns: would they be able to apply
it to their real life and their spiritual growth; did they show signs of beginning to apply it

already? How generallzed was the theme? Did It isolate out the needs of only a few, or did it
encompass most of the needs and concerns of the group? Were the spiritual metaphors clear and
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appl1GaOle?
• Assess Facilitation of the Pr~. The facilitator must review the guidelines for effective
creative drama process and determine If the session did Indeed follow as closely as It could to the
suggestions for set up and procedure In order to assure optimal positive response. Questions he
must ask himself In regards to these factions Include: Was the presentation and the format clear
enough and easy enough for the participants to understand and follow? What kinds of additions,
deletions and reorganization can make the process of this particular thematiC session more
effective? Was the plan unrealistiC for what could adequately be accomplished In the amount of
time? Was It too rushed or did the process drag In places? Could there be more open-ended
Interaction If the time sequences were planned differently? Old the time planning slight the other
Important areas such as warm-up and debriefing? Was closure too abrupt or vague? How
flexible was I In behavior and with my plan?
Old the plan generate and sustain Interest for most of the partiCipants? Which ones did It not 00
this for and why? Were the partiCipants physically comfortable and able to be involved at the
level anticipated? Were the group arrangements beneficial to them? Were the viable connections
made that were antiCipated? What happened that hoo not been anticipated?

B. Guidelines for Prooram Evaluation
The potential lists for evaluation of creative drama may be almost endless when one
considers all the implications of teaching, learning, Individual needs, and objectives.

The

facilitator Is encouraged to Isolate those areas of concern that are particular to his or her group
and condition and Intuitively as weJl as OOJnltlvely determine when or how they have worked and
when or how they have not worked. When the facilitator ckJesthls final evaluation, these insights
help to Inform future planning If one has been honest with oneself during the process. Asking
specific Questions helps the facilitator get beyond a gut- level or skewed emotional notion of
whether the experience was successful or not and Into a level of planning that integrates
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rationality and objectivity as well as intuition and creativity.
A dimension of objective evaluation Is achieved when the facilitator Is able to enlist
observational feedback from another less Involved colleague. When the facilitator can engage an
asSistant who Is aware of the Initial objectives and who Is In a position to consistently observe the
proceedings as well as monitor the partiCipants' responses, this Individual may be an Invaluable
resource for final evaluation. After the facilitator (often with the aid of the participants)
evaluates each activity and self-contained event of the creative drama experience in adult
Christian education, he or she should take time to evaluate the whole program after several weeks
or months of using this particular method. This Is the crucial point at which objective Input Is
beneficial to the facilitator's evaluation process.
The following Is a possible questionnaire to use In Informal Interviews of the participants.
Twelve pOints which this researcher found which would be appropriate in seeking feedback on the
creative drama class Include:
• How is this time frame convenient and conducive for your partiCipation?
• How is the atmosphere attractive or distractive for you physically and emotionally?
• How are you encouraged or discouraged to partiCipate?
• How are your personal needs and concerns being or not being met?
• How have you been encouraged or not encouraged to explore, risk and grow?
• What developments have you rero;Jnized In your attitudes and behaviors from this experience?
• What creative strides 00 you think you have made?
• What exercises did you feel were beneficial, frivolous, obscure, unsettling, etc.?
• What spiritual InSights and growth 00 you perceive are occurring in your llfe from this?
• What concerns, complaints and suggestions 00 you have about the group and the process?
• What issues, themes or interests would you like to see OOjressed in the group?
• What other feedback would you like to give?
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AgaIn, a more substantial uncontaminated evaluation of the program may be obtained If It
has emerged from a position of suitable objectivity. This objectivity may come more easily from a
committee or an Interested board of directors engaged In evaluation than by a single foollitator.
The foollitator may have a vested Interest In Its success or may not have emotional distance either
because of love for the procedure or because of discouragement from perceived failure of some
aspects of the process that did not culminate as conceived or from sensitivity to perceived
resistance or rejection of an Individual participant. It Is not dlrrtcult for a foollitator of such
potentlal1y emotlonal1y taxing groupwork to lose a sense of objectivity when making a final
evaluation. Therefore, enlisting distancing check pOints and one or two colleagues to provide
feedbook Is an almost mandatory aid In objective monitoring of a process. SOme church programs
are volunteer-based and therefore finding IXijltlonal help may be dIfficult. Adults In the program
may then also help to provide feedbook to the foollitator concernIng the effectiveness of the process
and the Impoot of the outcomes. Since ooult education ~ focus on the Intention of Integrating the
ooult learners In the set up and decision-making of the program, they may also be ootlvely
Involved In the final evaluation of It: They may be the ones best equIpped to determIne what theIr
own learning outcomes were. In IXijltlon to the above possible questionnaIre, the fool/Hator or the
objective program evaluator may generate another vehicle to question the purpose of the process,
the overall Intentions of the fool/Uator and the function of the creative drama process In the
education program. Below Is a possIble list of questions the foollitator and the objective observer
may use In Informal IntervIews to evaluate the program.
• How should the physical arrangements be changed? (time, place, group size, etc.)
• How are the objectives being met for the Individuals as well as for the group?
• How Is the role of the fooilltator changIng as the roles of the group members change?
• How 00es the group relate to one another and to the foollltator?
• How do the Individuals appear to be applyIng the learnIng to theIr lives?
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• How Is the spiritual dimension of worship and faith development enriched by this process?
• How are the missions of the church, the educational program and the group being fulfilled?
• How shall new planning further enrich the growth and progress of this group?
• How shall the creative drama stimulate essential issues of discovery and discussion?
• What other themes and concerns should be a part of the future group experience In drama?
• How can the growth and success of this group be plotted from the past and Into the future?
• What negative factions must be faced and dealt with?
• How are the oblectlves of creative drama (as listed earlier) being realized?

As noted earlier, creative drama actually utilizes a variety of teaching and learning
events so as to touch on all of the malor learning styles during a given session. Essentially, the
entire process of a class which employs creative drama as the core acUvlty, also moves
strategically through the experiential learning cycle. SO creative drama may be considered as a
teaching strategy for the entire session or just in a segment of the session. As seen in the lists of
motivating teaching and learning styles, factions of creative drama have been considered
invaluable In many segregated areas of participatory learning. likewise, as seen In the materials
on intentions of Christian education, again creative drama activities also aim to accomplish some of
the same objectives.
It Is not suooested here that creative drama techniques be a steOO{ diet for all ooult
Christian education classes. Creative drama Is not suooested here as a vehicle to completely
dethrone the lecture methoclln adult education but rather to take a position along side It In order
I

to provide a diversity In leadership style Inste<Xl of a monarchy. Balance again Is the key.
Creative drama exercises may be used occasionally when they can help breathe life Into a gasping
program. They may also be used regularly as long as they remain fresh and Innovative. They may
be used as a tool to Instigate more Involvement In a part of the lesson. They may also be used as an
entire framework through which to explore a more lengthy on-going theme over the course of
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several weeks. Tllere are numerous ways of uSIng tile technIque as well as numerous tImes when It
may be beneficial. It Is always Important for the facll1tator Iteacher to be sensitive to reroJnlze
those right times. OVerk1l1 may become just as deadly as understlmulatlon. As Is the expected
leading of adult evangellcal Christian educators, one's own knowledge, wlsck:lm, and Intuition
enllghtened wIth spIritual guidance should be the signIficant forces In helping one make choices
concerning teaching methods and content.
The following chapter will present an extended synthesiS of suggested and contexts for the
use of creative drama in Christian education. This will be followed by two indepth representative
sessions using the guIdelines laid out In this chapter. Each of the sessions is followed by a
complete rationale for the content of each phase of the lesson.

CHAPTER IV
APPLICATIONS OF CREATIVE DRAMA IN ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

This chapter shall present some specific applications of the creative drama strategy to
adult groups In Christian education contexts. It w111 draw Its premises from the literature
presented In Chapter II which dealt with the broader areas of adult learning, Christian education
and creative drama. Imbeo:Jed In these major divisions of research were numerous substantiating
areas of concern such as: adult motivation for learning, deVeloping Imaginative and creative sk111s,
participatory and experiential learning, aspects of moral deVelopment and enhancing empathy
through the metaphorical process of creative drama.
Chapter III presented an extensive guidel ine for the practitioner to follow in order to
utlllze the strategy of creative drama In adult Christian education. The Quldellnes were drawn
from the research presented in chapter two and the practical experience and observations of the
author as facilitator. It was establlshed that creative drama is an expressive participatory
education medium through which the student learns by acting. The phenomenon of metaxis is the
framework from which creative drama works to help the participant learn through the oo1ng.
Metaxls Is defined as a duality of mental alertness which allows an individual to become engrossed
In a creative action while st111 being detached enough from It to make dec1s10ns and thus cont1nue to
creatively impact the action as it Is occurring. That person then is essentially functioning
effectively from multiple axis, centered on more than one focal point and thus able to Impact his
own learning through his own observations, actions and decision-making. Follow-up evaluation
and analysis of the creative drama process then becomes an additional means by which the
participants broaden their awareness through the insights they have spontaneously and often
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To briefly summarize the suooested process for a creat1ve drama session: the fac111tator
first notes the overall climate for learning that the group w111 be entering. Arranging the physical
and emot1onal atmosphere to Inv1te student acceptance and mot1vat1on to become Involved Is the
first responslb111ty of the fac111tator. W1111ng partiCipation Is crucial to the success of the
student's experience with creative drama. The next step Includes the fac111tator noting and
becoming senslt1ve to the other Indicators of student readiness and mot1vat1on Including being
aware of adults' general needs and the Individual group member's needs--all of which eventually
become either stimulators or barriers to learning. The awareness of needs Is both an Intuitive
on-!J)lng process of the facilitator being regularly In tune with the group enough to be able to
suooest and select themes ahead of time and an In-the-moment awareness which prompts the
facilitator to adjust the arranged plans according to the needs that arise. These first two steps of
readiness are concerns that any teacher Ifac111tator of any learning group must have In order to
provide an effective atmosphere with opt1mum condlt1ons conducive to learning and growth.
In addition to the general climate and atmosphere of the learning envlronment--the
room's condition and the Individual'S condlt1on--the fac111tator must be aware of the particular
group's configuration and It(namics. It is as members of groups that ooults In Christien education
most readily function and experience growth In their own Interpersonal and faith deVelopment.
The fac11ltator must be aware of the distinct It(namlcs of the special group he or she Is working
wlth--whlch essent1ally becomes the Immediate context within which the Individual members
w111 work and discover.
After beIng aware of the unIqueness of the IndIvIduals In the group and then the
IndIvIduality of the group which Is made up of a colloctlon of separate persons, the facilitator Is
then realt( to determine how to engage this group In the process of the part1cular creative drama
experience. This chapter shall first relate a number of Wf1{S that creative drama may be a vehicle
for spiritual and Intellectual discovery for these kinds of adult groups, perhaps more so than they
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experience in their usual group discussion or lecture format. To begin with, due to the fact that
the experience is novel, engaging them in experiential discovery--different from the norm of
their typlcallecture/dlscusslon format--they are more likely to have their attention arrested If
just for the sake of change. The first sectton of th1s chapter shall present a variety of general
wcrys creative drama may be used for exploration and expression In the adult Christian education

group across a broad spectrum of contexts and contents.
The second section of the chapter sha11 offer two particular plans as examples. The plans
shall present in detail a description of each activity in the sequence of the session: the actual
exercise as a warm up, role plcry, or other dramatic device and sU!}J8Sted questtons for d1scusslon
and application. Each session is then followed by an extensive rationale for the selections within
the session and their lace of order. The plans are designed for group meetings of approximately two
hours with participation of eight to twenty members. The group members are expected to average
ages between 30 and 40 years. These are the usual configurations of typical adult Christian small

group meetings and fellowships.
Areminder Is In order here to realize there should be much latitude In the use of these
appllcatlons--for guidelines are, after all, only guidelines. When working with such vacillating
phenomena as human Interest, need, creativity, communication, resources, expression, and
Interpersonal

~namlcs,

one must always remain flexible. The essential building commooltles

here are not bricks and mortar. Therefore, each facilitator must assess her own obJectives, the
needs of the group, and the surrounding Circumstances to determine what particular features and
guidelines are applicable In that particular context.
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GENERAL SUOOESTIONS FOR APPLICATIONS OF CREATIVE DRAMA
IN CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

There are many wfJys to begin using creative drama in Christian education. These
exercises mfJy be tried with various groups of people found in a variety of Christian institutions:
college students, teachers, counselors, recreation leaders and Christian education directors.

A. Personification
C. S. Lewis moved some very basic Christian cb::trlne Into the realm of fantastiC
instruction, when he put reverse spiritual psychology into the mouths of tempting demons,
SCrew tape and Wormwood, In his book The SCrew tape Letters. One

mfJy

stretch this kind of

personification motif by having students attempt to give concrete and dramatiC shape to
abstractions or blbllcal concepts such as: the fruits of the spirit, the seven deOOly sins, the
attributes of the mustard seed faith, the tree of knowledge, and so forth. As was stated earlier,
Christians have been called to be the living metaphors of a hl£Xlen klngilm described In scripture.
By the attempting to actually give dramatic form to these abstract spiritual metaphors, the
performers must first

!J)

through the process of delineating their specific characteristiCS. How

would a personification of ta//h or hope or charily look , move, act and speak? Working up
Imaginative dlaJo;jues and personifications of non-fiction and abstract material

mfJy

become a

challenging act of creativity, as the vague and apparently IlfeJess is brought to life through
dramatic Interpretation.

B. Mjing Dimension to Biblical Characters
Not only might the real characters of certain parables such as the good samaritan and the
prodigal son be breathed to life with ImproviSed dlalo;jue and action, but one might muse about
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other possible characters and events In biblical stories which are not present In the text, but
might be hidden In the subtext or In the "suppose" lim1ts of the context contrived through
imaginative speculation. What about going further and Imagining what the walls may have heard
during the apostle Paul's imprisonments? How might the fig tree have handled its rejection?
What may have been the sounds of Pentecost? How might the group dramatically express the
personal experiences of grand doctrinal notions like Advent and resurrection, redemption and
repentance? The Intuitive expression strives to reach beyond the verbal llmltations of the words
selected for labeling. Perhaps one can discover the further depths of feeling words such as Joy,
celebration, S88rt.:'/lil7{l and Tiflding through Improvised mime. An example Is described from this

writer's experience In an Incident when a small group of five adults tried to mime a brief
scripture which mentioned the comforting Spirit. They decided to depict the spir1t by first
gathering together in a huddle, bowed low, arms spread across neighboring shoulders, breathing
slowly and audibly In unison, building the collective breath while their physical closeness
expanded and finally, in a brilliant explosion like sparks from fired steel, blew them apart until
they hovered individually as silent fragments of the spirit-wind over the other members of the
workshop. It was an "exhale-tation." They found words difficult to express the spirit they felt
descending upon them. So, the mime was sufficient.
As was noted In chapter three under ancillary vehicles for the creative drama process, the
exercises may Include various role playing and stage techniques such as so111oqules, Inner
monologues, 89J doubling and the use of alternate voices to speak the thoughts of the character. The
creative drama group may go on to attempt take-offs from familiar stories and parables, exploring
alternate endings In the nature of a "what If?" They might Improvise possible InCidents which
may have preceeded or followed the already-known segments In order to gain a better
understanding of the recorded actions based on their context.
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C. Mak 1ng Abstract Images Concrete
Just as Joseph and other biblical characters relayed their dreams and visions, r8COJnlzing
them as possible vehicles for God's messages, creative drama can be a concrete way of dealing with
the Images and metaphors of dreams and opening oneself to feedback and Interpretation.
Personifications of the Inanimate or abstract, may transform them Into a semblance of the
concrete. The abstractions may then be touched, handled and talked about as they take tangible
form. This Is the creative process of naming and exploring the hitherto lInnamed, the

v~ue,

slightly suooested, and thereby giving shimmering shape to the skeletal figure. What

are faith,

the

hope, charity, reoomptlon? This Is not to suooest the gross reduction of unreachable mysteries to
simple black and white pictures, but creative drama may serve to 00j a tentative handle to grasp
for the momentary closer examination. The actions become an Intermediary connection between
the mind's vague Images and a tangible form of expressing them. Mime, clowning, and puppetry
are also unique and oblique vehicles for presenting dramatic roles or concepts through the
protection of masks (real or painted on) or when words are not as powerful, prevalent, or potent
as actions.

D. Explorlna Through Alternate Contexts
Alternate settings, eras, locations, cultures and ages 00:1 a "what If" wonder to the alreooy
known. They often bring the Illusive closer to the relevant. What If Joseph, the betrothed of the
virgin Mary, had been at the anunclatlon and heard the angel's proclamation himself? Or, how
might his attitude concerning Mary's pregnancy change over the centuries as the virgin Mary
depleted by subsequent different generations and cultures disclosed her news to him?

What If

Adam had not taken the forbidden fruit from Eve? What form might a contemporary satan take In
order to get a present-day Adam and Eve's attention? What might he have to promise to them now?
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What If the apostle Peter was a 20th-century businessman being asked slmllar questions whlle
under stress concerning his relationship with Christ? What If American Christians were
persecuted for

their

faith

like the Christians In pre-revolutionary Romania or

post-revolutionary China? What If you were on trial now for being a follower of Christ? Would
there be a conviction? What If we were there at any point in church history or in the projected
future? What If we could live again our lost opportunities? What if I was someone else playing
the miniseries of the turning points of my life? What If, like SCrooge, I were whisked away to see
people responding at my funeral--what would I expect them to say and oo? The "what-Ifs" are
llmlted only by the Imaginations of the facllltator and participants. Themes may range from the
Intimately personal to the broader exploration of universal themes In literature, poetry, and
music. Creative brainstorm irQ and awareness of the Issues of the day as well as the current needs
and concerns of the participants often
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the groulJ an abundance of themes, issues and ideas from

which to develop creative drama projects.

E. Using Role Playing to Explore Issues
•

One has attended church all his/her life and tries to convince the other that the

discipline of regular gathered worship Is essential to being a ~ Christian. The other, who does
not think It Is necessary to 00 so In order to be a ~ Christian, prefers a life of solitary
meditation and does not wish to be coerced by the Invitation or Insinuation.
• One has seen too many divorces and ruthlessness In marriage to believe In Its sanctity
or cultural significance any more. The other is convinced there is still hope for pure love and that
the ritual of marriage is a scriptural commandment which condemns co-habitation without It.
• One feels he has reasons to be worried about the other who has been invited to a party
where drugs will be available. The other Is unconcerned about the drugs and wants to attend the
function Just for friends who will be there.
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• One feels that excessive fear and anxiety over storms and natural disasters exhibits a
lack of fa1th in the provision and care of God for his ch11dren. The other feels this Is an
uninformed pietistic response.
• The New Testament Martha Is frustrated with her Sister Mary, who has left all the fooo
preparation to her while she has gone to sit In adoration at the feet of Jesus. There Is conflict
between their attitudes concerning the priority of worship over service.
• Two contemporary "comforters" discuss from their philosophical and psychol()Jical
pOints of view with acontemporary Job why he Is suffering.
• One Is anxious over the Impending divorce of close friends, or of the loss of a job, or of a
teenage son who has abused alcohol, or of a significant decision, etc. and a friend seeks to help.

F. Exploring Novel Situations of the PartiCipants
The teochable moments which arise naturally In the adult student's life as well as those
which are considered crises are potential foiler for developing role playing situations. A new job,
marriage, birth of a child, moving to a new neighborhood, entering a new social or cultural or
family group are al1 incidents which prompt the outlay of emotional energy and concern. The
Christian education group may choose to explore situations In creative drama which deal with
occupations, marriage, parenting, community involvement, citizenship, politics, peer pressure,
neighborhood concern, leadership, culture and leisure chOices, aging, responsibility In the
church, roctrlnal pOints and any kind of Interpersonal relationships. They may deal with Issues
the church or the group itself is facing or with ethical or biblical issues which have been a focus
of discussion and study the group has been grappling with.

G. Using Nature and Guided Imooery
other variations of creative drama explorations and expressions might include sensory
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exercises whereby the individuals 00 blind trust walks, close observations of details in nature,
awareness of sense responses to external stimuli and guided imagery leading to meditation and
worship. These kinds of exercises when carefully handled may help to bring the individuals in an
adult Christian education group to a sharpened awareness of the diversity and beauty of the created
world and their own spiritual and physical place in it. Their sensitivity to the guided observations
may help them to further appreciate and respect the care the creator must have had to design and
bring forth such intricate and unique loveliness, even to the stunning beauty in the texture of a
piece of bark, the delicateness of a daffOdil or a warm breath, the smell of spices and fruit, the
unique personality and character in each human voice, the colors and textures of skin and hair and
blades of grass, the natural symphonic outckX:lr accompaniment to sunrise and the more subdued
micklay melOdies of an open field.

H. Using Folktales and Personal Narratives
The sharing of personal folk tales, adventures, remedies and wisOOm through creative
story telling is another means of exploring personal human resources and dynamic interpersonal
communication. It is a means by which members of the group may share parts of their pilgrimages
with others as they dramatically tell stories and folk lore of their own life's journey. The
participants may be encouraged to develop their own moral fables and contemporary spiritual and
ethical parables through the art of dramatic storytelling. When the story has been created either
through spontaneous musing or through a process of directed literary development, small groups
may choose to enact the original stories through creative drama. The stories may be a result of
individual endeavors or even partnerships based on selected themes. There are many resources
for the facilitator on the art and craft of developing stories and storytelling. The facilitator may
locate books on storytelling or even find storytelling as a part of creative drama texts.
Storytelling is essentially embe<Xled in the superstructure of creative drama and role playing, for
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what the characters select to enact, is itself a story segment.

I. Using Personal IntervIews

Other venues of creative drama modalities may Include personal Interviews as a vehicle
for discovering people's background and attitudes. The Interviews may be conducted In the first
person whereby dlads of the group follow a guideline to become more deeply acquainted with each
other through a questlon-and-answer Interview format.

A creative slant to the Interview

technique may be to have one person play a character In scripture to be Interviewed by a
contemporary news agent. Another option Is to stage mock panel discussions or trials having the
participants play roles of selected personalities or their generic types and occupations being
questioned about specific Issues. These personages may be people from contemporary society,
fantasy cultures, biblical stories, or historical eras. Another form of the creative and dramatic
Interview may be to determine known Incloonces In history and stage a media coverage of "you are
there" to explore further the Circumstances and attitudes surrounding the Incloonces from the
point of view of the people who may have lived them. The playing of these events In the current
time also has a tenooncy of Integrating the participants with the Incloonce In such a way that they
feel Involved and can Import their present-day perceptions to the historical event In a way that
they could not have oone so easily If It were simply a discussion of the events. A follow-up
discussion may then prompt dlalo;jue concerning why certain behaviors and Input spontaneously
became a part of the drama.

J. Using Selections from Literature

The facilitator of the adult Christian education creative drama process may also be
particularly Impressed with the Insight or message that certain poetry, short stories, historical
journals, and scriptural passages contain. These resources may be offered to the group for
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consideration through the vehicles of dramatic reading, oral1nterpretatlon and the arrangement of
a readers theatre presentation of the material. In these media, the partiCipants may explore and
appreciate the literature and even present It without the pressure of memorization and full staging
of the works. The materials may also be narrated by a side reader while the others attempt to
improvise a performance to portray the content. The performance attempt may also provide an
opportunity to discuss the content In such a way that the students are then able to look at literature
from Its Impressive and expressive attributes. SOme of the materials will simply be difficult to
"act out" and may more readily be portrayed In a metaphorical or abstract manner. The
discussion, brainstorming and decisions on how to do this, prompt the students to delve into the
material In a different way than they would If they encountered the content simply through reading
or analysis. The partiCipants may also be encouraged to develop their own written materials using
their journals and the Impact of creative drama experiences to create poetry, essays, short stories
and character monologues which may then be shared with the group or by the group through oral
interpretation. The expressive mediums become a tangible presentation of what the students have
been thinking and medltating upon.

K. Using Physical Expressions
SOme physical explorations of creative and Imaginative Ideas may be Improvised through
pantomime, creatIng silent movies, or working through puppets and masks. The group may also be
Instructed In creating physical "machines" which may transform Ideas Into mechanical metaphors.
Examples might be to make a group machine which cranks out a stereotypical "happy ChrIstian"
or to depict the kind of IndIfference which may develop when people become "greeting machines"
who have ceased to recognize the IndivIduals they have set out to welcome. The group machine
method may also be a metaphorIcal personificatIon of what they perceive have become mechanical
functions of recognized Instltutlons such as the church, the school, the government, marriage and
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m1n1stry. Adult students may dec1de to make a machine out of almost any concept they have.
Another Interesting vehicle the facilitator may use to develop physical imagery and
promote discussion is the living snap shot, tableau, cartoon, classic painting, or sculpture. The
intention is to use a single visual image which the group formulates by freezing the physical action
as In a snap shot or sculpture or painting to depict a universal Image or a single slice of life. The
decision process whereby the group selects what is to be the single picture to show the broader
concept stimulates them to determine what are the key Issues and concerns which would Inform the
decision for their final depiction. In some cases the facilitator may suggest that they display the
definitive classic painting or sculpture which Is intended to be labeled "forgiveness" or "trust" or
"peace" or "guilt." This activity may help engage them In discussion about what Is a tangible Image
for such a broad notion and why. Classic painters and sculptors have had to make these decisions
themselves throughout the centuries as they were commiSSioned to create great art for a selected
purpose or to commemorate a single occasion. A less generally sublime use of the single Image
physical depiction is for the group to select a frozen moment in time when the camera has caught
the Instant on fllm. We say that a picture Is worth a thousand words. What are the "thousand"
words the partiCipants may cram into a determined picture they arrange and what might be the
caption they would give their picture? The facilitator may predetermine a sequence of themes that
the group may then decide how to transform Into tableaux, classic painting, or humorous cartoons,
ut11121ng the booles of the group members to construct the visual Image. The picture may be
captioned the "moment of truth" or "faith by works" or "no man Is an Island" or any single word
concept, brief scripture or maxim. The group may select to portray family "snap shots" from
their own experiences or from the perceived moments in scripture. The arranged snap shot may
then be transformed into depicting with their bOOles a single frame of a motion picture and at a
given signal, be brought to life through spontaneous improvisation and played out until the
facilitator perceives a moment at which to stop. Another option is for the picture to come alive in
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pantomime whlle a deSignated narrator spins an oral story to back up the movement as 1t unfolds.

L. Using Pantomime
Another alternative Is for the narrator to decloo on a skeletal frame of the story and then
the players develop it through pantomime as they listen to the narration. The group may be given
short proverbs or maxims from which to develop a scenario which may then culminate In the
verbalizing of the proverb or which may serve to stand alone as a parlX1y or

anal~

of the

proverb, but which does not speak the proverb as a redundancy. They may also ootermlne what
might be other fables In the style of Aesop's which they can oovelop through creative drama, but
which may have particular significance to the group, such as a biblical truth or a moral addage.
They could consloor contemporlzlng myths, fables, parables and folk tales, placing the situation to
parallel their own.
As the group develops their Individual and group skills of Imagination, they may discover

for themselves other vehicles for creative expression. The facilitator should also continually be
on the look-out for methods of presenting Ideas and exploring concepts and Issues through creative
drama. The themes, combinations, stories and processes are limited only by the Imaginations and
concerns of the group exploring them through creative drama and role playing. McGreqJr, Tate and
Robinson offer these additional examples of excellent creative drama experiences which they
witnessed In the school and church contexts;
A boy was working with other sixteen year-olds on an improvisation of the
Easter Story. As Christ he was being scourged and vilified by the rest of the
group. It was working mechanically but had no excitement within it. The school
choir was rehearsing "Messiah" as part of the preparations for a presentation. It
was recided to try playing the scourging scene against the background of the
choir's singing of "Worthy is the Lamb." The result was staooering. Not only did
the improvisation become ritualized and climatic but the boy, in role, began to
cry. Others watching him were Similarly moved. When asked about it he said that
for the first time he understood how it was that a man who was being ill-treated
could feel emotions other than anger and resentment. It would seem that the
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Two groups of fourteen to fifteen year-olds were exploring the idea of "a
stranger who calls on people in a familiar situation and has a powerful effect on
them." One group of three girls discussed a number of ideas. They eventually
agreed that they would be on board a plane which was about to crash. The stranger
would be the Devil. He would offer to save them from death if they sold him their
souls.... Unhappy with their first attempt, they decitEd that if they were to tell
anyone about their experience they would be put in a mental hospital. Then as
they began to act out the scene in the mental hospital the third girl was introduced
to them as the Ib;tor. They spent some time trying to represent their madness.
The ckxtor then revealed herself as the Devil who hexl come to collect their souls.
They then discussed how to represent the tllk. ing of sou Is. (20)
It is refreshing to see children dealing so intently with important issues. But as was
stated, earlier creative playmaking need not be just for children. Who can say when the need for
imaginative growth is finally over, where childhood ends and maturity begins? Indeed, the general
thrust for current adult education practice is to develop life-long learners.

SA.MPLES OF CREATIVE DRAMA SESSIONS

The followIng two sample sessIons usIng forms of creative drama and metaphorIcal
learnIng through experIential exercIses are only representative of the many dIfferent formats,
themes and styles one might use in the adult Christian education context. They are not templates
from whIch all other sessIons must be stamped. The key to freshness In creative drama with
adults Is to keep It unrestrIcted In terms of explicitly-set form. The partIcIpants should come
each time anxious to see what Is going to happen, certain that some forms will remain the same for
a certaIn amount of security, but also expectant to explore new vistas and experiences. However,
while Internal content and objectives w111 vary from session to session, some basics should remain
constant. The facll1tator w111 always work to assure that the environment Is conducive to effective
participatory learning by arranging the place to allow for comfort, free movement and group
Interaction. The facllltator w111 always be sensitive to group dynamiCS, allowIng for and
encouraging leadership to emerge from many different personalltles in the group so that there is
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the sense of co-Journeying with the facllltator among the members. The facllltator w1l1 pace the
sessions so that there Is variety in energf expressed in the activities, always starting with a
warm up and then moving into activities which alternate between physical and mental, concrete
and abstract and actlve and reflective experiences. There w111 always be a time to write and
reflect privately and to discuss intlmately with a partner as well as Interact with the whole
group. The session w111 always attempt to encourage direct appl1cation to the particlpant.s·
personal and spiritual l1ves. The facllltator will be sensitive to help draw anal(X]ies from the
experiences to apply to Christian education, faith development and scriptural guidance. There
should always be a time allowed for open expression, spiritual appl1cation and worship and a
distinct closure.
The facllltator will always recognize that members of the group are Individual adults with
different needs and different learning styles and rhythms of social Interaction. Thus, the
facilitator will note that some of the group will resonate more to some aspects of the session while
others will respond better to other aspects. Therefore It will be Imperative that each session
provide experiences that will meet the needs of each learning style group: the dlvergers, the
assimilators, the con vergers and the accommooators. Each of the following sessions touches some
time on each segment of the experiential learning cycle; the concrete experience, the reflective
observation, the abstract conceptualization and the active experimentation. The creative drama
experiences and experiential exercises provide the concrete experience from which the
participants make reflective observation and write In their Journals or discuss In small groups
about. The discussions and debriefing help move the experiences Into the realm of abstract
conceptualization and re-enactment and further creative drama as well as application In
discussion help to provide further active experimentation. Following are two sample sessions.
In reference to the list of guidelines as set forth in chapter three, it is apparent that the
first set which deals with facilitator skills and preparation need not be redacted at the beginning of
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In reference to the llst of guldellnes as set forth

1n chapter

three, the facilitator must be

tuned Into his or her own readiness and the group's readiness In order to adequately plan for and
pursue any given lesson or strategy. This Is understoo:l and shall not be elaborated upon for these
lessons. Likewise, the facilitator is assumed to have become acquainted with his or her adult
Christian group over the course of time while having met regularly with them and using
traditional methods of InstructIon. It would be obvious then that he or she would have picked up on
some of the broader needs of the group and the scope of their interests and concerns. One need not
go Into further detail here about the necessity of always being In tune to the environmental needs

of the group, such as necessary physIcal comfort, sufficient auditory and visual levels, and other
basic Informed observations concerning preparations for surrounding physIcal and emot10nal
readiness. It Is obvious that the facilitator will prepare the room to assure for comfort, walt for
all particIpants to arrive and be ready to engage In the activity, cut out unnecessary distractions
(turn off stereo, put away refreshments which would spoil, etc.) and so it would be superfluous to
go into great detail about all these measures of sensitive preparation. Much of it is related in
depth In chapter three and would be redundant to rehearse again here. Instead, each lesson plan
here shall begin with an overview of objectives and then proceed directly to the sequence of
activities set forth to accomplish the Objectives. The segments are presented in the fashion of
direct suggestions to the facilitator with, In some cases, actual verbal lines given.

"JOURNEY GUIDANCE" SESSION

General Assessment of Need for This Topic of Focus

The Christian adults in the evangelical education setting often find the need to discuss and
seek ways to discover spiritual guidance. The facilitator has perceived over the course of lime
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with the group that the need to more tangibly explore and discuss this often nebulous and yet
necessary concept In faith deVelopment Is apparent. There have been numerous sermons on the
topic of spiritual guidance. There are often bible studies and lectures on the subject as well, using
the often quoted scriptures as listed In this session. The fac111tator perceives that this session w11l
give the participants an opportunity to make personal metaphoriC connections between the
concepts and the realities of friendship journey and spiritual journey through physical,
experiential and creative means. It is antiCipated that this experientially engaging means of
exploring the physical needs and expectations of tangible guidance in human relationships may
generate discussion inSight concerning metaphorical connections with the more obscure
references of spiritual guidance as often presented In verbal treatises. The participants may then
use their physical experience as a reference to discuss the metaphorical connections.

Objectives
• To provide the participants with aseries of experiences which will open discussion
concerning some of the attributes and requirements of aclose trusting relationship.
• To help find tangible relationships between Intimate human communication needs and
practice and spiritual communication needs and practice with God's guidance.
• To help locate imaginative metaphors for describing their spiritual journeys.
• To provide a participatory activity for group creative exploration and physical action.
• To provide an experiential vehicle for partners to build trust and Interact Intimately.
• To explore related scripture and literature to spiritual guidance.
• To explore other physical ways of worship and Christian celebration.

No special eqUipment is needed. The room should be arranged so that there Is some open
space in the middle and there is a reduction of clutter from excess chairs. It would be helpful if
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the location afforded the opportunity to explore at some distance from the immediate room; a
ha 11 way , an adJ acent room, etc.
Warm-up exercIses. Have the partIcIpants choose partners.

The followIng openIng

phySIcal lce-breal<er also serves as an exercIse to buIld trust and breal< oown barrIers oetween
the two. ThIs physical exercise is to sit on the floor with backs against each other. (Present the
. exercIse as a problem to solve tOJether, not explicitly as an attempt to buIld trust). Each brIngs
knees up and by pushIng agaInst each other's back, the paIr try to stand up as one unit, not usIng
theIr hands or arms, but only the back of the other to lean agaInst. This often takes several
attempts after some Jostling, slippIng and finally findIng a poInt of pressure and balance between
the two before they are able to successfully stand tOJether. Once they get the I<nack of H, they are
able to repeat theIr success with

~

ease each tIme they 00 It.

ThIs exercIse Is often

accompanIed by laughter and gocd wIll.
Short debrIefing and transItion. "How dId you both dIscover a way to succeed In thIs
tasl<?" Often there Is dIscussIon about the need for gIve-and-take, maneuverIng In order to find
the IntuItive balance between pressure agaInst and leanIng Into, adJustIng for difference In sIze,
weIght and shape of the partners, a mIx of assertIve and accommooatlng behavIors. SOlvIng the
problem tOJether without extensIve dIscussIon often brIngs a sense of companIonshIp.
I st. exercIse. Asl< the paIrs now to separate slightly while still sittIng on the floor. "You
were able to accomplish that task successfully and rather quIckly perhaps because you hoo a
partner to share the responsIbIlity. I would now 1I1<e to give you a challenge to accomplish alone.
Please close your eyes and try to resist the temptation to peek. While keepIng your eyes closed,
focus all your other senses to try to find your way out of thIs room on your own (do not lean on
others or ask for help) and sInce you are alraooy so familIar with your surroundIngs (havIng
come to thIs place quite often) please mal<e your way oown the hall and out the buildIng with the
task In mind to locate a tree leaf or blade of grass [the facilitator may make the challenge of the
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ltem to nnd sultable to the location] and wlth your eyes st111 closed find your way bacK to this
room and to your own chair. Of course, meeting the challenge w111 be so much more remarKable If
you are able to accomplish this task entirely with your eyes Closed. You may now leave. Good
luck!"
When each person returns to the room at their own pace (usually about 15 mInutes), ask
them to write In theIr journals how they felt about the exercIse, what theIr InsIghts were
concernIng theIr own abilitIes to find their ways and how they had to be alert In a dIfferent way.
Ask them to simply debrief on their own about the experience until all of the others return. When
all have returned and had a chance to write In theIr journals, open the group to dIscussIon about
what their experiences were and their inSights into the experience. There might be discussion
about theIr sense of frustration at feeling alone, theIr helplessness and the noted changes In theIr
perceptions when they realized they must rely on other senses which they were not used to.
"Now please get back t(XJether again with your partner. Arbitrarily choose who shall be
"A" and who shall be "8." "A" please close your eyes agaIn and try not to peek. "8" please take the
challenge to lead your partner around the room or buildIng by the hand or arm and "show" hIm or
her at least three different Items of varying texture, shape, sound, (whatever), and let him
explore these with hIs eyes stili closed while you stand near. When "8" has shown "A" several
things, then wherever you are, switch roles and the other close eyes and allow yourself to be lead
around and "shown" several dIfferent thIngs. When you have both finIshed please be lead back to
the room and write In your journals about your experIence." When all have returned and had a
chance to write In theIr journals, then open the group to dIscussIon first between the paIrs. How
did they find theIr experience t!XJ8ther? Old they or did they not feel a sense of trust In their
partner when being lead blindly? What dId your partner do or not do to put you at ease? After the
pairs have discussed this t!XJ8ther, then open the discussion to the whole group. How did this blind
venture compare with the first one when you went out alone? How Is It different when you try to
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make your wft./ alone and when you have help? How do your own behavior and attitudes change?
What did you need to do as partners In a relationship to communicate trust and dependablllty In
order to enjoy the experience together? Allow the discussion to flow whlle the participants are
noticing connections between their walks through the areas and their "walk.s" In relatIonships.
"We move on now to yet another challenge. Partners again, please stand up and face eoch
other. This time one of you closes your eyes again and keeps them closed whlle the other remains
several feet ~ft./ from you and without mak.ing any physical contact simply gives you directions,
leading you with words alone around the room, helping you again to explore several places and
things until you are gIVen the instructions to switch roles." At this time the pairs are set forth to
do their blind leading within closer proximity, in the same room if It is large enough for broader

movement or Just In the nearby halls. Whl1e the partners are leadIng theIr sIghtless frIends
around, giving copIous dIrections, the facl11tator mft./ slfp around the pairs providIng a little bit of
distraction: sl1ghtly touching the arm of one, whispering doubtful directions to another, creating
some sound effects that cause the Sightless one to wonder If he or she Is coming too close to an
object--provlding minor distractions. After flve or six minutes of this leading, call out in
general to the group to switch roles and the alternate partner now closes eyes and Is lead around
without benefit of touch. Five or six minutes later, call the entire group back to the center of the
room. Open general dIscussion on how this latest walk. was different from the previous ones.
What new behaviors dId the partners have to discover In order to succeed In the task and trust each
other? What did the dIstractions do to their concentration and focus? Follow the traIn of
discussion to whatever connections the group makes in reference to physical relationships and the
differences which occur when they must become separated or distanced In some wft./. How 00 the
communication patterns change of necessity In order to cope with the restrIctions?
"FInally, whlle we are sitting here In a group In the center of the room, w11l all the "A"
partners please close their eyes again and keep them shut until instructed otherwise? Now, all the
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"6" partners move Quickly and Quietly to other locations in the room or nearby hallway and station
yourself in that one place. When I have determined you are all in your various locations then I
shall give a signal which w1ll allow you to whisper only the name of your partner. Please whisper
it repeatedly untll the sightless partner can determine where you are and make their way to your

voice without looking. When they have "found" you, you may stay In that location, whlle they go off
and find another location from which to call you now, then you struggle to find them with your eyes
closed, listening for only your name whispered." After the facllltator sets the partners off on this
final trust walk. challenge, while the partners are groping around trying to listen and mak.e their
ways to the friends who are call1ng their names, the facilitator occasionally calls out mock.
warnings, such as "Tom, watch out for the chair!. .. Gina, are you sure he's over there? .. etc. "
When the partners have switched roles several times and located each other bllndly with
only the sound of the other's voice whispering their name, ask. them to return to their journals and
write for a whlle concerning whatever prompts their responses to their experience. They may
write about images they may have or express themselves in poetry or simply muse about what
different feelings they had during the sequence of four walks. After all have written for a five to
ten minutes, encourage the partners to discuss any inSights they might have about how they
work.ed together and what they had to do in order to succeed in the task.s.
Debriefing~

Ask the entire group to debrief about connections they may see In the

differences between the walks and the differences In communication needs when Intimate friends
are separated In some way. SOme additional Questions to consider Include: What analogies are
apparent? What kinds of separations are there In relationships? What k.ind of space between
people Is necessary in order for the individuals in the relationship to have room to move? What
are some things that one may be able to see that the other may be blinded to, but st1ll might be
shown in a different way? What might be some negative interference in a relationship which
should go unheeded and what can be constituted as legitimate warnings?
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shown in a different

w~?

What might be some negative interference in a relationship which

should!Jl unheeded and what can be constituted as legitimate warnings?
Mjjtional queries place the focus on the spiritual dimension: "What are some connections
which can be made concerning one's spiritual walk with God? When are the times you feel you are
alone, in the valley, in the darkness, and groping to find spiritual direction and guidance? What

does one need to do to hear the voice of God when one senses he is close and when he seems more
distant. What are the distractions which might separate one from experiencing and expressing
trust in the guidance of God? When does God seem far

aw~;

when near in your own life? Perhaps

share some incidents from one's pilgrimage when one felt God near, or tried to trust Him blindly
when faith ran thin. Follow the discussion and the connections the group makes to the blind trust
walks and the metaphor of the spiritual walk. Below are some of the suggestions and admonitions
in scripture which speak of how one should walk in faith.
Job 29: 2- 3; God preserved me; when his candle shined upon my head, and when
by his light I walked through darkness.
Psalms 23:4; Though I walk through the valley of the shaOOw of death, I will fear
no evil, for thou art with me.
Psalms 119:45; I will walk at liberty for I seek thy precepts.
Psalms 138: 7; Though I walk in the midst of trouble, thou wilt revive me; thou
shalt stretch forth thine hand against mine enemies, and thy right hand shall save.
Proverbs 28:26; He that trusteth in his own heart is a fool; but who walketh
wisely, he shall be delivered.
Isaiah 30:20- 21 ; And though the Lord give you the bread of OOversity, and the
water of affliction, yet shall not thy teachers be removed into a corner any
more, but thine eyes shall see thy teachers; and thine ears shall hear a word
behind thee, saying, This is the way, walk ye in it, when ye turn to the right hand,
and when ye turn to the left.
Jeremiah 6: 16; Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the ways, and see, and ask for the
old paths, where is the goo:! way, and walk therein, and ye shall find rest for your
souls.
Amos 3:3; Can two walk together, except they be agreed?
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Micah 6:8; What ooth the Lord require of thee, but to 00 justly, and to love
mercy, and to walk humbly with thy Oed?
John 8: 12; Jesus said ... I am the light of the world; he that followeth me shall
not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life.
Romans 8: 1; There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ
Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.
Psalms 48: 14; For this God is our God for ever and ever; he will be our guide
even unto death. (Scofield version of the King James Bible)
Creative drama role playing.

The facllltator may now seque Into sUgJeStlng that the

group work on developing original short vignettes based on the continuing theme of ongoing trust
and communication In Intimate and spiritual relationships. Break the entire group Into smaller
groups of two pairs each--four Individuals total. Encourage the group to discuss InCidents when
they might have to adjust their communication styles or contents when they discover they are not
reaching each other or are not as close as they thought or when there is an apparent intrusion or
distraction which might impair the relationship. In their reflecting they might share within the
group an Incident when something slmllar to this has happened to one of them and what were the
response options on that occasion. How can they translate the above scriptures to concrete
behavior In the reall1fe of faith, In their walk With the brethren, with the Lord, etc.?
Allow enough time for discussion and then encourage them to select something from their
discussion to ImprOVise a brief scene from. Instructions Include the typical role playing set up:
select the confl1ct and briefly dec1de on the situation (who, where, when) then select the
characters and who shall play whom. They may choose for the four in the group to be Involved in
the entire scene, or they may choose for one pair to Improvise a role playing conflict involving
trust or guidance for the other pa1r to observe and respond to. After allowing time to discuss,
brainstorm, and create in the small groups, the facilitator roams from group to group to monitor
how they are coming along in the project, then addresses the entire group and gets feedback on how
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they wIsh to share wIth the whole group what their small group has come up wIth. Some of the
groups may select to perform their improvised drama for the whole group and then open it up for
discussion. others may prefer to just describe what their group had come up with and some of the
discoveries they made and then open up their Ideas for discussion among the enUre group, but
without performing. The facilitator gets a sense of how to allow this kind of discussion to flow as
various levels of leadership emerges from the dIfferent groups. If there Is not much dynamic
discussion or movement coming out of this phase of the program, then the facilitator decides to
bring It to a close, gMng the small groups afinal Question to discuss and time to lournal.
Closure. A physical option for closure which also a1:Is a dimension of group movement and
worship Is possible by teaching the entire group a medieval processional step which often
accompanied mass movement to the church through the streets of the town. It Is called the
trlpudlum step-- meaning three step movement. The step 1tself Is a physical metaphor of one's
spiritual lourney through life, moving regularly ahead yet falling occasionally behInd.
Individuals form a single file, one behind the other with their right hand placed on the shouloor of
the one before them. All begin stepping forward on the right foot, then left, then right--taking
three steps forward and then one backward, three steps forward and one backward, repeatedly as
they wind their way through the streets of the town toward the sanctuary of tt'·,:

~hurch,

or as in

this case, the group winds Its way around the room or down the hall to a place of final prayer. The
trlpudlum step Indicates the walk through life which Is comprised of movement forward as well as
movement backward. Hopefully, the walk of faith Is Indicative of more movement forward than
backward. The rhythm of the movement is charming and lends well to singing any hymn which has
a three-Quarter beat to it, such as "Oh, come all ye faithful." A particularly impressive usage of
the mass movement Is to have the leaoor carry a candle to light the way along the pilgrimage. In
some cases, each member may also carry a small candle In their left hand as they stay connected to
the rest of the body of believers with their right hand. The facilItator may lead the entire group In
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a chain around the room as they sing the hymn and then lead them into a final circle at the close of
the last notes. In the Circle, Individuals may offer up closing prayers.

Rationale for the Procedure
The concept of the spIritual pilgrImage and the faith walk Is central to the evangelical
Christian religIon. Concern about spiritual guidance and walking rIghtly often prompts discussion
and study withIn adult Christian groups. Therefore, the theme Is current, universal for the whole
group and not obscure. FindIng tangible metaphors to fit the concept In part Is potentIally more
stimulatIng than the usual dIscussIons of the abstract notions. The entIre sessIon moves regularly
around Kolb's experiential learnIng cycle, engagIng the partIcIpants In reflective and actIve
partIcIpation as well as cognitive and affective.
The warm up exercIse Is physIcally engagIng but not strenuous; It awakens but 00es not
tire. It Is enough to get the particIpants on their feet and closely InteractIng with another
person--focusing on a Simple, yet somewhat diffIcult task for them to accomplish. The exercise
allows them to work at theIr own pace, even cheat or quit If they wish, without any observers.
Having the pairs work simultaneously takes the focus off Individuals and establishes an
atmosphere of athletIc playfulness without competitIon.

The exercise allows each person to

establish a closeness to at least one other person. It Is also an IndIrect way of nurturIng a
begInnIng trust between the two who will be workIng closely to;J8ther the rest of the session. (The
facilitator may make the choIce of either havIng the partners stay with each other throughout all
rtve exercises, or to change partners at dIfferent Junctures. A different Interpersonal dynamic
may oovelop with each choice. If the facilitator wishes more mixing to happen because they may
not have future chances, he may have them change partners. However, the gradual building of
trust between the partners with each progressive segment of the process Is also often a point of
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discussion In the final analysis).

This opening exercise warms up the group, providing an

activity different from those they have experienced all

day

long In their homes and work outside

the place where the class meets. It warms them up to the Idea that they w111 be doing "different"
things during the whole session. It warms up their bodies so that they are ready to move around
and not sit the rest of the evening. It warms up their playful and exploratory attitudes; they are
trying to find out If they can do something that at first appears to be difficult or Impossible. It
warms them up to their partner and their mutual endeavors to push on t(WJether. It warms up
theIr rIsk monItors; when they rIsk a little In the close, acceptant environment with one other
person, they are more Hkely to risk a Httle more In the next exercise.
The individuals are sent out on the ffrst walk alone because they are more vulnerable at
that time and because It Is easier to risk faflure alone. Even though they have been In the bufldlng
numerous times, they are now aware of how Httle they may have noticed. It becomes a sensorary
awareness exercise as well. The vulnerabfllty Is not the same as being really bHnd because they
do know they can look If they sense danger, they can hear the familiar voices of others nearby
!J)lng through the same dlsequ111brlum, they know It Is only a game ... but because others are
doing It also, they are challenged to try somethIng which they might have thought ImpossIble
otherwise. In facing the challenge, they are Invl!J)rated by noting they can InOOec1 accompHsh the
"ImpOSSible" and come back to talk about the adVentures they encountered on the way.
Whl1e they may have had notions about Isolation, vulnerabl1lty and Insecurity, they are
now feelfng a dose of It themselves and they acquire a lfttle empathetic awareness of the apparently
helpless people they may have casually noticed struggling In the marketplace alone. When they do
not have benefft of their eyes--whlch they have so taken for granted--they are keenly aware of
sounds they had not noticed before, light patterns, textures, smells, etc. Even In the midst of their
vulnerability. they often experience a serendIpity of delfght--that they are noticIng the mundane
anew. Locating a simple object like a leaf or blade of grass is asking so much. but these are things
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they have walked on and by almost every clay of their lives. They search now for the simple and
ordinary object as if it were a small treasure. Shapes and textures rekindle mental Images and
they marvel at how much they 00 recall. They become aware of how they must rely on their hands
to guide them, their feet to feel the floor and steps, their shoulders to gauge corners and cbJrways,
their skin to sense temperature change, their thin eyelids to note lighting, their ears to determine
the distance of approaching voices, radiOS, carts, traffic through an open window. They are tense
and alert, paying closer attention than they usually 00. Their first blind walk alone brings them
back relieved, triumphant, grateful, more aware than they were when they left. No one was
watching them to judge whether or not they were hesitant, fearful or foolish. They moved at their
own pace and located their own threshold of tolerance for ambiguity and their own tools for
survival. When they are reooy to be led by another, they will have a1reooy explored their own
anxiety over darkness and vulnerability, so they can then face their limits with a little more
awareness and self-control while with the other person.
The sequence of journal writing responses to various parts of the exercise are placed
where they are for specific reasons. Since the first exercise has the participants coming back at
different times because they are indiVidually paced and because they are initially encountering the
apprehensions and enlightenments about making It alone In the world without sight, they are fresh
to write and reflect on their experience. This Is a ~ personal time for the first writing and

it

also helps to f111 the time gap between the stag;jered returns. Again, later In the session when they
can look back on the scope of the total experience, they are given the opportunity of debriefing In
their own minds before they discuss with others. This gives them a chance to collect their
thoughts, to sift through their emotional and Intellectual responses and to put them down In
tangible order on paper before they are called to articulate them aloud. Allowing them to write and
reflect alone first also provides them space to decipher their feelings and insights before they are
surrounded with the thoughts of others and may then have a tendenGy to compare and weigh theIrs
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against the others. They can then accept their own response In a fresh wff./ without quickly
disqualifying their own answers as wrong--as Is often the tenden~-- when they hear the others.
The series of walks becomes a cumulative sequence of more difficult tasks. The first one Is
probably the most difficult, but once the Individual has succeeood In that one alone, he or she feels
capable of accomplishing the others with less trepidation. The other three walks then focus more
on the relationship between the partners and their challenge to establish and maintain trust and
clear communlcat1on. There Is also a point of comparison between the difficulty of 9Jing It alone
and that of having someone else to help and talk to. There Is splr1tual analogy' that wh1le one Is
9Jlng It alone, he Is more llable to concentrate mainly on personal survival tact1cs, but when he Is
coupled with one who can be the eyes for him, he mff./ come to a point of allowing the one who can
look ahead, to see for him and even to show him dellghts he mff./ not have been able to find on his
own with his certain l1mttatlons. In finding analogies between this walk and one's splr1tual walk
of faith with GOO as the ultimate guide, one mff./ decide that only the Almighty sees the end from the
beginning and knows what the earthly child mff./ encounter. The One who sees beyond Is the only
one capable of guiding In such a wff./ that walking through the shaoow of darkness with him as guide
mff./ be less fearful since he knows where the l1ght 11es ahead. Trusting In his guidance also allows
the one who 00es not see and 00es not know, to relax and receive the gifts and the Instructions with
faith as they come. The bl1nd followers notice that their walk Is often more enjoyable when they
can relax and not hold back or ant1clpate the leading but simply trust and take It one step at a time.
The discussion segments and their sequence are also purposeful. COntemplating about the
metaphors and the experience alone first, and writing in one's journal, Is followed by discussion
w1th a partner. which Is safer than full group discussion and allows one to sift through the variety
of Images In an established trusting Intimate environment: a personal conversat1on. As a result,
the group discussions which follow later are then less formidable for volunteers to share In
vocally since they have already collected their thoughts. They can thus become a time of Informed
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Interchange and further exploration.
Moving Into small group drama exercises comes later when all have discussed informally
the theme and Incloonts they have eoch experienced which relate to the concepts being explored.
By the time they are asked to explore through enactment, the Internal pumps have already been
primed. The scriptures are first solicited during discussion from members of the group who may
have had some pop Into their heads as they contemplated the theme surrounding walk and guidance.
The facilitator may then offer the other verses which the group may not have recalled In a hanoout.
The facilitator may encourage them to continue their own studies through ack1ltional reOOlng and
research on spiritual pilgrimage.
Concluding with the tripudlum step Is an interactive worship experience. It still allows
the Individuals to learn something new and novel to them- -a conclUding cha1Jenge- -and brings the
whole group t(XJether at the end In a unified expression. The song selected should be one that the
facilitator Is certain all are familiar with and can sing acapella. The movement, music and candlelight help establish a mellow mooo and an atmosphere of present community and communion with
past brethren, recognizing that Christians have been on personal pilgrimages for centuries and yet
are stili called to walk together In unity, carrying their lights into and through the darkness.
The whole sequence affords a variety of fOCi, Juxtaposing personal exploration with group
Interaction; engaging the Individual In Introspective, concrete, abstract and reflective activities;
moving around the experiential learning cycle. Members attempt some application of the learning
In the discussion and when the small groups design role plays which reflect the level of Insight
gained concerning trust and care In Interpersonal communication. The sequence overtly and
Intuitively applies the guiding principles set forth In chapter three which oovocate: establishing
an atmosphere to stimulate motivation; providing exercise for Imagination, concentration,
observation and creativity; encouraging application of the learning to personal life situation;
varying the pace and focus of the process to maintain Interest; providing for regular Interaction
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within the group; engaging In problem-solving; protecting from emotional exposure aM
competition; stimulating empathiC awareness; locating learning metaphors; and providing
opportunity for Silence, reflection, worship and evaluation.

"TRANSFORMATIONS" SESSION

Assessment of Need for the Topic of Focus
The adult Christian encounters the almost unconscious use of many parables and spiritual
metaphors in the daily dialCWJue of religious content and in the regular sermons and bible study
lessons of the church. While the mooe of communication In religious circles Is to note the
abundance of metaphors In scripture to explain mystical phenomena, the Individual adult often
st111 needs personal guidance and practice in the effect1ve use of metaphor to communicate his or
her own feelings, Insights and concerns. He or she also needs to develop sk111 In ~neratlng fresh
metaphors concerning spiritual concepts since many of those used in scripture seem apparently
outdated and often hold little personal significance for the contemporary Christian who may not be
acquainted with much of the cultural context in which they were originally proffered.

Objectives.
• To provloo experiences whereby the partiCipants may encounter the vehicle of metaphor
as a learning aM communicating device.
• To explore the possibilities of finding concrete expressions for abstract conceptions by
transforming them Into alternate tangible forms through Imaginative description and
physical action.
• To ~nerate workable metaphors to express personal Internal and spiritual Images.
• To use the metaphors to consider ways in which negative or rigid attitudes and behaviors
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may be transformed by choice.
• To recognize the importance of the metaphorical device to help verbally and intuitively
communicate the hlciJen and apparently Intangible.
• To practice creative problem-solving In groups through physical action.
• To stimulate awareness of other perceptions, thereby enhancing empathy.
• To explore the use of objects and props in creative dramatizing.

Set up. Little set up is needed for this lesson. The facilitator will need to choose between
whether to gather a box of possible Items to use for the metaphor explanations and group story
enactments, or to have the group itself scavenge and gather items from among their personal
effects and throughout the room. The facll1tator must clear a space where the warm up activity
may take place and the follOWing group Circle for the metaphor sharing.
Warm up. The facilitator asks group members to stand together In the center of the room
and simply m111, around greeting each other for a few moments until other specific directions are
given. The group may know each other fairly well, but the following "game" may help them find
out some other interesting facts about each other and limber up in the process. The point of focus
will be for them to arrange the group quickly in one-minute time llmlts according to instructions.
The first arrangement Is by height from shortest to tallest without any specific directions from
the facllltator or assigning an established leader (The way the group quickly accomplishes the task
w1l1 also IndIcate how they allow leadership to emerge). After they have accomplIshed the task and
noted how they dId It so quIckly, they are given further Instructions so that again, In the next
one-minute time limit, they must arrange themselves physically according to birthdays (The
facllltator makes no suggestions as to how this might be done; In rows, clusters, etc., but allows
the group to face these decisions). Then in the next one-minute time limit, they are to arrange
themselves in a geographical map according to birthplaces. Finally, in the next one-minute time
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limit. they are to arrang:l themselves occordlng to poslUon of birth In the famlly (These are
rather g:lnerlc arrang:lments suggested by the facllltator In order to g:lt the group moving around
quickly. working tOg:lther to solve the challeng:l and also to allow them to find out some things
about each other In the process. The facllltator may use this vehicle to have them figure out how to
arrang:l themselves occordlng to any number of categJrles such as: Urnes they have moved. types
of books they read. desUnations they have traveled. jobs they have held. years they have been In
this church or town. etc.). This exercise should take no more than ten to twelve minutes.
1st. exercise In metaphor. The facilitator places a plethora of unrelated common Items on
a table or In the center of the floor for the entire group to gather around and look at. These Items
may Include such simple things as: a pencil. eraser. toothpaste. spoon. paper cliP. paper

b~.

hanger. flower. candle. watch. shoe. plastiC b~. sugar packet. small toy. glove. kitchen timer.
brass bell. vase--a1most anything one might pick up easily and dump In a b~. Or the facilitator
may even ask the partiCipants to locate two or three things In the room. their pockets or purses
and bring them Into the center of the circle. The facllltator may then proceed In this manner:
"While the warm up exercise showed us how many different categJrles you may all be placed In to
show your likenesses. you are each incredibly unique In background. personality. attitude,
character and so forth. Even as we note the individual human boot. most of us have two eyes. two
eyebrows. a nose between and In the center of the face. a mouth beneath and two ears on the side.
The poslUons of these basic entitles are rather predictably regular. even the sizes are only
fractions of an Inch different ... and yet the sizes. arrang:lments. placements, colors and shapes of
just these few features can be so diverse. that most of us are able to recognize hundreds of people
Instantly by noting the differences In their faces. Each individual is unique not only from physical
appearance on the outSide. but also in internal features.
"As each of these Items on the floor is perused and noted for its Individual uniqueness and
recognition that it was made for a specific purpose. we can also realize that each may be used for
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something else as well. The spoon may sUr tea, but 1t also may be used to dig In the garden and
prop open a winoow. The hanger was designed to hang clothes on, but who hasn't used it stretched
out as an Improvised hook? I would like you to look at each of these things now In terms of how
they can be used to describe something unique about yourself. We know where you fit In the
continuum according to birthday In this group and where on the map you were born, but now allow
. two of these items to be used as metaphors to describe something about yourself that we do not
know. As you look at each thing, you w1ll probably be able to note analogies about the Item that
parallel with your personal1ty or your atUtudes or behavior. There may even be several things
about each Hem that are Just 11ke you. Reflect for a whlle about how you might use several of these
items to act as a metaphor for an aspect of you." Allow the group to think for a while as they
contemplate connections they may see about many of the items. Ask them to select at least two. If
someone else selected the one they wanted, they may borrow it when it comes their turn, or they
may rea11ze that they can really say something about several of the Items and thereby be more
flexible.
The facilitator may begin the descriptive analogy by sharing something of herself, thus
setting the stage for the depth of expression Invited. Example: "I am similar to this #2 soft lead,
very basiC, pencil. I'm not really an expensIve Indelible Parker pen. I have a tendency to grind a
bit and get to the pOint quickly. However, one of my problems Is that when I push too hard, and I
often do, I can break oown easily and then I am Ineffective. As a matter offact, I do have a tendency
to go too long, push too hard, and wear out easlly--gettlng dull and obnoxIously scratchy In the
process. I thInk I'm more like a pencil than a pen, because I'm more Indecisive and need more
forgiving, that's why I have a built-In eraser. I often have to go back on what I said because I may
have been too quick In my assumptions. Fortunately, I don't usually say things that are so radical
they can't be altered. Maybe that's what also makes me a little more tentative in some of the things
I do. LIke this round, but really hexagonal penCil, I can roll around easily when given a little
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shove, but I have bunt-In minor protective angles which k.eep me somewhat rigid (111k.e to think.,
stable) and from ro11lng off the edge. I have to admit, I'm pretty ye11ow, a little chicken to take too
many rlsk.s. I also can break more easily than a pen. But most of the break.s so far haven't been as
devastating as they could be If I were even more rigid. I've been able to salvage the better part
after a break., sharpen it up again and!p on from there." The facilitator thus provides a model for
disclosure which Indicates that 1t Is nne to speak for about one to two minutes and use the Item to
explain several things about themselves. The members are then Invited to share their analogies In
wh1chever orlEr they select, rather than !p1ng around the circle. The other members are also free
to ask. someone to elaborate further or to explain a metaphor which may not have been clear In its
connection. The facilitator affirms each person after he or she has shared, but 00es not mak.e
comments or judgments on what was shared. The exercise tak.es about 20-45 minutes, depending
upon the size of the group--ten minutes to select and reflect; an average of three minutes per
person to share. A110w a short break. time after the sharing where individuals may feel free to
further fellowship and d1scuss with 1ndlvlduals as they are led.
Journal entries.

Allow the participants time to reflect In their journals on the

un1Queness of 1nd1vlduals and the ability of the metaphor to help mak.e Imaglnat1ve connections.
Ask. the participants to think further about the use of metaphors to help them describe other things
about themselves. For Instance, they may generate some metaphors

whlch~:

"My

day

today

was... " "My Job Is I1l:.e... " "My spouse/parents are llk.e ... (a safety net under a clown trapeze
artist).

M

Sma11 group discussion and scripture application. In pairs or triads, ask. the group to use
their bibles to locate scriptures which have been Insightful or comforting to them

by

the

Indication that each person Is unique, a special creation In the universe. Possible scriptures are:
Matthew 10:29-31; Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing and one of them
shall not fall on the ground without your Father's will. But the very hairs of your
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helJJ are all numbered. Fear ye not therefore, ye are of more value than many
sparrows.
Psalms 139: 13- 16; For you created my inmost being; you knit me t()]ether
in my mother's womb. I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made;
your works are wonderful, I know that full well. My frame was not hidiln from
you when I was made in the secret place. When I was woven to;Jether in the depths
of the earth, your eyes saw my unformed bOOy. All the days ordained for me were
written in your book before one of them came to be.

Creative drama exercise warm up. Ask the partiCipants to get into small groups of three
or four. Ask them to keep the items with them that they used to describe themselves in metaphor.
"Earlier, we noted how items mey have been specially produced to accomplish certain tasks, like
this chair was designed for sitting in, but it has also been used improvisationally as a stool, a door
prop, a pet barrier, a lion tamer's prod, an end table... and by imaginative children as a puppet
stage, a rocket, a canoe, a horse, an airplane, a warrior's shield, and a four-pronged sword. Take
the challenge now to look at your items and determine the many weys they mey be used to indicate
other features they have. Play around with them for a while in the group first, so that you
generate a multitude of ways to use them, shOWing each other spontaneously by how you hold them,
make sounds with them, etc., that you are now using the item imaginatively and going beyond its
apparent limitations and stretching its size. Improvise and play with them, transforming and
making them more than what they are now."
Allow the groups to play at their own pace, to share back and forth between members and
not to ju~ each other's ideas. Move around the room from group to group, encouraging them to
continue sharing their ideas amongst each other and to each use all of the items in the group. When
they have done this for about six or seven minutes, ask the entire group to debrief about what it
took to generate the ideas. This becomes an intuitive discovery of the brainstorming process. Ask
questions such as: "How did you come up with the ideas; did one person's idea then help you
generate another idea; did you discover that there were moments when you thought you ran out of
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ideas, only to reallze then there would be another burst of new Ideas; did you notice that a
perspective of a previous suggestion would then generate a connection for you?" Allow the
discussion about how they generated ideas personally and how they were able to work as a group,
building on each other's Ideas to proceed for several mInutes as they make theIr own dIscoverIes
about the imaginative process. This might be a !JlOd place to give a few notes orally on how
effective brainstorming works and how the creative process is built on perceived imagination first
and then recognition and generation of connections. It need not be a long lesson on the process, but
rather a brief mini-lecture to affirm what they have discovered already on their own.
Creative drama exercise # 1. Ask the groups again to look at the Items that they now know
can be used In a variety of w~s, w~s in which the group accepts the conventions of altering shape
and size and function. In other words, the foc111tator should convey something like thiS: "Although
the chair is this large and has four legs, when this person held It upside oown above his head and
walked rigidly toward us beeping In gibberish, we all A:new quickly that two of the metal chair
legs were Indicating antennae of a space creature. We accepted the convention that the rest of the
chair was Invisible and that the two legs representing the antennae were really smaller than what
we octually saw. Now take the challenge as a group to use all of your Items In an Improvised
scenario as props, but use them each in at least two different w~ than what they were Invented
for. Stretch them and transform them to Indicate somethIng other than what they really are. Your
scenario m~ be along any theme you wish. You m~ even decide to have it reflect 'A D~ in the Life
of .. .' or be a playing out of a recognized tale, parable, or fable. But 00 decide on a title In the end."
Allow the groups about ten minutes to work around with their Items and to plan a scenario
which would flow with a definite beginning, mlo:l1e and end and would use all members of the group
as charocters In the plot. Following their brainstorming and rough draft of the scenariO, allow
them time for a brief rehearsal within the group. Move around from group to group to assist In
any encouragement or generation of Ideas. When it is apparent that all are close to completing the
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task, then give a five minute warning that these w1l1 be shared with the whole group In a short
time. Allow each group to determine how they w1ll set up the performance area and how they will
share their creation. Then have each group play their scenario for the others. Applaud and briefly
discuss each scene.
Creative drama exercise #2. -It was rather delightful and not too difficult to transform
these common Items to become all sorts of Imaginative things. They stretched according to your
wishes to use them to communicate other things that you nee03d them to be In order to serve In
your stories. They were tangible Items and could be remolded by not necessarily changing their
physical shapes, but by changing our perceptions of their shapes. Now let us take the challenge of
attempting to actually give shape to "things" that 00 not often have universally agreed upon
designated forms. These are abstract concepts which nevertheless play a significant role In our
lives and In our communication with each other and our behavior toward each other. The bible
speaks of the Christian as needing to evidence the "fruits of the spirit." In other words, we say a
tree Is clearly a peach tree when It grows peaches and an apple tree Is more precisely an apple
tree to us when we see evidence of apples on It. LIkewise, the scripture says, "by their fruits, you
shall know them (Matt. 7: 16)." Christians call these evident traits of spiritual living, "fruits."
They are also referred to as vlrtures. In the bible the fruits of the spirit are listed as: "love, Joy,
peace, longsufferlng, gentleness, ~ness, faith, meekness, temperance (Galatians 5:22,23)."
"If you were an accomplished sculptor or painter and commissioned by a significant
InstitutIon such as the church or the hall of Justice to create a pIece of art that symbolized this one
great concept In a sIngle form, to transform the Idea to a tangIble Image, what might It be? Indeed,
artists have been given commlsslonlngs such as these throughout the centuries, to come up with a
definitive work which encapsulates the universal concept. We see evidence of their work In the
amazing statuary placed In front of the buildings of almost all national governments. Our attempts
here may be somewhat less sublime than a Michelangelo or Rembrandt piece, but 00 try to
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synthesize a transformation of the concept to a tangible tableau or sculpture." Allow the groups to
select which of the fruits of the spirit (or virtures) they wish to depict with a single picture of
their booles indicating the concept. Allow planning for about five minutes to ten minutes as they
sort out what would be the best WfJ{ of deplctlng love or meek.ness or longsufferlng, etc.
Have each group then unveil their art for the rest of the group. Ask.: "How did you come
about selecting this scene? What 00es It mean to you? What process of elimination did the group
go through? etc." Allow some evaluative discussion to go on between the groups as they view and
reflect on each other's selection and depiction. "Now, try to put these tableaux up again In the
same manner you chose to transform the concept into and see what might happen If they were
brought to me. If we could conceive of this as simply being a single frame of an ongoing film, what
might be the next frames which would take place if we ran the movie?"
Allow the groups to explore this possibility as they Improvise with their tableaux of the
transformed concepts and put them into living movement and behavlor--movlng from a single
form of the virtue, to a moving form of It, allowing It to take on a life, rather than just a sliCe of
life. PlfJ{ the improvisation for a whlle to generate further ideas about the behavior which their
Initial concept of the virtue would imply. Try then the possibility of recognizing that they hoo
selected one single frame to indicate the transformed virtue, but now what might be the frames
lelX1lng up to that Isolated moment. In other wordS, what behavior and actlon might have Instigated
the final moment shown In their selected statue or tableau. Then, allow them to explore through
Improvisation the surrounding actions of the Single frame--runnlng the mOVie, as It were, from
several moments before the selected scene, on to several moments afterwardS. What discoveries
might they mak.e concerning their notions of the abstract concept then? What roes love, faith,
gentleness, meekness, etc., mean in terms of human behavior, live action? Allow the group time
then to discuss what they are Intuitively work.lng out In their Improvisations. Using the
Improvisations as fuel for exploratory discussion, try to move the process along to discover just
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what they eoch perceive or expect the behavior to be when someone proouces the various fruits of
the spirit. What are scriptures which describe the outward evidence of these virtures in people?
What Incidents can they recall when they witnessed evidence of particular fruits of the spirit In
their own lives or In the life of another person they knew?
Journal reflect10n~ Allow time for the 1nd1v1duals to return to the1r Journals to reflect
on what has happened so far. What are their responses to the exercises on transforming the Items
1n their groups to the creat1ve scenar1os. What are the1r responses to determln1ng the frame for
the virtue they wanted to show. What was the individual contemplating as the group was working
through to the solution? What connections 00 these exercises have to their own lives, the concerns
they have had about shOWing evidence of the fruits of the spirit in their behavior as well as in
their beliefs? Allow time for them to make application of the exercises and group d1scusslons to
what they feel about the subject and what they hope to 00 as follow up. Perhaps they may wish to
wr1te poetry or a poetiC prayer 1n response to the1r reflect10ns. When they have had t1me to
reflect and debrief in their own meditation and journal writing, they may take a short break, move
around, get some outSide air, find refreshments, engage In Informal discussion.
Creative drama exercise #3. After the group has reconvened following a short recess,
discuss briefly the problems the Individuals and the group of Christians foce when trying to live
up to the evidence of fruit of the spirit in their lives. Questions could Include: When are there
Incidents and circumstances when they must make a decision to act In love, gentleness, meekness,
longsufferlng, faith, etc.? What are some situations In Interpersonal relations, for Instance,
which try one's capab11lty of responding In love or gentleness?
Have the group break Into smaller groups of two or three and discuss the situations which
may call on them to exhibit these various vlrtures of Christian discipline. Generate Ideas for
possible role playing situations between two or three people where the scenario involves conflict
requiring action to resolve, and which calls upon one of the fruits of the spirit. to be manifest.
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Each group should write out the basis for the situation, the location, the characters and the
conflict. Have the group then practice possible wftlS of negotiating, problem-resolution,
subllmation--whatever might show evidence of acting in a Christian virtue. One group sets up
another group giving them the situatIOn they have devised, the characters and the outline of the
scenario up to when the characters must face the conflict. They call upon another group to then
spontaneously Improv1se the role p1ft11ng situat10n. The group

mftl

select when to ask the other

group to stop p1ft11ng and debr1ef what has happened thus far. The group of adults then uses the
possible scenarios to explore the1r potentials of behavior and declsion-mak1ng when facing
situations and interpersonal conflicts that tax their natural inclinations to be patience, lOVing,
meek, etc.--evidences of the fruits of the spirit.
Debriefing and evaluation.. "We are told In scripture to exhibit the fruits of the spirit In
our lives as evidence of the Christian love we have for others. It Is not difficult to list the fruits of
the spirit as the virtues we are called to produce, but It mftl be d1ff1cult to determ1ne just what
these fruits are 1n terms of real behavior. We can hold a peach and feel Its julLY sweetness run
oown the sides of our lips as we chomp on Its ~ness. But how can we hold love 1n our hands, look
at It, feel Its texture, cut It open to stucty Its f1rmness and flavor? How does love become real In
our lives? While the scripture uses the metaphor to describe how we must nourish our lives in
such a wftl to naturally produce certain fruit which Is evidence of the kind of person we are, how
00 we then tak.e this metaphor and mak.e It a tangible Item that makes a difference in our lives?
How does th1s metaphor signify how our lives touch the lives of others, mak.lng our faith more real
than theoretical? While love

mftl

Indeed be an emotion, the scriptural admonitions to love one

another mean much more than inducing an emotional feellng toward another person. The mandate
to love really means to transform the concept 1nto tang1b1e actions; to act 1n love, to behave with
meekness, to express faith rather than just feel it. So the word becomes more than just a concept,
but rather a decision to act In such a Wftl that there is outward evidence of that Internal spiritual
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state of beIng. The scrIptural parable of the barren fIg tree IndIcated that the gardener was
willing to cut down the tree because it did not bare the fruit ft was Intended to bring forth." The
group then debrIefs the session by discussing the d1fflcultles and posSlb111tles of brIngIng forth
actual "fruit" as evIdence of theIr lives of ChrIstIan fafth. They mIght note that It Is thIs very lack
of evIdent fruit In the llves of some people who speak broadly about what they beHeve, that
prompts others to label them hypocrites. They also may dIscuss the scrIptural recognitIon that
the process Is Indeed difficult, that the normal human being, ChrIstIan or not, has Internal
conflicts between knowing and doing what is said to be right and what he perceives is right. Even
the apostle Paul had the struoole and likened It to opposIng forces struoollng Inside him for
control. The one he fed became the stronger.
Final scrIptures for appllcatlon. The group may dIscuss and locate scriptures whIch
reflect the theme of transforming their beliefs Into tangible behavIor. These may include:
luke 6:27-38; But I tell you who hear me; love your enemies, 00 ~ to those who
hate you, bless those who curse you, pray for those who mistreat you. If someone
strikes you on one cheek, turn to him the other also. If someone takes your cloak, 00
not stop him from taking your tunic. Give to everyone who asks you, and if anyone
takes what belongs to you, 00 not demand it back. Do to others as you would have them
00 to you. If you love those who love you, what credit is that to you? Even 'sinners'
love those who love them. And if you 00 ~ to those who lire ~ to you, what credit
is that to you? Even 'sinners' do that. And if you lend to those from whom you expect
repayment, what credit is that to you? Even 'sinners' lend to 'sinners: expecting to
be repaid in full. But love your enemies, do !JX)d to them, and lend to them without
expecting to get anything back. Be merciful, just as your Father is merciful. Do not
ju~, and you will not be jud;}ed. Do not condemn, and you will not be condemned.
Forgive, and you will be forgiven. ~ive, and it will be given to you.
Philipians 4:9; Whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is
pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable -- if anything is excellent or
praiseworthy -- think about such things. Whatever you have learned or received or
heard from me, or seen in me -- put it into practice.
Philipians 2:3-4; Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility
consider others better than yourselves. Each of you should look not only to your own
interests, but also to the interests of others.
Philipians 2: 14-15; Do everything without complaining or arguing, so that YOll may
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become blameless and pure, children of Ood without fault in a crooked and depraved
generation, in which you shine like stars in the universe as you hold out the word of
life.
Colossians 3: 13; Bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you may have
against one another. Forgive as the lord forgave you. And over all these virtues put
on love, which binds themall together in perfect unity.
I Thessalonians 5: 13- 15; Live in peace with each other. Warn those who are idle,
encourage the timid, help the weak, be patient with everyone. Make sure that nobrOy
pays back wrong for wrong, but always try to be kind to each other. (New
International Version)

sessIon closure. The group gathers together to encourage eoch other In findIng wf!ys to
evIdence theIr walks of faith. They prf!Y for eoch other and for the group Itself for help to nurture
the kinds of behaviors in the individuals so that others mf!Y be touched and served through their
octs of love, gentleness,

~ness,

meekness, longsufferlng, joy, peace, and temperance. They

recognIze eoch of these vIrtues requIres an entire sessIon to deal with, so that thIs session was
Just the openIng of a emr to further exploratIon. They mf!Y begIn to set an agenda for future
sessIons to follow up on thIs theme. The group closes by sIngIng a familIar song on the theme, such
as: "They wIll Know we are ChrIstIans by our love" or "Trust and Obey."
The particIpants are encouraged to stulty further these concerns outsIde durIng the week
by readIng works, journals and bIographies of people who have gone before and encountered the
conflict between passIve and octlve faith and works. They are encouraged to contInue In prayer,
searching, journal writIng, exploring through poetry and prose, discussion, proctlce. Perhaps
they can brIng bock theIr findIngs and reports of their proctlces to the group In the next sessIon.

RatIonale for the sessIon Process
The octivlties themselves and the sequence thereof follow Kolb's experiential learning
cycle and oohere to Mccarthy's admonitIon to program the group learnIng experIence In such a way
that all the four major learnIng styles are catered to at varIous tImes throughout the course.
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While McCarthy's suggestions probably referred to the planning for an entire course In public
education, this writer attempts to incorporate aspects of each style in each session of 90 minutes
or more. Again, the pattern Is to Inter-weave experiences which are OO]nltlve, affective,
abstract, concrete, active and reOective.
For this sesSion, the warm up actlvlty of having the group quickly collect themselves Into
. certain categories has several Intentions. The exercise itself Is playful and a group Ice breaker In
that they Immediately have a task to accompllsh In a very short time. They are encouraged by the
facilitator to note the alloted time and are even warned half wff.! through the first set that 30
seconds have passed. This brief Interjection heightens the challenge and quickens the pace of the
activity. They usually then speed up their fervor to accomplish the task in time. The time limit
puts on artifiCial pressure which then places them all In the same bag of having to work t~ther
against the clock. They are not given a OOsignated laooer just to see what they will do about the
problem of no specific direction. Will they quickly decide they will follow one person's directions
or will they!JI about the task of pooling everyone's suggestions, which is more time consuming.
Each set of tasks Is another chance to decide on laooershlp options. Often a laooer w111 emerge by
the second set. This is usually a person who can talk faster and louder than the others and can
visualize quickly how they can form themselves. When they accomplish the task within the time
limit, all feel successful. In the process of fitting into the categories, they also find out
Informatton abOut each other wlthout the self-conSCiOUS methoo of disclosing this Information In
formallntroouctlons. The Information they find out about each other also helps them to compare
themselves with the others. They find out If they share birthday months (It mff.! be Interesting to
see If the group declOOs on the birthday categories solely by months and days or even to the extent
of years), If they come from the same section of the country, If they had the same fate as another to
be an only child, or the first child, or the baby. Their findings immediately give them some
comrades with whom they share something in common. Later they can use this information to
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brlD;je a gap and engage Informal conversation on the shared event. The fast pocs of the opening
exercise gets them moving physically and having to think quickly In cooperation w1th the group.
There Is a chance to stimulate energy and get them to notice relationships during this warm up.
The select10ns ot' Items for the second exercise Involving the application of metaphorical
connectlons may be purely ranoom by the focilitator, just to see what the participants may come
up with to llnk themselves with the most mundane of Items. Or the focllltator may specially select
Items which he or she thinks may prompt more focused metaphors. These Items may Include such
things as a clock, a mask, a tay, a measuring deVice, artist tools, keys, a dried up plant,
etc.--thlngs which the focllltator may perceive have Inherent metaphors

Imb~

therein. The

group is given time to peruse the entire selection first so that their minds may scan over the items
and notice many possibilities. They have time to think up several metaphors which could apply to
a number of items before they are asked to select which ones they want to use. They are asked to
select at least two so that they might even have the chance of comparing the two 1tems and their
relationships with each other as well. One Item may reflect a certain aspect of the partiCipant's
personal1ty, while the other Item may represent a different side altogether. The choice of two
Items also pushes the participant Into thinking more deeply than she would have to with one Item.
Many will try to make connections between the two items as well as with themselves.
The focllltator begins the sharing Just to establlsh a protocol, trying to make the
disclosure somewhat personal but not too Intimate. The focllltator sets the pocs, so that the others
note they are encour8lJld to make several appllcatlons, to note several qua11tles of the Items, and
to begin using metaphorical language. Christians particularly are fam111ar with the language of
parable which Is highly metaphorical and therefore rarely find difficulty In sl1pplng right Into
metaphorical speech when comparing the item with themselves. An aspect of teaching In chlldren's
Sunday school classes Is also to Incorporate the object lesson, which Is notably metaphorical. The
exercise allows the participant to gauge for himself the level of disclosure he feels comfortable
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with. He may also share something about himself that he would have found difficult to bring up In
general conversation, but not so difficult through the vehicle of object metaphors. The item is a
means of sharing In a detached sort of way. The Item Itself may absorb the bulk of the focus-- It
Is what most other eyes are on and 1t Is what Is held, turned over, and talked about whlle the
speaker also "happens" to talk about himself.
The facilitator simply thanks each participant for sharing, but does not make comment on
the content, so that the exercise does not become a compet1tlon about saying the "right" thing. The
metaphorical connections to oneself and the item also allow the speakers to note and grasp images
which may be expanded to poetiC verballz1ng when describing those Images. The use of metaphor Is
one of the key foundations to the unlocking of poetic imagery. The exercise thus becomes a means
of abstract conceptuallzation evolving Into concrete Images. Using 1tems also helps people
remember facts about the person who shared the metaphor. It becomes an imaginative visual
mnemonic device. In the future, a vlsuallzatlon of the Item Is what triggers one's memory of the
connected metaphor and then its relationship to the person who shared. It is therefore not as easy
to forget that person as they have prOVided a tangible connection to be remembered by.
The journal reflection at this time allows the participant to verballze other insight he
may have hoo concerning himself when noting and sharing the metaphors, but did not wish to share
In the group. He may also take this time to record the metaphors he noted whlle looking at the
general span of items and when listening to the sharing of the others. This may be a time for him
to reflect on his feellngs and awareness about what the others shared about themselves. The

1uxtapos1tlon of the brooo categories of people with the Intimate detalls of Individuals is a concept
to reflect upon when one considers the llkenesses Individuals In a group share with one another, as
well as their differences. Writing metaphors about one's day, one's relationships, one's job, etc.,
helps the individual realize how potent metaphors are in aiding effective communication and
unearthing personal awareness. The metaphor helps one give another a handle so that the two can
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hold onto the same object from different sides. Learning to use a metaphor to describe one's feeling
about something helps the person to fI.nd a tangible

wfJ{

of explaining himself to another.

Searching for a metaphor about different aspects of one's life, such as one's work, also helps an
Individual recognize perhaps hlCtl3n feelings one might have about the comparative Item.
Awareness Is often the first step toward change. If all of one's metaphors about one's job are
negative, one mfJ{ then realize there Is a problem there that needs to be resolVed. One's metaphors
about certain relaUonshlps also help one determine where the strengths and the weaknesses are In
those relationships and what one can then do about them.
Providing Ume for a break after this kind of actlv1ty allows those who wish to conUnue to
write to do so without feeling pressure, and those who have finished writing a chance to move
about and stretch w1thout breaking the flow of the whole group. This time for a break also allows
partiCipants to briefly discuss some of the connections they mfJ{ have noted they have w1th another
person while it Is st111 fresh In their minds or even because it Is fresh on their minds and they
would be distracted If they did not have an opportun1ty to discuss 1t right

awfJ{,

If even

superficially until a later opportunity arises. If Individuals have discovered that they have both
come from the same part of the country, or that they are both members of very large families, or
attended the same school, or that they both have some of the same feelings that were shared In the
object metaphors, they may often approach each other at this time to discuss their mutuality.
Again, the actions In metaphor provide a connection for the members of the group to become more
Intimately acquainted If they choose to act upon their new knowl8O;Je about another and therefore
build friendly connections based upon mutual interests. If the partiCipants are not compelled to
follow up on these connecUons and develop relationships based on the shared Information, It Is not
a devastating set back for the group or the individual as the Information was shared In an Indirect,
detached manner and the sharer was not seen as having "opened up" vulnerably.
Moving next Into small group brainstorming with the Items provides a change of pace from
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an actlvlty which Is quite Introspectlve to one which Is creatively stimulating. The reason for
using small groups for this activity is that more ideas are likely to be generated when the group is
smaller simply because more people are able to talk and the focus can shift around a group of three
or four more often than around a group of ten or fifteen. This provides a playful outlet for the
group as they are free to see off-the-wall connections and st111 are accepted for their
contributions. In creative brainstorming, the quantity of ideas generated Is as significant as the
quality. The quality cannot be determined at first because no judgments are made of any of the
contributions--each person is free to explore all possibilities. The groups are encouraged to
simply play wlth the Ideas first, before any kind of specific Instruction Is given on how to apply
their ideas. This is so that they will not short-circuit their brainstorming process and get rid of
Ideas which they, perhaps mistakenly, think will not fit Into the final purpose. When they are
given free reign to braInstorm, they are not as quick to ju~ theIr efforts or InhIbit theIr risks.
When the groups are gIven the challenge of puttIng theIr Items as alternate props Into a
scenarIo with a specific form, the pace of the dIscussion and the brainstormIng then shifts into a
slower gear. Now they have a focus for all the Item potentials they generated. They can sift
through the quantity of suggestions and determine which set of them will fit into the context of a
story line. They improvise with the Items and the story lIne now to make sense within a sequence
of parts. They still have the option of making their thinking very focused as In determining how
theIr Items w111 fIt Into a parable or fable, or makIng their thInking less focused by sImply
selecting any kInd of scenario which holds t()'Jether. Those who are enervated to give meaning to
their story lines may make application of that mental focus. Those who are not ready to settle
down may st111 feel free to broadly explore. The end-prooucts usually delight all the groups as
they are fascinated with how the others transformed their items to show a story which the viewers
could comprehend. It Is the beginning of noting that most of the people actually accept the
conventions which others may think are too obscure. They really can tell a story, share an Idea,
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disclose a concept, without having to go into detail to explain themselves. In the end they note that
"less Is more"--just as when they were ch11dren, they are able to communicate messages with
vastly different vehicles of body language, inflection, sound effects, props, etc., and have
themselves understoo:l wtthout having to give a long explanation, treatise or sermon.
The facilitator makes the tranSition from discussing transforming visible Items Into other
. uses and shapes to transforming abstract concepts to visual behavior. The connection of the
exercises themselves become another metphor. Having to determine a single frame for a concept of
such magnitude as love or faith Is a challenge which takes acklttlonalln-depth verbal n8(J.Itlatlon
and a sharing of values and InSights within the group. How 00 we decide how to depict
longsuffering? What roes it mean to us in the first place? What would be a definitive image of it?
The facilitator actually thinks It Is easier for the group to decide on a single frame for the broad
concept to begin with than to determine t()}3ther what Is a scenario they could choose. When they
have a consensus for the tableau or statue or painting, they at least now have It out there In a
tangible form and can look at it In one hard focus. Their selection then becomes a point of
discussion for the other groups. What might !illri. have selected if this was their assignment?
Moving from displaying the single frame to then bringing It alive In action allows the group to
work with a broad concept In smaller segments. It becomes more manageable when cut up Into
pieces of single focus. Their choices In how to bring It alive and explore It further by Its context,
become a saga the group finds Itself In before they had realized the scope of their journey. If they
had a notion of the magnttude of what they were to encounter before they began, they might have
thought tt too difficult and been uninspired to start. By taking the exploration In segments, and
even those out of order, they are more able to handle the process each piece at a time.
The facilitator now tightens the focus and asks the group to begin making connections to the
broaoor concepts of transforming a universal truth like love, longsufferlng, peace, etc., Into a
visual image and then transforming those virtues to behaviors In their own lives. The discussions
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focus on how precisely does one recognize the outward manlfestlons of Chrlst1an virtues or
spiritual fruit in the lives of virtuous people, even of themselves. What are the things one must

tiJ In order to reflect gentleness or faith? The discussions now focus on how one becomes a "OOer
of the word and not a hearer only."
The creative drama role playing segment Is a final vehicle to use as practice for life,
through which the participants may explore the right and

9Xld behaviors one may choose to

perform even when one may not feel like performing them.

It Is also used to explore the

conflicting feelings of knowing what is rig/J/ to 00 and not desiring to riJ the right. The groups
discuss the possible situations which one may encounter which might put one at the crossroads of
choice, needing or being compelled to act in Christian love and not feeling like ooing it. The groups
present real and hypothetical situations where the Christian fruits of the spirit might be
especially needed and how one might act In order to exhibit and apply those virtues. The role
plays become a vehicle for further discussion and debriefing on how to put action behind words.
The exploration of the scriptures further substantiates the Christian mandates to act In love
toward even the unlovely. The selected songs which reflect the theme follow a time of prayer for
help In what to many outside the faith, and even many In the faith, seem like Impossible tasks to
accompllsh--those dlfflcult commandments of Christian life: living peaceably to;)ether, turning
the ot~er cheek, walking the second mile, condemning not--In other words: acting In love.
Once again, the sequence of the session follows the experiential learning cycle. All styles
of learning are touched on during the process. The concrete and the abstract are encountered
through visual and spiritual metaphors. The active and the reflective are engaged In through
exerCises, enactment, discussion, journaling and praying. Varying the tempo is intended to
accommodate the needs of different learning styles and physical 008ptabll Ity. The learners are
prompted to recognize and use the metaphor as a tool in communication and definition. They make
application of their learning through the vignettes and role playing by supporting their findings
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with scripture and Christian fa1th teaching. They further practice the findings by oo:Iltlonal
discussion and role playing. They move through a continuum of verbal discovery and reflection
from large group discussion to small group interaction to private meditation and journal writing.
They discover Information through both the cognitive and affect1ve domains and are encouraged to
process 1t Individually and with others throughout the session as well as making application of It to
their lives upon leaving the group.
The two sample sessions are only suggested packages of exercises along selected themes.
Recall that many other kinds of events, themes and applications of creative drama were first
overvlewed at the beginning of this chapter. As the facilitator becomes more comfortable with the
medium, he or she will be on the look-out for ways to turn almost any theme Into a creative drama
partiCipatory learning experience. The keys of success will be found In maintaining variety and
being sensitive as to how the partiCipants may encounter the subjects pertinent to Christian
education through experiential learning which stimulates their Imaginations and encourages them
to make applications to their lives.

Conclusion
The Incidental benefits of creative drama as a learning tool are seen differently through
the eyes of the facilitator than through those of the partiCipants. The facilitator may see what
areas need clarification, what problems need further work, and what stereotypes and cliches need
shaking up. He or she may then monitor what level of learning has taken place, where growth or
understanding Is stilI neeood, and where further help and support are required. The partiCipants
benefit In other areas: hands-on experiences with group dynamiCS, co-operation, planning,
organizing, gaining fleXibility, Increasing tolerance, developing leadership and democratic
deciSion-making, brainstorming, pOOling of Ideas, developing spontaneity, learning adaptation to
the unexpected, Increasing verbal skills, articulating Ideas, learning effective body language,
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enhancing empathy and gaining many of the pos1tlve side-effects of teamwork wlthout the
pressures of competition and juctJment. The content and focus of the creative drama also become a
metaphor for the object, the concept or the behavior to be learned through discovery and
awareness. Because the vehicle provIdes an opportunity for the IndIvIdual to learn and explore at
hIs own pace and concernIng issues of hIs own interest, he is more likely to experience success and
consequently the enhancement of self-esteem as a result of personal involvement and tangIble
feedback. This benefit from the teacher's viewpoint Is that the more self-esteem each Individual
has, the more dynamic and constructive the total atmosphere will be. likewise, the more
self-esteem and love one can develop for oneself, the more one may be capable of loving others.
This may be the prime objective of using creative drama as an instructional strategy in Christian
educatton, for the bIblIcal commandment to "love one's neIghbor as oneself" reflects the
significance of positive self-esteem as a necessary prerequisite to developing genuine empathy.
Another unanticipated, yet Important, discovery of the use of creative drama In learning
s1tuatlons Is that some learners usually show they can be more autonomous, self-motIvated and
self-regulattng In terms of their own learning than Is normally expected, or for that matter, even
allowed In tradItIonal settings. ThIs dIscovery may radIcally alter the teacher's authority role,
but often roes so In a poslt1ve way, enhancIng student-teacher relatIonships, even In the case of
adults in typical Christian education classes. Creative drama role playing often helps to move the
learning experIence out of the rIgId textbook/currIculum and bible-study motIf wIth Its
unambiguous "rIght answer" syndrome, Into the more complex attitudInal Issues, which are
encountered more frequently In real life than In the classroom. This Is where "fa1th by works"
becomes a meeting of the rubber with the road. ReligiouS educatIon that roes not move from the
pulpit to the streets or from the Sunday School class to the home and marketplace is education that
is potentially hollow. It instigates a religion that is merely of the head and not of the heart.
Someone once suggested that for some people, their religion is almost like a woo:fen leg which is
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neither warm nor containIng life, but Is somethIng they hobble along on. It 00es not have the
makIngs of really becomIng a part of the person, but sImply remains an appendage that Is strapped
on when neeOOd to lean on. Interactive, creative experientlal education may help conteract this
kind of religion.
Many teoohers, especIally evangelical Christian educators, experience a strong desire to
moralize durIng the ImprovIsed drama or through the dIscussion. Teoohers and leOOers must
resIst thIs temptatIon, lest spontaneity and honesty be thwarted. Even Jesus rarely morallzed
after the tel1fng of hIs story parables. He usually lert them as they stOCXl or answered requests to
explain them with mOO1enlngly vague phrases Ilke, "you have ears to hear." On occasIon, Jesus
deffned the metaphors, but usually let the strength of the experience or message Itself speak
dIrectly to the spiritual Insight of the Ilstener. That flash, that spark of IntuitIve recognition,
that "aha! ,Of exploo:ld from the hittIng of the flInt by oneself and noting the sudden presence of fire,
Is as equally profound for the adult as It Is for the Child. Creative drama facilitators In adult
ChrIstian educatIon must resIst the temptation to conclude learning experIences with the easy
packagIng of an InsIght that ties a neat, criSp bow with a flare of assurance and the announcement:
"SOOOO, then It all means Just exactly thIs!" It takes tIme for most adult ChristIan educatIon
facilitators, and many adult learners, to arrIve at thIs kInd of freeOOm sInce many of them have
come through an educational system whIch InsIsted on final conclusIons and measurable obJectives.
Even when there are assurances of trust and acceptance In a group, some IndivIduals are
painfully SfJI-consclous and resIst exposure of any kInd. LeOOers need to be sensitIve to the
various oovelopmental

st~

of the group, working at different paces with different ages and

backgrounds. SOme adults need more tIme to learn to play again. Even In traditIonal dIscussIon
settings, many are Inhibited by their fears of failure. On the other hand, Immature or young
adults are orten wrapped up In their need for peer approval and may be reluctant to act out In
situations that may not win them the favors they desire. The basic solution to fear, anxiety, and
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self-consciousness In creative drama is to put the focus on the prtDJSS rather than the persons. If
the themes are vital to the group, the participants are more likely to forget their own hangups and
self-conSCiousness In the expression of energy toward the Issues and the solving of the problems.
This Is the same principle that works for successful athletes who must be able to focus their
attention on the game rather than their own personal exposure. The facl11tator must also
. remember that creative drama role-playing autl.7matically provIdes a bunt-In protectIve oovice,
In that the real person has the option to slip behind the character and find shelter whlle
simultaneously continuing to make discoveries for himself.
This chapter has presented some specific lesson options applying the guldellnes for using
creative drama as a strategy in adult evangelical Christian education. The lessons outlined have
been desIgned for and used somewhat successfully with varIous groups of ChristIan adults by this
writer. It must be reiterated, however, that these specific options and the sequence of activities
are only suggestions and that no facll1tator should feel compelled to follow them In a lock-step
manner. To do so would be to obvIate one of the primary guldellnes of adult learning and creative
drama: to gear the learning experience to the needs, Interests and abll1tles of the particIpants.
While this writer assessed the particular groups she was working with and determined their needs
and Interests In order to design the learnIng modules, another facl11tator must also do this
background preparation for each group and each sessIon he or she decides to teach. The preceding
guldellnes may serve as an In1tlal template for that preparation, but not as a final detalled manual
of Instruction.
The following chapter will conclude the dissertatIon with a presentation of suggestions for
future research and training In an attempt to broaden the applications of creative drama to the
venues of adult evangelical ChrIstIan educatIon.

CHAPTER V
A LOOK TO THE FUTURE WITH CREATIVE DRAMA IN ADULT CHRISTIAN
EDUCATION

This stucty was motivated originally by the author's interest in the potential benefits of
applying creative drama strategies in venues other than those in which it is more regularly found.
Creative drama is an established process of interactive group ctynamics which utilizes the
expressive medium of improvised dramatic performing and is raooily recognized as an academic
subject and a classroom strategy in pub lie schools on all levels of children's education across Great
Britain and in some segments of the United States. It is therefore quite often referred to as
"children's drama," and relegated mostly to primary and intermediate education. Creative drama
through the form of role play is also often recognized and used as a therapeutic tool and an
attitudinal and behavioral change agent in the fields of counseling and human resource management
and as a job training tool in simulated situations.
This writer found scant application of the principles and techniques of creative drama in
other areas of adult learning and development. Particularly in the evangelical Christian church,
any form of creative participatory education was found to be the exception rather than the rule in
adult education groups. The discussion-lecture method appears to be the primary form of
education and the level of active involvement in the vast majority of adult Christian education
contexts. This writer advocated the use of creative drama strategies as one alternative to the
basically non-participatory forms of instruction frequently used for adults in Christian education.
This chapter will highlight the promise of creative drama in the context of adult
evangelical Christian education and draw attention to creative drama's key objectives and potential
benefits. Next, suggestions for achieving the promise of creative drama in adult Christian
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education will be presented, including specific means by which the strategy may become morel
I

effectively inculcated in adult Christian education groups within the evangelical church. Finally,
the chapter will set forth recommendations for further research of both a quantitative and
I

qualitative nature.

THE PROMISE OF CREATIVE DRAMA IN THE CONTEXT OF ADULT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

Some church leaders have had a well-founded suspicion of creative methods in religious
education stemming from much of the apparently unsubstantiated exercises emerging out of group
encounters and sensitivity training activities of the 1960's. Some of the let-it-all-hang-out
behaviors of those group explorations caused alarm to many conservative church leaders who then
became suspicious of any "excessively expressive" group venture. The other end of this spectrum,
however, saw some innovative religious teachers who applauded and exhibited the various forms of
creative expression through their instruction but often slighted the actual content.

In the

Christian church this wes of particular concern because some leaders said of the creative
educators that while there was creative expression, it was often chaotic, it did not have spiritual
substance and it did not have the trademark of the very intention of the Christian education
program: "teaching the Word of God." They felt that some of the activities were pointless and
meaningless, as indeed, some were. Getting burned a few times, makes one wary of any fire.
Consequently, there was a substantial pulling back on future explorations into predominantly
expressive and emotionally suspect strategies. Alan Jahsmann, in his book Power Beyond Words,
points out that there should no longer be such a dichotomy between where the impression comes
from and how the expression is made. It is not two separate and distinct activities, but should
rather be a flow back and forth. He says:
Today psychologists and philosophers of education 00 not make a sharp

distinction between the two concerns. We r800Jnlze that responses, activity
experiences, and expressions can lead to impressions and understandings as well
as flow from them ... Because this is true, the great battle that has been ~ing on
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in the church over methods of religious education can came 10 a halt. So-called
crem.ive methlXJ5 truly can be teoching and l~rning activities and not just
entertainment or "something extra" to make religious education interesting or a
little more palatable if there is time. (148)

Creative drama is a unique vehicle of expression that is improvisational and dependent
upon spontaneous rather than scripted dramatic responses to created events and relationships. It
is process-oriented rather than product conscious; so it has its focus on the participants who are
experiencing and giving rather than on an audience who is watching and receiving. It is not led by
a director, but rather encouraged and nurtured by a facilitator--since the prime concern is
centered on the discovery made by the participants rather than on the content presented by the
teacher.

The crucial stages of the creative drama experience include the imaginative and

co-operative preplanning, the improvised enactment, and the reflection of human experiences
whether real or imagined. The primary source of the material for the creative drama exercise is
the memory and experience of the participants who draw first upon their own reservoir of
insight, attitude, and notions about the issues to be performed. Their insights and attitudes, of
course, are shaped by their personal experiences as well as all they have seen, heard and reac!.
Therefore, rich literary storehouses which are available to the minds of the participants are also
available to the dramatization. One of the strongest assets of creative drama as a learning vehicle
is that it is able to integrate cognitive, affective, social and psychomotor abilities.
Creative Drama holds great promise for the church as an adult learning tool. Published
graphs and ratios often show a Significant difference in retention when learning is direct to the
senses. The percentages range in the neighborhood of
mOVing next to

75~

90~

retention with direct learning input,

with simulated learning and sliding down to

input. PreOOminantly verbal input takes a low of

30~

50~

with primarily visual

retention. Some graphs show the lower

ratios even lower, with the verbal/listening mode carving out a thin slice of only tOto

20~

retention (Tighe and Szentkeresti, 100). Any combinations of two or more of the senses involved
in the learning heightens the impact by allowing the learner to participate with more of his or her
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body. So seeing and hearing create a better impact than hearing or seeing alone. Many formal
learning experiences, particularly in higher education, and especially in adult Christian
education, capitalize on hearing the words in lecture or seeing them in the text. Seeing, hearing
and doing--as experienced in creative drama--would seem to provide the optimum level of
involvement for memorable engagement with the subject and consequent retention of the material.
Simulated learning experiences, of course, involve much more of the senses, body, and
mind in the process, so they capture more attention and retain more learning. Direct learning
experiences are those that the learner is actually involved in for "real." However, some
practitioners of participatory and experiential learning suggest that activities like creative drama
may be as much direct learning as are simulated learning experiences. This may be true in part
because the entire person is involved in living the dramatic experience even if it is one that is
simulated from real life. The astronauts learn as significantly in simulated space as they do in
real space. Police trainees learn from simulated encounters without the danger of life and limb.
The difference lies in the realization that in real space, something external as well as internal can
go wrong and their decision-making and physical responses--as well as their lives--are in a

much more vulnerable position. Likewise, in the creative drama simulation experience, the
players are engaged in real roles, with real people and real situations. They are maneuvering
through real relationships--the people opposite them are not mannequins.

But, like the

astronauts and police they are less vulnerable than in real life because the consequences of their
decisions will not be as devastating as they might be in real life since now they have the
opportunity to discuss what went wrong and to make corrections. The experiential process of
creative drama, which includes role playing, games, exercises, group discussion, Simulation,
skits and values clarification, is a compelling and rather comprehensive vehicle through which
many of the above techniques may be used in order to facilitate attitudinal and behavioral change as
well as train for living.
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Creative Drama's Key Benefits
This author advocates the application of creative drama strategies on the basis of a number
of observed key benefits which make it a compelling tool for education and growth in the church.
The following is a summary list of creative drama's advantages discovered in the process of
research for this dissertation:
( I ) creative drama provides a vehicle of participation through which the learner may
become engaged in active exploration;
(2) creative drama, with its pattern of improvisation, role playing and dramatic
simulations, is concerned with the crises and turning points of life which cause people to reflect
and take stock;
(3) creative drama may also be a vehicle for the development of imagination which then
becomes an effective tool for creative problem solving;
(4) creative drama, and the opening for imaginative speculation which it prOVides, may
help the participant to come to terms with what he or she believes and with the alternatives that
he or she has in terms of current and future ways of living and thinking;
(5) creative drama may be utilized as a learning tool which holds a unique position
somewhere between the constraints and non-participatory drawbacks of didactic lecture and the
draining intensity and emotional/financial consumption of full participation in the complete
repertoire of life's lesson pool;
6) creative drama may be useful to education in the Christian church because it begins
with a premise of group interaction and the need for effective communication; and
(7) creative drama provides experiences through, which the participants may gain
empathic understanding by exploring another's position while in role.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR ACHIEVING THE PROMISES OF CREATIVE DRAMA
IN ADULT CHRISTIAN fDUCATlON

ThIs author recognIzes the gap In experIential educatIonal prootlces wIthIn the evangelical
Christian church's adult education program. Therefore, there is

8

very real ignorance of the

claIms and methods of creative drama as well. RecommendatIons are for an increase in awareness •
of the overall findings In the four major areas mentioned in chapter two of this thesis which would
enhance the platform for the inculcation of creative drama practices.
In reality, many of the instructors and group leaders in adult Christian education are
volunteers and often lack the time and the skf11s to do additional preparation for the group learning
experiences outside the suggestions they might receive in preprogrammed curriculum materials
and discussion guidelines. Often they expend their energy' In preparation for the lesson by focusing
on biblical exegesis and biblical commentary stUdies. If the Instructor has personal background in
professional teaching or in group

~namics

through his or her occupation in management,

education, or helping services, he or she will likely apply those insights and skills toward tha
content and process of the class. People with these backgrounds are often the ones recruited to
teach the classes and they survive and succeed because they have some reedy skills in group
leadership. As is the case in much informal education for adults, however, the instructors have
little background knowledge or

stu~

in the areas of adult development and learning styles.

Individuals who are already In post secondary education occupations and who are also group leaders
in the church, may have some academic knowledge of adult development and learning, but this is
not always the case. In fact, many college professors teach their classes from the position of
knowing their academic field, but not from the basis of training in skillful teaching. Therefore,
even those with backgrounds In higher education most often continue to resort to the more passive,
lecture/discussion modes than experiential methods. Therefore, this author recommends a
concerted effort on the part of the educational program directors In the evangelical Christian
church to encourage its instructors of adults to stu~ and learn about the students they work with.
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ohuroh to enoourage its instruotors of adults to stucty and learn about the students they work with.

Development of Workshops and the Accumulation of Resources
Pastors and Christian education directors should provide workshops and in-service
training for their volunteer instructors in the areas of adult development, faith development and
learning styles. This recommendation may fall on deaf ears because often in the average and
smaller churches the pastors and education directors have not themselves encountered training in
these areas, no less than the instructors in higher education have. So then, how might the message
get out to them in order to stimulate awEi8iiGSS and recognition of need and thus, possible change?
Again, locating effective sources where information concerning the need and possible solutions is
important. One might begin in a small way by enlisting the attention of the local pastor or
Christian education director and then proceed to feed instructional materials and provide private
tutorials. This may gain some valuable mileage on the local level, but hardly affect the overall
geography of the problem. The vehicles of publication are probably the best options for awareness
stimulation and information dissemination and will be discussed more fully in a later section.

Grass Roots MvOCf£l( on the Local Level
Americans, and particularly evangelical Christian Americans, tend to think of drama as
performance and as an entertainment medium, so to think of it in terms of personality
development and growth in awareness and empathy is often foreign to them and takes considerable
adjustment to contemplate. Play, to many adults, is still thought of as frivolous and hardly a
source of discussion in the serious work of the church. The advocate of creative drama, therefore,
often must anticipate a sensitive position when suggesting its use, even to the point of dropping the
term "drama" for those whu are fearful of potential performance. Thus, the advocate places the
emphasis of the discussion on drama's inherent attributes and potentialities through experiential
learning and away from the prospect of performance. Therefore, the advocate may consider
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introducing the subject of using creative drama strategies to those who are apprehensive about
performance, by actually labeling them "experiential" or "creative exercise" modules instead
until further education in terms may occur.
Change, if it is to come about, must be brought on through sensitive involvement and
commitment rather than through edict or revolution. Some more far-reaching yet targeted
vehicles of communication, which might undergird local efforts while presenting information to a
much larger public, are: (1) the publications read by those who make the decisions in program
arrangement and content and (2) the institutions of formal instruction for the potential leaders.

Publications
Each major denomination has at least one regular publication which goes out to the local
churches and provides information for the pastors and the lay leaders concerning the current
events and trends of the denomination. Within the scope of these publications there is opportunity
to raise a voice on a certain issue of concern for the larger organization as well as to report on
happenings in the local congregation. This is often also a vehicle for the articulation of specific
needs in the local church. Informed, popularly written, articles on the necessity of adult education
instructors to become aware of the findings in adult development, life cycles, learning styles, and
the relationship of these findings to the use of creative drama in the local church could find their
way into such publications. Often the articles in these publications are short enough that in depth
training is not pOSSible, but the whetting of the appetite and the stimulation of awareness is
possible, followed up with information on locating adjitional materials.
In adjition to the individual denominational publications there are numerous national and
regional Christian periodicals which contain a variety of materials and information for the general
Christian populace. These include such publications as Eternity, Faith at Work, The Christian
Ce.n1!!!:Y, Christianity Today, Charisma, Cornerstone, Moody Monthly, The Other Side, Modern

Liturgy, and others. Articles may likewise be published in other periodicals which are not
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expressly religious, but which suggest teaching strategies for a variety of contexts. These articles
may be published in the professional and/or popular journals for the fields of higher education,
experiential learning, educational drama, counsellng, leisure activities and others which have
some relationship to the concerns presented in this dissertation. Since creative drama flows
beyond compartmentalized constrictions of specific curriculums, it crosses boundary lines,
potentially at least, into all disciplines. This makes it frustrating to pigeonhole it, but it also
makes it possible to recognize connections and applications in numerous fields and therefore
present a possibility to address its concerns in numerous different publications and conferences.

leadership Training Institutions
The change recommended in this chapter will probably be nursed along through dozens of
practitioners scattered all over the country. In the past, when creative drama has casually found
its way into Christian contexts or other community formats, it has usually been because
practitioners themselves brought their craft into their own churches, clubs, communities and
places of employment as a natural extension of their interests. This has been the case with key
practitioners in the field during the past decades who have asked for entree into other institutions
with which they have been either closely or peripherialy associated. Or they were invited to ply
the tools of their trade in other venues when acquaintances had witnessed their impact on the
traditional groups. Consequently, some creative drama facllitators who teach the subject in their
colleges or practice it in public schools, may most likely be found in their churches and service
organizations doing some of the same things. This is fortunate for the people and organizations who
are close enough to them to receive the fall-out. But it is also entirely possible that the separate
church on this corner may enjoy aspects of creative drama while another one on that other corner
may never have heard of it, simply because this one here happens to have a practitioner on its
membership roles who offers his own enthusiasm and expertise.
Further recommendations for stimulating awareness and training for future practitioners
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lie in moving farther up the ladder to the major sources of training in leadership for the
evangelical Christian church. These points of contact may be found in the Christian colleges and
seminaries. Publications that attract the attention of the educators in those institutions to the need
for future pastors and Christian education directors to be cognizant of the specific needs of adult
learning and the potentials of experiential learning devices may be the start of overall awareness
of the gap between theory and practice and a consequent filling of that gap. Those institutions
which train the future Christian education leaders and the pastors for the evangelical Christian
church must incorporate in their curriculums current findings on adult development and learning.
Furthermore, the curriculums should include classes in various teaching strategies aimed toward
adults, including experiential learning and specifically the application of creative drama and role
playing methods. If the educators at the Christian college and seminary level can be reached
concerning the gaps in awareness at the local church level regarding the real needs and
developmental levels of the adults in their programs, their curriculums for training the future
leaders for those programs will contain information and training to meet the needs. Since the
actual instructors of adult education in Christian churches are in large measure voluntary, they
need mentoring and guidance from other leaders in the church hierarchy who are trained and
informed concerning the needs of the students the volunteers work with. These informed clergy
and professional lay leaders may then guide and train the volunteer lay instructors, challenging
them toward personal growth and knowledge about the nature and realization of the task they face
in facilitating learning rather than simply disseminating information.

Annual Denominational and other Religious Conferences
Further possible areas of instruction and training. for the clergy as well as the lay
educators of adult education may be discovered in the annual conferences held by the various
denominations. The availability of conferences where different collections of people from various
interest groups meet varies from denomination to denomination. Some of the larger denominations
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have yearly mootings of the entire organi;zation whioh may draw thousands to attend. Many of the

denominations manage their own conference centers where they hold annual and biannual meetings
of rather large magnitude. These gatherings provide opportunities for presenting workshops and
sessions aimed at particular functions of the church program, such as education, worship,
outreach and missions. Training in the use of creative drama strategies may therefore take place
in these contexts.

other conference and workshop potentials may be found in the

non-denominational conferences which are held across the country and are specifically geared
toward particular interest groups in the Christian realm. These conferences include national and
regional meetings for pastors and Christian education directors and youth leaders. There are also
conferences for worship leaders, music directors, camp and retreat organizers, and artists. Some
conferences cater specifically to people in special religious ministries such as clowning,
counseling, family enrichment, missions, and even drama.

Secular Conferences
The divisions of certain professional secular organizations which hold annual conferences
also have sections of their organizations which are geared to religious subgroups of the field. The
Religious Speech Communication Association holds its conventions in conjunction with the national
Speech Communication Association which meets annually to hear scholarly papers and research
reports and to field workshops and panels on related topiCS. This is also the case with the national
Association for Theatre in Higher Education which includes no less than thirteen subgroups,
including a Religious Theatre organization. National education organizations also have subgroups of
religious educators who hold conferences annually and regionally, calling for papers and panels on
pertinent subjects. This author has presented papers relating to the use of creative drama in
various settings at several of the above mentioned conferences and at local and regional workshops
for collected groups of Christian education directors.
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Retreats and Gamps
The major denominations, and even many of the smaller independent congregations,
recognize the need for regular retreats for their leadership and general congregation. Therefore,
there is a sizable field of camp and retreat options for disseminating the information on creative
drama and possible training of lay personnel and clergy in the use of creative drama strategies as
well as informing them of findings in the fields of adult education and experiential learning.

Development and Publication of Textbooks and Training Manuals
Long range future recommendations include the possibility of textbooks and other
instructional devices to aid the facilitator in learning and applying creative drama strategies. At
present there is scant information for the application of creative drama in adult Christian
education, hence the proposal of this dissertation. Future prospects are to write a comprehensive
text which would be explicitly aimed at training classes in the Christian colleges and seminaries
and which would include information similar to that presented in this OOcument. The text, of
course, would be geared to a different audience than a dissertation is, but the purpose would be to
raise the level of awareness in order to inculcate experiential methods in adult Christian
education, particularly creative drama. Further publications may be written in a different style
and aimed as training manuals for the volunteer practitioners.

Development of Audio-Visual Materials
There exists a scarcity of visual aids and materials for training practitioners in the use
of creative drama. Video tapes and films of practitioners demonstrating the use of the strategy are
rare. Some films exist, but they are primarily of the British practitioners exhibiting the
techniques with groups of youth in public education in England. There are a few films on the use of
role playing in counseling and management training seminars available in the United States, but
agaIn these are scarce. Recommendations for future training in this area therefore would include
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the creation of films, videos, audiotapes and other audio-visual materials.

Targeting Teachers of Chlldren and Youth
Along term plan for the future would be to target the teachers of younger age students in
Christian education programs to more regularly use the strategies of the creative drama process
in their classes, at camps and in informal settings. There must also be a concerted effort to teach
the skills of creative drama since the field has suffered from an outside prejudice that it is a
simple thing to lead children into spontaneous acting and therefore does not require training.
Because of this attitude of the uninformed, there may be a tendenLY to oversimplify the techniques
and thereby water down the training. Theory and background of the field of creative drama as well
as specific training must therefore be made avallable to the teachers of younger children instead of
simply suggesting they do something creative, like "have the children act out the story."
The training and mentoring of the teachers on the lower levels may be an important
prelude to the inculcating the strategy in the entire field of Christian education. Often the
teachers on the children's level of education in the church do get some inservice training, at least
through the printed curriculums each denomination often uses. If the teachers of the younger
children are made aware of the potential power of the tool of creative drama and are instructed in
its use, they may indeed facilitate remarkable experiences for the children. These, in turn would
enhance their learning and growth as well as their attitudes towards learning in Christian
education. Ultimately this plan may provide an opportunity for an overall inculcation of creative
drama in the entire Christian education program primarily because the children coming through
the programs in the church will grow up expecting to learn experientially and will already be
comfortab Ie with the process when they become adu Its. They will then go on to expect the same in
their adult level classes. Although this prospect sounds like a long and tedious project (not unlike
planting the seed of a great oak tree), this process would seem a natural and gradual means of
influencing the entire program and netting more lasting results.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Aconcern remains that there is little empirical research to sUbstantiate the claims of
creative drama. The kind of learning that takes place through the process of creative drama is
impliCit and often difficult to measure through quantitative devices. Much pedagogical learning is
additive, allOWing for new facts to be acquired and stored by the student, and thus tested. However,
creative drama is not essentially an academic subject with factual material to learn; it focuses on
process rather than product.

Learning through creative drama is primarily a matter of

reframing; the student looks at what he or she knows from a new perspective. The kind of
knowledge which is achieved through the reframing process is a result of learning to adjust,
realign and modify attitudes and behaviors as a result of the changed perceptions. It is a gaining of
understanding, awareness, inSight. Much of the outward evaluation of creative drama can often
only be a result of the intuitive observations made by facilitators and close associates who may be
able to determine a change in expressive behavior and verbalization by the participants follOWing
insight gained through active participation in the creative drama process. Consequently, the
future role of experimental, variable analytic, research in this field appears to be limited as it
has been in the past. The more typical social science research in the field has been characterized
by case study and anecOOtal reporting.

The Challenge of guantitative Research
The discussion above is a reminder of the quibbling recounted by the Schools Council
Drama Teaching Project at the end of chapter two over whether drama can or should be assessed
(McGregor,95). This writer agrees with the conclusion of the Schools Council Drama Teaching
Project that, if creative drama is effective, it should yield some effects that are observable and
documentable. The question becomes, what methodology is best suited to get at those effects?
Creative drama as an art or strategy presents formidable problems to the researcher employing
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quantitative research methods. Operational definitions and measurement of acquired sensitivity,
empathy, creativity, spiritual awareness and the like are quite difficult and there are many other
elusive variables inherent in the prosess.
Creative drama is a very complex activity, a highly sophisticated communication format
that requires an integration of the whole person through the process of self-expression. At the
same time that it is individual and personal it is also social and interactive. It reflects a drawing
upon the cognitive and the affective domains simultaneously, integrating expression from the
intellectual and the intuitive, the mental and the emotional, moving in and around time and space
limitations. Consequently, the research and evaluation of creative drama has been and remains
largely observational, inductive and often a result of intuitive quantification based upon longer
range experience with the participants and noting their overt and subtle expressions of response
to the process.
Extensive individual and group change is probably the result of a constellation of
impacting sources, but the creative drama practitioner may still be able to observe emotional and
attitudinal responses to the sessions within the exercises. He or she notes the level of physical and
intellectual engagement in the activity on the part of the participants, the quality of insightful
discussion and evaluation, thq ability to apply findings in immediate play backs and in future
planning, the future follow-up discussions and the oral and journal reports of life experience
application. Because of this proxim lty, interest, and data base, the practitioner may, in fact,
remain the best future source of research into creative drama's impact.
Quantitative research of creative drama in adult Christian education groups in the
evangelical church may also be problematic because of the nature of the involvement of students
and teachers. Almost all are voluntary and attendance is never certain. Imposing artificial
measuring devices would be difficult on the basis of the tentativeness of the situation. Testing of
control groups within the church may also be suspect because of the many variables found in the
different personality make up of each group, the differences in meeting times, the differences in
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behaviors of the facilitators and the interpersonal relationships within the differing groups which
encourage or hamper interaction.
However, there is the possibility of attempting quantitative research that would achieve a
certain measure of "objectivity" if the facilitator is able to take the same group who meets
regularly, alternate methods of instruction, move perhaps from the traditional lecture/
discussion methoo on one occasion to the creative drama process on another, and test retention of
material or another operationally defined variable. One could attempt to design a tool which could
decipher awareness and/or attitude in a pre-session questionnaire and then again in a post-session
questionnaire, but it would be diffficult to isolate the independent variables without corrupting the
improvisational and spontaneous nature of the activity. This type of research remains a challenge
for practitioners to accomplish without imposing bias or alerting the partiCipants to expectations,
but it may be attempted in the future to locate empirical data.
A multitude of obvious and unforeseen variables account for the difficulty of making
nontrivial and unbiased quantitative measurements of the impact of creative drama. The very
notion that one is working with such volatile and fluctuating varibles and groups of variables such
as individual ity , personal ity, interpersonal relationships, group liynam ics, creativi ty,
imagination, intuition, attitude change and gradations of spiritual awareness has given
practitioners pause in claiming they have the wherewithal to effectively measure the outcomes of
creative drama through quantitative methods.
This writer suggests that future researchers may attempt empirical testing of creative
drama's effects in contexts more controllable in nature than the evangelical church--where the
participants may tend to be more tentative in their attendance and their commitment to the
program. These alternative locations might be in the venue of on-going established classroom
settings in denominational or church-related colleges and seminaries. This type of research
agenda will depend on the successful design of measurement tools which can determine attitude or
InsIght change, measured as an observable behavior, based probably on pre and post testing of
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students in college elooG9G utili2ing erGative drama 00 an educational

s~rat9QY.

In these C8G9G, the

instructors can easily enlist a control group composed of another class which probably would be
more cooperative than that found in a church setting. The contamination possibilities of this
prospect are that the groups would be more homogeneous than those in church settings because
they are all students, their age range is limited, and their relationships with the "teacher" are
more proscribed than they would be with a volunteer lay person as facilitator in the church
setting. likewise, the students in the colleges and seminaries are in the group involuntarily and
seeking a final grade for their efforts. Their attendance is expected to be more consistent than the
church group. Furthermore, because they are on a college campus they are more likely to have
ongoing relationships of a more consistent nature outside the class. Their mutual concerns are
more consistent since they are all in school and seeking a degree. Their outside responsibilities are
altered since their lives are currently focused on the job of being a student. On the other hand, the
age spans would not be as disparate in the seminaries because there might be a broader range of

older students than in the colleges; this being similar to that found in an adult Christian education
class. However, the gender balance may prove to be askew since the majority of students in
seminaries may be male.
Nevertheless, while there are the many variables and differences between the local church
creative drama class group and the typical college and seminary class, the college and seminary
classes are a way of starting the quantitative research because there are some Significant
similarities which may carry over to the church setting. These may exist primarily in the areas
of faith development and intentions for spiritual growth. Obviously, however, the students in the
seminaries would have a more overall directed intention for spiritual growth than the
cross-section of the adults in the Christian education classes at the church. The seminarians are
determining to make a career of their faith consciousness and are already preselected if only by
their enrollment at a seminary.
It is apparent to this author that the application of measuring devices and explicit
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quantitative research to the world of creative drama will remain a challenge. The challenge is
even greater when one considers the proposal of specific application of this strategy to the
particular group of adults in evangelical Christian education. Much of the measurement and
evaluation of creative drama to this point has been largely in the fields of public education and
institutional therapies. These contexts by nature of their arrangements and affiliations are more
consistent in control and participation than is the typical evangelical Christian adult education
group. These are also the very reasons that this author continues to recommend the app lication of
this strategy in this structured, institutional context. The potential benefits of creative drama as
an experiential learning strategy make it a compelling option in learning environments which
have been traditionally restrictive in creative and interactive methods, and yet which seek to
nurture and educate in order to affect positive change of attitude and behavior in the students. If
anything, creative drama stands a chance for success in these programs simply because it
encourages learning through the process of experiential exploration rather than information
acquisition.

The Potential of Qualitative and Interoretive Research
The prospect of applying qualitative and interpretive research methods to the arena of
creative drama with adults in Christian education settings is brighter than is the case with
quantitative methods. This Is probably due to the fact that qualitative reseorchers tend to shy away
from the methods of the natural SCiences; normally 00 not seek to establish explanatory theories;
and 00 not seek value-free conclusions. Qualitative research is described by James A. Anderson, in
Communication Research: Issues and Methods, as an approach to communication research that is
"directed toward the explanation of social action in order to. unpack the jointly held meanings
which constitute the reality of that action. Research accomplishes this task by examining the
situated individual asa participant and architect" (267-68). Qualitative research of this type is
interested in how individuals interpret their worlds through symbols, thus its primary tools are
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the intensive interview, participant observation, and the analysis of narratives garnered in the

interviews. If access to participant journals is granted by the facilitator and participants, these
journal "narratives" too become part of the interpretation of the creative drama group. The
result, a written report, is itself an interpretation of the human phenomenon or organization
under study that is rich in description and detail and attempts to get the outsider--the reader--to
get "inside" the human activity in all its ritualized and idiosycratic wonder. Here is a research
methodology that could possibly yield a data rich description of creative drama with particular
adult Christian education groups.
The advantages of this research methodology are threefold: First, from the beginning, it
does not attempt to reduce the phenomena of social activities such as creative drama to the realm of

cause-effect, scientific law terminology, thus it is more amenable to the humane and highly
personal environment of creative drama.

Second, because it relies on interviews and

observations--two activities which can be made highly personal and fun, in the case of
interviews, and fairly unobtrusive, in the case of observations--it has a good likelihood of gaining
acceptance with church people. Third, the research can be undertaken with a minimum of expense.
The disadvantages of this type of research are also twofold: First, the results are not necessarily
generalizable across all similar groups. Second, it is a fairly subjective methodology, highly
influenced by the intelligence, bias and skills of the researcher. Its advantages probably outweigh
its disadvantages and qualitative interpretive research should become the new frontier of study in
creative drama. As a methodology, the qualitative methocl could also be the substance of, or a part
of, an outside observer's evaluation of a creative drama group or program.

CONCLUSIONS

This author, while recognizing the potential fit of creative drama strategies in the adult
evangelical Christian education programs, also realizes the uphill climb involved in making the
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vision a reality. This dissertation may be a first step on that journey.
In aO:Iition to the research undertaken to support this document's contentions regarding
the effective use of creative drama in adult Christian settings, this author has had personal
observation and experience with the strategy for twenty years while empll1'led in profassional
Christian higher education and in the community as a theatre director and creative drama
instructor. Putting the theory into practice and noting numerous positive responsas and evident
insight and growth in the lives of the individual participants has provided a primary basis of
personally experienced evidence in favor of creative drama as a powerful force and potential
change agent.
This author has gained insight into individuals of all ages when they were able to speak
their thoughts safely through the voice of a character in a role, through a puppet, by means of a
concrete metaphor, behind the protection of a rubber half-mask, or even under the flambl1'lant
make-up of a clown. She has seen a shy, backward and abused scar-faced adolescent gir I walk with
the confidence of a queen while wearing Cinderella's gown. She has watched an equally ineffective
young man with averting eyes and discomforting stammers, sucXlenly speak fluently and
commandingly while improvising with the aid of a ringmaster's cane and cape. She has seen
80-year-old care-home patients lift rickety, tired bones and skip them across the floor in mimes
that reflected their childlike encounters with the new day. She has seen wheelchair-bound friends
play their delightful characters for each other with their only remaining, animated parts: their
eyes and fingertips. She has seen an emotionally-handicapped 16-year-old find fellowship with
an intellectually-gifted ten-year-old as they role played a scene about their mutual fear of
thunder. She has been moved as an athletic college student wept on a cold tile floor identifying with
Job's suffering while engaging in a simulation of the role. She has noted a father's insight into his
physical closedness when he improvised his responsas to the possibility of his teenager's
pregnancy. She has watched as middle-aged women expressed their own unique form of spiritual
worship in a creative portrayal of selections from the Psalms and Ecclesiastes. She has welcomed
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adults emerging with youthful vigor after they learned to play again through creative drama.

These are only a few of the happenings and glimpses of the possibilities.
Regardless of their ages, Christians are called to regain that special oneness with the
Creator by becoming "as little children." Children mostly play and believe, watch, act and grow.
Creative drama in adult Christian education may help provide adults that unique opportunity once
again to discover and grow through focused dramatic play.
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